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Update and Assembly
Instructions

This is Release 1 of the 1993 edition of the Adviser's
Manual of Federal Regulations Affecting Foreign Students
and Scholars. All pages of this release carry the date
notation 11/92, except for some of the appendixes
and sample forms which have been reprinted from
the 1992 edition.

To assemble your Manual, unwrap this package and
place it on the binder rings, separating each section
with the appropriate tabbed divider. A tab is pro-
vided for each section and for the collected appen-
dixes. In addition, we have provided individual tabs
for several of the more frequently used appendixes.
Lastly, a tab has been provided for the index.

Please inform the NAFSA publications department of
ways in which we might improve the Manual. Thank
vou.
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Editor's Introduction

In 1966 the National Association for Foreign Student
Affairs (now NAFSA: Association of International Edu-
cators) published its first manual on U.S. immigration
law as it pertains to foreign students and scholars. The
authors of that first manual, which followed a number
of related publications by various NAFSA members,
were Robert B. Klinger (University of Michigan), Fur-
man A. Bridgers (University of Maryland), and Robert
B. Lindsey (Immigration and Naturalization Service).
Bridgers revised the Manual in 1969 and again in 1972. It
was rewritten in 1975 by members of NAFSA's Advi-
sory Committee on Government Regulations, which I
chaired, and revised in 1979, 1981, 1983, 1989, and 1992.
The present vol Ime is the 1993 edition of NAFSA's
Adviser's Manual of Federal Regulations Affecting Foreign Stu-
dents and Scholars.

In all its editions, the Manual has been an indispens-
able reference for those concerned with international
educational exchange, particularly in the current era of
constantly changing regulations. Through these publica-
tions, advisers to foreign students and scholars have
become familiar with many aspects of immigration law
and procedures and have been aided in performing
their duties more effectively.

Contents and Style. Considerable attention has been
given to the organization of the material in this volume.
Specific major topics are presented as entities in them-
selves. For example, the section on student (F) status
contains most of the essential information on that topic.
Therefore, advisers dealing primarily with F-1 students
will need generally to refer to that section alone. Advis-
ers are encouraged to acquaint themselves with the
entire contents of the Manual, however, so that they will
be aware of all possible contingencies.

Although earlier editions of the Manual concentrated
on nonimmigrant classifications and status, in recent
years the statu' of immigrants has become more impor-
tant. Therefore, this edition of the Manual includes addi-
tional information about immigrant status and other
topics. The sections on immigrant status (Section 12)
and on temporary worker or trainee status (Section 10),
for example, have been completely rewritten to reflect
the changes brought about by the Immigration Act of
1990 (the Act), signed into law on 29 November 1990
(PL 101-649; 104 Stat. 4978).

Where the precise wording of a law or regulation is

required, the Act or the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
is quoted verbatim. In all cases where information
comes from the Act or the CFR, the appropriate section
is cited, for example, 8 CFR 214.2(f).

The annotated bibliography (Appendix 8) lists and
describes references that the authors have drawn upon
and that advisers may wish to have available for their
own use. Also included in the appendixes for the first
time is information on tax rules applicable to foreign
nationals (Appendix 12) and a digest of materials per-
taining to Chinese students and scholars affected by the
events in Tiananmen Square in 1989 (Appendix 13).

As stated above, the authors have sought to incorpo-
rate essential information about a specific immigration
classification into the section of the Manual correspond-
ing to that classification. This has caused some redun-
dancies of material and references. The authors felt this
was preferable, however, to burdening the reader with
many cross-references.

For the first time, the authors have prepared a com-
prehensive index. Advisers will find this index most
useful when used in conjunction with the table of con-
tents prefacing each chapter.

Limitations. The Manual makes frequent reference to
the Act, formally known as the Immigration and
Nationality Act with Amendments and Notes on

elated Laws, PL 101-649, 104 Stat. 4978. It also cites
current editions of Title 8, "Aliens and Nationality,"
Title 22, "Foreign Relations," and Title 20, "Employees'
Benefits," of the CFR. It does not presume to substitute
for those works. It is primarily a layman's digest of
immigration law and regulations as they pertain to for-
eign students and scholars and a guide to the interpreta-
tion and use of that material. Individuals desiring a
more comprehensive treatment of immigration law and
regulations should refer to the above documents.

In interpreting the material in the Manual, foreign
student advisers should be aware of their own limita-
tions when working with complicated legal matters. An
adviser should recognize when it is necessary to call for
the services of a trained immigration attorney. Failure to
do so may have long-range deleterious effects on the
lives of the students and scholars whom the advisers
are, in fact, trying to help. On the other hand, counseling
provided by advisers on the basis of information pro-
vided in the Manual may often save the student or

vii
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scholar money and obviate needless correspondence,
hearings, and appeals.

Laws and regulations are subject to interpretation by
those responsible for their administration. Immigration
law grants discretionary authority to INS, and thus to
INS district offices, but this will be reduced as INS ser-
vice centers process most nonimmigrant applications.
Because local practice varies, it is impossible to provide
detailed, specific information and guidelines to meet
every contingency. The authors have therefore
attempted to provide objective, basic background mater-
ial that will assist foreign student advisers in respond-
ing effectively to local variations.

Updating the Manual. Immigration regulations,
forms, and procedures change frequently. It is NAFSA's
intent to report such changes through the NAFSA
Newsletter and the Government Affairs Bulletin, and in
annual updates of the Manual. Advisers desiring a daily
record of proposed changes in the regulations should
subscribe to the Federal Register. Relevant material pub-
lished in the Federal Register usually appears shortly
thereafter in a condensed version in Interpreter Releases.
Appendix 8 contains subscription information on these
and other publications.

Alex Bedrosian
Editor and Project Director
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SECTION 1

Introduction to Immigration Law
Pravinchandra J. Patel and Ronald W. Freeman

1.1 General 1-1

1.2 The Current Statute 1-1

1 .3 Regulations 1 -1

1.4 Operations Instructions 1-2

1.5 Administering Agencies 1 -2

1 .6 Immigrants and Nonimmigrants 1 -2

1.7 Recent Legislative Developments 1 -2

1.1 GENERAL
All countries have immigration laws designed to control
the number and kinds of people permitted to enter the
country. Their level of restrictiveness, however, depends
on the country's population policy. Throughout its early
history, the United States welcomed immigrants with-
out restrictions. In fact, for the first 100 years of its his-
tory, immigration was virtually unrestricted. Indeed, the
first general immigration law and the discriminatory
Chinese Exclusion Act were adopted in 1882, followed
by other important legislation. This trend then led to the
national-origin quota legislation enacted in 1924. The
Immigration Act of 1924, providing for qualitative
immigration with numerical limitations, favored immi-
gration from northern and western Europe, discouraged
immigration from southern and eastern Europe, and
excluded immigration from Asia almost entirely.

1.2 THE CURRENT STATUTE

The current Immigration and Nationality Act, also
known as the M '-Carran- Walter Act of 1952, is the basic
immigration statute. Enacted in 1952, it continued a
form of the national-origin quota system. With a major
amendment in 1965, however, most of its discriminatory
provisions were ab ,nshed and a selection system was
introduced for immigration based on family relation-
ships and this country's need for immigrants with par-
ticular skills. Since the enactment of the 1952 Act, Con-
gress 'las periodically passed important amendments to

that basic legislation, the most recent being the Immi-
gration Act of 1990 (the Act).

1.3 REGULATIONS
While the Act provides the basic structure of the

immigration system, the daily operations of the various
governmental agencies that administer the immigration
laws are prescribed by regulations. These regulations
are promulgated by the appropriate agency or depart-
ment, published in the Federal Register, and incorporated
into the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). Such regula-
tions must be consistent, however, with statute, as well
as the U.S. Constitution. Regulations found by the
courts to be contrary to or in violation of the underlying
statute or any constitutional right may be nullified. As
long as regulations are in effect, however, they have the
force of law and are enforced by the courts

Proposed amendments to the CFR are published in
the Federal Register, and are normally followed by what
is known as a "Notice and Comment" period, i.e., a time
during which the public may submit comments, views,
or recommendations regarding such proposals. Final
regulations are then published in the Federal Register and
take effect from the date indicated in the regulations.
The Federal Register is published daily. Each title of the
CFR, however, is compiled and updated annually,
incorporating all changes in the existing regulations or
all new regulations.

The regulations of the U.S. Immigration and Natural-
ization Service (INS) are contained in Title 8 of the Code
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of Federal Regulations (8 CFR "Aliens and Nationality");
those of the Department of State and the U.S. Informa-
tion Agency (USIA) are contained in Title 22 (22 CFR
"Foreign Relations"); and those of the Department of
Labor (DOL) in Title 20 (20 CFR "Employees' Benefits").

1 .4 OPERATIONS INSTRUCTIONS

Beside the INS regulations, INS officials must follow
internal guidelines known as "Operations Instrt.ctions"
(OIs). °Is track the regulatory framework, elaborate on
the regulations, and provide detailed instructions and
procedures to INS officials in carrying out their duties.
Similar internal guidelines of the Department of State
are contained in the Foreign Affairs Manual (FAM) and
other periodic communications, for guidance to con-
sular officers. The Department of Labor, too, has its own
set of operating instructions contained in the Technical
Assistance Guide (TAG). As a general rule, such operat-
ing instructions are not puolished in the Federal Register,
nor do they have the force of law. They furnish only
general guidance for department employees and do not
confer any substantive rights.

1 .5 ADMINISTERING AGENCIES

The Act and all immigration-related provisions con-
tained in other statutes are administered and enforced
within the United States by INS, an agency of the
Department of Justice; outside the United States they are
enforced by the consular posts of the Department of
State. Within the United States, the Department of Labor
is also involved in administering the employment-based
provisions or the labor-certification provisions of the
Act affecting certain immigrants and nonimmigrants.
USIA, an agency of the Department of State, is also
involved in administering certain provisions of the Act
through its control and supervision of exchange-visitor
programs.

1 1 /92

1 .6 IMMIGRANTS AND NONIMMIGRANTS
INS makes a basic and definite distinction between

two categories of aliens: immigrants and nonimmi-
grants. The former come to the United States with the
intention of residing here permanently; the latter come
here for a temporary period and return to their country
before the expiration of the authorized temporary
period. As a general rule, the law presumes that each
alien applicant for a U.S. visa or for admission to the
United States is an intending immigrant unless the
applicant can establish status as a bona fide nonimmi-
grant under one of the nonimmigrant categories, such as
a visitor, student, or exchange visitor. (Advisers to for-
eign students and scholars are normally concerned with
these specific nonimmigrant categories). The burden of
proof thus rests with the alien applicant to demonstrate
eligibility for a nonimmigrant visa or entry. Further,

most nonimmigrants must demonstrate that they have a
residence in a foreign country that they have no inten-
tion of abandoning and that they are coming to the
United States temporarily for some specific purpose.
However, there are exceptions to this particular rule. For
example, temporary H-1 and L-1 aliens are specifically
exempted by the statute from this rule.

1 .7 RECENT LEGISLATIVE DEVELOPMENTS

Three recent legislative developments are worth not-
ing. First, in an effort to stem the tide of illegal or unau-
thorized aliens entering the United States, Congress
passed the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986
(IRCA), PL 99-603, signed into law on 6 November 1986.
The salient provisions of this law seek to: (1) sanction
employers and their agents who knowingly hire aliens
not authorized to work; (2) improve INS enforcement
and service; (3) legalize the status of aliens who had
been in the United States in illegal status continuously
since 1 January 1982 by adjusting their status first to that
of temporary residents and then to that of permanent
residents; (4) create a new category for temporary agri-
cultural workers (H-2A) and provide for permanent res-
idence of certain agricultural workers; (5) prohibit status
adjustments for nonimmigrants who have not main-
tained their nonimmigrant status; (6) increase the num-
ber of immigrant visas available to natives of dependent
areas; (7) confer special immigrant status on some G-4
nonimmigrants; and (8) establish a visa waiver pilot
program for citizens of certain countries.

Another significant piece of legislation, also passed in
1986 just a few days after the passage of IRCA, was the
Immigration Marriage Fraud Amendments of 1986
(IMFA), PL 99-639, signed into law on 10 November
1986. This law was primarily aimed at eliminating or
reducing the practice of gaining permanent residence
through fraudulent marriages to U.S. citizens or resi-
dents. It also provided for exclusion of tilt_ aliens who
use fraudulent statements or documents to obtain any
visa benefit, and thus affects students and scholars
applying for visas abroad or immigration benefits in the
United States.

Third and finally, after four years of intense efforts by
INS to implement the various provisions of IRCA and
IMFA, Congress recently passed major legislation that
touches almost every aspect of immigration law. Known
as the Immigration Act of 1990 (the Act), signed into law
29 November 1990 (PL 101-649), this legislation is uni-
versally recognized as the most sweeping and far-reach-
ing reform of this country's legal immigration system in
the last 38 years. It constitutes a complete revision of
both family-sponsored and employment-based immi-
gration, increasing the upper limit of immigrants who
may enter the United States every year. Related provi-
sions modify certain existing nonimmigrant categories
and create four new nonimmigrant classes, as well as a
new "diversity immigrant" category. Temporary pro-
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tected status is provided for aliens from El Salvador and
certain other countries in political turmoil. Other provi-
sions deal with administrative naturalization, criminal
aliens, employer sanctions, exclusion and deportation,
marriage fraud, and favorable treatment for residmts of
Hong Kong.

Although the provisions of the Act of 1990 have dif-
ferent effective dates, its major provisions went into
effect on 1 October 1991. Also, while some of the
changes made by this law are commendable, others are
quite troublesome, such as the changes made in Hl-B
provisions for temporary employment of university fac-
ulty. Positive features of the Act include an increased
overall cap on immigration; early unification. of mem-
bers of immediate families (spouse and minor children
of residents); and, more particularly, a nearly three-fold
increase in the allocation of visas to employment-based
immigrants.

National economies of the world are increasingly
assuming global proportions, and the United States has
a growing need for highly skilled aliens so that Ameri-
can companies can compete successfully in the world
market. This acutely felt need was the prime motivating
force for the enactment of the employment-based immi-
gration provisions in the new legislation.

A number of provisions in the Act, effective 1 Octo-
ber 1991, modify certain existing employment-related
nonimmigrant categories, such as E, H, and L, and cr-
ate certain new nonimmigrant categories, such as 0, P,
Q, and R (see Sections 6, 7, 8, and 11). Also, a provision
of immediate significance and interest to foreign student
advisers relates to off-campus work authorization for
nonimmigrant F students. Section 221 of the Act pro-
vides that, during the 3-year period beginning 1 October
1991, the attorney general shall grant an F alien work
authorization for employment in a position unrelated to
the alien's field of study and off-campus if: (1) the alien
has completed 1 academic year as a nonimmigrant stu-
dent in F-1 status and is maintaining good academic
standing; (2) the employer attests to the educational
institution and thc r..cretary of labor that he has
recruited at least tor the position and will pay
the alien and iimilarly situated workers the
greater of the ,w.;zial 1e el for the occupation at the
place of employ the prevailing wage level for
the occupation in the of employment; and (3) the
alien will not be employed more than 20 hours each
week during the academic term (except during the vaca-
tion periods and between academic termssee Section

The Act also provides that if the secretary of labor
determines that an employer has provided a materially
false attestation or has failed to pay wages in accordance
with the attestation, then the employer, after notice and
opportunity for a hearing, shall be disqualified from
employing an alien student under this provision. Fur-
ther, the INS commissioner is mandated to prepare and

submit to Congress, not later than 1 April 1994, a report
on whether this program of off-campus work authoriza-
tion should be extended, and on the impact of the pro-
gram on prevailing wages of workers.

Regarding the changes made in the nonimmigrant
temporary worker and trainee (H) category, there are
five different subcategories of H visa (H-1A for nurses,
H-1B for aliens in "specialty" occupations, H-2A for
temporary agricultural workers, H-2B for other tempo-
rary workers except foreign medical graduates, and H-3
for trainees). Also, certain artists, athletes, entertainers,
and prominent people, formerly eligible for H-1 visa,
are now separately covered by two new nonimmigrant
visa categories: "0" (aliens of extraordinary ability in
the sciences, arts, education, business, or athletics) and
"P" (internationally recognized athletes and entertain-
ers).

For the first time, the new law imposes an annual cap
of 65,000 on the number of nonimmigrant visas that can
be issued to H-1B principal aliens; a cap of 66,000 exists
for H-2B principal aliens. Within these upper limits,
visas will be issued in the order in which petitions are
filed for such visas or status. However, this numerical
limitation does not apply to spouses and children of
principal I ' 1B and H-2B aliens.

The H- I B nonimmigrant category is substantially
redefined. It is now available only to an alien coming
temporarily to perform services in a "specialty occupa-
tion" as defined by the statute. Such aliens must meet
certain requirements for the occupation, and their
employer must comply with the new labor-condition
application process. The term "specialty occupation"
requires: (1) theoretical and practical application of a
body of highly specialized knowledge, and (2) attain-
ment of a bachelor's or higher degree in the specific spe-
cialty (or its equivalent) as a minimum for entry into the
occupation in the United States. The law also requires
that the alien have full state licensure if licensure is
required to practice that occupation. With regard to the
degree requirement, the alien must demonstrate com-
pletion of the degree, or experience equivalent to the
completion of such degree in combination with recogni-
tion of expertise through progressively more responsi-
ble positions relating to the specialty (see Section 10)

The law also requires a labor-condition application,
for purposes of H-1B status, under which the employer
must file an application with the secretary of labor, stat-
ing and documenting that (1) the employer offers and
will continue to offer to aliens the greater of the actual
wage level paid by the employer to other individuals
with similar experience and qualifications for the spe-
cific employment in question or the prevailing wage
level for the occupational classification; (2) there is no
strike or lockout at the place of employment; and (3) a
notice of such filing is provided to a bargaining repre-
sentative, or, if no such representative exists, it is posted
in conspicuous locations at the place of employment.
Such applications are also required to specify the num-
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ber of workers sought, the occupational classification in
which the workers will be employed, and wage rate and
conditions of employment. The employer is also
required to make available for public examination,
within one working day, a copy of each such application
and accompanying documents. DOL is directed to
establish a process for investigation and disposition of
complaints, filed within 12 months, regarding failures or
misrepresentations of an employer, and is invested with
authority to impose civil monetary penalties including a
fine not exceeding $1,000 per violation. If the violation
pertains to nonpayment of certified wages, DOL may
issue an order for payment of back pay as required.

The admission period of H-1B aliens is now increased
from 5 to 6 years. The law gives, for the first time, a
statutory recognition that the filing of a preference peti-
tion or adjustment-of-status application for or by an H-1
or L alien shall not constitute evidence of an intention to
abandon a foreign residence for purposes of obtaining
or maintaining nonimmigrant H-1 status. Further, while
section 214(b) of the Act generally raises a presumption
for every alien to be an immigrant unless he can estab-
lish that he is indeed a nonimmigrant and is entitled to a
nonimmigrant status, the new law excludes nonimmi-
grant H-1 aliens from such presumption and thereby
relieves them of the burden of establishing that they are
not immigrants.

Lastly, with respect to H-1B and H-2B nonimmi-
grants, if such a nonimmigrant is dismissed from
employment by the employer before the end of the
period of authorized admission, the employer shall be
liable for the reasonable costs of return transportation
abroad.

With regard to H-3 trainees, the statute now explic-
itly requires that the training program is not one
"designed primarily to provide productive employ-
ment." This does not represent a new requirement, how-
ever, for the current administrative case law consistently
requires the petitioner to demonstrate that the training
program is not one designed primarily to provide pro-
ductive employment.

Beside the two new nonimmigrant categories ("0"
for aliens with extraordinary ability in the sciences, arts,
education, business, or athletics, and "P" for certain ath-
letes and entertainers), the new statute provides for
another new nonimmigrant category (Q) for participants
in international cultural-exchange programs. Under this
provision, an alien who is coming as a participant in an
international cultural-exchange program designated by
the attorney general for the purpose of providing practi-
cal training, employment, and the sharing of the history,
culture, and traditions of the alien's country qualifies for
Q nonimmigrant classification, provided that the alien
will be employed under the same wages and working
conditions as domestic workers. The period of autho-
rized status as a Q nonimmigrant cannot exceed 15
months.

One more new nonimmigrant category (R) created by
the new law is for certain aliens in religious occupations.

Additionally, the Act provides for two other minor
nonimmigrant provisions. One provides for admission
of nonimmigrants for cooperative research related to the
Department of Defense, development, and coproduction
projects, with a numerical limitation of a total of 100
such admissions at any time. The other provides for
establishment of an exchange program for those study-
ing special education and for the admission of nonimmi-
grant participants in such a program, with a numerical
limitation of a total of 50 such admissions in any fiscal
year.

In light of these profound legislative changes, all
three involved agencies or departments (INS, DOS, and
DOL) have drafted and revised their relevant regula-
tions, which became operational on 1 October 1991.

INS is consistently making efforts to alleviate certain
problems affecting academic and other institutions by
working closely with NAFSA: Association of Interna-
tional Educators and other active national organizations
such as AILA (American Immigration Lawyers Associa-
tion) in periodic reevaluations of existing regulations.
Advisers to foreign students and scholars are responsi-
ble for staying abreast of statutory and regulatory
changes that may affect those whom they advise in the
performance of their official duties. Advisers are also
responsible for carrying our their duties in a thorough
and professional manner, not only to prevent their
advisees from being inadvertently misled but also to
provide them with the information they need to remain
in compliance with laws and regulations.

It should also be noted that it is not the responsibility
of advisers to enforce the laws and regulations or to
make reports to government agencies beyond what is
required for any particular class or classes of nonimmi-
grants. For example, it is not the adviser's responsibility
to report to the INS any students who may have been
engaged in unauthorized activity, except when specifi-
cally required to do so by regulations. To do so would
destroy the working relationship with the aliens, jeopar-
dize the adviser's role as the representative and
employee of the college or university, and improperly
and incorrectly suggest that the adviser is an agent of
the government.

With such profound statutory and regulatory
changes, the challenge to serve foreign students and
scholars and to keep them properly informed of U.S.
laws and regulations has significantly increased. It is
imperative that all professionals in the field of interna-
tional educational exchange possess thorough informa-
tion about all aspects of relevant laws and regulations
and periodically reexamine the ways in which they com-
municate information to the students and scholars who
depend on them for information and guidance. Only in
this way will they be able to maintain an approach that
will ^ncourage foreign students and scholars to use 'heir
services and rely on their advice.
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2.1 NONIMMIGRANT CLASSES
A nonimmigrant is any alien coming to the United

States for a temporary stay that will end when its pur-
pose has been accomplished.

Nonimmigrant visas are issued in accordance with
provisions of Section 101(a)(15) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101), as amended (the Act).
Most students receive F-1 visas and enter the United
States in F-1 status if they will pursue a full course of
study in an academic institution or engage in language
training. They are given M-1 status if they are entering
to pursue a full course of study at an established voca-
tional or other recognized nonacademic institution.
Some are in J-1 (exchange visitor) status. A few may also
hold other classifications (sometimes as dependents),
such as diplomat (A), temporary worker (H), treaty
trader/investor (E), or international organization
employee (G). Foreign scholars (professors, researchers)
are usually in J-1 or H-1B status; occasionally they may
have 0-1 status.

The Manual contains sections on each of the nonim-
. migrant classifications most frequently encountered in

the field of international educational exchange, namely,
F students (Section 4), M students (Section 5), J exchange
visitors (Section 9), and H temporary workers or
trainees (Section 10). Section 11 gives brief information
about other nonimmigrant classes.

The Act, as amended, designates the nonimmigrant
classes listed below. The different classes of nonimmi-
grants are known by the subletter of the immigration
law concerning their class. For example, Section
101(a)(15)(F)(i) of the Act, as amended, is the full refer-
ence for what is commonly called the F-1 student.
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2.2 PASSPORTS

2.2.1 Definition
A passport is defined in the Act as "any travel docu-

ment issued by competent authority showing the
bearer's origin, identity, and nationality, if any, which is
valid for entry of the bearer into a foreign country." [Act
101(a)(30)1 In this context, a passport may encompass
documents other than those traditionally thought of as a
passport, and may in fact be a set of documents such as
a Certificate of Identity and a reentry permit for the
country issuing the documents. A passport permits its
bearer to return to the issuing country, usually the coun-
try of the bearer's nationality. Occasionally a person
may consider himself or herself "stateless" and carry
documents or a passport issued by the country in which
he or she resides.

2.2.2 Travel documents in lieu of passport
Some aliens will have travel documents other than

passports. The most common document is a Certificate
of Identity CI), sometimes held by Hong Kong students

who are not British subjects. The bearer of a CI is usu-
ally a person who is not a citizen of the foreign state
issuing the CI, but is a resident of that state who, for
some reason, cannot or will not obtain a travel docu-
ment from the state of citizenship. As another example,
individuals who are refugees may hold refugee travel
documents issued by countries signatory to the United
Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees.
In this volume, the term "passport" encompasses travel
documents used in lieu of passports.

2.2.3 Validity of passports
A passport shows the date of its issuance and the

date to which it is valid (its expiration date). The period
of validity of a passport varies according to the regula-
tions and procedures of the issuing country, and may
range from 1 year to several years.

2.2.4 Passport requirements
With certain exceptions, any alien applying for a U.S.

visa or seeking admission at a U.S. port of entry must
have a passport. The most common exceptions encoun-
tered by educational institutions are Canadian nationals
and Canadian landed immigrants who are entering the
United States from within the Western Hemisphere [8
CFR 212.1(a)1, and citizens of the Federated States of
Micronesia and the Republic of the Marshall Islands
who have proceeded in direct and continuous transit to
the United States. [8 CFR 212.1(d)] British subjects who
reside in Bermuda or Canada are not required to have
passports, except after a visit outside the Western Hemi-
sphere. A visa and a passport are required of Bahamian
nationals or British subjects living in the Bahamas.

Preinspection by INS authorities in the Bahamas may
eliminate the need for a visa on the part of these travel-
ers. No visa is required of British subjects residing in,
and arriving directly from, the Cayman Islands or the
Turks and Caicos Islands. Such individuals must, how-
ever, present specifically defined evidence that they
have no record of criminal activity. [8 CFR 212.1(a)]
Note that the waiver of the passport and visa require-
ment does not apply to Mexican nationals, except for
those w -o are in possession of a Border Crossing Card
and are applying for admission as temporary visitors for
business or pleasure. A Border Crossing Card was for-
merly issued in the form of a laminated card (Form I-186
or 1-586) and it is still valid in that form if not voided.
Currently, Border Crossing Cards are issued in the form
of a stamp in a Mexican passport or on a Mexican iden-
tity document. I Foreign Affairs Manual, Vol. 9, Sec. 41.321

The passports of all nonimmigrants must be kept
valid at all times. The requirement that passports be
kept valid for a minimum period of 6 months into the
future was dropped in late 1987. [Federal Register, 30
November 1987, pp. 45445-461 The 1987 regulation
states that, with certain exceptions, "the passport of an
alien applying for admission shall be valid for a mini-
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Nonimmigrants
Visa Symbol Class Section of Law

A-1 Ambassador, public minister, career diplomat or 101(a)(15)(A)(i)

consular officer, and members of immediate family

A-2 Other foreign government official or employee, and 101(a)(15)(A)(ii)

members of immediate family

A-3 Attendant, servant, or personal employee of alien 101(a)(15)(A)(iii)

classified A-1 or A-2, and members of immediate family

B-1 Temporary visitor for business 101(a)(15)(B)

B-2 Temporary visitor for pleasure 101(a)(15)(B)

C-1 Alien in transit 101(a)(15)(C)

C-2 Alien in transit to United Nations headquarters 101(a)(15)(C)

district under Section 11 (3), (4), or (5) of
headquarters agreement

C-3 Foreign government official, members of immediate 212(d)(8)
family, d"endant, servant, or personal employee, in transit

D Crewman (seaman or airman) 101(a)(15)(D)

E-1 Treaty trader, spouse, and children 101(a)(15)(E)(i)

E-2 Treaty investor, spouse, and children 101(a)(15)(E)(ii)

F-1 Student in academic or language program 101(a)(15)(F)(i)

F-2 Spouse or child of student in academic or language 101(a)(15)(F)(ii)

program

G-1 Principal resident representative of recognized 101(a)(15)(G)(i)

foreign member government to international organization,
staff, and members of immediate family

G-2 Other representative of recognized foreign member 101 (a)(15)(G)(ii)

government to international organization, and members
of immediate family

G-3 Representative of nonrecognized or nonmember 101(a)(15)(G)(iii)

foreign government to international organization, and
members of immediate family

G-4 International organization officer or employee, 101(a)(15)(G)(iv)

and members of immediate family

G-5 Attendant, servant, or personal employee of alien 101(a) (15)(G) (v)

classified G-1, G-2, G-3, or G-4, and members of
immediate family

H-1A Temporary worker performing professional nursing services 101(a)(15)(H)(i)(a)

H-1B Temporary worker in a specialty occupation 1010)(13)(H)(i)(b)

H-2A Temporary agricultural worker 101(a) 15)(H)(ii)(a)

H-2B Temporary worker performing nonagricultural services 101(a1'15)(H)(ii)(b)

unavailable in the United States

H-3 Trainee 101(a)(15;(H)(iii)

H-4 Spouse or child of alien classified H-1, H-2, or H-3 101(a)(15)(H)(iv)

1
Representative of foreign information media, spouse, and 101(a)(15)(1)

children

J-1 Exchange visitor 101(a)(15)(1)
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J-2 Spouse or child of exchange visitor 101(a)(15)(J)

K-1 Fiancée or fiancé of U.S. citizen 101(a)(15)(K)

K-2 Child of fiancée or fiancé of U.S. citizen 101(a)(15)(K)

L-1 Intracompany transferee 101(a)(15)(L)

1-2 Spouse or child of alien classified L-1 101(a)(15)(L)

M -1 Student in vocational or other recognized nonacademic 101(a)(15)(M)(i)

institution
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M-2 Spouse or child of student in vocational or other 101(a)(15)(M)(ii)

recognized nonacademic institution

N-8 Parent of an alien child accorded special immigrant status 101(a)(15)(N)

N-9 Child of an alien parent accorded special immigrant status 101(a)(15)(N)

NATO 1-7 Includes the principal permanent representative of a NATO Various treaty

state; other representatives of member states; official articles

clerical staff; officials of NATO; experts; members of a
civilian component accompanying a force; attendants,
servants, or personal employees of NATO visa holders;
and members of immediate family of the above.

0-1 Workers of "extraordinary" ability in the sciences, arts, 101(a)(15)(0)

education, business, or athletics

0-2 Workers who accompany and assist 0-1 aliens 101(a)(15)(0)(ii)

0-3 Family members of 0-1 and 0-2 aliens 101 (a)(15)(0)(iii)

P-1 "InternatiDnally recognized" entertainers and athletes 101(a)(15)(P)(i)

P-2 "Reciprocal exchange" artists and entertainers 101(a)(15)(P)(ii)

P-3 "Culturally unique" artists and entertainers 101 (a)(15)(P)(ii i)

P-4 Family members of P-1, P-2, or P-3 aliens 101(a)(15)(P)(iv)

Cultural Exchange Visitors 101(a)(15)(0)

R Religious Workers 101(a)(15)(R)

For further information, see Section 11, "Other Nonimmigrant Classes"

'C-,
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mum of 6 months from the expiration date of the con-
templated period of stay." The exceptions include non-
immigrants, such as F-1 students, who are admitted for
duration of status (see Section 4.4.1.3). Some countries
have entered into agreements with the U.S. government
acknowledging that, for purposes of making applica-
tions, a passport is valid for 6 months beyond the expi-
ration date shown in the passport itself. Bearers of pass-
ports from these countries may be admitted to the
United States up to the expiration date shown in the
passport, as long as no other INS regulations prohibit
such a stay. They may also make application for benefits
accruing to their nonimmigrant status up until the expi-
ration date shown on the passport. Naturally, once their
passport expires, they may not use it for travel. Advisers
should caution students and scholars to watch the expi-
ration dates on their passports carefully. A list of coun-
tries that have passport validity agreements with the
United States appears in Appendix 9.

2.2.5 Revalidation or reissuance of a foreign passport
Foreign passports may be revalidated or reissued in

the United States by the designated representatives of
foreign governments, usually officials of the consular
section of the government's embassy in Washington,
D.C., or officials of the consulates located in various U.S.
cities. A foreign student or scholar who needs to renew
a passport should consult his or her embassy or con-
sulate to determine what procedures are required. It is
wise for foreign nationals to apply as far in advance as
allowed by the home government in order to ensure a
timely extension (see Section 2.3.5 for information about
the validity of unexpired visas in expired passports).

2.3 VISAS
2.3.1 Definition

A visa to enter the United States as a nonimmigrant is
a stamped or affixed entry on a page of the passport. It

enables the passport bearer to request the immigration
officer at the port of entry to grant admission to the
United States under conditions specified for the type of
visa the bearer holds.

The nonimmigrant visa stamp shown in the samples
reproduced in Appendix 4 contains the following infor-
mation: the visa number; the location of the issuing
office; the visa classification; the date of issuance; the
expiration date or the word "indefinitely" if, on the
basis of reciprocity with the bearer's home government,
a visa with indefinite validity is issued; the number of
applications for admission to the United States for
which it is valid, or the word "multiple" in cases where
an indefinite number of applications for admission are
allowed during the visa's period of validity; usually the
name(s) of the person(s) to whom issued; and the signa-
ture or facsimile signature of the issuing officer. [22 CFR
41.113(d)1

Students and others often confuse the term "visa,"
which gives a person permission to apply for entry to
the United States, and the terms "Arrival/Departure
Record," "I-94," "authorized stay," or "permission to
stay." The latter terms refer to a person's permission to
remain in the United States after having entered (see
Section 2.4). A person's visa need not remain valid once
he or she has used it to gain admission to the United
States. The permission to stay, by contrast, must be kept
valid.

Confusion also surrounds the terms "visa" and "sta-
tus," or "classification." The visa is stamped in the
alien's passport and is used for entering the United
States; the alien is said to be in a particular immigration
status, or classification, once in the United States. The
type of visa stamped in the passport, however, may not
be the same as the status in which the alien is in the
United States. An alien may enter the country with one
type of visa (e.g., B-2 visitorprospective student) and
subsequently have his or her status changed, perhaps to
that of an F-1 student. This change will be noted on the
Fo.m 1-94 of the alien, who will then be in F-1 status
even though the visa stamped in the passport is a B-2
visa. This individual will have one type of visa and a
different type of status. To reenter the United States in
F-1 status (with certain exceptions), this person would
have to apply for an F-1 visa at a U.S. embassy or con-
sulate abroad (see Sections 2.2.4 and 2.3.2).

Similarly, a person may have more than one valid
visa stamp in the passport. For example, a student or
scholar with a valid F-1 or J-1 stamp may also have a
valid B-1 or B-2 tourist stamp. The person's status in the
United States will be that assigned by the immigration
officer at the port of entry and entered on the 1-94,
Arrival/Departure Record. To prevent admission in the
wrong classification, it is important that the student or
scholar present proper visa documents (an 1-20 or IAP-
66 in the case of F or J class) and properly and clearly
indicate to the immigration officer the purpose of the
intended stay in the United States. Otherwise, the stu-
dent or scholar may be admitted in a visa class that will
prevent him or her from engaging in certain activities,
such as on-campus employment, until a change of status
can be obtained from INS, a process that may take sev-
eral weeks or months.

2.3.2 Visa requirements
With certain exceptions, all aliens applying for

admission to the United States must hold valid visas.
The exceptions to this requirement are generally the
same as the exceptions to the passport requirements (see
Section 2.2.4). Note, however, that Canadian nationals,
among others, who are entering the United States from
outside the Western Hemisphere must have a passport
but not a visa. [8 CFR 212.1(a) and 22 CFR 41.21

Certain aliens applying for admission to the United
States as visitors (for business or pleasure) can enter
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without visas under the Visa Waiver Pilot Program. To
be eligible, the alien must be a citizen of a country desig-
nated as a participant in the Visa Waiver Pilot Program,
must intend to remain in the United States for fewer
than 90 days, must have a valid passport and a non-
transferable, nonrefundable (except under specific cir-
cumstances) round-trip ticket, and must meet other cri-
teria set forth in 8 CFR 217.2(a). Aliens admitted under
the Visa Pilot Waiver Program are not eligible for exten-
sion of stay, change of nonimmigrant status, or adjust-
ment of status to that of a permanent resident. [8 CFR
2171 At this writing, the list of countries designated as
participants in the Visa Waiver Pilot Program included
France, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands, Sweden, Switzer-
land, the United Kingdom, Germany, Spain, Austria,
New Zealand, Finland, Belgium, Denmark, Norway,
Iceland, Luxembourg, San Marino, Andorra, Monaco,
and Liechtenstein. The Immigration Act of 1990 extends
the Visa Waiver Pilot Program to 30 September 1994 and
permits the secretary of state and the attorney general to
expand the program to other countries (see Section
11.2.2.6). [Act 201; Federal Register, August 30, 19' 11

If an alien who is maintaining nonimmigrant status
returns to the United States after an absence not exceed-
ing 30 days in contiguous territory (Canada or Mexico),
his or her visa is considered to be extended automati-
cally to the date of reentry if certain conditions are met.
For aliens in F or J status, this automatic extension also
extends to trips of 30 days or less to adjacent islands
other than Cuba. The Act defines such "adjacent
islands" as Saint Pierre, Miquelon, the Dominican
Republic, Haiti, Bermuda, the Bahamas, Barbados,
Jamaica, the Windward and Leeward Islands, Trinidad,
Martinique, and other British, French, and Netherlands
territories or possessions in or bordering on the
Caribbean Sea. [Act 101(b)(5)1 Sections 4.4.1, 5.11, 9, 10,
and 11.5 provide detailed explanations of this provision
as it applies to the various nonimmigrant classifications.
[8 CFR 214.2(b) and 22 CFR 41.I12(d)1
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2.3.3 Requirements for obtaining a visa
Application for a nonimmigrant visa usually requires

a personal appearance before the consular officer
assigned to the applicant's consular district, completion
of Form OF-156 (Application for Nonimmigrant Visa),
and the provision of other documents that the consular
officer may require in order to be satisfied that the
applicant is eligible for the nonimmigrant visa for which
he or she is applying. These other documents include
the appropriate Certificate of Eligibility (Form 1-20A-B,
Form I-20M-N, or Form 1AP-66) for student or
exchange-visitor applicants, notice of an approved peti-
tion (Form 1-797 or Form I-171C) for temporary-worker
or trainee applicants, and other documents for appli-
cants for other types of visas.

Required documents might also include evidence of
adequate financial resources, evidence of competence in

English, evidence of educational attainments, pho-
tographs, and police certificates. [22 CFR 41.101-41, 1081

Fees are charged a foreign national applying for a
nonimmigrant visa. The size of the fee, the length of the
visa's validity, and the number of applications for
admission are all determined "as nearly as practicable"
on the basis of reciprocity. That is, the United States will
try to match the treatment given U.S. citizens applying
for visas to the alien's country (see Section II). [Act
221(c); 2.2 CFR 41.107(a) and 41.112(b)1

2.3.4 Function of consular officers
According to federal regulations, "an applicant for a

nonimmigrant visa shall be presumed to be an immi-
grant until the consular officer is satisfied that the appli-
cant is entitled to a nonimmigrant status.... The burden
of proof is upon the applicant to establish entitlement
for nonimmigrant status and the type of nonimmigrant
visa for which application is made." [22 CFR 41.111

Thus, the consular officer has discretion to require
whatever evidence is necessary to demonstrate that an
applicant for a nonimmigrant visa is eligible for such a
visa. Consuls operate under guidelines furnished by the
Visa Office of the Department of State, but they retain
discretionary authority in determining the facts of a
given case.

If a consul has reason to believe that a visa applicant
is not a bona fide nonimmigrant, the visa application
may be denied. The most common reason for denying a
visa is that the consular officer is not convinced that the
applicant has a residence in a foreign country that he or
sh has no intention of abandoning. In such a case, the
applicant may attempt to convince the consul that there
is both need and reason to return to the foreign resi-
dence. This can be done in a variety of ways, such as
showing evidence of a job offer or a job to which to
return, proving ownership of property, or explaining
family ties and responsibilities.

School officials who believe a consul is making
unreasonable requirements of a specific visa applicant
can contact the consul and request reconsideration of
the application. A school official also can furnish details
of the situation to the Department of State, Visa Office,
Public Inquiries Division, and request that division to
ensure that the consul is following established guide-
lines. While the Visa Office has no formal authority to
override the decision of a consular officer who is legiti-
mately exercising discretion, a Visa Office inquiry to a
consular officer can clarify the reasons for a decision.
There is no formal appeal from a consul's denial of a
visa application (see Section 13.3.2.1).

2.3.5 Unexpired visa in expired passport
The Foreign Affairs Manual provides the answer to a

quandary that a foreign national occasionally faces:
The expiration of the passport in which a visa has

been issued has no effect on the validity of the visa.
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However, the holder of a valid visa should be
informed of the need for a passport at the time of
admission, valid for a minimum period of 6 months
from the date of expiration of the initial period of
admission or contemplated initial period of stay in
the United States. The passport may be either the
passport in which the visa stamp is placed or a new
passport. Thus, a nonimmigrant can fulfill the visa
and passport requirements by presenting two docu-
ments, one of which fulfills the visa requirement and
the other the passport requirement, provided the
alien's nationality as indicated in the new passport is
the same as shown in the passport bearing the visa
stamp. [FAM, Vol. 9, Sec. 41.112, N3.3]

2.4 FORM 1-94 (ARRIVAL/DEPARTURE
RECORD)

2.4.1 General
Every alien entering the United States temporarily

(with a few exceptions, such as tourists from Canada
and, under certain circumstances, Mexican nationals
holding Border Crossing Cards) is issued a Form 1-94 (a
sample Form 1-94 is reproduced in Appendix 3). When
the alien enters the United States, the Arrival Record
portion of the form is detached and kept by INS. The
Departure Record is usually stapled into the alien's
passport on the same page on which the visa has been
stamped.

Form 1-94 shows the alien's immigration classifica-
tion and endorst ments made by immigration officers to
indicate the plact and date of the alien's admission to
the United States and the initial period of stay autho-
rized. (See Sectiol 2.3.1 for discussion of permission to
stay.) If the alie:t is classified as other than an F-1 or M-1
student, or -,n E, H, L, 0, P, or Q nonimmigrant, the
Form 1-94 also shows any auth',rized extension of stay,
any change of nonimmigrant classification, and some
other INS actions affecting the alien. Transactions affect-
ing E, H, L, 0, P, and Q nonimmigrants are recorded on
Form 1-797, the notice of approval or extension of non-
immigrant visa application. If the alien is an F-1 or M-1
student, some actions taken by INS are recorded on
Form 1-20 ID Copy (see Sections 3, 4, and 5).

2.4.2 Replacement of a lost Form 1-94
To replace a Form 1-94 that has been lost or muti-

lated, an alien applies to INS on Form 1-102 (see Appen-
dix 1). If a photocopy of the lost Form 1-94 or a copy of
the passport page showing the date of last entry can be
submitted with Form 1-102, processing time may be
greatly reduced. INS should not charge for the replace-
ment if it lost the form. An adviser may advise foreign
nationals to retain a photocopy of Form 1-94 and Form I-
20 ID Copy (the yellow card used between 1984 and 1
July 1988) or Form 1-20 ID (Student) Copy (as used after
1 July 1988). Designated school officials are now

required to retain a photocopy of the Form 1-20 ID Copy
(or, presumably, the Form 1-20 ID [Student] Copy) as
part o; required record keeping for F-1 and M-1 stu-
dents. [8 CFR 214.3(g)(1)(xii), Federal Register. 22 April
1987, p. 132291

2.5 ALIEN REGISTRATION AND ADDRESS

REPORT

2.5.1 Registration
All aliens admitted to the United States must be reg-

istered for immigration purposes. Initial registration is
effected when the alien applies for a visa. [Act 221(a)
and (b), 261, 262, and 264] Form 1-94, the Arrival/Depar-
ture Record, serves as the registration form for aliens
admitted as nonimmigrants. [8 CFR 264.1(a)]

Until 1970 INS assigned an alien registration number
to all immigrants and to nonimmigrants admitted to the
United States as F-1 students and J-1 exchange visitors.
The alien registration number begins with the letter "A"
followed by eight digits. Alien registration numbers are
no longer routinely assigned to nonimmigrants. They
may be assigned in cases involving nonroutine applica-
tions, nonimmigrants under proceedings, and other
unusual circumstances. In addition, INS service centers
may assign "A" numbers to F or J students or scholars
for record-keeping or computer-access purposes. Most
foreign students and exchange visitors now in the
United States do not have alien registration numbers.

Form 1-551 (or Form 1-151, issued before 1979), the
Alien Registration Receipt Card, commonly known as
the "green card," is the registration form for aliens
admitted as immigrants or who become immigrants
through adjustment of status. It is a rectangular, lami-
nated card, in green, blue, salmon, or white, showing
the alien's photograph and time and place of admission
as an immigrant (see Section 12.9). [8 CFR 264.1(b)]

Alien spouses of U.S. citizens or lawful permanent
residents who have been granted permanent residence
based on marriage to a U.S. citizen or resident are issued
the Conditional Resident Alien Card 1-551. This is the
same card issued to permanent-resident aliens described
above, but is valid for a limited period of time. The expi-
ration date is on the back of the card.

Aliens granted temporary-resident status under the
legalization or agricultural workers programs are issued
the Temporary Resident Card, 1-688. It is valid until the
expiration date shown on the face el the card. Tempo-
rary residents who have already been interviewed for
legalization or for the agricultural workers program are
issued the Employment Authorization Card, I-688A. It is
valid for 6 months and shows the expiration date on its
face.

2.5.2 Address reports
Immigrant and nonimmigrant aliens living in the

United States are required to report to INS any change
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of address within 10 days of that change. Aliens can use
Form AR-11, which should be available at post offices
and INS offices, but which is frequently out of stock and
not available. [8 CFR 265.11

2.6 EXTENSION OF TEMPORARY STAY

Upon their initial admission to the United States,
most nonimmigrants receive permission to stay in the
country for a specific period of time. Nonimmigrants
who wish to remain in the United States beyond that
period must, if eligible to do so, apply for extension of
their permission to stay. The procedure for applying for
extension of stay varies according to nonimmigrant clas-
sification. (For further discussion of those procedures,
refer to sections dealing with specific classifications.)

Certain nonimmigrants, mainly those in A and G sta-
tus (except A-3 and G-5) and those in F status, do not
have specific limitations on their period of stay in the
United States. Their Forms 1-94 are marked "D/S,"
which means "duration of status." With that notation on
the Form 1-94, an alien can remain in the United States
as long as he or she is engaged in the activity for which
he or she was admitted. (See further discussion of dura-
tion of status as it applies to aliens in F status in Section
4.)
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2.7 CHANGE OF CLASSIFICATION
In some cases, it is possible to change from one non-

immigrant classification to another. For details, see Sec-
tion 4 concerning F status, Section 5 concerning M sta-
tus, Section 9 concerning J status, Section 10 concerning
H status, and Section 11 concerning other nonimmigrant
classifications.

2.3 VOLUNTARY DEPARTURE

Voluntary departure is the permission granted at the
discretion of INS for an alien to depart voluntarily from
the United States at his or her own expense in lieu of
deportation. [Act 242(B); 8 CFR 242.51 It is a means by
which a person may avoid the negative consequences of
deportation by leaving the United States voluntarily
prior to the deadline set by INS. If voluntary departure
has been granted, the alien's Form 1-94 will be endorsed
"voluntary departure" or "V /D," with the date by
which the departure is supposed to take place. The
Form 1-94 might also be stamped "under docket con-
trol," referring to an INS procedure whereby an alien's
status is monitored to ensure compliance with terms
established by INS.

Voluntary departure is granted in various circum-
stances, including cases in which a nonimmigrant stu-
dent found to have violated the terms of student status
is permitted to remain in the United States to complete
an academic term. Occasionally a nonimmigrant who

needs additional time in the United States can secure
permission to stay for an additional 30 days from the
district office of the INS. This sort of permission is called
"satisfactory departure" and is available in circum-
stances beyond the alien's control or other special cir-
cumstances (see Section 11.3.3). [8 CFR 214.1(c)(5)1

In the past, voluntary departure could be authorized
for extended periods of time to a person who was
unable to return home because of serious political or
natural upheavals, but who was unable to maintain law-
ful nonimmigrant status. This was referred to as
"extended voluntary departure" (EVD). In circum-
stances of national disaster or unrest, the attorney gen-
eral and the secretary of state decided to allow citizens
of a particular country to stay in the United States after
their nonimmigrant status had expired. In recent years,
citizens of Afghanistan, Ethiopia, and Poland were
allowed to remain in the United States, subjec. :o
review, until the situation in their respective homelands
improved. Advisers may occasionally see the notation
"extended voluntary departure" in such passports. This
category, however, has been eclipsed more recently by
the concept of "temporary protected status" (TPS),
which serves much the same purpose in a more regular-
ized manner. [Act 244A] Advisers should be aware that
these categories overlap. The attorney general has desig-
nated nationals of El Salvador, Kuwait, L ebanon,
Liberia, and Somalia for TPS.

The category of most interest to advisers of foreign
students and scholars is the designation "deferral of
enforced departure," the term used to refer to the spe-
cial status created for nationals of the People's Republic
of China (PRC) by President Bush's Executive Order of
11 April 1990. [Executive Order 127111 This order allows
PRC nationals who were in the United States before 11
April 1990 to stay in the United States until 1 January
1994 and to seek employment authorization as well as
some additional benefits. These matters will be of con-
tinuing concern to advisers and PRC nationals as the
expiration date of 1 January 1994 approaches. Advisers
should be aware that the provisions of deferral of
enforced departure are very different from those of
other forms of delayed departure. See Section 13 and
Appendix 13 for a more detailed discussion of these pro-
visions.

2.9 DEPARTURE

Ordinarily, an alien who is issued a Form 1-94 notifies
INS of his or her departure from the United States by
surrendering the Form 1-94, Departure Record, at the
point of departure. Officials of the transportation line
are responsible for gathering the departure portion of
the Form 1-94 and presenting it with the departure man-
ifest to the immigration authorities. Canadian immigra-
tion officers inspect Forms 1-94 at Canadian land-border
ports of exit, and U.S. immigration officers inspect them
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at Mexican land-border ports of exit. If for some reason
a departing nonimmigrant is not in possession of a Form
1-94, a duplicate departure notice is provided. The
Forms 1-94 are sent to the central office of INS, where
the record of entry and departure is kept permanently.
An alien under docket control is also provided with a
postcard for notifying INS of the departure.

2.10 TAX CLEARANCE
Departing aliens, with certain exceptions, are for-

mally required by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to
obtain a Certificate of Compliance, or Sailing Permit,
before departure from the United States. The Sailing
Permit is evidence that the alien has paid whatever taxes
may be due the U.S. government. In regulations that
became effective for travel after 28 January 1991, the IRS
has exempted F-1, F-2, H-3, H-4, J-1, J-2, and in some
cases M-1 and M-2 visa holders from the requirement
that they obtain a Sailing Permit. In order to be exempt
from obtaining the Sailing Permit, F-1, F-2, H-3, H-4, J-1,
and J-2 aliens must have received no income from U.S.
sources other than that received: (1) as allowances to
cover expenses incident to study in the United States
(including expenses for travel, maintenance, and
tuition); (2) as allowances to cover services and accom-
modations incident to study in the United States; and (3)
in accordance with the employment authorization regu-
lations applying to the alien's visa. In order to qualify
for this exemption, M-1 and M-2 visa holders can have
received no income except that which was received in
accordance with employment authorization regulations
applying to their visa category. [Federal Register, 28 Janu-
ary 1991]
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Forms and Documents Discussed in This Section

1-17 Petition for Approval for Attendance by Nonimmigrant Alien Students
I-17A Designated School Officials
I-17B School System Attachment
I-20A-B Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant (F-1) Student StatusFor Academic and Language Students

1-20 ID Copy
I-20M-N Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant (M-1) Student StatusFor Vocational Students
1-516 Notice of School Approval
1-538 Application by Nonimmigrant Student for Extension of Stay, School Transfer, and Permission to Accept or

Continue Employment or Practical Training
1-721 Student Status Form
M-242 Student and Schools Regulations

3.1 GENERAL
Federal regulations put into effect in 1987 placed sig-

nificant responsibilities on students and schools in the
administration of U.S. laws and regulations pertaining
to F-1 and M-1 students. The regulations proposed in
1991 carry a mixed message from the INS. In some
instances, the authority and responsibilities of desig-
nated school officials (DSOs) are expanded; in others,
they are diminished.

The regulations and the INS internal guidelines
known as Operations Instructions (01s) require schools
and their designated officials to follow specific record-
keeping and reporting requirements, effectively involv-
ing the schools as coadministrators with INS. Although
these regulations seek to control abuses by mala fide
schools, they also thrust bona fide schools and their offi-
cials into an arena that somewhat alters their profes-
sional roles as educators, counselors, advisers, and
helpers of foreign students. It is critical for schools and
school officials to comply with these regulations as
counselor/educators rather than as policing agents. This
approach will ensure that neither individual students
nor their respective institutions are placed in legal jeop-
ardy. Yet it will also enable 'schools to adhere to the
principles that govern professional and institutional
responsibilities to the students in their charge. Some of
these issues and the legal, ethical, and educational ques-
tions they raise are discussed further throughout this
section.

The following material incorporates the regulations
and procedures set forth in the Code of Federal Regula-

tions and the OIs, as well as ideas from the NAFSA Code
of Ethics (1992).
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3.2 APPROVAL OF SCHOOLS FOR ACCEP-
TANCE OF F-1 AND/OR M-1 STUDENTS

A school wishing to enroll nonimmigrant students
under the provisions of Sections 101(a)(15)(F) and/or
101(a)(15)(M) of the Immigration and Nationality Act

(the Act) must apply to INS for approval. The purposes
of the application and approval process are to ensure
that the school is a legitimate educational institution,
that it provides instruction suitable to the needs of for-
eign students, and that it is able to and will act responsi-
bly and in accordance with the immigration regulations
in admitting foreign students, in maintaining records,
and in submitting the reports required by INS to moni-
tor the status of foreign students.

3.2.1 Application for school approval
The initial application, or petition, for school

approval consists of Forms 1-17 (reproduced in Appen-
dix 3) and 1-17A, a fee (see Appendix 1), and supporting
documents, which vary depending upon the type of
school. If the petition is for a school system, Form I-17B
must be submitted. The application is filed with the INS
district office having jurisdiction over the place in which
the school is located. A school system that has schools or
campuses in two or more INS districts must file separate
petitions for its schools or campuses in each INS district.
The application must state whether the school is seeking
approval to enroll F or M students or both. [8 CFR
214.3(a)(1)]

Supporting documents vary widely with the category
of school making the application (e.g., public school or
school system, private secondary school, accredited
public institution of higher education, vocational
school). Although a personal interview is formally
required of the school's representative, it is generally
waived for most categories of schools. [8 CFR 214.3(d)I
Petitions for school approval must include on Form I-
17A the name, title, and sample signature of each DSO.
[8 CFR 214.3(1)(2)] Petitions for school approval must
also include a statement signed by each DSO affirming
that the official has read the regulations relating to non-
immigrant students and intends to comply with those
regulations. [8 CFR 214.3(1)(3)] Designated school offi-
cials are the only persons authorized to sign Forms I-
20A-B, 1-20M-N, and 1-538, and otherwise to act offi-
cially in behalf of the school in carrying out the school's
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responsibilities under the immigration regulations per-
taining to F-1 and M-1 students (see Section 3.3).

3.2.1.1 Approval of petition
The application, supporting documents, and other

requirements are designed to determine whether the
school is eligible for approval to enroll nonimmigrant
students. To be eligible for approval, the school must
establish that "(i) it is a bona fide school; (ii) it is an
established institution of learning or other recognized
place of study; (iii) it possesses the necessary facilities,
personnel, and finances to conduct instruction in recd
nized courses; and (iv) it is, in fact, engaged in instruc-
tion in those courses." [8 CFR 214.3(e)(1)] If the petition
is approved, the district director will notify the school
on Form 1-516 with a copy of 1-17A attached. [01 8 CFR
214.3(b)(9)l If a program (or school or campus part
thereof) is not approved, the approval notice must indi-
cate that the program is not approved. [01 8 CFR
214.3(b)(10)1 The approval will specify whether the
school is approved for attendance by F-1 students, M-1
students, or both. The approval is valid only as long as
the school continues to operate in the manner described
in the petition. [8 CFR 214.3(e)(2)] Updates, changes, or
corrections in DSOs, ownership, type of student
enrolled, schools or campuses, address, or school term
must be reported in accordance with 01 8 CFR 214.3(d).

3.21.11 Approval for F-1 classification. The regulations
state that the following kinds of schools may be
approved for attendance by F-1 students:

(A) A college or university, i.e., an institution of
higher learning which awards recognized bachelor's,
master's, doctor's or professional degrees. (B) A com-
munity college or junior college which provides
instruction in the liberal arts or in the professions and
which awards recognized associate degrees. (C) A
seminary. (D) A conservatory. (E) An academic high
school. (F) An elementary school. (G) An institution
which provides language training, instruction in the
liberal arts or fine arts, instruction in the professions,
or instruction or training in more than one of these
disciplines. [8 CFR 214.3(a)(2)(01

3.2.1.1.2 Approval for M-1 classification. The following
kinds of schools are considered to be vocational or
nonacademic institutions and may be approved for
attendance by M-1 students:

(A) A community college or junior college which
provides vocational or technical training and which
awards recognized associate degrees. (B) A voca-
tional high school. (C) A school which provides voca-
tional or nonacademic training other than language
training. [8 CFR 214 3(a)(2)(ii)1
"A student whose primary intent is to pursue voca-

tional or technical training who takes English language
training at the same school solely for the purpose of

being able to understand the vocational or technical
course of study" is classified as an M-1 student. [8 CFR
214.3(a)(2)(iv)]

3.2.1.1.3 Approval for both F-1 and M-1 classifications.
Schools that provide instruction in the liberal arts, fine
arts, language, religion, the professions, and in voca-
tional or technical subjects may be approved to enroll
both F-1 and M-1 students. Students who enroll in acad-
emic or language programs are classified as F-1 and are
issued Form I-20A-B; students who enroll in vocational
or technical training programs are classified M-1 and are
issued Form I-20M-N. [8 CFR 214.3(a)(2)(iii)1

3.2.1.2 School code number and suffix
Upon initial approval to accept nonimmigrant stu-

dents, each school is given a school code consisting of
three letters identifying its INS district office, the desig-
nation "214F," and a four-digit number identifying the
individual school or school system. Thus, an approved
school in the Boston district might have the school code
number "BOS 214F.0123."

INS also assigns permanent, consecutive numbers to
all schools within each school system, other than those
in elementary or secondary school systems. That is,
campus number one is assigned the suffix ".001," cam-
pus number two ".002," and so on for the number of
campuses or separately approved schools or programs
within that school system. A school that is not a part of a
school system is automatically assigned the suffix
".000." The same is true of an elementary or secondary
school regardless of whether it is part of a school sys-
tem. The Boston-area school cited above will have the
complete schoo: code number "BOS 214F.0123.000" if it
is not part of a school system; if it is campus or school
number one in a multicampus system having a single
school code number, its complete number will be "BOS
214F.0123.001." [8 CFR 214.2 (f)(13)] An English-lan-
guage program operated by a college or university and
separate teaching institutions within a single campus,
except at the elementary or secondary level, may qualify
as schools within a school system. [OI 8 CFR 214.3(c))

The complete school code number and suffix must be
placed on all Forms I-20A-B and I-20M-N and on any
other documents used to identify the school under INS's
computerized record-keeping system.

3.2.2 One-time recertification process
The 1983 regulations provided for a one-time recerti-

fication of schools previously approved for attendance
by F-1 and/or M-1 students "to enable the Service to
update its records and review the approval of each
school desiring to continue its approval, to determine
whether it meets the eligibility requirements ... and has
complied with the reporting requirements." 18 CFR
214.3(h)(2)(D)(ii)1 This process allowed INS to withdraw
school approval from institutions not in compliance
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with the regulations and, at the same time, to update its
list of approved schools. As a result of the one-time
recertification process, school approval may have been
continued, withdrawn automatically, or proceedings
may have been instituted to withdraw approval on
notice.

3.2.3 Regular review of school approvals
The regulations specify that the district director shall

review from time to time the approval granted to each
school in order to determine whether the school contin-
ues to meet the basic eligibility requirements described
in Section 3.2.1.1 and has complied with the record-
keeping and reporting requirements described below in
Section 3.5. INS regulations require that this review be
conducted on a regular basis at least every 2 years, but
in fact it has not been done on a regular basis. In the case
of an established school with an untarnished record, a
brief review may be conducted; in other cases the school
may be sent materials with which to file a petition for
continuation of its approval, and an in-depth review
may be conducted based upon a new Form 1-17 without
fee and without all of the supporting documents
required for initial approval. If the district director finds
that approval should not be continued, proceedings for
withdrawal on notice may be initiated (see Section
3.6.1). 18 CFR 214.3(h)(1)1
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3.2.4 Denial of petition
If the school's petition is denied, the district director

will inform the school of the reasons for the denial and
that the school may appeal the denial according to the
procedures described in 8 CFR 103.[8 CFR 214.3(0]

3.3 DESIGNATED SCHOOL OFFICIALS
Only a DSO, or designated official, may sign Forms I-

20AB, 1-20M-N, 1-538, and other documents represent-
ing the approved school in matters dealing with F-1 or
M -1 students.

3.3.1 Definition of designated school officials
For purposes of the regulations relating to F-1 and M-

1 students, a DSO is defined as "a regularly employed
member of the school administration whose office is
located at the school and whose compensation does not
come from commissions for recruitment of foreign stu-
dents. An individual whose principal obligation to the
school is to recruit foreign students for compensation
does not qualify as a designated official." 18 CFR
214.3(1)(1)I A DSO may be a faculty member or regular
staff member employed full or part time for the purpose
of representing the school in F-1 or M-1 student matters.
A faculty Or staff member whose duties include recruit-
ing foreign students may be a DSO if that official's
duties are not primarily to recruit foreign students.

A DSO must be so designated by the "president,

owner, or head of a school or school system," and that
official "may not delegate this designation to any other
person." [8 CFR 214.3(1)(1)] This specification under-
scores the importance attached by INS to the designa-
tion of school officials and to the responsibilities of these
officials.

3.3.2 Limitation of numbzr of designated school officials
"Each school or institution may have up to five desig-

nated officials at any one time. In a multicampus institu-
tion, each campus may have up to five designated offi-
cials at any one time. In an elementary or secondary
school system, however, the entire school system is lim-
ited to five designated officials at any one time." [8 CFR
214.3(1)(1)] This limitation in the number of DSOs is
meant to ensure control by the school's top authorities
of the administration of the regulations regarding F-1
and M-1 students and to prevent irresponsible or
improper actions by school officials. It poses problems
for some schools, especially those that operate under a
decentralized organizational structure. In many cases,
documents prepared by some staff members must be
reviewed and signed by other staff members who are
officially DSOs.

3.3.3 Name, title, sample signature, and statement of
designated officials

In any application for school approval, a school must
submit on Form I-17A "the names, titles, and sample
signatures of designated officials" and a statement
signed by each designated official that the official has
read the INS regulations relating to nonimmigrant stu-
dents, change of nonimmigrant classification for stu-
dents, school approval, and withdrawal of school
approval (see Section 3.2.1). A school must submit to the
district director a similar statement, name, title, and
sample signature of any new DSO on Form I-17A within
30 days of such a designation. [8 CFR 214.3(1), (2), and
(3)] It is suggested that the school submit a photocopy of
the earlier Form 1-17A with the new Form I-17A. The
new Form I-17A should show the name, title, and sam-
ple signature of the new designated official in the num-
bered space of the designated official being replaced
and should be signed by the president or chief executive
officer of the school.

3.3.4 Responsibilities and role of designated school offi-
cials

Designated school officials represent and speak for
the school in all matters relating to F-1 and M-1 stu-
dents. Only a DSO may sign an immigration document
for the school in a matter relating to F-1 or M-1 students.
A school's approval to accept nonimmigrant students
may be withdrawn for failure of a school official to com-
ply with record-keeping and reporting requirements, for
willful issuance by a school official of a false statement,
for any conduct on the part of a school official that does
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not comply with the regulations, and for a number of
other acts of malfeasance on the part of a school official
(see Section 3.6.1). Designated school officials are
charged with considerable responsibility to their schools
for maintaining their schools' approval to enroll nonim-
migrant students. Responsible institutions will select,
train, support, and monitor DSOs with care. Funds to
support these activities must be committed by any insti-
tution seeking to accept F-1 or M-1 students.

3.3.5 Re'ationship with INS
The Ols emphasize the need for INS officers to estab-

lish and promote a constructive relationship with DSOs
and nonimmigrant students. In recognition of the influ-
ence of INS in determining students' attitudes and
impressions of the United States, its officers are directed
to be courteous, respectful, and sensitive to the students.
Furthermore, INS officers are directed to meet at least
annually, where practicable, with DSOs and E"adents
"in a friendly, cordial, and sociable atmosphere con-
ducive to promoting a mutual attitude of cooperation
and assistance." The director of outreach at INS's central
office is also charged with responsibility for setting up
student and school workshops to discuss relations. [01 8
CFR 214.3(g), (h), and (i)1 By these measures, INS hopes
to maintain good relationships between DSOs and INS
officers. It is questionable what effect these measures
have on adjudications of student applications, many of
which are conducted primarily by INS officers at
regional service centers (who are inaccessible to the
public) and at some ports of entry (who are also inacces-
sible to DSOs and students).

3.4 CONTROLS ON ISSUING FORMS
I-20A-B AND I-20M-N

The regulations are precise about the controls that
approved schools must exercise in issuing Forms 1-20A-
B and I-20M-N. These controls are designed to prevent
abuses by mala fide schools, unscrupulous recruiters,
schools that appear to be interested only in the tuition
money of foreign students, and others who have in the
past abused the privilege of enrolling nonimmigrant for-
eign students.

3.4.1 Specific conditions of issuance of Forms I-20A-B
and I-20M-N

According to the Ols, "Forms 1-20 are to be issued
only to aliens who are F-1 or M-1 students or who are
seeking F-1 or M-1 status." [01 8 CFR 214.2(f)(49)(ii)1
This provision was omitted from the 1987 revision of the
°Is, but it is assumed the policy is still in effect (see
note). Forms 1-20 may not be issued to other individuals,
such as lawful permanent-resident students, who may
request these forms for such purposes as obtaining for-
eign exchange or passport renewal.

A Form I-20A-B or I-20M-N may be signed and certi-
fied only by a DSO and only after page 1 of the form has
been completed in full. The form must be issued in the
United States. School officials may not sign blank forms
and allow recruiters or other unauthorized persons to
complete and issue the forms upon recruiting a student.
A Form I-20A-B or 1-20M-N issued by a school system
must specify which school within the system the student
will attend. [8 CFR 214.3(k))

In addition, a Form 1-20A-B or I-20M-N may be
issued only after the following four conditions have
been met [8 CFR 214.3(k)]:

1. "The prospective student [must make) a written
application to the school." An oral or telephone applica-
tion, or an application in person without a written
request for admission to the school, is not acceptable.
An application prepared by a representative of the stu-
dent on behalf of the student does not satisfy the
requirement unless it is made on behalf of a scholarship
student by an official agency of the student's govern-
ment or it is made on behalf of a student by the stu-
dent's parent or legal guardian. [1985 OI 8 CFR
214.2(f)(49)(v)This paragraph was omitted from the
1987 Ols, but it is assumed the policy is still in effect.]

2. "The written application, the student's transcripts
or other records of courses taken, proof of financial
responsibility for the student, and other supporting doc-
uments [must bel received, reviewed, and evaluated at
the school's location in the United States." This require-
ment refers to "transcripts or other records of courses
taken" that are appropriate to the particular course of
study to which the student is being admitted, and does
not necessarily require that all students submit tran-
scripts or course records if those records are not relevant
to the courses for which the students are applying. The
regulation specifically requires that the school receive
evidence of financial responsibility for the student in all
cases and that the application and supporting docu-
ments be reviewed at the school in the United States, not
merely by a recruiter or other individual who is not
physically present at the school.

Note:
The 1983 student/schools regulations included revisions to 8 CFR
214.1(b), 214.2(f), 214.2(m), 214.3, 214.4, 248.1(c) and (d),
and 248.3(b) and (d). Operations Instructions elaborating on these
regulations were published on 24 May 1985 and were numbered
01 214.2(f)(1-50), 214.2(m)(1-4), 214.3(a-m), 214.4(a-f), and
248.7(a-f). The revised student/schools regulations of 22 April
1987 changed only ports of 214.2(f)(4-10) and 214.3(g), leaving
the remainder of the existing regulations intact. Operations
Instructions published on 24 December 1987 to implement the
1987 regulations revised only ports of Ols 214.2(f) and 214.3(g),
leaving other parts apparently intact, and using a slightly different
numbering system than that of the 1985 Ols. Supplemental operat-
ing instructions were published in July 1988. Until the INS publish.
es an integrated version of the regulations and the Ols, advisers
must work from many sources. Some of the citations in Sections 3,
4, and 5 of this volume can be understood only in this context.
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3. "The appropriate school authority [must deter-
mine] that the prospective student's qualifications meet
all standards for admission." The "appropriate school
authority" is any person or agency authorized by the
school's administration to make such decisions. In prac-
tice it is usually the admissions officer who makes the
decisions. That authority must determine that the appli-
cant meets all standards appropriate to the school or
program to which the student is being admitted.

4. "The official responsible for admission at the
school [must accept] the prospective student for enroll-
ment in a full course of study." This does not necessarily
mean that there must be one official responsible for
admission at the school and/or that that particular offi-
cial must approve the admission; it does mean that the
student must be officially accepted for enrollment in the
school by whatever person, agency, or procedure is
appropriate for admission to the particular school or
program. It also means that the student must be
accepted for the purpose of enrolling in a full-time pro-
gram of study and not as a part-time or casual student.

It is not permissible to issue a provisional or condi-
tional Form 1-20, indicating that a student will enroll
after fulfilling certain conditions, such as successfully
completing an intensive English-language program.
Only when the appropriate school authority has deter-
mined that a prospective student has met all require-
ments for admission to that school and, consequently,
has been accepted for a full course of study, may the I-
20 be issued. [1985 01 8 CFR 214.2(f)(49)(iv)This para-
graph was omitted from the 1987 OIs, but it is assumed
the policy is still in effect.] Schools that provide full-time
or supplementary English-language instruction may
issue Forms 1-20 to students who have been accepted for

a full course of study combining academic and language
study until the student attains the language proficiency
to pursue a full-time academic program.

No fees may be charged for the issuance of Forms 1-
20. Once the school authority has determined that a
prospective student has met all standards for admission
and has fulfilled the other requirements of 8 CFR
214.3(k) (written application, transcripts, and financial
support), a DSO must issue the form. INS takes the posi-
tion that requiring a fee for issuing Forms 1-20 may con-
stitute exacting a fee for the performance of an act
required by federal regulation, which is a federal crime.
11985 OI 8 CFR 214.2(f)(49)(iii)This paragraph was
omitted from the 1987 OIs, but it is assumed the policy
is still in effect.] Schools may assess an application fee,

but once a student meets all requirements of the school
for admission and of the regulations for issuing Forms I-
20, no fee may be assessed for issuing the form.

If a school system operates in more than one INS dis-
trict, Forms 1-20 may be issued centrally by a DSO, even
though 8 CFR 214.3(a)(1) requires the filing of separate
Forms 1-17 for school approval, provided that the school
official can certify awareness of all costs incurred by stu-
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dents at all schools within the school system. [1985 01 8
CFR 214.2(f)(49)(vi) This paragraph was omitted from
the 1987 Ols, but it is assumed the policy is still in
effect.]

3.4.2 Consequences of failure to meet conditions of
issuance of Forms 1-20A-B or1-20M-N

"Failure to comply with the procedures for issuance
of Forms I-20A or I-20M" as detailed above is specifi-
cally given as a cause for withdrawal on notice of a
school's approval to enroll nonimmigrant students (see
Section 3.6.1). [8 CFR 214.4(a)(1)(xvii)( It is clear that by
these regulations INS means to curb abuses by mala fide
schools and unscrupulous recruiters.

3.4.3 Legal culpability of designated school official
In signing the Form I-20A-B and/or 1-20M-N, the

school official certifies "under penalty of perjury" that:
All information provided above in items 1 through

8 was completed before I signed this form and is true
and correct. I executed this form in the United States
after review and evaluation in the United States by
me or other officials of this school of the student's
application, transcripts, or other records of courses
taken and proof of financial responsibility, which
were received at the school prior to the execution of
this form; the school has determined that the above-
named student's qualifications meet all standards for
admission to the school; the student will be required
to pursue a full course of study as defined by 8 CFR
214.2(t)(6) [or 214.2(m)(9)1; I am a designated official
of the above-named school and I am authorized to
issue this form." [Certification statement, Form I-
20A-B and I- 20M -N]
Successful prosecution for perjury would require INS

to prove that the school official willfully and knowingly
certified to false information with the intent to deceive.
Unintentional omissions and misinterpretations do not
constitute perjury. U.S. law provides severe penalties for
willfully making a false statement to a government offi-
cial. [18 U.S.C. 1001 While it is unlikely that INS would
pursue a criminal charge for perjury or for making a false
statement except in extreme cases, school officials should
be aware of this possibility and of the importance INS
attaches to the proper certification and signing of Forms
I-20A-B and I-20M-N.

3.4.4 Enrollment of aliens in other than F-1 or M-1 status
It should be noted that all of the requirements

referred to above apply only to the admission and
enrollment of students who are issued Forms I-20A-B or
I-20M-N and who are in the United States for the pur-
pose of attending school under the provisions of Sec-
tions 101(a)(15)(F) or 101(a)(15)(M) of the Act. Neither
the immigration regulations nor any other laws or regu-
lations address the school's legal responsibility regard-
ing the admission and enrollment of aliens who hold
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any other immigration status except that of J-1 exchange
visitors (see Section 9), or who are out of status. The
legal status of those aliens not in F, M, or J status is a
matter between the aliens and INS. A school does not
jeopardize its approval to enroll F-1 or M-1 students by
admitting and enrolling other aliens, regardless of their
status. Advisers may wish to give careful counsel to B-2
visitors for pleasure regarding their length of stay in the
United States and the likelihood of success if they apply
to change from B-2 to F-1 status (see Section 4.12.1.1).

3.5 RECORD-KEEPING AND REPORTING

REQUIREMENTS

The regulations are specific about the records schools
must keep on F-1 and M-1 students, about the require-
ment that schools must release to INS officers specific
information concerning the status of individual stu-
dents, and about the requirements for periodic reporting
to INS regarding the status of all F-1 and M-1 students
enrolled. In particular, these regulations place responsi-
bility on schools enrolling foreign students to report on
their status and to provide information to the INS com-
puterized record-keeping system that monitors their sta-
tus. Although the regulations specify certain kinds of
records and information that must be kept and released
to INS, they do not require the release of other kinds of
records and information to INS or any other agency.
School officials are rightly concerned about the legal,
ethical, and educational ramifications of releasing confi-
dential, personal, academic, or other information to a
government agency charged with enforcement of the
law, and they resist any erosion of their relationship of
confidence and trust with their students. Responsible
school officials, therefore, must both comply with the
regulations and serve their students and their institu-
tions as counselor-educators rather than policing agents.
The following discussion offers guidance in maintaining
that delicate balance between the quasi-enforcement
role required by federal regulations and the helping role
basic to the relationship between educators and their
students.

3.5.1 Required records and documents
The regulations state that "an approved school must

keep records containing certain specific information and
documents relating to each F-1 or M-1 student to whom
it has issued a Form 1-20A or I-20M while the student is
attending the school and until the school notifies the
Service" on Form 1-721, the Student Status Form, that
the student is not pursuing a full course of study (see
Section 3.5.3). [8 CFR 214.3(g)(1)] Note that this require-
ment applies only to "each F-1 or M-1 student to whom
[the school] has issued a Form 1-20A or I-20M." It does
not apply to F-2 or M-2 dependents, exchange visitors,
any other aliens, documented or undocumented, or U.S.
citizens. An interesting question is raised, however, by

the reporting requirements, which mandate that schools
note on the Form 1-721 all the F-1 and M-1 students
attending that school, whether or not they issue Forms I-
20 to them. [8 CFR 214.3(g)(2); CH 8 CFR 214.3(k)(1)] By
doing so, the regulations require schools to make
reports, under threat of withdrawal of school approval
for noncompliance, on students for whom they are not
required to keep records. The regulations appear to
require schools to report on students about whom the
DSO may have no knowledge, personal or documen-
tary, and to keep records about students unknown to
them and for whom they are not required to keep
records (see Sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3.2).

The school must maintain records on each F-1 and M-
1 student during the entire time the student attends the
school and until the school reports to INS the student's
termination, failure to carry a full program of study, or
failure to continue enrollment. [8 CFR 214.3(g)(2)]
Therefore, student files may not be destroyed immedi-
ately after the student leaves school, but must be main-
tained with the required information until the school
completes its required reports to INS. Since the INS has
not issued a Form 1-721 since 1988, advisers are cau-
tioned to keep student records until the future of the I-
721 is clarified (see Section 3.5.3).

Although the regulations require that schools main-
tain specified records and documents, they do not state
or imply that the records and documents must be main-
ti.ined in a centralized location. Most such records and
documents are maintained by schools in scattered loca-
tions, such as admission offices, records offices, foreign
student offices, dean's offices, and similar places. The
records and documents need not be collected and cen-
tralized, and schools may retain their present record-
keeping practices provided the required information is
available at some location within the school to which the
DSO has access.

"The school must keep a record of having complied
with the reporting requirements for at least 1 year." [8
CFR 214.3(g)(1)I The reporting requirements referred to
here are the reports submitted on Form 1-721 (see Sec-
tion 3.5.3). Schools must keep a record of having made
these reports for 1 year, presumably by keeping copies
of the reports submitted to INS. A school may destroy
the records and documents on any individual F-1 or M-1
student after having reported on the Form 1-721 that the
student has terminated or is not carrying a full program
of study; however, schools must maintain a record of
having made that report for 1 year after having done so.

"If a student who is out of status is restored to status,
the school the student is attending is responsible for
maintaining these records following receipt of notifica-
tion from the Service that the student has been restored
to status." 18 CFR 214.3(g)(1)I A school may have
destroyed its records on an F-1 or M-1 student after
reporting to INS that the student was not carrying a full
course of study, but if that student is restored to status
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by INS to attend the same school, the school must main-
tain required records from the time of reinstatement
until the school again notifies INS that the student is not
carrying a full program of study.

The information and documents that the school must
maintain on each F-1 and M-1 student to whom it has
issued Form I-20A-B or I-20M-N are the following [8
CFR 214.3(g)(1), Federal Register, 22 April 1987, p. 132291:

"(i) Name." This information is contained in the pass-
port and on Forms 1-94, I-20A-B or I-20M-N, and 1-20 ID
Copy.

"(ii) Date and place of birth." This information is con-
tained in the student's passport and on the application
for admission.

"(iii) Country of citizenship." This information is con-
tained in the passport and on the Forms 1-94, I -20A -B or
I-20M-N, and 1-20 ID Copy.

"(iv) Address." This means a residence address and
not a post office box number [01 8 CFR 214.3(j)l, as it is
intended to enable INS to locate the student physically.
Schools are required to make a good-faith effort to
obtain and maintain this information and to have rea-
sonable procedures in operation that will collect and
update the information in a systematic manner. How-
ever, a school cannot be penalized for failure to have
current and accurate addresses for all of its F-1 or M-1
students if it does have such procedures in operation
but individual students fail to cooperate, either purpose-
fully or by neglect or omission. In such cases, students
are directly responsible to INS and the school cannot be
held liable.

"(v) Status, i.e., full-time or part-time." This informa-
tion should be readily available during any regular
school term after the student has registered and the
school has processed its enrollment records. Note that a
student may be considered, for this purpose, to be
enrolled in a full-time program in certain circumstances,
although the formal registration data may not so indi-
cate. One such example would be during an authorized
vacation period, if the student was enrolled in a full-
time program during the preceding term and is eligible
and intends to enroll in the same full-time program in
the succeeding term. Another example would be an
undergraduate student who was advised to enroll for
less than 12 hours by a DSO for valid academic reasons.
The most common case is a student enrolled in a gradu-
ate program who has finished all course work and is
spending a semester preparing a thesis or dissertation.
The need to maintain substantiating documentation in
such circumstances is evident. (See the discussion in
Section 4.5.2. Also see Section 3.5.3.1 regarding the exer-
cise of care in determining which students are and are
not pursuing full programs of study.)

"(vi) Date of commencement of studies." This infor-
mation refers to the date the student began a full-time
course of study as an F-1 or M-1 student after having
been issued Form I-20A-B or I-20M-N by the school.
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"(vii) Degree program and field of study." If a stu-
dent is not enrolled in a specific degree program, the
school's records should indicate the specific nondegree
educational program in which the student is engaged.
Not all students intend to complete a degree or certifi-
cate program, but they must have a specific educational
objective. Therefore a "special student" may enroll in
order to make up certain academic deficiencies or to
apply course work toward a course of study at another
school, provided the student pursues a full course of
study at the school attended. 11985 OI 8 CFR
214.2(f)(15)This paragraph was omitted from the 1987
revision of the OIs, but it is assumed the policy is still in
effect.] If a student has not decided or declared a specific
major field or course of study, "undecided" or "unde-
clared" should suffice to identify the field of study.

"(viii) Whether the student has been certified for
practical training and the beginning and end dates of
certification." This regulation refers to practical training
but not off-campus work authorization. The INS pub-
lished the final rule for F-1 practical training on 29 Octo-
ber 1991. Postcompletion practical training employment
authorization now takes the form of an Employment
Authorization Document (EAD). A simple way to make
a record of this authorization would be to photch.opy the
EAD (see Section 4.9.3).

"(ix) Termination date and reason, if known." This
refers to the date a student terminates attendance at the
authorized school. In those cases in which a student
simply stops attending classes and disappears, a reason-
able estimate of the date of "termination" should be suf-
ficient to meet the requirements of the regulations. The
reason for termination of attendance is a required part
of the records only if it is known, so schools need not
make special efforts (for immigration purposes) to
determine the reasons for the termination.

"(x) The documents referred to in paragraph (k) of
this section." These are the documents and information
related to the student's qualifications for admission to
the school as an F-1 or M-1 student (see Section 3.4.1).
These admission documents and records must be main-
tained while the student is enrolled and until the school
reports to INS that the student is no longer pursuing a
full course of study.

"(xi) The number of credits completed each semes-
ter." This requires the school to keep accurate records
for previous semesters as well as the semester in
progress. Since there is no requirement that one of the
DSOs be custodian of the information and documents
the school must maintain and make available to INS,
this information could be maintained by the registrar or
records office and be made available to a DSO as
needed.

"(xii) A photocopy of the student's 1-20 ID Copy." It
would be prudent to make the photocopy not only
when the student initially enrolls at the school, but
every time a notation (transfer, extension of stay,
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employment, practical training) is made on that docu-
ment. It can be assumed that this reference in the regula-
tions now refers to the 1-20 ID (Student) Copy, i.e., pages
3-4 of the 1-20A-B.

If a student refuses to provide the school with the
information necessary for the school official's report, the
OIs state that the school official should bring this to the
attention of INS, which may then request the informa-
tion directly from the student. [OI 8 CFR 214.3(j)]

3.5.2 Release of information from records
A DSO is required to make available to any INS offi-

cer upon request and without subpoena any of the doc-
uments and records specified in 8 CFR 214.3(g)(1) (see
Section 3.5.1). Information concerning an individual stu-
dent must be provided within 3 working days; informa-
tion on any class of students must be provided within 10
working days, although INS will first attempt to obtain
information concerning a class of students from its
record system. An important change in the 1987 regula-
tions provides that INS's request for information must
be in writing if the school asks for a written request. If
INS seeks information on a student who is being held in
custody, the school must reply orally on the same day
but may request INS to provide written notification that
the request has been made. [8 CFR 214.3(g)(1), Federal
Register, 22 April 1987] Failure to comply with the
request for information constitutes cause for withdrawal
on notice of the school's approval to enroll nonimmi-
grant students. [8 CFR 214.4(a)(1)(i)] It is important to
understand that regulations require the release of only
the information specified and only to an INS officer in
the manner described. They do not require or authorize
the release of any information to anyone else, including
representatives of other government agencies who may
occasionally ask for information about students from
abroad. These regulations, on the other hand, have no
bearing on the release of "directory information" as set
forth in the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
of 1974, also known as the FERPA, or the Buckley
Amendment, PL 93-380. According to the regulations,

"Directory information" means information con-
tained in an education record of a student which
would not generally be considered harmful or an
invasion of privacy if disclosed. It includes, but is not
limited to, the student's name, address, telephone
listing, date and place of birth, major field of study,
participation in officially recognized activities and
sports, weight and height f members of athletic
teams, dates of attendance, degrees and awards
received, and the most recent previous educational
agency or institution attended. [34 CFR 99.3]
INS officers are instructed that requests for informa-

tion about large numbers of students at a school are bur-
densome and its officers should request only informa-
tion that is needed and not available from its own data.
[01 8 CFR 214.3(1)(3)] Such requests, to the extent possi-

ble, should be made in writing, using the wording and
format supplied by the OIs. [018 CFR 214.3(1)(4)]

Although regulations require that records be kept for
all F-1 and M-1 students to whom the school has issued
Forms 1-20, they do not require that records be kept for
other students. Designated school officials are not
required by regulations to keep records of any nature
about students who are lawful permanent residents, stu-
dents who may hold other nonimmigrant classifications
(such as F-2 or J-1), or students who may have been
issued Forms 1-20 by other schools. A careful reading of
this regulation, then, leads to the conclusion that school
officials are required to make available to INS upon
request only that information the school official must
keep, and not information about a student who has not
been issued the Form 1-20 by that school (see Section
3.5.1).

INS asserts, however, that the certifications on page 2
of Forms I-20A-B (on page 1 of the 27 April 1988 revi-
sion of Form 1-20) and I-20M-N signed by all F-1 and M-
1 students authorize schools to release to INS informa-
tion necessary to determine a student's immigration
status, even if the school did not issue a Form 1-20 to
that student. [OI 8 CFR 214.3(1)(1)] This seems inconsis-
tent with the constraints on release of school records
imposed by FERPA. It also does not make clear the dis-
tinction between "authorize" and "require." Neverthe-
less, INS's general counsel has advised INS that this cer-
tification or authorization serves as a consent to release
records under FERPA, shielding the school and its offi-
cials from being in violation of the law. Furthermore, the
general counsel has advised that neither the school offi-
cial nor the INS officer needs physical possession of the
certification when making or complying with the
request for information. [OI 8 CFR 214.3(1)(2)] With
good reason, INS anticipates concerns by school officials
about interpretation of FERPA and indicates that, if
problems are not resolved at the district level of INS,
assistance may be requested from the INS central office,
adjudications division, through the regional office. [01 8
CFR 214.3(I)(2)(iii)]

Many schools have advised their school officials that
the OIs (which are internal INS guidelines and do not
have the force and effect of regulations or laws) cannot
and do not override the strict requirements of FERPA
and, consequently, that the officials should abide by
FERPA in cases of requests for information for which a
written consent to release information has not been
received by the school. Undoubtedly, this question will
need to be resolved in a court of law. For the time being,
therefore, school officials might provide information to
INS only on those students to whom the school has
issued Forms 1-20 and, therefore, about whom the
schools are required to keep records. Since they are not
required to keep records on other students, in particular
those to whom other schools may have issued Forms I-
20 (see Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.3.2), specific requests for
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name, address, and other enrollment data might be
referred to the registrar's office, which can provide
director/ information in accordance with FERPA. Other
information specified in 8 CFR 214.3(g)(1), however,
should not be provided without specific written consent
from the students concerned.

Whether a school official should provide information
or is under obligation to inquire of other offices.or units
of the institution to ascertain this information about stu-
dents for whom the school is not required to maintain
records for immigration purposes is a decision to be
made in consultation with the registrar and, presum-
ably, the general counsel of the institution. School offi-
cials should always resolve such dilemmas in view of
the legal, ethical, and educational considerations dis-
cussed below in Sections 3.5.2.1, 2, and 3.

3.5.2.1 Legal considerations
FERPA prohibits schools from releasing information

other than directory information (specifically defined
therein) from school records to most entities outside the
school unless the student has signed a consent for the
release of the specific information to a specific entity.
INS takes the position that the consent for the release of
information from school records signed by each F-1 and
M-1 student on page 1 of Form I-20A-B or I-20M-N con-
stitutes "an effective method of insulating the school
from an allegation that it is in violation of the Buckley
Amendment" and that "neither the school official nor
the Service officer needs physical possession of the con-
sent when a request for information under the reporting
requirements is made." [Introductory remarks to 1983
student regulations, Federal Register, 5 April 1983, p.
145781 Some institutional attorneys disagree with that
interpretation, however, and hold that a consent to the
release of information from school records must be more
specific and must be in the physical possession of the
school in order for it to be an effective and legal consent.
This conflict in the interpretation of FERPA can ulti-
mately be resolved only in a court of law, and no prece-
dents exist at present.

In addition to the specific provisions of FERPA,
schools and school officials must be alert to the possibil-
ity of a student's bringing suit against the school and/or
school official for invasion of privacy and violation of
the traditional and accepted concepts of confidentiality
of records and information that exist between an indi-
vidual and an adviser or counselor. Such legal questions
are even more problematic than those raised by FERPA,
and they are disturbing to school officials.

In order to protect themselves as much as possible
from legal actions under FERPA or wider concepts of
privacy and confidentiality, schools and school officials
are advised to establish and follow regular and consis-
tent procedures and guidelines governing the release of
information about students to INS. The procedures and
guidelines that follow are suggested as being in compli-
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ance with a reasonable interpretation of INS regulations
regarding release of information, until legal precedents
exist.

1. Schools should not release information of any kind
other than directory information about students to INS,
except upon receipt of a written request for specific
information. Oral requests should be honored only
when a student is in custody, or under unusual condi-
tions in which an immediate response would clearly be
in a student's interests. Nonspecific requests for infor-
mation should not be honored.

2. School officials should release information pur-
suant to regulations only to INS and only about stu-
dents to whom they have issued Forms I-20A-B or I-
20M-N, and not about any other aliens who may be
enrolled, unless those other aliens have given a written
release of the information or the institution's legal coun-
sel adv;ses release of the information.

3. School officials should release information to INS
only about the specific items listed in the regulations in
8 CFR 214.3(g)(1).

4. School officials should release information only
from school records and not from the personal knowl-
edge school officials might have about such matters as
students' employment, marital status, life-styles, and
personal conduct (see Section 3.5.2.2).

5. School officials should make a careful search of the
records to ensure an accurate response.

3.5.2.2 Ethical considerations
The role of DSO for the administration of the school's

responsibilities under the immigration regulations is
usually only a minor part of a school official's broader
institutional role as adviser, counselor, and helper to the
student. In their roles as advisers, counselors, and
helpers, school officials receive information not related
to the immigration status of the student that is often
confidential and personal. The ethics of advising, coun-
seling, and helping require the preservation of the confi-
dential nature of this information. Violations of confi-
dence constitute serious breaches of ethical and
professional conduct.

Compliance with the guidelines outlined in Section
3.5.2.1 forms the foundation for compliance with ethical
and professional standards of conduct. In addition,
school officials should make known to all students pre-
cisely what information about them is required to be
released to INS under the immigration regulations. It is
essential that students have a clear understanding of
this legal responsibility of the school and the school offi-
cial in order to protect the integrity of the relationship
between the student and the adviser. School officials
must carefully limit their disclosures of information to
INS to those required under the regulations and that are
fully known to their students. Officials must scrupu-
lously preserve the confidentiality of all other informa-
tion about the student.
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The NAFSA Code of Ethics (NAFSA, 1992) speaks to
these issues:

Members have a responsibility to balance the
wants, needs, and requirements of program partici-
pants, institutional policies, laws and sponsors, hav-
ing as their ultimate concern the long-term well being
of international educational exchange programs and
participants. In relationships with students and
scholars, members shall maintain the confidentiality,
integrity, and security of student records and of all
communications with students; secure permission of
the student or scholar before sharing information
with others inside or outside the organization, unless
disclosure is authorized by law or institutional pol-
icy, or mandated by previous arrangement. Members
who advise foreign students and scholars shall:

Fully inform students, at appropriate times, of
the types of information the institution is required to
furnish to governmental agencies, and furnish those
agencies with only that information required by law
and regulation

Decline to reveal confidential information about
foreign students and scholars even if requests for
such information come from law enforcement agen-
cies or organizations appearing to have thoroughly
benevolent motives

Refrain from invoking immigration regulations
in order to intimidate students or scholars in matters
not related to their immigration status.

3.5.2.3 Educational considerations
School officials must constantly bear in mind that

their roles, the roles of the schools employing them, and
the roles of the students they advise are educational in
nature. Violations of confidences and unauthorized
releases of information are sure ways to destroy the
educational relationship between the institution and its
students, undermining the learning environment and
the very purpose of international educational exchange.
With the exception of specific legal requirements, school
officials must be vigilant in maintaining the students'
confidence in their roles as counselor-educators.

In dealing with INS and individual INS officers,
school officials should continually emphasize the impor-
tance of the educational process and encourage INS offi-
cers to observe and respect it. The °Is, in fact, restate for
INS officers the commitment of the U.S. government "to
the value of international student exchange activities."
[01 8 CFR 214.3(i)] Most INS officers are reasonable and
will not demand actions by a school official that will
erode or destroy the official's educational role. Upon
encountering an INS officer who is not so inclined,
school officials might be prudent to appeal to higher
authoritiesthe district director, regional officers, or
INS cer :ral office staffin an attempt to establish proce-
dures and parameters for enforcement and administra-
tion of the immigration regulations that will not affect

the educational relationship between students and their
schools and school officials.

3.5.3 Reporting requirements
Federal regulations state:

At intervals specir.c. by the Service but not more
than once a term or session, the Service's processing
center shall send each school (to the address given on
Form 1-17) a list of all F-1 and M-1 students who,
according to Service records, are attending that
school. A DSO at the school must note on the list
whether or not each student on the list is pursuing a
full course of study and give, in addition to the above
information, the names and current addresses of all
F-1 and M-1 students, or both, not listed, attending
the school and other information specified by the Ser-
vice as necessary to identify the students and to
determine their immigration status. The DSO must
comply with the request, sign the list, state his or her
title, and return the list to the Service's processing
center within 60 days of the date of the request. 18
CFR 214.3(g)(2)1
In the event the INS central office does not send the

list to all approved schools as frequently as permitted by
the regulation, a district director may send it to any
number of schools in the district at the intervals permit-
ted. [1987 01 8 CFR 214.3(g)(0(1)1

These requirements, which radically changed the
nature of reporting to INS by school officials, were first
implemented in the spring of 1985. At that time they
were combined with a one-time registration of all F-1
and M-1 students in the United States so that INS could
complete and correct its student/schools data base. The
list to which the regulation refers was Form 1-721, the
Student Status Form (a computer printout). The Form I-
721 was sent to all schools for the second time in spring
1988 and again to a small test group of ten schools in the
fall of 1989.

Numerous problems have plagued the issuance of
Form 1-721, despite the fact that NAFSA and INS have a
long history of cooperation on the process. Problems
included incorrect data on the first issuance; and, more
discouragingly, incorrect data on the 1988 and 1989
forms, despite the efforts by school officials to provide
correct and updated information that should have been
incorporated. Correspondence between NAFSA and
INS indicates that INS has made the decision to discon-
tinue the use of the 1-721 as a means to gather informa-
tion on F-1 and M-1 students. [Letter from John F.
Reichard to James Puleo of 27 November 1990] The cor-
respondence further indicates that the development of a
new system to meet the responsibility to Congress and
the public to monitor and report on the foreign student
population in this country will be a joint effort by INS
and NAFSA. However, the NAFSA recommendations
on an alternate reporting system are based on the condi-
tion that INS eliminate the F-1 extension of stay regula-
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tions in 8 CFR 214.2(f)(7) since an effective school
reporting system would make these regulations redun-
dant. The final rule for F-1 extension of stay regulations
were published on 29 October 1991, but the future of an
alternate reporting system is unclear.

Regardless of the shape the new system takes, advis-
ers should note that the regulations require that the
school must maintain copies of the reports made to INS
for at least 1 year in order to be able to demonstrate on
demand that it has complied with these requirements. [8
CFR 214.3(g)(2)]

If INS sends a list of students for a report between
school terms or during or shortly after a registration
period for a new school term, it may not be possible for
the school to provide the required information on a cur-
rent basis. In such a case the school should either
request an extension of the reporting time or exercise its
discretion to make the report based on information from
the preceding school term. Since the reporting form pro-
vides INS with critical data regarding the status of every
F-1 and M-1 student in the United States, it is incumbent
on school officials to be particularly diligent in respond-
ing to the form. To do otherwise would jeopardize stu-
dents about whom data is misreported as well as jeopar-
dize the school's approval to enroll nonimmigrant
students. In several areas the codes may be subject to
varying interpretations, or the DSOs may be encour-
aged, but not required, to make certain reports. The fol-
lowing discussion offers guidance concerning compli-
ance with the requirements of the reporting form,
whatever precise form it may take.

3.5.3.1 Reporting students who are not (or appear not to
be) pursuing a full course of study

The requirement that a school official must note on
the list whether or not each student on the list is pursu-
ing a full course of study is relatively simple in most
cases. However, school officials must exercise care in
making such notations, as a report that a student is not
carrying a full program of study may result in INS initi-
ating an investigation and possibly taking action against
the student. In most schools, the information required
for this report will be taken from school records. School
officials will need to give careful attention to the case of
each student who the record indicates is not enrolled
full time, but who might in reality be pursuing a full
course of study for purposes of the immigration regula-
tions.

A discussion of the meaning of "a full course of
study" is presented in Section 4.5.2. School officials are
urged to refer to that discussion when preparing the
reporting form.
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3.5.3.2 Reporting students not on INS lists
In addition to noting on the reporting form whether

each student is or is not pursuing a full course of study,
the school official is required to provide "the names and

current addresses of all F-1 or M-1 students, or both, not
listed, attending the school and other information speci-
fied by the Service as necessary to identify the students
and to determine their immigration status." [8 CFR
214.3(g)(2)1

The dilemma presented by this requirement is
described in Section 3.5.2. Regulation 8 CFR 214.3(g)(1)
requires a school to keep records only on those students
to whom it has issued Forms I-20A-B or I-20M-N, yet 8
CFR 214.3(g)(2) requires school officials to add to the
reporting form supplement the names and addresses of
F-1 and M-1 students attending the school to whom the
school has not issued Forms 1-20. If the school is not
required to keep records on these students, it cannot be
required to make reports on them, and it will not have
the information in its records as to their F-1 or M-1 sta-
tus.

In all cases of reporting and release of information to
INS, regulations require only the release of information
from school records as specified in 8 CFR 214.3(g)(1),
and not from a school official's personal knowledge of a
student's activities (see 8 CFR 214.3[011 and Section
3.5.1). Items of information that are not part of a school's
records cannot be demanded by INS except through a
process of subpoena of a school official to give written
or oral testimony.

3.5.3.3 Discretionary reporting of certain items
School officials are "encouraged" (but are not

required) by INS to report out-of-status students and
students who have terminated their studies to the dis-
trict director between reporting periods, that is, in addi-
tion to the required reporting on the reporting form.
[1987 CH 8 CFR 214.3(g)(i)(1)1 School officials should
exercise restraint in this regard in view of their role as
counselor-educators, discussed above in Section 3.5.2.3.
School officials also are invited (but not required) to
make corrections in the data provided on the reporting
form. If a school official has the time and resources and
is able to provide such corrections without viols ling the
legal, ethical, and educational considerations noted in
Section 3.5.2, such action could be helpful to the stu-
dents concerned.

3.6 WITHDRAWAL OF SCHOOL APPROVAL

3.6.1 Withdrawal of school approval on notice (for cause)
The regulations authorize INS to initiate proceedings

for withdrawal of a school's approval to enroll nonim-
migrant F-1 and M-1 students "on notice," which means
withdrawal for a specific cause. Seventeen specific
grounds for withdrawal are enumerated in the regula-
tions. [8 CFR 214.4(a)(1)1 An action for withdrawal on
notice affords the school the protections of due process
of law, preventing arbitrary and improper withdrawals
of approval. District directors are instructed to give spe-
cial emphasis to instituting proceedings to withdraw
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approval from schools not in compliance with the regu-
lations in an effort to eliminate bad-faith schools from
the list of those authorized to enroll F-1 and M-1 011.
dents.

3.6.1.1 Grounds for withdrawal of school approval on
notice

The regulations provide that a school's approval to
enroll nonimmigrant F-1 or M-1 students may be with-
drawn on notice "if the school or school system is no
longer entitled to the approval for any valid and sub-
stantive reason including, but not limited to, the follow-
ing [8 CFR 214.4(a)(1)]:

"(i) Failure to comply with 8 CFR 214.3(g)(1) without
a subpoena." Regulation 8 CFR 214.3(g)(1) requires that
schools maintain specific records and information on F-1
and M-1 students and that schools release that informa-
tion to any INS officer upon demand (see Sections 3.5.1
and 3.5.2). The requirements for written notice (oral in
cases of students in custody) and the time frames for
schools to respond, as noted above, must be observed by
both INS and the school.

"(ii) Failure to comply with 8 CFR 214.3(g)(2)." Regu-
lation 8 CFR 214.3(g)(2) refers to the requirement to
report periodically on computer-generated lists (Forms
1-721 or its successor) whether students on the list are
pursuing full courses of study and to add to the list the
names and addresses of other F-1 and M-1 students who
are enrolled. A reasonable interpretation of that require-
ment may mean following the guidelines outlined in
Sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3..

"(iii) Failure of a designated official to notify the Ser-
vice that an F-1 student intends to transfer to another
school as required by 8 CFR 214.2(f)(8)(ii)." Although
this reason is obsolete under the regulations that became
effective on 22 May 1987, presumably it continues to
apply to such failures that may have taken place prior to
that date. This is unlikely to affect advisers now.

"(iv) Willful issuance by a designated official of a
false statement or certification in connection with a
school transfer or an application for employment or
practical training." Note the inclusion of the word "will-
ful" in this provision.

"(v) Any conduct on the part of a designated school
official which does not comply with the regulations."
This ground for withdrawal of school approval is dis-
tressingly vague and all-inclusive. Since the regulations
in most circumstances are quite specific, a reasonable
interpretation of this provision would be quite narrow
and limited in scope. It is unlikely that INS would initi-
ate or be successful in proceedings for withdrawal on
notice for minor, infrequent, or innocent violations of
the regulations.

"(vi) The designation as a designated official of an
individual who does not meet the requirements of 8
CFR 214.3(l)(1)." This refers to the designation as a

school official of a person who is principally a recruiter,
who is not regularly employed at the location of the
school in the United States, and/or who otherwise does
not qualify as a DSO as described in Section 3.3.1.

"(vii) Failure to provide the Service with the names,
titles, and sample signatures of designated officials as
required by 8 CFR 214.3(1)(2)." See Section 3.3.3.

"(viii) Failure to submit statements of designated offi-
cials as required by 8 CFR 214.(1)(3)." See Section 3.3.3.

"(ix) Issuance of Forms I-20A or 1-20M to students
without receipt of proof that the students have met
scholastic, language, or financial requirements." See Sec-
tion 3.4.1.

"(x) Issuance of Forms 1-20A or I-20M to aliens who
will not be enrolled in or carry full courses of study as
defined in 8 CFR 214.2(0(6) or 214.2(m)(9)." This refers
to the intent of the school issuing the Forms I-20A-B or I-
20M-N. The school that issues those forms must do so
with the understanding that the student is admitted for
the purpose of carrying a full program of study and not
for a part-time or casual program. A student is not
required to intend to be a degree or certificate candidate
as long as the student pursues a full course of study and
has a specific educational objective. [1985 01 8 CFR
214.2(f)(15)This paragraph was omitted from the 1987
revision of the Ols, but it is assumed the policy is still in
effect.] If the student subsequently fails to can) a full
program of study, only the student is subject to punitive
action. The school cannot be held responsible for the
failure of the student to comply with the regulations.
The school must report this fact to INS only when next
required to respond to a periodic computer-generated
list from INS or when requested to do so by an INS offi-
cer.

"(xi) Failure to operate as a bona fide institution of
learning."

"(xii) Failure to employ qualified professional per-
sonnel." Presumably this refers principally to teachers
who teach the students, but it could also be applied to
DSOs who demonstrate that they are not qualified for
their positions by not complying with the immigration
regulations.

"(xiii) Failure to limit its advertising in the manner
prescribed in 8 CFR 214.3(j)." This paragraph lit tits a
school in its advertising and publicity with regard to its
approval to accept nonimmigrant students to a state-
ment that reads, "This school is authorized under Fed-
eral law to enroll nonimmigrant alien students." The
limitation is designed to prevent schools from implying
any INS endorsement of or recommendation about the
school by virtue of its approval to enroll F-1 or M-1 stu-
dents.

"(xiv) Failure to maintain proper facilities for instruc-
tion." This refers to the physical plant of the school, its
library and laboratory resources, and any other facilities
required for proper instruction conducted by the school.
It is unlikely that INS would attempt or be able to deter-
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mine what constitutes or does not constitute proper
facilities, except in the most extreme cases.

"(xv) Failure to maintain accreditation or licensing
necessary to qualify graduates as represented in the
petition." Loss of accreditation or licensing in itself
would not necessarily constitute a ground for with-
drawal. It would be a ground for with& ,wal, however,
if the loss of accreditation or licensing negatively
affected the school's ability to qualify graduates in the
manner that was represented in the initial petition for
school approval or any subsequent review of that
approval, or if the school could no longer meet the
requirements of 8 CFR 214.3(b).

"(xvi) Failure to maintain the physical plant, curricu-
lum, and teaching staff in the manner represented in the
petition for school approval." A school cannot build
itself up in order to obtain school approval and then let
itself atrophy after obtaining that approval. If it does not
maintain the physical plant, curriculum, and teaching
staff as represented in the petition, its approval can be
withdrawn on notice.

"(xvii) Failure to comply with the procedures for
issuance of Forms I-20A or I-20M as set forth in 8 CFR
214.3(k)." See Section 3.4.1. This provision appears to be
only an expansion of (ix) above.

3.6.1.2 Procedures for withdrawal on notice
If a district director determines that a school is no

longer entitled to school approval to enroll nonimmi-
grant students for one or more of the reasons enumer-
ated above, INS will send a warning letter to the school.
The warning letter must detail the dereliction(s) and
advise the school that repetition of the offense(s) may
lead to proceedings to withdraw the approval. The letter
may ask for an explanation of the cause(s) of the
offense(s) and an indication of corrective action taken or
to be taken. The warning letter must also be accompa-
nied by Form 1-17 and, if applicable, Form I-17B, to be
submitted as a request for continuation of its approval.
[01 8 CFR 214.4(c)]

If the school does not rectify its dereliction and the
grounds for withdrawal continue to exist, INS will serve
notice on the school of its intention to withdraw
approval. The notice states the grounds on which INS
intends to withdraw approval, setting out in reasonable
detail the incidents upon which the finding of noncom-
pliance is based. The notice also informs the school that
it may submit within 30 days written representations
supported by evidence setting forth reasons why the
approval should not be withdrawn, and that it may
request a hearing before a special inquiry officer. If the
school admits the allegations or fails to respond within
30 days, school approval is withdrawn by the district
director and there is no appeal from that decision. [8
CFR 214.41
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If the school contests the allegations and requests a
hearing, that hearing is conducted before an immigra-
tion judge. INS is represented at the hearing by a trial
attorney. The school may be represented by counsel at
its own expense. The school has the opportunity to
examine and object to evidence introduced against it, to
present evidence in its own behalf, and to cross-examine
witnesses. The immigration judge makes a decision
either to withdraw the school's approval or to terminate
the proceeding and allow the school approval to stand.
That decision is final unless it is certified by the immi-
gration judge to the regional commissioner for review or
is appealed to the regional commissioner by either the
school or the government trial attorney. [8 CFR 214.4(i)]

3.6.1.3 Reapplication after withdrawal on notice
The regulations declare: "If a school's approval is

withdrawn on notice ... the school is not eligible to file
another petition for school approval until at least 1 year
after the effective date of the withdrawal." [8 CFR
214.4(a)(1)1

3.6.2 Automatic withdrawal of school approval
A school's approval to enroll nonimmigrant F-1

and/or M-1 students will be automatically withdrawn
without a hearing if the school (1) terminates its opera-
tions [8 CFR 214.4(a)(2)1; (2) changes ownership (unless
it files a new petition for school approval within 60 days
of the change of ownership) 18 CFR 214.4(c)1; or (3) fails
to respond to a notice of intention to withdraw approval
for cause [8 CFR 214.4(c)].

"Automatic withdrawal of a school's approval is
without prejudice to consideration of a new petition for
school approval." [8 CFR 214.4(a)(2)] This means that a
school whose approval has been automatically with-
drawn can reapply for approval without fear of being
judged adversely because the earlier approval was with-
drawn.

3.6.3 Status of student at school where approval is with-
drawn

When school approval is withdrawn the district
director must notify each F-1 and M-1 student in atten-
dance that approval has been withdrawn, that the stu-
dent is permitted to remain in the United States to pur-
sue a full course of study at that school only until the
end of the current term plus 30 days, and that the stu-
dent must seek admission to another INS-approved
school or depart from the United States upon expiration
of the authorized stay. If the student, despite diligent
efforts, is unable to gain admission before the end of the
authorized stay, the district director may grant volun-
tary departure not to exceed 6 months to allow the stu-
dent to continue efforts to gain admission to an
approved school. [01 8 CFR 214.4(f)!
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3.7 THE INSTITUTION AS EMPLOYER OF F-1
AND/OR M-1 STUDENTS

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (PL
99-603) and pertinent regulations (8 CFR 274a and fol-
lowing) require employers to determine and verify by
inspection of documents the employment eligibility of
all workers, including aliens in F-1 and M-1 status. Fail-
ure to do so in the manner specified, including the exe-
cution of Form 1-9 (which must be retained for at least 3
years or at least 1 year after the person leaves the
employment, whichever is earlier), may subject the
employer to civil and/or criminal penalties. The situa-
tions in which F-1 and M-1 students may be employed
are discussed in Sections 4.9, 5.7, and 13.10.
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1-20 ID

1-94

1-102
1 -129

1 -221

1-506
1-17

1-17A
1-178
1-512
1-515

1-538

S

1-538
1-539(old)
1-539(new)
1-541

1-542
1-543
1-6888
1-765
1.797
M-242

Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant (F-1) Student Statusfor Academic and Language Students
(pages 3-4)

Arrival/Departure Record
Application by Nonimmigrant Alien for Replacement of Arrival Document
Petition for Nonimmigrant Worker
Order to Show Cause and Notice of Hearing
Application for Change of Nonimmigrant Status (superseded in January 1992 by Forms 1-129 and 1-539)
Petition for Approval for Attendance by Nonimmigrant Students
Designated School Officials
System Attachment
Authorization for Parole of an Alien into the United States
Notice to Student or Exchange Visitor
Application by Nonimmigrant Student for Extension of Stay, School Transfer, and Permission to Accept or

Continue Employment or Practical Training (4 May 1989)
Certification by Designated School Official (8 July 1991)
Application to Extend Time of Temporary Stay
Application to Extend Status/Change Nonimmigrant Status
Untitled cover letter
Untitled cover letter
Untitled cover letter
Employment Authorization Document
Application for Employment Authorization
Notice of Approval or Extension of a Nonimmigrant Visa Application
Student and Schools Regulations

4.1 DEFINITION OF F STATUS

An F-1 visa and F-1 student status may be granted to
an alien "who is a bona fide student qualified to pursue
a full course of study" at an academic or language insti-
tution authorized to admit foreign students. When
applying for an F-1 visa, the individual must prove to a
U.S. consular official that he or she wishes to enter the
United States temporarily and solely for the purpose of
study and that the applicant has a permanent residence
in a foreign country that he or she has no intention of
abandoning. [Act 101(a)(15)(F)1

4.2 RESPONSIBILITIES ASSUMED BY AN

APPROVED SCHOOL

Before a school may enroll nonimmigrant F-1 stu-
dents, it must secure approval from the Immigration
and Naturalization Service. A petition for approval is
filed on both Form 1-17 (Petition for Approval of School
for Attendance by Nonimmigrant Students) and Form I-
17A (Designated School Officials), which was revised in
1983. The petition is filed with the district INS office
having jurisdiction over the place in which the school or
school system is located.

To obtain approval for attendance by nonimmigrant
students, a school must submit, along with Forms 1-17
and 1-17A, evidence of its legitimacy as an educational
institution. Furthermore, it must confirm that it has des-
ignated certain officialscalled designated school offi-
cials (DS0s)to sign forms 1-20 School, 1-20 ID, and 1-
538, and it must affirm its intention to abide by certain

record-keeping and reporting requiremen. If the peti-
tioner is a school system, it must also submit Form I-17B
(School System Attachment).

Detailed information about the responsibilities
assumed by a school approved for attendance by non-
immigrant students is provided in Section 3.

4.3 ISSUANCE OF FORM I-20A-B TO F-1
STUDENTS

The Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant (F-1)

Student Status for Academic and Language Students is
commonly referred to as Form 1-20; its formal designa-
tion is Form I-20A-B/1-20 ID (rev. 27 April 1988). For
purposes of this chapter, the entire Form I-20A-B/1-20
ID will be referred to as Form I-20A-B. Page 1-2 of the
Form I-20A-B/1-20 ID will be referred to as the Form I-
20 School Copy, and p. 3-4 of the Form 1-20A-B/I-20 ID
will be referred to as the Form 1-20 ID. This terminology
is consistent with the INS usage promulgated in the
October 1991 and July 1992 revisions of the F-1 Student
regulations. Until this usage is universally adopted, the
DSO should be alert to variations in describing the Form
I-20A-B/I-20 ID and its component parts.

An approved school may issue a Fo:m I-20A-B to a
foreign applicant only after the following conditions
have been met:

1. The prospective student [must make] a written
application to the school.

2. The written application, the student's transcripts or
other records of courses taken, proof of financial respon-
sibility for the student, and other supporting documents
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[must be] received, reviewed, and evaluated at the
school's location in the United States.

3. The appropriate school authority [must determine]
that the prospective student's qualifications meet all
standards for admission.

4. The official responsible for admission at the school
[must accept] the prospective student for enrollment for
a full course of study. [8 CFR 214.3(k)]

The school issuing the Form I-20A-B is responsible
for ensuring that the prospective student meets the four
preceding requirements; determination of whether the
prospective student meets all other conditions of nonim-
migrant status falls to INS or the Department of State
(see also Section 3.4).

4.3.1 General requirements
The DSO of a school approved for enrollment of F-1

students may issue Form I-20A-B to a prospective stu-
dent only after determining that the prospective student
has met all standards for admission and all require-
ments of 8 CFR 214.3(k), and that the school has
accepted the student for enrollment in a full course of
study. Requiring the payment of a fee for its issuance is
not permitted and may subject the official to a federal
criminal prosecution. The issuance of a conditional or
provisional Form I-20A-B is not permitted because the
regulations authorize issuance only after all admission
standards have been met.

Form I-20A-B is to be issued only within the United
States and may be signed only after it has been fully and
accurately completed. In signing a Form I-20A-B, a DSO
affirms "under penalty of perjury" that he or she or
some other school official has examined the student's
academic records and financial documentation and has
determined that the student meets the school's admis-
sion standards (see also Section 3.4.1).

4.3.2 Academic requirements
The academic institution should satisfy itself that the

applicant has successfully completed a course of study
equivalent to that normally required of an applicant
educated in the United States and seeking admission at
the same level.

A prospective student who must travel to the Unite
States for an admission interview or entrance examina-
tion has not met all the hcademic requirements and, con-
sequently, is not entitled to Form I-20A-B. That student,
like a student who wishes to travel to the United States
for the purpose of selecting a school, should apply to a
U.S. consular office for a B-2 "prospective student" visa
(see also Sections 4.3.1 and 11.2.2.3). [OI 248.7(d)(2)(i)
and (ii)]

4.3.3 Language proficiency
The applicant should be sufficiently proficient in

English to pursue his or her course of studies on a full-
time basis; if such proficiency is lacking, arrangements

must be made to provide the student with instruction in
English.

Academic institutions may require the foreign appli-
cant to take a standardized English proficiency test and
have the results sent to the institution for evaluation as a
condition of admission. Such tests are administered at
various centers in the United States and abroad. Profi-
ciency in English need not be required if the institution
in which the student will enroll conducts its courses in a
language in which the student is proficient, or will
enroll the student in a full course of English or a combi-
nation of English training and academic courses that
will constitute a full course of study. [22 CFR
41.61(b)(1)(iii)] The level of proficiency required, there-
fore, will depend on the extent to which the institution
can substitute for or supplement the academic program
with special classes in English for non-native speakers.

4.3.4 Financial certification
The school is required to obtain certification that the

applicant has financial resources adequate to provide
for his or her expenses at the school without resorting to
unauthorized employment. [8 CFR 214.3(k)(2) and
214.4(a)(1)(ix)] Funds may come from scholarships, fel-
lowships, sponsoring agencies, the student's family, or
any dependable source. The school should be satisfied
that funds are guaranteed at least for the student's first
year of study and that, barring unforeseen circum-
stances, adequate funding will be available from the
same or equally dependable sources for subsequent
years.

The school should make a reasonable estimate of all
expensesincluding tuition, fees, books, supplies,
maintenance (lodging and food), health insurance, and
miscellaneous expenditures (clothing, local travel, recre-
ation, toiletries, telephone, etc.)and review the esti-
mate each year. Calculation of costs for tuition, fees, and
health insurance will be relatively straightforward. Set-
ting standardized living-expense budgets for foreign
students may be more complex; DSOs may find helpful
guidance by referring to their own institutional student
financial aid budgets or the monthly maintenance rate
(MMR) set for U.S. government scholarship programs,
available from such administering organizations as the
Institute of International Education. Some institutions
recognize ranges for their foreign student living-expense
budgets. For example, a range for a metropolitan-area
school might have the low-end figure drawn from the
Fulbright student rate, the high end coming from the
Humphrey Fellowship rate, and the midrange, or stan-
dard, figure indexed to the school's own student finan-
cial aid budget.

If the student is depending on funds from a source
outside the United States, the school is well advised to
determine if restrictions exist on the transfer of dollars
from the country holding the funds. If there are restric-
tions, the student should present evidence that they will
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not prevent the funds from being transferred. Alterna-
tively, the school may wish to require an advance
deposit of tuition and perhaps living expenses as well
before issuing the Form I-20A-B. An advance deposit for
tuition or living expenses is not considered a fee for
issuing Form I-20A-B. The Higher Education Reautho-
rization Act of 1986 (PL 99-498) permits such advance-
deposit requirements.

DSOs who build a grace period into the Form I-20A-B
completion date (see Section 4.3.6) may wish to note this
fact in the "Remarks" section (item 9) of the form. This
will alert United States visa officers that funding for the
grace period would be required only in exceptional cir-
cumstances.

Newly admitted applicants should be advised that
they are likely to be required to present documentary
evidence of financial support at the time they apply for
a visa and again when they apply for entry into the
United States.

4.3.5 Full course of study
In issuing Form I-20A-B to a foreign applicant, the

authorized school official certifies that the applicant is
admitted to the institution for the purpose of enrolling
in a full course of study that will lead to the attainment
of a specific educational or professional objective. The
student need not intend, however, to complete the
course of study as long as he or she has a specific educa-
tional objective, such as becoming a degree candidate
after making up certain deficiencies. A school may issue
a Form I-20A-B only to an applicant who is expected to
be engaged in a full course of study, including postdoc-
toral study, as defined in Section 4.5.2.

4.3.6 Form I-20A-B completion date
In issuing Form I-20A-B to a foreign applicant, the

DSO must specify an expected program completion date
in item 5 of the form. INS guidelines for calculating that
date direct the DSO to "make a reasonable estimate
based on the time an average foreign student would
need to complete a similar program in the same disci-
pline." Service regulations further prescribe that a
"grace period of no more than 1 year Iless is permissi-
ble] may be added onto the DSO's estimate." 18 CFR
214.2(f)(7)(ii)] Academic programs with highly pre-
dictable lengths of study will be more compatible with
these guidelines than those with extensive project or
research components, such as doctoral degrees. DSOs
may wish, in general, to project the expected completion
date based on their institution's academic policies, rec-
ognizing that if additional time is required, a student
who has been maintaining good standing will be eligible
for program extension (see Section 4.7).

Short-term programs, such as 3- or 6-week ESL
courses, warrant special attention. Students enrolled in
short courses are likely to consider options for continu-
ing their studies only after finishing their immediate

academic objectivesand after the application window
for program-extension (see Section 4.7) has closed. To
preserve program extension options for these students,
DSOs would be well advised to add a 60-day grace
period to short-term program completion dates (see also
Section 4.3.4).

4.4 OBTAINING A VISA AND ENTERING THE
UNITED STATES

To enable an applicant to obtain an F-1 visa to enter
the United States for the purpose of undertaking a full
course of study, the DSO issues the student a properly
executed Form I-20A-B. It is advisable to keep a photo-
copy or computer record of the Form I-20A-B for the
school's file.

The applicant must sign the certification in item 11 on
page 1 of the Form I-20A-B (rev. 27 April 1988), attesting
that he or she understands and will abide by the various
conditicns stipulated by F-1 status. Although the institu-
tion may be satisfied that an applicant meets all the con-
ditions specified for obtainin,-, F-1 status, the U.S. con-
sular official makes the ultimate decision as to whether
the applicant will be granted an F-1 student visa (see
Section 2.3.4).

4.4.1 Aliens subject to passport and visa requirements

4.4.1.1 Obtaining a visa
An alien who is required to have a valid passport and

visa for entry to the United States (see Sections 2.2.4 and
2.3.2) should apply for an F-1 visa at a U.S. consulate or
embassy; in Taiwan, application is made at the Ameri-
can Institute in Taiwan. A personal interview with the
consular official may or may not be required. The appli-
cant is required to present a valid passport and Form I-
20A-B; he or she should also be prepared to present
proof of English-language proficiency and verification
of financial support (see Section 2.3.3) to establish that
all the requirements for nonimmigrant student status
are met. Furthermore, an applicant for an F-1 visa must
be prepared to demonstrate that he or she has a resi-
dence in a foreign country that he or she has no inten-
tion of abandoning (see Section 2.3.4). A U.S. consular
official may require an applicant for an F-1 visa to post a
bond to ensure that the applicant will maintain his or
her lawful nonimmigrant status and depart from the
United States after completing his or her specific educa-
tional objective. [22 CFR 41.61(c)] Such departure bonds
are extraordinarily unusual.

Except for unusual circumstances, a visa will be
issued within a few hours or days of the submission of
the application. The consular official may need more
time, however, should the application be submitted out-
side the consular district serving the home residence of
the applicant. This is true particularly when third coun-
tries are involved because information deemed relevant
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to the visa decision may not be immediately available.
Where security checks (generally referred to as "name
checks") are made, visa issuance may take up to 10
working days. As of September 1992, security checks are
routinely made on applicants from Iran, Iraq, Libya,
nationals of the Baltics (Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania),
former Eastern bloc countries, and the People's Republic
of China. Prospective students from these countries
applying for their initial student visa may experience
delays, particularly if they are applying for a visa in a
third country.

If the visa application is approved, a visa stamp is
placed in the applicant's passport, noting the period of
its validity, the number of entries allowed (see Section
2.3.1), and the name of the school whose Form I-20A-B
the applicant used to obtain the visa. The Form I-20A-B
is then returned to the applicant to use in applying for
admission to the Wited States.

Extraordinary circumstances might prevent a person
admitted to a school from getting a Form I-20A-B in
time to apply for a visa and reach the school in a timely
way. In such circumstances, the school may want to
make use of international express mail or courier ser-
vices. The "interested-party cables" the Visa Office for-
merly sent in these cases are no longer used, except pos-
sibly in cases involving countries where the courier
services are not available. [Foreign Affairs Manual, vol. 9,
Sec. 41.61, N11.21

In the event that a Form I-20A-B is not received, but a
consular officer is satisfied through documentary evi-
dence that an alien has been granted admission, the
alien may be granted a B-2 Prospective Student visa. [01
8 CFR 248(d)(2)(iii)1 Similarly, a student with a Form I-
20A-B who intends to enter the United States more than
90 days before the reporting date noted on Form I-20A-B
may be issued a B-2 Prospective Student visa rather than
an F-1 visa (see Sections 4.12.1.1 and 11.2.2.3). [8 CFR
248(d)(1)]
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4.4.1.2 Entering the United States; entry documents
When the applicant arrives at the U.S. port of entry,

he or she presents a passport (or travel document), visa,
evidence of financial support, and Form I-20A-B to the
immigration official. Only versions of Form I-20A-B
dated 27 April 1988 or thereafter are acceptable for ini-
tial entry. If the applicant has previously been in the
United States in F-1 or M-1 status and has been issued
Form 1-20 ID or Form 1-20 ID Copy (see note), he or she

Note:
Between 1984 and 30 June 1988, the "Form 1.20 ID Copy" was a
yellow card. INS discontinued the yellow card on 30 June 1988. A
new version of the Form I-20A-B, doted 27 April 1988 and desig-
nated Form 1-20A-13/1-20 ID, became available later the some year.
The April 1988 Form I-20A-B has the designation "1.20 ID (Student)
Copy" printed sideways in the left margin of page 3. INS instructed
students with the old, yellow Form 1.20 ID Copy to staple the card to
the new version of the Form 1.20 ID. F-1 students are asked to retain
all Forms 1 -20 ID they may acquire.

is expected to present that as well. On the initial entry in
F-1 status, the immigration official must be satisfied that
the applicant is destined to and intends to attend the
school specified in the visa (see Section 4.4.2 for excep-
tions to the passport and visa requirements).

In cases of initial entry in F-1 status where a student
does not intend to enroll at the school noted on the visa,
the inspecting officer may, in the exercise of discretion,
admit the student provided he or she presents a Form I-
20A-B for the school he or she plans to attend, as well as
documentary evidence of financial ability to attend that
school. In addition, the student must establish either
that failure to have the correct school noted on his or her
visa resulted from circumstances beyond the student's
control or that failure to be admitted would result in
severe hardship to the student. If the student is not
admitted to attend the preferred school but rather is
admitted to attend the school noted in the visa by the
consular officer, the student must attend that school for
some period of time before seeking to transfer to the
preferred school (see Sections 4.5.1 and 4'.8). A student
who attends a school other than the one authorized is
out of status and must apply for reinstatement (see Sec-
tions 4.8 and 4.10). However, if a student who has been
in student status in the United States has made a tempo-
rary visit out of the country and has transferred or
intends to transfer between schools upon reentering the
United States, the name of the new school does not need
to be specified on the student's visa (see Section 4.11). [8
CFR 214.2(0(4)001

Upon admitting the student to the United States, the
immigration officer issues the student the departure
portion of a Form 1-94 (Arrival/Departure Record),
showing the date and place of entry, the alien's status as
an F-1 student, and a unique 11-digit admission num-
ber. The Form 1-94 is issued to each entering nonimmi-
grant and, except in the cases noted below, records all
nonimmigrant transactions with INS. If the alien is in F-
1 or M-1 status, transactions taken by INS are recorded
on Form I-201D. Transactions affecting E, H, L, 0, P, and
Q nonimmigrants are recorded on Form 1-797, the notice
of approval or extension of a nonimmigrant visa appli-
cation (see Section 2.4.1). The admission Dumber is the
basis for the INS arrival/departure database known as
the Nonimmigrant Information System (NIIS).

Upon the student's initial entry to the United States
on a student visa, the admitting immigration official
retains the Form 1-20 School Copy (p. 1-2) and returns to
the student Form 1-20 ID (p. 3-4 of Form I-20A-B),
marked to show the date and place of admission and the
admission number. All F-1 students' transactions with
INS are noted on this form except for the adjudication of
optional practical training and employment based on
economic hardship, which results in issuance of an
Employment Authorization Document. The admission
number goes into the "student enhancement" program
of the NIIS. By means of this program, INS keeps track
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not just of the arrivals and departures of F-1 students
but also of their fields of study, degree objectives, trans-
fers of schools, permission to work, practical training,
and several other matters. The Form 1-20 ID is issued
only to students and not to dependents holding F-2 sta-
tus.

The admission number is intended to be an individ-
ual alien's lifelong identifying number for study in F-1
or M-1 status. Students in F-1 status are instructed to
keep all Forms 1-20 ID in their possession at all times
and not to surrender them upon leaving the United
States. The Form 1-94, by contrast, is to be surrendered
upon departure, except in the case of visits of 30 days or
less to Canada, Mexico, or adjacent islands other than
Cuba. When an F-1 student who has surrendered Form
1-94 upon leaving the United States subsequently reen-
ters the United States, he or she is issued a new Form I-
94, but not a new Form 1-20 ID. The preprinted admis-
sion number on the new Form 1-94 is stricken and
replaced with the student's Form 1-20 ID admission
number. INS requires anyone who receives a Form 1-20
ID to retain it as long as there is any possibility that he
or she will seek to enter the United States in F-1 or M-1

status.
An alien seeking admission to the United States in F-

1 or M-1 status who has previously been in this country
as an F-1 or M-1 student, but who does not know his or
her admission number, can experience delays at the port
of entry while INS searches its records for the number.
Additional information about the uses of Form 1-20 ID
appears throughout this section of the Manual. The regu-
lations state that, "should the student lose his or her cur-
rent [Form] 1-20 ID, a replacement copy bearing the
same information as the lost copy, including any
endorsements for employment and notations, may be
issued by the DSO." [8 CFR 214.2(0(2)]

4.4.1.3 Admission for "duration of status"
The F-1 student will be admitted to the United States

for "duration of status," noted as "D/S" on both Form I-
94 and Form 1-20 ID. Duration of status means the
period during which the student "is pursuing a full
course of study at an educational institution approved
by the Service for attendance by foreign students, or
engaging in authorized practical training following
completion of studies, plus 60 days to prepare for depar-
ture from the United States. The student is considered to
be maintaining status if he or she is making normal
progress toward completing a [full] course of study." [8

CFR 214.2(f)(5)(01
During the 60-day period, students may apply to

move to another educational level (see Section 4.7.3),
transfer schools (see Section 4.8), or change to another
nonimmigrant status (see Section 2.7). No employment
is permitted during the 60-day period if the student
intends to leave the United States rather than continue
in another educational program. A student applying for

optional practical training following completion of a
course of study must do so during this 60-day period
following completion of studies (see Section 4.9.3.2.1).

In addition to enrolling full time during the academic
year, F-1 students must keep their passports valid
(unless they are exempt from the passport require-
mentsee Section 2.2.4).

Canadians who enter the United States from outside
tne Western Hemisphere must have passports; they are
not required to have visas. [8 CFR 212.1(a)]

4.4.2 Aliens not subject to passport and visa require-
ments

Passport and visa requirements for entry to the
United States do not pertain to certain aliens. The most
common exceptions to the passport and visa require-
ments are Canadian citizens or landed immigrants of
Canada having a common nationality with Canadians
who are entering the United States from the Western
Hemisphere [8 CFR 212.1(a)], and citizens of the Repub-
lic of the Marshall Islands and the Federated States of
Micronesia who have proceeded in direct and continu-
ous transit from their country of citizenship to the
United States (see Section 2.2.4). [8 CFR 212.1(d)] An
alien in one of these categories applies directly to an
immigration inspector at a port of entry for admission as
an F-1 student. The procedure is the same as that fol-
lowed by aliens subject to passport and visa require-
ments, except that the applicant need not present either
a passport or a visa.

4.4.3 Temporary admission with Form 1-515
If a prospective F-1 student appears at a port of entry

in good faith without a properly completed Form I-20A-
B or a properly endorsed p. 4 of Form 1-20 ID, but other-
wise appears eligible for admission as an F-1 student,
the INS inspector may admit him or her for a period of
30 days and issue Form 1-515 (Notice to Student or
Exchange Visitor). That form instructs the alien to obtain
a properly completed Form I-20A-B from the school the
student attends and send it, along with any previous
Forms 1-20 ID (if he or she has one) and Form 1-94 for
the student and any accompanying dependents, to the
INS office having jurisdiction over the school. The dis-
trict office will then grant the alien and any F-2 depen-
dents permission to stay for duration of status, noting
the extension on the student's Form 1-20 ID and on the
Forms 1-94 of the student and dependents.

An F-1 student who responds in a timely manner to
the requirements specified by Form 1-515 is considered
to be maintaining status while the formal INS adjudica-
tion is pending. For purposes of verification of employ-
ment eligibility (see Section 4.9.5), such student may be
characterized as having permission to stay for the
period specified by the Form I-20A-B used in response
to the Form 1-515. [INS-NAFSA meeting, 13 November
1991]
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If the immigration inspector at the port of entry is
unable to ascertain that the applicant is eligible for
admission as an F-1 student, the inspector may parole
the alien into the United States for "deferred inspec-
tion." The alien is required to appear in person at the
district INS office having jurisdiction over the school the
student plans to attend to complete inspection and
admission to the United States (see Section 10.2.3).

4.5 MAINTENANCE OF STATUS

4.5.1 General requirements
Once an alien is admitted to the United States in F-1

status, he or she must meet certain obligations in order
to maintain status. The student must

1. have a passport that is kept valid at all times,
unless exempt from the passport requirement. (The
requirement that passports be kept valid for a minimum
period of 6 months into the future was dropped in late
1987 [Federal Register, 30 November 1987, pp. 45445-46])
(see Section 2.2.4);

2. attend the school he o she was authorized to
attend (see Section 4.4.1);

3. continue to carry a full course of study (see Section
4.5.2);

4. follow certain procedures if the student must
remain in the United States longer than the length of
time estimated for completion of his or her educational
program, as stated on the initial I-20A-B issued to begin
the program of study (see Section 4.7);

5. follow certain procedures to continue from one
educational level to another (e.g., from the bachelor's to
the master's level) at the same school (see Section 4.7.3);

6. follow certain procedures to transfer to a school
other than the one originally authorized (see Section
4.8);

7. limit employment, both on campus and off, to a
total of 20 hours per week while school is in session (see
Sections 4.9.1 and 4.9.2);

8. refrain from off-campus employment without
authorization (see Section 4.9.2); and

9. report a change of residence to INS within 10 days
of the change (see Section 2.5.2).

The student is admitted to the United States for
"duration of status," defined in the regulations as the
period during which the student "is pursuing a full
course of study at an educational institution approved
by INS for attendance by foreign students, or engaging
in authorized practical training following completion of
studies, plus 60 days to prepare for departure from the
United States. The student is considered to be maintain-
ing status if he or she is making normal progress toward
completing a [full] course of study." [8 CFR
214.2(f)(5)(i)1

See Section 3.5.3.1 for the DSO's responsibilities
regarding students who may not be carrying a full
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course of studies. School officials are not required to
report other violations of status to INS.

4.5.2 Full course of study
The regulations define a full course of study as fol-

lows:
(A) Postgraduate study or postdoctoral study at a

college or university, or undergraduate or postgradu-
ate study at a conservatory or religious seminary, cer-
tified by a DSO as a full course of study;

(B) Undergraduate study at a college or university,
certified by a school official to consist of at least 12
semester or quarter hours of instruction per academic
term in those institutions using standard semester,
trimester, or quarter hour systems, where all under-
graduate students who are enrolled for a minimum
of 12 semester or quarter hours are charged full-time
tuition or are considered full-time for other adminis-
trative purposes, or its equivalent (as determined by
the district director in the school approval process),
except when the student needs a lesser course load to
complete the course of study during the current term;

(C) Study in a postsecondary language, liberal
arts, fine arts, or other nonvocational program at a
school which confers upon its graduates recognized
associate or other degrees or has established that its
credits have been and are accepted unconditionally
by at least three institutions of higher learning within
8 CFR 214.3(c) (1) or (2), and which has been certified
by a designated school official to consist of at least 12
clock hours of instruction a week, or its equivalent as
determined by the district director in the school
approval process;

(D) Study in any other language, liberal arts, fine
arts, or other nonvocational training program, certi-
fied by a designated school official to consist of at
least 18 clock hours of attendance a week if the domi-
nant part of the course of study consists of classroom
instruction, or to consist of at least 22 clock hours a
week if the dominant part of the course of study con-
sists of laboratory work; or

(E) Study in a primary school or academic high
school curriculum certified by a designated school
official to consist of class attendance for not less than
the minimum number of hours a week prescribed by
the school for normal progress toward graduation. [8
CFR 214.2(0(6)(01

4.5.2.1 Postdoctoral students
Students who have completed requirements for a

doctorate may be offered the opportunity for advanced
study at the postdoctoral level. Under certain conditions
discussed below, such students are eligible to apply for
F-1 visas to come to the United States, to continue in F-1
status for the new educational program at the school
they were last authorized to attend, to effect a transfer in
F-1 status to begin a new educational program, or to
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change nonimmigrant classification to F-1 in order to
undertake postdoctoral study. I8 CFR 214.2(f)(6)(i)(a)]

Conditions under which nonimmigrant postdoctoral
appointees are eligible for F-1 classification were set
forth in a 12 October 1988 INS cable to its field offices.
The cable said "on-campus employment pursuant to the
terms of a ... postdoctoral appointment ... must. nor-
mally, be performed on the premises of the school and is
limited to no more than 20 hours a week when school is
in session." The cable went on: "Only those postdoctoral
fellows pursuing an educational objective that requires a
combination of course work and no more than 20 hours
of research per week while school is in session are certi-
fiable as F-1 students." A 7 November 1988 INS cable
exempted postdoctoral students in F-1 status prior to 12
October 1988 from the 20-hour-per-week work limita-
tion and provided assurance that neither the school nor
such F-1 postdoctoral fellows would be subject to "sanc-
tions or penalties. Nor will it affect consideration of a
future request by [such a] student for adjustment."

The school accepting the student for full-time post-
doctoral study issues Form I-20A-B, checking item 4h,
"Other," and entering the word "postdoctoral" in that
item. Although no time limit for postdoctoral study is
set by regulation, INS has directed its officers to look
into cases where it appears that the student may engage
in postdoctoral study for more than 3 years.

4.5.2.2 Deviations from the full-course-of-study
requirement

In the situations described below, F-1 students are
considered to be maintaining status even if they are not
registered for a full course of study.

1. Vacation. "An F-1 student at an academic institu-
tion is considered to be in status during the annual (or
summer) vacation if the student is eligible and intends
to register for the next term. A student attending a
school on a quarter or trimester calendar who takes only
one vacation a year during any one of the quarters or
trimesters instead of during the summer is considered to
be in status during that vacation, if the student has com-
pleted the equivalent of an academic year prior to taking
the vacation." [8 CFR 214.2(f)(5)(iii)]

2. Medical problem. "A student who is compelled by
illness or other medical conditions to interrupt or reduce
a full course of study is considered to be in status during
the illness or other medical condition. The student mus,
resume a full course of study upon recovery." [8 CFR
214.2(f)(5)(iv)] Because medical problems may not be
noted on a school's enrollment records, the DSO should
secure from the student a statement from the health-care
practitioner requiring or recommending the interruption
or reduction in studies. In those cases in which either
the health-care practitioner is not known to the DSO or a
second opinion appears warrantedand the student
wishes to be certified as maintaining status for immigra-
tion purposesthe DSO may wish to seek a diagnosis
and prognosis from the institution's health service.

DSOs would be well advised to develop an institu-
tional policy regarding medical leaves of absence for
students wishing to maintain F-1 status, particularly
with regard to students who, upon entering the United
States on the institution's Form I-20A-B, immediately
request such a leave. There is no explicit INS guidance
on the permissible length of a medical leave; however,
an individual whose ongoing or open-ended medical
condition will keep him or her out of school indefinitely
might appropriately be advised to apply to INS for a
nonimmigrant status to remain in the United States for
the purpose of receiving medical attention rather than
that of pursuing full-time study.

3. Teaching or research assistantship. To clarify its
regulatory statement that "on-campus employment pur-
suant to the terms of a scholarship, fellowship, or assist-
antship is deemed to be part of the academic program of
a student otherwise taking a full course of study" [8
CFR 214.2(f)(6)(iii)], INS has declared that "students
who are assigned teaching or research responsibilities
pursuant to the terms of a scholarship or fellowship
may carry a reduced course load. For example, a student
enrolled in a master's program [may be] normally
required to carry 9 semester hours [to be classified as
full time]. However, it is a common practice among edu-
cational institutions to restrict students awarded teach-
ing or research assistantships to 6 semester hours."
[Supplementary Information to 8 CFR 214, Federal Regis-
ter, 29 October 1991, pp. 55609-10]

4. Postdoctoral students or fellows. Postdoctoral stu-
dents or fellows usually are not enrolled for student reg-
istration credit and therefore may not appear on course-
enrollment lists. They are considered to be pursuing full
courses of study, however, if they are carrying on the
research and studies for which they were issued Form I-
20A-B. [8 CFR 214.206)(0(A)] Postdoctoral students
are permitted to carry on a combination of coursework
and no more than 20 hours of research (or employment)
per week while school is in session (seeSection 4.5.2.1).

5. Graduate students who have completed formal
course work. Graduate students who are preparing for
comprehensive examinations or who are engaged in
research on theses or dissertations may be registered to
maintain matriculation only or enrolled for a number of
credit hours less than that routinely defined as full time
by the school, depending on the school's academic poli-
cies. A school official would have to make an individual
determination (generally by consulting the student's
academic adviser) as to whether such a graduate stu-
dent is or is not pursuing a full course of study as
defined in the regulations. [8 CFR 214.206)(0(A)]

6. Valid academic reasons for enrolling less than
full time. An F-1 student may be considered to be pur-
suing a full course of study even though enrolled for
less than a full course of study when authorized to do so
by a DSO for the following reasons: "initial difficulties
with the English language or reading requirements,
unfamiliarity with American teaching methods, or
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improper course level placement." [8 CFR 214.2(f)
(6)(iii)I

A student on the verge of failure may very well have
been placed at an improper course level and, therefore,
may be advised by a DSO to enroll for less than a full
course of study without violating his or her status. A
student who has generally maintained or exceeded the
minimum number of credit hours over a period of time
but who does not complete the minimum required num-
ber of credit hours in a particular term because of drop-
ping a course due to imminent failure in the course,
might be held to be carrying a full course of study dUr-
ing that term. In the case of Mashi v. INS, 585 F.2d 1309
(5t1' Cir. 1978), a federal circuit court held that one
undergraduate student would not be deported for fail-
ure to maintain student status despite the student's fail-
ure to complete 12 credit hours in a given term. Since
INS interprets this case as having very limited applica-
bility because of its special circumstances, students and
school officials should be cautious in attempting to
apply its principle too broadly.

7. Undergraduates completing programs during the
current term. An undergraduate student who needs
fewer than 12 hours to complete his or her program of
study is considered to be pursuing a full course of study
if the student enrolls in the number of credit hours nec-
essary to complete the program in the final term. [8 CFR
214.2(f)(6)(i)(B)1 (See paragraph (5) above and Section
4.5.2, paragraph (A) regarding graduate students.)

8. Practical training. A student on authorized practi-
cal training following completion of studies usually is
not formally enrolled but is considered by INS to be
pursuing a full course of study at the school where the
studies were undertaken and whose DSO authorized or
recommended the practical training (see Section 4.9.3.2).
[8 CFR 214.2(f)(5)(i)1 A student who is complying with
the terms of practical training following completion of
studies is not prohibited from enrolling in classes.

A student engaged in full-time curricular practical
training may or may not be formally enrolled. Some
institutions will require students engaged in cooperative
education internships to register for the term; others
may simply demand evidence that the curricular
requirement has been fulfilled. A student engaged in
part-time curricular or optional practical training would
be required to enroll concurrently or be otherwise certi-
fiable as exempt from the full-time course of study
requirement (e.g., in the last term for an undergraduate
degree).

9. A student at a school where school approval is
withdrawn. Such students are permitted to complete the
current term and, therefore, are considered to be pursu-
ing a full course of study during that term (see Section
3.6.3).

Schools are advised to create an internal procedure
by which situations 2 through 7 can be certified by a stu-
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dent's department head, academic adviser, physician,
registrar, or other appropriate person.

4.5.2.3 Concurrent enrollment
An F-1 student at a community college, college, or

university may enroll concurrently in two INS-
approved schools provided that:

1. through the combined enrollment, the student is
enrolled in the equivalent of a full course of study;

2. the student is enrolled in a degree program at one
of the two schools;

3. attendance at the other school is with permission of
a designated official at the school where the student is
enrolled in a degree program;

4. the coursework at the other school is not avoca-
tional and will be accepted for fulfilling degree require-
ments;

5. a designated official at the school where the stu-
dent is enrolled in a degree program has evidence of the
student's enrollment in the equivalent of a full course of
study;

6. the official who issues Form I-20A-B is in all
respects responsible for all regulatory record-keeping
and reporting requirements relating to the student; and

7. the name and the address of the other school
where the student is enrolled are clearly stated in the
remarks (item 9) on page 1 of the Form I-20A-B if a new
Form I-20A-B is issued. A new Form I-20A-B is not
needed for a student at the time he or she enters into
concurrent enrollment. The next time a Form I-20A-B is
needed for the student, it is the responsibility of the
school at which the student is enrolled in a degree pro-
gram to complete the form as provided in item 7 above.

Rarely will DSOs need to invoke INS-related proce-
dures in addressing concurrent enrollment. Students
enrolled for a full-time program at an INS-approved
school do not require permission to take additional
courses at another INS-approved school. Similarly, stu-
dents accepted into accredited joint interinstitutional
programs are so described from the outset by their ini-
tial Forms I-20A-B. Concurrent enrollment procedures
address the special need of a student who wishes to take
a particular course (or courses) at another INS-approved
school and would be less than full time at his or her
home school unless the course(s) were counted toward
the student's overall course load.

INS regulations do not explicitly address concurrent
enrollment and have not done so since the pertinent sec-
tion of the 1985 Operations Instructions 10I 8 CFR
214.2(f)(14)] was excluded from the 1987 CH revision.
Although INS has not addressed the matter of concur-
rent enrollment recently, it is clear that INS considers its
tolerance of this option as an extraordinary effort to
accommodate the special needs of some colleges and
universities. DSOs responsible for students engaged in
concurrent enrollment are well advised to document
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rigorously the academic rationale for pursuing this
option.

4.5.3 Disclosure of information; criminal activity
F-1 students, like all other nonimmigrants, are

required to disclose fully and truthfully all information
requested by INS, regardless of whether the information
requested was material.

According to the regulations, "a condition of a non-
immigrant's admission and continued stay in the United
States is the full and truthful disclosure of all informa-
tion requested by INS. Willful failure by a nonimmi-
grant to provide full and truthful information requested
by INS (regardless of whether the information requested
was material) constitutes a failure to maintain nonimmi-
grant status under section 241(a)(1)(c)(i) of the Act." [8
CFR 214.1(01 Disclosure of student information by
DSOs, and important implications under the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), are dis-
cussed in detail in Section 3.5.2 of this Manual.

Students are also required, as a condition of their
admission, to obey all federal and state laws that pro-
hibit the commission of crimes of violence. "A nonimmi-
grant's conviction in a jurisdiction in the United States
for a crime of violence for which a sentence of more than
1 year imprisonment may be imposed (regardless of
whether such sentence is in fact imposed) constitutes a
failure to maintain status under section 241(a)(1)(c)(i) of
the Act." [8 CFR 214.1(g)]

4.6 PROCESSING F-1 STUDENT APPLICA-
TIONS FOR IMMIGRATION BENEFITS

Students in F-1 status may be eligible for certain ben-
efits pursuant to the immigration regulations. These
benefits include on-campus employment, program
extension, continuation in a new educational level at the
same school, transfer of schools, and permission to
engage in off-campus employment. The regulations
published on 29 October 1991 (retroactively effective to
1 October 1991 for all benefits except on-campus work
and practical training) and a 20 July 1992 interim regula-
tion made substantial changes in the procedures to
apply for and receive many of these benefits. [INS head-
quarters cable, 29 October 1991]

Some benefits (program extension, off-campus
employment, curricular practical training, and optional
practical training) require application on Form 1-538,
rev. 8 July 1991 (Certification by Designated School Offi-

cial).
In the cases of program extension, off-campus

employment under the pilot program, and curricular
practical training, the Form 1-538 is completes_ by the
student, certified by the DSO, and forwarded to the INS
Data Processing Center with ary additional required
documents to report that the student has met the spe-
cific conditions for program extension or employment

authorization. Approval (certification) of the benefit is
also noted on the student's Form 1-20 ID by the DSO.

In the case of optional practical training either before
or following completion of studies, the procedure
begins similarly. The Form 1-538 is completed by the
student, certified by the DSO, and forwarded to the INS
Data Processing Center to report that the student has
met the specific conditions for recommendation for
optional practical training. The DSO also notes the rec-
ommendation on the student's Form 1-20 ID. To com-
plete the process of obtaining employment authoriza-
tion for optional practical training either before or
following completion of studies, the student uses the
endorsed Form 1-20 ID as a supporting document to
Form 1-765 (Application for Employment Authoriza-
tion), which is filed with the INS office having jurisdic-
tion over the student's place of residence. Submission of
Form 1-538 is not required.

In the case of off-campus employment based on
severe economic hardship, the Form 1-538 is completed
by the student and certified by the DSO to indicate that
the student has met the necessary conditions to apply
for this benefit. The student submits the Form 1-538, his
or her Form 1-20 ID, and Form 1-765 with fee to the INS
office having jurisdiction over the student's place of res-
idence.

The action taken by INS in reviewing applications for
optional practical training and employment based on
severe economic hardship is known as an adjudication
decision. Approval of these applications results in
issuance of an Employment Authorization Document
(EAD), Form I-688B. If the application is denied, the
denial is noted by an INS officer on the student's Form
1-20 ID, which is returned to the student with Form 1-541
notifying the student of the decision. The INS district
director may, at his or her discretion and upon a DSO's
request, inform the DSO of the decision by means of a
copy of Form 1-542 (for approval) or Form 1-541 (for
denial).

Adjudications are made in the name of the INS dis-
trict director. Some applications may be "remoted" by
the district director to a border or airport post, in which
case the adjudication is made by a border or airport offi-

cer in the name of the district director.
An adjudication decision on a Form 1-765 application

may not be appealed [8 CFR 214.2 (f)(9)(ii)(F)(2), 8 CFR
214.2(0(12)] See Section 13.3.2 for procedural recourse in
the face of a denial.

On-campus employment, within certain limitations,
is a benefit inherent to F-1 classification. No application
or request is required from students who are in lawful
F-1 status and wish to work on campus.

Other benefits (continuation in a new educational
level at the same school and transfer to another school)
are obtained when the student meets specific conditions
and makes a request of a DSO in accordance with cer-
tain procedures. The certification of the benefit is noted
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on Form 1-20 ID by the DSO, who is required to notify
the INS Data Processing Center and, in the case of a
transfer, the former school. This process is known as
notification.

The following sections (4.7, 4.8, and 4.9) discuss bene-
fits available to F-1 students and the procedures to be
followed in obtaining them.

4.7 PROGRAM EXTENSION

4.7.1 Eligibility
An F-1 student is admitted to the United States for

"duration of status," that is, to complete an educational
program. However, if a student must remain in an edu-
cational program beyond the date originally estimated
for completion of the program (as stated by item 5 on
the initial Form I-20A-B issued to begin the program)
the student must comply with INS procedures for pro-
gram extension. Application must be made to the DSO
"in a 30-day period before the completion date [item 51
on Form I-20A-B." [8 CFR 214.2(f)(7)(i)1 An F-1 student
is eligible for program extension if he or she (1) has
"continually maintained status" and (2) delay in com-
pletion is "caused by compelling academic or medical
reasons, such as changes of major or research topics,
unexpected research problems, or documented ill-
nesses." The regulations go on to state that "delays
caused by academic probation or suspension are not
acceptable reasons for program extension." [8 CFR
214.2(f)(7)(iii)] A student who fails to complete his or
her program within the time prescribed in item 5 of his
or her Form I-20A-B and cannot meet the eligibility cri-
teria for program extension is considered out of status
and must apply for reinstatement to student status (see
Section 4.10). [8 CFR 214.2(f)(7)(iv)1 These provisions for
program extension are effective 1 October 1991 and
applicable to all F-1 students, irrespective of the date
they were admitted to the United States or began their
programs. [Supplementary Information to 8 CFR Part
214, Federal Register, 29 October 1991, p. 556091

It is clear that INS would consider either suspension
or a break in a student's F-1 status, as determined by the
DSO, as disqualifying for purposes of program exten-
sion. The fact that a student has been placed on acade-
mic probation during his or her program is less clearly
determinative and may requile the DSO to assess the
student's overall progress, performance, and serious-
ness of purpose before concluding ineligibility.

The program-extension process does not require an
INS adjudication or a formal authorization of extension
of stay. It is a process whereby the DSO verifies eligibil-
ity criteria and notifies the INS Data Processing Center
of a student's new expected completion date. This infor-
mation is used to update INS's student database.

A student who will be abroad during the prescribed
30-day application period for program extension may
accomplish the procedure alternatively through his or
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her reentry to the United States. Such a student should
obtain a Form I-20A-B executed as in Section 4.7.2
immediately below, with two modifications: block 3(b)
("Continued attendance at this school") should be
checked, and in the Remarks section (item 9), "Pursuant
to 8 CFR 214.2(f)(7)(iii), program extension is granted"
should be entered. [INS-NAFSA meeting, 13 November
19911

4.7.2 Procedures
To effect a program extension, the student must:
1. obtain a Form I-20A-B from the authorized school

of attendance bearing the student's Form 1-20 ID
(Admission) number. It is suggested that the Form I-
20A-B be executed as fc:lows: check block 3(e) ("Other")
and specify "for program extension," and update item 5
to reflect the new expected completion date (which may
include a grace period of up to 1 additional year);

2. complete item 11 of the Form I-20A-B;
3. complete Section A, questions 1 through 6, of Form

1-538; and
4. submit the completed Forms I-20A-B and 1-538 to

the DSO within the 30-day period before the expected
completion date noted on the initial Form I-20A-B for
the student's current program or level.

The DSO at the school the student is authorized to
attend must:

1. attach p. 3-4 of the new Form I-20A-B to the stu-
dent's old Form 1-20 ID; and

2. certify Section B of Form 1-538; on the reverse side
of the form, note the following, "Pursuant to 8 CFR
214.2(f)(7)(iii), program extension is granted." [INS-
NAFSA meeting, 13 November 19911

3. attach the Form 1-538 to page 1-2 of the student's
new Form I-20A-B, and send both to the INS Data Pro-
cessing Center no later than 30 days after approving the
program extension. No confirming letter need be
attached to the INS Data Processing Center mailing. No
action is required for spouses or children in F-2 status.

The regulations governing program extension explic-
itly require documentation only in the case of illness. In
extenuating cases not related to illness, however, many
DSOs will want the student's academic department or
academic adviser to provide a written certification (1)
attesting to the valid academic reasons why the stu-
dent's program could not be completed within the allot-
ted time, and (2) specifying an expected date of comple-
tion of the student's program. The DSO will also want to
note that INS's list of academic reasons for delay is
exemplary and does not purport to be exhaustive.

The program extension notification process is a
marked improvement over the previous procedures.
The 1987 version of the student regulations required for-
mal application to INS if a student remained in F-1 sta-
tus for 8 consecutive years or, based on a formula that
permitted a 6-18 month grace period, exceeded the
expected date of completion noted on the student's ini-
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tial Form I-20A-B. INS authorization of extension of stay
was reflected by the following Form 1-20 ID notations:
(1) for 8-year extension, "8 Year Extension of Stay
Approved [date of action and officer's signature] ", and
(2) for extended time within a program or level, "Pro-
gram Extension of Stay Approved [date of action and
officer's signature]." DSOs will see some variations of
these prescribed formats.

Special transition rules apply to students who were
in status within their grace periods on 1 October 1991.
INS requires no specific transition-related action on the
part of either these students or their DSOs. These stu-
dents are eligible for new Forms I-20A-B with comple-
tion dates reflecting their 18-month grace period. Their
newly specified completion dates are used to determine
whether and when they must apply for program exten-
sion according to the procedures described above.
Although INS does not require DSOs to issue new
Forms 1-20A-B to these students, most DSOs will want
to use the opportunity to specify for their students the
termination date of their grace periods. Naturally, a stu-
dent within a grace period wishing to travel abroad and
reenter will require a new Form I-20A-B for that pur-
pose (see Section 4.11).

4.7.3 Continuing in a different educational level at the
some school

Although this is not, strictly speaking, a program
extension or extension of stay, the student must comply
with certain procedures to remain in status when con-
tinuing from one educational level to another at the
school the student was last authorized to attend. [8 CFR
214.2(f)(5)(ii)] The transition process is accomplished in
the following manner. The student must:

1. obtain Form I-20A-B for the new educational pro-
gram;

2. enroll in the new educational program in the first
term following completion of the previous educational
program or vacation; and

3. complete item 11 of Form I-20A-B and submit it to
a DSO no later than 15 days after beginning classes.

The DSO must:
I. check block 3(e) ("Other") of the Form 1-20A-B and

note that "student is moving from program to
program at the same institution" [INS letter to

NAFSA, 22 May 1987];
2. submit the Form I-20A-B to the INS Data Process-

ing Center within 30 days of receipt from the student in
order to notify INS of the change of program; and

3. return to the student the Form 1-20 ID.
The regulations do not require an INS adjudication or

a formal authorization to change educational levels.
Regulatory language prescribes that "transition to [a]
new educational level is accomplished according to
transfer procedures." [8 CFR 214.2(f)(5)(ii)] Thus, it fol-
lows thatas in the INS transfer procedurecomple-
tion of this procedure within 45 days of enrollment, irre.

spective of when within this period a student initiates
the procedure, satisfies the intent of the regulations (see
Section 4.8.2).

A student also may accomplish the procedure for
continuation in a new program at the same school
through his or her reentry to the United States from
abroad. Such a student should obtain a Form I-20A-B
executed for the new program. The DSO should check
blocks 3(b) ("Continued attendance at this school") and
3(e) ( "Other "), adding the above-mentioned explana-
tion: "student moving from program to
program at the same institution." A student following
this alternative is presumed to be bound by the same
application deadlines as if applying in the United States.

4.8 TRANSFER OF SCHOOLS

4.8.1 Eligibility
An F-1 student "who is maintaining status may trans-

fer to another Service-approved school by following the
notification procedure ... An F-1 student who was not
pursuing a full course of study at the school he or she
was last authorized to attend is ineligible for school
transfer and must apply for reinstatement." 18 CFR
214.2(f)(8)(i)] There is no specified minimum period of
time the student must be enrolled at the school he or she
was last authorized to attend, although it is clear that
the student must have attended that school for at least
some period of time. The DSO at the new school should
follow the transfer procedures unless he or she knows
the student is not eligible to effect a transfer. The regula-
tions do not require an INS adjudication or a formal
authorization to transfer.

The matter of establishing attendance at the previous
school may be problematic when a student making a
first-time entry wishes to attend an institution other
than the one that issued the Form I-20A-B the student
used to enter the United States. This issue was a subject
of the 28-29 September 1988 quarterly meeting between
NAFSA and INS, reported in the November 1988 Gov-

ernment Affairs Bulletin (GAB). The GAB report noted:
In order for a student to use [the school transfer

procedure], the institution which has issued the origi-
nal 1-20 must confirm full-time attendance. Under
paragraph 4 of the school transfer procedure in the
December 1987 OIs, "verification of a student's atten-
dance in class is synonymous with that of a student's
r gistration or enrollment." [This clarification evi-
d .ntly will carry forward into new Ols. (Interim 01 8
CFR 214.2(f)(8)(iv), 29 October 1991)] Each institution
may establish its own criteria as to what constitutes
registration or enrollment.
Elsewhere in the same issue, the GAB describes

among the "circumstances satisfying the verification of a
student's attendance ... student reports to the interna-
tional student office, providing address and completing
reports required by that office during the orientation
period before classes begin."

r
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Circumstances such as these warrant close consulta-
tion between the receiving school and the school whose
Form I-20A-B was used to enter the United States. The
receiving school must ascertain whether the student has
met the "reporting requirement" and, if so, whether the
"old" school objects to the student taking up attendance
at the "new" school. The DSO at the receiving school
should be sensitive to the institutional policies of the
school that issued the Form I-20A-B used on entry, and
the DSOs at both schools will want to be sensitive to the
student's academic aspirations. When discussion con-
cludes that the student is not eligible for the school-
transfer procedure, the student should be advised either
to remain at the school to which he or she was originally
destined or to seek reinstatement to attend the preferred
school (see Section 4.10).

4.8.2 Procedures
To effect a transfer of schools, the student must:
1. inform the school the student is currently autho-

rized to attend of his or her intention to transfer;
2. obtain Form I-20A-B from the school he or she

plans to attend in accordance with the eligibility provi-
sions of 8 CFR 214.3(k) (see Section 4.4);

3. enroll in the new school in the first term after leav-
ing the previous school or the first term after vacation
(this requirement is implicit if the applicant is to meet
the eligibility criterion of maintaining status);

4. complete item 11 of Form I-20A-B and submit the
form to a "designated school official on campus within
15 days of beginning attendance at the new school" [8
CFR 214.2(f)(8)(ii)]; and

5. submit his or her current Form 1-20 ID to a DSO at
the new school. [This item is not explicitly required
under INS procedures for transfer of schools; it is
implied by the requirement of maintaining a photocopy
of the student's Form 1-20 ID (see Section 3.5.2) and the
need to add the student's Form 1-20 ID (Admission)
number to the new school's Form I-20A-B.1

An F-1 student transferring within a school system
must follow these procedures unless both schools have
identical school codes.

Federal regulations provide that, upon receipt of the
Form I-20A-B, the DSO at the new school must:

[1] note "transfer completed on (date)" on the stu-
dent's [new Form] 1-20 ID in the space provided for
the DSO's remarks, thereby acknowledging the stu-
dent's attendance [also note the student's old Form I-
20 ID (admission) number in the appropriate space
on the new Form I-20A-B];

[2] return the [new and old Forms] 1-20 ID to the
student;

[3] submit the [Form] 1-20 School copy to the Ser-
vice's Data Processing Center within 30 days of
receipt from the student; and

[4] forward a photocopy of the Form I-20A-B
School Copy to the school from which the student
transferred. [8 CFR 214.2(f)(8)(iii)I

Failure of the DSO to follow these procedures after
the student has complied with his or her responsibilities
with regard to transfer procedures constitutes cause for
withdrawal of a school's approval to enroll F-1 students
(see Section 3.6.1). [8 CFR 214.4(a)(1)(iii)]

According to the November 1988 Government Affairs
Bulletin, an INS official "indicated that completion of ...

the [above] process within 45 days [emphasis added] sat-
isfies the intent of the procedure, which is to keep the
[INS] student data file current."

A student also may accomplish the procedure for
school transfer through his or her reentry to the United
States from abroad. Such a student should obtain a
Form I-20A-B executed by the new school for the new
program. The new school's DSO should check blocks
3(a)-"Initial attendance at this school" and 3(c)-"School
transfer," adding the name of the student's previous
school. A student following this alternative is presumed
to be bound by the same application deadlines as if
applying in the United States.

An F-1 academic student may attend another school
during an authorized vacation period without applying
for transfer, provided he or she is eligible and intends to
register for the next term at the authorized school.

The October 1991 regulations governing transfer of
schools contain modest but favorable changes in the
1987 regulations. The most positive change is that
receiving schools no longer need be concerned about the
Form I-20A-B completion date for a student's previous
program, even if the student is transferring at the same
academic level and for the same program of study. The
receiving school is free to assign a new completion date
based on its own institutional policy (see Section 4.3.6).

INS has trimmed its transfer regulations considerably
but continues to require the DSO at the receiving school
to establish an incoming student's lawful status. Specifi-
cally, the October 1991 regulations require that an
incoming student be "maintaining status." [8 CFR
214.2(0(8)(i)1 "Maintaining status" is defined elsewhere
in the regulations as "making normal progress toward
completing a [full] course of study." [8 CFR
214.2(f)(5)(i)] Accordingly, the 1991 regulations require
that a student be maintaining status as defined by the
previous school's DSO, the de facto criterion broadly
applied under the 1987 Operations Instructions. More-
over, INS also has carried forward the prescription that
"the DSO may adopt whatever method is most expedi-
ent" to confirm a transfer student's status. [Interim 01 8
CFR 214.2(f)(8)(iv), 29 October 1991]

Many DSOs will find it expedient to review relevant
documents in a transfer student's possession in a good-
faith effort to ascertain whether the student was main-
taining statue It his or her previous school. Much may
reasonably be inferred from these documents. For exam-
ple, INS relies on Form 1-20 ID certifications for pur-
poses of F-1 student reentry to the United States. If a
transfer student were to present a Form 1-20 ID recerti-
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fied the term before arriving at the new school's cam-
pus, it would appear unnecessary for a DSO to apply a
stricter standard than that followed by INS itself
unless the DSO knows the student to be ineligible for
transfer. Alternatively, DSOs may wish to ask transfer
students to present transcripts of their attendance at pre-
vious schools. It is hoped that DSOs will not find it nec-
essary to besiege one another with institutionally gener-
ated "status verification forms" that only add to the
immigration paper blizzard.

4.8.3 Student not pursuing a full course of study
If a student has not pursued a full course of study at

the school last authorized to attend, he or she is not eli-
gible for transfer of schools but must apply for reinstate-
ment to student status (see Sections 4.8.1 and 4.10). [8
CFR 214.2(f)(8)(i)]

4.8.4 Transfer of schools after leaving the United States
A student may be readmitted to the United States to

attend a school other than that specified in the student's
visa, regardless of whether the transfer procedures have
been followed prior to departure. If the transfer proce-
dures have not been followed prior to reentry, the stu-
dent must present both a new Form I-20A-B from the
school to which he or she intends to transfer and all
Forms 120 ID the student has been issued. [8 CFR
214.2(f)(4)(ii) and 8 CFR 214.2(0(2)] The student may
expect the immigration officer at the port of entry to
retain the new Form I-20A-B and return the new Form I-
20 ID endorsed with an INS stamp reflecting admission
to the United States. The INS officer is instructed to for-
ward the new Form I-20A-B to INS's Data Processing
Center to update the student's record (see Sections
4.4.1.2 and 4.11.2).

4.9 EMPLOYMENT
Dramatic changes in F-1 student employment options

were produced by (1) the Immigration Act of 1990,
which largely became effective 1 October 1991; (2) the
October 1991 revision of the F-1 regulations (the
employment-related provisions of which became effec-
tive 29 October 1991); and (3) a subsequent July 1992
interim final rule reinstating work options eliminated in
the October 1991 rule. The resulting regulations (1) pro-
mulgated a 3-year pilot program for part-time, off-cam-
pus employment based on the unavailability of U.S.
workers; (2) merged precompletion and postcompletion
practical training into one 12-month category termed
"optional practical training"; (3) modified criteria for
on-campus employment, employment based on severe
economic hardship, curricular practical training, and
optional practical training; and (4) promulgated use of
the Employment Authorization Document (EAD), Form
I-688B. A summary of the relevant 22 May 1987 regula-
tions previously in effect is provided in selected sec-

tions, particularly if transition rules apply or there has
been a significant restriction of benefits for the category
of employment.

"Employment" means the rendering of services on
either a part-time or full-time basis for compensation,
financial or otherwise, including self-employment.
Although investing is not considered employment,
working in a business in which a student is an investor
is considered employment. [Wettasinghe t;. U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice 702 F.2d 641 (6th Cir. 1983)] An F-1 stu-
dent may accept employment or engage in business
only under certain conditions and, in the cases of
optional practical training and employment based on
severe economic hardship, only after securing INS
approval.

The regulations divide employment of F-1 students
into several categories: on-campus employment, off-
campus employment, practical training, and employ-
ment sponsored by a certain type of international orga-
nization.

Permission to accept any employment, regardless of
whether that employment is part of an academic pro-
gram, is automatically suspended if the secretary of
labor certifies to INS that a strike or other labor dispute
involving a work stoppage is in progress at the student's
place of employment. [8 CFR 214.2(0(14)]

Special provisions pertain to citizens of the Republic
of the Marshall Islands and the Federated States of
Micronesia. Citizens of these countries, including F-1
students, are permitted to be employed in the United
States. They must nevertheless apply to INS on Form I-
765 (without fee) for an Employment Authorization
Document evidencing their eligibility to work.

Special provisions also pertain to F-1 students from
the People's Republic of China who were in the United
States on or before 11 April 1990. These students are eli-
gible for off-campus employment without establishing
economic necessity. To maintain their F-1 status, "they
[must] limit their work to no more than 20 hours a week
when school is in session." [INS cable, 1 March 1990]
Employment authorization is granted generally for the
period ending 1 January 1994. [INS cable, 7 May 1990]
The application results in issuance of an Employment
Authorization Document (EAD). [8 CFR 274a.12(a)(11),
Federal Register, 23 August 1991, pp. 41786-7] (See
Appendix 13)

4.9.1 On-campus employment
An F-1 student may accept employment at the insti-

tution he or she is authorized to attend without prior
approval from INS, provided the student is enrolled in a
full course of study and the employment will not dis-
place a U.S. resident. [8 CFR 214.2(0(9)(i)f In this context
"displace a U.S. resident" means that an on-campus
employer may not remove a U.S. worker to hire a for-
eign student. However, an on-campus employer does
no need tv verify that there are no U.S. workers avail-

bef,ire hiring a foreign student.
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On-campus employment primarily means work per-
formed on the school's premises. It includes employ-
ment with "on-location commercial firms which provide
services for students on campus, such as the school
bookstore or cafeteria." [8 CFR 214.2(0(9)(01 It does not
include employment on the school's premises for a com-
mercial firm that is not providing on-campus services
for students, for example, at a construction site for a
new school building.

It may also include work "at an off-campus location
which is educationally affiliated with the school.... In the
case of off-campus locations, the educational affiliation
must be associated with the school's established curricu-
lum or related to contractually funded projects at the
post-graduate level ... [and] the employment must be an
integral part of the student's educational program." [8
CFR 214.2(0(9)(011n the preface to the October 1991 reg-
ulations, INS elaborates on its conception of "educa-
tional affiliation by contract." The Service acknowledges
that expansion of the definition of on-campus work was
a response to complaints "that many professors have
contract-based research grants which are not payable
through the educational institutions. Including this type
of 'contractually-based educational affiliation' would
enable graduate students to conduct research under the
supervision of their professors. Noting the similarity in
the above-described employment and a graduate
research assistantship, the Service adopted this sugges-
tion." [Supplementary Information to 8 CFR 214, Federal
Register, 29 October 1991, p. 556091

INS has provided an example of on-campus work
under what it has coined the "extended campus" con-
cept:

The anthropology department of university X has
entered into an agreement with the Museum of Nat-
ural History in city Y to conduct a joint research pro-
gram on colonial Americans. Students of anthropol-
ogy from university X who are part of the research
project attend classes and/or work on the research
project as research assistants at the museum.... These
research assistants are considered to be engaging in
on-campus employment in conjunction with their
educational program at a location that is education-
ally related to the school. [Interim 01 8 CFR
214.2(0(9)(i), 29 October 19911
In this example, the students may be paid by either

the museum or the university.
On-campus work is limited to 20 hours per week

while school is in session. Such employment may be full
time during vacation periods for students who are eligi-
ble and intend to register for the subsequent academic
term. There is no exclusion from the overall 20-hour-
per-week ceiling for work undertaken pursuant to a
scholarship, fellowship, assistantship, or postdoctoral
appointment.

On-campus employment is not permitted after com-
pletion of a course or courses of study, except employ-

ment authorized for practical training, unless the stu-
dent has been "issued a Form I-20A-B to begin a new
program in accordance with the provision of 8 CFR
214.3(k) and ... intends to enroll for the next regular aca-
demic year, term, or session at the institution which
issued Form I-20A-B." 18 CFR 214.2(f)(9)(01 For exam-
ple, a student who completes a bachelor's degree in May
and has been issued a Form I-20A-B to begin a master's
program in September may work on campus over the
intervening summer. If the new Form I-20A-B is from a
different school, the student may engage in on-campus
work on the campus of the new school before classes
begin or on the campus of the old school until the new
school's classes begin.

4.9.2 Off-campus employment
An F-1 student may be authorized to work off-cam-

pus while school is in session either through the pilot
off-campus employment program or based on severe
ecoaomic hardship (off-campus employment pursuant
to practical training is discussed in section 4.9.3). In
either case, the student must be enrolled in F-1 status for
1 full academic year and be in good academic standing.
Employment is limited to part time (20 hours per week
or less) while school is in session and full time during
holidays or school vacations. Employment authorization
is automatically terminated if the student ceases to
maintain lawful status.

4.9.2.1 Pilot off-campus employment program
The 1990 Act's student-employment pilot program

provisionswhich are temporary and expire on 30 Sep-
tember 1994prescribe that an F-1 student is eligible for
part-time off-campus employment without prior
approval of INS provided (1) the student is in "good
academic standing as determined by the DSO," (2) the
student has been "in F-1 status for 1 full academic year"
[PL 102-232, 12 December 19911, (3) the employer wish-
ing to employ the F-1 student has filed a wage and
recruitment attestation for the position offered to the
student with the Department of Labor (DOL) and the
DSO of the school the student is authorized to attend,
and (4) the student's employment is limited to 20 hours
per week while school is in session (employment may
be full time when school is not in session). An eligible
student may apply for off-campus employment autho-
rization to the DSO of the school he or she is authorized
to attend. The DSO may authorize permission to work
"in 1-year intervals" for the period the student is
expected to maintain duration of status in a study activ-
ity or until 30 September 1994, whichever is earlier, and
may renew the authorization "only if the student is
maintaining status and good academic standing."
Employment may begin only after the student's Form
20 ID has been properly endorsed by the DSO. 18 CFR
214.2(f)(9)(ii)(A) and (E)1

An employer must file a wage and recruitment attes-
tation within the 60 days following a required 60-day
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recruitment period. The employer may hire F-1 students
within 90 days of the close of recruitment. In its simplest
form, the sequence might be 60 days of recruitment, fol-
lowed by the filing of an attestation in the next 60 days,
followed by the hiring of an F-1 student in the last 30
days (see Sections 4.9.2.1.2 and 4.9.2.1.2.3).

The student's employment authorization is specific to
a particular job, employer, and locality, and automati-
cally t-n.minates if the student fails to maintain F-1 status
or the employer is disqualified from participating in the
pilot program. There is no formal mechanism for enforc-
ing termination of employment upon loss of F-1 status.
The INS states that "DSOs are not responsible for moni-
toring a student's authorized off-campus employment
beyond verifying that the student is maintaining good
academic standing" at the time of the student's applica-
tion for initial or renewed employment authorization.
[Supplementary Information to 8 CFR 214, Federal Regis-
ter, 29 October 1991, pp. 55609-10] However, upon
appropriate notification, DSOs are responsible for advis-
ing students that they must terminate employment
when DOL invalidates the labor attestation on which
their employment authorization is based (see Section
4.9.2.1.2.3). To fulfill this responsibility, DSOs will need
to track students associated with particular employment
attestations. A simple tracking system might make use
of a folder for each employer; DSOs authorizing
employment would file a photocopy of a student's
annotated Form 1-20 ID in the folder corresponding to
the student's employer.

Students who violate the terms of their authorized
employment are considered out of status and also will
be subject to the disqualifying provisions of 8 CFR
245.1(b) should they later seek adjustment of status to
permanent residence. Violating employers fall subject to
the employer-sanction provisions of 8 CFR 274a.

Multiple employment is permissible provided that (1)
aggregate employment does not exceed 20 hours per
week (including both on- and off-campus employment)
while school is in sessi, a and (2) each employment situ-
ation is individually authorized. Employment autho-
rization is valid for the period certified by the DSO (up
to 1 year) while a student remains in status. Authoriza-
tion does not terminate when a student transfers to
another school, provided the student continues employ-
ment with the same employer in the same location and
capacity; such a student may work until the expiration
of his or her work authorization. However, to renew
work authorization, such a student must reestablish eli-
gibility for off-campus work authorization with the new
school's DSO. 'Interim 01 8 CFR 214.2(0(9)60(E)1

To he eligible for employment authorization, a stu-
dent must have been specifically in F-1 status for 1 acad-
emic year. A student may count his or her annual vaca-
tion period toward the academic year in-status
requirement. For example, a student beginning full-time
studies on 1(1 January who completes the semester, takes

his or her school's normal summer vacation, and then
resumes studies in the fall semester would be eligible
for employment on 10 October-9 months from 10 Janu-
ary.

A student who has been temporarily absent from [the
United States] for 5 months or less during the first [aca-
demic] year is considered to have satisfied the 1-year in-
status requirement and is eligible for employment
authorization. Any student who has been absent for
more than 5 months during the first year is not eligible
for employment authorization, however, until such a
student has been in status for another 9 months.
[Interim OI 8 CFR 214.2(0(9)(ii)(A)1

INS has confirmed that its use of "9 consecutive
months" in defining an academic year is exemplary
only. An institution or school system that has an 8-
month academic year or trimester calendar satisfies
INS's definition of an academic year. Students enrolled
in schools with quarterly calendars are expected to com-
plete the equivalent of 3 quarters to be eligible for
employment.

INS's use of "consecutive" with regard to months-in-
status will restrict employment eligibility for a student
who has interrupted his or her F-1 status by either fail-
ing to maintain status or holding another status. An
example is an F-1 student who was enrolled for the
spring semester, changed status to H-1 during his or her
summer vacation, and returned to F-1 status for the fall
semester. Unlike the student in the previous example,
this student would be required to maintain F-1 status for
the full academic year (September to May or June)
before establishing or reestablishing eligibility for
employment.

Part-time off-campus employment authorization has
two components, reflecting the need for both the
employer and student to establish eligibility under the
pilot program: (1) acceptance of the employer for pur-
poses of filing an attestation, which establishes the
employer's eligibility, and (2) certification by the DSO,
which establishes the F-1 student's part-time work
authorization. Jurisdiction over attestation procedures
has been assigned to DOL, which published implement-
ing regulations on 6 November 1991 as an interim final
rule retroactive to 1 October 1991. [20 CFR 655, Federal
Register, 6 November 1991, pp. 56860-80] Jurisdiction
over F-1 student employment lies with the attorney gen-
eral [Act, 221(a)], who has delegated this authority to
INS. It is hoped that the DSO's formal role in part-time
off-campus employment authorization will be limited
and straightforward. Whatever the shape of the final
regulations, however, DSOs are well advised to antici-
pate that explaining the attestation procedure will
become a necessary part of their informal obligations.

DOL has engendered a significant jurisdictional issue
in its interim final regulations. In (1) requiring that
DSOs notify DOL of an employer's failure to provide
the DSO with an "accepted for filing" attestation copy,
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and (2) prescribing that DOL notice of employer dis-
qualificationeither directly or through publication in
the Federal Registeris "sufficient" for DSOs to termi-
nate the employment authorization of an implicated F-1
student, DOL appears, at best, to have muddied the
waters and, at worst, to have usurped INS authority
over the terms of lawful employment (see Section
4.9.2.1.1). The absence of express sanctions for failing to
notify DOL with regard to the first point is somewhat
reassuring. DSOs will be more concerned, however,
with the implications of the prescription under the sec-
ond point. The DOL's apparent intrusion into INS's
domain appears untenable and unlikely to be retained
in Labor's final rule. DSOs are advised to keep abreast
of NAFSA updates on this issue. In the interim, how-
ever, DOL's regulations are operational and are
addressed below, with controversial elements identified.

4.9.2.1.1 Procedure for Off-Campus Employment Under
the Pilot Program. A student who is the beneficiary of a
wage and recruitment attestation requests off-campus
employment authorization by completing Section A of
Form 1-538 (rev. 8 July 1991 or later), questions 1
through 6, and submitting the form to the DSO. By
endorsing the Form 1-538, the DSO certifies (1) receipt of
the prospective employer's attestation (Form ETA-9034,
Attestation by Employers for Off-Campus Work Autho-
rization for F-1 Students), (2) that the student has been
in F-1 status for at least 1 academic year, and (3) that the
student is in good academic standing as defined by the
DSO.

The DSO's authorization is noted on the student's I-
20 ID and must conform to the following wording,
"part-time employment with (name of employer) at
(location) authorized from (date) to (date)." [8 CFR
214.2(f)(ii)(E)] The DSO must forward the endorsed
form 1-538 and an attached copy of the labor attestation
to the INS Data Processing Center. The DSO may also
wish to give the student an informational copy of the
attestation so that the student may know precisely
which job titles or classifications are appropriate to his
or her employment authorization.

The beginning date of authorized employment corre-
sponds to the date of DSO approval. The ending date
may extend for 1 calendar year or for the period the F-1
student maintains eligibility to work under duration of
status in a study activity, whichever ends earlier.
Renewal of employment authorization is similarly gov-
erned, provided that in no case does authorization
extend beyond 30 September 1994, the expiration date of
the student employment pilot program.

Multiple attestation-based employment is consistent
with both DOL and INS regulations. The DSO should
note employment authorization on the student's Form I-
20 ID for each employer, location, or position.

The DSO's obligation to be in receipt of a labor attes-
tation is satisfied by a photocopy of Form ETA-9034.
The regulations prescribe that the employer will "send"
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a copy of the attestation to the DSO but do not specify
the method of transmittal. DSO's may anticipate
employers faxing attestations or providing them to stu-
dents for hand-delivery, both of which methods appear
acceptable. [20 CFR 655.900(b)(3)(ii), Federal Register, 6
November 1991, p. 56865]

The DSO may accept either a copy of an attestation
that has been filed simultaneously with DOL, or a copy
of an attestation that has "ETA's acceptance indicated
thereon.... Where the employer has chosen to file the
attestation simultaneously with DOL and the DSO ... the
employer shall provide a copy of the accepted attesta-
tion to the DSO within 15 days after receiving the
accepted attestation from DOL." [20 CFR 655.900
(b)(3)(iii), Federal Register, 6 November 1991, p. 56865] In
a controversial requirement, DOL's regulations state
that "the DSO shall notify ETA if the educational institu-
tion has not been provided with a copy of the attestation
indicating that it was accepted for filing by ETA within
90 days from the date that the attestation was filed with
the DSO." [20 CFR 655.940(c)(3), Federal Register, 6
November 1991, p. 56868] DOL's requirement is direc-
tive, but failure to comply carries no explicit penalty; in
any event, it is difficult to conceive how DOL would
monitor compliance. DSOs are also required to refer to
the Federal Register for a twice-yearly listing of disquali-
fied employers, presumably both before authorizing
employment and as an ongoing verification of contin-
ued employment eligibility, according to another con-
troversial DOL provision. [20 CFR 655.910(c)(ii), Federal
Register, 6 November 1991, p. 56866] Furthermore, when
an employer has been disqualified as the result of
enforcement proceedings, it is DOL's position that DOL
notice of such disqualification, "upon receipt by the
school, shall constitute sufficient notice for the DSO to
revoke work authorization(s) and refuse to issue new
work authorization(s) for employment of F-1 students
by the employer." [20 CFR 655.1055(b)(2), Federal Regis-
ter, 6 November 1991, p. 56875]

The DSO does not evaluate attestations; that respon-
sibility lies with the Department of Labor, whose proce-
dures provide that DOL will notify INS should an attes-
tation be deemed unacceptable. It is clear that DOL
regulations place on INS the burden of notifying the
DSO that the attestaticn underlying a student's employ-
ment authorization has been found unacceptable and
that the student is required to discontinue employment
with the related employer. A student who discontinues
employment on receipt of such a notification will not be
penalized for the employer's failure to satisfy attestation
requirements. Less clear is by whom and to what extent
DSOs will be held responsible for monitoring the Federal
Register and DOL notices of disqualification.

4.9.2.1.2 Attestation. The purpose of the attestation pro-
cedure is to "safeguard the job opportunities and wages
of U.S. workers." (Supplementary Information to 20
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CFR Part 655, Federal Register, 6 November 1991, p.
56860] The attestation process is administered by the
DOL's Employment and Training Administration
(ETA). Complaints and investigations regarding attesta-
tions are administered by DOL's Employment Stan-
dards Administration (ESA).

Employers wishing to hire F-1 students for part-time,
off-campus employment, either related or unrelated to
the student's studies [PL 102-232, 12 December 1991],
are required, within 60 days of the close of their recruit-
ment efforts, to file Form ETA-9034 with the appropriate
DOL regional office attesting to unsuccessful efforts at
recruiting domestic workers for the position or positions
in question and that the wages to be paid the F-1 stu-
dent are consistent with DOL's wage guidelines. "The
employer may file an attestation for [1] a single position,
or [2] for multiple positions in the same occupation, or
for [3] [multiple positions] in multiple occupations, pro-
vided that all positions are located within the same geo-
graphic area of intended employment." [20 CFR
655.940(c)(2), Federal Register, 6 November 1991, p.
56868]

Attestations are valid effective on the date "received
and date-stamped by the [DOL] Regional Certifying
Officer" and continue valid until 30 September 1994,
unless the employer is disqualified by DOL.

During the validity period of an attestation ... the
attesting employer may hire, during the 90-day
period following the last day of its 60-day recruit-
ment period, or at any time [after the initial 60-day
recruitment period] if the employer has placed an
"open job order" with the [State Employment Secu-
rity Agency (SESA)] ... F-1 students as needed from
as many educational institutions as it deems neces-
sary to fill the positions specified in the attestation, at
the location(s) specified in the attestation, and at the
"required wage rate." [20 CFR 655.940(h), Federal Reg-
ister, 6 November 1991, pp. 56869-70]
Employers with an ongoing need to fill vacancies will

find that an open job order with the local State Employ-
ment Security Agency will greatly facilitate their ability
to hire F-1 students. Employers with intermittent or sea-
sonal employment needs will require more careful plan-
ning to ensure that recruitment requirements are satis-
fied at the point when they wish to begin hiring F-1
students.

An employer may withdraw an attestation at any
time, provided the attestation is not under investigation.
The employer must make a written request to the
regional certifying officer with whom the attestation
was originally filed; it is also the "employer's responsi-
bility to promptly notify the DSO at each school where
F-1 students it employs are enrolled." [20 CFR
655.940(1), Federal Register, 6 November 1991, 56870]

The principal components of attestation are the (1)
60-day recruitment procedure and its documentation,
(2) prevailing and actual wage determinations and their

documentation, (3) filing procedure, (4) record-keeping
requirements, and (5) penalties for false attestation.

4.9.2.1.2.1 Recruitment procedure and its documenta-
tion. "An employer seeking to employ an F-1 student
shall attest on Form ETA-9034 that it has recruited for at
least 60 [consecutive] days for the position(s) and that a
sufficient number of U.S. workers were not able, quali-
fied, and available for the position(s)." [20 CFR
655.940(d), Federal Register; 6 November 1991, p. 56868]
The employer may establish compliance with this
requirement by (1) posting a job order for the position
with the local SESA office within the area of intended
employment for 60 consecutive days, and (2) posting a
notice of the position vacancy at the proposed work site
for 60 consecutive days. The corresponding attestation
may be filed at any time within the 60 days following
the employer's recruitment period.

Employers anticipating an ongoing need to fill vacan-
cies may maintain an open job order with the local SESA
office for the relevant position or positions for the
period of anticipated need or until 30 September 1994.
An employer who has satisfied the initial 60-day SESA
and work-site posting requirement and engages in con-
tinuous SESA posting remains in compliance with the
recruitment requirement throughout the life of the attes-
tation. Employers who file an attestation but do not
engage in continuous recruitment need not file a new
attestation should they later wish to hire for the same
position, even if more than 90 days have passed since
the previous recruitment period. If hiring is contem-
plated for position(s) described in an employer's previ-
ous attestation, the employer need only refresh the
recruitment process by again recruiting for 60 days
through postings at the work-site and SESA office
before offering the position(s) to F-1 students.

Employers must retain documentation of the particu-
lars of both the State Employment Security Agency and
work-site postings. In addition, the results of the recruit-
ment efforts must be recorded by the employer "in a
contemporaneous written summary" for each position
for which an attestation was filed by the employer. As
stated in the Federal Register:

[The] summary should include: (A) The number of
job openings in each occupation included in the
[attestation]; (B) The number of U.S. workers and F-1
students that applied for each position; (C) The num-
ber of U.S. workers that were hired; (D) The number
of F-1 students that were hired; (E) The number of
U.S. workers that were not hired; and (F) The lawful
job-related reason(s) for which each U.S. worker was
not hired. [20 CFR 655, Appendix A(a)(iv), Federal
Register, 6 November 1991, p. 56871)

4.9.2.1.2.2 Prevailing wage determinations, actual wage
determinations, and their documentation. Employers
must attest that they will pay F-1 students the "required
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wage rate," which DOL defines as the "higher of: (1) the
actual establishment wage rate for the occupation in
which the F-1 student is to be (or is) employed, or; (2)
the prevailing wage rate (adjusted on an annual basis)
for the occupation in which the F-1 student is to be (or
is) employed in the geographic area of intended
employment." [20 CFR 655.920, Federal Register, 6
November 1991, p. 56867] Accordingly, an employer is
required to ascertain both actual work-site wages for
"similarly employed" workers and prevailing wages in
the geographic area for the occupation in question. DOL
defines "similarly employed" workers as employee's
"having substantially comparable jobs." The employer
must pay these employees, whether domestic workers
o. F-1 students, the "required wage rate." [20 CFR
655.940(e)(1), Federal Register, 6 November 1991, pp.
56868 -69]

Documentation that satisfies the wage element of the
attestation procedure will include customary payroll
records relating to the F-1 student employee's earnings,
hours worked, and payroll deductionsall required to
establish the actual wages paid to employees in the
occupationand one of the following to establish the
prevailing wage: (1) a prevailing wage survey published
by an authoritative source within 2 years of the attesta-
tion filing, or (2) a prevailing wage finding from the
local SESA. [20 CFR 655, Appendix A(b)(4) and (5), Fed-
eral Register, 6 November 1991, pp. 56871 -72] The
employer is required to maintain and annually update
prevailing wage documentation for all occupations cov-
ered by any attestation for the validity of the attestation,
or until the attestation is withdrawn. Moreover, "the
employer's obligation to pay the 'required wage rate' for
the positions named in the attestation shall continue
throughout the validity period of the attestation." [20
CFR 655.940(e)(1), Federal Register, 6 November 1991, pp.
56868-691 The F-1 student's wages must be adjusted if
they fall below those of "similarly situated" workers or
the rate of pay determined in annual prevailing wage
updates.
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4.9.2.1.2.3 Filing procedure. An attestation on Form
ETA-9034 must be filed with the DOL regional office
having jurisdiction over the work site within 60 days of
the conclusion of the employer's recruitment period.
The Form ETA-9034 (one signed original and one copy)
may be submitted to DOL by mail, private carrier, or
facsimile transmission and must be signed by the
employer or the employer's hiring representative. The
employer may at the same time send an exact copy of
the ETA-9034 to the DSO of the institution at which the
employer seeks to hire F-1 students. The attestation sat-
isfies the DSO's documentation requirement even if it
has not been accepted for filing by DOL. However, if the
employer is in possession of an attestation that has been
accepted for filing by DOL (evidenced by a DOL stamp
to that effect), the employer is required to send a copy of
the accepted attestation to the DSO. [20 CFR 655.940(h),

Federal Register, 6 November 1991, pp. 56867-68] When
an employer files simultaneously with DOL and the
DSO, the employer must provide the DSO a copy of the
DOL date-stamped attestation within 15 days of receiv-
ing the accepted attestation from DOL (see Section
4.9.2.1.1).

When the DOL regional certifying office receives an
employer attestation, it makes no determination of the
bona fides of the attestation. The sole reasons for not
accepting an attestation for filing are: (1) failure to com-
plete or sign Form ETA-9034 or (2) previous disqualifi-
cation from participating in the F-1 off-campus, part-
time work pilot program. The DOL will return an
incomplete attestation and allow an employer 15 days to
complete and return the attestation. If the attestation is
not resubmitted within the 15-day period, DOL will
notify INS to advise affected DSOs to terminate off-cam-
pus employment authorization based on the unaccepted
attestation. [20 CFR 655.940(f), Federal Register, 6 Novem-
ber 1991, p. 56869] Since the names of student employ-
ees will not be listed on attestations, the implication is
that DSOs will need to track students associated with
particular employment attestations (see Section 4.9.2.1).

An accepted attestation is valid until 30 September
1994, the expiration date of the F-1 student-work-autho-
rization program, unless it has been withdrawn by the
employer or invalidated by DOL. During the period of
its validity, the employer may hire as many F-1 students
from as many schools as it wishes to fill the positions
described in the attestation, provided the employer
remains in compliance with the recruitment and wage
requirements detailed above (see Sections 4.9.2.1.2.1 and
4.9.2.1.2.2). An employer wishing to hire an F-1 student
in a position not covered by its attestation must file an
attestation related to the additional position.

4.9.2.1.2.4 Record-keeping requirements. "The employer
shall have the burden of proving the truthfulness and
accuracy of each attestation element in the event that
such attestation element is challenged in an investiga-
tion. Substantiating documentation in support of each
attestation element must be maintained by the employer
and shall be made available to DOL for inspection and
copying upon request." [20 CFR 655.910(b)(ii) and (iii),
Federal Register, 6 November 1991, p. 56866] Employers
are required to retain documentation for 18 months
beyond the end of a recruitment period or the finding or
updating of "required wage" data. [20 CFR
655.940(d)(2)(ii) and (e)(2)(ii), Federal Register, 6 Novem-
ber 1991, pp. 56868 -69] Failure to provide documenta-
tion will itself disqualify an employer, even if the
employer is otherwise in compliance with the terms of
an attestation.

4.9.2.1.2.5 Penalties for false attestation. DOL regula-
tions provide for public access in each DOL region to a
list of employers that have filed attestations. Any indi-
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vidual or organization may challenge the validity of an
attestation. Investigation of challenges falls under the
DOL Wage and Hour Division, which will receive com-
plaints and, if it determines that there is reasonable
cause, conduct investigations of attesting employers. An
employer who files an attestation that, upon investiga-
tion, is found to be materially false is subject to disquali-
fication from participation in the F-1 student-employ-
ment program and, when "knowing and willful
submission of false statements to the Federal Gove-n-
ment" are proven, is also subject to federal criminal
statutes. [18 U.S.C. 1001; see also 18 U.S.C. 1546]

4.9.2.2 Off -campus employment based on severe eco-
nomic hardship

F-1 students are eligible to apply for off-campus
employment based on severe economic hardship with-
out having to follow the procedures for the pilot pro-
gram (Section 4.9.2.1.1) provided that: (1) they are in
good standing and carrying a full course of study; (2)
they can demonstrate unforeseen severe economic hard-
ship; (3) employment opportunities on campus or under
the pilot program are otherwise unavailable or insuffi-
cient; (4) they have been in F-1 status for 1 academic
year; and (5) acceptance of employment will not inter-
fere with the students' carrying a full course of study.
Provisions for off-campus employment based on severe
economic hardship were absent in the regulations from
October 1991 until July 1992, when they were reinstated.

INS states that circumstances deemed "severe eco-
nomic hardship due to unforeseen circumstances
beyond the student's control" may include "loss of
financial aid or on-campus employment without fault
on the part of the student, substantial fluctuations in the
value of currency or exchange rate, inordinate increases
in tuition and/or living costs, unexpected changes in the
financial condition of the student's source of support,
medical bills, or other substantial and unexpected
expenses." (8 CFR 214.2 (f)(9)(ii)(C), Federal Register, 20
July 1992, p. 31955).

Students wanting to apply for off-campus employ-
ment based on severe economic hardship will need to
make a good-faith effort to locate employment both on
campus or under the pilot off-campus employment pro-
gram. In introductory language to the 20 July 1992 rule,
INS suggests the following approach be taken by stu-
dents and DSOs to meet this requirement: The student
should consult with his or her DSO to determine
whether there are any employment opportunities under
the pilot program available in the area. If opportunities
are available, the student should pursue such employ-
ment under the pilot program. If opportunities under
the pilot program exist but are deemed insufficient, the
DSO's certification on Form 1-538 will satisfy this obliga-
tion. Further, if the DSO knows of no opportunities
available either under the pilot program or on campus,
the certification on Form 1-538 will also satisfy this
requirement (Federal Register, 20 July 1992, p. 31955).

Regarding the 9-month-in-status rule, INS has con-
firmed that its use of "9 consecutive months" in its
implied characterization of an academic year is exem-
plary only. An institution or school system which has an
8-month academic year or trimester calendar also satis-
fies INS's definition of an academic year. Students
enrolled in schools with quarterly calendars are
expected to complete the equivalent of 3 quarters to be
eligible for off-campus employment based on severe
economic hardship.

A student may count his or her annual vacation
period toward the academic-year-in-status requirement.
For example, a student beginning full time studies on 10
January who completes the semester, takes his or her
school's normal summer vacation, and then resumes
studies in the fall semester, would, should the need
arise, be eligible to apply for off-campus employment
based on severe economic hardship on 10 October-9
months from 10 January.

4.9.2.2.1 Procedure for off -campus employment based on
severe economic hardship. To apply for off-campus
employment based on unforeseen severe economic
hardship, a student must submit a completed request on
Form 1-538 to a DSO at the authorized school of atten-
dance. The DSO's certification of Form 1-538 indicates
that employment opportunities under the pilot program
or on campus are unavailable or otherwise insufficient.
As Form 1-538 [rev. 7 August 1991] has not yet been
revised to reflect changes in the regulations, DSOs will
need to add language to the front of the form indicating
a request for off-campus employment based on eco-
nomic hardship. INS has recommended that on the front
page of Form 1-538 under section 9, DSOs write the fol-
lowing after 'Check one:' Severe Economic Hardship
Authorized in accordance with 8 CFR 214.2(f)(9)(ii)(C)
until [date]. DSOs do not need to endorse the student's
1-20 ID.

Upon receipt of the DSO's certification on Form 1-538,
the student should submit the following to the INS
office having jurisdiction over his or her place of resi-
dence: (1) Form 1-20 ID, (2) certified Form 1-538, and (3)
From 1-765 (application for employment authorization)
with fee. Students will also want to submit supporting
materials documenting the unforeseen nature of the eco-
nomic hardship and, to the extent possible, the unavail-
ability of employment under the pilot program or on
campus. Documentation of the latter might include: a
letter from the student explaining the circumstances of
the hardship, copies of a recent exchange transaction
showing the currency level, or a letter from the primary
source of funding indicating why the hardship could
not have been foreseen.

INS will notify the student of the decision. If employ-
ment is authorized, INS will issue the student an
Employment Authorization Document (Form 1-688B).
The student cannot begin employment until he or she
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obtains the EAD. Employment authorization will be
granted in 1-year intervals up to the expected date of
completion of the student's course of study. Off-campus
employment based on economic hardship can only be
renewed by INS and only if the student continues to
maintain lawful status and good academic standing. If
the application is denied, INS will indicate the reason
for the denial. A denial may not be appealed. [8 CFR
214.2(f)(9)(ii)(F)]

4.9.3 Practical training
An F-1 student may be eligible to engage in tempo-

rary employment for practical training in his or her field
of study, both before and after completion of studies. A
student in an intensive English-language training pro-
gram is not eligible for practical training.

Practical training is divided into two categories: (1)
curricular practical training before completion of studies
and (2) optional practical training both before and after
completion of studies.

To be eligible for optional practical training, a student
must have been in lawful status for "9 consecutive
months." Curricular practical training also requires sat-
isfying the 9-consecutive-months-in-status requirement
unless the F-1 student is engaged in a graduate study
program which requires that he or she begin an intern-
ship earlier. [8 CFR 214.2(0(10)(M Accordingly, a master
of social work student (MSW) who is required to begin
fieldwork in his or her first term would be immediately
eligible for curricular practical training. A bachelor's
candidate in a cooperative education program would
have to satisfy the 9-months-in-status requirement.

INS has confirmed that its use of "9 consecutive
months" to characterize an academic year is exemplary
only. An institution or school system that has an 8-
month academic year or a trimester calendar also satis-
fies INS's definition of an academic year. Students
enrolled in schools with quarterly calendars are
expected to complete the equivalent of 3 quarters to be
eligible for practical training.

A student may count his or her annual vacation
period toward the academic-year-in-status requirement.
For example, a student beginning full-time studies on 10
January who completes the semester, takes his or her
school's normal summer vacation, and then resumes
studies in the fall semester, would be eligible for practi-
cal training on 10 October-9 months from 10 January.

INS's use of "consecutive" with regard to months-in-
status will restrict practical-training eligibility for a stu-
dent who has interrupted his or her F-1 status by either
failing to maintain status or holding another status. An
example is an F-1 student who was enrolled for the
spring semester, changed status to H-1 during his or her
summer vacation, and returned to F-1 status for the fall
semester. Unlike the student in the previous example,
this student would be required to maintain F-1 status for
the full academic year (September to May or June)
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before establishing or reestablishing eligibility for prac-
tical training.

To be eligible for practical training, a student need
not have been specifically in F-1 status for 9 months,
provided he or she attended an INS-sanctioned school
in lawful nonimmigrant status for at least 9 months
prior to changing status to F-1 and requesting practical
training. Persons who have been attending schools as 1-1
students or dependents of A, E, F, G, H, I, J, L, and N
categories are affected; presumably, dependents of 0, P,
Q, and R categories also benefit. Aliens attending in vio-
lation of their statusINS views this as applying to
principal aliens in B-2 statusmay not take advantage
of this provision. [INS cable, 6 April 1990]

Students may engage in curricular practical training
only after they have received Form 1-20 ID endorsed to
show such eligibility, and only for the specific employer,
location, and period indicated on the form. [8 CFR
214.2(0(10)(0(c)] Students may begin optional practical
training only after they have been issued an Employ-
ment Authorization Document (EAD) by INS, and only
for the period indicated on the EAD.

4.9.3.1 Curricular practical training
Students enrolled in a college, university, conserva-

tory, or seminary whose training program is "an inte-
gral part of an established curriculum" may apply to the
DSO for curricular practical training authorization. Such
training is defined as "alternate work/study, internship,
cooperative education, or any other type of required
internship or practicum which is offered by sponsoring
employers through cooperative agreements with the
school." [8 CFR 214.2010)(01

The October 1991 regulations provide little comfort to
DSOs who have been grappling with eligibility stan-
dards for curricular practical training since the construct
was formally introduced in May 1987. DSOs continue to
face a choice: adhere to a narrow definition of curricular
practical training, which facilitaes eligibility decisions
but severely limits the number of eligible students, or
take a more expansive view that requires a thorough
and frequently difficult examination of the nuances of
each practicum, but opens this important educational
benefit to greater numbers of students. DSOs wishing to
gain a full understanding of the terms of curricular prac-
tical training, as defined by the October 1991 regula-
tions, will need to combine the sparse regulatory lan-
guage found at 8 CFR 214.2(0(10)(0 with the elaborating
discussion found in the preface to the October 1991 revi-
sion and in subsequent cables. Only through such com-
bination is it posible to clarify INS's use of the pivotal
terms, "required" and "sponsored."

The preface to the October 1991 regulations speaks of
"both required and optional curricular practical train-
ing." [Supplementary Information to 8 CFR 214, Federal
Register, 29 October 1991, p. 55611] The regulations
themselves speak only of "required" curricular practical
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training; when preface and regulations are combined,
however, it is reasonable to infer INS's intention to pro-
vide for practica that are required of all students as well
as those required for a particular course or curricular
track. In both cases, the courses or track must constitute
"an integral part of an established curriculum." In the
latter case, the DSO would need to establish that the
practicum represents satisfaction of the requirements for
the particular course or track, but not that the particular
course or track is an invariable part of a program of
study.

"Sponsored" employment is not directly defined, but
INS's discussion of postcompletion practical training
provides guidance. It appears that "unsponsored"
employment is employment that is "unstructured and
unmonitored by the schools" and sought through "the
open market." [Supplementary Information to 8 CFR
214, Federal Register, 29 October 1991, p. 55611] INS has
elsewhere characterized unsponsored employment as
"self-study." [INS-NAFSA meeting, 13 November 1991]
"Sponsored" is defined conversely as structured
employment that is monitored by the school and
obtained through the support of the educational institu-
tion.

An example of curricular practical training required
of all students would be supervised fieldwork for the
MSW degree. All MSW candidates are required to work
with a different social service agency each semester- of a
four-semester program. In no case may the "field work
instruction" requirement be -,vaived. An arts administra-
tion internship requirement for the degree of master of
fine arts (MFA) would be another example. Periods of
internship with one or more arts organizations are
arranged in consultation with each candidate for the
MFA in arts administration, and the internship is a for-
mal and explicit requirement for the degree. A third
example of curricular practical training would be a doc-
toral student engaged in research for the universally
required dissertation. The research involves innovative
technology available only at a particular corporation's
R&D facilities. The student takes employment at the
business's laboratory for the purpose of engaging in
essential data collection that is integral to his or her edu-
cational program.

An example of curricular practical training required
for a particular course or curricular track would be the
following: A student studying marketing for his or her
MBA degree is offered several options to fulfill the con-
centration in marketing. For one of the options, a paid
internship is required. In this case, the internship would
qualify as curricular practical training because it is
required for a particular course or track, even though it
is not required of all MBA students.

The Service is clearly concerned about potential
abuses of this option. In an effort to address some of the
ambiguities in the regulations, INS issued a cable on 22
January 1992 discussing curricular practical required for

a particular course but not for all students pursuing a
degree. In this case, INS states that such training can be
classified as curricular practical training if the student
receives course credit. "The training program must be
listed in the school's course catalogue with the assigned
number of credits and the name of the faculty member
teaching the course clearly indicated. There should also
be a description of the course with the course objectives
clearly defined. Students enrolled in such a course may
work out the details of their specific projects within the
established course objectives under the supervision of
the instructor." (INS cable, 22 January 1992, pp. 3-4).

DSOs are therefore well advised to document rigor-
ously the rationales for training authorizations required
for a particular course or curricular track. At a mini-
mum, qualifying curricular practical-training courses
will carry academic credit, be listed in a school's regular
bulletin of course offerings, and have a faculty member
assigned to teach the course. It is particularly important
that any employment experience required by the course
be instrumental to achieving a curricular academic
objective. A course offered for the primary purpose of
facilitating employment authorization does not qualify
for curricular practical training.

The following example does not have formal INS
endorsement but would appear consistent with the
guidelines for training required for a particular course
or tract. A 3-credit field-studies course (Field Studies
B9002-01) is offered as an elective to U.S. and interna-
tional students by a graduate school of business. The
course, which counts toward the 20-course MBA
requirement, offers students an opportunity to apply the
theories and key themes established in the MBA core
courses in a dynamic, real-time setting. The course is
listed in the school's regular course catalog and is taught
by three members of the full-time business school fac-
ulty. The instructors are appointed by the dean. Grading
is on a pass/fail basis. The field-studies course is open
to all students who have completed at least two terms at
the business school; it requires completion of a paid or
unpaid internship of at least 6 weeks. Students register
for the course in the term in which the internship takes
place. The two specific requirements for B9002-01 are:

1. Prior to the start of the field study, students wish-
ing to enroll in the course are expected to prepare a pro-
posal that specifies the field-study site, the nature of the
field work, the planned area of study, and the study
objective. Areas of study may include (i) relating the
work assignment to a key core theory or theme, (ii)
defining a management problem and proposing a solu-
tion, (iii) developing a marketing plan for a new or exist-
ing product or service, or (iv) other topics considered
appropriate by the faculty instructional committee. The
proposal must be approved by the student's faculty
supervisor prior to enrollment or commencement of
field work.

2. At the conclusion of the field study, the on-site
field-work supervisor must submit a student-evaluation
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form. The student must prepare a report of 10 to 12
pages on the topic selected for study. Finally, the stu-
dent must participate in a field-study debriefing held by
the course faculty for the benefit of other field-study stu-
dents and the general student body. The evaluation and
report are due on the last day of classes of the term dur-
ing which the field study takes place; the field-study
debriefings are held during the term following the field
study.

Following publication of the October 1991 regula-
tions, a debate surfaced in the academic community
regarding cooperative education programs. At the core
was the question, "Does practical training offered
through a university cooperative education office,
which is an integral part of the curriculum but not
required either for a particular course or of all students,
constitute bona fide curricular practical training?" A 24
May 1992 cable states that practical training obtained
through cooperative education programs, whether
required or not, meets the terms of curricular practical
training. INS states, "Curricular practical training by
definition may be ... cooperative education ... which is
offered by sponsored employers through cooperative
agreements with the school. Curricular practical training
offered through institutionally sponsored cooperative
education ... is usually optional and not-for-credit." [INS
cable, 24 May 1992, p. 1]

Students are not limited in the amount of curricular
practical training they may utilize. Students who have
engaged in 1 year or more of full-time curricular practi-
cal training, however, are ineligible for optional practi-
cal training. Regulations distinguish between full- and
part-time curricular practical training authorization. [8
CFR 214.2(0(10)(MB)] Curricular practical trainiRs
entailing employment of 20 or fewer hours per week is
considered part time and requires concurrent course-
work during the academic year to maintain status as a
full-time student. Employment of more than 20 hours
per week is considered full-time curricular practical
training. INS counts only full-time curricular practical
training in determining eligibility for optional practical
training. Part-time curricular practical training is not
counted toward the 1 -year threshold at which a student
loses eligibility for optional practical training. [INS-
NAFSA meeting, 13 November 1991]
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4,9.3.1.1 Procedure to apply for curricular practical
training. To apply for curricular practical training, a stu-
dent must submit the following to a DSO at the autho-
rized school of attendance: (1) a completed request for
curricular practical training on Form 1-538, and (2) Form
I-201D.

Regulations require no further documentation. How-
ever, the DSO is well advised to develop a procedure
that documents establishing student eligibility (see Sec-
tion 4.9.3.1). Students will have to present a job offer to
the DSO, as the regulations require the DSO to authorize
training with a specific employer.

To certify the student's eligibility to engage in curric-
ular practical training, the regulations state that the DSO
must do the following:

(1) Certify the Form 1-538 and send the form to the
Service's data processing center;

(2) Endorse the student's [Form] 1-20ID with 'full-
time (or part-time) curricular practical training autho-
rized for (employer) at (location) from (date) to
(date)'; and

(3) Sign and date the [Form] I-201D before return-
ing it to the student. [8 CFR 214.2(0(10)(i)]

4.9.3.2 Optional practical training before and after com-
pletion of studies

In regulations promulgated 20 July 1992, INS merged
the existing category of postcompletion practical train-
ing with the previously existing (prior to October 1991)
category of precompletion practical training into one
category called "optional practical training." An F-1 stu-
dent may apply to INS for optional practical training
directly related to his or her major area of study after
being enrolled for 9 consecutive months.

Optional practical training falls into four categories:
(1) during the student's annual vacation and at other
times when school is not in session if the student is cur-
rently enrolled and eligible, and intends to register for
the next term or session; (2) while school is in session,
provided that optional practical training does not
exceed 20 hours a week; (3) after completion of all
course requirements for the degree (excluding thesis or
the equivalent), if the student is in a bachelor's, master's,
or doctoral degree program; and (4) after completion of
the course of study. Training under the first three
options would occur before completion of a course of
study, while the last option would occur following com-
pletion of a course of study. [8 CFR 214.2(0(10)0M

Optional practical training may be granted for a max-
imum of 12 months. Although students may engage in
optional practical training before and after completion
of studies, the total amount of time available is 12
months. For example, if a student uses 12 months of pre-
graduation optional practical training, he or she is ineli-
gible for postgraduation practical training. A student,
however, can use a chosen amount of optional practical
training before graduation and a chosen amount after
graduation, so long as the total does not exceed 12
months. Optional practical training will be calculated on
a daily basis, with part-time practical training (20 hours
per week or less) being deducted from the available
practical training at one-half the full-time rate. Practical
training following completion of a course of study must
be completed within 14 months of completion of stud-
ies.

A student may apply for optional practical training
after completion of a course of study even if he or she
intends to engage in more than one course of study.
However, an F-1 student may be authorized to engage
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in a total of 12 months optional practical training for the
duration of student status.

To be authorized to undertake optional practical
training, a student must apply to the DSO for recom-
mendation for optional practical training and, based on
the DSO's endorsement, apply to INS for an EAD, Form
I-688B. The effective date of EAD authorization for prac-
tical training prior to completion of a course of study
will be either the date employment is scheduled to com-
mence, as reflected by the DSO's endorsement on the I-
20 ID, or the date an EAD is issuedwhichever occurs
later. The effective date of EAD authorization for practi-
cal training after completion of a course of study will be
either the date of completion of studies, as reflected by a
DSO's endorsement, or the date an EAD is issued
whichever occurs later. If the effective date of practical
training following completion of a course of study is the
date an EAD is issued, and issuance occurs more than 2
months after completion of studies, a student.will not be
authorized for a full 12 months (if 12 months of eligibil-
ity are available) but will have a training-ending date 14
months after the date of completion of studies.

Once an EAD has been issued, there is no provision
for recision of the length of practical training granted.
For example, a student who is issued an EAD for practi-
cal training following completion of a course of study
and who fails to complete the degree as indicated by the
DSO's endorsement continues in lawful status, provided
the student does not begin full-time training employ-
ment until he or she completes studies (the student
could work part-time). Practical training time lost as a
consequence of delayed completion may not be recov-
ered. [INS-NAFSA meeting, 13 November 19911

No specific job offer is required either to request rec-
ommendation for optional practical training or to apply
for the EAD. [8 CFR 214.2(f)(10)(ii)(B) and (0(11)1 How-
ever, students seeking optional practical training prior
to program completion are advised to secure a job offer
prior to applying for the EAD so as to ensure that time
available for optional practical training is not lost.

4.9.3.2.1 Procedure to request recommendation for
optional practical training. To request recommendation
for optional practical training, the student must submit
a completed Form 1-538 without fee, and a Form 1-20 ID
to a DSO at the school he or she is authorized to attend.
The regulations stipulate that this must be done "during
the same 120-day period when the DSOs are authorized
to recommend practical training." [8 CFR 214.2(f)(11)1
Although not defined in the most recent INS regulations
(20 July 1992), the 120-day period previously referred to
the period 90 days prior to completion of the course of
study, and 30 days after completion of the course of
study. Because the 120-day time frame is not defined in
the July 1992 regulations, students requesting recom-
mendation for practical training prior to completion of
studies can apply up to 120 days prior to commence-

ment of the employment. Likewise, students can wait
up to 60 days after completion of studies to apply. Sixty
days reflects the period of time F-1 students are still in-
status before departing from the United States. During
the 60-day period, students may apply for optional prac-
tical training (see Section 4.4.1.3). Final regulations from
INS are likely to clarify the time period during which
students must request practical training.

Pre-October 1991 regulations required certification
that comparable employment was not available in the
country of the student's foreign residence. This require-
ment was dropped in the 29 October 1991 regulations.

To approve a request for recommendation for
optional practical training, the DSO must:

1. certify on Form 1-538 that the proposed employ-
ment is directly related to the student's major area of
study and commensurate with the student's educational
level;

2. endorse and date the [Form] 1-20 ID to show that
optional practical training in the student's major field of
study is recommended full time (or part time) from
(date) to (date); and

3. return to the student the [Form] 1-20 ID and send to
the INS data processing center the school certification on
Form 1-538. [8 CFR 214.2(0(10)0WD)]

To be authorized to accept employment for optional
practical training, the student "must apply for the EAD
on Form 1-765 at the INS office having jurisdiction over
his or her place of residence, during the same 120-day
period when the DSOs are authorized to recommend
practical training. (The application process includes a
required personal appearance.)" [8 CFR 214.2(0(11)1 The
student must submit the following documents to the
INS office: Form 1-765, with fee, and Form 1-20 ID bear-
ing the DSO's recommendation for optional practical
training.

The INS will adjudicate the 1-765 and, based on the
DSO's recommendation, issue an EAD (Form I-688B)
"unless the student is found otherwise ineligible." [8
CFR 214.2(f)(12)] If ineligibility is determined, the stu-
dent will receive written notice of the reason. There is
no formal appeal from a denial, but the student may file
a motion requesting review of the decision (see Section
13.3.2).

DSOs should be aware that adjudication of practical
training before completion of a course of study is still
under review at INS. In the preamble to the July 1992
rule, INS states, "The integrity issues pertaining to
issuance of an EAD to an eligible F-1 student [applying
for practical training prior to completion of a course of
study] are undergoing further policy review." (Federal
Register, 20 July 1992, p. 31954] DSOs should look to
future regulations and updates from NAFSA regarding
possible procedural changes.

Students may anticipate wide variation in INS pro-
cessing time for EADs. While some Service offices may
be able to accommodate same-day adjudication, the
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more common experience, particularly in large metro-
politan areas, will be a wait of several weeks to several
months.

INS regulations provide that if an employment appli-
cation has not been adjudicated within 90 days of
receipt by INS, the applicant will be granted 240 days of
interim employment authorization. [8 CFR 274a.13, Fed-
eral Register, 23 August 1991, p. 417871 To take maxi-
mum advantage of the relief provided by this interim
authorization, DSOs would do well to advise their F-1
students to apply early. Procedures for application
under the "90-240-day rule" will vary by immigration
district. For the most part, however, the student should
go in person to the INS office where he or she filed an I-
765 for practical training more than 90 days earlier. A
student who presents a dated receipt or canceled check
for the 1-765 filing fee and a photocopy of the original
application may reasonably expect to be issued an EAD,
Form I-688B, the same day.

Regulations do not require either the DSO or INS to
review a job offer to determine if it is appropriate to a
student's optional practical training. This determination
appears, by default, to fall to the employer, who is
required to establish that "the alien will be employed
only in an occupation which is directly related to his or
her studies." [8 CFR 274a.12(c)(3)(i)] A student may
change employers during the period of authorized prac-
tical training provided that the new employment contin-
ues to be directly related to the student's field of study
and commensurate with his or her educational level.

A student authorized to engage in practical training
is considered in status for the period authorized, plus 60
days in which to depart from the United States if practi-
cal training follows completion of a course of study.
Employment is not permitted, however, during the 60-
day period to depart.

An F-1 student who wants to terminate practical
training and begin a new program of study must follow
the procedures discussed in Sections 4.8.2 and 4.7.3,
respectively, for transfer of schools or for continuation
from one educational level to another at the school last
authorized to attend.

If the training sought by an F-1 student cannot be
completed within the maximum practical training
period for which he or she is eligible, permission to
engage in practical training may not be authorized. A
change to another nonimmigrant status is called for in
these cases. That other nonimmigrant status may be H-
1B (for those completing programs that qualify them to
practice a specialty occupation), H-3 (for trainees at a
lower or less-specialized level of education), or J-1 (if the
graduate's prospective employer is the sponsor of an
exchange-visitor program whose activities encompass
the proposed training). (See Section 2.7 concerning
changes of nonimmigrant classification.)
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4.9.3.2.2 Prior regulations. Until 29 October 199] practi-
cal training was divided into two categories: precomple-

tion practical training (which included curricular practi-
cal training) and postcompletion practical training. Stu-
dents were eligible for 12 months of pre- and 12 months
of postcompletion practical training. With the exception
of curricular practical training, precompletion practical
training was removed from the October 1991 regulations
and not made available until July 1992 when the benefit
was reinstated and merged with postcompletion practi-
cal training. Previous use of precompletion practical
training (prior to 29 October 1991) will not affect eligibil-
ity for the 12 months of optional practical training avail-
able under the new regulations [NAFSA-INS Meeting, 5
October 19921.

Prior to October 1991 practical training following
completion of studies was divided into two 6-month
periods designated by INS as the first period and second
period of practical training. Students were permitted to
begin employment for the first period of practical train-
ing based solely on DSO endorsement of the 1-20 ID. To
obtain a second 6-month period, students were required
to apply to INS within 30 days of beginning qualified
employment and before the expiration of the first
period. A timely application for the second period per-
mitted the applicant to continue employment until
either (1) notification of INS denial or (2) the completion
of 12 months of employment, counted as beginning no
later than 60 days after completion of studies. Students
who wished to use only one period of practical training
following completion of a program, so as to preserve a
training opportunity following completion of their next
program, were permitted to split postcompletion practi-
cal training into two 6-month segments.

Transition rules honored unexpired authorizations
granted under prior regulations. An unexpired DSO
authorization for the first period of practical training or
INS approval of the second period of practical training
is sufficient to establish employment authorization.
[Supplementary Information to 8 CFR 214, Federal Regis-
ter, 29 October 1991, p. 556121

A student who has been authorized a first period of
practical training, but has not been authorized a second
periodregardless of whether a timely application is
pendingmust apply for the balance of what is now
termed optional practical training following the proce-
dure at Section 4.9.3.2.1. Students who split their "post
completion practical training are required to apply to
the Service for the remaining 6 months." The application
procedure is essentially that described in Section
4.9.3.2.1, but additionally requires DSO certification that
the student had been previously authorized to split
postcompletion practical training. [Supplementary
Information to 8 CFR 214, Federal Register, 29 October
199], p. 556121

Postcompletion practical training authorizations
granted prior to 29 October 1991 are recognizable as fol-
lows: (1) for the first period of practical training, a stu-
dent's Form 1-20 ID will show DSO endorsement of the
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"date until which employment is authorized; the occu-
pation or field in which the employment is authorized;
the name, title and signature of the DSO; and the date
and location of the endorsement." [8 CFR
274a.12(c)(3)(ii), pre-29 October 1991]; and (2) for the
second period of practical training, a student's Form 1-20
ID will show an INS approval stamp and INS notation
specifying the date until which employment is autho-
rized; the occupation or field; the name, title, and signa-
ture of the authorizing officer; and the date and location
of the endorsement. [8 CFR 274a.12(c)(3)(ii), pre-29
October 19911

4.9.3.3 Travel and reentry while engaging in practical
training

An F-1 student engaged in authorized curricular or
optional practical training before completion of studies
would follow the same procedure for visits abroad and
reentry (see Section 4.11) required of a full-time student.

An F-1 student in practical training following com-
pletion of studies who travels outside the United States
temporarily can be readmitted for the remainder of the
authorized training period, provided the student pre-
sents Form 1-20 ID endorsed by the DSO within the pre-
ceding 6 months (presumably, the DSO's recommenda-
tion for practical training counts as an endorsement)
and an unexpired EAD (Form I-688B). [8 CFR
214.2(f)(13)(ii)] Students should be reminded that they
will still need a valid F-1 visa. The school may issue
Form I-20A-B for reentry to continue practical training
or endorse the student's Form 1-20 ID, provided practi-
cal training has been authorized by INS (see also Section
4.11.2).

If a student has completed his or her studies and
leaves the United States before optional practical train-
ing is authorized, he or she will not be able to obtain
permission for practical training upon return to the
United States if, indeed, the student is permitted to reen-
ter the country at all. Time spent abroad during autho-
rized practical training is charged against the student's
practical training time.

4.9.4 Employment under sponsorship of certain
international organizations

A special situation exists for F-1 students who have
been offered employment under the sponsorship of an
international organization, as defined by the Interna-
tional Orgarization Immunities Act. [59 Stat. 6691 A stu-
dent seeking permission to work for such an organiza-
tion makes application to the INS district office having
jurisdiction over his or her residence by submitting the
following: "[11 a written certification from the organiza-
tion that the proposed employment is within the scope
of the organization's sponsorship, [21 [a Form] 1-20 ID
endorsed for reentry by the DSO within the last 30 days,
and [31 a completed Form 1-765, Application for
Employment Authorization, with the fee required." The

student may not begin employment until he or she has
been issued an EAD. [8 CFR 214.2(f)(9)(iii)] Although
not stated in the regulations, a student seeking permis-
sion to work under the sponsorship of such interna-
tional organizations must also complete Form 1-538.
Upon DSO endorsement, this form should be forwarded
to the student data processing center in London, KY.

Qualifying international organizations hiring F-1 stu-
dents for vacation or short-term employment may offer
or require students to change their nonimmigrant classi-
fication to A (diplomatic) or G (international organiza-
tion). DSOs will wish to advise students that such a
change of status, while advantageous in some circum-
stances, has been described by an INS official as inter-
rupting F-1 status for purposes of qualifying for off-
campus employment or practical training (see Sections
4.9.2 and 4.9.3).

4.9.5 Verification of employment eligibility
The Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) of

1986 (PL 99-603) created statutory provisions prohibit-
ing the unlawful employment of aliens. Regulation 8
CFR 274a provides for a verification system of employ-
ment eligibility designed to prevent the employment of
unauthorized aliens. It contains a section specifying the
classes of aliens, including students in F-1 status, who
are authorized to accept employment [8 CFR 274a.121,
and a section specifying particular documents that must
be presented by the alien and verified by the employer
to establish eligibility for employment. [8 CFR 274a.2(b)1

Part-time on-campus employment (see Section 4.9.1)
"is authorized by the school and no specific endorse-
ment by a school official or Service officer is necessary"
to show that the employment is authorized. [8 CFR
274a.12(b)(6)(i), Federal Register, 29 October 1991, p.
55616] On- campus employers commonly cite a student's
Form 1-20 ID completion date (item 5) as the expiration
date of the student's on-campus employment authoriza-
tion. In the case of a student working on campus follow-
ing completion of studies and before transferring to
another INS-approved school (see Section 4.9.1), the on-
campus employer would reasonably cite the new
school's Form I-20A-B reporting date (item 5) as the
expiration date of the student's on-campus employment
authorization.

Authorization for off-campus employment under the
pilot program (as discussed in Section 4.9.2) is shown on
Form 1-20 ID, which is endorsed by the DSO as follows,
"part-time employment with (name of employer) at
(location) authorized from (date) to (date)." [8 CFR
214.2(f)(9)(ii)(E) and 8 CFR 274a.12(b)(6)(ii)] No INS
endorsement is necessary.

Authorization for off-campus employment due to
unforeseen economic hardship is granted by INS, which
issues the EAD showing the starting and ending dates
of employment authorization. Authorization is also
noted on the 1-20 ID. [8 CFR 214.2(f)(9)(ii)(F)(2) and 8
CFR 274a.12(c)(3)(iii)]
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Authorization for curricular practical training
employment appears on Form 1-20 ID, which is
endorsed by the DSO as follows, "full-time (or part-
time) curricular practical training authorized for
(employer) at (location) from (date) to (date)." [8 CFR
214.2(0(10)(0(B) and 8 CFR 274a.12(b)(6)(iii)] No INS
endorsement is necessary.

Authorization for optional practical training either
preceding or following completion of studies is granted
by INS, which issues an EAD (Form I-688B) showing the
starting and ending dates of employment authorization;
the terms and conditions of employment, i.e., F-1 practi-
cal training; the identifying number of the INS officer;
and the date and location of the endorsement. [8 CFR
214.2(0(11) and 8 CFR 274a.12(c)(3)(i)].

Similarly, INS grants authorization of F-1 student
employment with an international organization by issu-
ing an EAD showing the starting and ending dates of
employment authorization; the terms and conditions of
employment, e.g., the approved occupation or organiza-
tion; the identifying number of the INS officer; and the
date and location of the endorsement.

4.9.6 Social Security coverage
Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1984, and subsequent

regulations promulgated 24 April 1992, contributions
for Social Security (FICA tax) were not to be withheld
from wages of nonimmigrant F-1 aliens if the employ-
ment was authorized. Recent changes in the regulations,
however, make F-1 students subject to FICA tax with-
holdings if they are "residents for tax purposes." Gener-
ally, F-1 students become "residents" for tax purposes
after they have been in the United States for 5 years. The
April 1992 regulations are retroactive to 1 January 1985,
the effective date of the 1984 law. [57 Federal Register
15237, 27 April 1992]

Under the following circumstances, however, F-1 stu-
dents remain exempt from FICA withholdings, regard-
less of the amount of time spent in the United States.
These cases include services performed (1) by an
enrolled student for the school he or she regularly
attends; (2) for state and local governments, unless an
agreement with the federal government is involved; (3)
for a foreign government; and (4) for an international
organization.
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4.9.7 Income tax
Earnings from F-1 student employment, including

income from assistantships, are usually subject to fed-
eral, state, and local income taxes. Additional informa-
tion on F-1 students' federal income tax obligations may
be found in Internal Revenue Service publications 515,
"Withholding on Nonresident Aliens and Foreign Cor-
porations," and 519, "U.S. Tax Guide for Aliens" (see
Appendix 8 and Appendix 12).

4.10 REINSTATEMENT TO STUDENT STATUS

An F-1 student who has overstayed his or her autho-
rized period of stay or has otherwise failed to maintain
F-1 student status (see Section 4.5) may be reinstated to
lawful F-1 status at the discretion of an INS district
director. The student makes application on Form 1-539
(Application to Extend Status/Change Nonimmigrant
Status) with fee (see Appendix 1), accompanied by an
updated or initial Form I-20A-B from the school the stu-
dent is attending or wishes to attend, and the original
Form 1-94 (Arrival/Departure Record). It is strongly
suggested, but not specifically required, that the student
include his or her last Form 1-20 ID, documentation
showing funding for the intended course of study, and a
written statement. The INS director may reinstate the
student to lawful F-1 status, if he or she:

(A) Establishes to the satisfaction of the INS direc-
tor that the violation of status resulted from circum-
stances beyond the student's control or that failure to
receive reinstatement to lawful F-1 status would
result in extreme hardship to the student-

(B) Is currently pursuing, or intending to pursue, a
full course of study at the school which issued the
Form 1-20A-B;

(C) Has not engaged in unauthorized employ-
ment; and

(D) Is not deportable on any ground other than
section 241(a)(1)(B) or (c)(i) of the Act [overstaying or
failing to maintain status]. [8 CFR 214.2 (0(16)(01
A special case arises in connection with nationals of

the People's Republic of China protected by Executive
Order 12711 and in the United States under the terms of
Deferral of Enforced Departure (DED). Correspondence
between NAFSA and INS has resulted in the following
clarification:

DED is not a lawful status from which change of
status [or reinstatement] can be made. However,
Executive Order 12711 provides the presumption of
lawful status for those PRC nationals who were in a
lawful nonimmigrant status at any point between
June 5, 1989, and April 11, 1990, should they seek
change of status or adjustment of status before Janu-
ary 1, 1994. Consequently, a PRC national who is on
DED now and who was in status between June 5,
1989, and April 11, 1990, may request change of sta-
tus from his or her prior nonimmigrant status to
another prospective nonimmigrant status. Going
back to a J-1 or H-1 does not constitute a change of
status. Thus, F-1 or J-1 students must request rein-
statement to get back to their original nonimmigrant
status. [Larry J. Weinig, INS deputy assistant com-
missioner for adjudications, 4 January 1991] (See also
Section 4.12.)
If an order to show cause and notice of hearing has

been issued, the application for reinstatement should be
made to the INS district director in whose district the
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order was issued or where the hearing is being held; if
an order to show cause and notice of hearing has not
been issued, application should be made to the INS
director in whose district the applicant is temporarily
located, regardless of whether the intended school is in
that district. [Cable of 1 November 1985 to INS field
offices from Harriet B. Marple, assistant commissioner,
adjudications]

If the reinstatement application is approved, INS
endorses the Form I-20A-B, retains p. 1-2 for transmittal
to INS's Data Processing Center, and returns the Form I-
20 ID (p. 3-4) to the student. Although there is no formal
appeal from a denial, the applicant may seek reconsider-
ation through a motion (see Section 13.3).

4.1 1 VISITS ABROAD AND REENTRY

Whenever F-1 students wish to leave the United
States temporarily and return to continue studies at the
institution in which they are enrolled, they must secure
the necessary documents to permit entry to another
country and reentry to the United States.

4.11.1 Entry into another country
F-1 students who wish to visit temporarily their

country of citizenship or permanent residence generally
will be allowed to enter that country if they hold a valid
passport or other travel document issued by that coun-
try.

4.11.1.1 Entry into Canada
All F-1 students wishing to visit Canada require

Canadian visitor visas unless they are citizens of coun-
tries that are exempt from the Canadian nonimmigrant
visa requirement. A list of such countries appears in
Appendix 10. The Canadian government will issue a
visitor visa to a student in the United States only when
convinced that the student is readmissible to the United
States. The Canadian government advises that, at least
three weeks in advance of their planned trip to Canada,
students submit to the appropriate Canadian consular
post a completed visitor-visa application form (Form
IMM 1296) with required fee, valid passport, Form 1-94,
two passport-sized photographs, proof of adequate
funds for the stay in Canada, current Form I-20A-B, old
Form I-20A-B if a new Form I-20A-B is issued specifi-
cally for the trip to Canada, and Form 1-20 ID. These
documents should be sent by certified mail, along with a
return envelope with postage paid for certified mail.

For citizens of some countries, an interview is
required before a Canadian visitor visa will be issued.
Students wishing to visit Canada should telephone the
Canadian consulate general in their area to ascertain the
need for an interview and the days and hours of the
consulate's operation.

When traveling to Canada, an F-1 student should
carry each of the documents required for the issuance of

the visitor visa plus evidence of return transportation
arrangements and sufficient funds for the period of con-
templated stay in Canada. At certain points of entry, it is
advisable to have a letter from the foreign student
adviser certifying the student's current enrollment at the
institution.

4.11.1.2 Entry into Mexico
Mexican diplomatic authorities in the United States

have indicated that information regarding visitor or
tourist visas is too complex to be answered in a general
manner. Some individuals may be exempt from visa
requirements based on treaties between their country of
origin and Mexico.

Requirements for other individuals vary with the
nationality of the prospective visitor. It is suggested that
inquiry be made at the closest Mexican consulate. The
addresses and phone numbers of all consulates located
in the United States may be found in Department of
State publication 7846, "Foreign Consular Offices in the
United States," available from the Superintendent of
Documents (see Appendix 8).

4.11.2 Requirements for reentry into the United States

4.11.2.1 General
In order to reenter the United States after a tempo-

rary absence of 5 months or less, an F-1 student must
have the following documents: a valid passport or travel
document and a valid visa (unless exempt from pass-
port and visa requirementssee Sections 2.2.4 and
2.3.2), and either a properly endorsed Form 1-20 ID (p. 4
of Form I-20A-B), if there has been no substantive
change in the information contained in items 4, 5, 7, and
8 on the student's most recent Form I-20A-B, or a new
Form I-20A-B, if there has been such a change. [8 CFR
214.2(0(4)] As a matter of practice, INS officials at ports
of entry require that the Form 1-20 ID bear a DSO certifi-
cation for reentry executed in the current termif a stu-
dent is reentering during the academic yearor, if a stu-
dent is returning from his or her annual vacation,
executed in the term preceding the vacation. The
endorsement on p. 4 may be executed even if there has
been a change in the date the student is expected to
report to the school. If a student loses the Form 1-20 ID,
a DSO may issue a duplicate Form 1-20 ID with the stu-
dent's INS admission number noted, provided it is in all
respects (except reporting date) identical to the original.

A "temporary" absence for the purpose of readmis-
sion with an endorsed p. 4 of Form 1 -20A -B is defined as
an absence of 5 months or less. A substantive change in
the total estimated expenses in item 7 on p. 1 of Form 1-
20A-B is customarily defined as a 30 percent increase.

With the exception noted in Section 4.11.2.2.3, a stu-
dent must have a valid F-1 visa stamp in his or her pass-
port. Consequently, a student who entered the United
States in another nonimmigrant classification and has
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changed status to that of an F-1 student must obtain an
F-1 visa (passport stamp) before reentering the country.
It is not possible to obtain an F-1 visa inside the United
States. An F-1 student who needs to obtain a visa in
order to enter the United States after a temporary
absence must apply for the visa at a U.S. consular office
abroad.

The documents needed by a continuing student for
visa issuance are a valid passport, a current photograph,
a valid Form I-20A-B completed by a designated official
of the school the visa appliCant is attending or a prop-
erly endorsed p. 4 of Form I-20A-B (the Form 1-20 ID) if
no substantive change has occurred with regard to items
4, 5, 7, and 8 of the student's most recent Form I-20A-B,
and proof of financial capability for continuing studies.

Although it is possible for an alien to secure an origi-
nal or renewal of an F-1 visa in a foreign country other
than his or her own, the student may face more strin-
gent requirements than in the home country. In addition
to proving eligibility for an F-1 visa, the student may
have to convince the consular officer that there is a legit-
imate reason for making the application outside the
home country. In some instances, the consular officer in
the third country will find it necessary to check with the
consular office in the student's place of residence. This
can be time-consuming and result in a charge to the stu-
dent if information is requested by cable rather than
diplomatic mail. Returning students should be advised
to make travel plans to allow for such delays (see also
Section 4.4.1.1).

4.11.2.2 Exceptions
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4.11.2.2.1 Transfer. If an F-1 student has lawfully trans-
ferred schools while in the United States, the visa will
specify the former school. Similarly, if an F-1 student
intends to transfer schools upon reentering the United
States, the visa will specify a school other than the one
he or she will attend. In these instances a student may
reenter with an unexpired F-1 visa and Form I-20A-B
from the new school without having the new school's
name endorsed on the visa. If the student has not yet
attended the new school, the INS officer at the port of
entry will endorse the student's Form 1-20 ID to indicate
the new school and will send Form I-20A-B to the INS
Data Processing Center to record the new school in the
INS data system. [8 CFR 214.2(0(4)1

4.11.2.2.2 Without Form 1-20 ID. Occasionally a student
will leave the United States temporarily and seek to
return to this country without his or her lost, forgotten,
or misplaced Form 1-20 ID. If while abroad the student
discovers the absence of the Form 1-20 ID, and time per-
mits, the DSO should issue and send the student a
duplicate Form 1-20 ID (see Section 4.11.2.1) for use
upon reentry. Since the student is supposed to retain all
Forms 1-20 ID at all times, the absence of the Form 1-20

ID on reentry may prompt INS issuance of a Form 1-515
(see Section 4.4.3). The lack of a Form 1-20 ID will not
prevent the student's departure from the United States;
it may, however, prevent the student from entering
Canada or Mexico. Moreover, even a duplicate Form I-
20 ID, which lacks the expected INS admission stamp in
the "For Immigration Official Use" box on the top right
corner of the form, may be insufficient for the student to
obtain entry to Canada or Mexico (see Section 4.11.1).

A student without his or her Form 1-20 IDe.g.,
because INS has the form in connection with a request
for employment based on economic hardship or
optional practical training (see Section 4.9.3.2.1)should
be warned to discuss any travel plans and schedule with
the DSO, as travel may not be advised. If a student's
program of study has been completed, the student has
no basis for reentry to the United States as an F-1 stu-
dent unless he or she has either been admitted to a new
program of study and has been issued the correspond-
ing Form I-20A-B or INS has authorized optional practi-
cal training after completion of studies. In the latter case,
a returning student is required to present both an
endorsed Form 1-20 ID and an EAD at the port of entry
to qualify for readmission to the United States. If an
EAD has not been issued and the student has exceeded
the "expected date of completion" (Form 1-20 ID, item
5), the student has no basis for being readmitted in F-1
status (see also Section 4.9.3.3).

4.11.2.2.3 Automatic revalidation of visas. Under cer-
tain circumstances, an F-1 student with an expired visa
may reenter the United States as though the visa were
still valid. An expired F-1 visa may be considered to be
automatically extended to the date of application for
readmission to the United States (and therefore the visa
in the passport need not have an expiration date that is
in the future), provided the F-1 student does the follow-
ing:

1. applies for readmission to the United States after
an absence not exceeding 30 days solely in Canada,
Mexico, or adjacent islands other than Cuba;

2. has maintained and intends to resume status as an
F-1 student;

3. presents (or is the accompanying spouse or child of
an alien who presents) a valid Form 1-94 and either a
properly endorsed Form 1-20 ID (p. 4 of Form I-20A-B),
if there has been no substantive change in the informa-
tion contained in items 4, 5, 7, or 8 on the most recent
Form I-20A-B, or a new Form 1-20A-B, if there have been
substantive changes in that information;

4. possesses a valid passport (unless exempt from
passport requirements); and

5. applies for readmission within the authorized
period of initial admission or extension of stay.

Furthermore, a person who entered the United States
in a classification t, her than F-1 student, but whose sta-
tus was subsequently changed to F-1 student, may be
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considered to have the previous visa automatically
revalidated and converted to an F-1 visa if he or she
meets the conditions stated above. [22 CFR 41.112(d)]

Thus, under these circumstances, a returning F-1 stu-
dent whose visa has expired may be saved the necessity
of applying for a new visa. A student whose visa has
been canceled is not eligible for automatic visa revalida-
tion.

Individuals carrying passports issued from within
the United States to replace the passport that contains
their original nonimmigrant visa may qualify for auto-
matic visa revalidation only if they have the old pass-
port in their possession.

Citizens of countries that keep the old passport upon
issuance of a new one are therefore at a disadvantage
when traveling to contiguous territories.

4.11.2.2.4 Advance notification. Under certain circum-
stances, F-1 students whose visas have expired and who
intend to pay temporary visits abroad can request the
Department of State to process necessary special clear-
ances in advance of the travel, thus significantly reduc-
ing the processing time for actual issuance of the visa.
This procedure is known as advance notification.

The instructions state that advance notification is
administered exclusively on a case-by-case basis only to
foreign nationals falling within the two following
groups. Applications not meeting the criteria set forth
below will not he considered for advance notification
processing. Category 1: (Soviet, East European, and PRC]
nationals requirir special clearances who have expired
visas and who are required to travel abroad other than
to their home country for a brief period (commonly a
week or less) and for a specific purpose, such as to
attend a conference, symposium, or panel, or present an
academic paper, collaborate on research, etc. Category 2:
foreign nationals requiring special clearances who have
expired visas and who are able to demonstrate com-
pelling humanitarian circumstances necessitating
advance notification. The service is not available to
nationals of countries with which the United States does
not have diplomatic relations.

The effect of advance notification is to notify the con-
sular post that the student will be applying for the visa,
that there are no objections from the Department of
State or other U.S. government agencies if the visa is
issued, and that, in the case of a visa application being
made in a third country, there are no objections from the
U.S. consular post in the applicant's own country. An
advance notification does not guarantee that a visa will
be issued; it simply expedites certain clearances.

Application for advance notification is made to the
Visa Office, CA /VO/L/C, Room 1343, Department of
State, Washington, D.C. 20520-0113. The Visa Office
offers the courtesy of providing a form, but the appli-
cant may simply provide the following required infor-
mation:

1. name and sex of the student
2. date and place of birth
3. occupation in home country
4. employer in home country
5. purpose of visit abroad
6. date of departure from United States
7. date of return to United States
8. U.S. consulate/embassy where applicant will

apply for a visa
9. remaining authorized length of stay in the United

States upon return from this trip
10. description of reasons for severe hardship or

humanitarian concern (if applicable).

Relevant required attachments are:
1. photocopy of expired U.S. visa
2. photocopy of Form 1-94
3. photocopy e: old and new Form I-20A-B
4. letter and evidence documenting business or pro-

fessional travel, or severe hardship or humanitarian con-
cern.

The student going to a third country should apply to
the appropriate embassy or consulate in the United
States for a visa for that country. If the student has any
difficulty in obtaining a visitor visa for a third country,
the adviser should call the Visa Office of the Depart-
ment of State at (202) 663-1201.

Students from Eastern Europe and the People's
Republic of China do not need to follow these proce-
dures if they are traveling directly to their home coun-
tries and are returning directly to the United States in
the same visa classification and for the same program of
study.

The procedure know as "preauthorization of visa,"
which had a somewhat broader application, has been
superseded as of May 1990 by the advance notification
procedure and application.

4.11.2.2.5 Temporary admission with Form 1-515. Stu-
dents who do not have all the required documentation
can be expected to be denied entry to the United States.
However, an F-1 student (and accompanying depen-
dents, if applicable) who is otherwise eligible for read-
mission after a temporary absence, but who presents an
outdated Form 1-20A-B or whose 1-20 ID does not have a
current certification from a designated official, may be
admitted in F-1 status for 30 days and issued Form I-
515. Form 1-515 instructs the student to submit the
appropriate documents to the local INS office within 30
days to obtain an extension of stay for duration of status
(see also Section 4.4.3).

4.11.2.2.6 Advance parole for PRC nationals. Any
national of the People's Republic of China (PRC) who
was in the United States as of 11 April 1990, except for a
brief, casual, and innocent departure, is eligible to

(1
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request advance parole for travel outside the United
States. If granted, this allows the PRC national to reenter
in the same status and for the same length of stay as he
or she had on departure without the need to visit an
American consulate or apply for a visa while outside the
United States. Application to the INS office having juris-
diction over the PRC national's place of residence is
made by letter, including full name and address and
stating the reasons for the trip, a specific itinerary and
dates of travel, and providing three photographs, copies
of Forms 1-94 and 1-20 ID, and the required fee (see
Appendix 1 and Appendix 13). Some district offices will
require a personal appearance and presentation of origi-
nal documents. INS will issue a Form 1-512 (Authoriza-
tion for Parole of an Alien into the United States) with
notation of the dates of permitted travel and the state-
ment that "the holder of this document will be readmit-
ted under the Executive Order 12711 of 11 April 1990."
[Cable from INS commissioner, 7 May 19901

The PRC national should exercise great care to ensure
that he or she will reenter the United States during the
validity period of the advance-parole authorization.
There is no procedure for extension of advance parole
for an alien outside the United States.

A PRC student who was in good standing as an F-1
student prior to departure should confirm that, on reen-
try, the INS officer notes on his or her Form 1-94 an F-1
classification for duration of status. Only PRC nationals
who were out of status prior to their departure should
expect a Form 1-94 notation authorizing their reentry to
the United States in protected status until 1 January
1994.

PRC students in good F-1 standing may expect
approval of an advance-parole authorization for travel
during vacation periods. The INS generally applies a
higher, "nonfrivolous," standard to applications made
for travel during the academic year.

Procedures for applying for advance parole vary
among INS districts. Among the variations, some dis-
tricts will permit application several months prior to
intended travel, while others allow application to be
made only several days before departure. Students are
advised to check local INS office requirements as soon
as their need for travel is known.
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4.1 2 CHANGE OF STATUS (CHANGE OF
NONIMMIGRANT CLASSIFICATION)

4.12.1 Change to F-1 student status
An alien in any nonimmigrant status except C, D, K,

or M (and in certain cases J), and except an alien who
has entered the United States under the terms of the
Visa-Waiver Pilot Program (see Section 11.2.2.6), can
apply for a change to F-1 status if he or she has main-
tained lawful nonimmigrant status up to the time the
application is filed. An alien in J status, other than a for-
eign medical graduate who acquired J status to receive

graduate medical education or training, may apply for a
change of status only if not subject to the 2-year home-
country physical-presence requirement, or if that
requirement has been waived (see Section 9.10).

A special case arises in connection with PRC nation-
als protected by Executive Order 12711 and in the
United States under the terms of Deferral of Enforced
Departure (DED). Correspondence between NAFSA and
INS resulted in the following clarification:

DED is not a lawful status from which change of
status can be made. However, Executive Order 12711
provides the presumption of lawful status for those
PRC nationals who were in a lawful nonimmigrant
status at any point between June 5, 1989, and April
11, 1990, should they seek change of status or adjust-
ment of status before January 1, 1994. Consequently,
a PRC national who is on DED now and who was in
status between June 5, 1989, and April 11, 1990, may
request change of status from his or her prior nonim-
migrant status to another prospective nonimmigrant
status. Going back to a J-1 or H-1 does not constitute
a change of status. Thus, F-1 or 1-1 students must
request reinstatement to get back to their original
nonimmigrant status. [Larry J. Weinig, INS deputy
assistant commissioner for adjudications, 4 January
19911 (See also Section 4.10 and Appendix 13.)
Application for change of nonimmigrant status is

made on Form 1-539, Application to Extend
Status/Change Nonimmigrant Status. The form must be
accompanied by a properly executed Form 1-20A-B from
the admitting institution with item 11 completed and
signed by the applicant; the applicant's Form 1-94; evi-
dence of financial support; and the required fee (see
Appendix 1).

INS officers are instructed to adjudicate all applica-
tions for change to F-1 status with reference to the con-
siderations prescribed for consular officers determining
eligibility for F-1 visas. In particular, when an applicant
intends to study for less than 1 year, evidence of the
immediate availability of funds or assurances of support
necessary to pay all tuition and living costs for the entire
period of study may be required. Documentation of
funding for a longer period of intended study is also
required. All evidenceincluding affidavits of support,
if the student is dependent on others, and the DSO's fig-
ures in the Form 1-20A-B items related to tuition and
fees, estimated living expenses, and sources of the stu-
dent's incomeis to be "examined critically" in reach-
ing a determination of the applicant's financial ability to
pursue the intended course of study. 10I 8 CFR 248.7(b)
and (c)1

Three instances of change of nonimmigrant status to
that of F-1 student warrant special attention: change
from B-2 to F-1, change from F-2 to F-1, and change from
M-1 to F-1 if the student has been erroneously classified
M-1.
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4.12.1.1 Change from B-2 to F-1 status
A nonimmigrant B-2 visitor for pleasure may wish to

change to F-1 student status in various sets of circum-

1111
stances:

1. The student has a B-2 visa bearing the notation
"prospective student" (see Section 11.2.2.3). Consular
officers are authorized to write "prospective student" on
a B-2 visa issued to a person who has been admitted to a
particular school and has a Form I-20A-B from that
school, but intends to enter the United States more than
90 days before school opens; intends to become a stu-
dent but has not yet chosen a school in the United States
and wishes to visit more than one school before making
a selection; needs to be in the United States to take an
examination or have an interview that is required for
admission to a school; or has credible evidence of
admission to a U.S. school but does not have a Form I-
20A-B. [01 8 CFR 248.7(d)] A person with a B-2 visa
marked "prospective student" should routinely be able
to obtain a change to F-1 status.

2. Conditions in the preceding paragraph may apply,
but the consular officer has neglected to write "prospec-
tive student" on the B-2 visa.

3. The student entered the United States in B-2 status
and, after arriving in the country, decided to attend
school, applied to a school, and was admitted and
obtained a Form I-20A-B.

4. While outside the United States the student
believed he or she would encounter difficulty in secur-
ing an F-1 visa from a consular officer, obtained a B-2
visa, and entered the country intending to apply to
change to F-1 status here.

Individuals in the first three categories should be able
to change to F-1 status, although those in categories 2
and 3 may have difficulty convincing INS of their good
faith and should be instructed to provide whatever
information or evidence is available to support their
contention that they are entitled to change to F-1 status.

Individuals in the fourth category will be denied a
change of status because they will have misrepresented
their purpose in seeking admission to the United States
by failing to reveal their intention to study when apply-
ing for a visa and when entering the country. Courts
have held that a rapid sequence of events following
entry to the United States may demonstrate an individ-
ual's preconceived intent to be a student and that the
individual did not, in fact, enter the country as a visitor.
[Bitar v. United States, 582 F. Supp. 417 (D Colo. 1983),
citing Sanghavi v. United States, 614 F. 2d 511 (5th Cir.
1980)] Consequently, individuals who enter the United
States in B-2 status either having already applied to
schools or carrying school records with them and apply-
ing shortly after entry will be denied a change to F-1 sta-
tus. DSOs should so advise such individuals. Most of
these individuals will want to consider temporarily
leaving the United States, obtaining an F-1 visa at a con-
sular office, and reentering the country in F-1 status.

Others, who anticipate difficulty in reentering the
United States or wish reassurance that they face no
unforeseen difficulties, will want to discuss their cir-
cumstances with an attorney experienced in immigra-
tion law. Such individuals may remain in the United
States pending the outcome of a timely application for
change of nonimmigrant status and may be able to plan
their departure and reentry while the application is
pending; individuals who remain in the United States
pending adjudication of their applications for change to
F-1, however, may be required to leave the United States
on short notice, interrupting their program of study at
an inconvenient or academically disadvantageous time
(see also Voluntary Departure in Section 2.8).

The foreign student adviser should inform a prospec-
tive applicant for a change of status from B-2 to F-1 that
the application may very likely be denied if the B-2 visa
is not marked "prospective student."

4.12.1.2 Change from F-2 to F-1 status
A change of status from F-2 to F-1 requires applica-

tion on Form 1-539 with fee. Applications must be filed
with the original Form 1-94 Arrival/Departure Record, a
properly executed Form I-20A-B, evidence of financial
capability, and information about passport validity.
Applications should be filed with the local INS office in
the applicant's area of residence.

Although regulations at 8 CFR 248.3(c)(5) state that
neither an application nor the payment of a fee is
required for changing from F-2 to F-1 status, the revised
version of Form 1-539 (rev. 2 December 1991) changes
the application procedure. [INS cable, 27 May 1992]

4.12.1.3 Change from M-1 to F-1 status
If a student has been incorrectly classified in M-1 sta-

tus, the student may have the classification changed by
submitting the following to the INS office having juris-
diction over the school the student was authorized to
attend: Form I-20A-B, Form 1-94, and a letter from a
DSO of the school the student was authorized to attend
explaining the reason(s) the student's classification
should be changed to F-1. No fee is charged. [01 8 CFR
248.7(e)]

4.12.1.4 Attendance pending adjudication of change to
F-1 status

An applicant for change of nonimmigrant status to F-
1 may start attending school even before the application
has been submitted. [8 CFR 248.1(c)] No form of
employment is permitted, however, until the student
receives notice of a favorable adjudication changing his
or her status to F-1 (see Sections 4.9.2 and 4.9.3).

4.12.2 Change from F-1 student status
An F-1 student may apply for a change to any other

nonimmigrant status for which he or she is eligible by
completing either Form 1-539, Application to Extend Sta-
tus/Change Nonimmigrant Status or Form 1-129, Peti-
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tion for Nonimmigrant Worker, as appropriate, and
submitting it to INS with the supporting documentation
described in the instruction sheet attached to that form.

A change of status from F-1 to F-2 requires applica-
tion on Form 1-539 with fee. Applications must be filed
with the original Form 1-94 Arrival/Departure Record,
the forms I-20ID of the principal alien and the applicant,
proof of family relationship to the F-1 principal, evi-
dence of financial capability, and information about
passport validity. Applications should be filed with the
local INS office in the applicant's area of residence.

Although regulations at 8 CFR 248.3(c)(5) state that
neither an application nor the payment of a fee is
required for changing from F-1 to F-2 status, the revised
version of Form 1-539 (rev. 2 December 1991) changes
the application procedure. [INS cable, 27 May 1992]

INS will deny an application for change from F to J
(exchange visitor) status if it appears that the change is
desired primarily to enable the applicant's dependents
to apply for permission to accept employment (see Sec-
tion 4.14.4 and 9.14.4). An exception may be made, at the
discretion of the INS director, if the change in status will
make the applicant subject to the 2-year foreign-resi-
dence requirement of Section 212(e) of the Act (see Sec-
tion 9.10). [018 CFR 248.5]

4.1 3 DEPARTURE OR TERMINATION OF STATUS

4.13.1 Fetponsibility of designated school official
A DSO is required to make available to INS upon

request certain information pertaining to a student's
enrollment or nonenrollment at the school. Form 1-721
(Student Status Form), which required DSOs to report
on the status of an INS- generated list of students pur-
ported to be under their school's F-1 visa sponsorship,
apparently has been discontinued. Future INS data-col-
lection efforts are likely to take the form of a DSO being
required to submit at specified intervals a school-gener-
ated report on the status of each F-1 student authorized
to attend or attending the school. (These requirements
are discussed in Sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3.) There is no
obligation, however, to inform INS at any other time of
a student's failure to maintain status or of termination of
the student's program of study.
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4.13.2 Sailing Permit (Certificate of Compliance)
An F-1 student or F-2 dependents may be required to

obtain a "sailing permit," known formally as a Certifi-
cate of Compliance with Income Tax Laws by Departing
Aliens, from the Internal Revenue Service prior to leav-
ing the United States for destinations other than Canada
or Mexico. This certificate, which demonstrates that the
F-1 student has met all federal income-tax obligations, is
issued on Internal Revenue Service Form 1040C or 2063.
No sailing permit is needed if the student or dependent,
while in F-1 or F-2 status, respectively, "received no
gross income from sources inside the United States ...

other than (1) Allowances to cover expenses incident to
study in the United States (including expenses for
travel, maintenance, and tuition), (2) The value of any
services or accommodations furnished incident to such
study, or (3) Income derived in accordance with the
employment authorizations [at] 8 CFR 274a.12 (see Sec-
tion 4.9.5) that apply to the alien's visa." [26 CFR 1.6851-
2T(2)(ii), Federal Register, 28 January 1991, p. 3034] As
most F-1 students or F-2 dependents in lawful status are
likely to qualify for exemption, the sailing permit will be
of concern to few. For further information, consult Inter-
nal Revenue Service publications 515, "Withholding on
Nonresident Aliens and Foreign Corporations," and 519,
"U.S. Tax Guide for Aliens" (see Appendix 8 and
Appendix 12).

4.13.3 Surrender of documents
An F-1 student departing from the United States

(other than for visits of 30 days or less to Canada, Mex-
ico, or adjacent islands other than Cuba) must surrender
the Form 1-94 to a representative of the carrier providing
transportation out of the country at the time of board-
ing, a Canadian immigration officer at the United
StatesCanada border, or a U.S. immigration officer at
the United StatesMexico border. An F-1 student should
not surrender the Form 1-20 ID upon departure; it facili-
tates any later reentry to the United States.

4.14 SPOUSE/DEPENDENT (F-2) STATUS

4.14.1 Eligibility
The spouse and unmarried minor children of an F-1

student may accompany the student to the United States
or follow to join the student at a later date. The depen-
dent family members will be accorded F-2 status pro-
vided they establish to the satisfaction of the consular
officer and the immigration officer at the port of entry
that they have sufficient funds to cover their expenses or
that other arrangements have been made to provide for
their expenses; "that they intend to leave the United
States upon the termination of the status of the principal
alien"; and, if the dependents are following to join the
student, that "the F-1 student is, or will be within 60
days, enrolled in a full course of study or if the student
is engaged in approved practical training following
completion of studies." [22 CFR 41.61(b)(3) and 8 CFR
214.2(0(3)]

4.14.2 Issuance of Form I-20A-B for F-2 dependents
If the dependent spouse and unmarried minor chil-

dren will accompany the student to the United States,
the Form I-20A-B that the student submits to the con-
sular officer abroad with his or her application for an F-
1 visa (see Section 4.3 and 4.4) may be used to request F-
2 visas and entry in F-2 status for the spouse and
unmarried minor children. If the dependents follow
later to join the student, they will need to submit to the
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U.S. consular officer either a properly endorsed p. 4
(Form 1-20 ID) of the student's current Form I-20A-B, if
there has been no substantive change in items 4, 5, 7, or
8 on pp. 1 and 3 of the Form I-20A-B, or a new Form I-
20A-B in the event of substantive changes. If the Form I-
20 ID is the appropriate document, it is stated in the
preface to the October 1991 regulations that "a repro-
duced copy of the F-1 student's original [Form] 1-20 ID
is acceptable if the copy bears an original endorsement
for reentry by the DSO." [Supplementary Information to
8 CFR 214, Federal Register, 29 October 1991, p. 55612] As
this guidance does not appear in the regulations them-
selves, it is presumed INS will communicate it directly
to its officers and the Department of State. It may also be
presumed that a photocopy would include both sides of
the Form 1-20 ID (pp. 3-4 of the Form I-20A-B). If a new
Form I-20A-B is issued for the purpose of enabling
dependents to obtain F-2 visas and join the student, box
"d" in item 3 is checked. The names of the spouse and
children are to be entered in the designated space on p. 4.

It is particularly important for the student to be
aware of the additional expense of having the family in
this country. The DSO should review expenses with the
student and seek documentation of the student's ability
to provide for the entire family before endorsing p. 4 of
Form I-20A-B or issuing a new form.

4.14.3 Obtaining a visa and entering the United States

4.14.3.1 Aliens subject to passport and visa require-
ments

An F-1 student's spouse and unmarried minor chil-
dren who are required to have a valid passport (or
travel document) and visa for entry to the United States
(see Sections 2.2.4 and 2.3.3) must apply for the F-2 visa
at a U.S. consulate or embassy. The applicant must pre-
sent the consular officer with a properly endorsed p. 4
(Form 1-20 ID) of the student's current Form I-20A-B or
with a new Form I-20A-B, as described in Section 4.14.2,
and such other documents as may be required to
demonstrate eligibility for F-2 status (see Sections 4.14.1
and 2.3).

If the visa application is approved, p. 4 (Form 1-20 ID)
of the student's Form I-20A-B or the new Form I-20A-B,
whichever was presented, is returned to the applicant
for use in applying for admission to the United States.
When the family members arrive at the port of entry,
they present their passports (or travel documents) and a
properly endorsed p. 4 (Form 1-20 ID) of the student's
Form I -20A -B or the new Form I-20A-B to the immigra-
tion inspector. Upon admitting the alien to the United
States, the inspector issues the alien a Form 1-94, show-
ing the date and place of entry, classification, and autho-
rization to stay in the United States for duration of sta-
tus. This means the F-2 dependents may remain as long
as the F-1 student maintains status. F-2 dependents do
not receive their own individual Form 1-20 ID, as F-1
students do.

4.14.3.2 Aliens not subject to passport and visa require-
ments

The F-1 student's spouse and unmarried minor chil-
dren who are not subject to passport and visa require-
ments (see Sections 2.2.4 and 2.3.2) and who wish to
enter the United States in F-2 status may apply directly
to an immigration inspector at a port of entry. The pro-
cedure is otherwise the same as that followed by aliens
required to meet passport and visa requirements.

4.14.4 Employment
Individuals holding F-2 status may not accept

employment or engage in business under any circum-
stances. Employment, in this context, is defined as the
rendering of services, part or full time, for financial or
other compensation, including self-employment.

An important exception allowing employment has
been made for certain persons from the People's Repub-
lic of China. If a dependent of a PRC student was in the
United States on or before 11 April 1990, except for a
brief, casual, and innocent departure, he or she may
apply to INS for work authorization. [Executive Order
12711, 11 April 1990] Application should be made on
Form 1-765 without fee, with the F-2 dependent's Form
1-94 attached. The applicant should claim eligibility by
checking box "(a)(11)" of Group A on p. 3 of the Form I-
765. [INS cable, 4 December 1989] It is not necessary to
prove economic necessity. Employment authorization
will be granted for the period ending 1 January 1994.
[INS cable, 7 May 1990] The application results in
issuance of an EAD, Form I-688B. [8 CFR 274a.12(a)(11),
Federal Register, 23 August 1991, pp. 41786-87] As EAD
application and issuance procedures vary by immigra-
tion district, the F-2 dependent is advised to inquire
about local INS practices (see also Appendix 13).

4.14.5 Extension of stay
Dependents in F-2 status are permitted to stay in the

United States only to the extent that the F-1 student has
received an extension of stay. The F-2 dependents main-
tain their status through the timely compliance of the F-
1 principal with requirements for transfer of schools,
continuation in the United States either to begin a new
program or complete an ongoing program, or for practi-
cal training following completion of studies. Those pro-
cedures that require an F-1 student to submit Form 1-538
also collect information about the F-2 dependents'
names, dates and places of birth, and passport expira-
tion dates. F-2 dependents are required to keep their
passports valid at least 6 months into the future.

Infrequently, F-2 dependents, traveling either alone
or in the company of the F-1 student, may apply for
entry to the United States but be unable to satisfy the
immigration officer of their eligibility for duration of
status. The inspector at the port of entry may issue a
Form 1-515 (see Section 4.4.3) or defer the inspection of
the dependents (see Section 13.2.3). The INS endorse-
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ment of the Forms 1-94 of such dependents will specify
an expiration date, usually 15 or 30 days from the date
of inspection. On these occasions, the F-2 dependents
should comply in a timely manner with the require-
ments detailed at Sections 4.4.3 and 13.2.3. As the status
of F-2 dependents derives from that of the F-1 student,
the F-1 student's documents will also be required. Suc-
cessful compliance with these procedures results in the
period of stay for the dependents being extended for
duration of status.

4.14.6 Visits abroad and reentry
An F-2 dependent leaving the United States tem-

porarily must be certain to have the documents neces-
sary to enter the country visited and to reenter the
United States (see Section 4.11). As in the case of the F:1
principal, the F-2 dependent needs a valid passport (or
travel document) and visa (unless exempt from passport
and visa requirementssee Sections 2.2.4 and 2.3.2),
and either a properly endorsed p. 4 of the student's cur-
rent Form I-20A-B or a new Form I-20A-B, as described
in Section 4.14.2. F-2 dependents are eligible for auto-
matic extension of validity of visas on the same basis as
F-1 students (see Section 4.11.2.2.3).

A special situation arises when the principal F-1 stu-
dent travels outside the United States, leaving the F-2
dependent in this country. Since a dependent's stay in
this country is valid only while the F-1 student main-
tains status here, it is not permissible for the dependent
to remain in the United States while the F-1 student is
absent from the country. However, when the F-1 stu-
dent is absent from the country temporarily and for a
short period of time, INS does not view the stay in the
United States of F-2 dependent family members as being
impermissible.
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4.14.7 Change of status (nonimmigrant classification)

4.14.7.1 Change to F-2 status
A nonimmigrant alien may apply for a change to F-2

status if the spouse changes from another nonimmigrant
classification to F-1, or if the alien becomes the spouse of
an F-1 student. (For exceptions, see Section 4.12.1.) For
both situations, the applicant must provide documenta-
tion proving financial support during the period of con-
templated stay in the United States. In those instances
when the dependent's spouse is changing to F-1 status,
application for the change to F-2 status is included in the
principal's application on Form 1-539 with fee, and the
dependent's Form 1-94 is submitted along with that of
the principal alien. In the case of marriage to an F-1 stu-
dent, the nonimmigrant spouse (and children, if applica-
ble) may apply for a change to F-2 status by submitting
to INS the applicant's (or applicants') Form(s) 1-94, the
student's Form 1-20 ID, proof of family relationship to
the F-1 principal, financial documentation, a completed
Form 1-539, Application to Extend Status/Change Non-

immigrant Status, and the required fee (see Appendix
1).

A change of status from F-1 to F-2 also requires appli-
cation on Form 1-539 with fee. Applications must he
filed with the original Form 1-94 Arrival /Departure
Record, the forms I-201D of the principal alien and the
applicant, proof of family relationship to the F-1 princi-
pal, evidence of financial capability, and information
about passport validity. Applications should be filed
with the local INS office in the applicant's area of resi-
dence.

Although regulations at 8 CFR 248.3(c)(5) state that
neither an application nor the payment of a fee is
required for changing from F-1 to F-2 status, the revised
version of Form 1-539 (rev. 2 December 1991) changes
the application procedure. [INS cable, 27 May 19921

4.14.7.2 Change from F-2 status
A nonimmigrant in F-2 status is eligible for a change

to another nonimmigrant classification if able to meet all
the requirements for the desired classification. The
applicant must complete either Form 1-539, Application
to Extend Status/Change Nonimmigrant Status or Form
1-129, Petition for Nonimmigrant Worker, as appropri-
ate, and submit it to INS with the supporting documen-
tation discussed in the instruction sheet attached to that
form.

4.14.8 Departure or termination of status
A nonimmigrant holding F-2 status must terminate

that status and depart from the United States "upon the
termination of the status of the principal F-1 alien." 122
CFR 41 .61 (b)(3)1
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Forms and Documents Discussed in This Section

I-20M-N Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant (M-1) Student Statusfor Vocational Students
1-94 Arrival/Departure Record
1-20 ID Copy
1-515 Notice to Student or Exchange Visitor
1-538 Application by Nonimmigrant Student for Permission to Accept Employment
1-539 Application to Extend Status/Change Nonimmigrant Status
1-102 Application by Nonimmigrant Alien for Replacement of Arrival Document
M-242 Student and School Regulations

5.1 DEFINITION OF M STATUS

An M-1 visa and M-1 student status may be granted
to an alien who seeks entry to the United States "for the
purpose of pursuing a full course of study at an estab-
lished vocational or other recognized nonacademic insti-
tution" authorized to enroll M-1 students. When apply-
ing for an M-1 visa, the individual must prove to a U.S.
consular officer that he or she wishes to enter the United
States temporarily and solely for the purpose of voca-
tional study and that the alien has "a residence in a for-
eign country which he [or she] has no intention of aban-
doning." [Act 101(a)(15)(M)(i)1 M-2 status is intended
for spouses and dependents of M-1 students.

5.2 SCHOOL APPROVAL AND RESPONSIBILITIES

5.2.1 School approval
Before a school may enroll nonimmigrant M-1 stu-

dents, it must secure approval from INS. A petition for
approval is filed on Form 1-17 cPetition for Approval of
School for Attendance by Nonimmigrant Students) and
Form I-17A (Designated School Officials). The petition is
filed with the district director or officer-in-charge of the
INS office having jurisdiction over the place in which
the school or school system is located. The following
schools are considered to be vocational or nonacademic
institutions and may be approved for attendance by M-1
nonimmigrant students: (1) a community college or
junior college that provides vocational or technical train-
ing and awards recognized associate degrees, (2) a voca-
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tional high school, and (3) a school that provides voca-
tional or nonacademic training other than language
training. [8 CFR 214.3(a)(2)(ii)] A school with appropri-
ate programs may be approved to enroll both F-1 and
M-1 students (see Section 3.2.1.1.3).

INS approval of a school for attendance by M-1 stu-
dents is "valid only as long as the school continues to
operate in the manner represented in the petition." [8
CFR 214.3(e)(2)]

5.2.2 School responsibilities
A school enrolling M-1 students must agree to com-

ply with the record-keeping and reporting requirements
presented in 8 CFR 214.3(g)(1) and (2). These require-
ments are discussed in Section 3.5. Failure to fulfill these
responsibilities can result in withdrawal of school
approval (see Section 3.6.1). [8 CFR 214.4]

5.3 ISSUANCE OF FORM I-20M-N TO
M-1 STUDENTS

Federal regulations provide that an approved school
may issue a Form I-20M-N to a foreign applicant
accepted for enrollment in a full course of study only
after the following conditions are met:

1. The prospective student has made a written
application to the school.

2. The written application, the student's transcripts
or other records of courses taken, proof of financial
responsibility for the student, and other supporting
documents have been received, reviewed, and evalu-
ated at the school's location in the United States.

3. The appropriate school authority has deter-
mined that the prospective student's qualifications
meet all standards for admission.

4. The official responsible for admission at the
school has accepted the prospective student for
enrollment in a full course of study (see Section 3.4.1).
[8 CFR 214.3(k)]
The Form I-20M-N must be issued in the United

States and signed by a designated school official (DSO).
[8 CFR 214.3(k)] It may be issued only to "aliens who are
... M-1 students or who are seeking ... M-1 status."

Currently, two versions of the Form I-20M-N are in
use. The older form consists of 8 pages and was issued 1
May 1983. A more streamlined version was issued on 3
May 1990 and consists of 4 pages. Since both forms are
in circulation and accepted by INS, instructions on the
proper use of both forms appears throughout this sec-
tion. Until INS retires the older form, both are accept-
able, although designated school officials (DSOs) will
likely appreciate the relative simplicity of the May 1990
version.

For purposes of clarity, the complete Form I-20M-
N/I-20 ID, which contains both a school and a student
copy will be referred to throughout this section as the I-
20M-N. The 1-20 ID (Student) Copy will be referred to as
the 1-20 ID.

5.3.1 Students properly issued Form 1-20M-N
When a school is approved to enroll both F-1 and M-

1 students, the decision to document a foreign student
as an M-1 student using Form 1-20M-N should be made
only after determining that the applicant intends to pur-
sue a single, terminal vocational or technical program. A
student whose "primary intent is to pursue vocational
or technical training" must be documented as an M-1
student. [8 CFR 214.3(a)(2)(iii)] Students admitted to
programs that can be considered prebaccalaureate or
preprofessional should be documented as F-1 students
with Forms I-20A-B, if the school's approval permits.
When a school is approved to enroll both F-1 and M-1
students, the school's DSOs are responsible for deter-
mining whether individual applicants should be docu-
mented as F-1 or M-1 students. Schools may wish to
design their admission applications so that applicants
must specify if their primary intent for coming to the
United States is to pursue "vocational or technical train-
ing" or to pursue "studies in liberal arts, fine arts, lan-
guage, religion, or the professions"; the applicant's
intent must be considered in determining whether F or
M documentation is appropriate. [8 CFR 214.3(a)(2)(iii)J
Upon admission to the United States, a student issued a
Form I-20M-N must engage primarily in vocational or
technical training, while a student issued a Form I-20A-
B must engage primarily in studies in the liberal arts,
fine arts, language, or religion, or in studies leading to
the professions.

A student whose primary intent is to pursue voca-
tional or technical training and who seeks admission for
language training at the same school "solely for the pur-
pose of being able to understand the vocational or tech-
nical course of study" must be documented on Form I-
20M-N. [8 CFR 214.3(a)(2)(iv)]

5.3.2 Educational background
In considering a foreign applicant, the school should

satisfy itself that the applicant has successfully com-
pleted a course of study equivalent to that normally
required of a U.S.-educated applicant seeking admission
to the school for the same vocational or technical pro-
gram.

5.3.3 Language proficiency
The applicant should be adequately proficient in Eng-

lish to pursue the course of studies, or arrangements
must be made to provide the prospective student with
instruction in English.

Institutions may require the foreign applicant to take
a standardized English proficiency test as a condition of
admission. Such tests are administered at various cen-
ters in the United States and abroad. Proficiency in Eng-
lish need not be required if the institution in which the
student will enroll conducts its courses in a language in
which the alien is proficient or will enroll the applicant
for a full course of study in English. [22 CFR
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41.61(b)(iii)] If facilities exist at the school to provide
full-time instruction in English, evidence of language
proficiency can reasonably be obtained through testing
upon arrival at the school to determine whether the stu-
dent should be placed in English or in vocational or
technical programs.

5.3.4 Financial verification
The school is required to obtain verification that the

applicant has adequate funds to provide for expenses at
the school without resorting to unauthorized employ-
ment. [8 CFR 214.3(k)(2) and 214.4(a)(1)(ix)I (M-1 stu-
dents are not allowed to accept employment, except for
practical training after completion of their course of
studysee Section 5.7.2.) Funds may come from schol-
arships, fellowships, sponsoring agencies, the student's
family, or any dependable source. The school should be
satisfied that funds are guaranteed at least for the stu-
dent's first year of study at the school and that, barring
unforeseen circumstances, funding will be available
from the same or equally dependable sources for subse-
quent years.

If the student is depending on funds from a source
outside the United States, the school in which the foi-
eign applicant plans to enroll is well advised to deter-
mine whether restrictions exist on the transfer of funds
from the country in which they are held. In the event of
such restrictions, the student should present evidence
that they will not prevent the funds from being trans-
ferred, or the student may be required to make an
advance deposit of part or all of a year's expenses. The
Higher Education Reauthorization Act of 1986 (PL 99-
498) permits such advance deposit requirements.

5.3.5 Full course of study
In issuing Form I-20M-N to a foreign applicant, the

DSO certifies that the applicant is admitted to the insti-
tution for the purpose of enrolling in a full course of
study that will lead to the attainment of a specific educa-
tional or vocational objective. A school may not issue a
Form I-20M-N to anyone who is not expected to be
engaged in a full course of study as defined in Section
5.6.2. [8 CFR 214.3(k)(4) and 214.4(a)(1)(x)1

5.4 OBTAINING A VISA AND ENTERING THE
UNITED STATES

To enable an applicant to obtain an M-1 visa and/or
enter the United States for the purpose of undertaking a
full course of study as a vocational student, the DSO
issues the student a properly executed Form I-20M-N. It
is essential to keep in the school's records a copy of each
Form I-20M-N issued.

The applicant must complete pages 2 and 7 of the
Form I-20M-N (1 May 1983) or pages 1 and 3, item 11,
Form I-20M-N /1-20 ID (rev. 3 May 1990). These pages
state a number of conditions a student accepts when

granted M-1 status. The DSO, as well as the applicant,
should be thoroughly familiar with these conditions.
The applicant should retain pages 3, 4, and 7 of the
Form I-20M-N (1 May 1983) or pages 3 and 4 of Form I-
20M-N /1-20 ID (rev. 3 May 1990) after entry into the
United States.

Although an applicant may meet all the institution's
admission requirements and seem eligible for an M-1
visa, it is the U.S. consular officer who decides whether
the applicant will be granted a visa (see Section 2.3.4
and Section 4.4).

5.4.1 Aliens subject to passport and visa requirements
An alien who is required to have a valid passport and

visa for entry to the United States (see Sections 2.2.4 and
2.3.2) applies for an M-1 visa at a U.S. consulate or
embassy. In Taiwan, application is made at the Ameri-
can Institute in Taiwan. The applicant presents a valid
passport and Form I-20M-N, with the required pages of
the form completed (see Section 5.4). The consular offi-
cer may request other documents, such as proof of Eng-
lish-language proficiency and verification of financial
support (see Section 2.3.3) to establish that the applicant
meets all the requirements for M-1 status.

Schools are expected to make all possible efforts to
ensure that the Forms I-20M-N they issue reach their
intended recipients in time for the latter to acquire M-1
visas in the normal way. The Foreign Affairs Manual
(FAM) does not permit a consular officer to issue B-2
prospective student visas for intending M-1 students
under any circumstances. Thus, an intending M-1 non-
immigrant would not be eligible for a prospective stu-
dent visa (see Section 5.12.1).

If the visa application is approved, a visa stamp is
placed in the applicant's passport, noting the period of
the visa's validity and the number of entries allowed
(see Section 2.3.1). The Form I-20M-N is then returned to
the applicant for use in applying for admission to the
United States.

When the applicant arrives at the port of entry, he or
she presents the passport (which must be valid for at
least 6 months beyond the contemplated period of stay,
unless the applicant is from a country with which the
United States has entered into a passport agreement
see Section 2.2.4), visa, evidence of financial support,
and the Form I-20M-N to the immigration official. If the
person has previously been in the United States in F-1 or
M-1 status and has been issued a Form 1-20 ID, he or she
presents that as well. Before admitting the applicant to
the United States, the immigration official must be satis-
fied that the applicant is destined to and intends to
attend the school specified in the visa. [8 CFR
214.2(m)(1)(i)(13)1

Upon admitting the student to the United States, the
immigration officer issues the student a Form 1-94
(Arrival/Departure Record), showing the date and place
of entry, the alien's status as an M-1 student, the expira-
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tion date of that status, and an 11-digit admission num-
ber. The admitting immigration official also gives the
student page 3 of the Form I-20M-N (1 May 1983), after
marking it "I-20 ID (Student) Copy." Alternately, the
official gives the student pages 3-4 of the Form I-20M-N
(3 May 1990), which is already marked "I-20M-N (Stu-
dent) Copy" (referred to herein as the 1-20 ID; the yel-
low 1-20 ID Copy is no longer used for M-1 students as
of 1 August 1988). The admission number serves as the
student's identification number in the INS's data base.
By means of this data base, INS intends to keep track
not just of the arrivals and departures of M-1 students,
but of their fields of study, degree objectives, transfers
of schools, and several other matters. M-1 students will
submit their Forms 1-20 ID with applications for many
benefits, and the Form 1-20 ID will become the record of
INS decisions affecting their status in the United States.

The admission number is intended to be an alien's
lifelong identifying number for study in F-1 or M-1 sta-
tus. Students in M-1 status are required to keep the
Form 1-20 ID in their possession at all times and not to
surrender it upon leaving the United States. 18 CFR
214.2(m)(2)1 An exception to this is presumably permit-
ted when the Form 1-20 ID must be sent to INS in con-
junction with an application.

The Form 1-94 (Arrival/Departure Record), by con-
trast, is to be surrendered upon departure, except in the
case of visits of 30 days or less to Canada, Mexico, or
adjacent islands other than Cuba. When an M-1 student
who has surrendered Form 1-94 upon departure subse-
quently reenters the United States, the student is issued
a new Form 1-94, but not a new Form 1-20 ID. The
preprinted admission number on the new Form 1-94 is
stricken and replaced with the student's Form 1-20 ID
admission number. INS hopes that anyone who receives
a Form 1-20 ID will retain it as long as there is any possi-
bility that he or she will seek to enter the United States
in F-1 or M-1 status. An alien seeking admission to the
United States in F-1 or M-1 status who has previously
been in the United States as an F-1 or M-1 student but
does not know his or her admission number may experi-
ence delays at the port of entry while INS searches its
records for the number.

M-1 students are admitted to the United States until a
specified date (see Section 5.5.1). The initial period of
authorized stay will be noted on Form 1-20 ID and Form
1-94, and will never exceed 1 year. The Form 1-94 in
many cases will also indicate an additional 30 days
within which the M-1 student is to depart the United
States. [8 CFR 214.2(5)1 The initial period of stay may be
extended to allow completion of the original course of
study (see Section 5.8). An M-1 student's permission to
remain in the United States is not valid beyond the date
shown on the student's Form 1-20 ID and Form 1-94,
even though the Form 1-20M-N may carry an expected
date of completion of the program that is beyond that
date.

Additional information about the use of Form 1-20 ID
appears throughout this section.

5.4.2 Aliens not subject to passport and visa require-
ments

Passport and visa requirements for entry to the
United States dc' not pertain to certain aliens. The most
important exceptions to the passport and visa require-
ments are Canadian citizens or landed immigrants of
Canada having a common nationality with Canadians
who are entering the United States from the Western
Hemisphere, and citizens of the Republic of the Mar-
shall Islands and the Federated States of Micronesia
who have proceeded in direct and continuous transit
from their country to the United States (see Section
2.2.4). [8 CFR 212.1] An alien in one of these categories
applies directly to an immigration inspector at a port of
entry for admission as an M-1 student. The procedure is
otherwise the same as that followed by aliens subject to
passport and visa requirements.

5.4.3 Temporary admission with Form 1-515
If a prospective M-1 student appears at a port of

entry and does not have a properly completed Form I-
20M-N but otherwise appears eligible for admission as
an M-1 student, the INS inspector can admit the student
for a period of 30 days and give him or her a Form 1-515
(Notice to Student or Exchange Visitor). That form
instructs the alien to obtain a properly completed Form
I-20M-N from the school the student is attending and
send it, along with the Form 1-20 ID (if the student has
one), and the Form 1-94, to the INS office with jurisdic-
tion over the school. The district office may then grant
the alien permission to stay for an appropriate period
up to 1 year, noting the extension on the student's Form
1-20 ID. [OI 8 CFR 214.2(m)(5)]

If the immigration inspector at the port of entry is
unable to ascertain an applicant's eligibility for admis-
sion as an M-1 student, the inspector may parole the
alien into the United States for "deferred inspection."
When that happens, the alien is required to appear in
person at the district INS office having jurisdiction over
the school the student plans to attend (see Section
13.2.3).

5.5 AUTHORIZED STAY FOR M-1 STUDENT

An M-1 student will be admitted to the United States
for a period not to exceed 1 year and may be granted
extensions of stay in increments not exceeding 1 year. [8
CFR 214.2(m)(5) and 214.2(m)(10)1

5.5.1 Genera! rule
An M-1 student is authorized to remain in the United

States for the period of time necessary to complete the
course of study indicated on Form I-20M-N plus 30 days
within which to depart from the United States or to
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apply for change of status, or for 1 year, whichever is
less. [8 CFR 214.2(m)(5)] M-1 students are not eligible
for "duration of status" (see Section 4.4.1.3 for discus-
sion of duration of status for F-1 students).

5.5.2 Single educational objective
"An M-1 student may not change educational objec-

tive." [8 CFR 214.2(m)(12)] M-1 students, unlike F-1 stu-
dents, cannot change fields of study (also see Section
5.12.2.1 regarding prohibition against changing to F-1
status).

5.6 MAINTENANCE OF STATUS

5.6.1 General requirements
An alien admitted to the United States in M-1 status

must meet certain obligations in order to maintain that
status. The student must continue to carry a full course
of study (see Section 5.6.2) at the school the student is
authorized to attend. The student must not accept
employment (see Section 5.7) and must keep his or her
passport valid (see Section 2.2.4). The student must
apply for an extension of stay if he or she wishes to
remain in the United States beyond the period of time
for which he or she was admitted. An M-1 student who
wishes to transfer to another school must apply to INS
for approval prior to making the transfer (see Section
5.9). An M-1 student who fails to maintain status may be
deported from the United States.
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5.6.2 Full course of study
A full course of study for an M-1 student must lead

to attainment of a specific educational or vocational
objective. A full course of study for an M-1 student is
defined by the regulations as follows:

(i) Study at a community college or junior college,
certified by a school official to consist of at least 12
semester or quarter hours of instruction per academic
term in those institutions using standard semester,
trimester, or quarter-hour systems, where all stu-
dents enrolled for a minimum of 12 semester or quar-
ter hours are charged full-time tuition or considered
full time for other administrative purposes, or its
equivalent (as determined by the district director)
except when the student needs a lesser course load to
complete the course of study during the current term;

(ii) Study at a postsecondary vocational or busi-
ness school, other than in a language training pro-
gram except as provided in 8 CFR 214.3(a)(2)(iv),
which confers upon its graduates recognized associ-
ate or other degrees or has established that its credits
have been and are accepted unconditionally by at
least three institutions of higher learning within cate-
gory (1) and (2) of 8 CFR 214.3(c), and which has been
certified by a designated school official to consist of
at least 12 hours of instruction a week, or its equiva-
lent as determined by the district director;

(iii) Study in a vocational or other nonacademic
curriculum, other than in a language training pro-
gram except as provided in 8 CFR 214.3(a)(2)(iv), cer-
tified by a designated school official to consist of at
least 18 clock hours of attendance a week if the domi-
nant part of the course of study consists of shop or
laboratory work; or

(iv) Study in a vocational or other nonacademic
high school curriculum, certified by a DSO to consist
of class attendance for not less than the minimum
number of hours a week prescribed by the school for
normal progress towards graduation. [8 CFR
214.2(m)(9)1

5.6.3 Vacation period
An M-1 student attending an approved institution is

allowed to take the summer as a vacation period and
remain in status only if (1) the student has completed an
academic year of studies prior to the summer vacation,
(2) the student intends and is eligible to enroll at the
same school during the term or semester immediately
after the vacation, and (3) the summer vacation period
at the school the M-1 student is enrolled in is normally
observed as a vacation. [OI 8 CFR 214.2(m)(2)1

Although not explicitly stated in the regulations or
the °Is, it is presumed that M-1 students may not use
other semesters or terms as vacation if they wish to
remain in the United States in M-1 classification during
that vacation.

5.6.4 Special students
Although this paragraph is based on a previous ver-

sion of the Operations Instructions, it presumably still
represents INS's view of this situation. M-1 students
may be admitted to an approved school for a program
of study that will not result in the awarding of a degree
or certificate, provided the course of study is full time
and the student can "demonstrate that he or she has a
specific educational objective." 101 8 CFR 214.2(m)(2)1
This interpretation of the requirement that M-1 students
have a specific educational objective is intended to per-
mit the lawful admission of "special students" who do
not intend to complete the normal curriculum or a spe-
cific degree program. Previous Ols gave the example
that a "community college may issue a Form I-20M-N to
a special student who may become a degree candidate
after making up certain academic deficiencies." Presum-
ably, special students may also include students who
wish to take refresher courses or a selection of classes
that do not normally constitute a degree or certificate
program. Special students must, however, pursue a full
course of study and have an educational objective.

5.6.5 Disclosure of information; criminal activity
M-1 students, like all other nonimmigrants, are

required to disclose fully and truthfully all infornw.tion
requested by INS regardless of whether the information
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is material. Failure to do so constitutes a violation of sta-
tus. [8 CFR 214.1(f)1 They are also required, as a condi-
tion of their admission, to obey all laws that prohibit the
commission of crimes of violence. Conviction of a crime
of violence for which a sentence of more than 1 year
could be imposed, regardless of whether such a sen-
tence is in fact imposed, constitutes a violation of status.
[8 CFR 214.1(g)]

5.7 EMPLOYMENT

5.7.1 General prohibition
Employment means the rendering of services on

either a part-time or full-time basis for compensation,
financial or otherwise, including self-employment. An
M-1 student may not accept employment or engage in
business except for practical training, and then only
after securing INS approval. The prohibition of employ-
ment for M-1 students applies to both on-campus and
off-campus employment. [8 CFR 214.2(m)(13)1

5.7.2 Practical training
An M-1 student may be eligible to accept employ-

ment in order to obtain practical training upon comple-
tion of his or her studies. [8 CFR 214.2(m)(14)] Permis-
sion to engage in practical training is not automatically
granted, and care must be exercised in the preparation
of practical-training applications.

5.7.2.1 Limitations on training period
An M-1 student may be authorized to undertake

practical training only upon completion of the course of
study. INS permission to engage in practical training
will be noted on the student's Form 1-20 ID. The nota-
tion will include the dates on which permission begins
and ends. No employment is permitted until the student
is issued the Employment Authorization Document
(EAD) by INS (see Section 5.7.2.3). The length of practi-
cal training granted to an M-1 student is dependent on a
one-to-four ratio of training to study. The single period
of practical training will be for a "period of time equal to
1 month for each 4 months during which the student
pursued a full course of study, but not to exceed 6
months, plus an additional 30 days within which to
depart from the United States." [8 CFR 214.2(m)(14)(iii)1

If the training sought by an M-1 student cannot be
completed within the maximum training period for
which he or she is eligible, permission for training may
not be granted. A change to another nonimmigrant sta-
tus is called for in these cases. That other nonimmigrant
status may be H-1B (if the student was a member of the
professions before the M-1 course of study), H-3 (for
trainees at a lower or less-specialized level of education
whose M-1 course of study is not necessary to qualify
them for H-3 classification), or J-1 (if the graduate's
prospective employer or other appropriate organization
is the sponsor of an exchange-visitor program whose

activities encompass the proposed trainingsee Sec-
tions 2.7 and 5.12).

M-1 students are not eligible for cooperative educa-
tion or other forms of curricular practical-training pro-
grams. Employment prior to completion of the course of
study is absolutely prohibited (see Section 5.7.1).

5.7.2.2 Qualifications
An M-1 applicant seeking permission for practical

training must have completed a course of study. The
training an applicant seeks must be related to the major
field of study. In addition, the training sought must, in
the opinion of a designated official of the school the stu-
dent is leaving, be unavailable to the student in the stu-
dent's country of residence. [8 CFR 214.2(m)(14)(ii) and
274a.12(c)(6)J

5.7.2.3 Application procedure
Application for practical-training permission is made

on Form 1-538. Please note that the application should
be made on the new version of the Form 1-538 (rev. 8
July 1991), which was mailed to all F- and M-authorized
schools in the late fall of 1991. The student should com-
plete section A of Form 1-538 (8 July 1991).

The appropriate DSO should complete the section
certifying the student's status, indicating that a period of
practical training related to the student's course of study
is recommended and that, upon information and belief,
such training is unavailable to the student in the stu-
dent's country of residence. Note that because the newer
version of the Form 1-538 does not request the DSO to
state that the practical-training employment is unavail-
able in the student's home country, it is recommended
that the DSO state on the reverse side of the form in the
"Comments" section that to his or her knowledge and
belief, such training is unavailable to the student in the
student's country of residence. The newer form also
requires that the school certify that the student has been
in student status for 9 months before being qualified for
practical training. This form is obviously designed for
use with F-1 students, since M-1 vocational students
have no 9-month-in-status rule as a prerequisite to prac-
tical training. It is suggested that the DSO check box A
and alter the remaining sentence to read, "The student is
eligible for the requested practical training in accor-
dance with INS regulations at 8 CFR 214.2(m)." The
DSO may wish to consult with or obtain a letter from
the student's academic adviser endorsing the recom-
mendation for practical training before signing the Form
1-538 and may wish to submit a copy of that letter along
with the application.

DSOs recommend practical training by notifying the
INS student data processing center in London, Ken-
tucky, submitting the completed Form 1-538 directly to
the center. The endorsement for practical training on the
reverse side of the Form 1-20M-N (Student) Copy should
read as follows: "Practical training is recommended in
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the field of (student's field of study) beginning (date of
completion of course of study)." See below for the pro-
cedure to obtain work authorization.

It is not necessary for the student to have a job offer
at the time the application for M-1 practical training is
filed, as long as the school has recommended a period of
practical training.

The student has permission to engage in employment
for practical training only if and when the student
receives the Form 1-20 ID Copy endorsed to that effect
and has applied for and been issued an EAD. [8 CFR
214.2(m)(14)(ii) and (iii)] This subsequent step of filing
for an EAD was recently added to the regulations (effec-
tive 1 October 1991). The student must apply in person
to the INS office having jurisdiction over the student's
place of residence using Form 1-765 (a fee is required
see Appendix 1). The student's Form 1-20 ID must be
endorsed for practical training.

An M-1 student with permission for practical training
may be issued a new Form I-20M-N for the purpose of
reentering the United States after a temporary absence.
Time spent abroad is charged against the student's max-
imum practical training time. [8 CFR 214.2(m)(14)(iv)1

It is also important to note that recent changes in F-1
regulations require that F-1 students granted practical
training after completion of a course of study may leave
and reenter the United States if they have in their pos-
session an endorsed Form 1-20 ID recommending practi-
cal training and an unexpired EAD (see Section 4.9.3.3).
It would be wise for an M-1 student who plans to travel
abroad during the period of his or her practical training
to follow the same procedure, although at this writing
no such regulatory requirement exists.

5.7.2.4 Work required in a regularly prescribed curricu-
lum

An M-1 student may not accept employment except
as practical training after completion of the course of
study. An M-1 student may not accept employment in a
cooperative education program, a study-related posi-
tion, or in any other capacity other than as a practical
trainee after completing the course of study.
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5.7.2.5 Social Security coverage
Contributions for Social Security should not be with-

held from wages of nonimmigrant M-1 aliens if the
employment is authorized as practical training. Further
information may be found in the Social Security Admin-
istration publication, "Social Security Coverage for For-
eign Students and Exchange Visitors," available from
any Social Security office (see Appendix 8 and Appen-
dix 12). The student should show this booklet to any
employer who may not be familiar with this exemption.

5.7.2.6 Income tax obligations
Information on an M-1 student's tax obligations may

he found in IRS publications 515, "Withholding on Non-

resident Aliens and Foreign Corporations," and 519,
"U.S. Tax Guide for Aliens" (see Appendix 8). Earnings
from practical-training employment will generally be
subject to federal and state income taxes (unless a tax
treaty provides exemption).

5.8 EXTENSION OF STAY
An M-1 student must keep valid his or her permis-

sion to stay in the United States, as noted on the Form I-
20 ID. Since all M-1 students are admitted to the United
States for a specific period of time, they must apply to
INS for extension of stay if they wish to remain beyond
that time.

Extensions will be made using form 1-539 (1 Septem-
ber 1989), or its revision. If a student applying for an
extension of stay is seeking a school transfer, the Form I-
20M-N for the new school must accompany the applica-
tion (see Section 5.9 for limitations on school transfers).
Current regulations do not allow an M student to trans-
fer using the notification procedure in place for F stu-
dents.

An extension of stay is processed by submitting Form
1-539, the required fee (see Appendix 1), the student's
Form 1-20 ID, the Form I-20M-N (if applicable), and the
Forms 1-94 of dependents, if any, to the INS office hav-
ing jurisdiction over the student's current school, not
less than 15 or more than 60 days before the student's
authorized stay expires. The student should not send his
Form 1-94 or passport to INS. (The passport expiration
date is indicated on the Form 1-539.) Form 1-20 ID,
endorsed to show INS approval or denial of the applica-
tion, is returned to the student. Extensions given an M-1
student will not be noted on Form 1-94 but on Form 1-20
ID. [8 CFR 214.2(m)(10)1

Generally, an M-1 student seeking an extension of
stay who is the beneficiary of an approved immigrant
visa petition or of an approved labor certification will
not be granted the extension. Although the existence of
an approved immigrant visa petition or labor certifica-
tion is not certain grounds for denial of an extension of
stay, it is usually difficult for the alien to convince an
INS officer that he or she intends to return home after
completion of the anticipated program of study. [01 8
CFR 214.2(m)(7)1 If the application for extension is
granted, the student and the student's dependents, if
any, will receive extensions of stay for the period of time
necessary to complete the course of study, plus 30 days
within which to depart from the United States or to
apply for change of status, or for 1 year, whichever is
less. [8 CFR 214.2(m)(10)1

An M-1 student who has been compelled by illness to
interrupt or reduce a course of study may be granted an
extension of stay without being required to change non-
immigrant classification, if it can be established that the
student will pursue a full course of study upon recovery
from the illness. 18 CFR 214.2(m)(10)(iii)1
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While the application for extension of stay is pend-
ing, the M-1 student is considered to be legally in the
United States as long as the student has met and contin-
ues to meet all the rc luirements for maintaining his or
her status.

Occasionally, a st ,mt will find it necessary to leave
the United States before INS returns the Form 1-20 ID.
The adviser may want to issue a letter to the student cer-
tifying the student's academic status and issue a dupli-
cate Form I-20M-N that includes the student's admis-
sion number. The lack of a Form 1-20 ID will not prevent
the student's departure from the United States, although
it may prevent his or her entry into Canada or Mexico
(see Section 5.11.1).

5.9 TRANSFER OF SCHOOLS

5.9.1 Conditions for transfer
An M-I student may not transfer schools after 6

months in M-1 status, unless the student is unable to
remain at the school to which he or she was initially
admitted "dde to circumstances beyond the student's
control." Otherwise, an M-1 student may be granted
permission transfer schools if the student

(A) Is a bona fide nonimmigrant;
(B) Fias been pursuing a full course of study at the

school the student was last authorized to attend;
(C) intends to pursue a full course of study at the

school to which the student intends to transfer; and
(D) Is financially able to attend the school to which

the student intends to transfer. [8 CFR
214.2(m)(11)(i)J
The regulations do not specify a minimum period of

Lull -time enrollment at the originally authorized school,
although it is clear that the student must have been
enrolled for at least some period of time. If the student
has not enrolled at all, the student must apply for rein-
statement to M-1 status (see Section 5.10) for the pur-
pose of attending the new school.

5.9.2 Proce-ritire
An M-1 student must apply for permission to transfer

between schools on Form 1-539 accompanied by the stu-
dent's Form 1 -2(1 ID and the Forms 1-94 of the student's
spouse and children, if applicable. The Form 1-539 and
required fee (see Appendix 1) must also be accompanied
by Form 1- 20M -N, properly and completely filled out by
the student and by the DSO of the school which the stu-
dent wishes to attend. The student must submit the
application for school transfer to the INS office having
jurisdiction over the school the student was last autho-
rized to attend. Sixty days after having filed an applica-
tion for school transfer, an M-1 student may effect the
transfer, subject to approval or denial of the application.
An M-1 student who transfers without complying with
this regulation or whose application is denied after
transfer pursuant to this regulation is considered to be

out of status. If the application is approved, the
approval of the transfer will be retroactive to the date of
filing the application, and the student will be granted an
extension of stay for the period of time necessary to
complete the course of study indicated on Form 1-20M-
N plus 30 days within which to depart from the United
States or for 1 year, whichever is less. [8 CFR
214.2(m)(11)(ii)]

The regulatory provisions concerning school transfer
appear to cause a problem for an M-1 student who
wishes to transfer schools but who cannot, for lack of
required documentation or for some other reason, apply
for permission to transfer at least 60 days in advance of
the opening of classes at the new school. If the student
can apply at least 60 days in advance, the student can
enroll in the new school, even though there has not yet
been a reply to the application. But if the student must
enroll in the new school before 60 days have passed
after submitting the application for transfer, and if the
student has not yet received a response to the transfer
application, the student would be in violation of the reg-
ulations in 8 CFR 214.2(m)(11)(ii). The student would
also be considered out of status if he or she does not
continue in school. To alleviate this potential problem,
INS has directed its officers to approve transfer applica-
tions if the only reason for denying the application
would be that the student effected the transfer without
permission prior to the 60-day waiting period and did
so due to circumstances beyond his or her control. An
application for transfer submitted less than 60 days
before the transfer is to be effected should be accompa-
nied by a letter from a designated official of the new
school the student will be attending "explaining in
detail why the application could not have been submit-
ted earlier." 101 8 CFR 214.2(m)(8)001

INS will note approval of the school transfer and the
name of the new school on Form 1-20 ID and will return
the form to the student.

5.9.3 Failure to attend authorized school
If an M-1 student who has nut been pursuing a full

course of study at the school the student was last autho-
rized to attend desires to attend a different school, the
student must apply for reinstatement to student status
(see Section 5.10). [8 CFR 214.2(m)(11)(iii)1 INS will
approve an application for reinstatement to M-1 status
only if the student provides extraordinary justification
for the failure to attena the school he or she was last
authorized to attend. The regulations do not specify a
minimum period of full-time enrollment at the origi-
nally authorized school, although it is clear that the stu-
dent must have been enrolled at the last school for at
least some period of time. If the student has not enrolled
at all, the student must apply for reinstatement to M-1
status (see Section 5.10) for the purpose of attending the
new school.

An M-1 student who has been granted a school trans-
fer but decides to remain at the old school may do so
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without violating his or her nonimmigrant status if the
designated official at the old school submits the follow-
ing documents to the INS office having jurisdiction over
that school: "(i) a current Form I-20M-N; [and] (ii) a let-
ter of explanation signed by the designated school offi-
cial." If the student is not, and has not otherwise been,
in violation of his or her status, INS will adjust its files
to reflect the nontransfer. No fee is required for this
request. [OI 8 CFR 214.2(m)(9)]

5.10 REINSTATEMENT TO STUDENT STATUS

An M-1 student who has overstayed the authorized
period of stay granted by INS, or who has otherwise
failed to maintain M-1 student status (see Section 5.6),
may be reinstated, at the discretion of the district direc-
tor, to lawful M-1 student status only if

(A) The student establishes to the satisfaction of
the district director that the violation of status
resulted from circumstances beyond the student's
control or that failure to receive reinstatement to law-
ful M-1 status would result in extreme hardship to
the student;

(B) The student makes a written request for rein-
statement accompanied by a properly completed
Form I-20M-N from the school the student is attend-
ing or intends to attend and the student's Form 1-20
ID;

(C) The student is currently pursuing, or intending
to pursue, a full course of study at the school which
issued the Form I-20M-N;

(D) The student has not been employed without
authorization; and

(E) The student is not deportable on any ground
other than section 241(a)(2) [overstay' or (9) [failure
to maintain status] of the Act. [8 CFR 214.2(m)(16)(01
The application for reinstatement should include the

following: Form 1-539, required fee (see Appendix 1),
written request for reinstatement, properly completed
Form I-20M-N, and the student's Form 1-20 ID. This
information should be submitted to the INS office hav-
ing jurisdiction over the school which the student
wishes to attend, in other words, the school that issued
the Form I -20M -N submitted with the application.

If INS reinstates the student, the student will receive
his or her Form 1-20 ID so noted and the school will
receive Form I-2.0N so noted. This applies if the older
version of Form I-20M-N (1 May 1983) is used. Other-
wise, the student will be notified on page 3-4 of the
Form 1-20 (rev. 3 May 1990) Student Copy. If INS
decides not to reinstate the student, the student may not
appeal the decision. However, the student may file a
motion for reconsideration of the decision (see Sections
13.3 and 13.3.2.3).
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5.1 1 VISITS ABROAD AND REENTRY

Whenever an M-1 student wishes to leave the United
States temporarily and return to continue his or her
studies, the student must carry appropriate documenta-
tion to permit entry to another country and reentry to
the United States. The reentry documentation will gen-
erally include a new Form I-20M-N or page 3-4 of the
student's last Form I-20M-N, endorsed by the DSO
within the previous 6 months, and a valid passport and
visa (unless the student is not subject to the passport
and visa requirements).

5.11.1 Entry into another country
An M-1 student who wishes to visit temporarily his

or her country of citizenship or permanent residence
will be allowed to enter that country if the student holds
a valid passport or other travel document issued by that
country. Specific visa requirements for entry to other
countries should be obtained directly from the appropri-
ate embassy or consulate in the United States.

An M-1 student who wishes to visit Canada must
have the following documents in his or her possession:
(1) a valid passport; (2) a currently endorsed page 3-4 of
Form I-20M-N or a recently issued Form I-20M-N; (3) a
valid Form 1-94; (4) evidence of return transportation
arrangements; (5) sufficient funds for the contemplated
visit to Canada; and (6) at certain border-crossing sta-
tions, a letter from the foreign student adviser confirm-
ing that the holder is a full-time student at the school.

In addition, an M-1 student who is not a citizen or a
national of a country whose citizens or nationals are
exempt from the Canadian visitor-visa requirement will
need a Canadian visitor visa. A list of exemptions from
the Canadian visitor-visa requirement appears in
Appendix 10. It is advisable to apply for the Canadian
visa at least 2 weeks before the anticipated date of
travel. The application must be accompanied by the doc-
umentation enumerated above, plus a fee.

5.11.2 Requirements for reentry into the United States
An M-1 student must have the following documents

in order to reenter the United States after a temporary
absence to resume attendance at the same school: (1) a
valid passport and a valid visa (unless exempt from
passport and visa requirementssee Sections 2.2.4 and
2.3.2), and (2) a properly endorsed page 4 of Form I-
20M-N or a new Form I-20M-N if there have been sub-
stantive changes in the information on the Form 1-20M-
N issued earlier.

If reentry is for the purpose of beginning attendance
at a new school, the visa may be amended by a consular
officer to show the name of the new school. Consular
officers will make notations on existing visas for a new
school upon a request supported by a Form I-20M-N
from the new school and evidence of continued financial
ability and nonimmigrant intent. If the M-1 student does
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not have a notation of the new school on the M-1 visa,
INS may admit the stment for attendance at the new
school provided that

1. the student presents a Form I-20M-N from the
school the student intends to attend;

2. the student presents documentary evidence of
financial ability to attend the school that issued the
Form I-20M-N; and

3. the student establishes that failure to have the
school that the student intends to attend specified on his
or her visa resulted from circumstances beyond the stu-
dent's control, or that failure to be admitted would
result in extreme hardship to the student. [OI 8 CFR
214.2(m)(4)1 It is not possible to reissue an M-1 visa
inside the United States.

An M-1 student whose visa has expired and who
needs a new visa to reenter the United States after a
temporary absence must apply for the new visa at a U.S.
embassy or consulate. Although it is possible for an
alien to obtain a new M-1 visa in a foreign country other
than the student's own, the alien may face more strin-
gent requirements than if the student were in his or her
own country. In addition to proving eligibility for an M-
1 visa, the student may have to convince the consular
officer that there is a legitimate reason for making the
visa application outside the student's own country. In
many instances the consular officer in the third country
will find it necessary to check with the U.S. consulate or
embassy in the student's place of residence. This can be
time consuming. Further, if information is requested by
cable rather than diplomatic mail in order to save time,
cable charges will be assessed against the visa applicant.

The documents needed for a new visa are a valid
passport, a current photograph, a properly endorsed
page 3-4 of Form I-20M-N or a recently issued Form I-
20M-N, and proof of financial capability for continuing
studies.

5. 1 1 .3 Automatic extension of validity of visas
An expired M-1 visa may be considered to be auto-

matically extended to the date of application for read-
mission to the United States (and therefore the visa in
the passport need not have a current expiration date)
provided the M-1 student

1. is applying for readmission to the United States
after an absence not exceeding 30 days solely in contigu-
ous territory;

2. has maintained and intends to resume his or her
status as an M-1 student and is reentering the United
States prior to the expiration of the previously autho-
rized stay;

3. presents either a currently valid page 3-4 of Form I-
20M-N or a new Form I-20M-N issued by the school he
or she is authorized to attend that contains the expira-
tion date of the previously authorized stay;

4. is in possession of a valid passport;
5. presents an unexpired Form 1-94; and

6. does not require the authorization of temporary
admission to the United States under Section 212(d)(3)
of the Act (a provision for waiver of inadmissibility
see Section 13.5.1). [22 CFR 41.112(d)1

Furthermore, a person who entered the United States
in a classification other than M-1 student, but whose sta-
tus was subsequently changed to M-1 student, may be
considered to have the previous visa automatically
extended and converted to an M-1 visa if the student
meets the conditions stated above.

Thus, under these circumstances, an M-1 student
whose visa has expired may not have to apply for a new
visa at a consular post outside the United States. In
order to prevent delays at the port of entry, it may be
wise to mention in a letter carried by the student that
the student is eligible for automatic revalidation (or con-
version) of visa under 22 CFR 41.112(d).

5.12 CHANGE OF STATUS
5.12.1 Change to M-1 student status

An alien in any nonimmigrant status except C, D, K,
and, in some cases, J may apply for a change to M-1 sta-
tus if the alien has maintained lawful nonimmigrant sta-
tus up to the time the application is filed. Application is
made on Form 1-539 (Application to Extend
Status/Change Nonimmigrant Status). The Form 1-539
must be accompanied by a properly executed Form I-
20M-N from the admitting institution. The applicant
must complete pages 2 and 7 on Form I-20M-N (1 May
1983) or pages 1 and 3 on Form I-20M-N/I-20 ID Copy
(rev. 3 May 1990); the applicant's Form 1-94; evidence of
financial support; and the required fee (see Appendix 1).

INS cannot approve a change to M-1 status if the
applicant "intends to pursue the course of study solely
in order to qualify for a subsequent change" to H tem-
porary-worker status. [8 CFR 248.1(c)1

A nonimmigrant B-2 visitor for pleasure may wish to
change to M-1 student status under various sets of cir-
cumstances:

1. The student entered the United States in B-2 status
and after arriving here decided to attend school. The
student is admitted to a school and obtains a Form I-
20M-N after arriving in the United States.

2. The student believed while outside the United
States that he or she would encounter difficulty in secur-
ing an M-1 visa from a consular officer, got a B-2 visa
instead, and entered the United States intending to
apply to change to M-1 status here.

Individuals in the first category may be able to
change to M-1 status, although they may have difficulty
convincing INS of their good faith. The adviser should
caution such individuals that their applications may be
denied. Individuals in this category should be instructed
to provide INS with whatever information or evidence
is available to support their contention that they are
entitled to a change to M-1 status.
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Those in the second category will be denied a change
of status and may be found to be in violation of Section
212(a)(6) of the Act regarding misrepresentation in
applications for immigration benefits. In most cases, an
alien who is denied a change of nonimmigrant classifi-
cation will be given a voluntary departure date approxi-
mately 30 days after the date of the INS decision (see
Section 13.3.2.5).

Although OIs allow for the possibility of an intending
M-1 student's receiving a B-2 prospective student visa if
the student plans to enter the country more than 90 days
before the reporting date on Form I-20M-N [01
248.7(d)l, Department of State guidelines in the Foreign
Affairs Manual do not allow for such a visa to be issued
to intending M-1 students under any circumstances.

A change of status from M-2 to M-1 requires neither a
formal application nor the payment of a fee. The request
must be accompanied by the applicant's Form 1-94; a
properly executed Form I-20M-N; evidence of financial
capability; and information about passport validity. The
applicant must submit a letter to the INS office having
jurisdiction over the student's place of temporary resi-
dence in the United States requesting the change of non-
immigrant classification. [8 CFR 248.3(c)(9)]

5.12.2 Change from M-1 student status
Except in specific cases having to do with change to

H status or F-1 status (see below), an M-1 student may
apply for a change to any other nonimmigrant status for
which he or she is eligible. Changes to a nonimmigrant
status that requires the filing of the Form 1-129 (Petition
for Nonimmigrant Worker) do not require the use of the
Form 1-539, whereas changes to other nonimmigrant cat-
egories require the filing of the Form 1-539 (Application
to Extend/Change Nonimmigrant Status) and the sub-
mission of the supporting documentation described in
the instruction sheet attached to that form.

An M-1 student must apply for any change of status
while the student's authorized stay is valid; that is, no
later than 30 days after the completion of the course of
study or period of authorized practical training.
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5.12.2.1 Change from M-1 to F-1

An alien in M-1 status may not change to F-1 status.
[8 CFR 248.1(c)] However, if a student was erroneously
issued an M-1 visa or admitted in M-1 status, a change
of status may be granted, according to a previous ver-
sion of the Ols. The intending F-1 student must submit
to the INS office having jurisdiction over the school the
student was last authorized to attend the following doc-
uments:

1. Form I-20A-B (with all student certification sec-
tions completed);

2. evidence of finances;
3. Form 1-94;
4. a letter from a designated official of the school the

student was last authorized to attend explaining the rea-
son(s) the designated official believes that the student's

nonimmigrant classification should be changed to that
of an F-1 student.

An INS official is most likely to approve a request for
change of status under these circumstances when the
error in classification resulted from an incorrectly issued
M-1 visa. It is unlikely that a change to F-1 status would
be granted solely l-Kause the M-1 student changed his
or her educational objective before enrolling in school,
given the regulatory prohibition against changes in edu-
cational objective. 18 CFR 214.2(m)(12)1

A person classified M-2 may change to F-1 status if
qualified.

5.12.2.2 Change from M-1 to H
Regarding change from M-1 to H status, INS will

"deny an application for change of nonimmigrant classi-
fication from that of an M-1 student to that of an alien
temporary worker under Section 101(a)(15)(H) of the
Act if the education or training which the student
received while an M-1 student enables the student to
meet the qualifications for temporary-worker classifica-
tion under Section 101(a)(15)(H) of the Act." [8 CFR
248.1(d) ]

If an M-1 student possessed the necessary qualifica-
tions for the H-1, H-2, or H-3 status prior to the current
course of study, then such a change of status may be
granted. Also, H-4 dependent status may be granted to a
spouse or minor child of an H-1, H-2, or H-3 alien (see
Section 10). Application is made on Form 1-129 (Petition
for Nonimmigrant Worker) with accompanying docu-
mentation, required fee (see Appendix 1) and the Form
1-94. It is recommended that previous Forms I-20M-N
and 1-20 ID be included in the application to verify the
validity of the applicant's M-1 status at the time of the
application.

5.12.2.3 Change from M-1 to J-1
INS will deny an application for change from M to J

(exchange-visitor) status if it appears that the change is
desired primarily to enable the applicant's dependents
to apply for permission to accept employment. An
exception may be made, at the discretion of the INS dis-
trict director, if the change in status will make the appli-
cant subject to the 2-year foreign-residence requirement
of Section 212(e) of the Act.

5.12.2.4 Change from M-1 to M-2
A change of status from M-1 to M-2 requires neither a

formal application nor the payment of a fee. The appli-
cant must submit a letter requesting the change of status
to the INS office having jurisdiction over the place of
temporary residence in the United States. [8 CFR
248.3(a)] The request must be accompanied by (1) the
Form 1-94 of the applicant, (2) the Forms 1-20 ID (Stu-
dent) Copy of the principal alien and the applicant, (3)
proof of family relationship to the M-1 student, and (4)
information about passport validity.
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5.12.3 Reentry to obtal a new status
An M-1 student may sometimes obtain a new nonim-

migrant status by leaving the United States and reenter-
ing with a new visa. If the student can be issued a visa
for reentry in the desired status, reentry can make it
possible to obtain a new nonimmigrant status when it is
not possible to change to that new status in the United
States.

5.13 DEPARTURE UPON TERMINATION OF

STATUS

An M-1 student has 30 days to depart from the
United States after completion of the course of study
and authorized practical training, if any. [8 CFR
214.2(m)(5)1 INS may grant an additional period of less
than 30 days when needed to effect departure because
of "conditions beyond an alien's control or other special
circumstances." [8 CFR 214.1(c)(5)1 An M-1 student
seeking this extra 30 days must present his or her Form
1-94, Form 1-20 ID, passport, and an informal request to
the INS office having jurisdiction over the student's
place of temporary residence in the United States. If
approved, the new date is called a "satisfactory depar-
ture date." The procedure is not considered an extension
of stay.

5.13.1 Sailing Permit (Certificate of Compliance)
An M-1 student who has earned taxable income is no

longer required to file for a certificate of compliance
with U.S. income tax laws before departing the United
States. The regulations are effective 28 January 1991.
[Federal Register, 28 January 1991, pp. 3034 -35]

5.13.2 Surrender of documents
An M-1 student departing from the United States (to

places other than Canada or Mexico for 30 days or less)
must surrender his or her Form 1-94 to (1) a representa-
tive of the carrier providing transportation out of the
United States at the time of boarding, (2) a Canadian
immigration officer at the United StatesCanada border,
or (3) a U.S. immigration officer at the United
StatesMexico border. An M-1 student should not sur-
render the Form 1-20 ID upon departure. It is to be
retained for any subsequent entry to the United States as
an F-1 or M-1 student.

5.13.3 Institutional reporting responsibilities
Institutional reporting responsibilities regarding an

M-1 student who terminates attendance at a school are
discussed in Section 3.5.3.

5.14 SPOUSE/DEPENDENT (M-2) STATUS

5.14.1 Eligibility
The spouse and unmarried minor children of an M-1

student may accompany the student to the United States
or follow to join the studt__It at a later date. They will be
accorded M-2 status provided they establish to the satis-
faction of the consular officer and an immigration officer
at the port of entry that (1) they have sufficient funds to
cover their expenses,, or other arrangements have been
made to provide for their expenses; and (2) they intend
in good faith and will be able to depart from the United
States "upon the termination of the status of the princi-
pal alien." [22 CFR 41.61(b)(3)1

5.14.2 Entry documentation for M-2 dependents
If the dependent spouse and unmarried minor chil-

dren accompany the student to the United States, the
Form I-20M-N that the student submits to the consular
officer with the application for an M-1 visa (see Sections
5.3 and 5.4) may be used to request M-2 visas and entry
in M-2 status for the spouse and unmarried minor chil-
dren. If the dependents follow to join the student, they
will need to submit to the consular official either page 4
of Form I -20M -N (Student) Copy with a current
endorsement or a new Form 1-20M-N completed for use
by spouse and/or children in acquiring M-2 classifica-
tion. If a new Form I-20M-N is issued, it is not required
to state the names of the dependents on the face of the
form, but it is considered good practice to state them in
the "Remarks" section.

5.14.3 Obtaining a visa and entering the United States

5.14.3.1 Aliens subject to passport and visa require-
ments

An M-1 studert's spouse and unmarried minor chil-
dren who are required to have valid passports and visas
for entry to the United States (see Sections 2.2.4 and
2.3.2) must apply for M-2 visas at a U.S. consulate or
embassy abroad. The applicant must present the con-
sular officer with either a page 4 of Form I-20M-N (Stu-
dent) Copy validated within 6 months or a new Form I-
20M-N completed in the name of the M-1 principal, and
such other documents as may be required to demon-
strate eligibility for M-2 status (see Section 2.3).

If the visa application is approved, the form will be
returned to the applicant for use in applying for admis-
sion to the United States. When the dependent arrives at
the port of entry, he or she presents the passport and the
form to the immigration inspector. Upon admitting the
alien to the United States, the inspector issues the alien a
Form 1-94, showing the date and place of entry, classifi-
cation, and authorized period of stay. The period will
coincide with that of the M-1 principal.
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5.14.3.2 Aliens not subject to passport and visa require-
ments

The M-1 student's spouse and unmarried minor chil-
dren who are not subject to passport and visa require-
ments (see Sections 2.2.4 and 2.3.2) and who wish to
enter the United States in M-2 status may apply directly
to an immigration inspector at a port of entry. The pro-
cedure is otherwise the same as that followed by aliens
required to meet passport and visa requirements.

5.14.4 Employment
Individuals holding M-2 status may not accept

employment or engage in business under any circum-
stances. Employment, in this context, is defined as the
rendering of services, part time or full time, for financial
or other compensation, including self-employment.

5.14.5 Extension of stay
Application for extension of stay for an M-2 spouse

and minor children is included in the M-1 student's
application for extension of stay. Information about the
M-2 dependents' names, dates of birth, and passport
expiration dates is entered on the Form 1-539 (see Sec-
tion 5.8), which is submitted to INS along with the Form
1-20 ID of the M-1 principal and the Forms 1-94 of all M-
2 dependents. The periods of stay for principal and
dependents will be extended to the same date.

Occasionally, when an M-2 dependent arrives in the
United States at a date later than the M-1 student, the M-
2 dependent's Form 1-94 will reflect an earlier or a later
date of expiration of stay than does the Form 1-20 ID
Copy of the M-1 student. When the M-2 dependent's
period of stay ends before that of the M-1 principal, the
Form 1-20 ID of the M-1 student and Form 1-94 of the M-
2 dependent can be sent to INS along with information
concerning the validity of the depei...1ent's passport and
a letter requesting that the M-2 dependent's period of
stay be extended to coincide with that of the M-1 stu-
dent. When the M-2 dependent's period of stay ends
later than that of the M-1 principal, the M-2 dependent
applies for an extension of stay along with the M-1 stu-
dent, as described in the preceding paragraph.
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5.14.6 Visits abroad and reentry
An M-2 dependent leaving the United States tem-

porarily must be certain to have the documents neces-
sary to enter the country visited and to reenter the
United States (see Section 5.11). As in the case of the M-1
principal, the M-2 dependent needs a valid passport and
visa (unless exempt from passport and visa require-
mentssee Sections 2.2.4 and 2.3.2) and either a cur-
rently endorsed Form 1 -20M -N (Student) Copy or a new
Form I -20M -N (each in the name of the M-1 student). M-
2 dependents are eligible for automatic extension of
validity of visas on the same basis as M-1 students (see
Section 5.11.3).

A special situation arises when the principal M-1 stu-
dent travels outside the United States, leaving the M-2

dependent in the United States. Since the dependent's
stay in this country is valid only while the M-1 student
maintains status here, it is not legitimate for the depen-
dent to remain in the United States while the M-1 stu-
dent is absent from the country for any significant
period of time.

5.14.7 Change of status

5.14.7.1 Change to M-2 status
A nonimmigrant alien may apply for a change to M-2

status if the spouse changes from another nonimmigrant
classification to M-1, or if the alien becomes the spouse
of an alien in M-1 status. For both situations, the appli-
cant must provide verification that he or she has suffi-
cient financial support for the contemplated stay in the
United States.

In those instances when the dependent's spouse is
changing to M-1 status, application for the change to M-
2 status is included in the principal's application, and
the dependent's Form 1-94 is submitted along with that
of the principal alien. In the case of marriage to an M-1
student, the nonimmigrant spouse (and children, if
applicable) may apply for a change to M-2 status by
submitting to INS the Forms 1-94 of the applicant(s), the
Form 1-20 ID of the principal M-1 student, evidence of
family relationship (e.g., a marriage certificate), a com-
pleted Form 1-539 (Application to Extend
Status/Change Nonimmigrant Status), and the required
fee (see Appendix 1).

No formal application or fee is required for a change
of nonimmigrant status from M-1 to M-2 or vice versa.
To change from M-1 to M-2 status, the applicant should
submit to INS a letter requesting reclassification, the M-
1 principal's Form 1-20 ID, the applicant's Form 1-94 and
Form 1-20 ID, proof of family relation to the M-1 princi-
pal, and information about passport validity. A letter
from the applicant requesting the change of status is
required by the regulations. [8 CFR 248.3(c)]

5.14.7.2 Change from M-2 status
A nonimmigrant in M-2 status is eligible for a change

to another nonimmigrant classification if the alien can
meet all the requirements for the desired classification.
The applicant must complete Form 1-539 (Application to
Extend Status/Change Nonimmigrant Status) and sub-
mit it to INS along with his or her Form 1-94, the
required fee (see Appendix 1), and the other materials
specified on the instruction sheet attached to the Form I-
539. No formal application or fee is required for change
from M-2 to M-1 status.

5.14.8 Departure or termination of status
A nonimmigrant holding M-2 status must terminate

that status and depart from the United States "upon the
termination of the status of the principal alien." [22 CFR
41.61(b)(3)] The M-2 nonimmigrant will surrender his or
her Form 1-94 at the time of departure.
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Forms and Documents Discussed in This Section

1-129 Petition for Nonimmigrant Worker
1-539 Application to Extend Status/Change Nonimmigrant Status
1-797 Notice of Action
1-94 Arrival/Departure Record
1-9 Employment Eligibility Verification

6.1 GENERAL INFORMATION AND
DEFINITIONS

The 0 visa was created by Congress in the Immigra-
tion Act of 1990 [Act 101(a)(15)(0)I and amended by the
Miscellaneous and Technical Immigration Amendments
of 1991 (MTINA) 102 -232]. Within the 0 visa, three
categories were created. The 0-1 includes aliens of
extraordinary ability in the sciences, arts, education and
athletics, plus aliens of extraordinary achievement in the
motion picture and television industries. The 0-2
applies only to an accompanying alien who assists in the
artistic or athletic performance of an 0-1. The 0-3 is for
the accompanying spouse and dependents of 0-1 aliens.

Extraordinary ability must have been demonstrated
through sustained national or international acclaim.
[Act 101 (a)(15)(0)]

The focus of this section is on individuals with extra-
ordinary ability in the sciences, education, and business,
since it is more probable that individuals in these occu-
pations would be the beneficiaries of college or univer-
sity petitions. As mentioned above, the law also pro-
vides for aliens of extraordinary ability in arts and
athletics and extraordinary achievement in the motion
picture and television industry. [8 CFR 214.2(o)] This
chapter does not discuss these occupations but may be
revised to include them once the regulations are final.
Also note that artists and athletes may enter the United
States temporarily in the P classification (see Section 7, P
Status: Artists, Athletes, and Entertainers).

A successful petition for 0 status must establish the
fact that the applicant has demonstrated extraordinary
ability and must include a written consultation from a
peer group in the area of the alien's expertise. Petitions
are filed on Form 1-129 (Petition for a Nonimmigrant
Worker) and the 0-classification supplement to the I-
129. As in the case of an H-1B temporary worker, the
employer is responsible for the reasonable costs of
return transportation to the last place of residence prior
to the alien's entry to the United States for an 0 visa
holder whose employment is terminated for reasons
other than voluntary resignation. 0 visas are valid for
up to 3 years, with 1-year incremental extensions
allowed to continue the same work. The total time
allowed to stay in the United States is the duration of
the "event" for which the visa is granted. Thus there is
no absolute limit on the time an 0-1 can stay in the
United States. The 0 category applies to individuals, not
groups.
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0-visa status requires considerable documentation
and appears to be best reserved for the most highly
qualified guest professors, researchers, and artists.

Extraordinary ability in the sciences, education, or busi-
ness means a level of expertise indicating that the indi-
vidual is one of the small percentage who have risen to
the very top of their field of endeavor. [8 CFR
214.2(o)(3)(ii)]

Event means an activity such as, but not limited to, a
scientific project, conference, convention, lecture series,
tour, exhibit, academic year, or other engagement. Such
activity could include short vacations, promotional
appearances, and stopovers incidental or related to the
event. A group of related activities will also be consid-
ered an event. [8 CFR 214.2(o)(3)(ii)]

Peer group means a group or organization composed
of and governed by practitioners of the alien's occupa-
tion who are of similar standing with the alien. If there
is a collective bargaining representative of the
employer's employees in the occupational classification
for which the alien is being sought, such a representa-
tive may be considered the appropriate peer group for
purposes of consultation. 18 CFR 214.2(0)(3)001

6.2 PETITION PROCESS FOR 0-1 ALIENS

The 0 application process is similar to the H-1B Tem-
porary Worker application process. The qualified
employer files a petition on Form 1-129 (Petition for a
Nonimmigrant Worker), sending it, the 0-classification
supplement form, and the applicable fee to the INS ser-
vice center that has jurisdiction over the place where the
alien of extraordinary ability will work. The application
may not be filed more than 6 months before the need for
the alien's services. [8 CFR 214.2(0)(2)(1)1 INS determines
if the alien proposed to enter the United States to partic-
ipate in the event is qualified. The application must be
accompanied by (1) a written consultation from a peer
group in the alien's area of ability; (2) a copy of any
written contract between the employer and the alien or a
summary of the oral agreement under which the alien
will be employed; (3) copies of evidence related to the
services the alien will perform; and (4) evidence that the
alien has received a major, internationally recognized
award or at least three qualifications from a list of exam-
ples. In addition, as mentioned earlier in this section, an
employer is responsible for reasonable costs of return
transportation to the last place of residence prior to the
alien's entry to the United States if the employment is
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terminated early for reasons other than voluntary
departure. [8 CFR 214.2(o)(17)1 The application process
is outlined below.

6.2.1 Standards for establishing need for alien of
extraordinary ability

The position for which an 0 alien is being considered
must meet one of the following criteria to establish that
it requires someone of extraordinary ability:

(A) The position or services to be performed
involve an event or activity which has a distin-
guished reputation or is a comparable newly orga-
nized event or activity;

(B) The services to be performed are in a lead or
critical role in an activity for an organization or estab-
lishment that has a distinguished reputation or
record of employing extraordinary persons;

(C) The services primarily involve a specific scien-
tific or educational project, conference, convention,
lecture, or exhibit sponsored by bona fide scientific or
educational organization or establishments; or

(D) The services consist of a specific business pro-
ject that is appropriate for an extraordinary execu-
tive, manager, or highly technical person due to the
complexity of the business project. [8 CFR
214.2(o)(3)(iii)1

6.2.2 Standards for 0-1 aliens of extraordinary ability
The petitioner can prove that the alien has demon-

strated extraordinary ability in science, education, busi-
ness, or athletics through sustained national or interna-
tional acclaim either by submitting evidence that the
alien has received a major, internationally recognized
award such as the Nobel Prize 18 CFR 214.2(o)(3)(iv)(A)]
or by submitting documentation of at least three of the
following:

1. a nationally or internationally recognized award or
prize for excellence in their field

2. membership in associations in the field for which
the classification is sought, which require for member-
ship outstanding achievement, as judged by national or
international experts in their disciplines or fields

3. published material in professional or major trade
publications or other media about the alien and related
to the alien's work in the field for which the classifica-
tion is sought. This should include the title, date, and
author of the published material and any translation if
necessary.

4. evidence of the alien's participation on a panel or
individually as a judge of the work of others in the same
or an allied field of specialization for which the classifi-
cation is sought (e.g., judging Nobel Prizes)

5. evidence of the alien's original scientific, scholarly,
or business-related contributions of major significance
in the field

6. evidence of the alien's authorship of scholarly arti-
cles in the field in professional journals or the major
media (e.g., publication in Lancet, if the alien is an M.D.)

7. evidence that the alien has been employed in a crit-
ical or essential capacity for organizations and establish-
ments that have a distinguished reputation

8. evidence that the alien has commanded a high
salary or other significantly high remuneration for ser-
vices in relation to others in the field, as proven by con-
tracts or other evidence. [8 CFR 214.2(o)(3)(iv)(B)]

If the above list does not easily apply to the alien's
occupation, other comparable evidence may be submit-
ted by the petitioner to establish the alien's extraordi-
nary ability. [8 CFR 214.2(o)(3)(iv)(C)1

6.2.3 Consultation requirements and advisory opinions
The petition for an 0-1 alien of extraordinary ability

must include written evidence of consultation with an
appropriate peer group in the area of the alien's respon-
sibility regarding the nature of the work to be done by
the alien and his or her qualifications. This must be
accomplished by submitting the written advisory opin-
ion from the appropriate peer group (which may
include a labor organization) with the petition at the
time the petition is filed with the service center. [8 CFR
214.2(o)(5)(0]

The written consultation from a peer group that
accompanies the petition must describe the alien's abil-
ity and achievements in the field, specify the duties to
be performed, and state whether the position requires
the services of someone of extraordinary ability. The
regulation further states that "the written opinion shall
contain a statement of facts which support the conclu-
sion reached in the [consultant's] opinion." [8 CFR
214.2(0(5)401

The Service has listed groups that have agreed to pro-
vide advisory opinions and published these in Opera-
tion Instructions 214.2(h), usually available only in law
libraries or INS offices. Additional organizations or
groups may provide advisory opinions, since the Ser-
vice admits its list is not exhaustive. [8 CFR
214.2(o)(5)(v)I A Department of Justice memo of 20 Sep-
tember 1991 added several organizations prepared to
provide opinions for psychiatrists, computer profession-
als, nutritionists, public accountants, management
accountants, and psychologists.

If a peer group exists and is willing to provide a writ-
ten advisory opinion, such an opinion should be submit-
ted with the petition. In cases where it is established by
the petitioner that an appropriate peer group does not
exist, INS will render a decision on the evidence of
record. [8 CFR 214.2(o)(5)(i)(G)) For academic positions,
if no appropriate peer group exists, the petitioner may
include letters of attestation from qualified experts in
support of the claim of extraordinary ability.

6.2.4 Documentary requirements
The petition must include the following four docu-

mentary elements:
1. affidavits, contracts, awards, or other documenta-

tion that demonstrate the nature of the alien's achieve-
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ments, completed by the person in charge of the place
where the work was performed

2. affidavits written by present or former employees
or recognized experts certifying to the recognition and
extraordinary ability of the alien and describing specifi-
cally the alien's recognition or ability in factual terms.
Persons so attesting must also describe their own exper-
tise and how they know of the ability of the alien men-
tioned in the 0-1 petition.

3. copies of any contracts between the petitioner and
the alien to be employed or a summary of the terms of
the agreement under which the alien will be employed

4. an explanation of the nature of the activity of the
alien and its beginning and ending dates, and a copy of
any itinerary for the event or activity. [8 CFR 214.2(o)(6)1

6.2.5 Filing of the petition
The petitionincluding Form 1-129, the 0-classifica-

tion supplement, and other required documentary evi-
denceshould be submitted to the INS service center
having jurisdiction over the place where the alien will
work. Legible photocopies of documents may be sub-
mitted in support of the petition. Original documents
may be requested by INS. The application may not be
filed more than 6 months before the work is to begin. [8
CFR 214.2(0)(2)(1)]

6.2.6 Services in more than one location
A petition that requires the alien to work in more

than one location must include an itinerary with the
dates and locations of the work. The petition is filed
with the INS service center that has jurisdiction over the
area where the petitioner is located. [8 CFR
214.2(0)(2)(ii)(A)I

6.2.7 Services for more than one employer
If an alien will work for more than one employer con-

currently, each employer must file a separate applica-
tion with the INS service center having jurisdiction over
the area where the work will take place. The exception is
when an agent is filing the petition. [8 CFR
214.2(o)(2)60(3)1
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6.2.8 Approval and validity of petition
The employer is notified )f the approval of the peti-

tion on Form 1-797, Notice of Action. This notice
includes the alien's name and the period of validity of
the petition. [8 CFR 214.2(0)(7)(01

An approved new petition for the 0-1 alien will be
valid for a time period not to exceed 3 years. [8 CFR
214.2(0(7)(iii)(A)) Note the following three instances
that determine the starting and ending dates of the peti-
tion:

1. If the new 0 petition is approved before the date
on which the petitioner says the services will begin, the
approval notice will show the actual dates requested by
the petitioner.

2. If the new 0 petition is approved after the date the
petitioner indicated the services were to begin, the
beginning date will be the date of approval and the end-
ing date will be that requested by the petitioner.

3. If the length of time requested by the employer
exceeds 3 years, the petition shall only be approved up
to the 3-year limit. [8 CFR 214.2(o)(6)1

6.2.9 Denial of petition
If the application is to be denied based on informa-

tion of which the petitioner is unaware, the INS service
center will notify the petitioner of the intent to deny and
the basis for denial. The employer may review and rebut
the evidence within 30 days of the notice of intent to
deny the application. [8 CFR 214.2(o)(8)1 The petitioner
is notified of the reasons for denial and of the right to
appeal. Also note the following regulation: "If a petition
is denied because of the advisory opinion provided by a
peer group, labor, and/or management organization, a
copy of the advisory opinion shall be attached to the
director's decision." [8 CFR 214.2(o)(5)(D)]

6.3 EXTENSION OF STAY
An employer may file for an extension of stay for an

alien of extraordinary ability to complete the activity
described in the original petition. Supporting docu-
ments are not required unless requested by the INS ser-
vice center. The application must be filed on Form 1-129
and the 0-classification supplement before the expira-
tion of the original petition.

Accompanying the Form 1-129 must be a statement
explaining the reasons for the extension, a request to
extend the petition, and the dates of the requested
extension. The alien for whom the extension is
requested must be physically present in the United
States at the time the extension of stay is filed. If the
alien must leave the United States while the extension
request is being considered, the INS service center may
cable approval of the extension to a consular office
abroad where the alien will apply for the visa. [8 CFR
214.2(0)(13)1

The maximum extension that can be requested at any
one time is 1 year, solely for the purpose of permitting
the alien to continue or complete the activity described
in the original petition. Ten days is added to the exten-
sion date requested by the petitioner. [8 CFR 214.2
(o)(13)(ii)]

"There is no absolute time lin"f on the 0-1's total
stay in the United States." (Federal Register, 2 December
1991, p. 61116, Commentary on 214.2(0(7)(iii)(A)]

The fact that an 0-1 petitioner may hold an approved
labor certification or may have filed a preference peti-
tion shall not be a basis for denying a petition for exten-
sion of stay, entry to the United States, or change of sta-
tus. An 0 nonimmigrant may leave and reenter the
United States while seeking .o become a permanent resi-
dent. [8 CFR 214.2(o)(14)1
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6.4 CHANGE OF EMPLOYERS

If an 0-1 alien seeks to change employers in the
United States, the new employer must file a petition
with the INS service center having jurisdiction over the
place of employment. [8 CFR 214.2(o)(2)(ii)(C)]

6.5 OBTAINING A VISA AND ENTERING THE
UNITED STATES

To obtain an 0 visa and enter the United States for
the purpose of engaging in employment on the basis of
an approved petition to work as an alien of extraordi-
nary ability, the foreign national should report to the
consulate indicated in the original application the
prospective employer filed with the regional INS service
center. The applicant must apply at the U.S. consulate
named on Department of State Form OF-156, presenting
a valid passport and Form 1-797 (Notice of Action) indi-
cating approval of the 0 petition.

Although an applicant may meet the requirements to
work as an alien of extraordinary ability and appear eli-
gible for an 0 visa, it is the U.S. consular officer who
will decide whether the applicant will be granted the
visa (see Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3). It is important to note,
however, that the concept of dual intent applies to 0-1
aliens, who may enter the United States, extend their
status, or change to another nonimmigrant status even if
they have indicated their intent to become immigrants
to the United States. The concept of dual intent will
likely benefit some foreign nationals who may qualify to
work at U.S. colleges and universities, yet who need to
maintain an active international travel schedule while in
0-1 status. [8 CFR 214.2(o)(14)1

6.5.1 Aliens subject to passport and visa requirements
An alien required to have a valid passport and visa

for entry to the United States (see Sections 2.3.2 and
2.3.3) applies for an 0 visa at a U.S. consulate or
embassy. In Taiwan, application is made at the Ameri-
can Institute in Taiwan. The applicant presents a valid
passport and Form 1-797, the Notice of Action.authoriz-
ing employment as an alien of extraordinary ability.

If the visa application is approved, a visa stamp is
placed in the applicant's passport, noting the period of
the visa's validity and the number of entries allowed
(see Section 2.3). The Form 1-797 is then returned to the
applicant for use in applying for admission to the
United States.

When the applicant arrives at the port of entry, he or
she presents the passport (which must be valid for at
least 6 months beyond the contemplated period of stay,
unless the applicant is from a country with which the
United States has entered into a passport agreement
see Section 2.2.4), visa, and Form 1-797 to the immigra-
tion official.

Upon admitting the alien of extraordinary ability to
the United States, the immigration officer issues a Form

1-94 (Arrival/Departure Record), showing the date and
place of entry, the alien's status as an 0 alien of extraor-
dinary ability, and the expiration date of that status. [8
CFR 214.2(o)(11) ]

The Form 1-94 is to be surrendered upon departure,
except in the case of visits of 30 days or less to Canada
or Mexico. When an alien in 0 status has surrendered
Forra 1-94 upon departure and subsequently reenters the
United States, he or she is issued a new Form 1-94.

Aliens of extraordinary ability are admitted to the
United States until a specified date. The period of autho-
rized stay will be noted on Form 1-797. The initial period
of stay may be extended (see Section 6.3). An 0-1 alien
has permission to remain in the United States until the
date shown on the Form 1-94, which, as noted above,
includes 10 additional days. Note that the 0-1 alien is
only allowed to work during the validity of the petition,
which will not match the dates on the Form 1-94. The
Form 1-797 states the actual employment dates.

6.5.2 Aliens not subject to passport and visa require-
ments

Passport and visa requirements for entry to the
United States do not pertain to certain aliens. The most
important exceptions to the passport and visa require-
ments are Canadian citizens or landed immigrants of
Canada having a common nationality with Canadians
who are entering the United States from the Western
Hemisphere, and citizens of the Republic of the Mar-
shall Islands and the Federated States of Micronesia
who ].lave proceeded in direct and continuous transit
from their country to the United States (see Section
2.2.4). [8 CFR 212.1] An alien in one of these categories
applies directly to an immigration inspector at a port of
entry for admission as an alien of extraordinary ability.
The procedure is otherwise the same as that followed by
aliens subject to passport and visa requirements.

6.6 AUTHORIZED STAY
An alien of extraordinary ability will be aamitted to

the United States for the period of the approved petition
as noted on the Form 1-797, not to exceed 3 years for
new petitions, plus an additional 10 days. [8 CFR 214.2
(0)(7)(iii) and (11)] Extensions of stay are possible (see
Section 6.3).

6.7 MAINTENANCE OF STATUS

An alien admitted in 0 status is only authorized to
work with a specific employer as approved by INS. Any
employment not authorized in direct connection with
the approved petition is in violation of 0 status.

6.8 EMPLOYMENT
An alien of extraordinary ability is authorized to

work only for the specific employer approved by INS in

6.5
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the original petition. No other employment is autho-
rized. Because the employment is specific to a particular
employer, no Employment Authorization Document is
required; however, an employer is obligated to complete
Form 1-9, Employment Eligibility Verification (see Sec-
tion 13.10). Note that employment with the petitioner is
limited to the dates on Form 1-797, Notice of Action.

6.9 TAX OBLIGATIONS

6.9.1 Social Security
Contributions for Social Security are to be withheld

by employers. Unlike F-1, M-1, and J-1 aliens, 0 visa
holders are not exempt from Social Security tax.

6.9.2 Income tax
Information on an 0-1 alien's tax obligations may be

found in IRS publications 515, "Withholding on Nonres-
ident Aliens and Foreign Corporations," and 519, "U.S.
Tax Guide for Aliens" (see Appendix 12).

6.10 VISITS ABROAD AND REENTRY

Whenever an alien in 0-1 status wishes to leave the
United States temporarily and return to continue his or
her approved employment, he or she must carry appro-
priate documentation to permit entry to another country
and reentry to the United States. The reentry documen-
tation will generally include Form 1-797 and a valid
passport and visa (unless the alien is not subject to the
passport and visa requirements).

6.1 1 AUTOMATIC EXTENSION OF VALIDITY
OF VISAS

An expired 0 visa may be considered to be automati-
cally reissued to the date of application for readmission
to the United States (and therefore the visa in the pass-
port need not have a current expiration date) provided
the 0-1 alien of extraordinary ability

1. is applying for readmission to the United States
after an absence not exceeding 30 days solely in contigu-
ous territory;

2. has maintained and intends to resume his or her
status as an 0-1 alien and is reentering the United States
prior to the expiration of the previously authorized stay;

3. presents a Form 1-797 that contains the dates of the
previously authorized stay;

4. is in possession of a valid passport; and
5. presents an unexpired Form 1-94.
Furthermore, a person who entered the United States

in a classification other than 0, but whose status was
subsequently changed to 0, may be considered to have
the previous visa automatically reissued and converted
to an 0 visa if he or she meets the conditions stated
above. [22 CFR 41.112(d)]

6.12 CHANGE OF STATUS
6.12.1 Change to 0 status

An alien in any nonimmigrant status except C, D, K,
and, in some cases, J may apply for a change to 0 status
if the alien has maintained lawful nonimmigrant status
up to the time the application is filed. Application is
made on Form 1-129, Petition for Nonimmigrant Worker
(see Section 6.2).

6.12.2 Change to another nonimmigrant status
An 0 alien may apply to change to another nonimmi-

grant status for which he or she is eligible by completing
Form 1-539 or Form 1-129 and the supporting documen-
tation described in the instruction sheets attached to
each form.

6.12.3 Reentry to obtain new status
An 0-1 alien may obtain a new nonimmigrant status

by leaving the United States, obtaining a new visa at a
U.S. consular post abroad, and reentering with a new
visa and supporting documentation.

6.1 3 DEPARTURE UPON TERMINATION OF

STATUS

An alien of extraordinary ability has 10 days to
depP.rt the United States after completion of the autho-
rized program. l8 CFR 214.2 (o)(11)I

6.1 4 SURRENDER OF DOCUMENTS
An 0-1 alien departing from the United States (to

places other than Canada or Mexico for 30 days or less)
must surrender his or her Form 1-94 to (1) a representa-
tive of the carrier providing transportation out of the
United States at the time of boarding, (2) a Canadian
immigration officer at the United StatesCanada border,
or (3) a U.S. immigration officer at the United
StatesMexico border.

6.15 SPOUSE/DEPENDENT (0-3) STATUS
The spouse and dependents (unmarried minor chil-

dren) of 0-1 aliens are given 0-3 classification. They are
subject to the same limitations of stay as the 0-1 alien.
No employment is permitted to spouse or dependents in
0-3 status. [8 CFR 214.2(o)(7)(iv)I

6.16 DIFFERENCES FROM J, P, AND H
STATUS

6.16.1 Differences from J status
The commonly used exchange-visitor category of

research scholar/specialist is quite likely to be applied
to aliens who might qualify for 0-1 status. In fact, unless
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the length of time required to complete the employment
were significantly longer than 3 to 5 years, exchange-vis-
itor status would be preferable because of its simplicity.
Its only drawback, if the alien were from a country with
which the United States had a critical-skills agreement,
would be the 2-year home country residence require-
ment. (Payment of the alien's salary from a U.S. source
might subject the alien to the same requirement.)

6.16.2 Differences from P status
The P visa (see Section 7) was created by the 1990

Act. The P visa category has three subsets: P-1 status is
intended for "internationally recognized" artists and
athletes; P-2 is reserved for artists and entertainers who
are part of a "reciprocal exchange" program between
organizations in the United States and organizations
abroad; and the P-3 category is reserved for artists and
entertainers who perform as part of a "culturally
unique" program.

Some overlap is evident, as artists and athletes are
mentioned in both the 0 and P visa legislation. The
advantages and disadvantages of the P and 0 categories
are unclear. However, some of the main differences are:

Athletes. 0-1 athletes are individuals of sustained
national or international acclaim. P-1 athletes must be
internationally recognized but need only demonstrate
such recognition one time. The initial 0-1 petition may
be for up to 3 years with extensions in 1-year incre-
ments. The initial P-1 petition is for 5 years with exten-
sions up to a total stay of 10 years.

Artists and entertainers. 0-1 artists are admitted as
individuals. P-1 artists are admitted as a group,
although a member of a P-1 group may petition for an
0-1 based on his or her own merits. Furthermore, INS
can waive the consultation requirement if the 0-1 artist
is seeking readmission to perform similar services
within 2 years of the date of a previous consultation.

6.16.3 Differences from H-1 B status
One important advantage of the 0-1 over the H-1B visa

is its lack of time limit. In addition, the new regulations for
the H-1B stipulate that the employer must meet certain
wage and working condition requirements. These require-
ments are absent from the 0-1 provisions.
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SECTION 7

P Status: Artists, Athletes, and Entertainers
Lorig S. Boyajian

7.1 Definition of P Status 7-1

7.2 Filing a P Petition 7-2

7.3 P-1 Status 7-2

7.4 P-2 Status 7-2

7.5 P-3 Status 7-2

7.6 Consultation with a Labor Organization 7-3

7.7 Maintenance of Status 7-3

7.8 Extension of Stay 7-3

7.9 P and 0 Status Compared 7-3

7.10 P-3 and Q Status Compared 7-3

Forms and Documents Discussed in This Section

1-129 Petition for Nonimmigrant Worker
1-797 Notice of Action

7.1 DEFINITION OF P STATUS
The P visa classification was created by Congress in

the Immigration Act of 1990 (PL 101-649) and further
refined in the 1991 technical amendments to the Act.
[Act 101(a)(15)(P)1 The P classifications are used for the
temporary services of an alien as an athlete, as a part of
an athletic team, as an artist, or as part of a performance
group. Generally, the alien must be internationally rec-
ognized or acclaimed. The regulations define interna-
tional recognition as having a "high level of achieve-
ment in a field as evidenced by a degree of skill and
recognition substantially above that ordinarily encoun-
tered, to the extent that such achievement is renowned,
leading, or well-known in more than one country." [8
CFR 214.2(03)1 The Act describes four P classifications:

1. The P-1 alien is one who is coming to the United
States to perform services as an internationally recog-
nized athlete, or as part of such an athletic team, or as
a member of an internationally recognized entertain-
ment group (not as an individual performing artist).

2. The P-2 alien is one who is coming to perform
services as an artist or entertainer under a reciprocal
exchange program.

3. The P-3 alien is one who is coming solely to per-
form, teach, or coach under a program that is cultur-
ally unique.

4. The P-4 alien is the spouse or minor child of a P
alien, if he or she accompanies or follows to join a P-
1, P-2, or P-3 alien. [Act 101(a)(15)(P); 8 CFR 214.2(p)]
Additionally, those individuals who are not artists,

performers, or athletes but are considered essential sup-
port personnel (in that they are integral to the perfor-
mance of a P-1, P-2, or P-3 alien and their services can-
not be readily performed by a U.S. worker), are
classifiable as P aliens in the same visa category as the
principal alien(s). [8 CFR 214.2(03)1

P nonimmigrants must possess an unrelinquished
residence abroad that they have no intent of abandoning.
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7.2 FILING A P PETITION
A petition for any P classification is filed on Form I-

129 by the employer or sponsor, such as an agent, who
requires the services of an alien on a temporary basis.
Only a P-1 petition can be filed by a foreign employer.
The petition must be submitted in duplicate, along with
supporting documents specified for each P classifica-
tion, to the INS service center having jurisdiction over
the place in which the alien is to be employed. If the
petition requires the alien to work in more than one
location, the petition is filed with the service center hav-
ing jurisdiction over the area where the petitioner is
located or the place of the first engagement. INS will
notify the petitioner on Form 1-797 (Notice of Action)
upon approval of a petition.

Sometimes the employer is the petitioner, and it is
expected that the alien will receive a salary or other
compensation from the petitioner and not from any
other employer in the United States. If the alien is to be
employed by more than one employer, each employer
must submit a separate petition. Sometimes an agent is
the petitioner and is performing the function of an
employer. In this case, the agent must provide an itiner-
ary of definite employment and specify the wage
offered and other terms and conditions of employment.

7.3 P-1 STATUS
P-1 status is reserved for (1) an athlete who is interna-

tionally recognized on his or her own reputation and
achievements as an individualsuch as a tennis star,
gymnast, or star soccer playerand will he performing
services in the United States at an event that requires an
internationally recognized athlete, such as a distin-
guished athletic competition; (2) an athletic team which
is to perform at a specific athletic competition at an
internationally recognized let el of performance; (3)
members of an entertainment grcup that is internation-
ally recognized as outstanding for a substantial and sus-
tained period of time and who have had a sustained
relationship with the group, usually for at least 1 year,
and are integral to the group's functioning. The 1-year
requirement may be waived in rare instances, such as
for circus personnel, or illness. Further, certain nation-
ally recognized groups may be able to obtain a waiver of
the international-recognition requirement in considera-
tion of "special circumstances," such as limited access to
news media. Please see 8 CFR 214.2(p)(4) for documen-
tary requirements to establish international recognition
for a P-1 alien athlete, athletic team, or performance
group.

P-1 petitions for athletes are valid for a period of up
to 5 years; for athletic teams and entertainment groups
petitions shall be valid for the period of time to com-
plete the competition, performance, or event, not to
exceed 1 year.
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An advisory opinion by a labor organization that has
expertise in the area of the alien's sport or entertainment
field is required in a P-1 petition. The opinion must eval-
uate or describe the alien's or group's ability and
achievement, comment on whether the alien or group is
internationally recognized, and state whether the ser-
vices to be performed are appropriate for an internation-
ally recognized athlete or entertainment group.

An academic institution will seldom, if ever, have a
need to file a P-1 petition on behalf of an alien or group
of aliens. Should a foreign entertainment group of high
caliber perform on campus and be paid by the institu-
tion, it is probable that an agent will be the petitioner
and that the institution's name and address will be
attached to the group's itinerary supporting the 1-129
petition for P status.

7.4 P-2 STATUS
This classification is accorded to artists and entertain-

ers, individually or as a group, who will be performing
under a reciprocal-exchange program between an orga-
nization in the United States and another organization
abroad. The agreement must provide for the temporary
exchange of artists and entertainers, and the exchange
must display parity in the caliber of aliens, the terms of
employment, and the numbers of artists and entertain-
ers involved. Among other things, an advisory opinion
must be attached to the petition by an appropriate labor
organization in the United States that was involved in
negotiating, or has concurred with, the reciprocal
exchange.

P-2 petitions are valid for a period necessary to com-
plete the event, activity, or performance, not to exceed 1
year.

7.5 P-3 STATUS
Artists or entertainers recognized individually or as a

group by governmental agencies, cultural organizations,
scholars, arts administrators, critics, or other experts in a
particular field for their excellence in developing, inter-
preting, representing, coaching, or teaching a unique or
traditional ethnic, culinary, cultural, musical, theatrical,
or artistic performance or presentation are eligible for P-
3 status, as long as they are coming to the United States
for cultural events to further the understanding or
development of their art form. They must be sponsored
by an educational, cultural, or governmental organiza-
tion that promotes such activities and /or exchanges.
The performance itself may be commercial.

A petition to classify an alien or a group as a P-3 alien
must be accompanied by two of the following:

1. Documentation evidencing the alien's or group's
previous experience in culturally unique events for a
substantial period of time;
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2. Documentation evidencing that the alien or group
has achieved national or international recognition;

3. Documentation that the alien or group has received
recognition for achievements from organizations, critics,
governmental or cultural agencies or other recognized
experts in the field.

The petition must also include testimonials by recog-
nized experts attesting to the authenticity and excellence
of the culturally unique skills and an advisory opinion
by a labor organization. The advisory opinion must
evaluate the cultural uniqueness of the alien's skills,
state whether the events are mostly cultural in nature
and state whether the event or activity is appropriate for
P-3 classification. [8 CFR 214.2(p)(6)(G)(iii)l

7.6 CONSULTATION WITH A LABOR ORGANIZATION

Consultation with an appropriate labor organization
egarding the nature of the work to be done and the

alien's qualifications is mandatory before a petition for a
P-1 or P-3 classification can be approved. All aliens,
including essential support personnel, who are part of
the petition must be included in a written advisory
opinion. A consultation is also mandatory for P-2 essen-
tial support personnel. (See Section 7.4 for P-2 princi-
pals.) In those cases where the employer can show that
there is not an appropriate labor organization, the peti-
tion can be approved without it. If the petitioner does
not provide a consultation, the Service will forward a
copy of the petition to the labor organization and await
a reply, 'hus delaying adjudication of the petition and
perhaps entailing a negative oi)inion. Clearly it is to a
petitioner's advantage to obtain the advisory opinion
prior to filing a P petition. Although the advisory opin-
ion is just thatadvisoryit is too early to say whether
the Service will render a decision on the basis of the
opinion alone. If the petition is to be denied based on
information of which the petitioner is unaware, the Ser-
vice will give the petitioner 30 days to rebut the evi-
dence it is using to make its decision. The Service will
then render a decision on the basis of the additional evi-
dence presented.

7.7 MAINTENANCE OF STATUS

A temporary worker in P-1, P-2, or P-3 status may be
employed only by and according to the conditions of the
petitioner through whom status was obtained. P-4 aliens
may not be employed.

A beneficiary of a P visa may be admitted to the
United States 10 days before the validity of the visa
begins and up to 10 days after the validity period ends.
An extension or change of status, however, must be filed
only if the validity of the petition has not expired. 18
CFR 214.2(p)(12) and (13)1

7.8 EXTENSION OF STAY

A P-1 individual athlete may be initially admitted for
the length of the event, not to exceed 5 years. Extensions
of stay may be authorized for a period of up to 5 more
years, not to exceed a total stay of 10 years. Other P
aliens may be admitted for a period equal to the length
of the event or performance, not to exceed 1 year. Exten-
sion of status may be granted for up to 1 year at a ume
to continue to complete the activity for which they were
admitted. [8 CFR 214.2(p)(8)(iii) and (14)601

7.9 P AND 0 STATUS COMPARED
The P visa is used for athletes and performers who

are coming to the United States to participat0 in a spe-
cific athletic event or performance. Although the athletic
performance or event can be an entire season or group
of related activities, the P visa is not intended to be used
for employment other than for this one purpose. 0 visa
holders are authorized to perform services in almost any
activity requiring their distinguished talent,.

With regard to entertainers, P visa holders are mem-
bers of a performance group and are coming to the
United States as a group. 0 visa holders are individual
performers coming to the United States by virtue of
their individual recognition.

The P visa was designed to allow a wider variety of
performers into the United States than the 0. Unfortu-
nately, the interim regulations implementing the Act
have failed to accommodate this intent. It is anticipated
that the final regulations implementing the Act will fur-
ther refine the different ,s between these visa classifica-
tions.

7.10 P-3 AND Q STATUS COMPARED
The Q visa is for corporations and businesses that

require the temporary services of an individual who will
be sharing his or her culture with the American public.
There is a low burden of qualification for an alien to be
eligible for such classification. On the other hand, P-3
status is reserved for an individual or group that is rec-
ognized by experts for their excellence in teaching, inter-
preting, or developing a unique or traditional cultural
presentation or performance and is coming to the
United States for cultural events to further the develop-
ment of their art form. P-3 aliens must be petitioned by
an educational, cultural, or governmental organization.

The Q visa is valid for 15 months and the P-3 is valid
for the length of the activity, initially not to exceed 1
year. The P-3 may be extended in increments of 1 year to
continue or complete the activity for which admission
was granted.
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SECTION 8

Q Status: International Cultural
Exchange Visitors

Jerry Wilcox

8.1 General Information and Definitions 8-2

8.2 Petition Process 8-2

8.2.1 Program length
8.2.2 Location of program activity
8.2.3 Cultural component
8.2.4 Work component
8.2.5 Requirements for alien participants
8.2.6 Employer eligibility
8.2.7 Preparing the petition
8.2.8 Filing the petition
8.2.9 Petition for multiple participants
8.2.10 Service, labor, or training in more than one location
8.2.11 Service, labor, or training with more than one employer
8.2.12 Substitution or replacement of participants
8.2.13 Notice of approval or revocation of the petition

8.3 Extension of Stay 8-4

8.4 Change of Employers 8-4

8.5 Obtaining a Visa and Entering the United States 8-5

8.5.1 Aliens subject to passport and visa requirements
8.5.2 Aliens not subject to passport and visa requirements

8.6 Authorized Stay 8-5

8.7 Maintenance of Status 8-5

8.8 Employment 8-5

8.9 Tax Obligations 8-6

8.9.1 Social Security
8.9.2 Income tax

8.10 Visits Abroad and Reentry 8-6

8.1 1 Automatic Reissuance of Visas 8-6

8.12 Change of Status 8-6

8.12.1 Change to Q status
8.12.2 Change to another nonimmigrant status
8.12.3 Reentry to obtain new status

8.13 Departure upon Termination of Status 8-6

8.14 Spouse/Dependent Status 8-6
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8.15 Differences from J, 0, P, and H Statuses 8-7
8.15.1 Differences from J status
8.15.2 Differenc,-% from 0 status
8.15.3 Differences from P status
8.15.4 Differences from H-18 status

Forms and Documents Discussed in This Section

1-129 Petition for Nonimmigrant Worker
1-539 Application to Extend Status/Change Nonimmigrant States

1-797 Notice of Action
1-94 Arrival/Departure Record
OF-156 Nonimmigrant Visa Application
1-9 Employment Eligibility Verification Form

8.1 GENERAL INFORMATION AND
DEFINITIONS

The Q visa category was created by Congress in the
Immigration Act of 1990. [Act 101(a)(15)(Q)1 The pro-
gram allows a qualified employer to petition the Immi-
gration and Naturalizatirm Service (INS) for approval to
bring in an alien for a period not to exceed 15 months to
engage in prearranged employment or training and to
share his or her own culture with Americans. The pur-
pose of the international cultural exchange programs for
which the Q visa was designed is to enhance the Ameri-
can people's knowledge and appreciation of different
world cultures. [8 CFR 214 Interim Rule, Federal Register,
22 August 1991, p. 41623] An international cultural
exchange program involving Q-visa holders must
involve structured public activities with specific culture-
sharing goals; the employment aspect of the program
must be ancillary to the cultural objectives.

The most common example of an employer men-
tioned in the discussions of this status is Disney World's
Epcot Center in Florida. Examples of qualified nonim-
migrant employees often mentioned are Chinese acro-
bats and members of Bavarian Oktoberfest bands. Dis-
cussions with an official at INS headquarters confirmed
that a language instructor who included cultural train-
ing in the classroom would be another appropriate
example.

"International cultural exchange visitor" or "partici-
pant" means an alien having a residence in a foreign
country that he or she has no intention of abandoning,
who is coming temporarily to the United States to take
part in an international cultural exchange program
approved by the attorney general. [8 CFR 214.2(q)(1)]

"Qualified employer" means a U.S. or foreign firm,
corporation, or other legal business that administers an
international cultural exchange program designated by
the attorney general. [8 CFR 214.2(q)(1)]

"Petitioner" means the employer or its designated
agent (one employed by the qualified employer on a
permanent basis in an Executive or managerial capacity
for the preceding 12 months). [8 CFR 214.2(q)(1)]
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8.2 PETITION PROCESS

The Q application process is similar to the H-1B tem-
porary-worker application process. It has two parts. INS
will determine during the application process if the
intending employer is qualified to administer an inter-
national cultural exchange program. If that determina-
tion is positive, INS will decided whether the alien pro-
posed to enter the United States to participate in the
international cultural exchange program is qualified.
The application process is outlined below.

The qualified employer files a petition on Form 1-129,
Petition for a Nonimmigrant Workerplus a supple-
ment to the Form 1-129 for the Q classification and the
applicable feewith the INS service center that has
jurisdiction over the place where the international cul-
tural exchange visitor will perform the service or labor
or receive training. The employer petitions concurrently
(on the Form 1-129 and Q supplement) for approval of
the international cultural exchange program and the
international cultural exchange visitor. The petition for
Q nonimmigrant workers is considered only if the
employer's concurrent petition for the international cul-
tural exchange program is approved. [8 CFR 214 Interim
Rule, Federal Register, 22 August 1991, p. 41623]

A U.S. or foreign employer may file the petition, but
a reign employer's petition must be signed by a U.S.
citizen or permanent resident who has been employed
by the qualified foreign employer on a permanent basis
in an executive, managerial, or supervisory capacity for
the prior year.

8.2.1 Program length
Each petition for an international cultural exchange

program may be approved for the duration of the pro-
gram, which may not exceed 15 months. A new petition
must be filed each time the qualified employer wants to
bring in additional international cultural exchange visi-
tors. [8 CFR 241.2(q)(3)(ii)]

8.2.2 Location of program activity
The culture-sharing activity must take place in a

school, museum, business, or other establishment where
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the public is exposed to aspects of a foreign culture as
part of a structured program. [8 CFR 214.2(q)(3)(iii)(A)1
(Also see Section 8.2.9 on service, labor, or training in
more than one location.) Note that a private home is not
listed as an appropriate primary location of program
activity.

8.2.3 Cultural component
The international cultural exchange program must

have a cultural component that is essential and integral
to the alien's employment or training. The program
must exhibit or explain the attitude, customs, history,
heritage, philosophy, or traditions of the alien's home
country. Acceptable cultural components of the pro-
gram are structured instructional activities such as
courses or lecture series that improve Americans'
knowledge of the visitor's home country's arts, litera-
ture, history, language, or traditions. [8 CFR
214.2(q)(3)(iii)(B)1

To this end, the petitioner must demonstrate that the
cultural component of the program is an essential and
integral part of the service performed or training
received. Proper documentation such as catalogs,
brochures, or other types of material must be submitted
to demonstrate that:

1. the cultural component is designed to give an
overview of the attitudes, customs, history, heritage.
philosophy, tradition, or other cultural attributes of the
participant's home country

2. the cultural component is an essential and integral
part of the participant's training or employment

3. the participant's training or employment takes
place in a public setting where the sharing can be
achieved through his or her direct contact with Ameri-
cans

4. the American public will derive an obvious cul-
ture l benefit from the program. [8 CFR 214.2(04)(ii)]

8.2.4 Work component
The employment or training for the international cul-

tural exchange visitor may not be independent of the
cultural component mentioned above. The work must
serve as the vehicle for achieving the stated cultural
objectives of the program. For example, hiring a foreign
national to catalog books in a particular language for the
university or college library in order to finance the stay
of the alien, who at other times sings or performs a
musical instrument for the general public, would not be
allowed. The work in this case is not the vehicle of shar-
ing the culture. [8 CFR 214.2(q)(3)(iii)(C)1

8.2.5 Requirements for alien participants
To be eligible for Q status, an alien must:
1. be at least 18 years old at the time the petition is

filed
2. be qualified to perform the services or labor or

receive the training stated in the petition

3. be able to communicate effectively about the cul-
tural attributes of his or her home country to the Ameri-
can public

4. have resided and been physically outside the
United States for the immediate prior year, if he or she
was previously admitted as a Q nonimmigrant. The reg-
ulation does not specify that the year must be spent in
the alien's home country (see Section 8.12 on change of
status). [8 CFR 214.2(q)(3)(iv)1

8.2.6 Employer eligibility
Employers must submit documentation establishing

their eligibility as a qualified employer under the inter-
national cultural exchange program. This documenta-
tion must include the following evidence that the
employer:

1. maintains an established international cultural
exchange program in accordance with the regulatory
requirements

2. has designated a qualified employee who will be
responsible for administering the international cultural
exchange program and serve as liaison with INS

3. has been doing business in the United States for the
past 2 years

4. will offer the foreign nationals wages and working
conditions comparable to domestic workers similarly
employed

5. currently employs and will continue to employ at
least five full-time U.S. resident workers

6. has demonstrated financial ability to remunerate
the international cultural exchange visitor, as shown by
the most recent annual report. business income tax
return, or other form of certified accountant's report. [8
CFR 214.2(q)(3)(iv)(4)]

8.2.7 Preparing the petition
Using the Form 1-129 and the Q classification supple-

ment, the U.S. employer seeking to bring in an interna-
tional cultural exchange visitor must demonstrate that
the prospective visitor meets the requirements stated in
Section 8.2.5 and provide the following information
about each individual for whom the employer is peti-
tioning:

1. date of birth
2. place of birth
3. country of nationality
4. level of education
5. position title
6. brief job description for each participant described

in the petition
7. verification and certification of the qualifications of

the prospective participant to provide the service or
labor or receive the training described in the petition

8. statement of the wages to be paid the participant
9. certification that the wages offered are prevailing

and the working conditions are comparable to those of
local domestic workers similarly employed. [8 CFR
214.2(q)(3)(iv)(4)(iii) and (5)(01
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8.2.8 Filing the petition
The U.S. employer must file, in duplicate, Form 1-129

and the Q supplement, with the applicable fee and the
documentation mentioned in the above sections, at the
regional service center having jurisdiction over the area
where the services or labor will be performed or the
training received. A new petition with appropriate doc-
umentation must be filed each time the employer wants
to bring in additional international cultural exchange
visitors.

8.2.9 Petition for multiple participants
The employer may include more than one participant

on the petition. This is accomplished by completing a
supplement sheet used when more than one person is
included in the petition for the Form 1-129.

If the international cultural exchange visitors are in
different locations abroad and plan to apply for a visa at
more than one consulate, the employer must organize
the names of the prospective international cultural
exchange visitors by consulate. A separate petition is not
required for each individual. If the participants are visa-
exempt accorc.ng to 8 CFR 212.1(a) and will apply for
admission at more than one port of entry, the employer
must list the applicants according to each port of entry.
[8 CFR 214.2(q)(5)(i) and (ii)1
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8.2.10 Service, labor, or training in more than one
location

If the international cultural exchange visitor is
required to engage in employment or training in more
than one location (with the same employer), the
employer must include an itinerary with the dates and
locations of the services, labor, or training with the peti-
tion. [8 CFR 214.2(q)(5)(iii)1

8.2.11 Service, labor, or training with more than one
employer

If the international cultural exchange visitor will be
employed or trained by more than one employer, each
employer must file a separate petition with the regional
service center having jurisdiction over the location of the
employment or training. The international cultural
exchange. visitor may work part-time for multiple
employers as long as each employer has an approved
petition for the international cultural exchange visitor. [8
CFR 214.2(q)(5)(iv)]

8.2,12 Substitution or replacement of participants
The employer may replace or substitute a name on a

previously approved petition for the remainder of the
program without filing a new Form 1-129. The substitut-
ing participants must meet all the qualifications
described in Section 8.2.5 above. The employer should
notify the consular office by letter where the foreign
national will apply for the visa (or in the case of a visa-
exempt participant the port of entry of the substitute or

replacement). A copy of the approved petition must be
included with the letter. The employer must include the
following:

1. date of birth
2. place of birth
3. country of nationality
4. level of education
5. position title
6. certification of qualification of each participant to

work, serve, or be trained
7. wages and working conditions in accord with Sec-

tion 8.2.6. [8 CFR 214.2(q)(6)]

8.2.13 Notice of approval or revocation of the petition
The notice of approval of a petition for an interna-

tional cultural exchange program on Form 1-797
includes the names of the participants, their classifica-
tion as Q aliens, and the validity of the petition. A peti-
tion cannot be approved if the prospective participant
already has an aggregate of 15 months in Q status and
has not resided outside the United States for the imme-
diate prior year.

Petitions for multiple participants may be denied in
whole or part if some of the prospective international
cultural exchange visitors are qualified and others are
not.

Approval of an international cultural exchange pro-
gram is revoked if the employer goes out of business,
withdraws the application in writing, or terminates the
international cultural exchange program before the expi-
ration of the approved petition. [8 CFR 214.2(q)(8) and
(9)1

8.3 EXTENSION OF STAY

A foreign national's total length of stay in the United
States in Q status cannot exceed 15 months. Extensions
up to the 15-month total may be granted as a result of an
entirely new petition filed by a new employer (see Sec-
tion 8.2.8) or of a new petition filed by the same
employer and including the employer's previous
approval notice and a letter indicating any terms or con-
ditions of the previous petition that have changed. [8
CFR 214.2(q)(10)1

8.4 CHANGE OF EMPLOYERS

An international cultural exchange visitor in the
United States on the Q visa may change employers if the
new employer has an approved petition and the interna-
tional cultural exchange visitor has been approved for
that new program. The total time the international cul-
tural exchange visitor may stay in the United States,
however, is 15 months, regardless of the number of dif-
ferent employers. [8 CFR 214.2(q)(5)(v)]

J
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8.5 OBTAINING A VISA AND ENTERING THE
UNITED STATES

To obtain a Q visa and enter the United States for the
purpose of participating in an approved program of
international cultural exchange, the foreign national
should report to the cc isulate indicated in the original
application the prospective employer filed with the
regional service center. Applicants present Department
of State Form OF-156 and Form 1-797, Notice of Action,
indicating approval of the Q petition, along with a valid
passport. In many cases the Notice of Action may
already have been received directly from the INS
regional service center. The consular officer may request
other documents to establish that the prospective partic-
ipant meets all the requirements for Q status.

Although an applicant may meet the requirements
for participation in the international cultural exchange
program and appear eligible for an Q visa, it is the U.S.
consular officer who decides finally whether the appli-
cant will be granted a visa (see Section 2.3.3).

8.5.1 Aliens subject to passport and visa requirements
An alien required to have a valid passport and visa

for entry to the United States (see Sections 2.2.3 and
2.3.2) applies for a Q visa at a U.S. consulate or embassy
in accordance with the previous section. In Taiwan,
application is made at the American Institute in Taiwan.

If the visa application is approved, a visa stamp is
placed in the applicant's passport, noting the period of
the visa's validity and the number of entries allowed
(see Section 2.3). The Form 1-797 is then returned to the
applicant for use in applying for admission to the
United States.

When the applicant arrives at the port of entry, he or
she presents to the immigration official a passport valid
for at least 6 months beyond the contemplated period of
stay (unless the applicant is from a country with which
the United States has entered into a passport agree-
mentsee Section 2.2.4), visa, and the Form 1-797. If the
applicant has previously been in the United States in Q
status, the immigration official must be satisfied the he
or she has resided and been physically present outside
the United States for the immediate prior year, unless
the applicant is returning to complete a previously
authorized or new international cultural exchange pro-
gram. The total time in continuous Q status cannot
exceed 15 months.

Upon admitting the cultural exchange visitor to the
United States, the immigration officer issues a Form 1-94
(Arrival/Departure Record), showing the date and place
of entry, the alien's status as a Q visitor, and the expira-
tion date of that status.

The Form 1-94 is to be surrendered upon departure,
except in the case of visits of 30 days or less to Canada
or Mexico. When a Q visitor who has surrendered Form
1-94 upon departure subsequently reenters the United
States, a new Form 1-94 is issued.

Q visitors are admitted to the United States until a
specified date. The period of authorized stay will be
noted on Form 1-797. The initial period of stay may be
extended as long as the total length of the program(s)
does not exceed 15 months (see Section 8.2.1). A Q visi-
tor's permission to remain in the United States is not
valid beyond the date shown on the Form 1-94.

8.5.2 Aliens not subject to passport and visa require-
ments

Passport and visa requirements for entry to the
United States do not pertain to certain aliens. The most
important exceptions to the passport and visa require-
ments are Canadian citizens or landed immigrants of
Canada having a common nationality with Canadians
who are entering the United States from the Western
Hemisphere, and citizens of the Republic of the Mar-
shall Islands and the Federated States of Micronesia
who have proceeded in direct and continuous transit
from their country to the United States (see Section
2.3.2). 18 CFR 212.11 An alien in one of these categories
applies directly to an immigration inspector at a port of
entry for admission as a Q visitor. The procedure is oth-
erwise the same as that followed by aliens subject to
passport and visa requirements.

8.6 AUTHORIZED STAY

A Q visitor will be admitted to the United States for
the period (not to exceed 15 months) of the approved
international cultural exchange program, as indicated
on the Form 1-797, plus 30 days for participants to make
travel arrangements. 18 CFR 214.2(q)(3)(ii)] Extensions of
stay are sometimes possible, but never for more than the
15-month total (see Section 8.3).

8.7 MAINTENANCE OF STATUS
An alien admitted in Q status is authorized to partici-

pate only in a program of international cultural
exchange with a particular employer or trainer
approved by INS. Any employment not authorized in
direct connection with the approved program consti-
tutes a violation of the visa status of the cultural
exchange visitor.

8.8 EMPLOYMENT

Q visitors are authorized to work only for specific
employers approved by INS. The employment may not
be independent of the cultural component of the
approved program (see Section 8.2.4). No other employ-
ment is authorized. Since the employment is specific to a
particular employer, no Employment Authorization
Document is required; however, an employer is oblig-
ated to complete an Employment Eligibility Verification
Form 1-9 (see Section 13.10).
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8.9 TAX OBLIGATIONS

8.4%1 Social Security
Contributions for Social Security are to be withheld

by employers. Unlike F-1, M-1 and 5-1 aliens, Q visa
holders are not exempt from paying Social Security tax.

8.9.2 Income tax
Information on a Q visitor's tax obligations may be

found in IRS publications 515, "Withholding on Nonres-
ident Aliens and Foreign Corporations," and 519, "U.S.
Tax Guide for Aliens" (see Appendix 12).

8.10 VISITS ABROAD AND REENTRY
Whenever a Q visitor wishes to leave the United

States temporarily and return to continue his or her
approved cultural exchange program, appropriate docu-
mentation must be carried to permit entry to another
country and reentry to the United States. The reentry
documentation will generally include Form 1-797 and a
valid passport and visa (unless the international cultural
exchange visitor is not subject to the passport and visa
requirements).

8.1 1 AUTOMATIC REISSUANCE OF VISAS

An expired Q visa may be considered to be automati-
cally reissued to the date of application for readmission
to the United States (the visa in the passport need not
have a current expiration date) provided the Q visitor:

1. is applying for readmission to the United States
after an absence not exceeding 30 days solely in contigu-
ous territory;

2. has maintained and intends to resume his or her
status as a Q visitor and is reentering the United States
prior to the expiration of the previously authorized stay;

3. presents a Form 1-797 that contains the dates of the
previously authorized stay;

4. is in possession of a valid passport;
5. presents an unexpired Form 1-94.
Furthermore, a person who entered the United States

in a classification other than Q visitor, but whose status
was subsequently changed to Q, may be considered to
have the previous visa automatically reissued and con-
verted to a Q visa if the cultural exchange visitor meets
the conditions stated above.

Thus, under these circumstances (travel solely to con-
tiguous territory for 30 days or less), a Q visitor whose
visa had expired might be saved the trouble of applying
for a new visa at a consular post outside the United
States.
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8.12 CHANGE OF STATUS
8.12.1 Change to Q status

An alien in any nonimmigrant status except C, D, K,
and, in some cases, J, plus those who entered as partici-
pants in the Visa Waiver Pilot Program, may apply for a
change to Q status if he or she has maintained lawful
nonimmigrant status up to the time the application is
filed. Application is made on Form 1-129 (Petition for
Nonimmigrant Worker). The application to change non-
immigrant status is made jointly at the time of petition-
ing for the Q status and must include the applicant's
Form 1-94 and the required fee (see Appendix 1). It is
also recommended that the application include previous
copies of any immigration forms, such as I-20s or IAP-
66s that can verify the validity of the applicant's immi-
gration status. INS cannot approve a change to Q status
if the applicant has formerly held that status for 15
months and failed to spend 12 months outside the
United States before applying again for Q status.

8.12.2 Change to another nonimmigrant status
A Q alien may apply to change to another nonimmi-

grant status for which he or she is eligible by completing
Form 1-539 and the supporting documentation
described in the instruction sheet attached to that form.

8.12.3 Reentry to obtain new status
A Q visitor may obtain a new nonimmigrant status

by leaving the United States, obtaining a new visa at a
U.S. consular post abroad, and reentering with a new
visa and supporting documentation.

8.13 DEPARTURE UPON TERMINATION OF

STATUS

A Q visitor has 30 days to depart from the United
States after completing the authorized international cul-
tural exchange program. [8 CFR 214.2(q)(3)(ii)I The 30
days are added to the duration of the approved pro-
gram.

A Q visitor departing from the United States (to
places other than Canada or Mexico for 30 days or less)
must surrender his or her Form 1-94 to (1) a representa-
tive of the carrier providing transportation out of the
United States at the time of boarding, (2) a Canadian
immigration officer at the United StatesCanada border,
or (3) a U.S. immigration officer at the United
StatesMexico border.

8.14 SPOUSE/DEPENDENT STATUS

No special provision has been made for dependents
of a Q alien. Therefore, as with other visas such as the
TC (Trade Canada), it may be possible for a spouse or
child to apply for a B-2 tourist visa in orch-r to accom-
pany or follow to join the Q alien in the United States.
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8.15 DIFFERENCES FROM J, 0, P, AND H
STATUSES

The Q visa is designed to fill a special niche of activ-
ity in the United States. As stated in Section 8.1, the cate-
gory was conceived to facilitate the kind of program run
by the Epcot Center at Disney World, a program dedi-
cated to exposing Americans to cultures from abroad. Its
differences from the J, P, and H statuses are outlined
below.

8.15.1 Differences from J status
The J exchange-visitor program has several categories

that might accommodate an alien engaging in activities
similar to those of a Q visitor but in a college or univer-
sity setting. However, most of these categories are inap-
propriate for the kind of distinct cultural exchange pro-
gram intended by the Q visa. The most commonly used
categories of student or research scholar/specialist are
distinct and require other qualifications that may elimi-
nate a potential participant in the Q program. One J cat-
egory, trainee, had previously been used for the Epcot
Center activity, but a GAO report criticized that use as
inappropriate. The distinction between Q status and the
J trainee category awaits further clarification in expected
exchange-visitor regulations.

No 2-year home-country residence requirement exists
for the Q visa as it does for the J (see Section 9). Note,
however, that a Q alien is effectively barred from reen-
tering the United States in Q status after completing 15
months of an international cultural exchange program
until he or she has been physically present outside the
United States for the immediate prior year.

8.15.2 Differences from 0 status
The central difference between Q and 0 aliens is that

the 0 alien must meet standards unreachable for most
prospective Q applicants (see Section 6.2.2). The length
of stay for an 0 alien is 3 years, with incremental 1-year
extensions possible. This certainly recommends the 0
status over the Q, with its 15-month limitation.

8.15.3 Differences from P status
The I' visa (see Section 7) is also a result of the 1990

Act. This visa category has three subsets: P-1 status is
intended for "internationally recognized" artists and
athletes; P-2 is reserved for those artists and entertainers
who are part of a "reciprocal exchange" program
between organization(s) in the United States and organi-
zation(s) abroad; the P-3 category is reserved for artists
and entertainers who perform as part of a "culturally
unique" program. Culturally unique is defined as a style
of expression, methodology, or medium that is unique
to a particular society, class, religion, ethnicity, tribe, or
other group of persons. This shares some aspects of the
Q definition, but the length-of-stay limitations in the P
category are less liberal. Initial admission in P-3 status is

limited to 6 months with one 6-month extension permit-
ted, upon application, to complete an event. Recent leg-
islative attempts to improve the P status could eliminate
or reduce the undesirability of some aspects of the P cat-
egory.

8.15.4 Differences from H-1 B status
An H-1B temporary-worker may work in the United

States for up to 6 years. The requirement of at least a
bachelor's degree for the H-1B (see Section 10.3.2) may,
however, eliminate some individuals who might other-
wise qualify. The Q visa has no clearly defined educa-
tion requirement. Other restrictions, such as limitations
as to the specific employer and the location of employ-
ment, are identical to the requirements of H-1B status.
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SECTION 9

J Status: Exchange Visitors
Catheryn Cotten

New regulations governing the J visa category were
not final at the time this edition was printed.

Section 9 will be produced at a later date and offered
as an update to purchasers of the Adviser's Manual.
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SECTION 10

H Status: Temporary Workers and Trainees
Lorig S. Boyajian
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10.4 H-1B StatusSpecialty Occupations 10-4
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1 0.1 GENERAL
The H classifications are used for temporary workers

and trainees. The Act describes six H classifications:
1. The H-1A alien "perform[s] services as a registered

nurse."
2. The H-1B alien "perform[s] service:, in a specialty

occupation."
3. The H-2A alien "perform[s] agricultural labor or

services ... of a temporary or seasonal nature."
4. The H-2B alien "performs other temporary services

or labor ... if unemployed persons capable of perform-
ing such service or labor cannot be found in this coun-
try."

5. The H-3 classification has two subcategories, the
first of which is defined as an alien who seeks to enter
the United States at the invitation of an individual, orga-
nization, firm, or other trainer for the purpose of receiv-
ing training in any field of endeavor except graduate
medical education/training or training provided pri-
marily at or by an academic or vocational institution.
Incidental, supervised production necessary to the train-
ing is permitted, provided a U.S. worker is not thereby
displaced. The second H-3 subcategory is set aside for
participants in a special-education exchange visitor pro-
gram that provides practical training and experience in
the education of children with physical, mental, or emo-
tional disabilities.

6. The H-4 classification is for the spouse and unmar-
ried minor children of an H principal alien, if they
accompany or follow to join an H-1, H-2A, H-2B, or H-3
alien. [Act 101(a)(15)(H); 8 CFR 214.2(h) and 22 CFR
41.531
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10.2 FILING AN H PETITION
A petition for H classification is filed on Form 1-129

by an employer (the petitioner) who requires the ser-
vices of, or will be training, an alien on a temporary
basis. The petition must be submitted in duplicate,
along with supporting documents specified in the
instructions on Form 1-129, to the INS regional service
center having jurisdiction over the place in which the
alien is to be employed or receive the training. INS will
notify the employer on Form 1-797 (Notice of Action)
upon approval of a petition. INS also sends the
approved petition and/or notification of approval of the
petition to the U.S. consulate where the alien will apply
for an H visa (the consulate must be identified in the
petition). In the case of Canadian citizens, INS will
notify the appropriate port of entry because Canadians
are exempt from passport and visa stamp requirements.
After receiving the H visa, the alien can be admitted into
the United States in H status (assuming, of course, that
the alien is not excluded from entering for some other
reason).

Prior to January 1992, Form I-129H was utilized by
INS to adjudicate H petitions. An application for a

change of status from another nonimmigrant classifica-
tion was made on Form 1-506. An application to extend
one's H status was made on Form 1-539. The Immigra-
tion Act of 1990 (the Act) mandated the consolidation of
these applications. Form I-129 is now used for these pur-
poses as described below.

If the alien is already in the United States in some
other nonimmigrant status and wishes to obtain H sta-
tus, a designation on Form 1-129 must be made and a
copy of the alien's 1-94 must be attached. Any depen-
dent family members must use Form 1-539, which may
be submitted with Form 1-129, to apply for the change of
status. Processing fees vary according to the actions
requested of INS. For example, if an H petition is being
filed alone, one fee is necessary; if a change of status for
the alien is also teing requested, another fee is required.
If Form 1-539 is also attached, additional fees are
required. When the petition is approved, the alien's
application for change of status and that of dependent
family members will also be adjudicated.

If the alien is in the United States in H status spon-
sored by another employer or trainer, the 1-129 petition
must state that the alien wishes to extend his or her time
of temporary stay, and a copy of Form 1-94 must be
attached to the petition along with the prior H approval
notice(s) and fee. If the alien has dependent family
members, Form 1-539 must be submitted with the 1-129
and the additional fee(s).

The employer is the petitioner, and it is expected that
the alien will receive a ,glary or other compensation
from the petitioner and not from any other employer in
the United States. If the alien is to be employed by more
than one employer, each employer must submit a sepa-
rate petition. H-1 employment need not be full time or
for a single employer. An H-1 alter could work part
time for more than one employer, provided each
employer has a Form 1-129 approved for the alien. 101 8
CFR 214.2(h)(1)I

This multiple-employer characteristic requires special
attention from educational institutions. It is frequently
the case that some employees are paid from more than
one source and perform services at more than one loca-
tion. Graduate and postgraduate teaching and research
often involve joint or cooperative arrangements between
universities, government agencies, and private industry,
and individuals may be compensated separately by each
organization. For example, a teacher or researcher in a
school of forestry might also provide consulting services
to a government office involved in resource manage-
ment and supervise research in the genetic engineering
of new plant species for a private company. All of these
activities could well be part of his or her university
duties as a member of the teaching and research faculty,
and funding may come from any or all of these sources.
To meet IRCA requirements for employment eligibility
(see Section 13.10), it is important to identify these mul-
tiple responsibilities and sources of compensation and,
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if there is more than one employer, to file multiple H-1B
petitions. On the other hand, if the university runs grant
monies through its own coffers and the alien is being
compensated for his or her services through one source,
multiple 1-129 petitions are not required.

Processing time for an H petition varies from one
jurisdiction to another, but generally ranges from 3 to 6
weeks from the time the petition is submitted to INS. If
the alien applies for a visa at a consular office abroad,
additional time is needed to process the OF-156 nonim-
migrant visa application. At the request of the peti-
tioner, INS will cable approval to the consular office
abroad if the validity of the visa will commence within
30 days of the H adjudication and the alien is abroad,
thus accelerating the process of visa application at the
consulate. If an extension or a change of status is being
requested at the time of filing an H petition, Form 1-824
(with fee) must be submitted if the 7etitioner wants INS
to cable the notification of approval to a consulate
abroad.

A copy of a valid Health Care Facility Labor Attesta-
tion must be attached to a petition for H-1A classifica-
tion. A reviewed labor-condition application (LCA),
stamped by the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL), is a
prerequisite for filing an H-1B petition and securing
such status. Temporary labor certification is required for
securing H-2A or H-2B classification. No labor certifica-
tion or labor-condition application is required for H-3
status.

1 0.3 H-1 A STATUS REGISTERED NURSES

In 1989, Congress passed the Immigration Nursing
Relief Act (INRA), which divided the prior H-1 classifi-
cation into two parts: H-1A for registered nurses and H-
1B. It also created a requirement that all health-care
facilities employing nonimmigrant H-1A nurses annu-
ally file an attestation with DOL in Washington, D.C.,
confirming that a number of conditions are present at
the health facility and that certain steps are being taken
to recruit and keep U.S. nurses. DOL must review and
"approve" the facility'rf attestation before a facility can
file an H-1A th

To qualify for an H -i visa, a foreign-educated nurse
must (1) possess a f,t.: i:ral unrestricted license to prac-
tice nursing in the country where the nursing degree (2
or 4 year degree) was obtained; (2) have passed the
examination administered abroad by the Commission
on Graduates of Foreign Nursing Schools, or have
obtained a full and unrestricted license in the state of
intended employment; and (3) be qualified to practice
registered nursing immediately upon arriving in the
state of intended employment. [8 CFR 214.2(h)(3)1 A
nurse who lacks a state license in the state of intended
employment but has qualified for entry based on the
CGFNS examination is not qualified to work immedi-
ately in all states. Many states, however, will provide an

interim or temporary license while the nurse is waiting
to take the first available state qualifying examination.
Thus, in these states, an otherwise qualified nurse is able
to work immediately. An H-1A nurse admitted to the
United States pending a full Lnd unrestricted license in
the state of intended employment is admitted for a
period of 1 year. To maintain H -IA status he or she
must take and pass the first available licensing examina-
tion given. If an H-1A nurse fails to take the exam or
fails the exam, he or she automatically loses H-1A. sta-
tus.

The petitioning employer must file: (1) the H-1A peti-
tion along with evidence documenting the alien's back-
ground as outlined above, (2) a current copy of DOL's
notice of acceptance of the filing of the attestation (see
Section 10.3.1), (3) a statement that the employer will
comply with the attestation, (4) a list of what, if any, lim-
itations will be placed on the nurse's services, and (5) a
statement that notice of the filing of the H-1A petition
has been provided to the registered nurse bargaining
representative, or, if there is no such representative, that
notice of the filing has been posted (with a copy of such
notice). [8 CFR 214.2(h)(3)1

Notice to bargaining representatives (or, if there is no
representat' e, posting of such notice) must be provided
on or before the day the H-1A petition is filed with INS.
Further, at the same time the H-1A petition is filed with
INS, the employer must send a copy of the petition to
DOL in Washington, D.C., where the attestation is on
file. Finally, once the petition is approved by INS, a copy
of the approval notice must be sent to DOL in Washing-
ton within 5 days of receipt of the notice.

The H-1A status initially is valid for up to 3 years (or
1 year if the alien does not possess a state license) with
extensions available for up to 2 more years. There is a 5-
year limitation on the total period an individual may be
in H-1A status, with provision for a sixth year extension
in extraordinary circumstances (see Section 10.10). The
concept of dual intent applies to H-1A applicants (see
Section 10.4.3).

The petitioning employer must prepare and file, on
an annual basis, an attestation to the Division of Foreign
Labor Certifications, Employment and Training Admin-
istration, U.S. Department of Labor, in Washington, D.C.
The attestation is completed on Form ETA 9029 and
filed in duplicate by the chief executive officer of the
facility. By completing and signing ETA 9029, the facil-
ity is attesting (1) that the delivery of health care ser-
vices would be seriously disrupted through no fault of
its own without the services of aliens because (a) the
current registered-nurse (RN) vacancy rate is 7 percent
or more, (b) the RN shortage makes it impossible to use
at least 7 percent of beds, (c) essential health services
must be elithinated or reduced because of the shortage,
or (d) the shortage prevents the facility from implement-
ing established plans for new health-care services (if the
facility has laid off any RNs in the preceding year, it
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cannot meet the last condition); (2) that the employment
of aliens will not adversely affect the wages and work-
ing conditions of RNs similarly employed and that the
aliens will be paid the wage rate of RNs similarly
employed at the facility; (3) that the facility is taking
steps to recruit and retain sufficient RNs who are U.S.
workers; (4) that there is no strike; and (5) that notice of
filing the attestation is being provided to a bargaining
representative at the facility or, if there is no representa-
tive, that notice has been posted in at least two conspic-
uous locations on the premises. Once the attestation has
l' ?en reviewed and "accepted" (approved), DOL will
retain one copy for public inspection purposes and
return one copy to the employer. A copy of the returned
attestation must be submitted with each H-1A petition
filed by the facility during its 1-year validity.

These tasks of obtaining and maintaining the validity
of a labor attestation and ensuring that all notice
requirements are met are extremely complex and bur-
densome. Nevertheless, they must be strictly followed.
If investigations reveal violations, fines and a suspen-
sion of the attestation could result, preventing an
employer from hiring or extending the stay of any H-1A
nurses for a least 1 year. [20 CFR 655.310(p); 655.415(c)]

The H-1A program as outlined above will expire on 1
September 1995 unless extended by legislation. INRA
requires that a committee comprised of government rep-
resentatives, health-care-management personnel, and
organized labor analyze and recommend, among other
things, whether to extend the H-1A program beyond its
expiration date. [INRA Section 3] This committee was
formed in January 1991.

For more detailed information regarding H-1A peti-
tions and underlying attestation procedures, see Robert
E. Hopper, "Immigration Issues for Professional
Nurses," Immigration Briefings, no. 91-7, July 1991 (Fed-
eral Publications Inc.).
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10.4 H-1 B STATUS-SPECIALTY
OCCUPATIONS

An H-1B temporary worker is defined as a person
who will perform services in a specialty occupation. For-
merly, the nonimmigrant H-1B classification was avail-
able to aliens of "distinguished merit and ability" or
"professionals." As of 1 October 1991, the H-18 classifi-
cation is available for those occupations that require
"theoretical and practical application of a body of highly
specialized knowledge and attainment of a bachelor's or
higher degree in the specific specialty or its equivalent
as a minimum entry into the occupation in the United
States." [Act 101(a)(15)(H)(i) and 8 CFR 214.2(i)(1)] With
regard to the degree requirement, the alien must
demonstrate completion of the degree (or its foreign
equivalent) or possess experience equivalent to the com-
pletion of such a degree. To establish experience equiva-
lent to a bachelor's degree, INS will accept 3 years of

progressively responsible employment experience in a
particular field as the equivalent of each year of univer-
sity study that the alien lacks. For experience equivalent
to a master's degree, the alien must possess a bachelor's
degree followed by at least 5 years of experience in the
field of specialty. Experience can not be substituted for
education to assess equivalency to a Ph.D.

The regulations implementing the Act further define
specialty occupation to include such fields as architec-
ture, engineering, mathematics, physical sciences, social
sciences, medicine and health education, business spe-
cialties, accounting, law, theology, and the arts. [8 CFR
214.2(h)(4)(ii)(A)] Thus, the H-1B classification is appro-
priate for faculty members, researchers and many other
kinds of temporary workers at the professional level.

As a preliminary step in obtaining H-1B classifica-
tion, the Act of 1990 has mandated a process to monitor
and prevent situations where the employment of H-1B
aliens could have an adverse effect on the wages and
working conditions of U.S. workers. The Act has
charged DOL with governing this process. This is the
first time that the DOL will be involved in the H-1B pro-
gram. In its regulations, INS and DOL have created a
labor-condition application (LCA) (see Section 10.4.1) as
a condition for obtaining H-1B status for alien workers
qualified for such status and for extensions of H-1B sta-
tus.

The Act also makes the H-1B petitioner "liable for
the reasonable costs of return transportation of the alien
abroad [last place of foreign residence], if the alien is
dismissed from employment by the employer before the
end of the period of authorized admission" in H-1B sta-
tus. [8 CFR 214 .2(h)(4)(iii)(E)(4)] The employer will be
so liable for all H-1B aliens for whom it petitions after 1
October 1991. If the employer fails to comply with this
provision, an alien may advise the INS service center in
writing. The complaint by the alien will be placed in the
employer's file for that alien. No penalties can be
imposed on the employer, but INS could consider the
fact that the employer did not comply with this provi-
sion when adjudicating future nonimmigrant petitions
by the employer.

The Act of 1990 imposes a cap of 65,000 on the num-
ber of H-1B petitions that INS may approve in each fis-
cal year. It is not anticipated that this cap will be
reached in the next few years.

The proposed regulations implementing the Act of
1990 also provide for a special category of aliens to be
accorded H-1B classification who are, based upon a reci-
procity agreement, to "perform services of an excep-
tional nature requiring exceptional merit and ability
relating to a [Department of Defense] cooperative
research and development project or a coproduction
project provided for under a Government-to-Govern-
ment agreement administered by the Secretary of
Defense." [8 CFR 214.2 (4)(i)(A)(2)] For more informa-
tion regarding this classification see 8 CFR 214.2 (4)(vi).
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Aliens classified as H-1B for DOD purposes may not
exceed one hundred at any time.

The regulations require a petition for H-1B classifica-
tion to be filed with a duly reviewed LCA and docu-
mentation supporting the petitioning employer's con-
tention that the services to be performed require an
individual who possesses a bachelor's, master's, or
Ph.D. degree and that the alien is qualified to assume
that position. Such documents should include a state-
ment from the employer detailing the job duties to be
performed and, depending on the position offered,
copies of any degrees, academic records, licenses to
practice the profession, and affidavits or letters attesting
to the alien's higher education, technical training, or
qualifications as a professional. To establish specialized
employment experience for degree-equivalency pur-
poses, the petition should be supported by affidavits
attesting to the beginning and ending dates of the alien's
employment and describing the alien's experience or
exceptional ability by those who are in a position to
make such statements. The petition must show that the
alien is coming to the United States for temporary
employment, althougn the position the alien will occupy
may be a continuing one.

10.4.1 Labor-condition application for H- 1B
The INS regulations and DOL interim final rules

specify that before filing a visa petition for H-1B spe-
cialty occupation classification, DOL must review an
LCA in the occupational specialty for which H-1B classi-
fication will be sought. Upon completion of such review
by DOL, the LCA is returned to the employer and is
subsequently submitted with Form 1-129 and other sup-
porting documentation to INS for H-1B adjudication.
The employer must submit an original and one copy of
a completed and signed LCA on ETA Form 9035 to the
regional office of the DOL Employment and Training
Administration in the area where the worker will be
employed (a list of such offices appears in Appendix 6).
Regional offices will review these applications for com-
pleteness within 7 working days of their receipt ald
return one copy to the employer. [8 CFR
214.2(h)(4)(i)(B); Interim Final Rule 20 CFR 656.7301

The petitioning employer must provide on Form 9035
(1) the occupational code for the job from DOL's Dictio-
nary of Occupational Titles, (2) the employer's own title
for the job, (3) the number of H-1B workers sought in
that classification, (4) the gross wage rate of pay, (5) the
period of employment of up to 6 years, and (6) the
place(s) of intended employment. The LCA may be filed
at any time prior to submitting Form 1-129 and need not
indicate the same period of intended employment as the
1-129. The employer may use one LCA for more than
one occupational classification and for multiple posi-
tions. For instance, if it is anticipated that an institution
will require four assistant professors of finance within
the next 6 years, the number "four" is designated for the

number of aliens sought in that classification. After
Form 9035 is returned by the DOL, for the next four
assistant professors of finance that will need an H-1B
petition, a copy of the duly reviewed LCA may be sub-
mitted with Form 1-129. However, if a fifth assistant pro-
fessor is offered a position within that time frame, a new
LCA will be necessary. Additionally, an employer may
not substitute one alien for another on the LCA. For
example, if an LCA valid for 6 years was filed for one
assistant professor who leaves employment before the
expiration of the LCA, a new LCA is required before
another alien may be hired to replace him.

By signing and submitting a completed Form 9035,
the employer confirms that it will comply with the fol-
lowing conditions:

1. That it will pay the H-1B alien "no less than the
greater of the actual wage paid to all other individuals
at the work site with similar experience and qualifica-
tions for the specific employment" and the prevailing
wage for the occupational classification in the area of
intended employment. [20 CFR 730J Thus, the employer
must determine the prevailing wage for the position as
well as the actual wages of employees performing
duties similar to those of the alien with similar experi-
ence and qualifications before an LCA can be filed. The
alien may be paid more than the required wage rate.
The prevailing wage determination for the position
must be updated every 2 years and at that time the H-1 B
worker must be paid no less than the actual rate of pay
or the prevailing wage, whichever is higher. Making
prevailing and actual wage determinations is treated in
detail below.

2. That notice is being provided that the LCA is being
filed. If there is a collective bargaining representative,
the employer must notify that representative, on or
before the day the LCA is submitted to DOL, that the
LCA is being filed. The notice must identify all pertinent
information on the LCA and include the following state-
ment: "Complaints alleging misrepresentation of mater-
ial facts in the LCA and/or failure to comply with the
terms of the labor condition application may be filed
with any office of the Wage and Hour Division of the
United States Department of Labor." Where there is no
collective bargaining representative, the employer must
post such notice in at least two conspicuous locations on
its premises before the LCA is filed and the notice must
remain posted for at least 10 days. [20 CFR 656.730(d)(4)
and (h)1

3. That the employment of the H-1B alien will not
adversely affect the working conditions of workers simi-
larly employed in the area of intended employment.

4. That at the time the application is signed, there is
no strike, lockout, or work stoppage related to a labor
dispute in the occupation.

A copy of the LCA, a memo describing the methodol-
ogy used to determine actual and prevailing wages,
copies of the notices posted (with dates and locations) or
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sent to the bargaining representative, and all supporting
documentation used to determine the prevailing wage
must be made available for public examination 1 day
after the date the LCA is submitted to DOL. All of the
foregoing information must be kept for 1 year beyond
the validity of the LCA. [20 CFR 760] Payroll records of
the alien and of all employees whose wages were used
to calculate the actual wage need not be made available
for public examination but must be retained for 3 years
beyond the validity of the LCA. They must be made
available should there be an investigation by DOL.

A complaint by any aggrieved person will be investi-
gated if there is reasonable cause to believe that a mis-
representation or a failure to meet any condition on the
LCA has occurred. If DOL finds that the employer failed
to pay the required wages, e.g., due to an inappropriate
prevailing wage determination, the H-1B alien will be
entitled to collect back wages. Civil money penalties of
up to $1,000 per violation may be imposed. If a willful
failure is found (where the employer knows the failure
is contrary to the law or has reckless disregard for the
question of whether its conduct was contrary to the law)
DOL will notify INS and the employer will be barred
from filing H petitions for at least 1 year. [8 CFR
214.2(h)(i)(B)(5); 20 CFR 656.810]

The Act makes the employer responsible for estab-
lishing the wage that it must pay an H-1B alien based
on the best information available at the time an LCA is
filed. Thus, it is critical that extra effort be made to
obtain appropriate information and documentation
regarding (1) actual wages paid to all other individuals
with similar experience and qualifications for the spe-
cific employment in question and (2) the prevailing
wage level for the occupational classification. Employers
are not precluded from paying H-1B aliens more than
the higher of the actual wage or the prevailing wage;
however, it is imperative that the employer amass the
appropriate materials to support this practice. As a prac-
tical matter, all information and documentation regard-
ing prevailing wage and actual wage must be gathered
before filing an LCA; otherwise it is impossible to deter-
mine the prevailing or actual wages. [20 CFR 730(e)(1)
and (2)]

To determine the actual wage, the employer must
first identify all other employees who are performing
the actual set of duties and who have the same responsi-
bilities the H-1B alien will have. Consideration should
be given to the following factors: (1) the length and type
of work experience of other employees in the position to
be occupied by the alien, compared to the experience of
the alien, (2) the similarity of job qualifications, educa-
tional background, and class rank, (3) job responsibili-
ties and actual duties, and (4) specialized knowledge in
a specific area within the field. Other "legitimate busi-
ness factors" justifying different compensation levels for
the same job, such as professional distinction or interna-
tional acclaim, are also acceptable considerations.
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One employees with substantially the same duties
and responsibilities as the H-1B alien have been identi-
fied, their compensation levels must be examined in
order to determine what the actual wage is for the posi-
tion. In some instances, an H-1B alien may be sought to
occupy a position for which there are no similarly
employed individuals. For instance, a university will
petition for an H-1B for an instructor of Indonesian
music and does not have any other such positions. In a
unique situation such as this, the actual wage will be the
wage paid to the H-1B alien.

At this point, a statement should be prepared and
retained detailing the basis used to establish the actual
wage, and how it relates to the wage set for the H-1B
alien.

The prevailing wage is generally considered the aver-
age rate of wages paid to workers similarly employed in
the area of intended employment, within 5 percent.
Although there are a variety of legitimate methods of
determining the prevailing wage, the regulations
require that the determination be based on the best
information available.

If the position is covered by a union contract, negoti-
ated at arms length, the wage rate applicable to the
occupation in the bargaining agreement is considered
the prevailing wage. The regulations consider a union
contract as one of the best available sources in determin-
ing prevailing wage. [20 CFR 730(e)(1)(ii)]

An employer may also contact SESA, the State
Employment Security Agency (the local office of DOL),
to obtain a determination of the prevailing wage. SESA
conducts and maintains prevailing wage surveys as part
of the permanent alien labor certification process. To
obtain a prevailing wage determination from SESA, a
detailed job description, the minimum requirements for
the position and information regarding the size and
financial strength of the employer are submitted. Pre-
vailing-wage-determination request forms are available
from SESA. DOL considers a SESA determination a
"best-available" source. If the employer obtains its pre-
vailing wage determination from SESA, DOL will accept
that c. etermination as correct and will not question its
valid' cy provided that the employer maintains a copy.
Also, according to LOL's interim final regulations, a
complaint alleging inaccuracy of a SESA determination
will not be investigated.

Another legitimate source is an "independent,
authoritative (published) source survey," such as a pro-
fessional, business, educational or organizational salary
survey which has recognized standing in an occupa-
tional field and was conducted within the immediately
preceding 24 months. The survey must cover the occu-
pational classification for which an H-1B is sought.
Preferably, it should be region-specific and separate the
businesses it covers by size and type. The DOL will not
investigate a prevailing wage determination from such a
survey if the employer, acting in good faith, has applied
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the survey accurately to the occupation and the geo-
graphic area of intended employment. DOL may inves-
tigate if it receives significant evidence that shows a pre-
vailing wage that varies substantially from that attested
to by the employer.

The employer may also use other legitimate sources
but will have to be prepared to demonstrate their legiti-
macy in the event of an investigation. An example of a
legitimate alternative source may be a salary survey
done by the employer evidencing the rate of pay at com-
panies within a 100-mile radius for a particular position
requiring substantially similar levels of skills within the
area of intended employment, by contacting ten or more
like employers in the area where the alien will work and
receiving written, well detailed statements regarding the
position, requirements, and salary level.

In any case, the employer must develop and retain
documentation on how it determined the prevailing and
actual wage for each H-1B petition and may have the
burden of proving the validity of such determinations in
the event a complaint is filed. To evidence an actual
wage determination, payroll records for each employee
in the narrowly defined occupational classification must
be maintained. Each payroll record must include the
employee's name, address, occupation, rate of pay, the
hours worked each day and each week, the total daily or
weekly straight-time earnings of that employee, the total
overtime compensation for the week for that employee,
total additions to or deductions from pay for each
period, and total wages paid each pay period. Such pay-
roll records must be retained generally for 3 years from
the date of the creation of the record. The DOL regula-
tions also require that documentation to support an
employer's prevailing wage rate be updated every 24
months from the date the LCA is approved, and that the
H-1B alien receive no less than the greater of the actual
or updated prevailing wage for the occupation for the
remaining period of intended employment.

Employers should be very careful in designating any
particular job classification and must describe job duties
with as much finesse as possible. For example, in the
field of computer programming under the new LCA
process, it would be not only useful but imperative to
divide the class of computer programmer into a number
of subclasses, such as junior programmer, senior pro-
grammer, project leader, etc., each with varying job
duties. Such classifications or subclassifications, sup-
ported by adequate documentation, will justify different
wage levels for each, and thereby prevent the imposi-
tion of penalties.

10.4.2 Period of stay
An H-1B alien may be admitted to the United States

for an initial period of up to 3 years but may not exceed
the employment period of the LCA. Extensions of stay
may be received for up to 3 more years. Any extension
petition must be accompanied by a duly reviewed LCA.

The maximum total stay in H-1B status is 6 years (see
Section 10.10 for procedures for extension of stay). [8
CFR 214.2(h)(13)(i)(B)(iii)(A), and (13)00(B)(01 An H-1B
alien who "has spent 6 years in the United States ... [in
H-1B status] ... may not seek extension, change of status
or be readmitted to the United States under the H or L
visa classification, unless the alien has resided and been
physically present outside the United States, except for
brief trips for business or pleasure, for the immediate
prior year.... Brief trips for business or pleasure for the
immediate prior year are not interruptive of the 1-year
requirement, but do not count towards fulfillment of the
required time abroad." The H-1B limitation on admis-
sion will not apply to "aliens who do not reside continu-
ally in the United States and whose employment in the
United States is seasonal, intermittent, or an aggregate
of 6 months or less per year. In addition, the limitations
shall not apply to aliens who reside abroad and regu-
larly commute to the United States to engage in part-
time employment." Clear and convincing proof must be
provided to show that the alien qualifies for one of these
exceptions. The proof may include copies of tax returns,
arrival and departure records, or other evidence to show
the short-term nature of employment. [8 CFR
214.2(h)(13)(iii) and (v)1

10.4.3 Dual intent
The Act, for the first time, gives statutory recognition

that the approval of a labor certification for permanent
employment or the filing of a preference petition for
permanent resident status for an alien shall not be a
basis for denying an H-1A or H-113 petition, a request
for extension, admission to the United States, or change
of status from another visa category. [Act 214(b)] The
Act of 1990 allows an alien applicant to come to the
United States legitimately for a temporary period as an
H-1A or H-1B and to depart voluntarily at the end of the
authorized stay unless the alien has by then become a
permanent resident of the United States. No longer must
a prospective H-1A or H-1B alien demonstrate that he or
she has not abandoned a residence abroad. The provi-
sions also allow an H-1A or H-1B alien to continue to
provide temporary services as a nonimmigrant while
both the employer and the alien are taking steps to con-
vert the alien to a permanent status.

The concept of dual intent is of par icular interest to
colleges and universities that appoint foreign faculty
members to tenure-track positions with ate possibility of
awarding tenure after an initial period of temporary
employment. The concept of dual intent allows an alien
to obtain H-1B status and maintain that status while
making the lengthier arrangements for adjustment to
permanent-resident status (see Section 12.7). The same
possibilities exist for non-tenure-track researchers
whose intent and length of employment are subject to
change.

Dual intent is a subtle concept that must be consid-
ered carefully by employers and aliens alike. The statute
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and regulations recognize dual intent only for H-1A, H-
1B, L, 0, and P aliens and their dependents in H-4, L-2,
0-3, or 0-4 status, and not for any other classes of non-
immigrants. Most important, dual intent will now be
specifically mentioned in the State Department's Foreign
Affairs Manual, which will no longer allow consular offi-
cers to make determinations of the intent of an applicant
for a nonimmigrant H-1A and H-1B visa. Therefore, it is
now possible to obtain a new H-1A or H-1B visa from a
consular officer abroad as well as revalidation of that H-
1A or H-1B visa without fear of a denial.

10.4.4 Foreign medical graduates
Prior to 1 October 1991, an alien physician educated

outside the United States (a foreign medical graduate, or
FMG, other than a physician of "national or interna-
tional renown"see Section 10.4.5) could be docu-
mented as an H-1B temporary worker only if coming to
the United States for the purpose of engaging in teach-
ing or research. If an alien was coming for the purpose
of obtaining graduate medical education or training (for
an internship or residency or similar purpose involving
patient caresee Section 9.12.1), the FMG was to come
as an exchange visitor under the P-3-4510 program of
the Educational Commission for Foreign Medical Grad-
uates and was not eligible for H-1B classification (see
Section 9.12.4). In drafting the Act, Congress omitted the
prohibition of foreign medical graduates from obtaining
an H-1B visa if coming to the United States principally
to engage in patient care. The Immigration Technical
Corrections Act of 1991 (Title III of H.R. 3049), signed by
the president on 12 December 1991, explicitly restores
conditional language to the H-1B classification for
physicians. Like the previous law, it specifies that a
graduate of a foreign medical school may obtain an H-
1B if the graduate is coming for the purpose of teaching
or research at a public or nonprofit private educational
or research institution or agency. However, a nonimmi-
grant physician intending to provide patient care or
receive clinical training is now eligible to obtain an H-1B
if the alien (1) has passed the Federation Licensing Exam
(FLEX) or an equivalent examination as determined by
the secretary of health and human services and (2) has
competency in oral and written English or is a graduate
of a school of medicine accredited by a body approved
for the purpose by the secretary of education (regardless
of whether such school of medicine is in the United
States). Schools so accredited include those in the United
States and Canada.

In September 1992, the Department of Health and
Human Services announced that two U.S. licensing
examinations are considered equivalent to the FLEX for
the purposes of granting H-1B status to foreign physi-
cians. The two equivalent examinations are: (1) Steps 1,
2, and 3 of the new U.S. Medical Licensing Examination
(USMLE) and (2) Parts I, II, and III of the National Board
of Medical Examiners (NBME) certifying examinations.
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The USMLE will be phased in during 1992, and the
NBME will be discontinued by mid-1993 (see Section
12.4.4.2). Step 1 of the USMLE was administered for the
first time in June 1992, and Step 2 was initially adminis-
tered in September 1992. Step 3 of the USMLE will be
administered for the first time in 1994. [57 Federal Regis-
ter 42755, 16 September 19921 During this transition
period, certain combinations of the Parts of the NBME
and Steps of the USMLE will be considered to satisfy the
examination requirements.

"Foreign medical graduates" (or "graduates of a
medical school," the term used in the Act for this pur-
pose) are defined as "aliens who have graduated from a
medical school or who have qualified to practice medi-
cine in a foreign state, other than such aliens who are of
national or international renown in the field of medi-
cine."[Act 101(a)(41)1 This rather ambiguous definition
is intended to encompass aliens who have graduated
from a medical school in a foreign state or who have
otherwise earned in a foreign state their qualifications to
practice medicine. It excludes alien physicians who are
of national or international renown, even if they
obtained their medical educations outside the United
States.

10.4.5 Medical doctors of national or international
renown

An alien medical doctor "of national or international
renown" is not considered to be a foreign medical grad-
uate and, therefore, is not subject to any of the restric-
tions of the immigration law regarding entry to the
United States for the purpose of graduate medical edu-
cation and training or the practice of medicine. There-
fore, presumably, medical doctors of national or interna-
tional renown could be documented as H-1B temporary
workers for the purpose of teaching, research, patient
care, or any other position involving the practice of
medicine. However, the departments of State and Jus-
tice have not developed guidelines as to what consti-
tutes a medical doctor of national or international
renown. In the absence of guidelines, probably the best
standard to use is whether the alien can be considered of
exceptional ability in the sciences or the arts for pur-
poses of applying for permanent residence status.

10.4.6 U.S.-educated medical interns and residents
Alien medical doctors who have received their med-

ical training and have graduated from a U.S.medical
school are not considered to be foreign medical gradu-
ates. Therefore, such aliens may undertake internships
and residencies in the United States while in H-1B status
without first passing FLEX, and are eligible for this clas-
sification in order to perform any other services as a
member of the medical profession, including services
primarily involving direct patient care. [8 CFR
214.2(h)(v)(B)] However, the 6-year limitation on the
stay of an H-1B alien allows too little time for the corn-
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pletion of some of the longer residencies. Please note
that in drafting the interim regulations implementing
the act of 90 and subsequent amendments of 1991, INS
states that all non-resident aliens, regardless of where
their medical education was obtained, are required to
have passed the FLEX. The Service has acknowledged
this error, but final regulations have not been promul-
gated to rectify it.

10.5 H-2 STATUSTEMPORARY WORKERS
The H-2 temporary-worker classification is divided

into two categories, H-2A for temporary agricultural
workers and H-2B for other temporary workers.

10.5.1 H-2A statustemporary agricultural workers
An H-2A temporary agricultural worker is a person

who is "to perform agricultural labor or services as
defined by the Secretary of Labor ... of a temporary or
seasonal nature." [Act 101(a)(15)(H)601 This is a new
classification created by the Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986 (IRCA, PL 99-603). It is unlikely that
advisers in colleges and universities will encounter H-
2A aliens.

10.5.2 H-2B statusother temporary workers
An H-2B temporary worker is a person "who is com-

ing temporarily to the United States to perform tempo-
rary services or labor, if unemployed persons capable of
performing such services or labor cannot be found in
this country." [Act 101(a)(15)(H)(ii)1 The petitioner must
demonstrate that unemployed persons capable of per-
forming the services cannot be found in this country and
that the alien is coming temporarily to perform services
that are temporary in nature. The petitioner's need for
the services must be a one-time occurrence or meet a
seasonal, peak-load, or intermittent need. The peti-
tioner's need must be for less than 1 year, although the
underlying job can be described as permanent or tempo-
rary. [8 CFR 214.2 (h)(6)(ii)(B)] Although the petitioner
may have a continuing need for the services of techni-
cians (for instance), an H-2B petition may be approved
only where work is limited to a particular, temporary
need as described above.

An employer must attach to an H-2B petition either a
temporary labor certification or a notice from DOL that
the certification cannot be issued. In the latter case, the
employer must present countervailing evidence that
qualified U.S. workers are not available. [8 CFR
214.2(h)(6)(iii) and (iv))

The H-2B classification is not available to foreign
medical graduates coming to the United States to per-
form services as members of the medical profession.
[Act 101(a)(15)(H)(ii)l During each year, the total num-
ber of H-2B petitions that will be approved may not
exceed 66,000. [Act 214 (g)(B)l

10.6 H-3 STATUSTRAINEES
10.6.1 General

An H-3 trainee is defined as a person "coming tem-
porarily to the United States as a trainee, other than to
receive graduate medical education or training or train-
ing provided primarily at or by an academic or voca-
tional institution." [8 CFR 214.2 (h)(1)(ii)(E)1 Regulations
further define an H-3 trainee as a "nonimmigrant alien
who seeks to enter the United States temporarily at the
invitation of an organization or individual, other than
graduate medical education or training, such as agricul-
ture, commerce, communication, finance, government,
transportation or the professions as well as training in a
purely industrial establishment." [8 CFR 214.2(h)(7)]

A trainee may receive remuneration from an
employer, but may not engage in productive employ-
ment unless incidental to the training, nor displace a
U.S.worker. Generally, the training should not be avail-
able in the alien's home country.

A petitioner must attach to each H-3 petition evi-
dence of a well structured training program and a state-
ment describing the kind of training to be given and set-
ting forth the proportion of time that will be devoted to
productive employment; the number of hours that will
be spent respectively in classroom instruction and in on-
the-job training with supervision; the position or duties
abroad for which this training will prepare him or her;
the reason why such training cannot be obtained in the
alien's home country; and why it is necessary for the
alien to be trained in the United States. [8 CFR
214.2(h)(7)(ii)(A) and (B)]

An alien may be classified as an H-3 for the duration
of the training program or up to 2 years, whichever is
less. Unlike the H-1B, H-3 aliens applying for admission
to the United States must possess nonimmigrant intent
and satisfy a consular officer that they have no intention
of abandoning their residence abroad.

Educational institutions may not petition for H-3 sta-
tus for aliens who wish to undertake academic training
programs not covered under the terms of the institu-
tion's exchange-visitor program.

10.6.2 Nurses
A petitioner may seek H-3 classification for a nurse

who is not qualified for H-1A status but who wishes to
come to the United States for further training in nursing
that is unavailable in his or her native country and will
benefit an overseas employer. The petitioner must
attach to the petition evidence that the beneficiary has
obtained a full and unrestricted license to practice pro-
fessional nursing in the country where the nursing edu-
cation was obtained, or that such education was
obtained in the United States or Canada, as well as a
statement from the petitioner certifying that to the best
of the petitioner's information and belief, "the benefi-
ciary is fully qualified under the laws governing the
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place where the training will be received to engage in
such training, and that under those laws the petitioner is
authorized to give the beneficiary the desired training."
[8 CFR 214.2(h)(7)(i)(B)] To obtain an H-3 classification
in this area, all general requirements must be met (see
Section 10.6.1).

10.6.3 Foreign medical school student trainees
According to the regulations,

A hospital approved by the American Medical
Association or the American Osteopathic Association
for either an internship or residency program may
petition to classify as an H-3 trainee a medical stu-
dent attending a medical school abroad, if the alien
will engage in employment as an extern (luring
his/her medical school vacation. [8 CFR
214.2(h)(7)(i)(A)1
To obtain an H-3 classification in this area all general

requirements must be met (see Section 10.6.1).

10.6.4 Special-education exchange visitors
The Act provided admission for individuals coming

to the United States to participate in a structured pro-
gram that provides for training and hands-on experi-
ence in the education of children with disabilities. The
regulations have designated the 1-1-3 classification for
these individuals, although the latter will not be subject
to the general requirements of other H-3 visa holders.
INS will approve up to 50 such petitions each year. The
petitioning employer must have a professionally trained
staff and submit to INS a description of the training as
well as evidence that the alien is nearing completion of a
bachelor's or higher degree in special education, or
already holds such a degree, or has extensive prior
training and experience in the field. These trainees may
perform productive employment but are limited to this
H-3 classification for up to 18 months. At the end of the
18 months, the trainee may not change status or be read-
mitted in an H or L visa classification unless he or she
has been physically outside the United States for at least
6 months. [8 CFR 214.2 (7)(iv) and (13)(iv) and (v)1
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10.7 H-4 STATUSDEPENDENTS
The spouse and unmarried minor children of an H-1,

H-2, or H-3 alien are accorded H-4 classification. Appli-
cation for this classification is included in the petition
for the principal H alien. [8 CFR 214.2(h)(9)(iv)] H-4 sta-
tus does not provide for employment authorization,
although H-4 dependents may attend school while in H-
4 status. H-4 students who must work as part of their
program or assistantship must change their status to
F-1.

10.8 EMPLOYMENT STATUS

A temporary worker or trainee in H-1 A, H-1B, H-2A,
H-2B, or H-3 status may be employed only by the peti-

tioner through whom the status was obtained. H-4
aliens may not be employed.

An H-1B alien changing employers is not eligible to
work for the new employer until that employer's peti-
tion (Form 1-129) has been approved. However, the H-
1B employee may continue to work for the old employer
after receiving authorization to work for the new one,
provided the original petition is still valid.

10.9 H AND STATUS COMPARED

10.9.1 Differences between H-1 and J-1 status
Educational institutions interested in having the ser-

vices of nonimmigrant aliens for professional teaching
and research positions can assist such aliens to secure
either H or J visas. H-1B classification is meant to be
used by aliens who are coming to the United States to
perform temporary services. However, the approval of a
permanent labor certification or the filing of a prefer-
ence petition for an H-1 alien would not be considered
contradictory to the alien's temporary H-1 status. This
new provision of the regulations recognizing dual intent
has important implications in the hiring of foreign fac-
ulty members. The concept of dual intent is recognized
for FMB aliens and is contradictory to the purposes of J-
1 classification.

Advantages of H-1B status include the following: (1)
while temporary, it allows a maximum period of stay of

years, whereas J-1 professors and researchers are lim-
Aed to a maximum of 3 years; and (2) an H-1B alien may
apply for adjustment of status to permanent resident or
for change of status to another nonimmigrant classifica-
tion, whereas some J-1 aliens are prohibited from such
changes because of the 2-year home-country residence
requirement of Section 212(e) of the Act (see Section 9).

The Department of State, the United States Informa-
tion Agency, and INS make a further distinction
between the H-1B alien who comes specifically to per-
form services and the J-1 exchange visitor who comes as
a participant in an exchange-visitor program designed
to "promote interchange of persons, knowledge, and
skills, and the interchange of developments in the field
of education, the arts and sciences," in such a way as to
promote "mutual understanding between the peoples of
the United States and the people of other countries." [22
CFR 514.1]

J-1 status does not require a labor certification or
LCA, unlike the H -lB. Obtaining an H -lB visa usually
takes more processing time than is required for a J-1
visa. A petition for H-1B classification must be approved
by INS before an alien may apply for a visa, and sup-
porting documentation must be collected and submitted
with the petition. However, an alien may apply for a J-1
vise immediately upon receiving Form LAP -66 from the
progiorn sponsor. On the other hand, if the alien is in
the United States and will apply for a change of status
or extension of stay under a new petition by a new
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employer, the petition and the application for change of
status or extension of stay are usually adjudicated
simultaneously and within 3 to 6 weeks of filing. A fee is
required for an H petition and for extension of stay in H
status.

10.9.2 Differences between H-3 and 1-1 status
H-3 and J-1 trainees are similar in many respects. The

chief differences between them are that (1) H-3 trainees
may not engage in productive employment and J-1
trainees may; (2) H-3 trainees may be allowed to remain
in the United States longer than J-1 trainees; (3) J visas
may be obtained more easily and quickly Ilan H visas;
(4) the employer of a J trainee need not provide elabo-
rate documentation concerning the training program, as
is required of the employer of an H-3 trainee; and (5) a
fee is required for an H-3 petition and for extension of
stay in H-3 status, whereas no fee is required for issuing
Form IAP-66. A fee is required for an extension of stay
in J status.

Neither H-3 nor J-1 trainees require labor certifica-
tion. Both types of trainees may receive remuneration
for their services.

10.10 EXTENSION OF STAY
An alien may be admitted to the United States in H-

1A status for an initial period of up to 3 years, or only
up to 1 year if the alien does not possess a full and unre-
stricted license in the state of intended employment (see
Section 10.3). Extensions of stay may be authorized not
to exceed a maximum period of 5 years from initial
entry in H-1A status. A sixth year is possible under
extraordinary circumstances. Extraordinary circum-
stances are considered to exist when it is determined by
INS "that termination of the alien's services will impose
extreme hardship on the petitioner's business operation
or that the alien's services are required in the national
welfare, safety or security interests of the United States.
Each [extension] must be accompanied by a current
copy of DOL's notice of acceptance of the petitioner's
attestation on Form ETA 9029." [8 CFR 214.2 (15)(3)(A)]

An alien may be admitted to the United States in H-
1B status for an initial period of up to 3 years, provided
the employer his need of the alien's services for that
period of time. Extension of stay may be authorized for
up to 3 more years, not to exceed a maximum period of
6 years in the United States in H-1B status. It is impor-
tant to remember that an LCA, duly reviewed by DOL,
is required for any petition filed for a H-1B extension
after 1 October 1991 regardless of when the original H-1
visa was obtained.

An alien in H-23 status may be admitted for the
period of validity of the temporary labor certification.
An application for extension of stay in H-2 status "may
be authorized for the validity of the labor certification or
for a period of up to 1 year.... The alien's total period of

stay as an H-2A or H-2B worker may not exceed 3
years." 18 CFR 214.2(h)(15)(ii)(C)]

An extension of stay may be authorized to an H-3
worker for the length of the training program, but the
total period of time an individual can be in H-3 status is
2 years. H-3 aliens who are participating in a special-
education training program may only stay up to 18
months. [8 CFR 214.2(h)(15)(ii)(D)]

Application for extension of stay in H classification
made on Form 1-129 accompanied by a copy of the
alien's 1-94, a statement from the employer detailing the
position, salary and length of time requested, the prior
H approval notice, and a fee, but without documents
evidencing the alien's background unless it is an H-2B
extension. The application must be submitted to the
regional service center. Application for extension of stay
of dependents who are classified H-4 must be made on
Form 1-539 with copies of all I-94s attached to the form.
Separate fees are now required for extension of H-4
aliensone fee for a spouse and a separate fee for each
child.

10.1 1 VISITS OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

AND REENTRY

The petitioning employer may furnish the Form 1-797
(not a copy) on which INS action on the petition was
originally noted to a beneficiary of an H petition who
desires to depart from and return to the United States to
resume the same employment within the period for
which the petition is valid. INS may also issue an origi-
nal Form 1-797, upon request, to an H alien who has lost
the original and intends to depart from and return to the
United States within the period for which his or her
temporary stay has been authorized to resume the same
employment. A new Form 1-797 is issued for an
extended petition and an extended stay. It is prudent to
give the H-1B alien a letter of current date confirming
that he or she is currently employed in the same posi-
tion as described in the H petition and needs to reenter
the United States to continue that employment.
Although this documentation is not required by the reg-
ulations, many consular officers and INS officers at
ports of entry require such a statement.

An alien planning to travel temporarily outside the
United States should be certain to have all necessary
documents for entry into all countries he or she intends
to visit and should ascertain whether the H visa
stamped in his or her passport is valid for reentry. If the
visa needs to be extended, it will be necessary for the
alien to present the passport, Form 1-797, and a letter
confirming current employment to a U.S. consular offi-
cer outside the United States.

It is possible to have an H visa reissued in the United
States. [22 CFR 41.111(b)(2)] The alien must send the
passport, Form 1-94, Form 1-797, a completed Form OF-
156 (Nonimmigrant Visa Application), and a signed
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passport-size photograph to the Visa Office, Bureau of
Consular Affairs, Department of State, Washington,
D.C. 20520. A fee is sometimes required, depending on
reciprocity arrangements with the country of the alien's
nationality. Precise requirements for reissuance of H
visas, including the amount of the fee, if applicable, may
be obtained by telephoning the Visa Office at (202) 663-
1213.

An H visa may be considered to be automatically
extended upon application for reentry to the United
States if the alien is returning from Canada or Mexico
after a visit of not more than 30 days, has a valid Form I-
94, does not require a waiver of inadmissibility under
Section 212(d)(3) of the Act, and is returning to the
United States to resume H status. [22 CFR 41.112(d)]

1 O. 1 2 TAXES

The employment of an H alien is not excluded from
Social Security coverage and is therefore subject to
Social Security employee tax (see Social Security Admin-
istration publication, "Social Security Coverage of For-
eign Students and Exchange Visitors," and Appendix
12).

Income tax is paid on income derived from employ-
ment in H status, unless tax exemption is specifically
provided by treaty or convention. Resident or nonresi-
dent status for tax purposes is determined by the "sub-
stantial presence" test. H aliens generally are classified
as resident aliens for tax purposes, which in many cases
is an advantage over the J-1 status (see IRS publication
515, "Withholding on Nonresident Aliens and Foreign
Corporations," and Appendix 12).

1 O.1 3 SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR CANADIAN
PROFESSIONALS AND NURSES

The United StatesCanada Free Trade Agreement
(FTA) facilitates temporary entry into the United States
of Canadian citizens who possess at least a bachelor's
degree in a specified field of endeavor in the agreement
(Schedule 2 to Annex 1502.1 of the FTA) and will be
engaged in that endeavor for an employer in the United
States. Schedule 2 includes college, university, nd semi-
nary teachers as well as research assistants and scien-
tists. Registered nurses are also included on Schedule 2.
However, they are not required to possess a bachelor's
degree; only a state or provincial license to engage in the
profession of registered nursing is required.

To apply for admission to the United States under the
FTA, the alien appears at a port of entry into the United
States with documentation to prove that he or she is a
Canadian citizen, intends to engage in one of the occu-
pations listed on Schedule 2, and meets the criteria to
perform the occupation at a professional level. A state-
ment from the prospective employer in the United
States outlining the position offered, salary offered, and
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anticipated length of stay along with diplomas, tran-
scripts, or professional licenses will generally satisfy the
immigration officer. A fee is charged.

The alien is admitted in TC-1 status for a maximum
period of 1 year. Extensions in increments of 1 year are
allowable with no limitation on the number of years one
can be in TC-1 status. Spouses and minor Canadian citi-
zen children are admitted for the same duration in a vis-
itor status. Non-Canadian spouses and minor children
must apply for a B visa at one of the United States con-
sulates in Canada to accompany a TC-1 but will be
allowed to remain with the TC-1 holder as long as the
latter is in that status. Clearly, in light of the additional
requirements now attached to obtaining an H-1A or H-
1B visa, if an employer will be offering a nonimmigrant
position to a Canadian citizen, a TC-1 should be consid-
ered first. Not all professions are listed on Schedule 2. It
is wise to consult the schedule when the question of
employing a Canadian citizen arises. [8 CFR
214.6(d)(2)(ii)1
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Other Nonimmigrant Classes
Sam Bernsen
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1 1.2 Nonimmigrant Classifications Less Commonly Encountered in Educational Institutions 1 1-2
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11.2.1.1 A-1 status (diplomat and immediate family)
11.2.1.2 A-2 status (other government official and immediate family)
11.2.1.3 A-3 status (attendant, servant, or personal employee of alien classified as A-1 or A-2, and immediate family)
11.2.2 B status (visitor)
11.2.2.1 B-1 status (visitor for business)
11.2.2.2 B-2 status (visitor for pleasure)
11.2.2.3 B-2 status (prospective student)
11.2.2.4 B-2 status (prospective exchange visitor)
11.2.2.5 B-1/B-2 status (visitor for business and pleasure)
11.2.2.6 Visa Waiver Pilot Program
11.2.3 C status (alien in transit)
11.2.4 D status (crewman)
11.2.5 E status (treaty trader, treaty investor, and dependents)
11.2.6 G status (representative or employee of international organization and related personnel)
11.2.7 I status (representative of foreign information media and immediate family)
11.2.8 K status (fiance or fiancée of U.S. citizen)
11.2.9 L status (intracompany transferee and immediate family)
11.2.10 N status (parent or child of certain aliens given special immigrant status)
11.2.11 R status (temporary religious worker)
11.2.12 TC status
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11 .4 Reentry after Temporary Departure 1 1-7

1 1.5 Possibility for Study under Nonimmigrant Classifications Other than Student or Exchange Visitor 1 1-8

1 1.6 Change of Nonimmigrant Classification 1 1-8

11.6.1 General
11.6.2 Procedure for applying for change of nonimmigrant status
11.6.3 Changes of classification with no application or fee
11.6.4 Applicant's status while application for change of status is pending

11 .7 Control of Employment of Aliens 1 1-9

Forms and Documents Discussed in This Section

1-566 Interagency Record of Individual Requesting Change /Adjustment to or from A or G Status, or

41,
Requesting A- or G-dependent Employment Authorization

I-20A-B Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant (F-1) Student Statusfor Academic and Language Students
I-20M-N Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant (M-1) Student Statusfor Vocational Students
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1-129 Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker
1-130 Immigrant Petition for Relative, Fiancée, or Orphan
1-539 Application to Extend/Change Nonimmigrant Status
OF-156 Nonimmigrant Visa Application
1-797 Notice of Action
IAP-66 Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant (1 -1) Exchange Visitor Status

1 1 . 1 GENERAL

The Act describes 18 general classes of nonimmi-
grants in Sections 101(a)(15)(A) through (R). One class
has five subdivisions, and some classes include depen-
dents who are accompanying or following to join the
principal alien.

An applicant for a nonimmigrant visa (other than an
H-1, L, or 0-1 applicant) is presumed to be an intending
immigrant until the applicant establishes to the satisfac-
tion of the consular officer that he or she is entitled to a
nonimmigrant visa according to the terms of Section
101(a)(15) of the Act, or as otherwise established by law
or treaty. The burden of proof is on the applicant to
establish eligibility for the particular nonimmigrant visa
for which he or she is applying. [Act 214(b) and 291; 22
CFR 41.11(a)1

Except for nonimmigrants in classes H-1B, H-2B, and
H-3 special-education exchange visitor or trainees, there
are no limitations on the number of nonimmigrant visas
that can be issued in a given year, as there are in the
case of immigrant visas. The numerical limits are: H-1B
(65,000); H-1B defense project workers (100); H-2B
(66,000); and H-3 special-education trainees (50). The
numerical limits apply to the principals only. Before a
nonimmigrant visa is issued by a U.S. consular officer,
and before a change of nonimmigrant status is approved
in the United States by an INS officer, the officer must
be satisfied that the alien is a bona fide nonimmigrant.
The officer must also be satisfied that the alien, if in a
specified class, has a residence in his or her hor ,e coun-
try that he or she has no intention of abandoning, and
that the alien intends to enter the United States, or
change status, solely for a purpose consistent with the
terms of the visa or nonimmigrant status being sought.
Aliens in the following classes must satisfy the residence
requirement: B, F, H-1B (defense project), H-2, H-3, J, M,
0-2, P, and Q.

Employment of a temporary nature is permitted
under most nonimmigrant classifications, although it is
severely restricted for some classes. "Temporary" may
mean a relatively short period of time, or it may mean a
period of 5 years or more under certain conditions.
Those classes in which employment is not permitted
under any circumstances are B-2, C, F-2, D, H-4, L-2, M-
2, 0-3, P-4, R-2, and transit-without-visa (TWOV). For a
complete listing of the classes of nonimmigrants autho-
rized to be employed and the conditions of that employ-
ment, see 8 CFR 274a.12. This section of the regulations
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was modified and expanded as a result of the employer -
sanctions provisions of the Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986.

1 1 .2 NONIMMIGRANT CLASSIFICATIONS
LESS COMMONLY ENCOUNTERED IN
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

11.2.1 A status (diplomat, other government official, and
related personnel)

11.2.1.1 A-1 status (diplomat and immediate family)
An A-1 alien is defined as "an ambassador, public

minister, or career diplomatic or consular officer who
has been accredited by a foreign government ... and the
members of the alien's immediate family." [Act
101(a)(15)(A)(i)1 A-1 aliens are admitted for the duration
of their status in this classification. [8 CFR 214.2(a)(1)1

A foreign government official in A-1 status may be
employed only by the foreign government entity. [8
CFR 274a.12(b)(1)1 Members of the immediate family
residing with an A-1 diplomat may apply for employ-
ment permission, using Form 1-566. The regulations pre-
scribe strict limitations on the approval of such employ-
ment. [8 CFR 214.2(a)(2) and 8 CFR 274a.12(c)(1)1 A-1
aliens may enroll in school full or part time while main-
taining their A-1 status.

11.2.1.2 A-2 status (other government official and imme-
diate family)

A-2 aliens are defined as "other officials and employ-
ees who have been accredited by a foreign government
... and the members of their immediate families." [Act
101(a)(15)(A)(ii)1 A-2 aliens are admitted for the dura-
tion of their status in this classification. [8 CFR
214.2(a)(1)1

The principal alien in A-2 status may be employed
only by the foreign government entity. Efi CFR
274a.12(b)(1)1 The A-2 alien's immediate family mem-
bers who reside with a principal A-2 government official
may apply for employment permission under the same
terms as those described above for A-1 family members.
A-2 government officials and members of immediate
family may attend school full or part time while main-
taining their A-2 status.
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11.2.1.3 A-3 status (attendant, servant, or personal
employee of alien classified as A-1 or A-2, and immedi-
ate family)

A-3 status is accorded to "attendants, servants, per-
sonal employees, and members of their immediate fami-
lies, of the officials and employees" who are in A-1 or A-
2 status. [Act 101(a)(15)(A)(iii)] Aliens in A-3 status are
admitted to the United States for an initial period of not
more than 3 years and may be granted extensions of
temporary stay in increments of not more than 2 years.
[8 CFR 214.2(a)(1)]

An alien in A-3 status may be employed only by the
foreign government official. The A-3 immediate family
members of a foreign government official may not be
employed in A-3 classification. A-3 aliens may attend
school full or part time while maintaining their A-3 sta-
tus.

11.2.2 B status (visitor)
A nonimmigrant in B status is described as "an alien

(other than one coming for the purpose of study or of
performing skilled or unskilled labor or as a representa-
tive of foreign press, radio, film, or other foreign infor-
mation media coming to engage in such vocation) hav-
ing a residence in a foreign country which he [or she]
has no intention of abandoning and who is visiting the
United States temporarily for business or temporarily
for pleasure." [Act 101(a)(15)(B)] B visitors may be
admitted to the United States for an initial period of no
longer than 1 year and may be granted extensions of
stay in increments no longer than 6 months each. [8 CFR
214.2(b)) The B classification is divided into two types,
visitors for business (B-1) and visitors for pleasure (B-2).
Under certain circumstances a B-2 visa can also be
issued to prospective students (see Section 11.2.2.3). In
addition, a B-1 /B-2 visa is sometimes issued. These
types are discussed separately below.

11.2.2.1 B-1 status (visitor for business)
According to federal regulations, the term "business"

as used in the definition above refers to
legitimate activities of a commercial or profes-

sional character. It does not include purely local
employment or labor for hire.... An alien of distin-
guished merit and ability seeking to enter the United
States temporarily with the idea of performing tem-
porary services of an exceptional nature, requiring
such merit and ability, but having no contract or
other prearranged employment, may be classified as
a ... visitor for business. [22 CFR 41.31(b)]
In its Foreign Affairs Manual (FAM), which gives

detailed instructions and guidelines to visa-issuing offi-
cers, the Department of State has elaborated upon the
types of people who can be issued B-1 visas:

aliens coming to engage in commercial transactions
that do not involve gainful employment in the United
States, to participate in scientific, educational, profes-

sional, or business conventions or conferences, or to
undertake independent research

an alien already employed abroad coming to
undertake training who would be classifiable as H-3,
but who will continue to receive a salary from the for-
eign employer and will receive no salary or other remu-
neration from a U.S. source other than an expense
allowance or other reimbursement for expenses inciden-
tal to temporary stay.

B-1 visitors cannot legally accept full-time, part-time,
or temporary teaching or research positions or other
employment for which they are paid by a U.S. institu-
tion. B-1 visitors who accept such positions violate the
terms of their status and become subject to deportation.
However, it is legal for an educational institution to pay
a subsistence allowance to a B-1 visitor who performs a
temporary service, to reimburse expenses, or to pay an
honorarium that does not exceed travel and living costs.

11.2.2.2 B-2 status (visitor for pleasure)
The term "pleasure" as used in Section 101(a)(15)(B)

of the Act "refers to legitimate activities of a recreational
character, including tourism, amusement, visits with
friends or relatives, rest, medical treatment, and activi-
ties of a fraternal, social, or service nature." [22 CFR
41.31(b)(2)] A B-2 visitor who is issued a Form 1-94 "will
be admitted for a minimum period of 6 months, regard-
less of whether less time is requested, provided the
passport is valid for at least 6 months into the future.
Exceptions to the minimum 6-month admission may be
made only with the specific approval of the district
director." [8 CFR 214.2(b)(2)]

A B-2 visa can be issued to an alien who wishes to
enter the United States to marry an alien already here in
nonimmigrant status.

A Canadian who enters the United States and is not
issued a Form 1-94 is considered to be in B status (visitor
for business or pleasure) with permission to remain in
the United States for 6 months.

Aliens in B-2 status are not permitted to accept
employment. Applicants for B-2 visas are expected to
present the consul with evidence that they have finan-
cial support adequate for their contemplated stay in the
United States.

11.2.2.3 B-2 status (prospective student)
A B-2 visa can also be issued to a person who (1)

intends to become an F-1 student but has not yet chosen
a particular school and wishes to visit more than one
school before making a selection; (2) has been accepted
as an F-1 or M-1 student by a particular U.S. school and
has a Form I-20A-B or Form I-20M-N from that school
but intends to enter the United States more than 90 days
before school opens; (3) has credible evidence of admis-
sion to a U.S. school as an F-1 student but does not have
a Form I-20A-B; or (4) needs to be in the United States to
take an examination or have an interview required for
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admission to a school as an F-1 student. [(DI 8 CFR
248.7(d)] Note that condition [2] applies to prospective
M-1 students as well as F-1 students. However, State
Department guidelines in the FAM do not provide for
the issuance of a prospective-student visa to an M-1 stu-
dent under any circumstances. The consular officer
should write the words "prospective student" on the
passport page that bears the B-2 visa. [FAM, vol. 9] This
notation is conducive to favorable INS actior. _n the
alien's subsequent application to change from B-2 to F-1
or M-1 status. Unfortunately, it is not uncommon for
consular officers to neglect to mark the B-2 visas given
to prospective students, and in the absence of that nota-
tion the alien can experience difficulty in securing a
change to student status once inside the United States.

11.2.2.4 B-2 status (prospective exchange visitor)
A B-2 visa can be issued to a prospective exchange

visitor who has been accepted for sponsorship by an
institution or a sponsoring agency but who has not yet
received a Certificate of Eligibility, Form IAP-66, either
because the form has yet to reach the prospective
exchange visitor or because there are no Forms LAP -66
available from the United States Information Agency.

11.2.2.5 B-1/B-2 status (visitor for business and plea-
sure)

An alien who plans to visit the United States for both
business and pleasure may be granted a B-1/B-2 visa. At
the port of entry to the United States an immigration
officer will designate either B-1 or B-2 status or both on
the Form 1-94. An alien in B-1/B-2 status can receive
reimbursement for travel and per diem.

11.2.2.6 Visa Waiver Pilot Program
An alien classifiable as a B-1 or B-2 visitor can be

admitted without a visa, as long as certain criteria are
met, under the terms of the Visa Waiver Pilot Program.
Among the criteria are that the alien be classifiable as a
B visitor, have a valid passport issued by a designated
country, intend to visit the United States for a period not
exceeding 90 days, and be in possession of a round-trip
transportation ticket that is nonrefundable except in the
country of issuance. [8 CFR 217.2] At the time of this
writing, the United Kingdom, France, Switzerland, the
Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden, Japan, Spain,
Italy, Austria, New Zealand, Finland, Belgium, Den-
mark, Norway, the Netherlands, Iceland, Luxembourg,
San Marino, Andorra, Monaco, and Liechtenstein were
the only countries in the Visa Waiver Pilot Program. 18
CFR 217.5]

An alien admitted under the Visa Waiver Pilot Pro-
gram is not eligible for extension of stay, change to
another nonimmigrant status, or adjustment of status to
that of a permanent resident (except as an immediate
relative). [8 CFR 217.3]
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11.2.3 C status (alien in transit)
An alien in C status is defined as an alien "in imme-

diate and continuous transit through the United States"
(C-1), or an alien who is entitled to pass in transit to and
from the United Nations headquarters district and for-
eign countries under certain provisions of the U.N.
headquarters agreement (C-2). An accredited official of
a foreign government in transit through the United
States is given C-3 status. [Act 101(a)(15)(C); 22 CFR
41.71(a), 22 CFR 41.71(b), and 41.23]

Some aliens in transit can be admitted to the United
States without visas under provisions that appear in 8
CFR 214.2(c)(1)

Aliens in C status can be admitted to the United
States for periods no longer than 29 days. [8 CFR
214.2(c)(3)1 They cannot obtain extensions of stay or
changes to another nonimmigrant status except A or G.

An alien in C-1 transit status cannot obtain permis-
sion to work. A foreign government official in C-2 or C-
3 status may be employed only by the foreign govern-
ment entity. [8 CFR 274a.12(b)(3)]

11.2.4 D status (crewman)
D status is accorded "an alien crewman serving ... in

any capacity required for normal operation and service
on board a vessel ... or aircraft, who intends to land
temporarily and solely in pursuit of his calling as a
crewman." [Act 101(a)(15)(D)] Aliens in D status cannot
change to another nonimmigrant status or obtain exten-
sion of stay beyond the 29 days normally permitted
them. [8 CFR 214.2(d) and 8 CFR 252]

An alien in D status may be employed only in a crew-
man capacity on the vessel or aircraft of arrival or on a
vessel or aircraft of the same transportation company;
he or she may not be employed in connection with
domestic flights or movements of a vessel or aircraft.

11.2.5 E status (treaty trader, treaty investor, and
dependents)

According to the Act, an E visa is given to an alien
who is

entitled to enter the United States under ... a
treaty of commerce and navigation between the
United States and the foreign state of which he [or
she] is a national, and the spouse and children of any
such alien if accompanying or following to join him
[or her]: (i) solely to carry on substantial trade ... or
(ii) solely to develop and direct the operations of an
enterprise in which he [or she] has invested, or ... is
actively in the process of investing, a substantial
amount of capital. [Act 101(a)(15)(E); also see 22 CFR
41.51]
Aliens with E visas can be admitted to the United

States for an initial period not exceeding 1 year. They
may be granted extension of temporary stay in incre-
ments of not more than 2 years by filing Form 1-129. [8
CFR 214.2(e)]
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An alien in E-1 or E-2 status "may be employed only
by the treaty-qualifying company through which the
alien attained the status. Employment authorization
does not extend to the dependents of the principal treaty
trader or treaty investor" except for an alien spouse or
unmarried dependent son or daughter of an alien
employee of the Coordination Council for North Ameri-
can Affairs. [8 CFR 274a.12(b)(5) and (c)(2)]

11.2.6 G status (representative or employee of interna-
tional organization and related personnel)

There are five types of G visa. G-1 status is accorded
"a designated principal resident representative of a for-
eign government ... which ... is a member of an interna-
tional organization ..., accredited resident members of
the staff of such representatives, and members of his [or
her] or their immediate family." [Act 101(a)(15)(G)(i)]

"Other accredited representatives of ... a foreign gov-
ernment to ... international organizations, and members
of their immediate families" qualify for G-2 visas. [Act
101 (a)(15)(G)(ii)]

G-3 status is accorded "an alien able to qualify under
(i) or (ii) above except for the fact that the government of
which such alien is an accredited representative is not
recognized de jure by the United States, or that the gov-
ernment of which he or she is an accredited representa-
tive is not a member of such international organization,
and the members of his or her immediate family." [Act
101 (a)(15)(G)(iipi

"Officers, or employees of such international organi-
zat'ons, and the members of their immediate families"
are classified as G-4 aliens. [Act 101(a)(15)(G)(iv)1

G-5 visas are given to "attendants, servants, and per-
sonal employees of any such representative, officer, or
employee, and the members of the immediate families
of such attendants, servants, and personal employees."
[Act 101(a)(15)(G)(v)]

An alien in G-5 status is admitted to the United States
for an initial period of not more than 3 years and can
apply for extensions in increments not to exceed 2 years.
Others in G status are admitted for the duration of their
status as recognized affiliates of an international organi-
zation. [8 CFR 214.2(g)(1)1

Aliens in G status may attend school full or part time
while maintaining G status as their principal purpose
for being in the United States.

Aliens in G-1, G-2, G-3, or G-4 status or their depen-
dents may be employed only by the foreign government
entity or the international organization. [8 CFR
274a.12(b)(7)1 Dependents in G-1, G-3, or G-4 status can
apply for permission to work under procedures set forth
on Form 1-566. Aliens in G-5 status may be employed
only by the official or representative of the international
organization. [8 CFR 274a.12(b)(8)]

11.2.7 I status (representative of foreign information
media and immediate family)

An I visa is available, "on the basis of reciprocity," to
"an alien who is a bona fide representative of foreign
press, radio, film, or other foreign information media,
who seeks to enter the United States solely to engage in
such vocation" and to the spouse and children of such
an alien. [Act 101(a)(15)(P; Aliens in I status are admit-
ted for duration of status. They may not change employ-
ers without first receiving authorization from INS to do
so. [8 CFR 214.2(i); They can attend school full or part
time while maintaining I status as their principal pur-
pose of being in the United States.

An alien in I status may be employed only by the
sponsoring foreign news agency or bureau. Employ-
ment authorization does not extend to the dependents
of an information media representative. [8 CFR
274a.12(b)(10)]

11.2.8 K status (fiancé or fiancee of U.S. citizen)
A K visa can be given to "an alien who is the fiancée

or fiancé of a citizen of the United States and who seeks
to enter the United States solely to conclude a valid mar-
riage with the petitioner within 90 days after entry, and
the minor children of such fiancée or fiancé." [Act
101(a)(15)(K)] To receive a K visa, the alien must be the
beneficiary of an approved petition filed by a U.S. citi-
zen on Form 1-130. It is submitted to the INS regional
service center having jurisdiction over the petitioner's
place of residence. Approval of the petition is valid for 4
months. Upon entering the United States, the K-1 alien
has 90 days in which to marry the U.S. citizen petitioner
and to apply for adjustment of status to that of a perma-
nent resident. [8 CFR 214.2(k)] An alien in K status can-
not receive an extension of stay or change to another
nonimmigrant classification.

An alien in K status is authorized to be employed by
any employer in any capacity as evidenced by an INS
employment authorization document. [8 CFR 274a.12
(a)(6)1

11.2.9 I. status (intracompany transferee and immediate
family)

The Act defines an L alien as an alien (and his or her
spouse and minor children) who, within 3 years preced-
ing the time of his/her application for admission into
the United States, has been employed continuously for 1
year by a firm or corporation or other legal entity or an
affiliate or subsidiary thereof and who seeks to enter the
United States temporarily in order to continue to render
his [or her] services to the same employer or a sub-
sidiary or affiliate thereof in a capacity that is manager-
ial, executive, or involves specialized knowledge. [Act
101(a)(15)(L)1

L visas are granted on the basis of approved petitions
filed with INS on Form 1-129 by an employer in the
United States. These procedures, along with the regula-
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tions concerning the admission, extension of stay, and
employment authorization for aliens in L status, are
found in 8 CFR 214.2(1). Dependents of L-1 aliens hold
L-2 status and are permitted to attend school full or part
time while maintaining their L-2 status.

An alien in L status may be admitted to the United
States for the period of established need for the alien's
services, not to exceed 3 years initially. Extensions of
stay may be authorized in increments of up to 2 years,
not to exeed a total maximum stay of 7 years. However,
for specialized-knowledge L-1 aliens, the total maxi-
mum stay cannot exceed 5 years.

A 1-year residence-abroad requirement exists for L
aliens who have spent 5 years in the United States in a
specialized knowledge capacity or 7 years in a manager-
ial or executive capacity in the United States. In order to
qualify for a new L-1 visa (or an H-1 visa), the alien
must have resided "and been physically present outside
the United States, except for brief visits for business or
pleasure, for the immediate prior year. Such visits do
not interrupt the 1 year abroad, but do not count
towards fulfillment of that requirement." [8 CFR
214.(1)(12)]

An L-1 intracompany transferee may be employed
only by the U.S. entity for which the status was
obtained. [8 CFR 274a.12(b)(12)] A dependent in L-2 sta-
tus may not be employed.

11.2.10 N Status (parent or child of certain aliens given
special immigrant status)

N status was created by the Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986. It is given to the family members of
aliens who are converted from G status to special immi-
grants by the IRCA. [Act 101(a)t1 5)(N)1 N aliens are
authorized to work as evidenced by an INS employment
authorization document. [8 CFR 274a. 12(a)(7) and 8
CFR 214.2(n)]
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11.2.11 R status (temporary religious worker)
The R visa was created by the Immigration Act of

1990 for temporary admission of eligible religious work-
ers. It is reserved for an alien in a religious occupation
who, for 2 years immediately preceding the time of the
application for admission to the United States, has been
a member of a religious denomination that has a bona
fide religious organization in the United States. Family
members may also accompany those religious workers
qualified for the R status. The limitation on the length of
stay is 5 years. [Act 101(a)(15)(R)]

This visa is for ministers authorized by a recognized
religious denomination to conduct religious worship;
members of a religious occupation such as liturgical
workers, religious instructors, religious counselors, can-
tors, catechists, workers in religious hospitals or reli-
gious health care facilities, missionaries, religious trans-
lators, or religious broadcasters. In addition, individuals
who have taken vows as part of a religious vocation are

also qualified, such as nuns, monks, and religious broth-
ers and sisters.

The bona fide religious denomination must qualify
for tax exemption by the Internal Revenue Service.

If a visa is required, the alien presents to a U.S. con-
sular officer evidence that he or she will be providing
services to a bona fide nonprofit religious organization
in the United States. The alien must also provide docu-
mentation that he or she is qualified to perform the ser-
vices required. A description of remuneration to be
received including housing, food, and clothing should
also be presented. [8 CFR 214.2(r)(3)(viii)] If the alien
will enter as a religious professional, at least a bachelor's
degree must be presented. 18 CFR 214.2(r)(3)(v)] If no
visa is required for entry (for example, for Canadian citi-
zens) then the above information must be presented to
an immigration official at the port of entry.

Initial entry may be for up to 3 years with an exten-
sion of stay for up to 2 additional years permitted. The
extension of stay is filed on Form 1-129 with the INS ser-
vice center having jurisdiction over the place of employ-
ment. [8 CFR 214.2(r)(5)and(7)]

Spouse and children of religious workers are entitled
to the R-2 classification. R-2 dependents are not permit-
ted to accept employment while in the United States in
R-2 status. [8 CFR 214.2(0(8)]

11.2.12 TC status
The TC classification is for a Canadian citizen who

seeks temporary admission to engage in business at a
professional level under the U.S.Canada Free Trade
Agreement. [Act 214(e); 8 CFR 214.6] Professional level
business activity means an undertaking that requires at
least a baccalaureate degree. Application for admission
is made at an airport handling international traffic, at a
U.S. preclearance/preflight station, or at a U.S. Class A
port of entry. No prior petition, labor certification, visa,
or prior approval is required.

The alien must present proof of Canadian citizenship;
a letter from the prospective employer in the United
States or the foreign employer describing the business
activity to be engaged in, anticipated length of stay, and
salary; copy of professional degree; and license if
required. The business activity must be in one of the
professions specified in the regulatiOns. Most profes-
sions are listed.

A TC alien is admitted with Form 1-94 for a period of
1 year and must pay the admission fee specified in 8
CFR 103.7. The alien may be readmitted for the unex-
pired period authorized on Form 1-94 and may apply for
extension of stay in 1-year increments. Accompanying
or following-to-join spouses and children are admitted
in B-2 status. They may not accept employment, but
may attend school full or part time.
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1 1 .3 EXTENSION OF STAY IN NONIMMI-
GRANT STATUS

11.3.1 General
Most nonimmigrants (except those in A-1, A-2, F-1, F-

2, G-1, G-2, G-3, G-4, and I status) are admitted to the
United States for a specific period of time. A nonimmi-
grant who needs to remain for a longer period in order
to accomplish the purpose of his or her stay needs to
apply for an extension of stay. A person in C (transit), D
(crewman), or K (fiancé or fiancee) status is not eligible
for extension of stay; neither are people admitted to the
United States under the terms of the Visa Waiver Pilot
Program. An eligible nonimmigrant can apply for an
extension before the expiration date shown on the Form
1-94. INS suggests applying at least 45 days before that
date.

11.3.2 Procedures for applying for extension of stay
Application for extension of stay in A-3, B, F-1, G-5, I,

J, M-1, and N classification is made on Form 1-539
(Application to Extend/Change Nonimmigrant Status).
Spouses, and unmarried children under 21 who are in
the same status may be included in the extension appli-
cation. Form 1-539 is filed with the local INS office for B,
F, J, and M extension or change of status. In all other
cases Form 1-539 is filed with the appropriate INS ser-
vice center. The original 1-94 must be submitted for
extension as B-1 or B-2, F-1 or M-1, or J; for all other
extensions submit a copy of the 1-94.

To request an extension for an E, H, L, 0, P, Q, R, or
TC alien, the employer must file Form 1-129 (Petition for
Nonimmigrant Worker) with the INS service center hav-
ing jurisdiction over the place of employment. The
dependents of such employees file for extension on
Form 1-539 and attach it to the 1-129 petition currently
being filed for the employee, or attach the receipt for a
previously filed 1-129 that is still pending with INS. If
the employee's extension has already been approved,
attach a copy of the employee's 1-94 or a copy of the
approval notice to the dependent's 1-539.

The required fee must be submitted (see Appendix 1)
with a copy of the employee's Form 1-94 and copies of
the Forms 1-94 of any dependents.

In certain cases additional documentation is required.
For an A-3 or G-5 extension, attach to the application a
copy of the employer's 1-94 or approval notice, a letter
from the employer describing the employee's duties and
stating the intent to employ, and an original Form 1-566
certified by the State Department.

For a B-1 or B-2 extension, attach a statement explain-
ing in detail the reasons for the extension; why the
extended stay would be temporary; arrangements made
to depart; and the effect the extended stay would have
on the nonimmigrant's foreign employment and resi-
dency.

For an F-1 or M-1 extension, attach the original 1-20.
For an I extension, attach a letter from the employer

describing the employment and establishing that the
employment is as a representative of a qualifying for-
eign media.

For a J extersion, attach an original Form IAP-66.
For an N extension, attach a copy of Form 1-551 of the

applicant's child or parent.
The extension application should be filed before the

authorized stay expires. INS suggests filing at least 45
days prior to expiration. Late filing may be excused if
due to extraordinary circumstances. In 1992 INS consoli-
dated the extension-of-stay procedure with the proce-
dure for change in nonimmigrant classification (see Sec-
tion 11.6.4).

11.3.3 Satisfactory departure
Should a nonimmigrant need "an additional period

of less than 30 days beyond the previously authorized
stay within which to depart from the United States,"
such time may be granted without the filing of a formal
application when the need for the brief extension is
"because of conditions beyond an alien's control or
other special circumstances." [8 CFR 214.1(c)(5)] Request
for an extension of this kind can be made in person or
by means of a letter stating the reasons for the delay in
departure and giving the final departure date. The
alien's Form 1-94 should accompany the letter. If the
request is granted, INS will usually mark the Form 1-94
with the words "satisfactory departure" and the date by
which the departure is expected to take place.

1 1.4 REENTRY AFTER TEMPORARY DEPARTURE

An alien in any of the nonimmigrant classifications
discussed in this section can depart from and reenter the
United States with a valid passport and visa. An expired
visa can be considered automatically extended (and con-
verted to a different classification if the alien has
changed status in the United States) until the date of
reentry (thus a visa with a current date is unnecessary)
in the case of a nonimmigrant who (1) has maintained
nonimmigrant status while in the United States and has
a Form 1-94 with an expiration date that is in the future;
(2) is seeking to reenter the United States after an
absence not exceeding 30 days in Canada or Mexico (or,
in the case of F or J nonimmigrants, in the adjacent
Caribbean islands except Cuba); (3) plans to resume the
same nonimmigrant status in the United States within
the authorized period of initial admission or extension
of stay; (4) has a valid passport; and (5) does not need
authorization of admission under Section 212(d)(3) of
the Act. [22 CFR 41.112(d)1
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1 1 .5 POSSIBILITY FOR STUDY UNDER NON-
IMMIGRANT CLASSIFICATIONS OTHER

THAN STUDENT OR EXCHANGE VISITOR

Aliens in many nonimmigrant classifications can
attend school, full or part time, without violating the
terms of their status in the United States, assuming they
maintain their status otherwise. Nothing prohibits aliens
in A, B, E, F-2, G, H, I, J-2, K, L, M-2, N, 0, P, Q, or R sta-
tus from being students. It may be considered a viola-
ticn if a nonimmigrant who was admitted to the United
States for another purpose (e.g., someone in A-1, H-1, I,
or L-1 status) undertook studies as his or her principal
activity. However, part-time studies (and occasionally
short-term, full-time studies) are not inconsistent with
these classifications, and full-time studies are not incon-
sistent with the status of the dependents of people in
these classifications. For dependents, see 8 CFR
248.3[0[21.

School officials have no formal immigration-related
responsibilities concerning student aliens in these non-
student classifications.

1 1 .6 CHANGE OF NONIMMIGRANT

CLASSIFICATION

11.6.1 General
This section covers procedures and requirements for

changing from one nonimmigrant classification to
another. It does not cover adjustment of status from that
of a nonimmigrant to that of an immigrant (or perma-
nent resident). The latter is discussed in Section 12.

A nonimmigrant in the United States may, subject to
limitations specified below, change from one nonimmi-
grant status to another if he or she has maintained the
previous status and is eligible for the new one. [Act 2481
Aliens in D, K, and TWOV status are not eligible for any
change of status. Those in C status can change only to A
or G status. Those in J status who are subject to the 2-
year home-country residence requirement can change
only to A or G status. J-1 aliens who came for graduate
medical education or training cannot change their non-
immigrant status regardless of whether they are or are
not subject to the 2-year home-country residence
requirement. Aliens admitted under the Visa Waiver
Pilot Program cannot change their nonimmigrant status.
In addition, M-ls cannot change to F-1 from within the
United States.

An applicant for a change of nonimmigrant status
must be able to explain satisfactorily why he or she did
not originally enter the United States in the status being
applied for. For example, a B-2 visitor applying to
change to H-1B would need to explain why he or she
did not apply for H-1 status before entering the United
States and show that he or she came as a bona fide
tourist without any prior intention of being employed.
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11.6.2 Procedure for applying for change of
nonimmigrant status

Application for change of nonimmigrant status is
made on Form 1-539. The change of status and extension
of stay applications have been consolidated (see Section
11.3.2).

Form 1-129 is used to petition for H, L, 0, P, or Q clas-
sification and for extension in or change to such classifi-
cation. It is also used by an employer to petition for
extension of stay or change of status for an alien as an E,
R-1, or TC nonimmigrant. A petition is not required to
apply for an E or R-1 nonimmigrant visa or for admis-
sion as a TC nonimmigrant. However, a petition on
Form 1-129 is required to apply for change to such status
or an extension of stay in such status.

Dependents of prospective E, H, L, 0, P, Q, and R
employees file for change of status on Form 1-539.
Dependents of TC aliens cannot change to TC. Such
dependents are classified B-2.

Applicants for change to nonimmigrant status as A,
B, F, G, 1,1, M, or N as dependents should be included in
the 1-539 application of the principal alien.

The required fee must be submitted (see Appendix 1)
with Form 1-94 for the applicant and each dependent
included in the application.

In certain cases additional documentation is required
to apply for change in nonimmigrant status. Depen-
dents of prospective E, H, L, 0, P, Q, and R employees
must file Form 1-539 with the change petition for the
prospective employee, or attach a copy of the
employee's Form 1-94 or approval notice showing the
employee has already been granted status to the period
requested.

For change to A-3 or G-5, attach a copy of the
employer's Form 1-94, a letter from the employer
describing the applicant's duties and intent to employ
the applicant personally, and Form 1-566, certified by
the State Department to show the employer's continuing
accredited diplomatic status. For change to other A or G
status, attach State Departmentcertified Form 1-566 to
show accredited diplomatic status.

For change to B, attach a statement explaining in
detail the reasons for the request, why extension would
be temporary, and describing arrangements made to
depart and the effect the extended stay would have on
the applicant's foreign employment and residency.

For change to F-1 or M-1, attach original Form 1-20.
For change to I, attach a letter from the employer

describing the employment and establishing that the
employment is as a representative of qualifying foreign
media.

For change to J-1, attach an original 1AP-66.
For change to N, attach a copy of Form 1-551 of the

applicant's child or parent.
The application for change must be filed before the

authorized stay expires. Late filing may be excused if
due to extraordinary circumstance.
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The application must be filed with the local INS office
for change to B, F, M, or J. For change to all other non-
immigrant classifications, the application must be filed
with the appropriate INS service center.

11.6.3 Changes of classification with no application or
fee

The policy under which neither a formal application
nor a fee was required to apply for certain changes of
classification was to be discontinued pursuant to notice
published in the Federal Register on 2 December 1991. At
this writing the notice had not yet been finalized.

11.6.4 Applicant's status while application for change of
status is pending

An applicant for change of nonimmigrant status may
have to wait many months to learn the outcome of the
application. Under these circumstances, aliens often feel
compelled to act on the assumption that the application
has been approved and to undertake activities appropri-
ate for the new status before INS adjudicates the appli-
cation. In practice, INS does not normally take any
action against a nonimmigrant who has submitted a
timely application for change of nonimmigrant status
and whose application has not been acted upon by the
time the original status expires. The alien may remain in
the United States until the application is adjudicated.
However, an applicant for change of status to a classifi-
cation that permits employment may not begin that
employment until the change of status is approved. [8
CFR 274a.12 and letter from James A. Puleo, acting asso-
ciate commissioner of INS, to David Ware, published in
Interpreter Releases, 21 December 1987, p. 14101

1 1 .7 CONTROL OF EMPLOYMENT OF ALIENS

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986
requires employers to verify the identity and eligibility
for employment of all individuals hired on or after 6
November 1986. For further information about the
employer-sanctions provisions of the IRCA, see Section
13.
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12.1 DEFINITION
An immigrant is an alien who has been lawfully

admitted to the United States for permanent residence.
In common usage the word "immigrant" is interchange-
able with "permanent resident." Court decisions in
recent years have established that immigrants have vir-
tually the same legal rights and civil liberties that are
held by U.S. citizens, the major exceptions being the
right to vote, to hold some public offices, and to be
employed by federal agencies in civil service positions.
For example, immigrants are eligible for federally subsi-
dized educational-aisi programs. An immigrant has the
right to remain in the United States for an indefinite
length of time without any need to apply for extensions
of stay, work permits, or similar benefits that must be
specifically requested by nonimmigrants.

Under the immigration law, immigrants are allowed
to accept any kind of employment. No employer may
discriminate in the hiring process against immigrants on
the basis of national origin. Generally no employer may
discriminate in the hiring process against immigrants on
the basis of an immigrant's citizenship status unless citi-
zenship status is required in order to comply with a
state, local, or federal law. [Act 274B] However, those
immigrants who do not apply for citizenship within the
6 months of the date they become eligible will no longer
be protected under this prohibition.

Although immigrants are normally entitled to remain
in the United States permanently, this privilege can be
revoked and they can be deported under certain circum-
stances, even after naturalization. Grounds for deporta-
tion of an immigrant include fraudulent entry to the
United States, commission or conviction of certain
crimes involving moral turpitude (including the posses-
sion of illegal substances), and determination that the
alien was not eligible for immigrant status at the time it
was acquired. Thus, even though immigrants are much
more secure in their right to remain in the United States
than are nonimmigrants, they are not completely safe
from deportation.

Immigrants are never compelled to become U.S. citi-
zens and may remain in immigrant status for an indefi-
nite length of time. They become eligible to apply for cit-
izenship through naturalization, if they choose, after
they have resided in the United States as permanent res-
idents for 5 years, or for 3 years if they have been mar-
ried to a U.S. citizen for 3 years. There are also reduced
waiting periods in other circumstances such as service
in the U.S. military or employment abroad with the U.S.
government. Their right to retain their prior citizenship
as well as their newly acquired U.S. citizenship depends
largely on the laws of their former country. Although
U.S. law does not recognize the right of naturalized citi-
zens to retain another citizenship, the U.S. government
will not move to revoke U.S. citizenship unless the indi-
vidual commits an act deemed inherently expatriating

(such as service with military forces hostile to the
United States) or accompanied by a specific intent to
expatriate.

1 2.2 THE IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY
ACT AS AMENDED

The selection and screening of immigrants to the
United States is governed by the Immigration and
Nationality Act of 1952, as amended. Major amend-
ments were passed by Congress in 1965 (PL 89-236),
1976 (PL 94-571), 1980 (PL 96-212), 1986 (PL 99-603) and
1990 (PL 101-649). The 1965 amendment established a
comprehensive new preference system for the Eastern
Hemisphere, eliminated a number of discriminatory
provisions against the natives of certain countries, and
imposed for the first time a numerical limitation on
immigrants from the Western Hemisphere. The 1976
amendment applied the preference system to the West-
ern Hemisphere. The Refugee Act of 1980 (PL 96-212)
repealed the seventh preference classification and estab-
lished a worldwide ceiling of 270,000 preference immi-
grant visas per year. The Immigration Reform and Con-
trol Act of 1986 (PL 99-603) introduced a number of
changes, including the marriage-fraud amendments, a
legalization program for certain classes of illegal aliens,
and an employer-sanctions program requiring that all
employers verify the work eligibility of every worker
hired and prohibiting the hiring of aliens unauthorized
to work. The Immigration Act of 1990 (PL 101-649) and
subsequent Miscellaneous and Technical Amendments
of 1991 (PL 102-232), universally recognized as the most
sweeping and far-reaching reform of this country's legal
immigration system in 38 years, include a complete revi-
sion of both the family sponsored and employment-
based immigration provisions. This section of the Man-
ual is based on the Act as changed by these
amendments.

1 2.3 OBTAINING AN IMMIGRANT VISA
ABROAD OR APPLYING FOR IMMIGRANT
STATUS IN THE UNITED STATES

The Act provides for two distinct avenues for becom-
ing an immigrant, or permanent resident, of the United
States. One avenue is to apply for an immigrant visa at a
U.S. consular post abroad and to enter the United States
as an immigrant. The other avenue, and the one most
often used for nonimmigrants currently in the United
States, is to apply for adjustment of statusa change
from nonimmigrant to immigrant statuswhile in the
United States. The latter approach has many variations,
but most involve application for adjustment of status to
that of permanent resident under Section 245 of the Act.
Regardless of the avenue followedapplication for an
immigrant visa abroad or adjustment of status in the
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United Statesthe ultimate result is immigrant, or per-
manent-resident, status for the applicant (see Sections
12.6 and 12.7).

12.4 THE SELECTION SYSTEM

The selection of persons eligible to become immi-
grants involves qualitative standards and numerical
limitations, both of which are governed by complex sys-
tems of allocating immigrant visa numbers by country
or dependent area ;aid by a series of preference classifi-
cations. These systems are designed to regulate how
many and what kinds of people may become immi-
grants.

12.4.1 Qualitative standards
The intent of establishing qualitative standards is to

determine what kinds of applicants may become immi-
grants. Three kinds of persons constitute the major por-
tion of those who qualify for immigrant status, although
the Immigration Act of 1990 established a diversity pro-
gram that will allow additional immigrants into the
United States each year based on their national origin.

12.4.1.1 Applicants who have a family relationship to a
U.S. citizen or permanent resident

A basic objective of the law is to provide for the unit-
ing of families. Since a U.S. citizen or permanent resi-
dent has a right to reside in the United States, certain
members of his or her family are given preference as
immigrant applicants in order to permit the family to be
together. Applicants who have family members who are
U.S. citizens or permanent residents may fall into the
classifications known as immediate relatives and family-
based first, second, third, and fourth preferences (see
Sections 12.4.2.1.1 and 12.4.3.1).

12.4.1.2 Applicants whose services are required by an
employer in the United States

A second objective of the law is to attract to the
United States individuals whose occupational skills are
in short supply here. They are assigned employment-
based preference classifications, some of which require
labor certification (see Section 12.5), a process that
among other things affirms that their occupational skills
are, indeed, in short supply in the United States.
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12.4.1.3 Refugees
The Refugee Act of 1980 defines a refugee as any per-

son "who is unable or unwilling to return [to his or her
country of nationality] because of persecution or a well-
founded fear of persecution on account of race, religion,
nationality, membership in a particular social group, or
political opinion." [Act 101(a)42] For further information
on the admission of aliens to the United States as
refugees and their adjustment to permanent-resident
status, see Section 13.6.

12.4.1.4 Aliens in unlawful status
Aliens who have continuously resided in the United

States in unlawful status since before 1 January 1982
were to have applied for temporary-resident status
between 5 May 1987 and 4 May 1988 by presenting doc-
umentation pertaining to the length of their residence in
this country. Only aliens who entered the United States
without inspection and those whose violation of a non-
immigrant status occurred before 1 January 1982 by the
expiration of their authorized stays or by commission of
a violation that was known to the U.S. government
before that date are made eligible for this "legalization"
process. After 18 months in temporary-resident status,
such aliens should have applied for adjustment to per-
manent residence. [Act 245A] Aliens in legal or illegal
status who have continuously resided in the United
States since before 1 January 1972 are eligible to apply
for permanent resident status under the registry provi-
sions of the Act.

12.4.2 Numerical limitations
Numerical limitations are designed to control the

number of people who may become immigrants each
year and to place limits, within the total, on the number
from each independent country and dependent area.
This system of numerical limitations is different from
the quota system that was in effect until 1965.

12.4.2.1 Applicants who are not subject to numerical
limitations

Not all would-be immigrants are subject to numerical
limitations. Those who are not subject to these limita-
tions are eligible for immigrant status immediately upon
establishing their qualifications. They do not have to
obtain an immigrant visa number under the preference
system, and they are subject only to the qualitative stan-
dards established by the law. Applicants who are not
subject to numerical limitations are described Lelow.

12.4.2.1.1 Immediate relatives of U.S. citizens. An
immediate relative is defined as (1) the spouse of a U.S.
citizen; or (2) the unmarried minor child (under 21 years
of age) of a U.S. citizen; or (3) the parent of a U.S. citi-
zen, provided, in the case of a parent, that the U.S. citi-
zen is at least 21 years of age (also see Section 12.7.4).
[Act 201(b)]

12.4.2.1.2 Special immigrants. Special immigrants
include, among others, certain returning U.S. residents,
former citizens, certain foreign medical graduates, long-
time U.S. government employees abroad, and certain
longtime residents of the United States. [Act 101(a)(27)]

12.4.2.2 Applicants who are subject to numerical limita-
tions

All applicants for immigrant visas other than those
described in the immediately preceding sections are
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subject to annual numerical controls, the fisc? -fear
being 1 October to 30 September. As a result, an ,mmi-
grant visa is not always immediately available to an
alien who has qualified to apply for immigrant status
(see Section 12.8.2).

The Immigration Act of 1990 increased the numerical
limitation placed upon the selection system for world-
wide immigration from 270,000 to 675,000 per year [Act
201(c) and (d) and (e)I, the bulk of the increase being
allocated to employment-based immigrant visas. Subject
to certain exceptions, the total number of immigrant
visas made available to natives of any single country
will be 7 percent (or 2 percent for a dependent area
except Hong Kong) of the total number of such visas
available each year. [Act 2021 Usually, a person is con-
sidered a native of the country of his or her birth (as
opposed to country of citizenship or residence) and is
said to be "chargeable" to that country's allocation of
immigrant visas. However, under rules of "alternate
chargeability," certain applicants may be able to qualify
under the numerical limitation of the country of birth of
their spouse or either parent. [Act 202(b); 22 CFR 42.12]

12.4.3 The preference system
Generally, to qualify for an immign, it visa, an indi-

vidual must be eligible through one of the several avail-
able "preferences" outlined below. The preference sys-
tem is designed to regulate what kinds of people may
become permanent residents. All applicants for immi-
grant visas who are subject to the preference system are
subject to numerical limitations (see Section 12.8.2).

An alien may qualify for more than one preference
classification and may use the classification offering ear-
liest availability of an immigrant visa. For example, the
spouse of a permanent resident (second preference) may
also be the sibling of a U.S. citizen (fourth preference)
and /or the married son or daughter of a U.S. citizen
(third preference). Any or all of the relatives may file
petitions on behalf of the alien, and the alien may use
the preference in which visa numbers become available
first. Similarly, the beneficiary of a relative petition may
be simultaneously the beneficiary of an employment-
based preference petition based on profession or occu-
pation.

If an independent country or dependent area uses all
of its maximum number of immigrant visa numbers in
any fiscal year, in the following fiscal year the percent-
ages allocated to each of the preference classifications
will be applied to the country limitation as well as to the
worldwide limitation. [Act 202(e)] This provision was
added by the amendment of 1976 and is designed to
assure that at ?east some visa numbers will be available
in each preference classification for each country if that
country used its entire allocation of visas in the previous
year (see Section 12.8.2).

12.4.3.1 Preference classification based on family -spon-
sored immigration

Section 203(a) of the Act specifies the following pref-
erence classifications under family-sponsored immigra-
tion. A labor certification is not required for family-
based immigrant visas.

12.4.3.1.1 First family-based preference. Up to 23,400,
plus any unused visas from the other family-based pref-
erences of the annual numerical limitation, are assigned
to "qualified immigrants who are the unmarried sons or
daughters of citizens of the United States." [Act
203(a)(1)1 Unmarried minor children of U.S. citizens are
considered as immediate relatives and are not subject to
numerical limitations. Therefore, this preference classifi-
cation applies to unmarried sons or daughters who are
21 years of age or over.

12.4.3.1.2 Second family-based preference. Each year
114,200, plus any visa numbers not used in the first pref-
erence classification, are assigned to "qualified immi-
grants who are the spouses, unmarried sons, or unmar-
ried daughters" of a permanent resident. [Act 203(a)(2)1
The Act of 1990 divided till,' preference clas F. ication in
two groups. Second Preference A is for spouses and
children under the age of 21 of a permanent resident;
Second Preference B is for unmarried sons and daugh-
ters age 21 or over of a permanent resident. Second Pref-
erence A applicants will have preference in the total
amount of visas allocated inasmuch as at least 77 per-
cent of the 114,200 visa numbers must be allocated to
this subcategory. Thus, ultimately, it will take longer for
adult, single children of permanent residents to obtain
permanent resident status than it will take a spouse or
minor child.

12.4.3.13 Third family-based preference. Up to 23,400 of
the annual numerical limitation, plus any unused visas
from the first two preferences, are assigned to married
sons and daughters of United States citizens.

12.4.3.1.4 Fourth family-based preference. Up .0 65,000
of the annual numerical limitation, plus any visa num-
bers not used in the first three preference classifications,
are assigned to brothers and sisters of U.S. citizens. The
citizen must be at least 21 years old to petition on behalf
of a brother or sister. Approximately 5 million individu-
als are waiting in line for a visa based on this preference.
An individual who has a petition filed on his behalf
today may have to wait for as long as 20 years to obtain
permanent resident status under this preference.

12.4.3.1.5 Family-based immigrant visa petitions
approved prior to 1 October 1991. Under the law as it
existed prior to 1 October 1991, petitions filed by U.S.
citizens on behalf of married sons or daughters were
approved under the fourth preference classification.
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Petitions filed on behalf of brothers and sisters were
approved under the fifth preference classification. In the
event that an individual has not received permanent-
resident status prior to 1 October 1991 his or her petition
will be automatically converted to tne new third or
fourth preference classification; at the time of the even-
tual interview for permanent residence, he or she will be
given the appropriate preference status according to the
new law.

12.4.3.2 Preference classification based on employment-
sponsored immigration

Section 203(b) of the Act as amended in 1990 dropped
the previous third and sixth preference employment-
based classifications, created five new classifications,
and increased the employment-based annual numerical
limitation on employment-based immigrants from
54,000 to at least 140,000 per year. A labor certification is
generally required; however, there are now many more
exceptions to this general rule; these are discussed
below.

12.4.3.2.1 First employment-based preference (priority
workers). Up to 40,000 visas are assigned to aliens of
extraordinary ability, outstanding professors and
researchers, and certain multinational executives and
managers. A labor certification is not required for an
alien classified under the first employment-based pref-
erence. Form 1-140 with supporting documentation
must be submitted to the regional service center cover-
ing the area of intended employment. Each priority-
worker category is detailed below.

Aliens with extraordinary ability. This classification
is reserved for aliens who have sustained national or
international acclaim in the sciences, arts, educations,
business, or athletics. [Act 203(b)(i)(A)1 The individual's
accomplishments must have been recognized in his or
her field by extensive documentation. The legislative
history of this classification indicates that Congress
intended a very high standard for aliens in the category
and that it is for "one of that small percentage who have
risen to the very top of the field of endeavor." [8 CFR
204.5(h)(2)1. The individual does not require an offer of
employment, but evidence must be submitted to INS to
show that he or she is coming to continue work in the
area of exceptional ability and that entry into the United
States will substantially benefit the United States. [8 CFR
204.5 (h)(5)1

A petition for an alien of extraordinary ability must
be accompanied by evidence to prove national or inter-
national acclaim and that his or her achievements have
been recognized. Evidence of a major, internationally
recognized award, such as an Academy Award or a
Nobel Prize, is sufficient to prove extraordinary ability.
In the absence of such an award, evidence of at least
three of the following is also acceptable: (1) the receipt
of lesser internationally or nationally recognized prizes
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or awards of excellence in the field; (2) membership in
associations in the field that require outstanding
achievements of their members; (3) published material
in professional or major trade publications or media
about the individual, relating to his or her work in the
field; (4) participation on a panel, or individually, as a
judge of the work of others in the field; (5) original sci-
entific, scholarly, artistic, athletic or business-related
contributions of major significance in the field; (6)
authorship of scholarly articles in professional journals
or other major media; (7) evidence of the display of
work in the field at artistic exhibitions or showcases; (8)
evidence that the individual has commanded a high
salary or other significantly high remuneration for ser-
vices in relation to others in the field; (9) evidence that
the individual has performed in a leading or critical role
for organizations that have a distinguished reputation;
or (10) evidence of commercial success in the perform-
ing arts. If the above standards do not readily apply to
the individual's occupation, comparable evidence is
required.

Outstanding professors and researchers. This classi-
fication of individuals within the priority worker cate-
gory is assigned to professors and researchers who are
recognized internationally as being outstanding in a
specific academic area, have at least 3 years of teaching
and/or research experience in the academic area (such
experience may include research or teaching while
working toward an advanced degree only if the research
is recognized within the academic field as outstanding
or if the teaching duties entailed full responsibility for
the class taught), and will be employed in a tenured or
tenure-track teaching position or a permanent research
position with a university or institution of higher learn-
ing. An individual may also apply under this category if
he or she will be employed in a comparable research
position with a private or nonprofit organization so long
as such organization employs at least three full-time
individuals in research and it has achieved documented
accomplishments in an academic field. [8 CFR 204.5(i);
Act 203(b)(1)(B)1

An 1-140 petition filed under this category must
include documentation evidencing at least 3 years of
research or teaching experience in the form of letters
detailing previous employment experience from prior
employers, including exact dates of employment and a
detailed job description of the duties performed as well
as evidence that the individual is recognized as interna-
tionally outstanding in the specific academic area by
providing documentation of at least two of the follow-
ing: (1) receipt of major prizes or awards for outstand-
ing achievement; (2) membership in associations in the
academic field that require outstanding achievements of
their members; (3) published material in professional
publications written by others about the individual's
work in the field; (4) participation on a panel, or, indi-
vidually, as the judge of the work of others in the field;
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(5) authorship of scholarly books or articles in the field
in scholarly journals with international circulation; or (6)
evidence of original scientific or scholarly research con-
tributions to the academic field.

Multinational e.:e.cutives and managers who have
been employed outside of the United States for at least 1
year within the 3 years immediately preceding entry
into the United States and are or will be employed in an
executive or managerial capacity for that same employer
or its subsidiary, branch, or affiliate in the United States
are eso eligible to apply for priority worker status. [8
CFR 204.5(j)]

12.4.3.2.2 Second employment-based preference (mem-
bers of the professions holding advanced degrees or
aliens of exceptional ability). Up to 40,000 visas, plus
any unused visa numbers from the first employment-
based preference, are assigned to this classification of
immigrants. Although a labor certification is required, it
may be waived when there is evidence that the occupa-
tion for which certification will be sought is one of the
shortage occupations within the Labor Market Informa-
tion Pilot Program (see Section 12.5.4.1).

To be classified as a member of the professions hold-
ing an advanced degree, the position must be profes-
sional and the individual must hold at least a master's
degree or its equivalent. The equivalent of a master's
degree is deemed to be a bachelor's degree or foreign
equivalent followed by at least 5 years of progressive
experience in the specialty. "If a doctoral degree is cus-
tomarily required by the specialty, the alien must have a
United State doctorate or a foreign equivalent degree."
[8 CFR 204.5(k)(2)] Clearly, the application must show
that an advanced degree is required for the job opportu-
nity.

To be classified as an individual of exceptional ability
in the sciences, arts, or business, one must possess a
degree of expertise significantly above that ordinarily
encountered and it must be evidenced by at least three
of the following: (1) academic records in the area of
exceptional ability; (2) letters from current or former
employers showing that the person has at least 10 years
of full time experience in the occupation; (3) a license to
practice the profession or certification for the occupa-
tion; (4) evidence that the person has commanded a high
salary; (5) membership in professional associations; or
(6) recognition for achievements and significant contri-
butions to the industry or field by peers or organiza-
tions.

INS may waive the job offer and labor-certification
requirement for an individual in this preference cate-
gory if the exemption would be in the national interest.
[8 CFR 204.5(k)(4)1 National interest is not defined, and
the obligation to demonstrate that a waiver would be in
the national interest rests with the applicant.

12.4.3.2.3 Third employment-based preference (skilled
workers, professionals, and "other" [unskilled] work-
ers). Up to 40,000 visas, plus any unused visas from the
prior two classifications, are assigned to this classifica-
tion of immigrants. Skilled workers are defined as indi-
viduals who are capable "of performing skilled labor
requiring at least 2 years of training or experience." [8
CFR 204.5(1)(2)] Professionals are those who hold a
bachelor's degree and who are members of the profes-
sions. Other workers are those who will be performing
unskilled labor, that is, individuals who will fill an occu-
pation that requires less than 2 years of training or expe-
rience. Only 10,000 of the more than 40,000 visas allo-
cated to this preference are assigned to individuals
falling into the "other worker" category. It is anticipated
that those falling into the latter category will have to
wait up to 6 or more years to obtain permanent resi-
dence. [8 CFR 204.5(1)] Although labor certification is
required, it may be waived when there is evidence that
the occupation for which certification is being sought is
one of the shortage occupations within the Labor Mar-
ket Ii formation Pilot Program (see Section 12.5.4.1).

12.4.3.2.4 Fourth employment-based preference (reli-
gious workers). Five thousand immigrant visas are
reserved for special immigrant religious workers under
the Act 101(a)(27)(C). To qualify, an alien must have
been a member of the religious denomination f,.r at least
2 years immediately preceding application, and this
denomination must have a bona fide tax-exempt, non-
profit, religious organization in the United States. [8
CFR 204.5(m)] A religious worker must be seeking to
enter the United States to be a minister of religion or to
work for the organization in a religious capacity.

12.4.3.2.5 Fifth employment-based preference (employ-
ment-creation immigration: investors). Ten thousand
visas are assigned annually to aliens who have invested
in or are in the process of investing at least $1 million in
a new commercial enterprise in the United States
($500,000 in a rural area) that will create full-time
employment for at least 10 U.S. workers. [8 CFR 204.6]

12.4.3.2.6 Diversity Transition Program (AA-U. The Act
of 1990 makes available 40,000 immigrant visas per year
for the 3 fiscal years commencing 1 October 1991 to indi-
viduals born in certain countries . To obtain permanent
residence through this channel one must be generally
admissible as an immigrant (for example, not a crimi-
nal), must have a firm commitment for employment in
the United States for at least 1 year from the time of
entry to the United States with permanent residence and
must have been born in one of 36 countries, including
Canada, that were "adversely affected" by the Act as
amended in 1965. Additionally, J-1 exchange visitors
subject to the 2-year foreign residency requirement are
exempt from the foreign residency requirement if per-
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manent residence is obtained through the diversity tran-
sition program. Similarly, the exclusion provisions relat-
ing to unqualified doctors [Act 212(a)(5)(B)] do not
apply to those who obtain permanent residence through
this program. The application procedure for registration
in this program, as set by the Department of State,
requires mailing a sheet of paper to a post-office box in
the Washington, D.C., area during a specified window
of time in the month of October. The following informa-
tion must be typed on the sheet: the applicant's name,
date and place of birth (as well as those of a spouse or
any children), mailing address, and U.S. consular office
to which the visa registration should be sent if the appli-
cant is picked. An applicant may mail one application
only and applicants will be selected randomly. The first
50,000 selected and registered will be notified. When all
40,000 immigrant visas have been issued, the program
for the year will end. In order to be considered in the
next year's pool of applicants, an individual must apply
again as outlined above. The same post-office box may
not be used each year. For more information regarding
the AA-1 immigrant visa program see 22 CFR 43.

The Act of 1990 also created a permanent diversity
program that, commencing October 1994, will allocate
up to 55,000 immigrant visas to applicants from certain
countries and regions that have been determined to be
"low admission" regions and who possess at least a
high school education or at least 2 years of work experi-
ence in a skilled job within F years prior to application.
Regulations have not yet been drafted concerning the
permanent diversity provisions.

n.4.3.2.7 Employment-based (third and sixth prefer-
ence) visa petitions filed prior to 1 October 1991. All
third preference 1-140 petitions filed before 1 October
1991 have been automatically converted to the second
employment-based preference. All sixth preference 1-140
petitions filed prior to 1 October 1991 have been auto-
matically converted to the third employment-based
preference. Those sixth preference petitions for occupa-
tions requiring less than 2 years of education, training or
experience have been converted into the "other worker"
category with the third employment-based preference.
Entitlement to the automatic conversion will expire 2
years after the date that the priority date has been
reached. [137 Cong. Rec. H6906, daily ed., 26 September
1991] Apparently, after that time, the petition will lapse
and it will be necessary to file another immigrant visa
petition from the beginning.
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12.4.3.3 Dependents
Once eligibility for one of the preference classifica-

tions is established for the principal alien, his or her
spouse and/or unmarried minor children who are
accompanying or following to join are assigned the
same preference or nonpreference classification. Sepa-
rate immigrant visa petitions do not have to be filed for

these dependents unless they are otherwise entitled to
an immigrant status and the immediate issuance of a
visa. [Act 203(a)(8); 8 CFR 204.1(a)] Like the principal
alien, however, they are required to submit documents
such as birth certificates and to undergo medical exami-
nations to establish eligibility for derivative immigrant
status. A spouse or stepchild acquired by the principal
alien after he or she becomes a permanent resident do
not qualify as "accompanying" or "following to join."
These dependents need to have separate visa petitions
filed on their behalf and will be subject to the usual
numerical limitations. This may result in the separation
of family members until visa numbers become available.

Further, no dependents are included in immediate
relatives' cases. Thus, if a citizen marries a nonresident
who has children under the age of 21, application must
be made for the spouse and each child separately. Like-
wise, if a citizen makes application for his or her mother,
who has children under the age of 21, the children will
not be able to accompany her; she will have to file sepa-
rate 1-130 petitions on their behalf under the second
family-based preference.

12.4.4 Ineligibility for immigrant status
In addition to specifying qualitative standards and

numerical limitations for establishing eligibility for
immigrant status, the Act also lists a number of specific
grounds for ineligibility for such status.

12.4.4.1 Grounds for exclusion
Section 212(a)(1-9) of the Act lists several grounds for

ineligibility for visas and admission including drug
abuse and addiction, communicable disease of public
significance, and certain physical or mental deficiencies.
Those who are likely to become public charges or have a
serious criminal record (including those who have been
convicted of a violation of any law relating to illegal
possession of or traffic in narcotic drugs or more than 1
ounce of marijuana) may also be excluded, as may aliens
engaged in terrorist activity, members of a communist
party (with many broad exceptions), persons who par-
ticipated in persecution under the Nazi government of
Germany, and smugglers of illegal aliens. Lastly, aliens
who arrived in the United States in an improper or ille-
gal manner or who were previously excluded or
deported from the United States within the past 5 years
(or within 20 years in the case of an alien convicted of an
aggravated felony), as well as aliens who lack proper
documentation and aliens who are ultimately ineligible
for U.S. citizenship may also be excluded under the Act.

12.4.4.2 Foreign medical doctors
In the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act

of 1976 (PL 94-484), Congress declared that there was no
longer a shortage of medical doctors in the United States
and expressed concern over the quality of health care
provided by medical doctors who had obtained their
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training outside the United States. PL 94-484 added an
employment-based ground for ineligibility for immi-
grant status by declaring ineligible

an alien who is a graduate of a medical school not
accredited by a body or bodies approved for the pur-
pose by the secretary of education (regardless of
whether such school of medicine is in the United
States) and who is coming to the United States princi-
pally to perform services as members of the medical
profession unless the alien (i) has passed Parts I and
II of the National Board of Medical Examiners
[NBME] examination (or an equivalent examination
as determined by the secretary of Health and Human
Services) and (ii) is competent in oral and written
English. [Act 212(a)(5)(B)1
Until July 1992, the secretary of Health and Human

Services had determined that the Foreign Medical Grad-
uate Examination in the Medical Sciences (FMGEMS)
(see Section 12.4.4.2.1) is the equivalent for visa pur-
poses of Parts I and II of the NBME examination. There-
fore, with the exception of those medical doctors speci-
fied in Section 12.4.4.2.3, all medical doctors applying
for immigrant status on the basis of their profession
needed to pass the NBMEE (Parts I and II) or the
FMGEMS. On 17 July 19'#2, the HHS announced that
Steps 1 and 2 of the United States Medical Licensing
Examination (USMLE) were the equivalent to and
would replace the FMGEMS, which will be discontin-
ued in the near future. The USMLE will be phased in
during 1992, and both the FMGEMS and NBME will be
discontinued by mid-1993.

The secretary of education has approved the Liaison
Committee on Medical Education as the appropriate
body to accredit medical schools. Only schools in the
United States and Canada meet the accreditation
requirements.

12.4.4.2.1 The Foreign Medical Graduate Examination in
the Medical Sciences (FMGEMS). The FMGEMS is
administered by the Educational Commission for For-
eign Medical Graduates (ECFMG) and, until now, had
been the only examination acceptable as equivalent to
Parts I and H of the NBME examination for visa pur-
poses. An earlier examination, the Visa Qualifying
Examination (VQE), was administered by the ECFMG
for the first time in September 1977 and for the last time
in September 1983. Scores on the VQE are still valid, and
anyone who has passed it need not take the FMGEMS.
A much older examination, the ECFMG, is named for
the organization that designed it; the ECFMG has not
administered this examination since February 1984. The
ECFMG examination has never been considered to be
equivalent to Parts I and II of the NBME examination for
visa purposes. The ECFMG publishes a booklet on the
FMGEMS. The booklet can be obtained from the com-
mission at 3624 Market St., Philadelphia, PA 19104; tele-
phone (215) 386-5900.

12.4.4.2.2 ECFMG certification. Foreign medical doctors
who wish to enter the United States either permanently
or temporarily for medical practice (including graduate
medical training on J-1 visas) must not only pass the
licensure examination but also obtain certification by the
ECFMG as a prerequisite for licensing in most states.
Further information on these examinations and require-
ments can be obtained from the commission in Philadel-
phia.

12.4.4.2.3 Exemption from the NBME, Parts I and II,
FMGEMS, or USMLE. Foreign medical doctors applying
for immigrant status are not required to pass the NBME
examination or the FMGEMS if they fall into one of the
following categories:

1. Alien medical doctors who were, on 9 January
1978, fully and permanently licensed to practice medi-
cine in a state and who were practicing medicine in a
state on that date. They are considered to have passed
Parts I and II of the NBME examination. [PL 95-83, Sec-
tion 602(a), technical amendment as a note to 8 U.S.0
1182] The term "state" means any state of the United
States plus the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam,
and the U.S. Virgin Islands, as defined in Section
101(a)(36) of the Act.

2. Alien doctors who graduated from a school accred-
ited by a body approved by the secretary of education.
In effect, this means aliens of any nationality who have
graduated from a U.S. or Canadian medical school.

3. Alien medical doctors who are considered to be "of
national or international renown" in the field of medi-
cine. [Act 101(a)(41)1 The departments of State and Jus-
tice are responsible fur developing guidelines to deter-
mine whether a foreign medical doctor is "of national or
international renown." These guidelines have yet to be
issued, but only those alien doctors who have made out-
standing contributions in their fields of medical special-
ization can expect to be so designated.

4. Those physicians who will have no patient-care
responsibilities and will not, therefore, be engaged in
the practice of medicine. Most common in this category
are teachers and researchers in the basic sciences who
are engaged in classroom teaching and laboratory
research only.

5. Those medical doctors who are applying for immi-
grant status on the basis of a family relationship to a
U.S. citizen or permanent resident (immediate relative,
first, second, third or fourth preference) rather than on
the basis of their profession. In order to practice medi-
cine in the United States, however, it would usually be
necessary for such a medical doctor to pass an accept-
able exam for and obtain ECFMG certification in order
to secure state licensure.

12.4.4.3 Exchange visitors subject to the 2-year home-
country residence requirement

Persons who hold or held J-1 or J-2 exchange-visitor
status and who are subject to the 2-year home-country
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residence requirement of Section 212(e) of the Act are not
eligible to become immigrants until they have either sat-
isfied that requirement or have had it waived (see Sec-
tion 9).

12.4.4.4 Aliens admitted under the Visa Waiver Pilot
Program

Unless he or she is an immediate relative of a United
States citizen (see Section 12.4.2.1.1), an alien admitted
to the United States as a Visa Waiver Pilot Program visi-
tor (see Section 11.2.2.6) is ineligible for adjustment of
status. [8 CFR 245.1(b)(15)]

12.4.5 Procedures for establishing qualifications for
immigrant status

Aliens may establish their qualifications for immi-
grant status through a petition filed with INS or with a
consular office, and/or through receiving a labor certifi-
cation or establishing that labor certification is not
required in their cases.

12.4.5.1 Petitions for family members
Aliens who qualify for immigrant status on the basis

of family relationship to a U.S. citizen or permanent res-
ident (immediate relatives, first, second, third, and
fourth preferences) establish that qualification by filing
a Petition for Alien Relative, Form 1-130. The petition is
filed by the U.S. citizen or permanent-resident family
member (the petitioner), on behalf of the alien (the bene-
ficiary). If the petitioner is residing in the United States
and the beneficiary is not, the petition filed with the
regional service center having jurisdiction over the peti-
tioner's place of residence. If the beneficiary is also liv-
ing in the United States, the petition can be filed with
the INS regional service center having jurisdiction over
the petitioner's or the beneficiary's place of residence. If
an immigrant visa is immediately available in the
appropriate classification, such as in the case of an
immediate relative, the petition may be filed with the
INS district office that has jurisdiction over the benefi-
ciary's place of residence along with an application for
adjustment of status to permanent resident. At the same
time, the beneficiary may apply for work authorization
and will receive an employment authorization card.
This will allow him to work during the period the appli-
cation for permanent residence is pending with INS. If
an immigrant visa is not immediately available at the
time of filing the 1-130 petition, as in second and fourth
preference petitions, the petition must be filed alone.
However, if at a later date visas become available under
that category and the beneficiary is in legal nonimmi-
grant status he may still apply for adjustment of status
at the local INS office.

If the petitioner is residing abroad, the petition is
filed with an INS office abroad or, in certain cases, with
a U.S. consular office. [8 CFR 204.11 A petitioner living
abroad should consult the nearest American consulate
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to learn the location of the consular office or ;.-ireign
office of INS designated to act on the petition. Instruc-
tions for completing and filing the petition are included
on the Form 1-130. A fee is required. Labor certification
is not required.

12.4.5.2 Petitions for employment-based immigrants
Aliens who qualify for immigrant status on the basis

of their profession or occupation establish that qualifica-
tion by filing Form 1-140, Petition for Immigrant
Worker, or 1-360, Petition for Special Immigrants.

A Form 1-140 petition with accompanying labor certi-
fication, if applicable, and supporting documentation or
evidence must be signed by the petitioner (employer)
and filed with the INS regional service center having
jurisdiction over the intended place of employment of
the beneficiary (alien worker). 1-140 petitions may no
longer be filed jointly with an application for adjustment
of status to permanent resident at the local district office
having jurisdiction over the beneficiary, even if immi-
grant visas are immediately available in the category for
which preference status is sought.

Instructions for completing and filing the petition, as
well as for the documentation required, are included on
the Form 1-140. A fee is assessed. Once Foi 1-140 is
approved, steps for applying for permanent residence
status need to be taken (see below and Sections 12.6 and
12.7).

12.4.5.3 Priority dates
The priority date is the date on which the alien is con-

sidered to have entered the waiting line for an immi-
grant visa. The priority date of any petition filed for
classification under all family-based and most employ-
ment-based preference petitions is the date the com-
pleted, signed petition and supporting documentation
(including the fee) are properly filed with INS. [8 CFR
204.5 and 204.6] However, if a labor certification is a
prerequisite to filing an employment-based immigrant
visa petition, the priority date is the day the application
for alien labor certification is filed with the local state
labor department.

Under the law as it existed before October 1990, the
waiting periods for employment-based immigration
were anywhere from 2 to 5 years. Inasmuch as the Act
of 1990 increased the annual allotment of immigrant
visa numbers for employment-based immigration from
54,000 to 140,000, it is anticipated that the waiting
period for eligibility to apply for permanent residence
will entail only the normal processing times at the labor
department and at INS. Once an I-14e petition is
approved, eligibility for permanent residence should
generally be current. See Sections 12.6 and 12.7 for filing
for permanent residence status.
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1 2.5 LABOR CERTIFICATION

12.5.1 Definition and purpose
A labor certification is a determination and certifica-

tion by the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) that "(A)
there are not sufficient workers who are able, willing,
qualified (or equally qualified in the case of aliens who
are members of the teachirg profession or who have
exceptional ability in the sciences or arts), and available"
to fill positions of the kind being offered a specific alien,
and "(B) the employment of such aliens will not
adversely affect the wages and working conditions of
the workers in the United States similarly employed."
[Act 212(a)(14); 20 CFR 656] The goals of the labor-certi-
fication process are to assure that aliens seeking employ-
ment in the United States will not be taking jobs for
which qualified U.S. citizens or permanent residents are
available and will not be employed under conditions
less favorable than those under which qualified U.S. citi-
zens or permanent residents would be employed, and
thus will not adversely affect the wages and working
conditions of U.S. workers.

Anyone working with labor-certification applications
is well advised to study Technical Assistance Guide 656
(1981) issued by the Department of Labor (DOL) (see
Section 12.5.6).

12.5.2 Applicability of the labor-certification requirement
Generally, labor certifications are required of

prospective immigrants who are coming to the United
States for the purpose of entering the labor force. Aliens
who require a labor certification are generally those who
apply for employment-based second and third prefer-
ence classification. [Act 212(a)(14)] A labor certification
is not required for petitions filed based on a family rela-
tionship, application for refugee status, and certain
other prospective immigrants such as priority workers
and special immigrants.

12.5.3 Schedules A and B
To avoid having to adjudicate every labor-certifica-

tion application on a case-by-case basis, DOL has deter-
mined that there are some occupations in which a short-
age of qualified workers exists. The list of these
occupations is known as Schedule A. DOL has also
determined that a sufficient number of workers is avail-
able for certain other occupations. The list of these occu-
pations is known as Schedule B. Aliens in occupations
listed on Schedule B are not eligible for labor certifica-
tion unless a prospective employer can establish that
qualified U.S. workers are not available for a particular
job opening. Schedule B includes such workers as jani-
tors, parking lot attendants, and elevator operators.
Schedules A and B appear in 20 CFR 656.11. Labor certi-
fication applications involving occupations not on
Schedules A or B are discussed below in Section 12.5.4.

12.5.3.1 Schedule A
Since the Act of 1990 established new avenues for

establishing eligibility for permanent residence based on
employment, DOL has essentially reduced the groups of
occupations on Schedule A from four groups to two;
these are discussed below. Aliens who qualify for the
occupations listed in Schedule A are considered "precer-
tified" on the basis of their qualifications. Prospective
employers need not demonstrate, as they must in the
case of nonSchedule A applications, that they have
been unable to obtain qualified U.S. workers for a par-
ticular job. These are known as "blanket" certifications.
[20 CFR 656.10]

12.5.3.1.1 Group INurses and physical therapists.
Only two occupations, physical therapy and nursing,
remain in Group I, which formerly was much larger. [20
CFR 656.10(a)] To qualify in this group, a physical thera-
pist needs to hold a bachelor's degree and possess a
license or statement signed by an authorized state phys-
ical therapy licensing official in the state of intended
employment stating that he or she is qualified to take
the licensing examination. An alien nurse must have
passed the Commission on Graduates of Foreign Nurs-
ing Schools Examination or hold a full and unrestricted
license to practice professional nursing in the state of
intended employment. To file a petition based on Group
I see Section 12.5.3.2.

12.5.3.1.2 Group IIAliens of exceptional ability in the
sciences and arts. Group 11 includes aliens (except for
aliens in the performing arts) of exceptional ability in
the sciences or arts including college and university
teachers of exceptional ability who have been practicing
their science or art during the year prior to application
and who intend to practice the same science or art in the
United States. For purposes of this group, the term "sci-
ence or art" means any field of knowledge and/or skill
with respect to which colleges and universities com-
monly offer specialized courses leading to a degree in
the knowledge and/or skill.

It is not imperative that an alien possess a degree in
order to qualify under Group II. Most university-related
Schedule A applications come under the terms of Group
II. [20 CFR 656.10(b)]

12.5.3.1.3 Groups on Schedule A prior to 1 October 1991.
Prior to the change in the law, two additional groups
were listed in S, hedule A: Group III aliens (aliens seek-
ing to enter the United States in certain religious occu-
pations or to work in certain religious activities) and
Group IV aliens (aliens currently working in managerial
or executive positions with international corporations or
organizations that wish to use the aliens' services in the
United States). Aliens falling into these groups must
now file visa petitions under the newly created employ-
ment-based preference categories.
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12.5.3.2 Procedure for Schedule A applications
Schedule A, Group I, applications are filed with the

INS regional service center in the United States having
jurisdiction over the proposed place of employment.
The application is made on Form ETA 750, parts A and
B. The employer must simultaneously file a Form 1-140,
Employment-based Preference Petition, and supply doc-
umentary evidence of the alien's qualifications. [20 CFR
656.22(c)] Further, for all applications filed after 1 Octo-
ber 1991, the employer must include evidence that
notice of the filing of an application for permanent labor
c rtification for the relevant occupation has been pro-
vided to a bargaining representative, if applicable, or, if
no representative exists, that such notice was posted for
10 consecutive business days. For Group I occupations,
the notice must include a description of the job and rate
of pay, as well as provide a statement notifying the pub-
lic where any information regarding the application or
occupation should be provided. [20 CFR 656.20(g)(8)1
See Section 12.5.4.1 for more details regarding these new
notice requirements for Group I occupations.

In addition to the Form ETA 750, Form 1-140 and
adherence to new notice requirements (see Section
12.5.4.1), federal regulations require that applications
filed under Group II include documentary evidence as
to the current widespread acclaim and international
recognition accorded the beneficiary by recognized
experts in his field, documentation showing that his
intended work in the United States will require excep-
tional ability and documentation from at least two of the
following:

1. documentation of the alien's receipt of internation-
ally recognized prizes or awards for excellence in the
field for which certification is sought;

2. documentation of the alien's membership in inter-
national associations in the field for which certification
is sought, which require outstanding achievements of
their members, as judged by recognized international
experts in their fields;

3. published material in professional publications
about the alien, relating to the alien's work in the field
for which certification is sought;

4. evidence of the alien's participation on a panel, or
individually, as a judge of the work of others in the
same or in an allied field of the specialization to that for
which certification is sought;

5. evidence of the alien's original scientific or schol-
arly research contributions of major significance in the
field for which certification is sought;

6. evidence of the alien's authorship of published sci-
entific or scholarly articles in the field for which certifi-
cation is sought, in international professional journals or
professional journals with an international circulation;
and/or

7. evidence of the display of the alien's work, in the
field for which certification is sought, at artistic exhibi-
tions in more than cr 2 country. [20 CFR 656.22(d)]
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INS makes decisions on Schedule A applications
simultaneously with decisions on employment-based
preference petitions, provided they are filed at the same
time.

12.5.4 NonSchedule A occupations
In order to secure a labor certification for a

nonSchedule A occupation, DOL's Employment and
Training Administration must determine not only that
the applicant has the requisite qualifications for the
occupation but also that there are no qualified U.S.
workers available to fill the position and that the posi-
tion offers prevailing wages and working conditions not
lower than those under which similarly qualified U.S.
citizens or permanent residents work. Applications for
labor certification for nonSchedule A positions (called
"individual" labor certifications) are filed on Form ETA
750 with the state employment service office having
jurisdiction over the alien's prospective place of employ-
ment. The Form ETA 750 and accompanying documents
must demonstrate that the prospective employer has
made a conscientious effort to recruit a qualified U.S.
citizen or permanent resident to fill the position. The
application must describe the job duties and state the
minimum education, training, and experience necessary
to perform the duties of the position in a satisfactory
and reasonable manner. The job requirements must be
clearly job related and the alien must possess these qual-
ifications. Certification is likely to be denied if there is
any suggestion that the employer has tailored the list of
qualifications in such a way as to make anyone other
than a particular alien appear unqualified for the posi-
tion.

The position that is offered must be a permanent one
if the labor certification is to be used as the basis for an
application for an immigrant visa. Although the term
"permanent" is not expressly defined in the regulations,
it is usually interpreted to refer to a job offer that does
not have a specified termination date, but certainly
longer than 1 or 2 years.

12.5.4.1 Revisions in the labor-certification process
brought about by the Act of 1990

The Act of 1990 made several changes to the labor-
certification process. Notice requirements, for example,
have become more stringent for all labor-certification
applications, and third-party complaints are now easier
to file. Furthermore, a 3-year pilot program has been set
up to designate 10 surplus and shortage occupations.

With regard to the new notice requirements for all
labor-certification applications filed on or after 1 Octo-
ber 1991 (including applications for college and univer-
sity teachers under special handling and all Schedule A
occupations under blanket labor certification), the peti-
tioning employer must now document that notice of the
filing of the application for labor certification was pro-
vided to the bargaining representative of the employer's
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employees (for the occupational classification for which
certification is sought) in each of the employer's facili-
ties located in the area where the alien will work. If
there is no such representative, the employer must post
a notice in a conspicuous place on the employer's
premises for at least 10 consecutive days. The notice
must state that an application for permanent-alien labor
certification for the relevant job opportunity has been
filed and that any person may provide documentary
evidence bearing on the application to the local Employ-
ment Service Office (a division of the State Employment
Security Agency, DOL) and/or the regional DOL certi-
fying officer. For all applications except Schedule A
applications, the notice must also include all informa-
tion required for advertisement of the job, such as the
job description, the minimum requirements for the job
and the salary offered and hours to be worked per
week. It must also invite any individuals interested in
the job opportunity to report to the employer. [20 CFR
656.20(g)] Inasmuch as Schedule A applications do not
require advertising, the information regarding the posi-
tion on the notice for such applications must include
only the description of the job and rate of pay.

If an application is filed under preapplication recruit-
ment, the notice does not have to be posted during
recruitment (see Sections 12.5.4.2 and 12.5.4.2.1). If an
application is filed under postapplication recruitment,
the notice shall be provided in conjunction with the
required recruitment at the direction of DOL (see Sec-
tion 12.5.4.2.2). If an application is filed on behalf of a
college or university teacher, the notice or posting must
include the information required for advertisements by
20 CFR 656 21a(1)(iii)(B). It must also invite applications
to be directed to the employer, provide notice that an
application for alien labor certification is being filed for
such job opportunity, and state that any person may
provide evidence bearing on such application, as articu-
lated above (also see Section 12.5.4.3).

With regard to third-party complaints, 20 CFR 656.20
states that any person may submit information about
labor-certification applications including information
about wages, the availability of U.S. workers, or the
employer's failure to meet the terms and conditions
within the application for labor certification with respect
to the employment of the alien or coworkers.

Finally, occupations to be listed in the labor market
information pilot program have not been released.
Under the pilot program, the Labor Department will
designate shortage occupations that will be deemed to
be certified under the Act. Thus, a labor-certification
application to DOL will not be required for such occu-
pations: ETA 750 will be filed simultaneously with Form
1-140 and proof that the occupation is a designated
shortage occupation. Conversely, DOL can also desig-
nate "surplus" occupations. It will be more difficult to
obtain labor certification for these latter occupations.

12.5.4.2 Positions other than college and university
teachers (basic labor-certification process)

In the case of nonSchedule A positions that do not
involve college or university teaching, labor certifica-
tions can be issued only if there are no minimally quali-
fied U.S. workers available and willing to take the posi-
tion. If a minimally qualified U.S. worker applies for the
position and is willing to accept it, a labor certification
will not be granted, even if the alien applicant is better
qualified. (Requirements for the basic labor-certification
process are detailed in 20 CFR 656.21.)

Forms ETA 750, parts A and B, must evidence the fol-
lowing:

1. The qualifications of the alien
2. A description of the job offer
3. The working hours and salary offered
4. No unduly restrictive job requirements
5. A willingness to place the job offer in the state

employment service system and proceed with advertis-
ing, to provide notice of the filing of a labor-certification
application to bargaining representatives (or to post the
opening internally) if the state labor department so
directs, and to offer evidence that preapplication recruit-
ment was done.

12.5.4.2.1 Preapplication recruitment. Not all regions
allow for preapplication recruitment. However, in those
regions that do, documentation must be submitted
along with ETA 750 that within the prior 6 months
good-faith efforts were made to recruit U.S. workers
through advertising, notification to the state employ-
ment service, employment agencies, or other sources
normal to recruitment in that occupation and that such
efforts have been unsuccessful. This documentation
should include:

1. Identification of the recruitment sources used
2. Number of U.S. workers responding
3. Number of U.S. workers interviewed
4. Wages and working conditions offered
5. A copy of an advertisement that ran in a newspa-

per of general circulation for 3 consecutive business
days or in one issue of an appropriate professional pub-
lication

6. A copy of a notice of job availability stating that an
application for labor certification was being filed for the
job opportunity and indicating where any information
bearing on the application could be submitted. Also
required is a statement confirming that such notice was
either prominently posted at the place of business for 10
consecutive days or was provided to a bargaining repre-
sentative, if applicable (see Section 12.5.4.1 for more
details on new notice requirements).

7. The lawful job-related reasons why U.S. applicants
were considered unqualified and/or evidence that a
qualified applicant was offered the position but declined
it.

If any résumés were received during the recruitment
effort, copies must be provided to the labor department.
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Many universities and colleges refuse to provide this
information on grounds of protecting privacy. If the rea-
sons are made clear, regional certifying officers will
sometimes permit institutions to omit the names and
resumes and to substitute coded identifications, such as
"Applicant A, Applicant B," and so on.

8. A request for a waiver of further recruitment. The
regional certifying officer may reduce any or all postap-
plication recruitment efforts if satisfied that the
employer has conducted adequate preapplication
recruitment with no success. A letter directed to the cer-
tifying officer requesting a waiver of further recruitment
may be attached to the Form ETA 750 and should
describe the unsuccessful recruitment efforts of the last
6 months and explain why the employer believes that
further recruitment efforts would prove unsuccessful.

If the request for a waiver of further recruitment is
denied or if there has been no preapplication recruit-
ment, the employer must enter the job into the state
employment service system and comply with the adver-
tising and posting requirements described above at the
direction of DOL.

12.5.4.2.2 Postapplication recruitment. Once the local
office of the state labor department reviews an applica-
tion for labor certification, it will request that the
employer conduct recruitment if a waiver of further
recruitment has not been requested. Generally, the
information required in preapplication recruitment is
identical to that required in postapplication recruitment
(see Section 12.5.4.2.1).

In the postapplication recruitment process, the state
employment service will normally wish to screen and
edit the language used in the job advertisement. In some
instances, it may be judicious to gain approval of the
job-advertisement language and the wage offered in
advance of preapplication recruitment as well. In both
pre- and postapplication efforts, the regulations require
the inclusion in the job advertisement of a salary or
salary range on the grounds that U.S. workers would
have a stronger inducement to apply for a position if
they knew the wage being offered. Additionally, in
postapplication recruitment, applicants are instructed to
send their résumé to the local job service, which in turn
forwards the résumés to the employer.

To save time and to avoid having to provide the
names and résumés of all U.S. applicants for the posi-
tion, institutions wishing to employ alien researchers
and other staff may wish to use the preapplication
recruitment procedure whenever possible if it is deter-
mined that, in the institution's DOL region, the certify-
ing officer is willing to grant requests for waivers of
postapplication recruitment.

On 16 December 1987, DOL disseminated "Perma-
nent Alien Labor Certification Advertising Guidelines"
that specify publications or types of publications consid-
ered appropriate for advertising various kinds of posi-
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tions. These guidelines are reproduced in Interpreter
Releases, 24 March 1988, pp. 255-60.

12.5.4.3 College and university teachers ("special han-
dling")

Standards and procedures for labor-certification
:Tplications involving college or university teachers are
different from those involving other kinds of positions.
These procedures are referred to as "special handling;"
cases so identified frequently receive expedited treat-
ment. In the case of a college or university teacher, a
labor certification can be issued if the alien is as least as
qualified for the position as any U.S. applicant. [Act
212(a)(5)] This prov'sion applies only to college and uni-
versity teachers who engage in at least some classroom
instruction, according to the Technical Assistance Guide.
The amount of teaching is not specified. Special han-
dling does not apply to researchers or other college and
university staff members. The complete regulations con-
cerning labor certification for college and university
teachers are found in 20 CFR 656.21a; additional infor-
mation is found in DOL's Technical Assistance Guide 656.

Application for a labor certification for a prospective
college or university teacher is made by filing Form ETA
750, parts A and B, in duplicate (some offices request it
in triplicate or quadruplicate) with the state employ-
ment service office serving the area in which the college
or university is located. Along with the completed Form
ETA 750, the employer must document that notice of the
filing of the application was provided to the bargaining
representative of its employees in the occupational clas-
sification for which certification is being sought, or if
there is no such representative, that the notice was
posted in a conspicuous place for 10 consecutive days.
The notice must include the information that was
included in the advertisement for the job opportunity as
set out in the regulations for special handling, but need
not be posted at the time recruitment was conducted
(see Section 12.5.4.1 for details on required elements in
the notice). [20 CFR 656.20(g)(6)1 The employer must
also submit "documentation to show clearly that the
employer selected the alien for the job opportunity pur-
suant to a competitive recruitment and selection
process, through which the alien was found to be more
qualified than any of the U.S. workers who applied for
the job." [20 CFR 656.21a(a)(1)(iii)1

Evidence concerning the competitive recruitment
process is to include the following:

(A) A statement, signed by an official who has
actual hiring authority, ... outlining in detail the com-
plete recruitment procedure undertaken, [and includ-
ing]

(1) The total number of applicants for the job
opportunity;

(2) The specific, lawful, job-related reasons why
the alien is more qualified than each U.S. worker who
applied for the job; and
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3) A final report of the faculty, student, and/or
administrative body making the recommendation or
selection of the alien...;

(B) A copy of at least one advertisement for the job
opportunity placed in a national professional journal,
giving the name and the date(s) of publication; and
which states the job title, duties, and requirements;

(C) Evidence of all other recruitment resources uti-
lized; and

(D) A written statement attesting to the degree of
the alien's educational or professional qualifications
and academic achievements. [20 CFR 656.21a(a)
(1)(iii)1

Labor-certification applications for college and uni-
versity teachers must be filed within 18 months of the
selection. Upon receipt of a labor-certification applica-
tion for a position for a college or university teacher, the
local state employment service office will date-stamp
the application and make sure that it is complete. The
local office will calculate the prevailing wage for the job
to assure that the salary being offered the alien is not
below the prevailing wage. Finally, the local office will
send a file containing the application and any additional
information pertaining to it to the state employment ser-
vice, which in turn will forward it to the DOL regional
certifying officer. Note that in the case of labor certifica-
tions for college and university teachers no additional
recruiting is required following submission of the appli-
cation.

12.5.4.4 Processing of nonSchedule A applications
The employer must file Forms ETA 750, parts A and

B, and all supporting documentation with the local state
employment service office, which carries out an initial
screening of the application for completeness and for
compliance with all regulatory requirements (see Sec-
tions 12.5.4.2 and 12.5.4.3). The local office also calcu-
lates the prevailing wage for the job and puts its find-
ings into writing. If the local office finds that the wage
rate offered is below the prevailing wage, it advises the
employer in writing to increase the amount offered or
provide countervailing evidence, in the form of other,
more accurate wage surveys, that the wage offer is,
indeed, accurate. Failure to comply with this advice may
result in denial of the labor certification. Employers will
sometimes find it useful to include in their applications
comparative wage data about highly specialized
research positions to guide the local office in establish-
ing the prevailing wage. If the wage and all require-
ments for the position are acceptable to the labor depart-
ment and the application lacks any recruitment
documentation, the labor departmcr will request that
recruitment commence. After recruitment is completed,
the application will then be forwarded, with a recom
mendation, to the regional certifying officer, who will
make a final determination.

The entire labor-certification process may be lengthy.
It ranges from less than a month in some parts of the

country to more than 1 year in others. In the latter situa-
tions, institutions should explain to all state and federal
officials involved what hardships are created by such
lengthy processing periods and explore every possibility
for reducing the time required.

It is worth noting that differences other than the pro-
cessing time exist among the 10 regional alien certifica-
tion offices. Because wages and the availability of quali-
fied U.S. workers vary among the different regions, the
labor-certification process for a given alien in a given
profession could have very different results in Texas, for
example, than in California. Furthermore, some regional
offices consistently approve (or deny) a higher percent-
age of applications than do others.

12.5.4.5 Procedures following decision on nonSchedule
A applications

Decisions on nonSchedule A applications are made
by the regional certifying officer at the regional office of
the DOL Employment and Training Administration
having jurisdiction over the state employment service
office where the application was filed. The decision is
made on the basis of the application form, the support-
ing documents, information added by the state employ-
ment service, and information about the labor market.
[20 CFR 656.25]

If the certifying officer believes the application is not
approvable, the employer is sent a dated Notice of Find-
ings, which gives the specific reasons for which the
regional certifying officer has tentatively determined
that the application is deniable; the date by which the
employer must rebut the Notice of Findings (35 calendar
days from the date of issuance of the Notice of Find-
ings); and an explanation of the rebuttal procedures that
the employer should follow.

A written rebuttal to the Notice of Findings can be
submitted by the employer or by the alien, but the alien
can submit a rebuttal only if the employer also does so.
The rebuttal must be sent by certified mail within 35 cal-
endar days of issuance of the Notice of Findings. The
rebuttal may contain evidence or arguments intended to
refute statements made in the Notice of Findings, or to
show that defects described in the Notice of Findings
have been remedied. If no rebuttal is submitted, the
Notice of Findings becomes a denial that is not subject
to administrative review. If a rebuttal is submitted, the
certifying officer will consider it and then either
approve or deny the labor certification.

If the application is approved, either originally or fol-
lowing a rebuttal to a Notice of Findings, the regional
certifying officer applies an official stamp to the applica-
tion and sends the application, supporting documenta-
tion, and the completed final determination form either
to the employer or to the employer's agent, as appropri-
ate. The final determination form carries instructions
concerning the next step to be taken in seeking an immi-
grant visa for the alien (filing the 1-140 petition).
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If the application is denied, the certifying officer will
send the employer a final determination form giving the
date of the denial, the reasons for the denial, and infor-
mation about appeal procedures open to the employer.
After 6 months, the employer may apply anew for a
labor certification for the same position. (There is no
waiting period if the certification was denied because
the wage or salary offered was below the prevailing
wage.)

An approved labor certification does not confer
employment authorization. It is, in effect, merely a sup-
porting document for an employment-based preference
petition.

12.5.5 Appeals
When a non-Schedule A application has been denied,

either the employer or the alien (only if supported by
the employer) can request an "administrative-judicial
review." The request must be filed in writing within 35
days of the final denial and issuance of the final deter-
mination form, and it must meet the guidelines spelled
out in 20 CFR 656.26. The review is conducted by an
administrative law judge (or panel of judges) working
under the Board of Alien Labor Certification Appeals,
created in April 1987. [20 CFR 656.26, 656.27, 656.27a,
and 656.05] This board makes precedent rulings that are
expected to bring about more consistency among the
regional certifying officers.
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12.5.6 Further information regarding labor certification
The above description is a simplified summary of

very complicated and detailed procedures and stan-
dards set forth in DOL regulations, as published in 20
CFR 656. The text of 20 CFR 656, with extensive and
helpful notes, sample forms, and full instructions,
appear in DOL Technical Assistance Guide 656, which is
available from state employment service offices, DOL
regional offices, or the Government Printing Office. The
supplementary assistance the guide offers is especially
helpful, as Form ETA 750 and its accompanying instruc-
tions provide inadequate guidance on the labor-certifi-
cation procedure.

1 2.6 APPLYING FOR AN IMMIGRANT VISA
ABROAD

Once the classification for a prospective immigrant
has been determinedwhether through a family or
employment relationshipand the appropriate immi-
grant-visa petition has been filed and approved and the
individual's priority date reached, he or she is eligible to
apply for an immigrant visa (see Section 12.4.2 on
numerical limitations and Section 12.8.2 on availability
of visa numbers). Individuals who have maintained and
are currently in legal nonimmigrant status have the
option of applying for the immigrant visa in the United
States (adjustment of status) or of returning to their

native country and applying at the U.S. consulate closest
to their home abroad (consular processing). However,
individuals (other than immediate relatives) who have
violated their nonimmigrant status by overstaying or
working without INS authorization are statutorily
barred from adjustment of status and must resort to
consular processing and apply for the immigrant visa
abroad.

Once INS approves the visa petition, it is sent to the
Department of State's Transitional Visa Processing Cen-
ter. Upon receipt of the approved visa petition from
INS, the processing center supplies the prospective
immigrant with the necessary application form and
instructions, often known as "Packet 3." In addition to
an application form, the packet includes a biographic
data sheet and instructions regarding necessary docu-
ments and procedures to prepare for a consular inter-
view. The processing center then forwards the approved
petition to the American consulate designated on the
approved petition.

The applicant must inform the consular office that all
of the necessary documents are available. When the nec-
essary procedures have been completed at the consular
office, the final interview is scheduled and notice is sent
to the applicant, along with the forms for the principal
beneficiary and all dependents, if applicable, to com-
plete for the interview. At this point the applicant and
all dependents must make arrangements to take medical
examinations, in accordance with the instructions of the
consulate, and appear at the interview. If they must
leave the United States to appear at the interview, they
will rarely be required to be away for more than 1 week.

The alien's documents are reviewed at the time of the
interview, and the visa is either granted or denied. If the
visa is approved, the alien (and family, if applicable)
must enter the United States within 4 months, at which
time he or she is issued an immigrant visa in the form of
a stamp in his passport. The laminated alien registration
card or "green card" (which is now pink) will be sent to
the individual's home address within 6 months. If the
card does not arrive, an inquiry to the immigration card
facility in Arlington, Texas, should be made on Form G-
731. This form is available at INS.

1 2.7 APPLYING FOR ADJUSTMENT OF

STATUS IN THE UNITED STATES

The process of obtaining immigrant status by adjust-
ing from nonimmigrant to immigrant status while in the
United States is basically the same as that for obtaining
an immigrant visa abroad. It involves establishing eligi-
bility for an immigrant visa by one of various means, fil-
ing a preference visa petition at an INS service center,
and obtaining the preference approval. It also requires
that an immigrant visa be immediately available to the
prospective applicant, that is, the applicant's "turn" in
the preference system's "waiting line" must have
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arrived; his or her priority date must be current. How-
ever, unlike applying for an immigrant visa abroad, in
order to be eligible to adjust to immigrant status in the
United States, the individual must have maintained
nonimmigrant status at all times and never have
worked without INS authorization. Individuals who
have in any way violated their nonimmigrant status
must apply for an immigrant visa at a U.S. consulate
abroad. Individuals who are being petitioned by a U.S.
citizen spouse, son, or daughter as an immediate rela-
tive may adjust status so long as they entered the United
SI -Les with a valid visa (see Sections 12.4.2.1.1 and
12.7.3).

Once the visa petition is approved and the alien's pri-
ority date is current, he or she may make formal appli-
cation to adjust his status from nonimmigrant to immi-
grant at the local INS district office having jurisdiction
over his or her place of residence.

12.7.1 Nonimmigrants ineligible to adjust status
Although otherwise qualified to apply for an immi-

grant visa, many aliens in the United States are ineligi-
ble to adjust to immigrant status in the United States.
(Ineligibility for adjustment of status is quite distinct
from ineligibility for a visa and admission, as described
in Section 12.4.4.1.) Such aliens include those:

1. admitted as transit aliens (C visa or TWOV on 1-94)
and crewmen (D visa);

2. those who were not inspected at the U.S. border;
3. those who have failed to maintain their nonimmi-

grant status, except immediate relatives of a U.S. citizen.
(see Section 12.7.3); and

4. those who worked in the United States without
authorization, except for immediate relatives of a U.S.
citizen (see Section 12.7.3).

12.7.2 Application for adjustment of status
An alien who is eligible to seek adjustment to immi-

grant status on the basis of an approved immigrant-visa
petition must file Form 1-485 and supporting documents
to the local INS district office in the jurisdiction where
the alien resides. Similarly, if their visa status is based
on a derivative relationship with the principal alien, a
spouse and minor children who are also in legal nonim-
migrant status must file Form 1-485 at the same time. Fil-
ing may be done in person or by mail. Some offices
require seeing an original passport. It is advisable to file
the application in person. Upon filing an application for
permanent residence status, an alien is entitled to apply
for employment authorization on Form 1-765 and will be
issued an employment authorization card, valid for 6
months to 1 year (see Section 12.7.4). Each district office
has its own procedures for filing a request for work
authorization and applications for permanent residence.

Documents usually required to adjust status include
an immigrant visa approval notice on Form 1-797, Form
1-485 (Application for Permanent Residence); Form 1-486

(Medical Examination and Immigration Interview);
Form G-325A (Biographic Data); evidence of financial
support, including a confirmation of employment from
the same employer that filed an employment-based
preference petition on behalf of the applicant; finger-
print cards; birth certificate; marriage or divorce certifi-
cate(s) (if relevant to the application); proof that the
applicant has been maintaining lawful nonimmigrant
status; photographs that meet certain specifications; and
the required fee. The instructions on the application for
permanent residence specify what supporting docu-
ments are needed for each particular application. Some
districts require a medical examination before an appli-
cation for permanent residence can be filed. Others
allow the applicant to bring the results of the medical
examination to the interview. In either case, INS will
provide a list of physicians who are authorized by INS
to conduct medical examinations; the exam must be
completed by one of those specified.

Some districts, albeit very few, provide one-step pro-
cessing. That is, the alien may bring in all forms and
documentation, pay the fee, be interviewed, and then
wait for approximately 90 days to receive notification
that permanent-resident status has been granted. In
other districts, the application and supporting docu-
mentation are filed with INS and the alien is scheduled
for a later interview before an INS officer. The interview
takes place approximately 90 to 240 days after the initial
application. Applicants receive written notification of
the date and time of the interview and are told what
documents they must bring to the interview. In other
districts, the application and supporting documentation
are filed with INS and the alien is notified of the date
and time of the interview 2 or 3 weeks beforehand. In
the latter two scenarios, permanent residence is granted
at the interview if the INS officer is satisfied with the
application. At this time the applicant is issued an immi-
grant visa in the form of a stamp in his or her passport.
The laminated alien registration card ("green card") will
be sent to the individual's home address within 6
months. If the card does not arrive, an inquiry to the
immigration card facility in Arlington, Texas, should be
made on Form G-731. This form is available at INS.

12.7.3 Adjustment of status of an immediate relative
If an alien is in the United States, an 1-130 visa peti-

tion need not have been approved in order to file for
adjustment of status to permanent resident if that alien
will be classified as an immediate relative (parent,
spouse, or minor child of a U.S. citizen). In this case,
Form 1-130 may be filed concurrently with Form 1-485
and other required documentation as set out in Section
12.7.2 at the local INS office in the area where the benefi-
ciary resides. Additionally, aliens classified as immedi-
ate relatives who overstayed their nonimmigrant visa,
entered the United States on the visa waiver pilot pro-
gram, or worked without authorization are still entitled
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to apply for adjustment of status, unlike all other
prospective immigrants. However, if the alien entered
without a nonimmigrant visa, he is not eligible to adjust
status. In such cases, Form 1-130 must be filed separately
with INS; once the petition is approved, the alien must
make application for an immigrant visa abroad (see Sec-
tion 12.6).

If the applicant is the spouse of a U.S. citizen (or per-
manent resident) and the marriage is less than 2 years
old at the time the applicant is granted permanent resi-
dence, the applicant will receive "conditional" perma-
nent residence, a condition that must be removed after 2
years as a permanent resident (see Section 12.10).

12.7.4. Work authorization pending application
All applicants who apply for adjustment of status are

eligible to apply for employment authorization. The
application is submitted on Form 1-765. An applicant for
adjustment of status who possesses a nonimmigrant
visa that entitles work authorization (such as an H-1B)
may still need to apply for permission to work if that
nonimmigrant status will expire during the pendency of
the adjustment-of-status application. Similarly, an appli-
cant for adjustment of status who currently holds an H-
1B visa for one employer and wants to work for another,
even part time, during the pendency of an adjustment-
of-status application must also obtain work authoriza-
tion. Even though the employment authorization card is
valid for 6 months to 1 year, employment authorization
is generally terminated if the application for adjustment
of status is denied.

12.7.5 Departure from the United States during process-
ing of application for adjustment of status

Unless special provisions for return to the United
States are made, a person who has applied for adjust-
ment of status under Section 245 of the Act is considered
to have abandoned the application if he or she leaves the
United States while the application is pending. To avoid
abandoning the application, the alien should, before
leaving the United States, apply to the district INS office
for "advance parole," which is granted on Form 1-512.
CFR 212.5(c)1 The INS will grant advance parole only if
the request (made on Form 1-131 and accompanied by
two photographs) is presented with convincing evi-
dence that the alien's temporary departure from the
United States is necessitated by a business matter or
family emergency. Aliens are eligible for advance parole
in these circumstances only after they have filed applica-
tions for adjustment of status (Form 1-485).
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12.8 TIME REQUIRED TO OBTAIN
IMMIGRANT VISA OR STATUS

Two factors influence the length of time required to
obtain an immigrant visa while abroad or to adjust to
immigrant status in the United States. One factor is the

processing time for petitions and applications; the other
is the availability of visa numbers.

12.8.1 Processing time
The amount of time required to adjudicate visa peti-

tions and immigrant-visa applications depends on the
staffing and workload at the particular INS or consular
offices (the time required for action on labor certifica-
tions is discussed in Section 12.5.4.3). In some locations
this processing time can be as little as 2 months,
although processing times of 6 months to 1 year are
becoming increasingly prevalent. Advisers can ask INS
district offices for an estimate of the time required to
process various petitions and applications.

12.8.2 Availability of visa numbers
If an alien's priority date has been reached, an immi-

grant visa is immediately available (see Section 12.4.5.3).
In recent years, it had become rare for visa numbers to
be immediately available for most preference classifica-
tions. Although the Act of 1990 substantially increased
the number of visas for employment-based immigration
and many visa numbers may now be immediately avail-
able, backlogs in most family-based preferences will still
vary in length from several months to several years.
Information about priority dates and backlogs is avail-
able in a publication called the Visa Office Bulletin. The
Bulletin is a monthly publication of the Visa Office of the
Department of State and provides information about the
availability of immigrant visas for each preference clas-
sification. One may receive the Bulletin at no charge by
sending a request to Visa Bulletin, Visa Office, U.S.
Department of State, Washington, D.C. 20522-0113.

12.8.3 Problems caused by delays
Even in the best of cases, several months will pass

from the time an employer files an application for labor
certification to the time the beneficiary files for adjust-
ment of status to that of a permanent resident or
receives an immigrant visa.

For example, assuming that all the necessary docu-
ments can be assembled for an application for labor cer-
tification in a month, the labor certification itself might
be approved in 6 months, and the 1-140 petition will take
approximately 2 months to be adjudicated by INS.
Application for permanent residence takes at least 4
more months. Thus, it is impossible to complete the
entire process in less than 1 year. As each region within
the United States has different processing times for each
step in the process, careful planning and a knowledge of
the delays involved are necessary to avoid situations in
which aliens cannot legally assume the positions for
which colleges and universities wish to hire them. In
light of the fact that "dual intent" has been statutorily
recognized (see Section 10.3.2.3), it is possible for the
employer to apply for an H-1B visa on behalf of the
alien and offer temporary rather than permanent
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employment at any time during the labor-certification
process.

12.9 IMMIGRANT DOCUMENTATION

When an alien first enters the United States as an
immigrant or is granted immigrant status through
adjustment of status, he or she is first issued a passport
stamp indicating temporary evidence of permanent resi-
dence. The stamp is generally valid for 6 months, during
which time the Alien Registration Receipt Card, Form 1-
551 (formerly Form 1-151) is processed and sent to the
alien. The stamp is evidence of permanent residence and
employment authorization and can be used for travel
abroad. The alien registration card is a laminated rectan-
gular card, 2-1/8" by 3-1/2" in It is commonly
known as the "green card," although the current edition
is pink and blue. Other colors have been used in the
past, the most prevalent being white with salmon
stripes. The current pink edition also shows an expira-
tion date of 10 years from the date of issuance. No addi-
tional qualifications are required of the alien upon
renewal, although a new picture, fingerprint, and signa-
ture will be necessary. By placing an expiration date on
the card, INS hopes to cut mown on fraudulent uses.
Immigrant aliens are required by law to carry the "green
card" at all times. [Act 264(e)]

1 2.10 MARRIAGE FRAUD AMENDMENTS

Section 216 of the Act places into "conditional perma-
nent-resident status" for 2 years all aliens who qualify
for immigrant status through a marriage to a U.S. citizen
or permanent resident entered into less than 2 years
before permanent residence was obtained. The benefits
afforded this group of aliens with respect to reentry to
the United States, work authorization, etc., are identical
to those given to other permanent residents. The 2 years
spent in conditional status count toward the residence
requirements for naturalization.

For conditional status to be removed (and permanent
residence made unconditional), the couple must, during
the 90-day period preceding the second anniversary of
acquisition of conditional status, jointly file Form 1-751
to the regional service center having jurisdiction over
their place of residence and, if INS deems necessary,
appear at a scheduled interview to establish that the
marriage was not judicially annulled or terminated
other than by the death of a spouse, was not entered
into for the sole purpose of procuring an alien's entry as
an immigrant, and did not entail any fee or other con-
sideration for filing' the immigration petition. Condi-
tional status may also be removed, at the discretion of
INS, if the alien's deportation would result in "extreme
hardship," if the "qualifying marriage" was entered into
in good faith but has been terminated for "good cause,"
or if, during the marriage, the alien was battered or sub-

jected to extreme cruelty by the petitioning spouse and
the alien was not at fault for failing to meet the statutory
requirements. Under such circumstances, Form 1-752 is
filed by the alien with supporting documentation as
articulated on the Form. Form 1-752 can be filed at any
time. If a couple fails to file the petition within the
required 90-day period preceding the second anniver-
sary or fails, unless good cause is shown, to appear for
the interview, lawful immigration status will be termi-
nated and the alien spouse (and children, if they entered
the United States based upon the marriage) will become
deportable.

Any individual convicted of the felony of knowingly
marrying for the purpose of "evading any provision of
the immigration laws" can be imprisoned for up to 5
years and fined up to $250,000, or both.

1 2.1 1 ABSENCE FROM THE UNITED STATES

12.11.1 Absence of under 1 year
If the immigrant alien travels outside the United

States and returns within 1 year, and if the alien has not
abandoned his or her U.S. residence, the alien may be
readmitted to the United States by presenting the Alien
Registration Receipt Card to the immigration inspector
at the port of entry, provided he or she is otherwise eli-
gible for admission. [8 CFR 211.1(b)(1)]

12.11.2 Absence of 1 year to 2 years
If an immigrant alien plans to be outside the United

States for more than 1 year but less than 2 years, the
alien should apply to INS on Form 1-131 for a reentry
permit. Application must be made while the alien is
physically present in the United States, preferably at
least 30 days before the proposed date of departure
from the United States. [8 CFR 223] A reentry permit is
valid for a period of 2 years from the date of issuance
and cannot be renewed, although there is no prohibition
from applying for another reentry permit at that time. 18
CFR 223.2) Some foreign countries may accept a reentry
permit in lieu of a passport if the immigrant is unable or
unwilling to obtain a valid passport from the country of
his or her citizenship. Immigrants planning to be away
from the United States for more than 2 years will have
to make special efforts to document their intent to reside
in the United States permanently to avoid loss of perma-
nent residence.

12.11.3 Travel prohibition to certain countries
Immigrants have the same privileges as U.S. citizens

with regard to travel abroad. When there is a Depart-
ment of State ban on travel to a certain country (e.g.,
Lebanon in 1988), the ban extends to immigrants as well
as U.S. citizens.
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12.12 NATURALIZATION
An immigrant alien is not required to become a U.S.

citizen at any time, and an immigrant may retain U.S.
permanent-resident status and foreign citizenship for an
indefinite length of time. However, if the alien elects to
apply for naturalization, he or she is eligible to do so
only after having lived in the United States as a perma-
nent resident for a period of at least 5 years (or a period
of 3 years if the immigrant has been married to a U.S.
citizen for 3 years). Forms for applying for naturaliza-
tion are available from INS.

In many instances, an alien will lose citizenship in a
foreign country when he or she becomes naturalized as
a U.S. citizen, but this is not always the case. Aliens who
wish to retain dual citizenship should consult with offi-
cials of their country of initial citizenship.

12.13 UNFAIR IMMIGRATION EMPLOYMENT
PRACTICES

The Act prohibits employers from discriminating on
the basis of a person's national origin or citizenship sta-
tus. [Act 274B(a)] An example of discrimination based
on citizenship status is an employer's refusal to hire any
applicant who fails to present a U.S. passport.

These antidiscrimination provisions protect U.S. citi-
zens and nationals and permanent residents, refugees,
and those granted political asylum. It does not protect
those permanent residents who fail to apply for natural-
ization within 6 months of the date of their eligibility.
[Act 274B(a)(3)l Permanent residents who are not pro-
tected under these provisions may be protected under
equal employment opportunity laws against discrimina-
tion based on ethnic origin.

Permanent residents are no longer required to file a
declaration of intending citizen in order to be protected
under the above-mentioned antidiscrimination provi-
sions.
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13.10.1 Prohibitions
13.10.2 Unlawful hiring, recruiting, or referring for a fee
13.10.3 Aliens authorized to work for any employer as an incident of immigration status
13.10.4 Aliens authorized to work for a specific employer
13.10.5 Aliens who must apply to INS for employment authorization
13.10.6 Continuing employment
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13.10.8 Employment verification
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I-688A Employment Authorization Card
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13.1 INTRODUCTION
This section deals with a variety of topics that may be

of interest to foreign student advisers. It considers cer-
tain technical aspects of immigration law and procedure
that, although not within the usual routine of interna-
tional educators, should be reviewed, since the foreign
student adviser often serves as a campus and commu-
nity resource on immigration matters.

Among the topics covered in this section .:re defini-
tions of terms, procedures that may be used when seek-
ing review of adverse INS or Department of State deci-
sions, deportation and exclusion, refugee and asylum
status, extended voluntary departure, stateside process-
ing, legalization, and employer sanctions.
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13.2 DEFINITIONS
13.2.1 Inspection

The process wherein INS personnel at ports of entry exam-
ine aliens' documents and question them to determine
whether, under pertinent laws and regulations, they qualify to
be admitted.

13.2.2 Admission
Legal entry into the United States, following inspection by

an immigration officer at a port of entry.

13.2.3 Deferred inspection
A procedure wherein an alien's inspection and admission

are postponed and referred to an INS district office. Deferred
inspection is used when the inspector has serious ques-
tions about the alien's admissibility, for example, when

the alien has documents that seem incompatible with
each other or with the alien's spoken intentions. Under
deferred inspection, the alien is given a Form 1-546 and
ordered to report to a designated INS office by a speci-
fied time, usually within 15 days. This procedure is dif-
ferent from the issuance of a Form 1-515, Notice to Stu-
dent or Exchange Visitor. The Form 1-515 is issued when
the alien is missing the Form 1-20 or the Form 1AP-66
and can convince the INS inspector that there is a good
reason (e.g., lost forms, inspector error, or a postal
strike) for not having the form. Such aliens are admitted
to the United States and given 30 days to carry or mail
the proper form to the INS district office having jurisdic-
tion over their place of residence.

13.2.4 Exclusion
The act of denying admission to the United States to an

alien for reasons set forth in Section 212(a) of the Act. The
many grounds for exclusion given in the Act include
past convictions for criminal acts, misrepresentations
given in applying for a visa, certain types of illness, and
membership in a communist party. Waivers of exclud-
ability can be and frequently are granted. [8 CFR 212]
Communist party members entering as nonimmigrants
are no longer inadmissible. Waivers are also available
for other grounds that might be pertinent to students
and scholars (e.g., some criminal convictions and health
conditions).

13.2.5 Parole
Allowing into the United States an alien who might not be

eligible for admission in any other way. At its discretion,
INS may "parole in" an alien who, for example, is not
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admissible in any regular nonimmigrant category. An
alien who is paroled into the United States and whose
parole status expires or is terminated is subject to exclu-
sion (as if a legal entry had never been made) as
opposed to deportation procedures.

INS can grant "advance parole" to an alien who has
applied for adjustment of status, whose application is
still in process, and who has urgent reason for going
abroad (see Section 12.7.4).

13.2.6 Deportation
The act of effecting an alien's involuntary departure from

the United States for reasons set forth in Section 241(a) of the
Act. The grounds for deportation are not only similar in
many respects to the grounds for exclusion (e.g., crimi-
nal acts, misrepresentations, membership in a commu-
nist party, subversive activities), but in fact incorporate
the grounds for exclusion as a reason for deportation if
an individual was excludable at the time of entry. [Act
241(a)(1)] Aliens who overstay, engage in unauthorized
employment, fail to maintain a valid passport, or fail to
report changes of address within 10 days are subject to
deportation. [Act 241(a)(1 and 3)1 See Section 13.4 for
more complete information concerning the grounds for
and process of deportation.

13.2.7 Private bill
Congressional legislation that would exempt an individual

from one or more of the requirements of the immigration and
nationality laws or would confer a benefit for which the alien
would not otherwise he eligible under those laws. Most of
these bills are introduced to confer permanent residence
on aliens who came to the United States as nonimmi-
grants but who are no longer in lawful nonimmigrant
status. Introduction of a private bill in the House of Rep-
resentatives does not, in practice, stay any deportation
action unless the Immigration Subcommittee requests a
report on the case from INS; introduction of a private
bill in the Senate does stay such action. A private bill
relieving an exchange visitor (J-1 or J-2) of the 2-year
foreign-residence requirement under Act 212(e) has
never been enacted. Under congressional committee
rules, a private bill is to be considered in either house
only where all relief has been sought and denied by rel-
evant government agencies and where exigent humani-
tarian circumstances or the national interest is involved.
This form of relief is indeed extraordinary.

13.3 APPEALS AND RECONSIDERATION

13.3.1 General discussion
An alien may be faced with denial of a visa, entry to

the United States, or postentry benefit. These denials
may be based on a failure to prove qualification for visa
or status, inappropriate or incomplete documentation,
failure to meet procedural requirements, or other rea-
sons.

The first avenue of recourse is usually to seek review
of the decision on an informal or, where allowed, formal
basis by the official who made the decision. This
"reopening" or "reconsideration" of a decision is based
either on facts or documents not known or available
prior to the denial (reopening) or on an argument that
the decision is inconsistent with the Act, regulations,
operating procedures, policies, or precedent decisions
(reconsideration).

In certain instances, a formal appeal may be made
from the decision of an INS official to a higher-level
office of INS (Administrative Appeals Unit) or to the
Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA). In other instances,
the regulations expressly state that there is no appeal
from an INS denial. In such instances, action by a
motion to reopen or reconsider a decision is the sole
avenue of recourse.

13.3.2 Avenues of recourse from adverse decisions

13.3.2.1 Review of the denial of a nonimmigrant visa at
an American embassy or consulate

Prospective foreign students and scholars sometimes
have difficulty in obtaining visas. Reasons for denial of a
visa include lack of proper documentation (such as the
Form 1-20 or evidence of financial support), suspected
excludability (such as criminal activity), or, most often,
the aliens' inability to convince the consular officer that
they will return to their home countries after completing
the proposed educational activity.

Visa issuance decisions are made by State Depart-
ment employees at U.S. embassies or consulates abroad.
INS personnel are generally not involved in these mat-
ters. By statute, a consular official has absolute authority
to determine the facts that will govern the issuance of a
visa and the applicant has no statutory or constitutional
right to review or appeal. [Act 104(a) and 2211 The con-
stitutional and due process protections that individuals,
including aliens, enjoy within the United States do not
apply to aliens applying for visas. Nevertheless, the reg-
ulations allow for informal review of a consular officer's
adverse determination. [22 CFR 41.121] An alien who is
denied a visa must be advised of the specific reasons for
the denial and given an opportunity to present evidence
to overcome the stated objections. Applicants can reap-
ply for a visa. The principal consular officer at the post,
or his or her delegate, may review the denial in certain
instances and either grant or deny the visa or refer the
matter to the Visa Office of the Department of State for
an advisory opinion. The regulations provide that the
Visa Office itself may initiate the review. [22 CFR
41.121(d)] In practice, this will happen only if the appli-
cant or an interested party, such as a foreign student
adviser, requests a review by the Visa Office. The Visa
Office's opinion binds the consular officer only with
respect to interpretations of law, not to application of
the law to the facts of a given case. To the extent a
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request for review of an adverse decision can be framed
as a legal, rather than factual, argument, it is more likely
to be entertained by the Visa Office and to have greater
weight in the consular official's decision. The use of con-
gressional in,ervention is usually unproductive and can
even prove counterproductive. A school official who has
information or a point of view that might help overcome
a denial can convey that information to the consular
post by mail or telephone.

13.3.2.2 Review of denial of entry at a port of entry
Possession of a nonimmigrant visa does not guaran-

tee an alien's admission to the United States. The ques-
tion of eligibility to enter the United States may be con-
sidered anew at the port of entry. [Act 235 and 236] If
the inspecting officers find the alien inadmissible to the
United States, the alien may request a hearing before an
immigration judge, who will rule on the alien's admissi-
bility. If, however, the alien is ruled excludable (see Sec-
tion 13.2.4) at such a hearing (or upon appeal to the
BIA), the alien will be statutorily barred from entry into
the United States for 1 year. Either the alien or INS may
appeal the judge's decision to the BIA. [8 CFR 236.7]

If certain documents are lacking, the immigration
officer at the port of entry may grant the alien deferred
inspection (see Section 13.2.3). The INS official at the
port of entry or the immigration judge at the hearing
may allow the alien to "withdraw" from attempting to
enter the United States. Where the alien has made state-
ments inconsistent with the status sought at entry (e.g.,
indications of immigrant intent by someone seeking F-1
status), it may be advisable for the individual to with-
draw his or her application for the entry rather than risk
the issuance of an exclusion order by an immigration
judge. In such cases, legal advice may be desirable.

13.3.2.3 Extensions of stay
Applications for extension of stay by B, F, J, and M

aliens are considered at ' .)cal INS offices; all others are
filed at INS service centers (see Section 11.3.2). Neither
the statute nor the regulations provide for an appeal
from denial of these applications. The applicant's only
formal avenue for review is by means of a motion to
reopen or a motion for reconsideration. The motion is
submitted on Form I-290A. It may have supporting doc-
umentation from the foreign student adviser. A fee is
required for either motion (see Appendix 1).

The district director's denial notice will give the rea-
sons for the denial, usually by means of checked boxes
on Form 1-541. Motions to reopen should be based on
new factual evidence not presented earlier and should
include an explanation of why these facts had not been
offered initially. Motions to reconsider are normally
based on the interpretation of legal decisions and prece-
dent rulings that have some bearing on the case at hand.
[8 CFR 103.5] In actual practice, there are few sharp dis-
tinctions between these two kinds of motions, and it is

not unusual for the motion to be labeled "motion to
reopen and reconsider."

The filing of a motion to reopen or reconsider does
not automatically serve to stay the execution of any
decision made in the case or to extend a previously set
departure date [8 CFR 103.51, whereas the filing of an
appeal, where one is available, does serve to postpone
such actions. Some INS offices will withhold action
against an alien who has filed a motion to reopen or
reconsider.

13.3.2.4 Petitions for certain nonimmigrant and immi-
grant classifications

As noted in Sections 10 and 11, aliens may not be
classified as temporary workers (H-1, H-2, and H-3),
fiancées or fiancés of American citizens (K-1), intracom-
pany transferees (L-1), extraordinary-ability aliens (0-1
and 0-2), internationally recognized athletes or mem-
bers of internationally recognized entertainment groups
(P), or international cultural exchange aliens (Q) in the
absence of an approved nonimmigrant visa petition.
Similarly, immigration based on family relationships or
permanent job offers in the United States requires INS
approval of an immigrant visa petition. Such petitions
are considered by either a service center director or a
district director. Adverse decisions may be appealed, in
some instances to the INS Administrative Appeals Unit
(AAU) and in other instances to the BIA.

Denials of petitions for eligibility under the H, K, L,
0, P, and Q nonimmigrant classifications and the
employment preference immigrant classifications are
appealed to the AAU, which is a centralized INS appel-
late authority designed to ensure consistency in the
interpretation of INS regulations among INS offices.
Appeals must be filed on Form I-290B (Notice of
Appeal), together with a filing fee, within 30 days of the
date of the denial. A legal brief (if any) in support of an
appeal must be filed with the appeal. If a brief is submit-
ted, the Form I-290B is filed with the appropriate service
center director or district director, as indicated on Form
1-292; either director may choose to treat the appeal as a
motion to reopen or reconsider and may reverse the
decision without referring the matter to the AAU. Oral
arguments before the AAU may be requested when fil-
ing the notice of appeal. [8 CFR 103.3(c)1 It is unusual for
such a request to be granted. The AAU exercises a broad
scope of review and may uphold an INS decision on a
basis other than that upon which the denial was
founded or even considered at a lower level.

Decisions on petitions for immigrant categories based
on family relationships with U.S. citizens or permanent-
resident aliens are reviewed by the B1A, the "supreme
court" of immigration review. An appeal to the BIA is
made by filing Form I-290A with a filing fee (see Appen-
dix 1) within 15 days. The BIA will consider a case
before it de novo, that is, it will consider anew both the
facts and applicable law.
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13.3.2.5 Change of nonimmigrant classification
The following classes are ineligible for change in non-

immigrant classification: TWOV (transit without visa);
visitor admitted under Visa Waiver Pilot Program; C; D;
K; J-1 to receive graduate medical education; and J-1
subject to the 2-year home-country residence require-
ment, except for change to A or G. Denial by the district
director or the service center director of an application
to change from one nonimmigrant classification to
another may not be appealed to a higher body. [8 CFR
248.3(g)] However, a motion to reopen or reconsider
may be submitted to the office that denied the applica-
tion. There is a 30-day time limit on filing a motion to
reopen or reconsider, and a filing fee (see Appendix 1)
must be included with the motion.

13.3.2.6 Certification
Certification is a process by which a district director

or a service center director may ask a higher-level INS
authority (usually AAU or BIA) to review a decision the
director has made. The district director or service center
director may choose to certify a decision even if the
applicant has no right of appeal. Generally, an INS offi-
cial will certify a decision only when the decision
involves a unique or unprecedented application or inter-
pretation of the law. 18 CFR 103.41 When a case has been
certified, the alien or other party affected will be given
an opportunity to submit a brief on the issues presented.

13.4 DEPORTATION

13.4.1 General discussion
This section describes the provisions of law related to

deportation from the United States, especially those
grounds of deportability likely to be of concern to for-
eign students and scholars.

Particular care should be taken in responding to stu-
dents' inquiries concerning deportability, as the issues
presented frequently involve highly technical interpreta-
tions not only of the Act itself, but also of state criminal
statutes and statutes involving such subjects as marriage
and divorce. Moreover, deportation has a particular
legal meaning and particular interpretations. For exam-
ple, not every alien who is subject to deportation is actu-
ally deported. An alien can be deported only after a for-
mal hearing conducted in accordance with certain
procedural requirements before an immigration judge.
Usually, a deportable alien will be permitted by immi-
gration authorities to leave the United States voluntar-
ily, without the institution of formal deportation pro-
ceedings.

In addition, the concept of deportation should not be
confused with that of exclusion, although the two some-
times overlap. Deportation involves the expulsion of
aliens who have entered the United States. Exclusion, on
the other hand, involves denying an alien legal admis-
sion into the country.

The following information, therefore, is intended
only as an introduction to the topic of deportation.

13.4.2 Grounds for deportation

13.4.2.1 Failure to comply with conditions of nonimmi-
grant status

Because all nonimmigrants are admitted on a tempo-
rary basis for the purpose of accomplishing a particular
objective, an alien's failure to leave after the objective
has been accomplished may result in a finding of
deportability. [Act 241(a)(1)] A student's acceptance of
unauthorized employment, failure to be a full-time stu-
dent, or failure to obtain timely extensions of stay are
violations of the conditions upon which the student is
permitted to remain in the United States. A nonimmi-
grant's willful failure to provide full and truthful infor-
mation requested by INS (regardless of whether the
information was material) constitutes a failure to main-
tain nonimmigrant status. [8 CFR 214.1(f)] Also, a non-
immigrant's conviction in the United States for a crime
of violence for which a sentence of more than 1 year of
imprisonment may be imposed (regardless of whether
such sentence is in fact imposed) constitutes a failure to
maintain status. [8 CFR 214.1(g)]

A failure to maintain status subjects a nonimmigrant
to deportation, but immigration officials do not always
institute deportation proceedings under such circum-
stances. Furthermore, INS may reinstate the alien to
nonimmigrant status (see Section 4.10) provided the vio-
lations do not continue, particularly if the violations
were not substantive or willful and are excusable.

13.4.2.2 Conviction of crime after entry
Any alien is subject to deportation for the conviction

of certain offenses committed after his or her entry into
the United States. Generally, conviction for those crimes
described as involving moral turpitude or conviction for
drug-related offenses can render an alien deportable.

An alien convicted after entry of only one crime
involving moral turpitude will not be deported unless
the crime was committed within 5 years of entry and
results in sentence to confinement for a year or more.
However, an alien convicted of two separately planned
and executed crimes involving moral turpitude may be
deported no matter how long after entry the crimes are
committed and without regard to the severity of the sen-
tence. The felony/misdemeanor distinction is not rele-
vant in either instance. Of particular importance is con-
viction of mere possession of more than 30 grams of
marijuana. Though such an offense may not be viewed
as serious in other circumstances, it may have dire con-
sequences for the alien and is a deportable offense, no
matter how long the alien may have lived in the United
States and no matter how long after arrival the crime
was committed. Although there are ameliorative provi-
sions in the Act by which an alien convicted of many
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serious crimes may avoid deportation, there are none
for the alien convicted of a narcotics offense (other than
a single offense involving possession for one's own use
of 30 grams or less of marijuana), no matter how mini-
mal the offense might seem to be.

Conviction of crimes other than those involving
moral turpitude or narcotics may, in certain limited cir-
cumstances, render a nonimmigrant deportable. For
example, serving a sentence for a crime, regardless of its
particular nature, may prevent a foreign student from
attending classes and thereby result indirectly in a find-
ing that the student has failed to comply with one of the
conditions of admission. Thus, it is the failure to comply
with the conditions of the nonimmigrant status rather
than commission of the crime that can lead to a finding
of deportability. Otherwise, commission of relatively
minor crimes will not ordinarily affect the duration of a
nonimmigrant's stay.

Important legal concepts and interpretations are
involved with respect to the meaning of such terms as
"moral turpitude," determination of when an alien
made an entry, what constitutes a conviction, the effect
of state or federal statutes permitting the expunging of
criminal convictions, and provisions for relief from
actual deportation. For example, murder, rape, and lar-
ceny (grand or petty) are obvious examples of moral
turpitude, while less obvious ones such as false state-
ments and writing checks not covered by sufficient
funds possibly may not involve moral turpitude. It is
extremely important that the foreign student have com-
petent legal advice.

13.4.2.3 Other grounds for deportation
Some other grounds of deportability, briefly

described, are as follows:
1. Unlawful entry. Many aliens manage to enter the

United States even though they are not legally entitled
to do so. When illegal entry is discovered, the alien may
be deported. Examples are aliens who enter surrepti-
tiously and avoid inspection by immigration officers;
those who gain entry by fraudulently misrepresenting
or concealing facts that might otherwise have prohibited
their admission; those who enter without valid docu-
ments, for example, with an invalid visa or labor certifi-
cation; those who have been convicted of certain crimes
prior to their arrival; aliens having certain communica-
ble diseases or physical or mental disorders; aliens who

the United States to avoid military service; and
aliens who have previously been deported and do not
have permission to return. [Act 241(a)(1) and 212(a)1

2. Membership in a communist party or other pro-
scribed organization before entry. [Act 241(a)(1), and
212(a)(3)I

3. Under limited circumstances, becoming a public
charge. [Act 241(a)(5)1

4. Being a narcotic-drug addict. Although this provi-
sion is rarely enforced, an alien may be deported upon a
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finding that he or she is an addict, even though he or
she may never have been convicted of a crime associ-
ated with narcotics. [Act 241(a)(2)1

5. Assisting other aliens to enter the United States
illegally. [Act 241(a)(1), and 212(a)(6)]

13.4.3 Deportation procedures
Deportation proceedings are instituted by issuance of

a "charging document," usually entitled "Order to Show
Cause and Notice of Hearing." The document is
designed to notify the alien of the grounds on which
INS believes he or she is deportable and to advise the
alien of the time and place of the deportation hearing.
Additional grounds of deportability may be charged
before or during the hearing. [Act 242; 8 CFR 242]

The hearing itself is subject to the constitutional
requirement for a fair hearing, meaning that the alien
has the right to representation of counsel (although not
at government expense), the right to cross-examine wit-
nesses, the right to present evidence in his or her own
behalf, and certain other procedural rights.

It is importa t for foreign students and scholars to
know also that they have certain rights prior to the hear-
ing itself. For example, they have the protection of the
Fourth Amendment's prohibition against unreasonable
searches and seizures (although the ruling in Matter of
Sandoval, 17 I&N 70, 1979, permits INS to use evidence
found in an unreasonable search in a deportation hear-
ing). In the opinion of some lawyers, aliens need not
answer the questions of an immigration officer
(although in certain circumstances they may be taken
into custody for refusing to answer such questions), and
they may have a lawyer present at all stages of the
investigatory process.

The deportation hearing is conducted by an immigra-
tion judge (formerly called a special inquiry officer). The
judge's determination of deportability, as well as issues
involving relief from deportation (see Section 13.4.4), are
appealable to BIA. And, in certain circumstances, an
adverse ruling by the board may be reviewed in the
United States Court of Appeals. [Act 106(a)]

13.4.4 Relief from deportation
As a part of the deportation hearing itself, an alien

found to be deportable may avoid the impact of actual
deportation by qualifying for certain ameliorative provi-
sions of the law. [8 CFR 242.17] Deportable aliens may
be granted adjustment of status [Act 2451; suspension of
deportation [Act 244], which is another way of acquiring
permanent residence for certain aliens who have been
physically present in the United States for a continuous
period of 7 years and whose deportation would result in
extreme hardship to the alien or to certain members of
the alien's family (the required period is extended to 10
years in some circumstances); and registry [Act 2491, a
method of acquiring permanent residence for aliens
who have lived in the United States legally or illegally
since prior to 1 January 1972.
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An immigration judge may withhold the deportation
of an alien on a temporary basis if, in the judge's opin-
ion, the alien would be subject to persecution on account
of race, religion, or political opinion in the country to
which the alien's deportation has been ordered. [Act
243(h); United Nations Convention Relating to the Sta-
tus of Refugees] A request for asylum may be made to
the immigration judge even if a prior application for
asylum has been denied.

Finally, if no other relief from deportation is avail-
able, the immigration judge may, in most cases, grant
the alien the privilege of voluntary departure, in lieu of
being deported. Although voluntary departure is really
a forced departure, it permits the alien to avoid the
stigma associated with being deported. Voluntary
departure is also preferable for a more practical reason.
An alien who is deported is ineligible for readmission to
the United States within 5 years (20 years in the case of
an alien convicted of an aggravated felony) unless he or
she first secures INS permission to return. There is no
such restriction on the alien who chooses voluntary
departure. Furthermore, an alien under voluntary
departure has the additional advantage of being able to
request delays of the departure date (for substantial rea-
sons). To be eligible for voluntary departure, the alien
must be of good moral character and be able to pay the
fare home.

13.5 TECHNICAL MATTERS

13.5.1 Waiver of grounds of inadmissibility under Section
212(43) of the Act

For foreign students or scholars coming temporarily
to the United States as nonimmigrants and who are or
were members of a communist party or affiliated orga-
nization, a waiver of inadmissibility is no longer
required because such people are no longer excludable
from the United States.

Section 212(a) of the Act contains nine paragraphs
with numerous subparagraphs listing the grounds on
which an alien is considered to be ineligible for a visa or
for admission to the United States. Section 212(d)(3)(A)
of the Act provides that the attorney general, upon a
favorable recommendation from the secretary of state,
may declare that the alien will be admitted temporarily
as a nonimmigrant in spite of his or her inadmissibility.
This waiver of grounds of inadmissibility for temporary
entry is indicated on the nonimmigrant alien's visa and
Form 1-94 by the notation "212(d)(3)(A)(2)," which
means that the waiver under Section 212(d)(3)(A) was
granted for a condition existing under Section 212(a)(2)
having to do with criminal and related grounds. When
this notation appears on a visa valid for reentry, the
nonimmigrant alien must secure another waiver of
grzunds of inadmissibility in order to reenter the United
States after a temporary departure. The foreign student
adviser can assist such an alien by consulting the consul

or the Visa Office of the Department of State in advance
of the temporary departure to arrange for the preautho-
rization of the waiver and issuance of the visa.

Most of the grounds of inadmissibility can be waived
for nonimmigrants. [Act 212(d)(3)]

13.5.2 SPLEX and CHINEX
Advisers will sometimes find the designation

"SPLEX" written on a nonimmigrant's visa and Form I-
94. Standing for Special Exchange Program, that desig-
nation once referred to nonimmigrants from former
Soviet-bloc countries who came to the United States
under special exchange agreements negotiated with
those countries. At one time all nationals of former
Soviet-bloc countries who came to the United States for
educational or cultural exchange purposes were desig-
nated SPLEX.

Today, only citizens of Eastern European countries
and the former Soviet Union who are in "sensitive" sci-
ence and technology areas may carry documents with
the SPLEX notation. ("Sensitive" science and technology
fields are certified by the Committee on Exchanges, a
working group composed of representatives from U.S.
government agencies concerned with technology-trans-
fer issues. Periodically the committee updates and
amends the list which is distributed to consular posts
abroad.) The SPLEX notation prevents these individuals
from changing nonimmigrant status, transferring insti-
tutions, or extending their stays without prior permis-
sion from the State Department. An adviser assisting a
SPLEX alien in obtaining a change of status, school
transfer, or extension of stay should, in addition to the
usual procedures described in the appropriate sections
of the Manual, write to the Office of Independent States
and Commonwealth Affairs (formerly the Office of
Soviet Union Affairs) or the Office of Eastern Europe
Affairs, Department of State, Washington, D.C. 20520,
explaining the purpose of the desired transaction.
Copies of all immigration documents, e.g., Form IAP-66
or Form 1-539, related to the action being taken on behalf
of student or scholar should be included. In addition, it
is often helpful to include a letter from the participant's
academic department outlining the program objective.
As a general rule, advisers should allow 20 working
days for the State Department to review the authoriza-
tion request. If the Department of State has no objection
to the transaction, within approximately 20 working
days the desk officer will provide a letter to that effect.
The letter must be submitted to INS along with the doc-
uments required for a change of status, school transfer,
or extension of stay.

Some students and scholars from the People's Repub-
lic of China have the designation "CHINEX" on their
visas and Forms 1-94. That designation formerly had the
same significance to advisers as SPLEX, but it no longer
does. Advisers can disregard the CHINEX notation.
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1 3.6 REFUGEES AND ASYLUM APPLICANTS

13.6.1 General discussion
The following sections discuss those provisions of the

Refugee Act of 1980 most likely to be relevant to foreign
students and scholars in the United States.

13.6.2 Definition of refugee
According to Section 101 (a)(42) of the Act, the te-m

"refugee" means any person "who is unable or unwill-
ing to return [to his or her country of nationality or
country of habitual residence] ... because of persecution
or a well-founded fear of persecution on account of race,
religion, nationality, membership in a particular social
group, or political opinion."

13.6.2.1 Restrictions
Section 101(a)(42)(B) of the Act prohibits the granting

of refugee status to any person who has engaged in the
persecution of others. Any person deemed "firmly reset-
tled" in a country (e.g., having status allowing him
or her to enjoy permanent residence, rights, and privi-
leges of citizens in that third country) is also denied
refugee status. [Act 207(c)(1); 8 CFR 207.1(b)]

13.6.2.2 Distinction between refugees and asylum appli-
cants

The law clearly differentiates between refugees and
asylum applicants. The term "refugee" refers to aliens
outside the United States (usually in a third country, but
in special circumstances they may still be located in the
country of nationality and persecution). [Act 207] Sec-
tion 208 of the Act refers to aliens in the United States or
at a port of entry as "asylum applicants" if they meet the
persecution criteria described above.
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13.6.2.3 Certain grounds of excludability waived
Refugees and asylum applicants are not subject to the

following provisions of Section 212(a) of the Act that
would otherwise render them inadmissible to the
United States: public charge provision (4), labor-certifi-
cation requirement and prohibition against unqualified
foreign medical graduates (5), and visa requirements (7).
Other grounds found in Section 212(a) may be waived
by the attorney general for "humanitarian purposes, to
assure family unity, or when it is otherwise in the public
interest," except for (2)(C), and (3)(A)(B)(C) and (E),
relating to unlawful activity, terrorists, potential spies or
saboteurs, former Nazis, and traffickers in narcotics.
[Act 207(c) and 209(c)] An alien who was convicted of
an aggravated felony is ineligible for asylum.

13.6.2.4 Application for refugee status
Aliens may file for refugee status with any U.S. con-

sul. The consul will accept the application, complete ini-
tial processing, and cable the INS office having jurisdic-
tion over the consul or post, requesting a file number
and an INS officer to interview the applicant.

13.6.2.5 Application for asylum
An application for asylum is made on Form 1-589,

which is available at any INS office. There is need for
substantive documentation of the persecution claim,
consisting of documentation of political conditions in
the persecuting country (in the case of some countries,
the Department of State may already have sufficient
documentation) and, if available, specific documenta-
tion as to why the applicant or the applicant's group
would be targeted for persecution. The decision on the
granting of asylum is made by the asylum officer (or
immigration judge if the alien is in exclusion or deporta-
tion proceedings), but invariably an advisory opinion is
sought from the Department of State. Asylum status
may be terminated by the attorney general if there is a
change in circumstances in the alien's country of nation-
ality or, in the case of a stateless person, in the country
in which the person last habitually resided.

13.6.3 Refugee quotas
The annual limit on the number of refugees admitted

to the United States is determined in advance by the
president after consultation with Congress. In Section
207(b) of the Act there is provision for exceeding such
limit. The number may be increased by the president as
the result of his determination, after appropriate consul-
tation, that an unforeseen emergency exists, that the
admission of certain refugees is justified by grave
humanitarian concerns or is otherwise in the national
interest, and that their admission cannot be accom-
plished in accordance with the numerical limits set for
the fiscal year. On the other hand, the authority of the
attorney general to parole aliens into the United States
who could have proceeded through the prescribed
refugee application channels has been sharply limited
by Section 212(d)(5) of the Act, which permits such
action only when there are "compelling reasons in the
public interest with respect to that particular alien."

The spouses and unmarried children under 21 years
of age of refugees are entitled to the same admission sta-
tus if they accompany or follow to join the refugee and
are not entitled to admission as refugees in their own
right. [Act 207(c)(2)1

13.6.4 Length of time required for adjustment to
permanent residence

Neither aliens who enter as refugees nor those who
are granted asylum are immediately given the status of
lawful permanent resident. Instead, Section 209 of the
Act provides for adjustment of status after 1 year's
physical presence in the United States. Admission for
lawful permanent residence will be recorded as of the
date of the refugee's arrival in the United States. In the
case of an individual seeking asylum, permanent-resi-
dent status is made retroactive to a date 1 year before
the approval of application for adjustment of status. The
number of people granted asylum who will be permit-
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ted to adjust to permanent residence in any one fiscal
year is limited to 10,000 [Act 209(b)1; this limit can result
in waiting periods for these people.

1 3.7 EXTENDED VOLUNTARY DEPARTURE/
TEMPORARY PROTECTED STATUS

The attorney general may allow an individual alien
or a category of aliens to remain in the United States for
a finite or indefinite period of time through the use of
the policy of "extended voluntary departure" (EVD).
Although not provided for in the Act, this administra-
tive invention has been used primarily to allow nation-
als of countries where there is a radical political change
to remain in the United States (with employment autho-
rization in most cases) pending clarification of condi-
tions in the home country. Nationals of China, Poland,
Afghanistan, Uganda, and Ethiopia have previously
benefited under this program. Once granted, EVD may
be withdrawn by INS at any time for a particular alien
or for the entire category.

A new statutory basis for temporary protection from
deportation of certain aliens was introduced into the
law by the 1990 Act. Qualified aliens who are nationals
of a foreign country designated by the Attorney General
may be granted "temporary protected status" (TPS) by
INS. An alien granted such status cannot be deported
while such status is in effect, is entitled to work autho-
rization, and, on request, may be given permission to
travel abroad. The law expressly states that the granting
of TPS "shall not be considered to be inconsistent with
the granting of nonimmigrant status."

An alien desiring TPS must apply to INS and pay the
required fee plus the fee for the application for work
authorization. The appli-ation consists of Forms I -104, 1 -
765, 1-821, two fingerprint cards, two photos and sup-
porting evidence.

To be eligible, the alien must be a national of a desig-
nated country, or a stateless person who last habitually
resided in such a country. In addition, the alien must
have been continuously physically present in the United
States since the designation and must be admissible. The
law grants exceptions from certain exclusion grounds
and allows special discretionary waivers of other speci-
fied exclusion grounds. [Act 244A1

The attorney general may designate a country in
which there is an ongoing armed conflict or in which a
disaster has occurred (earthquake, flood, drought, epi-
demic, environmental disaster), or in which "extraordi-
nary and temporary conditions" exist.

El Salvador was designated by the statute. Nationals
of El Salvador granted TPS were granted a deferral of
enforced departure for the period beginning 1 July 1992
and ending 30 June 1993. [Federal Register, 26 June 1992,
p. 287001 The following countries have been designated
by the attorney general as of the date of preparation of
this chapter: Lebanon, Liberia, and Somalia. TPS for
nationals of Kuwait expired on 27 March 1992.

1 3.8 STATESIDE PROCESSING

Until 31 December 1987 the Department of State and
INS cooperated in a program called "stateside process-
ing," in which certain aliens ineligible for adjustment of
status in the United States could go to consular posts in
Canada or Mexico to obtain immigrant visas and reenter
the United States in immigrant status. That program has
been terminated because of budgetary constraints.
Aliens ineligible for adjustment of status in the United
States must now apply for immigrant visas in the coun-
try of their citizenship or legal residence or must "shop"
for another consular office that will accept their applica-
tions if no consular posts are in operation in their home
countries. (For example, at the time of this writing, Iran,
Libya, and Lebanon have no U.S. consular posts.)

13.9 LEGALIZATION
The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986

provided a means for aliens who had been in the United
States illegally since 1 January 1982 to remain in the
United States and become legal permanent residents
(and eventually citizens, if they so desire). [Act 245A1 A
similar program (known as SAW) was available to cer-
tain aliens who engaged in agricultural field work for 90
days during the 12 months from May 1985 to May 1986.
[Act 2101

The application period for the general legalization
program was 6 May 1987 through 5 May 1988. Applica-
tions for the SAW program had to be filed between 1
June 1987 and 30 November 1988.

Upon qualifying, an alien applicant under the legal-
ization or SAW provisions gained first temporary-resi-
dent status and, eventually, permanent-resident status.
An individual who obtained permanent residence under
any of the legalization provisions could eventually
apply for citizenship.

Once an application was made, an alien could obtain
permission to be employed, shown on Form I-688A, and
to travel and reenter the United States. These privileges
were continued if the application was eventually
approved and the alien was issued Form 1-688.

Aliens legalized under the general legalization pro-
gram are able to apply for permanent residence after 18
months in temporary-resident status and must do so
within the 24 months following the 18 months of tempo-
rary residence. [Act 245A(b)1 There are additional
requirements to be met in order to adjust to permanent
residence. These include English-language and basic cit-
izenship requirements similar to those for naturalization
as a U.S. citizen. In addition, permanent residence
gained under the general legalization provisions carries
a 5-year bar on receipt of certain forms of public assis-
tance.
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13.10 EMPLOYER SANCTIONS

The following discussion of employer sanctions is
intended to be a brief summary of the law and regula-
tions. Readers wishing comprehensive guidance on the
subject should refer to the statute, the regulations, and
the Handbook for Employers discussed below.

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986
contained two major provisions constituting the com-
promise that had eluded Congress for the previous 6
yearsthe legalization of aliens who were longtime res-
idents of the United States and penalties for employers
who hire, or continue to employ, aliens not authorized
for employment in the United States. The latter provi-
sion affects every employer and every worker in the
United States. The employer must verify employment
eligibility and the employee must attest to employment
eligibility. Form 1-9 is used for this purpose.

Proponents of the employer sanctions provision
asserted that the "magnet" that drew illegal immigrants
to this country was the availability of employment. The
only way to turn off the magnet, proponents argued,
was to penalize employers who hired illegal aliens and
to require employers to verify the employment status of
prospective workers. In answer to opponents' charges
that such requirements would result in discrimination
against foreign-looking or foreign-sounding applicants
for employment, the legislation included a provision to
penalize employers who committed "unfair imrr, ;ra-
tion-related employment practices" by discriminating
on the basis of citizenship or national origin.

This so-called antidiscrimination provision is limited
in its application and overlaps existing civil rights
statutes. If Congress should find after 3 years of
employer sanctions that they do result in discrimination,
the finding could result in the termination of all provi-
sions relating to employers under IRCA. Although the
General Accounting Office did report that a widespread
pattern of discrimination resulted from implementation
of the employer-sanctions provision, Congress chose not
to terminate it.
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13.10.1 Prohibitions
IRCA sets forth three principal prohibitions affecting

all employers in the United States:
1. It is unlawful knowingly to hire, recruit, or refer

for a fee, after 6 November 1986, an alien not authorized
for employment in the United States. [Act 274A(a)(1)]

2. It is unlawful to continue to employ an alien, other
than one hired before 7 November 1986, knowing that
the alien was or has become unauthorized to work. [Act
274A(a)(2); 8 CFR 274a.31

3. It is unlawful to fail to comply with requirements
for verification of an employee's work authorization and
identity if that employee (whether a U.S. citizen or an
alien) was hired after 6 November 1986. (Act 274A(b); 8
CFR 274a.21

13.10.2 Unlawful hiring, recruiting, or referring for a fee
If an alien not authorized for.employment provides

services for remuneration to any person or entity, and if
the "unauthorized" status of the alien is known to the
employer, the employer is subject to penalties ranging
from $250 to $10,000 per unauthorized alien, depending
upon certain factors. Employers who are found to
engage in a "pattern or practice" of hiring aliens not
authorized for employment may even be imprisoned.
[Act 274A(e) and (f); 8 CFR 274a.10]

In order for a recruitment or referral to be covered by
the Act, a fee must have been paid. [8 CFR 274a.1(d) and
(c)1 Thus, a faculty member who recruits prospective
faculty at a conference is not engaging in activity cov-
ered by IRCA unless the professor is remunerated for
the recruitment. The provisions on recruitment and
referral for a fee were obviously aimed at employment
agencies, or "headhunters." Specifically exempted from
the sanctions provision are employers of domestic
workers who provide sporadic, irregular, or incidental
services in a private home. [8 CFR 274a.1(h)] Employ-
ment of a regular weekly household cleaning person, or
an au pair would not be exempt from employer sanc-
tions. Utilization of an independent contractor to clean
the windows of a building would not subject the build-
ing owner to employer sanctions for any cleaner not
authorized to work unless the owner had knowledge of
that fact.

13.10.3 Aliens authorized to work for any employer as
an incident of immigration status

The following classes of aliens are authorized to work
without restriction as to location or type of employment;
specific employment authorization is not required: law-
ful permanent residents; lawful temporary residents
pursuant to section 245A or 210; admitted refugees;
paroled refugees; asylees; K aliens; N aliens; citizens of
certain Pacific islands; aliens granted withholding of
deportation under Section 243(h); and aliens granted
extended voluntary departure as members of desig-
nated nationality groups. However, they must present
to the employer a document or documents listed on
Form 1-9 (Employment Eligibility Verification). [8 CFR
274a.12(a)1

13.10.4 Aliens authorized to work for a specific employer
The following classes of aliens are authorized to work

only for the specific employer for whom the alien's sta-
tus was granted: A-1 and A-2 employees of foreign gov-
ernments; A-3 personal employees of foreign govern-
ment officials; C-2 and C-3 foreign government officials
in transit; E-1 and E-2 traders and investors (principals
only); F-1 students for on-campus employment; F-1 stu-
dents for curricular practical training; F-1 students
under the pilot off-campus employment program; G-1,
G-2, and G-3 representatives to designated international
organizations such as the United Nations and G-4
employees of such organizations; G-5 personal employ-
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ees of G-1, G-2, G-3, and G-4 aliens; I-1-1, H-2, and H-3
aliens; I aliens (principals only); J-1 aliens; L-1 aliens;
NATO officers and employees; personal employees of
NATO employees; TC employees under section 214(e)
relating to professionals under the U.S.-Canada Free
Trade Agreement. They must satisfy Form 1-9 require-
ments. [8 CFR 274a.12(b), 8 CFR 214.2010)(010-1, 0-2,
P-1, P-2, P-3, Q, and R-1 are also authorized to work for
a specific employer but are not expressly listed in 8 CFR
274 a.12(b).

A J-1 alien may be employed only by the "program
sponsor or appropriate designee and within the guide-
lines of the program approved by the United States
Information Agency as set forth in the Certificate of Eli-
gibility (Form IAP-66)." [8 CFR 274a.12(b)(11)] An
Employment Authorization Document (EAD) is not
issued to any 1-1 alien by INS. [8 CFR 274a.12(b)]

In the case of a J -1 student employment permission is
granted in writing by the program sponsor, usually by
letter. Unfortunately, neither the regulations nor the INS
Handbook for Employers (1991 ed.) states that the spon-
sor's work-permission letter constitutes employment
authorization for 1-9 purposes. The J -1 student may pre-
sent to the employer an unexpired passport, Form 1-94,
and the employment permission letter from the sponsor
or a copy of IAP-66 showing practical training autho-
rized, and a copy of an INS letter to NAFSA dated 11
September 1987. The INS letter explains that these docu-
ments are acceptable for 1-9 purposes. INS failed to
revise 8 CFR 274a.12 as promised in its letter.

13.10.5 Aliens who must apply to INS for employment
authorization

The following classes of aliens must apply to INS on
Form 1-765 to obtain employment authorization: A-1 or
A-2 spouses or dependents of foreign government offi-
cials; certain B-1 aliens such as domestic employees of
specified nonimmigrants (B, E, F, H, I, J, L); spouses or
dependents of E-1 employees of the Coordination Coun-
cil of North American Affairs; F-1 students for postcom-
pletion practical training; F-1 students sponsored by
designated international organizations such as the
United Nations; G-1, G-3, or G-4 spouses or dependents;
J -2 aliens; M-1 students for practical training; depen-
dents of aliens with NATO classification; asylum appli-
cants; Section 245 or 249 permanent-resident applicants;
Section 244 suspension applicants; parolees (other than
refugees); aliens granted voluntary departure under 8
CFR 242.5(a)(2)(v)(vi) or (viii); aliens in exclusion or
deportation proceedings; aliens granted deferred action
status for administrative convenience; and aliens under
an order of supervision under Section 242(d). Informa-
tion concerning fees and supporting documents is set
forth on Form 1-765. [8 CFR 274a.12(c)]

In the cases of aliens applying for an EAD from INS
(as distinguished from applying for extension of stay to
continue employment as an A-3, E, G-5, H-1, H-2, H-3, I,
1-1, L-1 or TC alien) the application is submitted to the

district office on Form 1-765. [8 CFR 274a.13] The fee,
and any required supporting documents, as specified on
the form, must be submitted with the application. Some
INS offices require in-person filing, as the applicant
must be photographed by INS. Other offices allow the
application to be mailed and schedule an appointment
for issuing the EAD. The alien may not commence
employment until the EAD is issued. If the application
is not adjudicated in 90 days, an interim employment
authorization document will be granted with validity
up to 240 days. However, notification of a denial deci-
sion automatically terminates the interim employment
authorization. [8 CFR 274a.13(d)]

13.10.6.Continuing employment
Employers are not subject to penalties if they con-

tinue to employ an alien who lacks employment autho-
rization but who was hired before 7 November 1986. [8
CFR 274a.71 These employees do not lose their "grand-
fathered" status even if, subsequent to 6 November
1986, they take a leave of absence and return to work, as
long as the absence was for study, illness, or pregnancy;
if they are transferred to another location for the same
employer; or under certain other conditions [8 CFR
274a.2(b)(1)(viii)] The employment of aliens hired after
the grandfathering date and whose authorization for
that employment expires or whose unauthorized status
is discovered by an employer must be terminated, or the
employer risks penalties. [8 CFR 274a.2(b)(1)(vii) and
274a.3]

An exception to the rule requiring unexpired
employment authorization exists for certain categories
of aliens seeking extension of stay. The exception allows
employers to continue employing an alien who (1) is in
A-3, E, G-5, H-1, H-2, H-3, 1,1-1, L-1, or TC status; (2) has
filed in a timely manner a application for extension of
stay with the same employer; and (3) has not yet
received a decision on the application for extension.

Under these conditions, the alien is considered autho-
rized for employment for a period of up to 240 days
beyond the expiration of status, and an employer is nei-
ther penalized for nor required to document extended
employment authorization. [8 CFR 274a.12(b)(15)1 How-
ever, if the extension is denied during the 240-day
period, employment must terminate.

13.10.7 Knowledge requirement
Actual or constructive knowledge of an alien's unau-

thorized status is required for the employer to be
deemed in violation. If INS informs the employer after
an 1-9 check that the A number shown on the form does
not relate to the alien, the employer has constructive
knowledge.

13.10.8 Employment verification
Employers must verify, by examining certain docu-

ments, the individual's work authorization and identity,
and attest, under penalty of perjury, to such verification
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on the Form 1-9. [Act 274A(b)1 The employee also
attests, under penalty of perjury, as to his or her status
as a U.S. citizen or as an alien authorized for that partic-
ular employment at that time. Regulations provide for a
variety of documents that may be presented to verify
status, some providing both identity and employment
authorization and some providing either one or the
other. [8 CFR 274a.2(b)(1)]

Employers must verify the status of all employees,
citizens and aliens alike. The documents examined must
reasonably appear on their face to be genuine. [Handbook
for Employers, M-274, p. 31 Regulations also point out the
type of employment for which each class of alien is
authorized. [8 CFR 274a.12] For example, a U.S. citizen
or resident alien is not limited as to the type or duration
of employment, whereas certain other classes of aliens
have specific regulatory restrictions as to the kind of
employment, the employer, or the duration of employ-
ment. For example, an H-1 temporary worker has
employer-specific authorization, while a J-2 exchange-
visitor dependent who is authorized for employment is
not restricted to a particular employer.

The verification process must be completed no later
than 3 business days after the individual begins provid-
ing services, except where the employment is for a
period of less than 3 days, in which case verification
must be completed at the time of the hire. [8 CFR
274a.2(b)(1)(ii) and (iii)1 Regulations provide for excep-
tions where an original document has been lost and
application has been made for a duplicate, and in other
circumstances. [8 CFR 274a.2(b)(1)(vi)1

Once completed, the Form 1-9 and any copies made
of documents examined to verify status must be
retained for at least 3 years, or for 1 year after date of the
employee's termination, whichever is later. [Act
274A(b)(3); 8 CFR 274a.2(b)(2)1

An employer's failure to review documents verifying
identity and employment authorization, to complete the
Form 1-9, or to retain the form for the requisite period
could result in fines of from $100 to $1,000 per individ-
ual. [Act 274A(e)(5); 8 CFR 274a.101
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13.10.9 Inspection of employer records
Officials of INS, the Office of Special Counsel, and the

Department of Labor officials may, without a warrant or
subpoena, demand access to an employer's records to
assure compliance with the verification requirements.
[Act 274A(b)(3)1 An employer must provide access to
the Forms 1-9, and any copies of documents verifying
status kept with the forms within 3 business days of a
request by these officials. [8 CFR 274a.2(b)(2)(ii)1

13.10.10 Verification as an affirmative defense
When an employer can demonstrate good-faith com-

pliance with the verification provisions, the employer
will be shielded from liability for hiring an unautho-
rized alien. [Act 274A(a)(3); 8 CFR 274a.41 Under certain

circumstances, an employer may rely on a state employ-
ment agency's referral of an individual and verification
of that individual's status. [8 CFR 274a.61

13.10.11 Multisite employers
When an employer has distinct, physically separated

subdivisions and each separately hires, recruits, or
refers for a fee and is not under the common control of a
central hiring authority, each site will be considered a
separate employer for purposes of the employer penal-
ties. Separate campuses of a state university system may
be considered separate employers under this provision.
This would lessen the possibility of such a system's
being considered a multiple offender or practitioner of a
pattern or practice based on a few violations at each
campus.

13.10.12 Unfair immigration-related employment
practices

IRCA provides for protection against discrimination
in employment practices based on citizenship (or
"intending citizenship") or national origin. This provi-
sion covers employers of four or more individuals only
and allows an employer to prefer a U.S. citizen if the cit-
izen and an alien are "equally qualified" [Act 274B(a)(4)1
or if the preference is required by federal, state, or local
law. [Act 274B(a)(2)(C)1 An example of the latter would
be a federal grant requiring U.S. citizenship as a prereq-
uisite to being paid from the grant funds. To the extent
that an allegation of discrimination on the basis of
national origin is covered by other civil rights law provi-
sions, the unfair immigration-related employment prac-
tice provisions do not apply. [Act 274B(a)(2)(B)1 In gen-
eral, the unfair employment practice provisions of IRCA
are intended to penalize employers who go beyond the
requirements of the verification process. Employers who
verify only the status of aliens or foreign-appearing or
foreign-sounding applicants will be exposed to liability
under these provisions, if not under other civil rights
provisions. It is generally accepted that this section of
IRCA does not provide special or additional antidis-
crimination protection to nonimmigrant aliens autho-
rized to work who experience discrimination based on
citizenship. Nonimmigrants may find possible remedies
under equal-opportunity employment laws if the dis-
crimination is based on national origin. Under the 1990
Immigration Act it is an unfair immigration-related
employment practice to specify more or different docu-
ments than are required for employment verification on
Form 1-9. 'Act 274B(a)(6)1
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APPENDIX 1

Fee Schedule

1-17

1-90

1-102

Petition for Approval of School for Attendance by Nonimmigrant Alien Students

Application by Lawful Permanent Resident Alien for Alien Registration Receipt Card,
Form 1-551

Application by Nonimmigrant Alien for Replacement of Arrival Document

$130.00

$ 70.00

$ 50.00

1-129 Petition to Classify Nonimmigrant as a Temporary Worker
Base fee: $70. Additional $80 for change of status; $50 for extension of stay

1-130 Petition for Alien Relative, Fiancé, or Orphan $ 75.00

1-131 Application for Issuance of Permit to Reenter the United States $ 65.00

1-140 Petition for Prospective Immigrant Employee $ 70.00

I-290A Notice of Appeal to the Board of Immigration Appeals $110.00

I-290B Notice of Appeal to Regional Commissioner $1 10.00

1-485 Application for Permanent Residence
$120 (over 14 years of age); $95 (under 14)

1-538 Notification by Designated School Official for Nonimmigrant Student Program
Extension, School Transfer, or to Accept or Continue Employment No fee

1-539 (old) Application to Extend Time of Temporary Stay $ 70.00

1-539 (new) Application to Extend Status/Change Nonimmigrant Status $ 70.00
($10 per co-applicant)

1-566 Interagency Record of Individual Requesting Change/Adjustment to or from A or
G Status, or Requesting A or G Dependent Employment Authorization No fee

1-589 Request for Asylum in the United States No fee

1-612 Application for Waiver of the Foreign Residence Requirement of Section 212(e)
of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as Amended $ 90.00

1-751 Joint Petition to Remove the Conditional Basis of Alien's Permanent Residence Status $ 65.00

1-752 Application for Waiver of Requirement to File Joint Petition for Removal of Conditions $ 85.00

1.765 Application for Employment Authorization $ 60.00
(cash accepted)
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N-400 Application to File Petition for Naturalization $ 90.00

N-600 Application for Certificate of Citizenship $ 90.00
Motion to Reopen or Reconsider Submitted to INS $1 10.00
Motion to Reopen or Reconsider Submitted to Immigration Judge or to Board of

Immigration Appeals $110.00
Request for Classification of a Citizen of Canada to be Engaged in Business

Activities pursuant to the U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement $ 50.00

ETA-750 Application for Alien Labor Certification No fee

ETA-9029 Health Facility Labor Attestation No fee

ETA-9034 Attestation by Employers for Off-campus Work Authorization for F-1 Students No fee

ETA-9035 Labor Condition Application No fee

The payment of fees must be made in the form of a personal or cashier's check or money order made payable to the
Immigration and Naturalization Service, U.S. Department of Justice. Cash will not be accepted unless otherwise noted.

The regulations provide for waiver of a fee if an applicant can demonstrate to the satisfaction of INS that he or she is unable to
pay the fee. The fee schedule should not prohibit application or requests on the basis of inability to pay. [8 CFR 103.7 (c)(1)]
Requests for waivers of fees may cause serious delays in adjudication of application and may also raise the question of financial
capability. Waivers should be requested only when absolutely necessary.
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APPENDIX 2

Immigration Forms

The following is a list of immigration forms that advisers can expect to see or need to identify. For a complete list of INS forms,

see 8 CFR 299.1 and 332a.2.

AR -1 1 Change of Address Card

CI Certificate of Identity

G-325 Biographic Information

1-9 Employment Eligibility Verification

1-17 Petition for Approval of School for Attendance by Nonimmigrant Alien Students

I-20A-B Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant (F-1) Student StatusFor Academic and Language Students

I-20M-N Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant (M-1) Student StatusFor Vocational Students

I-201D Copy

1-90 Application by Lawful Permanent Resident Alien for Alien Registration Receipt Card

1-94 Arrival/Departure Record

1-102 Application by Nonimmigrant Alien for Replacement of Arrival Document

1-126 Report of Status by Treaty Trader or Investor

1-129 Petition to Classify Nonimmigrant as a Temporary Worker

1-130 Petition for Alien Relative, Fiancé, or Orphan

1-131 Application for Issuance of Permit to Reenter the United States

1-134 Affidavit of Support

1-140 Petition for Prospective Immigrant Employee

1-151 Alien Registration Receipt Card

1-175 Nonresident Alien Canadian Border Crossing Card

1-190 Nonresident Alien Mexican Border Crossing Card

1-193 Application for Waiver of Passport and/or Visa

1-212 Application for Permission to Reapply for Admission into the United States after Deportation or Removal

I-290A Notice of Appeal to the Board of Immigration Appeals

I-290B Notice of Appeal to Regional Commissioner

1-485 Application for Permanent Residence

1-515 Notice to Student or Exchange Visitor Admitted without 1 -20 or IAP-66

1-516 Notice of School Approval

1.538 Notification by Designated School Official for Nonimmigrant Student Program Extension, School Transfer, or

to Accept or Continue Employment

1-539 (old) Application to Extend Time of Temporary Stay

1-539 (new) Application to Extend Status/Change Nonimmigrant Status

1-566 Interagency Record of Individual Requesting Change/Adjustment to or from A or G Status, or Requesting A or

G Dependent Employment Authorization

1-589 Request for Asylum in the United States
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1-612 Application for Waiver of the Foreign Residence Requirement of Section 212(e) of the Immigration and

Nationality Act, as Amended

1-688 Temporary Resident Card

I-688B Employment Authorization Document

1-751 Joint Petition to Remove the Conditional Basis of Alien's Permanent Residence Status

1-752 Application for Waiver of Requirement to File Joint Petition for Removal of Conditions

1-765 Application for Employment Authorization

1-775 Visa Waiver Pilot Program Agreement

1-791 Visa Waiver Pilot Program Information Form

1-797 Notice of Action

1-821 Temporary Protected Status Eligibility Questionnaire

N-400 Application to File Petition for Naturalization

N-600 Application for Certificate of Citizenship

OF-156 Application for Nonimmigrant Visa

United States Information Agency Forms

IAP-37 Exchange Visitor Program Application

IAP-66 Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange Visitor U-1) Status

IAP-87 Update of Information on Exchange Visitor Program Sponsor

Department of Labor Forms

ETA-750 Application for Alien Labor Certification

ETA-9029 Health Facility Labor Attestation

ETA-9034 Attestation by Employers for Off-campus Work Authorization for F-1 Students

ETA-9035 Labor Condition Application
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APPENDIX 3

Sample Forms

AR -1 1 Change of Address Card

1-9 Employment Eligibility Verification

1.17 Petition for Approval of School for Attendance by Nonimmigrant Alien Students

I-20A-B Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant (F-1) Student StatusFor Academic and Language Students

I-20M-N Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant (M-1) Student StatusFor Vocational Students

1-94 Arrival/Departure Record

1-102 Application by Nonimmigrant Alien for Replacement of Arrival Document

1-129 Petition to Classify Nonimmigrant as a Temporary Worker

1-130 Petition for Alien Relative, Fiancé, or Orphan

1-134 Affidavit of Support

1-140 Petition for Prospective Immigrant Employee

1-515 Notice to Student or Exchange Visitor Admitted without 1-20 or IAP-66

1.538 Notification by Designated School Official for Nonimmigrant Student Program Extension, School Transfer, or to

Accept or Continue Employment

1-539 (new) Application to Extend Status/Change Nonimmigrant Status

I-688B Employment Authorization Document

1-765 Application for Employment Authorization

United States Information Agency Forms

IAP-66 Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange Visitor (1-1) Status

Department of Labor Forms

ETA-750 Application for Alien Labor Certification

ETA-9034 Attestation by Employers for Off-campt,s Work Authorization for F-1 Students

ETA-9035 Labor Condition Application
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NAME (Last in CAPS) (First) (Middle) I AM IN THE UNITED STATES AS:
Visitor Permanent Resident

Student Other
(Spec*/

COUNTRY OF DATE OF BIRTH COPY NUMBER FROM ALIEN CARD
CITIZENSHIP

I

A
PRESENT ADDRESS (Street or rural route) (City or 111,eiat Ofice) (State) (ZIP Code)

(IF ABOVE ADDRESS IS TEMPORARY) I eopect to remain there years months

LAST ADDRESS (Street oilueil pout.) (City or Post Office) (State) (ZIP Code)

I WORK FOR ClIk ATTEND SCHOOL AT: (Employer's Name or Name of School)

(Street Address or rural route) (City or Post Office) (State) (ZIP Code)

PORT OF ENTRY INTO U.S. I DATE OF ENTRY INTO U.S.

SIGNATURE DATEy

IF NOT A PERMANENT
RESIDENT, MY STAY IN
THE U.S. EXPIRES ON:
(Date)

Aft -11 (Rev. 3-21--79)N OMB Appvd. No. 43R0038
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U.S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service

OMB No. 1115-0136
Employment Eligibility Verification

Please read instructions carefully before completing this form. The instructions must be available during completion of
this form. ANTI-DISCRIMINATION NOTICE. It is illegal to discriminate against work eligible individuals. Employers
CANNOT specify which document(s) they will accept from an employee. The refusal to hire an individual because of a
future expiration date may also constitute illegal discrimination.

Section 1. Employee Information and Verification. To be completed and signed by employee at the time employment begins

Print Name: Last First Middle Initial Maiden Name

Address (Street Name and Number) Apt # Date of Birth (month/day/year)

City State Zip Code Social Security 0

I am aware that federal law provides for
imprisonment and/or fines for false statements or
use of false documents in connection with the
completion of this form.

I attest, under penalty of perjury, that
A citizen or national of the
A Lawful Permanent Resident
An alien authorized to work
(Alien # or Admission #

I am (check one of the following):
United States

(Alien # A
until / /

Employee's Signature Date (month/day/year)

Preparer and/or Translator Certification. (To be comple ed and signed if Section is prepared by a person
other than the employee.) I attest, under penalty of perjury, that have assisted in the completion of this form and that
to the best of my knowledge the information is true and correct.
Preparees/Transtator's Signature Print Name

Address (Street Name and Number, City, State. Zip Code) Date (month/day/year)

Section 2. Employer Review and Verification. To be completed and signed by empioyer. Examine one document from List A OR
examine one document from List B and one from Ust C as Wen on the reverse of this form and record the title, number and expiration date. if any, of
the document(s)

Document title:

Issuing authority:

Document #:

Ust A OR List B AND List C

Expiration Date (if any): I I / / /

Document #:

Expiration Date Of any): / I

CERTIFICATION - I attest, under penalty of perjury, that I have examined the document(s) presented by the above-named
employee, that the above-listed document(s) appear to be genuine and to relate to the employee named, that the
employee began employment on (month/day/year) I I and that to the best of my knowledge the employee
Is eligible to work In the United States. (State employment may omit the date the employee began
employment).
Signature of Employer or Authorized Representative Print Name Title

Business or Organization Name Address (Street Name and Number. City. State. Zip Code) Date (month,dayiyear)

Section 3. Updating and Reverification. To be completed and signed by employer

A. New Name (if applicable) B. Date of rehire (month/day/year) Of applicable)

C. If employee's previous grant of work authorization has expired, provide the informauon below for the document that establishes current employment

Document Title: Document #: Expiration Date Of any): / /

I attest, under penalty of perjury, that to the best of my knowledge, this emp4oyee is eligible to work In the United States, and if the employee
presented document(s), the doc-,Iment(s) I have examined appear to be genuine and to relate to the individual.
Signature of Employer or Authorized Representative Date (month /day /year)

Form 1-9 (Rev. 11.21.91) N
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LIST A

Documents that Establish Both
Identity and Employment

Eligibility

1. U.S. Passport (unexpired or
expired)

2. Certificate of U.S. Citizenship
(INS Form N-560 or N-561)

3. Certificate of Naturalization
(INS Form N-550 or N-570)

4. Unexpired foreign passport,
with 1-551 stamp or attached
INS Form 1-94 indicating
unexpired employment
authorization

E. Alien Registration Receipt Card
with photograph (INS Form
1-151 or 1-551)

6. Unexpired Temporary Resident
Card (INS Form 1-688)

7. Unexpired Employment
Authorization Card (INS Form
1-688A)

8. Unexpired Reentry Permit (INS
Form 1-327)

9. Unexpired Refugee Travel
Document (INS Form 1-571)

10. Unexpired Employment
Authorization Document issued
by the INS which contains a
photograph (INS Form 1-6888)

LISTS OF ACCEPTABLE DOCUMENTS

LIST B

Documents that Establish
OR Identity

1. Driver's license or ID card
issued by a state or outlying
possession of the United States
provided it contains a
photograph or information such
as name, date of birth, sex,
height, eye color, and address

2. ID card issued by federal, state,
or local government agencies or
entities provided it contains a
photograph or information such
as name, date of birth, sex,
height, eye color, and, address

3. School ID Caid with a

Voter's registration card

5. U.S. Military card or draft record

6. Military dependent's ID card

7. U.S. Coast Guard Merchant
Mariner Card

8. Native American tribal document

9. Driver's license issued by a
Canadian government authority

AND

For persons under age 18 who
are unable to present a
document listed above:

10. School record or ropor. card

11. Csinic., do tor, or hospital record

12. Day-care or nurser .5: school
record

LIST C

Documents that Establish
Employment Eligibility

1. U.S. social security card issued
by the Social Security
Administration (other than a
card stating it is not valid for
employment)

2. Certification of Birth Abroad
issued by the Department of
State (Form FS-545 or Form
DS-1350)

3. Original or certified copy of a
birth certificate issued by a
state, county, municipal
authority or outlying possession
of the United States bearing an
official seal

4. Native American tribal document

5. U.S. Citizen ID Card (INS F..vm
1-197)

6. ID Card for use of Resicent
Citizen in the United States
(INS Form 1-179)

7. Unexpired employment
authorization document !ssu'id
by the INS (other than those
listed under List A)

Illustrations of many of these documents appear in Part 8 of the Handbook for Employers (M-274)

Form 1.9 (Rev. 11-21-91) N
r-, -

,
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Immigration and Natura;ization Service

Petition for Approval of School for
Attendance by Nonimmigrant Students

OMB 1115-0070
Exp. 4-86

INS USE ONLY

School Code ___ 214F _ ____

Approval for attendance of students under:

Fee Stamp

1. Section 101(a)(15)(F) of the Act.
2. Section 101(a)(15)(M) of the Act.

3. Both of the above sections of the Act.
This request is to:
1. Create a file.
2. Update a file.

Date of Approval

DD

District

This section is to be COMPLETED BY THE SCHOOL - DO NOT WRITE ABOVE THIS LINE - (Please read instructions before filling in
form.) If you need more space to answer fully any items on this form, use a separate sheet; identify each answer with the letter and
number of the corresponding item, and sign and date each sheet.

PRESS FIRMLY - LEGIBLE COPY REQUIRED

TO THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE:
1. Petition is made for approval, or continuation of approval, of this institution as a school for attendance by nonimmigrant alien

students under (complete as appropriate):
a. Section 101(a)(15)(F) of the Act (academic and language students),
b. 0 Section 101(a)(15)(M) of the Act (vocational students),
c. 0 Both of the above sections of the Act, and the following statement of fact is submitted:

2. Name of school

3. Mailing address of school

4. This school is a:
a. 0 Public Institution (Leave No. 10 Wank. Please note that no fee is required. See instruction No. 2)

b. III Private Institution (CCemplete No. 10).

5. This school is engaged in:-.(Check appropriate blocks and explain further if necessary).

School)

degrees: Associate, Bachelor's, Master's, PhD)

a. II Primary Education
b. High School Education (Academic or Vocational)
c. Vocational or Technical Education (Other than High
d. 0 Language Training
e. Higher Education (issuing one or more of the following
f. Other (identify)

6. This school's sessions are based on:
a. Semesters
b. Trimesters
c. 0 Quarters
d. Other (explain)

7. Provide the date (month and day) registration begins for EACH
your school has one. If there is no beginning registration date,
do NOT enter any information in this space, but list all beginning

a

session during a calendar year, including the summer session if
please explain. If there are more than five sessions in your school,

registration dates on a piece of paper attached to this form.

b

c
d
e

Form 1.17 ( Rev 4-4-NIN
Please continue on Page 2

IIECEIvE0 Tema IN mto-rrtms our COMPLETED
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Page 2
8. Date school was established

9. Location of school (if different from mailing address)

10. Name and address of owner

11. a. Petition is for initial approval. (See instruction No. 2)
b. Petition is for continuation of approval (See instructions No. 2 and 9). If for continuation, complete the following:

(i) pate of original approval
(ii) INS File Number

12. The school operates under the following Federal, state, local, or other authorization (If none, write "none"):

13. The school has been approved by the following national, regional, or state accrediting association or agency (If none, write
"none"):

14. Nature of subject matter taught (check as many as are appropriate):
a. Liberal Arts d. Religion OD Other (Explain)
b. Fine Arts e. Professional Studies
c. Language f. Vocational or Technical Training

15. List the degrees available from your school.

16. Check as appropriate and explain further if necessary:
If the school is engaged in elementary or secondary education, it does dogeti qualify its graduates for acceptance
by accredited schools of higher educational level 4,V
If the school is engaged in higher education, it does doe far recognized bachelor's, master's, doctor's,
professional, or divinity degrees. Its credits are are n by and transferable to institutions ot study which
confer degrees

(11,If the school is engaged in vocational or technical tiori, it does does not qualify its graduates for employment
in the occupations for which preparation i ' edtah.

.
17. Sessions are held as follows; ,

a. Day Only b. y c. Day and Night
18. Requirements for admission:

19. Courses of study and time necessary to complete each:

20. Requirements for graduation:

21. Causes for expulsion:

22. Average annual number of
a. Classes c Teachers or Instructors
b. Students d Non-teaching employees

23. Approximate annual total cost of room, board, tuition, etc., per student 5

Please continue on Page 3
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Page 3
If the school is approved, THE PETITIONER AGREES:

1. Upon acceptance of any nonimmigrant alien student, to furnish that student a Certificate of Eligibility (Immigration and
Naturalization Service Form 1-20A/13 for an F-1 student or Form I-20M/N for an M-1 student).

2. To keep records containing the following specific information and documents relating to each nonimmigrant F-1 or M-1 student to
whom the school issues a Form 1-20A/I3 or I-20M/N, while the student is attending the school and until the school notifies the Service,
in accordance with Immigration and Naturalization Service regulations, that the student is no longer pursuing a full course of study.
The school must keep a record of having complied with the reporting requirements for at least one year. If a student who is out of
status is restored to status, the school the student is attending is responsible for maintaining these records following receipt of
notification from the Service that the student has been restored to status. The designated school official must make the following in-
formation and documents available to or furnish them to the Immigration and Naturalization Service upon request. The information
and documents which the school must keep on each student are as follows:

1. The admission number from the student's Form 1-20 ID copy.
2. Country of citizenship.
3. Address and telephone number in the United States.
4. Status, i.e., full-time or part-time.
5. Coursc load.
6. Date o' commencement of studies.
7. Degree program and field of study.
8. Expected date of completion.
9. Nonimmigrant classification.

10. Termination date and reason, if known.
11. The documents which show the scholastic ability and financial status on-which the students admission to the school was based.
12. Information specified by the Service as necessary to identify the student, such as date and place of birth, and to determine the

student's immigration status.

3. That in any advertisement, catalog, brochure, pamphlet, literature, or other material printed or reprinted by or for this school, any
statement which may appear in that material concerning approval for attendance by nonimmigrant students must be limited solely to
the following:

"This school is authorized under Federal law to enroll nonimmigrant alien s eA't 1

c0
I CERTIFY that I am authorized to execute this petitio un rsQtad that unless this institution fully complies with all terms as
described on this form, approval may be withdrawn.

Dated at this day of ,19 _

Signature

Title

(CORPORATE SEAL
OF INSTITUTION)
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Department of Justice
Immigralion and Naturalization Service
Please Read Instructions on Page 2

Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant (F-1) Student
Status - For Academic and Language Students

0MB No. 1115-0051

NM 1

This page meet be esegilead and signed M the U.S. by a dailineled alma olliota

1.

2.

Foray fame (summons)

First (given) nuns (do not enter middle name)

Count/y*1We+ Dag of birth (modday/yeer)

Conroy of dusters hp Admission number (Complete If Immo)

Waal (school dialog name

Sdiool di d& to be nolifisd of student's soh* In U.S. Marne and 1160

School address (include zip coda

Sdio31 code (Including 3-6311 suitor. 11 any) and approval Wee

214F approved on

3. Thle owelicale is issued to the student named above for

(Cho* and fill out as appropriate

a. 0 Inliel.ellendanoe at this school.

b. 0 Continued attendance at Pis school.

e. 0 School transfer.

Thinsterna from

d. Use by dependents for entering the Unitedidelee.

e. 0 Other

4. Ls* of education the mew Wairsukyorwiti pursue in the United States:

(chalk only one)

a. 0 Primary to. 0 Master%

b. Seoondary f. Doctorate

C. 0 Asada, g. 0 Language training

d. Ifecheior's h. Other

5. The student named above has been accepted for a full course of study at

this school, mating In

The student is expected to report to the schoof not tater than (date)

and complete studies not taw than (date)

The normal length of study Is

6. English proficiency Is required:

The student has the required English prodding

The student Is not yet profile t. English instructions will be given at

the echool.

English proficiency is not required because

For imetigration Motet Use

Vies issuing post Oats Vise issued

Pleinealed, extension granted to:

t.

7. Thie school esernelarthe .11101011%.11/dirage

-96 1009111. 10

costs for an academie term of

be:

ai,,Tladi Waddle

1 it:: 'Likable avenges $

*. Expenses of dependents $

d. Other (sway): $

Tbtel $

11. The SCh001 has Information showing the following as the student% means of

support, esemaisd for an academic term of months (Use the same

number of =new given in item 7).

a. Student* personal funds $

b. MAWS hem thie 11011001

(000CMY two)

C. Funds from another mune $

(specify type and source)

d. On-campus stragrant (If any)

9. Remarks:

10. Schwa Cerallcation: t cony under penny of petfury that as information notified seem in items t through was completed before I sigrod this nom, and is Ono 'Nonni; I executed Ws
form in the United slates OW renew and evaluation in the United Males by me or our officials of as school of the indent! application. uansaipts or other resettle of courses taken
are proof of financial respenatAlly. which were wane at In school prior to the easy lion of this form; Ifts echoed hen deletmined that theabove named studera's Quencesksts inset all
elendettle fi auto/ en m the snood; the Nonni will be wined to pursue a rue course of WM as defined by CFA 214.2(1}(11); I am a diagramed official of the nom mend school
and I am wilheneed It Issue is form.

Ilonlime of designmsd school Anal Name at school official (print or type) Tine Date issued than issued (dry and stns)

it. Student Certification: 1 have reed and spun to comply with the new and cavAions of my **ninon an these of any 'Minor of Mayus spooned on page 2. I cent the all Intonation
mended on this form refers speclicatly to ma and is Ina and sena 10 Ma Seel of my tnowtodge. I coney Mat 1 ink to enter or when in the Wiled Stales lawman., end sole for
Its purpose of pursuing fuN seine of study al the school named on Pape 1 of this form. I alto Nahanni Me named soheei to release any infatmalion from my No which is needed
by the INS curstmen1 10 $ CFR 214.2(g) a desemine my nonimmigrant stalus.

finnan of illuderrot Name 01 maim Date

annum Operate or guardian Name of earenguaretan (Print or type)
if sonete is waist 15

dorm 00 s4#1.)011) (Rev 04.2 f .11MN

2/92 A3-6

Addrees(olly) (State or provineei (Coney) (Date)
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Authority for collecting the infonnation on this and related-student forms
is contakied in 8 U.S.C. 1101 and 1184. The information solicited will be
used by the Department of State and the immigration and Naturalization
Salvias to deism** eligibility for the benefits requested.

INSTRUCTIONS TO DESIGNATED SCHOOL OFFICIALS

1. The law provides sew* penalties for knowingly and willfully fal-
sifying or concealing a materiel fact, or using any false document
In the sulimiselon of this form. Designated school drools should con-
sult regulations pertaining to the issuance of Form 1-20 A-B at 8 CFR
214.3 (K) before completing this form. Failure to comply with these reg-
ulations may result in the withdrawal of the school approval for atten-
dance by foreign students by the Immigration and Naturalization Service
(8 CFR 214.4).

2. ISSUANCE OF FORM 1-20 A-B. Designated school officials may
issue a Form 1-20 A-B to a student who fits into one of the following
categories, if the student has been accepted for full-time attendance at
the institution: a) a prospective F-1 nonimmigrant student; b) an F-1
transfer student; c) an F-1 student advancing to a higher educational
level at the same institution; d) an out of status student seeking reinstate-
ment. The form may also be issued to the dependent spouse or child of
an F-1 student for securing entry into the United States.

When issuing a Form 1-20 A-B, designated school officials should
complete the student's admission number whenever possible to
ensure proper data entry and record keeping.
3. ENDORSEMENT OF PAGE 4 FOR REENTRY. Designated school
officials may endorse page 4 of the Form 1-20 A-B for reentry if the stu-
dent and/or the F-2 dependents is to leave the United States temporarily
This should be done only when the information on the Form 1-20 remains
unchanged. If there have been substantial changes in item 4, 5, 7. or 8,
a new Form 1-20 A-B should be issued.

4 REPORTING REQUIREMENT. Designated school official should
always forward the top page of the Form 1-20 A-B to the INS data proces-
sing center at P.O. Box 140. London. Kentucky 40741 for data entry
except when the form is issued to an F-1 student for initial entry or reen-
try into the United States, or for reinstatement to student status.
(Requests for reinstatement should be sent to the immigration and
Naturalization Service district office having jurisdiction over the student's
temporary residence in this country)

The INS data processing center will return this top page to the issu-
ing school for disposal after data entry and microfilming.
5. CERTIFICATION. Designated school officials should certify on the
bottom part of page 1 of this form that the Form 1-20 A-B is completed
and issued in accordance with the pertinent regulations. The designated
school official should remove the carbon sheet from the completed and
signed Form 1-20 A-B before forwarding it to the student.

6. ADMISSION RECORDS. Since the Immigration and Naturalization
Service may request information concerning the student's immigration
status for various reasons, designated school officials should retain all
evidence which shows the scholastic ability and financial status on
which admission was based, until the school has reported the student's
termination of studies to the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS

1. Student Certification. You should read everything on this page care-
fully and be sure that you understand the terms and conditions concern-
ing your admission and stay in the United States as a nonimmigrant stu-
dent before you sign the student certification on the bottom part of page
1. The law provides severe penalties for knowingly and willfully falsify-
ing or concealing a material fact, or using any false document In the
submission of this form.
2. ADMISSION. A nonimmigrant student may be admitted for duration of
status. This means that you are authorized to stay in the United States for
the entire length of time during which you are enrolled as a full -time stu-

Pap 2

dent in an educational program and any period of authorized practical
training plus sixty days. While in the United States, you must main-
tain a valid foreign passport unless you are exempt from passport
requirements.

You may continue from one educational level to another. such as prog-
ressing from high school to a bachelor's program or a bachelor's pro-
gram to a master's program, etc., simply by invoking the procedures for
school transfers.

3.SCHOOL. For initial admission, you must attend the school specified
on your visa. If you have a Form 1-20 A-8 from more than one school,
it is important to have the name of the school you intend to attend
specified on your visa by presenting a Form 1-20 A-B from that school to
the visa issuing consular officer. Failure to attend the specified school will
result in the loss of your student status and subject you to deportation.

4. REENTRY. A nonimmigrant student may be readmitted after a tem-
porary absence of five months or less from the United States, if the stu-
dent is otherwise admissible. You may be readmitted by presenting a
valid foreign passport, a valid visa, and either a new Form 1-20 A-B or
a page 4 of the Form 1.20 A-B (the 1-20 ID Copy) property endorsed for
reentry if the information on the 1-20 form is current.

5. TRANSFER. A nonimmigrant student is permitted to transfer to a dif-
ferent school provided the transfer procedure is followed. To transfer
school, you should first notify the school you are attending of the intent
to transfer, then obtain a Form 1-20 A-B from the school you intend to
attend. Transfer will be effectad only if you return the Form 1-20 A-B to
the designated school official within 15 days of beginning attendance at
the new school. The designated school official will then report the trans-
fer to the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

6. EXTENSION OF STAY. If you cannot complete the educational pro-
gram after having been in student status for longer than the anticipated
length of the program plus a grace period in a single educational level,
or for more than sight consecutive years. you must apply for extension
of stay. An application for extension of stay on a Form 1-538 should be
Red with the Immigration and Naturalization Service district office hav-
ing jurisdiction over your school at least 15 days but no more than 60
days before the expiration of your authorized stay.

7. EMPLOYMENT. As an F-1 student, you are not permitted to work off-
campus or to engage in business without specific employment authori-
zation. After your first year in F-1 student status, you may apply for
employment authorization on Form 1-538 based on financial needs aris-
ing after receiving student status, or the need to obtain practical training.

8. Notice of Address. If you move, you must submit a notice within 10
days of the change of address to the Immigration and Naturalization Ser-
vice (Form AR-11 is available at any INS office.)

9. Arrival/Departure. When you leave the United States, you must sur-
render your Form 1-94 Departure Record. Please see the back side of
Form 1-94 for detailed instructions. You do not have to turn in the 1-94 if
you are visiting Canada, Mexico, or adjacent islands other than Cuba for
less than 30 days.
10. Financial Support. You must demonstrate that you are financially
able to support yourself for the entire period of stay in the United States
while pursuing a full course of study. You are required to attach
documentary evidence of means of support.

11. Authorization to Release Informetion by School. To comply with
requests from the United States Immigration & Natural Service for
information concerning your immigration status, you are required to give
authorization to the named school to release such information from your
records. The school will provide the Service your name, country of birth.
current address, and any other information on a regular basis or upon
request.

12. Penalty. To maintain your nonimmigrant student status, you must be
enrolled as a full-time student at the school you are authorized to attend.
You may engage in employment only when you have received permis-
sion to work. Failure to comply with these regulations will result in the
loss of your student status and subject you to deportation.

A3-7
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linnagration and Naturalization Sorvica
Plum Read Instructions on Page 2

CorSlioate of Eligibility for Noninunignint (F-1) Student

Status - For Academic and Language Students

OMB No. 1115-0051

Page 3

This pegs roust M osetpisied and signal In the U.S. by s designated school offidel.

1.

2.

2/92

Family Name (surname)

First (given) nano (do not enter middle nano)

Country of birth Oslo of birth (moidayrywir)

Country of citizenship Admission number (Compels* known)

School (school district) name

School official to be nodded of student's arrival In U.S. (Nome and Tide)

School address (includit trip cods)

School cods (including 3-dtglt max, If any) and approval dale

214F approved on

3. This certificate b issued to Ilia student norm' above for

(Check and IN out as SPItrdttrillie

a. killiaLadondence at this aft..91.

b. Continusd attendance at this school.

C. School transfer.

Seneforred from

d. 0 Use by &widows for sawing the United States.

e. 0 Other

4. Leval of education the student is pursuing avail pursue in tM Urinal States:

(cried( only ono)

a. 0 Primary e. 0 Masters

b. 0 Secondary f. 0 Docktrate

C. 0 Associate 9. Language training

d. O Bachelor's h. 0 Other

5. The student named above has been so opted for full course of study at

this school, me)oring in

The student is oxpechx1 to report to the school not dater than (dale)

and complete studies not later then (dale)

The normal length of study is

6. 0 English profidency is required:

0 The stud rot has the required English proftriency.

0 The student is not yet proficient. English instructions will be given at

the school.

English proficiency Is not required because

For tetntigration Official Use

Visa issuing post gals Visa lesual

Reinstated. extension gran ad to:

7. This school *samba the audenth average cools for an academic arm of

(up to 12) moths to be:

a. Tuition and foes

b. Wog apentes
e. averages, dependents

d. Other (toady):

8. This school has information showing trio following as the student's means of

support, estimated for an anatomic term of months (Use the same

number of months given in item 7).

a. Studonrs personal funds

b. Funds from this school

tower Vas)
c. Funds from anodise gourd,

(specify typo and source)

d. On-campus employment (if any) $

Total $

9. Remarks:

10. School Cerglicabot: I only under penalty of penury that all intermit** provided above In Harrel 1 through II was completed before I signed thisform and is true and correct; I erecWed Its
form In the Uniled Stales after new and inatuation in the United Stales by me or other °facials of the scrod of the student's application. transcripts or ether records of courses Wien
and proof of financial responsibility, which were received at the school prior to the execulon of this form: the school hes delermIned that the above named student's quelifkations suet all
standards theelon th the school: se *dent wit be repaired to pursue a full course of study as defined by II CFA 214.2001: I am designated official of the Wow named school
and I am eultswisel to *Sue Vie farm.

Signature of ONVIVIIKI school officisl Herne of school official (print or type) Tit* Cate issued Mace bowed (city and state)

11. elude* Certification: I haw read lid gret* to comply with the Wm. and conditions of my admission and those of any shensan of sir/ as spooned on page 2. I certify that all information
provided on this form refers speclecelty to me and is true and correct to the beet of my knowiecloe. I certify that I with Io enter or remain in the United Slates ternporenly, and solely for
to wpm. of pursuing a tuff course of study at the 'school named on Page 1 of this form. I also authorize the named school to Mere any mformation from my remit* which at needed
by the WS pima* lo e CFA 214.3(g) le detanre Illy nonmmgran save.

ilignalure of student Name of student ONO

SS/NW* of parent or guardian (Verne of parenthwardien (Print or typth
N student * **et

corn 1.20 ..loon) (Sri 04474K:iv

AddreeNcity) (Stele or province) (Country) (Del.)

For ofhoal use only
Microfilm umber
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Page 4

IF YOU NEED MORE INFORMATION CONCERNING YOUR F1 NONIMMIGRANT STUDENT STATUS AND THE RrLATING IMMIGRATION PROCEDURES, PLEASE

CONTACT EITHER YOUR FOREIGN STUDENT ADVISOR ON CAMPUS OR A NEARLY IMMIGRATION ..4&) NATURALIZATION SERVICE OFFICE.

THIS PAGE. WHEN PROPERLY ENDORSED. MAY BE USED FOR ENTRY OF THE SPOUSE AND CHILDREN OF AN F-1 STUDENT FOLLOWING TO JOIN THE STUDENT

IN THE UNITED STATES OR FOR REENTRY OF THE STUDENT TO ATTEND THE SAME SCHOOL AFTER A TEMPORARY ABSENCE FROM THE UNITED STATES.

For reentry of the student andror the F-2 dependents (EACH CERTIFICATION SIGNATURE IS VAUD FOR ONLY ONE YEAR.)

Sqnobso of DoognatoO School Offscsal Norm of School Offictal (pnnt or typo) To, Date

Signals, of DooprtotoO School Moot Nome of School Officual (pnnt or type) Title Data

&omitted Dostonstod School Olhcwl Nom ol School Ofboat (pnnt or type) Tale Dale

Sagnolure of Dotognoto0 School Moot Nano of School 011tetal (port or typo) TM* Data

&prolong of Dooppnotod School Offscal Nerve of School Oficial (pnnt or typo) TM* Oats

E.pottro of Cloopnotod School Offspol Sarno of School Moat (pnnt or typo) Tale Date

Dependent spouse and children of the F-1 student who are seeking entry/reentry to the U.S.

Name family (caps) first Date of birth Country of birth Relationship to the F-1 student

Student Employment Authorization and other Records

A3.97 2/92
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U.S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service

Page I
Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant (M-1) Student
Status -For Vocational Students (OMB No. 1115-0051)

This pep must be completed and signed in the U.S. by a designated school officiaL

1.

2.

Famly name (surname):

First (given) name (do not enter middle name):

Country of birth: Date of birth (mo./day/year):

Country of citizenship: Admission number (complete if known):

School (school district) name:

School official to be notified of student's arrival in U.S. (Name and Title):

School address (include zip code):

School code (include 3-digit suffix, if any) and approval date:

214F Approved on

3. This certificate is issued to the student named above for:
(check and /15 out es appropriate)

a. Initial attendance at this school.
b. Continued attendance at this school.

c. School transfer.
Transferred from

d. Use by dependents for entering the United States. f. .44,

e. Other r )
4. Level of education the student is pun o 1ra3fue x

in the United States: (Check onlY .T.9) 881)1`
" ti

a. High school Ja. lititliw&Cational school

5. The student named sti4Voi9iiis been accepted for a full course of
study at this school, majoring in
The student is expected to report to the school not later than

(date) and complete studies not later than

(date) the normal length of study is

6. English proficiency is required:

The student has the required English proficiency.
The student is not yet proficient, English instructions
will be given at the school.

English proficiency is not required because

For Immigration Only Use

Visa issuing post Date visa issued

Reinstated, extension granted to:

7. This school estimates the student's average costs for an
academic term of (up to 12) months to be:

.

-Sa. Tuition and feet,

b. Liringfi s
A '..-T7 EtiipseisMittf dependents $
4 \ '..$ ocr. Other (specify): $

Total S

8. This school has information showing the following as the student's
means of support, estimated for an academic term of
months (Use the same number of months given in item 7).

a. Students personal funds $

b. Funds from this school

(specify flp8): $

c. Funds from another source
(specify type and source): S

Total S
9. Remarks:

10. School Certification: I certify under penalty of perjury that all Information provided above in items 1 through 8 was completed before I signed this formand is true and correct; I
executed this form in the United States after review and evaluation in the United States by me or other officials of the school of the student's application, transcripts or other records of
courses taken and proof of financial responsibility which were received at the school prior to the execution of this form; the school has determined that the above mimed student's qualifies-
tions meet all standards for admission to the school; the student will be required to pursue full tomes of study as defined by 8 CFR 214.2(fX6); I am designated official of the above
named school and I am authorized to issue this form.

ated school official:Signature of design Name of designated school official & title (print or types Dste and place Issued (city and state)

11. Student Certification: I have read and agreed to comply with the terms and conditions of my admission and those of any extension of stay asspecified on page 2. I certify that all
information provided on this form refers to me sod is true and correct to the beet of my knowledge. I certify that I seek to enter or remain in the United States temporarily, and solely for
the purpose of pursuing full course of tidy at the Khoo: named on Item 2 of this form. I also authorised the named school to release any Information from my records which le needed

by the INS puressat to 3 CFR 214.3(g).

Signature of student: Name of student (print or type): Data

Signature of parent or guardian fit student is under 18): Name of parent or guardian (print or type): Date

Address of parent or guardian: (street) (city) (state or province) (county)

Form 1.2051-N/1-201D Copy (Rev. 5-3.90)N For Wilds) em oily

/410ofIlm lodes Number

A3-10
BEST CP: AVAILABLE



Page 2

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS

FORM 140MA/1201M COPY. The first time you enter the United States, you must present a Form

1-20M-N/1-20ID Copy. It will be returned to you endorsed with admission number. You must have

your Form 1-204D Copy (pages 3 and 4 cf Form 1.20M-N) with you at all times. You must not

surrender it when you ;cave the United States. Failure to have it with you when you apply to reenter

the United States will delay your entry into the United Sates. (If you lose your Form I-20113 Copy.

you must request a new one. on Form 1-102, from the Immigration and Naturalization Service office

having jurisdiction over the school you were last authorized to attend.

ADMISSION. You must give this Form (1-20 NUN) to the American consular officer at the time you

apply for a visa (unless you are exempt from visa requirements), and to immigration officer with

evidence of ability to support yourself while pursuing a full course of study when you arrive in the

United States. If you are exempt from visa requirements, and you are applying for admission to the

United States as an M-1 student, you must give the immigration officer this form and evidence of

your ability to support yourself while pursuing a full course of study.

SCHOOL. If you are applying for entry to the United States for the first time after being issued an M-

M -1 visa, you will not be admitted unless you plan to attend the school specified in that visa. If.

before you enter the United States, you decide to attend another school, you will present an 1-20M-N

from the new school to an American consular officer to have that school weeilled in your visa.

EMPLOYMENT. You are not permitted to work except for practical training or to engage in bungler.

You may apply for permission to work for practical training only after completing the Mocarlenal

program. Your alien spouse ter child 1114 clardiouunt may not work in Use UMW States.

PERIOD OF STAY. You are permitted to remain in the Mired State' only while maintaining

nonimmigrant student status. You must Wm motile a mild passport. You may not stay longer

than authorized on your Form 1.2010 Copy orders you apply to the Immigration and Naturalization

Service (on Form I-338 accompanied by my Form 1-2010 Copy) for an extension, between 15 and 60

days before the date that your authorised stay expires. You may stay while the 'optic:mon is being

processed and if it is approved, until the expiration of the extension.

SCHOOL TRANSFER. You will not be granted permission to oansfer to another school within six

month: of the date you first become an 144 student, unless you em unable to remain at the school to

which you are fast admitted due to circumstances beyond your control. If you want to transfer to

another school, you must apply on Form 1-538 accompanied by your Form I-2010 Copy. The

application mutt be submitted to the Immigration and Naturalization Service office having

jurisdiction over the school from which you with to transfer. Sixty days after filing your application,

you may attend the new school subject to approval or denial of your application. Your application

will be denied. however, if you have not been taking a full course of study at the school you were last

authorized to attend.

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVE. You are not permitted to change your educational objective.

REENTRY. If you want to reenter the United States as a nonimmigrant student after a temporary

absence. you mar be in possession of the following. (I) a valid student vile; (2) a vital passport and

either a new Form 1.20 M-N or your I-201D Copy (pages 3 & 4 of the Form 1.20 ht-N) properly

endorsed for reentry if the information on the 1-20 ID Copy form is current.

NOTICE Of ADDRESS. If you move. you mow submit notice within 10 days of your change of

address to the Inunigmtion and Naturalization Service on Form AR-11 (available at any INS office).

ARRIVAL/DEPARTURE When you depart from the United States, you must give your "Arrival

Deputises Record" (Form 144) to a representative of the steamship or airline if you leave via a

seeped or airpen. to a Curdles immigration officer If you rave across the Canadian border, or to a

United States immigration officer If you leave actor the Mexican border. However, you may keep

your 144 for reentering United States from Mexico or Canada. if you return to the U.S. within 30

day,.

PENALTY. If you do not register at the school named in ynut Form I-20M-N or If you cop attending

school, or take less than a full course of study, or accept cruuthonzed employment, you fail to

maintain your status and may be deported from the United States.

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE SCHOOL

Failure to comply. the law provides severe criminal penalties for you and your school for failure to

comply with the regulatons and instructions governing issuance of this form. Failure to comply with

8CFR 215.3(K) may subject you and your school to criminal prosecution. If you issue this form

improperly. provide rake information, or fail to submit required reports, the Immigration and

Naturalization Service may withdraw its approval of your school for attendance by nonimmigrant

students.

It Is Your Resposusloilityt

A. To complete Pape I for any alien you have accepted for a full course of study in your school, if

that person:

(I) Intends to apply for admission to the United States as a nonimmigrant under Section

101 (a)(15)(M)(ft of the Immilvation and Nationality Act (M-1 classification):

(2) Is in the United States as a M-I nonimmigrant and has applied for transfer to your

school; or

(3) Is In the United States and will apply to change his/her nonimmigrant classification to

1,44

B. To endorse Page 4 of this form for any alien you have accepted for a fuU course of stud) m

your school if that person

(I) Is in the United States in A4-1 classification and is departing temporanly from the United

States, and there has been no change in the information in items 3. 4. 7, and/or 8 on

Page I. If there has been a change in items 3, 4, 7, and/or 8 on Page 1, a new Form I-

201444/1-20 ID Copy mug be issued for reentry after a temporary absence.

t2) Has a spouse or children who wish to join the student us the United States and acquue

norummigrant (M-2) classification, and them has been no change in the information in

items 7 and/or Ei on Page I. If there has been a change in items 7 and/or I on Page I. a

new Form 1.20 M-N/1-20 ID Copy must be issued.

C. To establish that any student to whom you issue this form:

(I) Is able to pay all expenses incurred (and those of any dependents with the student) while

m the United States.

(2) Meets all requirements for admission to pour school If you want assistance in

determining the student's proficiency us English, contact the Cultural Affairs Officer at

the Embassy of the student's country.

D. To be sure each Form 1-20P444/1-20 ID Copy is signed and issued in the United States by a

designated school official of your school as defined in 8CFR 214.3(t)(1). A designated school

official who may be authorized by the school to issue this form must be a regularly employed

member of the school administration, whose office is located at the school and whose

compensation does not come from commissions for recruitment of foreign student:. Individuals

whose principal obligation to the school is to recruit foreign students for compensation may

not be authorized to issue this form.

E. To endorse Page 4 of this form at least every six months when the student leaves the United

States for a temporary absence, if the student will be enrolled in your school immediately after

reentry.

F. To retain all evidence which shows the scholastic ability and finencral status on which

admission was Saud. at long as the student is attending your school.

G. To comply with request from the Immigration and Naturabration Service for infomutton

concerning the student's Immigration status.
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U.S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service

Par 3
Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant (M-1) Student
Status -For Vocational Students (OMB No. 1115-0051)

This page must be completed and signed in the U.S. bye' designated school official.

1.

2.

Family name (surname):

First (given) name (do not enter middle name):

Country of birth: Date of birth (mo./day/year):

Country of citizenship: Admission number (complete if known):

School (school district) name:

School official to be notified of student's arrival in U.S. (Name and Title):

School address (include zip code):

School code (include 3-digit suffix, if any) and approval date:

214F Approved on

3. This certificate is issued to the student named above for:
(check and rill out as appropriate)

a. Initial attendance at this school.

For immigration Only Use

Visa issuing post Date visa issued

Reinstated, extension granted to:

7. This school estimates the student's average costs for an

academic term of (up to 12) months to be:

b. Continued attendance at this school. a, Tuition and fees $

c. School transfer. b. Living expenses S

Transferred from c. Expenses of dependents $
>.
p.,, d. Use by dependents for entering the United States.
0 d. Other (specify): $

C.)
e. °them.

Total $
E. 4. Level of education the student is pursuing or will pursue
Z in the United States: (Check only cies) 8. This school has information showing the following as the student's
(410 a. High school b. Other vocational school

means of support, estimated for an academic term of
months (Use the same number of months given in item 7).

1.,. 5. Thee cadent named above has been accepted for a full course of
study at this school, majoring in a. Students personal funds $

z The student is expected to report to the school not later than b.Ffinds from this school

0 (scity type):(date) and complete studies not later than S
ct
... (date) the normal length of study is c. Funds from another source

(specify type and source): $

6. English proficiency is required: Total $
The student has the required English proficiency. 9. Remarks:
The student is not yet proficient. English instructions
will be given at the school.
English proficiency is not required because

10. School Certification: I certify under penalty of perjury that all information provided above in items 1 through 8 was completed before I signed this form and is true and correct; I
executed this form in the United States after review and evaluation in the United States by me or other official. of the school of the student's application, transcripts or other records of
courses taken and proof of financial responsibility which were received at the school prior to the execution of this form: the school has determined that the above named student's qualifica-

tions meet all standards for admission to the school; the student will be required to pursue full course of study as defined by 8 CFR 214.2(fX6); I am designated official of the above

named school and I am authorized to issue this form.

Signature of designated school official: I Name of designated school official & title (print or type) 'Date and place issued (city and state)

11. Student Certification: I have read and agreed to comply mita the terms and conditions of my admission and those of any extension of stay as specified on page 2. I certify that all

information provided on this form refers to me and is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. I certify that I seek to enter or remain in the United States temporarily, and solely for

the purpose of pursuing full course of study at the school named on item 2 of this form. I also authorized the named school to release any information from my records which is needed

by the INS pursuant to 8 CFR 214.3(g).

Signature of student: Name of student (print or type) Date

Signature of parent or guardian (if student is under 18) Name of parent or guardian (print or type) Date

Address of parent or guardian: (street) (city) (state or province)

Form 1.20M-N/I-20ID Copy (Rev. 5-3.901N

(county)

For official use only

Microfilm Index Number

A3-12



Page 4

IF YOU NEED MORE INFORMATION CONCERNING YOUR M.I NONIMMIGRANT STUDENT STATUS AND ME RELATING
IMMIGRATION PROCEDURES, PLEASE CONTACT EITHER YOUR FOREIGN STUDENT ADVISOR ON CAMPUS OR A
NEARBY IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE OFFICE.

This page, when properly endorsed. may be used for entry of the spouse and children of an hi- I Student following to join the student in the United
States, or reentry of the student to attend the same school after temporary absence from the United States.

For reentry of the student and/or the M2 dependents (Each Certification Signature is valid for six months.)

Signature of Designated Scheel Official Name School Official & Title (Printor Type) Data

Signature of Designated School Official Name SCrworOnrcsat &Title (Print or Type) Data

Signature of Designated School Official Name School Official &Title ( Pruse or Type) Date

Signature of Designated School Official Name School Official & Title (Print or Type) Date

Signature of Designated School Official

Signature of Designated School Official

Name School Official &Title (Prime or Type)

Nein, School Official & -
fs'i,.t V11 '

eikeibvinetivy ie the U.S.

.

Dependent spouse and children of the M-1 elutient who

Name F mil Fi

at*

Date

Relationship to the M-1 Studei

Other Student Records:

.
Authority for collecting: Authority for collecting the information on this and releted student forme is contained in 5U.S.C. 1101 end 118:
The information solicited will be used by the Depetment of State and the Immigration and Naturalisation Service to determine eligibility for the
benefits requested . The law provides severe penalties for knowingly end willfully f.loifying or concealing a material fact, or using any false documen
in the Admission of this form.

Reporting Burden: Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 30 minutes per reponse, including the
time for reviewing instructions, searching e feting data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the
collection of information. Send comments regarding this burden estimated or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions

fur reducing this burden, to: U.S. Department ofJustice. Immigration and Naturalization Service (Room 20111. Washington, D.C. 20635. and to the
Office of Msnsgement and Budget, Paperwork Reduction Project. OUR No.1115.0051, Washington. D.C. 20503.

Lr

A3 -13
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U.S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service

OMB tt15-0077
Expires 143148

Admission Number
Welcome to the United States

014240912 00,i,, II I

1-94 Arrival/Departure Record - Instructions

This form must be completed by all personsexcept U.S. citizens, returning resident
aliens, aliens with immigrant visas, and Canadian Citizens visiting or in transit.

Type or print legibly with pen in ALL CAPITAL LETTERS. Use English. Do not
write on the back of this form.

This form is in two parts. Please complete both the Arrival Record (Items I
through 13) and the Departure Record (Items 14 through 17).

When all items are completed, present this form to the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service Inspector.

Item 7 - If you are entering the United States by land, enter LAND in this space. If
you are entering the United States by ship, enter SEA in this space.

Form 144110- 0145)N

Admission Number

014240912 00
I t I

Immigration and
Naturalization Service

1-94
Arrival Record

1 Family Name

I I I i I I i I I I I i I i 1

2. First (Given) Name 3 Birth Date (Day Mo Yr)

: 1 I I i I I 1 I I i I i I i
or Female)4. Country of Citizenship 5 Sex (MobIIIIIIIII i'1111 III,

6 Passport Number 7 Airline and Flight Number

1

i i I I I I r I I i I i i -1,:'-'; L

8 Countq. Where You Live 9. City Where You iloardedILIIIII I .ill-III II
;0 City Where Visa Was Issued Ii: Date Issued (Day Mo Yr)

k I I I I : I I I I I I I , 1 II I

;2 Address While in the United States (Number and Street)III t 111111
:3 City and State

Departure Number

014240912 00

Immigration and
Naturalization Service

1.94
Departure Record

:1p

14 Family Name

15 First (Given) Name 16. Birth Date (Day Mu Yr)

This Side For Go eat Use Ooly

Primary Inspection

Applicant's
Name
Date
Referred

0 212A

0 Other

Time Insp. #

Reason Referred

ci PP Visa 0 Parole 0 SLB l7 TWOV

Secondary Inspection

End Secondary
Time lnsp N

Disposition

IS. Occupation 19. Waivers

20. INS File

A -

21. INS FCO

22. Petition Number 23. Program Number

24. Bond 25. Prospective Student

26. Itinerary/ Comments

27. TWOV Ticket Number

Wining -A nonimmigrant who accepts unauthorized employment is subject to
deportation.
Important - Retain this permit in your possession; you, oust surrender it when you
leave Me U.S. Failure to do no may delay your entry into the U.S. in the future.
You are authorized to stay in the U.S. only until the date written on this form. To
remain past this date, without permmission from immigration authorities, is a
violation of the law.
SISTM/inf thin permit Mom you kere doe U.S.:

- By sea or air, to the transportation line;
- Across the Canadian border, to a Canadian Official;
- Across the Mexican border, to a U.S. Official.

Students planning to reenter the U.S. within 30 days to return to the same school,
see "Arrival-Departure" on page 2 of Form 1-20 prior to surrendering this permit.

Record of Changes

ItIllti Port: Departure Record
17 Country of Citizenship

Date:
I I,

Carrier:

Flight N/Ship Name:

See Other Side STAPLE HERE Pm' h3 the Soperintendent of Documents. 1'.S Government Printing °Mee
WaxIdnaton. D.C. 20402

r
t t1
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U.S. Department of Justice
OW No. 1116-00111

In migration and Naturalization Service
Approvel Expkee 7411

APPLICATION BY NONIMMIGRANT ALIEN FOR REPLACEMENT OF ARRIVAL DOCUMENT

(READ INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE)

Fee Stamp

1. I hereby apply for: Check the appropriate box(ss) below to indicate the purpose of your application.)

A REPLACEMENT OF LOST, MUTILATED, OR DESTROYED ARRIVAL-DEPARTURE RECORD (FORM 1-94)

8 REPLACEMENT OF LOST, MUTILATED, OR DESTROYED CREWMAN'S LANDING PERMIT (FORM 1-95)

C REPLACEMENT OF LOST, MUTILATED, OR DESTROYED FORM 1-20 ID COPY RELATING TO STUDENT

D REPLACEMENT OF INCORRECT ARRIVAL-DEPARTURE RECORD (FORM 1.94), CREWMAN'S LANDING PERMIT (FORM 1-95), AND/OR
FORM 1-20 ID COPY

2. YOUR
NAME

FAMILY NAME (Capital Letters) FIRST MIDDLE N 4. Admission Number, if known

3.
MAILING

ADDRESS
IN U. S.

Number and Street (Apt. No.) 5. Country of Citizenship

City State ZIP Code
8. Passport cr Alien Registration Number (if Any)

7. Means of Last Arrival In the U. S. (Name of Vest*, or Airline & Flight No., Mc.)

B. Place (City) whore transportation was boarded

9. Address Outside the United States (Number) (Street) (City) (Province or State) (Country)

10. Dole of Binh (Month) (Day) (Year) 11. Country of Birth 12. Place Visa Issued (City) (Country)

13. Date Visa Issued (Month) (Day) (Year) 14.,Last Admitted to U.S. at (City) (State) 15. Date Last Admitted to U.S. (Month) (Day) (Year)

16. Name Used when Last Admitted to the U.S . (If same as item "2", write "Same")

17. Status at Tine of Admission Student Crewman

Other (Spicily)

18. Date to Which Stay Has Been Authorized (Month) (Day) (Year)

FILL IN THIS BLOCK IF YOU CHECKED BOX "A", "B", OR "C" OF ITEM 1 ABOVE

19. My Arrival-Departure Record, or Crewman's Landing Permit, and/or Form 1.20 ID Copy became lost mutilated destroyed

on or about at under the following circumstances
(Racy)(Date)

If my document Is recovered or I ascertain its whereabouts, I will surrender it or report the facts to the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

SIGNATURE OF PERSON PREPARING FORM, IF OTHER THAN APPLICANT

20. I declare that this document was prepared by me at the request of the
applicant and is based on all Information of which I have any knowledge.

Signsture:

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT

21. I certify that the above statements are true and correct to best of
my knowledge and belief.

Complete signature of applicant:

Address Date Date signed:

Form 1-102 (Rev. 5-5-63)N

FO
If011

OFFICIAL
CNOFILM INDEX NUMMI

USE ONLY

[RECEIVED TRANS. IN RET'D-TRANS. OUT COMPLETED

A3-15

LEST COPY AVAILABLE
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APPLICANT: DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS UNE
Rupee Ong Office

Data

Day Searching Office)

Record located; copy attached

Unable to verify

rocord located In NIIS data base
or student subsystem of MS
data base.

I recommend that application be Granted 0

(Immigration Officer) (pets)
Remarks: Replacement Issued

LATE
OF
ACTION
00

DISTRICT

For ofllolol we orgy
IIICOONIU1 81100 HUMMER

INSTRUCTIONS

1. HOW TO PREPARE - Fill in, in single copy only, by typewriter, or printin block letters in ink.

2. WHERE TO SUBMIT THIS APPLICATION - You may mail this application or submit it in person to the
Immigration office having jurisdiction over the place where you are residing in the United States.

3. MUTILATED OR INACCURATE DOCUMENTS - If you have a mutilated or inaccurate document in
your possession, it must be attached to this application. If you checked Box "D" of item 1, there must be
attached to this application a statement dated and signed by you citing specifically the information on your
Form 1-94, 1-95, or Form 1-20 ID Copy that requires correction and the reason why this information is
incorrect.

4. FEE - If you checked box "A", "B", or "C" of item 1, a fee of fifteen dollars ($15) must be paid for filing
this application. It cannot be refunded regardless of the action taken on the application. DO NOT MAIL
CASH. Payment by check or money order must be drawn on a bank or other institution located in the United
States and be payable in United States currency. If applicant resides in the Virgin Islands, check or money
order must be payable to the "Commissioner of Finance of the Virgin Islands". If applicant resides in
G. gym, check or money order must be payable to the "Treasurer, Guam". All other applicants must make
It.. check or money order payable to the "Immigration and Naturalization Service". When check is drawn
nm an account of a person other than the applicant, the name of the applicant must be entered on the face
ut the check. Personal checks are accepted subject to collectibility. An uncollectible check will render the
application and any documents issued pursuant to it invalid. A charge of $5.00 will be imposed if a check
in payment of a fee is not honored by the bank on which it is drawn.

5. PENALTIES - Severe penalties are provided by law for knowingly and willfully falsifying or concealing a
material fact or using any false document in the submission of this application. Also, a false representation
may result in the denial of this application and any other application you may make for any benefit under
the immigration laws of the United States.

1

2/92 A3-16



U.S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service

OMB it 115.0168
Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker

START HERE - Please Type or Print

Part 1. Information about the employer filing this petition.
If the employer is an individual. use the top name line. Organizations
should use the second line.

Family
Name

Company or
Organization Name

Given
Name

Middle
Initial

Address Ann:

Street Number
and Name

Apt.

City State or
Province

Country ZIP/Postal
Code

IRS
Tax

Part 2. Information about this Petition.
(See instructions to determine the fee).

1. Requested Nonimmigrant Classification:
(write classification symbol at right)

2. Basis for Classification (check one)

a. New employment

b. Continuation of previously approved employment without awes

c. Change in previously approved employment

d. New concurrent employment

3. Prior peetlOn. If you checked other then 'New Empbymene in item 2. (above) give the

most recent prior petition numtor for tits wooko(s):

4. Requested Action: (check one)
a. Nouty the office in Part 4 so the person(s) can obtain a visa or be admitted (NOTE:

a petition is not required for an E-1. E2, or R visa).

b. Change the person(s) status and extend their stay since they are all now in the U.S.

in another status (see instructions for limitations). This is available only where you

check New Employment" in item 2. above.

c. Extend or amend the stay of the person(s) since they now hold this status.

B. Total number of workers in petition:

(See instructions for where more than one worker can be included.)

Part 3. Informatioriabout the person(s) you are filing for.
Complete the blocks below. Use the continuation sheet to name each
Person included in this petition.

It an entertainment group,
give their group name.

Fa/My
Name

Given
Name

Mddle
Initial

Date of Birth
(Month/Day/Year)

Country
of Birth

Scc.ial
Security

A

If In the United States. complete the fotkronna:

Data of Amvai
(Month /Day /Year)

1.94

Current Nonimmigrant
Status

Enwes
(Monte/Day/Year)

Form 1-129 (Rev. 12'20/91) DRAFT 10 Continued on back.

FOR INS USE ONLY
Returned Receipt

Resubmitted

Re loc Sent

Reloc Recd

Interviewed

Petitioner

Beneficiary

Class:

# of Workers:

Priority Number:

Validity Dates: From

To

Classification
Consulate/POE/PFI

Extension

COS/Extension

Approved
Notified

At
Granted

Granted

Partial Approval (explain)

Action Block

To Be Completed by
Attorney or Representative, if any
Fill in box If 0.28 is attached to represent
the applicant

VOLAGr

ATTY State License

A3-17 2/92



2/92

Part 4. Processing Information.
a. If the person named in Part 3 is outside the U.S. or a requested extension of stay or change of status cannot be granted. give the U.S. consuia

inspection facility you want notified if this petition is approved.

Type of Office (check one): Q Consulate 0_ Pre-flight inspeCtion Port of Entry

Office Address (City) U.S. State or Foreign Country

Person's I aeogn Address

b. Does each person in this petition have a valid passport?

Not required to have passport No - explain on separate paper Yes

C. Are you filing any other petitions with this one? No Yes - How many?

d. Are applications for replacemenVInival I-94's being filed with this petition? No Yes - How many?

e. Are applications by dependents being filed with this petition? No Yes - How many?

f. Is any person in this petition in exclusion or deportation proceedings? No Yes explain on separate paper

Q. Have you ever filed an immigrant petition for any person in this petition? No Yes - explain on separate paper

h. If you indicated you were filing a new petition in Part 2, within the past 7 years has any person in this petition:

1) ever been given the classification you are now requesting? No Yes - explain on separate paper

2) ever been denied the classification you are now requesting? No Yes explain on separate paper

If you are filing for an entertainment group. has any person in this petition not been with the group for at W year?
No Yes - explain on separate paper

Part 5. Basic information about the proposed employment and employer.
Attacn the supplement relating to the classification you are requesting.

Job
Title

Nonteclinicai Deabrifition

of Job
Address where me person(s) will work

if different from the address in Part 1.

Is this a full -time position?

No - Hours per week
Wages per week

yes or per year

Other Compensation

(Explain)

Value per week

Or per year

Dates of Intended employment

From: To:

Type of Petitioner - check one: U.S. citizen or permanent resident Organizaban Other - explain on separate paper

Type of

business:

Year

established:

Current Number

of Emotoyees

Gross Annual

Income

Net Annual

Income

Part 6. Signature.
Read the information on enalties in the instructions before corn letin a Mrs section.

I certify, under penalty of penury under the laws of the United States of Amenca, that thus petition, and trie evidence submitted with it, is all true and correct if
filing this on behalf of an organization, I certify that I am empowered to do so by that organization. If this petition is to extend a prior petition, I certify that the
proposed employment is under the Same terms and conditions as in the poor approved petition. I authorize the release of any informauon from my records, or
from me petitioning organtzation's records, which the Imm ration and Naturalization Service needs to determine eligibility for the benefit being sought

Signature and title Pnnt Name Date

Please Note: If you do not completely fill out this form and the required supplement, or fail to submit required documents listed in the instructions, then tine
person(s) filed for may not be found eligible for the requested benefit. and this petition may be denied.

Part 7. Signature of person preparing form if other than above.
I declare that I prepared this petition at the request of the above person and it is based on all information of which I have any knowledge.

Signature Pnnt Name Oats

Firm Name
and Address

A3-18



U.S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service

OMB 11115-0168
E Classification

Supplement to Form 1-129

Name of person or organization filing petition: Name of person you are filing for

Classification sought (check one):

E-1 Trams/ trader E-2 Treaty investor

Section 1. Information about the Employer Outside the U.S. (If any)

Name of country signatory to treaty with U.S.

Name Address

Alien's Position - Title, dunes and number of years employed Principal Product. merchandise or service

Total Number of Employees

Section 2. Additional Information about the U.S. Employer.

The U.S. company is to the company outside the U.S. (check one):
1:3 Parent Brandin Subsidiary

Data and Place of Incorporation or establishment in the U.S.

Affiliate Joint Venture

Nationality of Ownership (Individual or Corporate)
Name Nationality Immigration Status % Ownership

ASSels Net Worth Total Annual Income

Staff in the U.S.

Nationals of Treaty Country in E or L Status

Executive/Manager Specialized Qualifications or Knowledge

Total number of

employees in the US.
Total number of employees the alien would supervise; or descnte the nature of the specialized skills essential to the U.S. company.

Section 3. Complete if filing for an E-1 Treaty Trader

Total Annual Gross Traciellueness of the U.S. company For Year Ending

Percent of total gross Valle which is between the U.S. and the country of which the treaty trader organization is a national.

Section 4. Complete if flung for an E-2 Treaty Investor

Total Investment Cash Equipment Other

Inventory Premises Total

Form 1-129 Supplement EL (12/2001) DRAFT 8.
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U.S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service

OMB #1115.0168

H Classification
Supplement to Form 1-129

Name of person or organization filing petition: Name of person or total number of workers or trainees you are filing for.

List the alien's and any dependent family memtem prior periods of stay in H classification in the U.S. for the last six years. Be sure to list only those

periods in which the alien and/or family members were actually in the U.S. in an H classification. It more space is needed. attach an additional sheet.

Classification sought (check one): 0 H-184
H-1A Registered Professional nurse CI H-1135
H-181 Specialty occupation H-18S

H-182 Exceptional services relating to a cooperative research
arid development protect administered by the U.S. H-2A

Department of Defense H-28
H-183 Artist, entertainer or fashion model of national or H-3

international acclaim 0 H-3

Artist or entertainer in unique or traditional an form
Athlete
Essential Support Personnel for H-1B entertainer or
athlete
Agricultural worker
Nonagricultural worker
Trainee
Special education exchange visitor program

Section 1. Complete this section if filing for H-1A or H-18 classification.

Describe the proposed duties

Alien's present occupation and summary of prior wont experience,

, ter--

Statement for FMB speciality occupations only:
By filing this petition. I agree to the terms of the tabor condition application for the duration of the alien's authorized period of stay for H-18
employment

Peutonees Signature Date

Statement for H-18 specialty occupations and DOD projecfc
As an authorized official of the employer, I certify that the employer will be liable for the reasonable coats of return transportation of the aken abroad if

trim alien is dismissed from employment by the employer before the end of the period of authorized stay.

Signature of authorized official of employer Date

Statement for H-115 DOD projects only:
I certify that the alien will be working on a cooperative research and development project or a coproduction protect under a reciprocal Government-to-

Government agreement administered by the Department of Del WM.

DOD project manager's signature Date

Section 2. Complete this section if filing for H-2A or H-213 classification.

Employment is: Seasonal Temporary need is: Unpredictable

(check one) Peekloacl (check one) Periodic

Intermittent Recurrent annually

One -time occurrence
Explain your temporary need for the alian's services (attach a asperse, paper it additional space ieneeded).

Form 1-129 Supplement H (12/20/91) DRAFT 9 Continued on back.
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Section 3. Complete this section if filing for H-2A classification.

The petitioner and each employer consent to allow government access to the site where the labor is being performed for the purpose of determining
compliance with H-2A requirements. The petitioner further agrees to notify the Service in the manner and within the time frame specified if an H-2A worker
absconds or if the authorized employment ends more than Nve days before the relating certification document expires, and pay liquidated damages of ten
dollars for each instance where it cannot demonstrate compliance with this notification requirement. The petitioner also agrees to pay liquidated damages of
two hundred darters for each instance where it cannot be demonstrated that the H-2A worker either departed the United States or obtained authorized status
dung the period of admission or within five days of *arty termination, whichever comes first

The petitioner must execute Pan A. If the petitioner is the employer's agent the employer must execute Part B. If there are pint employers, they must each

execute Part C.

Part A. Petitioner.

By filing this petition, I agree to the conditions of H-2A employment. and agree to the notice requirements and limited liabilities defined in 8
CFR 214.2 (h) (3) (o).

Petitioner's signature Date

Part B. Employer who Is not petitioner:

I certify that I have authorized the party filing this petition to act as my agent in this regard. I assume full responsibility
for all representations made by this agent on my behalf, and agree to the conditions of H-2A eligibility.

Employer's signature Date

Part C. Joint Employers:

I agree to the conditions of H-2A eligibility.

Joint employer's signature(s) Date

Joint employers sipnowboy Date

Joint employer's signature(s) Date

Joint employer's signature(s) Date

Joint emptoyer's signature(s) Date

Section 4. Complete this section if filing for H-3 classification.

If you answer -yes' to any of the following questions, attach a full explanation.

a. Is the training you intend to provide, or similar training, available in the alien's country? No Yes

b. Will the training benefit the alien in pursuing a career abroad? No Yes

c. Does the training involve productive employment incidental to training? No Yes

d. Does the alien aiready have skills rotated to the training? No Yes

e. Is this training an effort to overcome a labor shotteoe? No Yes

f. Do you intend to employ the alien abroad at the end of this training? No Yea

If you do not intend to employ this person abroad at the end of this training, explain why you wish to incur the cost of providing this training, and

your expected return from this training.

A3-21 2/92



U.S. Department of Justice
immigration and Naturalization Service

OMB 91115.0168
L Classification

Supplement to Form 1-129

Name of person or organization filing petition: Name of person you are filing for.

This petition is (check one): An individual petition A blanket petition

Section 1. Complete this section If filing an individual petition.

Classification sought (check one): Q L-1A manager or executive 0 L-18 specialized knowledge
List the alien's, and any dependent family members' prior yenocis of stay in an L classification in the U.S. for the last seven years. Be sure to list only

those periods in which the alien and/or family members were actually in the U.S. in an L classification.

Name and address of employer atxoad

Dates of alien's employment with this empkter. Explain any interruptions in employment

Descnpuon of the alien's duties for the past 3 years.

Descnpuon of alien's proposed duties in the U.S.

Summarize the alien's education and work experience.

The U.S. company is, to the company abroad: (check one)

Parent Branch Subsidiary

()samba the stock ownership and managerial control of each company.

Affiliate 71 Joint Venture

Do the companies currently have the same qualifying relationship as they did dung the one-year period of the alien's employment with the company

abroad? Yes No (attach explanation)

Is the alien coming to the U.S to open a new office?
Yes (explain in detail on separate paper) No

Section 2. Complete this section if tiling a Blanket Petition.

List all U.S. and foreign parent, branches, subsithanes and affiliates included in this petition. (Attach a separate paper if additional space is needed.)

Name and Address Relationship

Explain in detail on separate paper.

Form 1-129 Supplement E/L (12/18/91) DRAFT 6
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U.S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service

ow:41115-0168
0 and P Classifications.

Supplement to Form 1-129

Name of person or oganizabon filing petition: Name of person or group or total number of workers you are filing for:

Classification sought (check one):

0-1 Alien of extraordinary ability in sciences, art, education, or business.
P-2 Artist or entertainer for reciprocal exchange program

P-2S Essential Support Personnel br P-2

Explain the nature of the event

Describe the duties to be performed
ts.

If filing for 0-2 or P support alien, dates of the alien's prior expsnance with the 0.1 or P alien.

Have you obtained the required written cassultabore(s)? Yea - attached 0 No - Copy of request attached
If not. give the following information about the organizations(sl to which you have sent a duplicate of this cetibon.

0-1 Extraordinary ability

Nairne of recognized peer group Phone

Address Date sent

0-1 Extraordinary achievement in motion pictures or television

Name of labor organization Phone

Address Data sem

Name of management orgetzabon Phone

Address Data sent

0-2 or P alien

Name of labor organization Phone a

Address Data sent

Form 1-129 Supplement 0/P/O/R (12/20/91) DRAFT 10
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U.S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service

OMR #1115.0158

0 & R Classifications
Supplement to Form 1-129

Name of person or organizabon fding petition: Name of person you ate Slim for:

Section 1. Complete this section ti you are fling for a 0 international cultural exchange alien.

I hereby certify that the participant(s) in this international cultural exchange program

is at least 1 a years of age,
has the ability to communicate effectively about the cultural attributes of his or her country of nationality to the American public, and

has not previously been in the United Stales as a 0 nocurnmsgrant unless he/she has resided and been physically present outside the U.S. for

the immediate prior year.

I also certify that the same wages and working conditions are accorded the participants as are Provided to simitarfy employed U.S. workers.

Petitioner's signature Dam

Section 2. Complete this section If you are Ming for an R religious 'outer.

2/92

List the alien's, and any dependent family members, poor periods of stay in R classification in the U.S. for the last six years, Be sure to list only those

periods in which the alien aedior family members were actually in the U.S. in an R clasuficaticn.

Describe the aliens proposed duties in the U.S.

Describe the alien's qualifications for the vocation or occupation

Description of the relationship between the U.S. religious organization and the organization abroad of which the alien was a member.

Form 1-129 Supplement 0/P/G/Ft (12/20/91) DRAFT 8
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U.S. Department of Justice (INS) Petition for Alien Relative
awe CO NO I WRITE IN THIS BLOCK FOR EXAMINING OFFICE ONLY
Action Stamp Fee Stamp

Section of Law:
201 (b) spouse C 203 (a)(1)
201 (b) child 0 203 (aX2)

o 201 (b) parent 203 (aX4)
0 203 (aX5)

AM CON_
REMARKS:

OMB No 1115.0054

Petition was filed on (priority date)
C Personal Interview Previously Forwarded

Pet . Ben. "A" File Reviewed 0 Stateside Criteria
C Field Investigations ti I-485 Simultaneously

204 (aX2XA) Resolved C 204 (h) Resolved

A. Relationship
1. The Mien relative IS my:

Husband/Wife Parent Brother/Sister 0 Child

2. Are you related by adoption? 3. DM you gain permanent residence through *dot: :,on?

C Yes 0 No Yes 0 No

B. Information about you
1. Name (Family name in CAPS) (First) (Middle)

2. Address (Number and Street)

C. Information about your alien relative
1. Name (Family name in CAPS) (First) (Middle)

(Apartment Number) 2. Address (Number and Street) (Apartment Number)

(Town or City) (State/Country) (ZIP/Postal Code) (Town or City)

3. Place of Birth (Town or City)

(State/Country) (ZIP/Postal Code)

(State/Country) 3. Places of Birth (Town or City) (State/Country)

4. Date of Birth
(Mo/Day/Year)

5. Sex
Male

Female

O. Marital Maim
Married Single

0 Widowed C Divorced

7. Other Names Used (including maiden name)

11. Deft and Place of Present Marriage (if married)

9. Social Security number 10. Alien Registration Number (it any)

11. Names of Prior Husbands/Wives 12. Dete(s) MarriegMe) Ended

13. If you are a U.S. citizen, complete the following:

My citizenship was acquired through (check one)

Birth in the U.S.

Naturalization
Give number of certificate. data and place it was issued

O Parents
Have you obtained a certificate of citizenship In your own name?

Yes No

ft "Yes." give number of certificate. date and place it was issued

14e. N you area lawful pennerwint resident ellen, complete the following:
Dale and place of admission for, or adiustment to, lawful permanent residence,

and class of admission:

14b. Did you gain permanent resident status through marriage to a United
Steams damn or {awful permanent resident? Yes No

4. Date of Birth
(Mo/Day/Year)

S. Sex
O Male
O Female

S. Marital Statue

O Married Single

Widowed '2 Divorced

7. Other Names Used (including maiden name)

S. Oat* and Place of Present Marriage (if married)

9. Social Security number 10. Alton Registration Number (if any)

11. Names of Prior Husbands/Wives 12. Date(*) Marri age(s) Ended

13. Has your relative ever been In the U.S.?
Yes C No

14. If your relative is currently in the U.S., complete the to/lowing:

He or she last arrived as a (visitor, student, stowaway, without inspection, etc.)

Arrival/Departure Record (1-94) Number Date arrived (Month/Day/Year)

Date authorized May expired, or will expire as shown on Form1-94 or 1-95

15. Name and address of present employer (if any)

Dote title employment began (Month/Day/Year)

11. His your relative ever been under Immigration proceedings?

Yes No Where When

Exclusion Deportation Rescission Judicial Proceedings

Form1-130 (Rev. 02-2847) N

INITIAL RECEIPT RESUBMITTED RELOCATED COMPLETED

Rec'd Sent Approved Denied Returned

A3-25
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C. (Continued) Information about your alien relative
IS. List husbandfwIM and all children at your rotative (if your relative is your limbs/ Wolfe, list only his or her chiidren).

Nanw Fleistionship Date of Birth Country of Birth

17. Address in the United States when your relative intends is reside

(Number and Street) (Town or City) (Stale)

111. Your riptides's address abroad

(Number and Street) (Town or City) (Province) (Country)

111. If your relative's native alphabet Is other than Roman letters, writs hleiher name and address abroad in the native alphabet:

(Name) (Number and Street) (Town or City) (Province) (Country)

20. it Sling for your husbmid/wile, give Wet address at which you both lived together: From To

(Name) (Apt. No.) (Town or City) (State or Province) (Country) (Month) (Year) (Month) (Year)

21. Check the appropriate box below and give the Information required for the box you checked:

Yow relative wIN apply fora visa abroad at the American Consulate in
(City) (Country)

0 Your relative is In the United Stettin and will apply for allisabwint of Italia to that of a lawful permanent resident In the officeof the immigration and
Platurellsadon Service at 11 your relative la not eligible for adiustment of status, he or she will

(City) (State)
apply fora visa abroad at the American Consultable

(City) (Country)

(Designation of a consulate outside the country of your relative's last residence dose not guarantee acceptance for processing by that consulate.
Acceptance is at the discretion of the designated consulate.)

D. Other Information
1. if separate petitions are also being submitted for other relatives, give names of each and relationship.

2. Have you ever filed a petition for this or any other alien before
If "Yes," give name, place and deft of filing, and result.

0 Yes 0 No

Warning: The INS investigates claimed relationships and verifies the validity of documents. The INS seeks criminal
prosecutions when family relationships are falsified to obtain visas.

Penalties: You may by law be imprisoned for not more than five years, or fined $250,000, or both, for entering Into a
marriage contract for the purpose of evading any provision of the immigration laws and you may be fined up to
$10,000 or imprisoned up to five years or both, for knowingly and willfully falsifying or concealing material fact or
using any false document In submitting this petition.

Your Certification
I certify, under penalty of pectin, under the laws of the United Stales of America, that the foregoing is true and correct. Furthermore, I authorize the rases. of any
information from my records which the imetigredon and Naluraltsedon Sautes nestle to Monks. eligibility for the benefit that lam seeldng.

Signature Dale Phone Number

Signature of Person Preparing Form If Other than Above

I declare that I prepared this document at the request of the parson above and That it is based on ell information of which 1 /wet any knowledge.

(Print Name) (Address) (Signature) (Dale)

2/92
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NOTICE TO PERSONS FILING FOR SPOUSES IF MARRIED LESS THAN TWO YEARS

Pursuant to section 216 of the Immigration and Nationality Act, your alien spouse may be granted
conditional permanent resident status in the United States as of the date he or she is admitted
or adjusted to conditional status by an officer of the Immigration and Naturalization Service. Both
you and your conditional permanent resident spouse are required to file a petition, Form 1-751,
Joint Petition to Remove Conditional Basis of Alien's Permanent Resident Status, during the
ninety day period immediately before the second anniversary of the date your alien spouse was
granted conditional permanent residence.

Otherwise, the rights, privileges, responsibilities and duties which apply to all other permanent
residents apply equally to a conditional permanent resident. A conditional permanent resident
is not limited to the right to apply for naturalization, to file petit;ons in behalf of qualifying relatives,
or to reside permanently in the United States as an immigrant in accordance with the immigra-
tion laws.

Failure to file Form 1-751, Joint Petition to Remove the Conditional Basis
of Alien's Permanent Resident Status, will result in termination of
permanent residence status and initiation of deportation proceedings.

re'.b

NOTE: You must complete Items 1 through 6 to assure that petition approval is recorded.
Do not write in the section below item 6.

1. Nome of relative (Family mune In CAPS) (First) (Middle)

2. ONwr name used by ready* (Including maiden name)

3. Country of m1811,40'0 birth t. Dote of rolatIve's birth (Month/DayNotr)

S. Your name (Last name In CAPS) (First) (Middle) I. Your phone number

111M.
Action Stomp

INNelve Peerrert Gerd
Perm I.I$SA (Nev. 014114?) N

SECTION

201 (bXepoutte)

201 (b)(ctillel)

201 (bXporont)

203 faX1)

203 (a)(2)

203 (a)(4)

203 MR

DATE PETITION FILED

STATESIDE
CRITERIA GRANTED

SENT TO CONSUL AT:

CHECKLIST

Have you answered each
question?
Have you signed the petition?
Have you enclosed:

TM Ming fee for each petition?

Proof if your alzenehlp or lawful

permanent residence?

All requked supporting documents for

each petition?

If you are filing for your husband
or wife have you included:

Your picture?

Hie or Mr picture?

Yocr 0-325A?

His or her G-325A?
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OMB No 1115-0062

U. S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service Affidavit of Support

(ANSWER ALL ITEMS: FILL IN WITH TYPEWRITER OR PRINT IN BLOCK LETTERS IN INK.)

residing at
(N.tme) (Street and Number)

Ctty I (State) (ZIP Code if m C S.) (Country)

BEING DULY SWORN DEPOSE AND SAY:

I. I was born on at
I Date) (Ctts) (Country)

If you are not a native born United States citizen, answer the following as appropriate:
a. If a United States citizen through naturalization, give certificate of naturalization number
b. If a United States citizen through parent(s) or marriage, give citizenship certificate number
c. If United States citizenship was derived by some other method, attach a statement of explanation.
d. If a lawfully admitted permanent resident of the United States, give "A" number

2. That I am years of age and have resided in the United States since (date)
3. That this affidavit is executed in behalf of the following person:

Name Sex Age

Citizen of -- (Country I Marital Status Relationship to Deponent

F'resentlt resides at--(Street and Number) (City) (State) (Country )

Name of spouse and children accompanying or following to join person:

Spouse Sex Agri! Child _Sex Age

Child Sex Aged
, I

Child Sex Age

Child i Sex Age;
I

I

! Child Sex Age

4. That this affidas it is made by me for the purpose of assuring the United States Government that the person(s) named in item 3
will not become a public charge in the United States.

5. That I am willing and able to recek e, maintain and support the person(s) named in item 3. That I am ready and willingto deposit
a bond, if necessary, to guarantee that such person(s) will not become a public charge during his or her stay in the United States,
or to guarantee that the above named will maintain his or her nonimmigrant status if admitted temporarily and will depart prior
to the expiration of his or her authorized stay in the United States.

6. That I understand this affidavit will be binding upon me for a period of three (3) years after entry of the person(s) named in item
3 and that the information and documentation provided by me may be made available to the Secretary of Health and Human
Ser ices and the Secretary of Agriculture. who may make it available to a public assistance agency.

7. That I am employed as. or engaged in the business of with
(Tpc of Business) (Name of concern)

at

(Street and Number) (Coy) (State) (Zip Code)

I derive an annual income of (if self-employed. l have attached a copy of my last income tax
return or report of commercial rating concern which I certify to he true and correct to the hest

mt knowledge and belief. See instruction for nature of evidence of net worth to he
submitted.)

I hale on deposit in savings banks in the United States
I has e other personal property, the reasonable value of which is

Form 1-134 (Rev. 12-1-84) Y OVER
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1 have stocks and bonds with the following market value, as indicated on the attached list
which I certify to be true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
I have life insurance in the sum of
With a cash surrender value of
I own real estate valued at
With mortgages or other encumbrances thereon amounting to $

Which is located at
(Street and Number (City) (State) (Zip Code/

8. That the following persons are dependent upon me for support: (Place an "X" in the appropriate column to indicate whether
the person named is wholly or partially dependent upon you for support.)

Name of Person Wholly Dependent Partially Dependent Age Relationship to Me

9. That I have previously submitted affidavit(s) of support for the following person(s). If none, state "None"
Name Date submitted

10. That I have submitted visa petition(s) to the Immigration and Naturalization Service on behalf of the following person(s). II
none, state none.

Name Relationship Date submitted

1.(Complete this block only if the person named in item 3 will be in the United States temporarily.)
That 1 do intend do not intend, to make specific contributions to the support of the person named in item 3. (If you
check "do intend ". indicate the exact nature and duration of the contributions. For exanzple, you intend to furnish room and
hoard, stateJOr how long and, if money. state the amount in United States dollars and state whether it is to he given in a lump
sum, weekly, or monthly. or for how long.)

OATH OR AFFIRMATION OF DEPONENT

1 acknowledge at that I have read Part III of the Instructions, Sponsor and A lien Liability, and am aware of rry responsibilities as
an immigrant sponsor under the Social Security Act, as amended, and the Food Stamp Act. as amended.

I swear (affirm) that I know the contents of this affidavit signed by me and the statements are true and correct.

Signature of deponent

Subscribed and sworn to (affirmed) before me this __day of 19

at My commission expires on

Signature of Officer Administering Oath Title

If affidavit prepared by other than deponent, please complete the following: I declare that this document was prepared by me at the
request of the deponent and is based on all information of which I have knowledge.

(Signature) (Address) (Date)

r
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U. S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service

(Please tear off this sheet before submitting Affidavit)

Affidavit of Support

INSTRUCTIONS

I. EXECUTION OF AFFIDAVIT. A separate affidavit must
be submitted for each person. You must sign the affidavit in
your full, true and correct name and affirm or make it under
oath. If you are in the United States the affidavit may be sworn
or affirmed b :fore an immigration officer without the payment
of fee, or bef ore a notary public or other officer authorized to
administer c aths for general purposes, in which case the official
seal or certificate of authority to administer oaths must be
affixed. If you are outside the United States the affidavit must
be sworn to or affirmed before a United States consular or
immigration officer.

IL SUPPORTING EVIDENCE. The deponent must submit in
duplicate evidence of income and resources, as appropriate:

A. Statement from an officer of the bank or other financial
institution in which you have deposits giving the following
details regarding your account:

I. Date account opened.
2. Total amount deposited for the past year.
3. Present balance.

B. Statement of your employer on business stationery,
showing:

I. Date and nature of employment.
2. Salary paid.
3. Whether position is temporary or permanent.

C. If self-employed:
I. Copy of last income tax return filed or,
2. Report of commercial rating concern.

D. List containing serial numbers and denominations of
bonds and name of record owner(s).

III. SPONSOR AND ALIEN LIABILITY. Effective October
I, 1980, amendments to section 1614(0 of the Social Security
Act and Part A of Title XVI of the Social Security Act establish
certain requirements for determining the eligibility of aliens
who apply for the first time for Supplemental Security Income
(SSI) benefits. Effective October 1,1981, amendments to section
415 of the Social Security Act establish similar requirements for
determining the eligibility of aliens who apply for the first time
for Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) benefits.
Effective December 22, 1981. amendments to the Food Stamp
Act of 1977 affect the eligibility of alien participation in the
Food Stamp Program. These amendments require that the
income and resources of any person who, as the sponsor of an
alien's entry into the United States, executes an affidavit of
support or similar agreement on behalf of the alien, and the
income and resources of the sponsor's spouse (if living with the
sponsor) shall be deemed to be the income and resources of the
alien under formulas for determining eligibility for SSI,
AFDC, and Food Stamp benefits during the three years
following the alien's entry into the United States.

Form 1-134 (Rev. 12-1-84) Y

An alien applying for SSI must make available to the Social
Security Administration documentation concerning his or her
income and resources and those of the sponsor including
information which was provided in support of the application
for an immigrant visa or adjustment of status. An alien
applying for AFDC or Food Stamps must make similar
information available to the State public assistance agency. The
Secretary of Health and Human Services and the Secretary of
Agriculture are authorized to obtain copies of any such
documentation submitted to INS or the Department of State
and to release such documentation to a State public assistance
agency.

Sections 1621(e) and 4I5(d) of the Social Security Act and
subsection 5(i) of the Food Stamp Act also provide that an alien
and his or her sponsor shall be jointly and severably liable to
repay any SSI, AFDC, or Food Stamp benefits which are
incorrectly paid because of misinformation provided by a
sponsor or because of a sponsor's failure to provide infor-
mation. Incorrect payments which are not repaid will he
withheld from any subsequent payments for which the alien or
sponsor are otherwise eligible under the Social Security Act or
Food Stamp Act, except that the sponsor was without fault or
where good cause existed.

These provisions do not apply to the SSI, AFDC or Food
Stamp eligibility of aliens admitted as refugees, granted
political asylum by the Attorney General, or Cuban Haitian
entrants as defined in section 501(e) of P.1.. 96-422 and of
dependent children of the sponsor or sponsor's spouse. 1 hey
also do not apply to the SSI or Food Stamp eligibility of an
alien who becomes blind or disabled after admission into the
United States for permanent residency.

IV. AUTHORITY/USE/PENALTIES. Authority for the
collection of the information requested on this form is contain-
ed in 8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(15), 1 I84(a). and 1258. The information
will he used principally by the Service, or by, any consular
officer to whom it may he furnished, to support an alien's
application for benefits under the Immigration and Nationality
Act and specifically the assertion that he or she has adequati.
means of financial support and will not become a public charge.
Submission of the information is voluntary. It may also, as a
matter of routine use, he disclosed to other federal, state, local
and foreign law enforcement and regulatory agencies, including
the Department of Health and Human Services, the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, the Department of State, the Department
of Defense and any component thereof (if the deponent has
served or is serving in the armed forces of the United States), the
Central Intelligence Agency, and individuals and organisations
during the course of any investigation to elicit I urther infor-
mation required to carry out Service functions. Failure to
provide the information may result in the denial of the alien's
application for a visa, or his or her exclusion from the United
States.
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U.S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service

OMB 1115.0061
Immigrant Petition for Alien Worker

START HERE - Please Type or Print

Part 1. Information about the person or organization filing
this petition.

It an individual is filing, use the top Name line. Organizations should use the second line.

Family Given Middle
Name Name Initial

Company or
Organization

Address - Attn:

Street Number
and Name

Room

City

Country

State or
I Province

ZIP/Postal
Code

IRS Tax Security *

Part 2. Petition Type. This petition is being filed for: (check one)

a. An alien of extraordinary ability
b. Ili An outstanding professor or researcher
c. A multinational executive or manager
d. A member of the professions holding an advanced degree or an alien of exceptional

ability
e. A skilled worker (requiring at bast two years of specialized training or experience) or

Professional
f. An employee of a U.S. business operating in Hong Kong
g. Any other worker (requiring less than two years training or experience)

Part 3. Information about the person you are filing for.

Family
Name

Address - C/O

Given
Name

Middle
Iniial

Street #
and Name

Apt.

City Stale or
Province

Country Zip or
Postal Code

Date of Birth
(month/day/year)

Country
of Birth

Social Secunty
(if any)

AN
(ff any)

If

the

U.S.

Date of Arnvai
(mont/Vday/year)

1.941

Current Nonimmigrant
Status

Expires on
(month/day/year)

Part 4. Processing Information.
Below give the U.S. Consulate you want notified if this petition u approved and if any requested
adjustment of status cannot be grimed.

U.S Consulate: City Country

Form 1.140 (Rev. 12-2.91) Continued on back.

FOR INS USE ON
Returned Receipt

Resubmitted

Retoc Sent

Reloc Rec'd

Petitioner
Interviewed

Beneficiary
Interviewed

Classificatior,
203(b)(1 )(A) Alien Of Extraordinary

Ability
203(b)(1)(8) Outstanding Professor

or Researcher
203(b)(1)(C) Multi-national executive

or manager
203(b)(2) Member of professions w /adv.

degree or of exceptional ability
203(b)(3) (A) (i) Skilled worker
203(b)(3) (A) (ii) Professional
203(b)(3) (A) (in) Other worker
Sec. 124 IMMACT- Employee of U.S.
business in Hong Kong

Priority Oats Consulate

Remarks

Action Block

To Be Completed by
Attorney or Representative, If any

(3) Fill in box if G-28 is attached to represent
the petitioner

VOLAGo

ATTY State License. I
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Part 4. Processing Information. (continued)
If you gave a U. S. address in Pan 3, print me person's foreign address below. If histher native alphabet does not use Roman letters, print hisher name and
foreign address in the native alphabet.

Name Address

Are you filing any other petitions or applications with this one?
Is the person you are filing for in exclusion or deportation proceedings/
Has an immigrant visa petition ever been filed by or in behalf of this person?

No yes attach an explanation
No 0 yes attach an explanation
No yes attach an explanation

Part 5. Additional information about the employer.
Type of petitioner
(check one)

Self Individual U.S. Citizen Company or organization

0 Permanent Resident Other explain

If a company, give the following:
Type of business

Date Established Current I Gross Net Annual
of employees Annual Income Income

If an individual, give the following: Annual Income
Occupation

Part 6. Basic information about the proposed employment.

Job
Title

NontechniCal
deSonebon Of job

Address where the person will work
if different from address in Part 1.

Is this a full-time
position? Q yes No (hours per week

Wages per
week

Is this a permanent position?: yes 0 No Is this a new position? yes 0 No

Part 7. Information on spouse and all children of the person you are filing for.

Provide an attachment listing the family members of the person you are filing for. Be sure to include their full name, relationship, date and country of birth, and
present address.

Part 8. Signature. Read the information on penalties in the instructions before completing this section.

I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that this petition, and the evidence submitted with it. is all true and correct. I

authorize the release of any information from my remrds which the Immigration and Naturalization Service needs to determine eligibility for the benefit I am

seeking.

Signature Date

Maas* Note: If you do not completely fill out this form, or fail to submit required documents listed in the instructions. you cannot be found eligible
for the requested document and this application may to be denied.

Part 9. Signature of person preparing form if other than above. (Sign below)

I declare that I prepared this application at the request of the above person and it is based on all information of which I have knowledge.

Signature Pnnt Your Name Data

Firm Name
and Address

2/92
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U.S. Department of Justice Notice to Student or
Immtvution and Naturalization Service OMB No. 1115 -0068

Exchange Visitor Expires 8-31-8S

Your admission to the United States has been LIMITED TO 30 DAYS hecause you do not have the document checked below.

The correct revision of Form I-20AB or I-20MN executed by the school to which you are destined.

Form IAP-66 executed by the sponsor of the exchange program to which you are destined.

You must obtain the required form and submit it to the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service office at the
location and before the date shown below. If the first box above is checked, you must complete page 2 of the Form I-20A
or 1-20M. If the second box above is checked, you must complete Form IAP -66. If you are a student, you must also submit
your Form 1-20 ID copy if you have been issued such a form. If you have not been issued a Form 1-20 ID copy, you must
submit your Form 1-94 (ArrivalDeparture Record) and an unendorsed Form 1-20 ID copy with your name, date of birth and
country of citizenship filled out. If you are an exchange visitor, you must submit your Form 1-94. If you are accompanied
by your spouse and children, you should also submit the Forms 1-94 issued to them. (If your 1-94 is attached to your pass-
port, the permit should be removed for this purpose). DO NOT SEND IN YOUR PASSPORT.

YOU MUST ALSO COMPLETE THE BLOCK BELOW BEFORE SUBMITTING THIS FORM TO THE

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE.

My name is (Last) (First) (Middle)

I

My Address in the U.S. will We: My p antsport is valid to (Date):

Consular post where my visa w issued: Det my visa was Issued: Number of my visa:

The name of my ctompnying spouse (if any) Is: -Spouars pssport is valid to:

My ecompanying children's names ere: Their passports ate valid to:

1

THIS FORM, FULLY EXECUTED. AND REQUIRED DOCUMENTS MUST BE SUBMITTED BEFORE

SERVICE OFFICE LOCATED AT:

Form I-515 (Rev. 8-2-83) Y

to the UNITED STATES IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION

GPO 01006
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U.S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service

OMB Approval No. 1115-0060
Certification by Designated School Official

SECTION A. This section must be completed by student as appropriate ( Please print or type) :

I. Name: (Family in CAPS ) (First) (Middle) 2. Date of birth:

3. Student admission number: 4. Date first granted F-1 or M-1 status:

5. Level of edsication being sought: 6. Student's major field of study:

7. Describe the proposed employment for practial training:

Beginning date : Ending date: Number of hours per week:

8. List all periods of previously authorized employment for practical training:

A. Curricular or work study: B. Post completion of studies

Signature of student: Date:

SECTION B. This Section must be completed by the designated school official of the school the student
is attending or was last authorized to attend:

9. ! hereby certify that:

2/92

The student named above:
Is taking a full course of study at this school. and the expected date of completion is:
Is taking less than a full course of study at this school because
Completed the course of study at this school on (date):
Did not complete the course of study. Terminated attendance on (date)

Check one:

A. The employment is for practical training in the student's field of study. The student has been in the
educational program for at least 9 months and is eligible for the requested practical training in accordance
with INS regulations at 8CFR 214.2(f) (10).

B. The endorsement for oft-campus employment is based on the wage-and-labor attestation filed by the
employer in accordance with the requirements set forth by the Secretary of Labor. The student has been
in F-1 status for at least one year and is in good academic standing. Copy of the employer's attestation is
attached.

C. The employment is for an internship with a recognized intermnonal organization and is within the scope of
the organization's sponsorship. The student has been in F-1 status for at least 9 months and is in good
academic standing.

10. Name and title of DSO Signature Date

11. Name of school School file number

I S:04 I NO:. ()Von '91 IN (See insinictions tin reverse)

Telephone no.

I

For Official Use only
miLronim il hiek Number:

;
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instructions

A Student seeking authorization for off-campus employment (F-1 only) or practical training
(F-1 and M-1) must submit as supporting documentation to Form 1-765, Application for
Employment Authorization, a certification by the designated school official (DSO) of the
school they were last authorized to attend. Certification by the DSO is required of all
students (F-1 and M-1) seeking authorization for employment off campus or practical
training, including required or optional curricular practical training. The DSO must certify
on Form 1-538 that the proposed employment is directly related to the student's field of study.
A copy of the DSO's certification must be mailed to the STSC date processing center, P.O. Box
140, Highway 25 South, London, Ky. 40741.

All students requesting school certification must complete questions 1 through 6. Students
requesting recommendation for practical training must complete questions 7 and 8. Answers
to questions 7 through 9 may be continued on this page if needed.

M-1 students seeking extensions of stay must submit a completed Form 1-539, Application to
Extend time of Temporary Stay, supported by a current Form I-20M-N as appropriate.

Reporting Burden
Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 4 minutes
per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources,
gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of
information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this
collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to: U.S.
Department. of Justice, Immigration and Naturalization Service (Room 5304), Washington,
D.C. 20536; and to the Office Management and Budget, Paperwork Reduction Project, OMB
No. 1115-0060 Washington, D.C. 20503.

Comments:

hwilt I 53h 107:111 b I A
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U.S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service Application to Extend/ChangeNonimmigrant Status

OMB #1115-0093

START HERE - Please Type or Print

Part 1. Information about you.
Family
Name

Given Middle
Name Initial

Address - In
Care of

Street a
and Name

Apt a

City State

Zip Code

Date of Birth
(month/day/year)

Country of Birth

Social Security a
(it any)

Art
(if any)

Date of Last Arrival
Into the U.S.

1-944

Current Nonimmigrant
Status

Expires on
(month/day/year)

Part 2. Application Type.
1. I am applying for (check one)

a. an extension of stay in my current status

b. a change of status. The new status I ant requesting is:

2. Number of people Included in this application: (check one)
a. am the only applicant
b. 1:1 Members of my family are filing this application with me.

The Total number of people included in elks aPOlicetibn is
(complete the supplement for each Co-applaCen

(See instructions for fee.)

Part 3. Processin information.
1. I/We request that my/our current or requested

status be extended until (montiVday/year)

2. Is this application based on an extension or change of status already granted to your spouse.
child or parent?

No Yes (receipt

3. Is this application being filed based on a separate petition or application to give your spouse,
child or parent an extension or change of status?

No Yes, filed with this application Yes, filed previously and pending with INS

4. If you answered yes to question 3, give the petitioner or applicant name:

If the application is pending with INS, also give the following information.

Office filed at Filed on (date)

Part 4. Additional information.
1. For applicant at, provide passpon iniormation:

Country
of issuance

. Foreign address:
Street a
and Name

Valid to:
month/da ear)

IA"
City or
Town

State or
Province

Country Zip or
Postal Code

Form 1.539 (Rev. 12.2.91) Continued on back.

2/92

It

I

FOR INS USE ONLY
Returned Receipt.

Date

Resubmitted

Uate

Re loc Sent

Date

Reloc Recd

Date

Date

Applicant
Interviewed

Extension Granted
to (date):

Change of Status/Extension Granted
New Class: To (date):

If denied:
Still within period of stay

V/D to:

5/D to:

Place under docket control

Remarks

Action Block

To Be Completed by
Attorney or Representative, If any
Fill in box if 0.213 a attached to represent
the anaLcant

VOLAG.

ATTY State License
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Part 4. Additional Information. (continued)
3. Answer the following questions. If you answer yes to any question, explain on separate paper. Yes No

a Are you, or any other person included in this application, an applicant for an immigrant visa or
adjustment of status to permanent residency?

b. Has an immigrant petition ever been filed for you, or for any other person included in this application?

c. Have you, or any other person included in this application ever been arrested or convicted of any criminal
offense since last entering the U.S.?

d. Have you, or any other person included in this application done anything wnich violated me terms of the
nonimmigrant status you now hold?

e. Are you, or any other person included in this application, now in exclusion or deportation proceedings?

I. Have you, or any other person included in this application, been employed in the U.S. since last admitted
or granted an extension or change of status?

If you answered YES to queston 3f, give the following information on a separate paper. Name of person, name of employer, address of employer, :-..vekly
income, and whether specifically authorized by INS.

If you answered NO to question 3f, fully descnbe how you are supporting yourself on a separate paper. Include the source and the amount and basis for
any income.

Part 5. Signature. Read the information on penalties in the instructions before completing this section. You must file this application
while in the United Slates.

I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that this application, and the evidence submitted with it, is all true and correct.

I authorize the release of any information from my records which the Immigration and Naturalization Service needs to determine eligibility for the benefit I am

seeking.

Signature Print your name Date

Please Note: If you do not completely fill out this form, or fail to submit required documents listed in the instructions, you cannot be found eligible
for the requested document and this application will hive lo be denied.

Part 6. Signature of person preparing form if other than above. (Sign below)

I declare that I prepared this application at the request of the above person and it is based on all information of which I have knowledge.

Signature Print Your Name Date

Firm Name
and Address

(Please remember to enclose the mailing label with your application)

Form 1.539 (Rev. 12.2-91)
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Supplement-1
Attach to Form 1-539 when more than one person is included in the petition or application. (List each person
separately. Do not include the person you named on the form).
Family
Name

Given
Name

Middle
Initial

Date of Birth
(month/day/year)

Country
of Birth

Social
Security No.

A#

IF
IN

Date of Arrival
(month / day/year)

I-94#

THE
U.S.

Current Nonimmigrant
Status:

Expires on
(month / day/year)

Country where
passport issued

Expiration Date
(month/day/year)

Family
Name

Given
Name

Middle
Initial

Date of Birth
(month/day/year)

Country
of Birth

Social
Security No.

Atfr

IF
IN
THE
U.S.

Date of Arrival
(month/day /year)

I-94#

Current Nonimmigrant
Status:

Expires on ,.
(montt/dayiyear),.

Country where
passport issued

Expiration Date ': -- ..

(month/day/year)

Family
Name

Given
Name

Middle
Initial

Date of Birth
(month/day/year)

Country
of Birth

Social
Security No.

M

IF
IN
THE
U.S.

Date of Arrival
(month / day/year)

I-94#

Current Nonimmigrant
Status:

Expires on
(month/day/year)

Country where
passport issued

Expiration Date
(month/day/year)

Family
Name

Given
Name

Middle
Initial

Date of Birth
(month/day/year)

Country
of Birth

Social
Security No.

A#

IF
IN
THE
U.S.

Date of Arrival
(month/day/year)

I-944

Current Nonimmigrant
Status:

Expires on
(month/day/year)

Country where
Passport issued

Expiration Date
(month/day/year)

Family
Name

Given
Name

Middle
Initial

Date of Birth
(month/day/year)

Country
)f Birth

Social
Security No.

AO

IF
IN
THE
U.S.

Date of Arrival
(monthldaytyear)

1 -944

Current Nonimmigrant
Status:

Expires on
(month/day/year)

Country ws.ire
passport issued

Expiration Date
(month/day/year)
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P. EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION

r71``7,4 r,
Valk( ficurt

10/23/90

%
## person identlii4I on the r era rd is

. Su zed to *Nage in employment t tales
....
7. to Se ion 274A of the knmig nality

as eihendell, dwing the period of validity the card
Mordant, with the restricting terms ted on the

011ie card.
document is VOID, if altered and be revoked
to IICFR 274a. This document evidence off eit vent residence in United States.

is u ease t nearest office..
Of shoe

Uni
and
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U. S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service

OMB r 1115-016:s

Application for Employment Authorization

Please Complete Both Sides of FormDo Not Write In This Block
Remarks

Al

Applicant is filing under 274a.12

Action Stamp Fee Stamp

Application Approved. Employment Authorized / Extended (Circle One) (Date).
until (Date).

Subject to the following conditions:
Application Denied.

Failed to establish eligibility under 8 CFR 274a.12 (a) or (c).
Failed to establish economic necessity as required in 8 CFR 274a.12(c) (13) (14) (18) and 8 CFR 214.2(f)

I am applying for: Permission to accept employment
Replacement (of lost employment authorization document).
Extension of my permission to accept employment (attach previous employment authorization document).

1. Name (Family Name in CAPS) (First) (Middle)

2. Other Names Used (Include Malden Name)

3. Address in the United States (Number and Street)

11. Have you ever before applied for employment authorization from INS?

Yes (If yes. complete below) No
Which INS Office? Date(s)

(ApI Number) Results (Granted or Denied - attach all documentation)

(Town or City) (State/Country) (ZIP Code) 12. Date of Last Entry into the U.S. (Month/Day/Year)

4. Country of Citizenship/Nationality 13. Place of Last Entry Into the U.S.

5. Place of Birth (Town or City) (State/Province) (Country) 14. Manner of Last Entry (Visitor, Student. etc.)

6. Date of Birth (Month/Day/Year)

8. Marital Status Married

Widowed

7. Sex
Male Female

Single

Divorced

9. Social Security Number (Include all Numbers you have ever used)

10. Alien Registration Number (A-Number) or I.94 Number (if any)

15. Current Immigration Status (Visitor, Student, etc.)

16. Go to the Eligibility Section on the reverse of this form and check the
box which applies to you. In the space below, place the letter and
number of the box you selected from the reverse side:

Eligibility under 8 CFR 274a 12

Complete the reverse of this form before signature.

Your Certification: I certify, under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America, that the foregoing is
true and correct. Furthermore, I authorize the release of any information which the Immigration and Naturalization Service
needs to determine eligibility for the benefit I am seeking. I have read the reverse of this form and have checked the
appropriate block, which is identified in item #16, above.

Signature Telephone Number Date

Signature of Person Preparing Form if Other Than Above: I declare that this document was prepared by me at tho
request of oho applicant and is based on all information of which I have any knowledge.

Pia twit.- Address Signature Date

Form 1-765 (Rev. 12 7 90) N Page 2
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Eligibility

GROUP A
The current immigration laws and regulations permit certain classes of aliens
to work in the United States. If you are an alien described below, you do
not need to request that employment authorization be granted to you, but you
do need to request a document to show that you are able to work in the
United Stales. For aliens in classes (a) (3) through (a) (It), NO FEE will be
required for the onpinal card or for extension cards. A FEE will be required if
a replacement employment authorization document is needed. A FEE IS
REQUIRED for aliens in item (a) (12) who are over the age of 14 years and
under the age of 65 years.

Place an X in the box next to the number which applies to you.

(a) (3) - I have been admitted to the United States as a refugee.

(a) (4) - I have been paroled into the United States as a refugee.

(a) (5) - My application for asylum has been granted.

(a) (6) - I am the fiance(e) of a United Stales citizen and I have K-I
nonimmigrant status; OR I am the dependent of a fianco(e) of a United
States citizen and I have K-2 nonimmigrant status.

(a) (7) - I have N-8 or N-9 nonimmigrant status in the United States.

(a) (8) - I am a citizen of the Federated States of Micronesia or of the
Marshall Islands.

(a) (10) - I have been granted withholding of deportation.

(a) (11) - I have been granted extended voluntary departure by the
Attorney General.

(a) (12) - I am an alien who has been registered for Temporary
Protected Status (TPS) and I want an employment Authorization
document. FEE REQUIRED.

GROUP C

The immigration law and regulations allow certain aliens to apply for
employment authorization. If you are an alien described in one of the
classes below you may request employment authorization from the INS and,
if granted, you will receive an employment authorization document The
instruction FEE REQUIRED printed below refers to your initial document,
replacement, and extension.

Place an X in the box next to the number which applies to you.

(c) (1) - I am the dependent of a foreign government official (A-1 or A-
2). I have attached certification from the Department of State
recommending employment. NO FEE.

(c) (2) - I am the dependent of an employee of the Coordination Council
of North American Affairs and I have E-1 nonimmigrant status. I have
attached certification 01 my status from the American 'Institute of
Taiwan. FEE REQUIRED.

(c) (3) (I) - I am a foreign student (F-1). I have attached certification
from the designated school official recommending employment for
economic necessity. I have also attached my INS Form 1-20 ID copy.
FEE REQUIRED.

(c) (3) (ii) I am a foreign student (F-1). 1 have attached certification
from the designated school official recommending employment for
practical training. I have also attached my INS Form 1-20 ID copy.
FEE REQUIRED.

(c) (3) - I am a foreign student (F-1). I have attached certification
from my designated school official and I have been offered employment
under the sponsorship of an international organization within the

Page 3

meaning of the International Organization Immunities Act. I have
certification from this sponsor and I have also attached my INS Form
20 ID copy. FEE REQUIRED.
(c) (4) - I am the dependent of an officer or employee of an international
organization (G-1 or 0-4). I have attached certification from the
Department of State recommending employment. NO FEE.

(c) (5) - I am the dependent of an exchange visitor and I have J-2
nonimmigrant status. FEE REQUIRED.

(c) (6) - I am a vocational foreign student (M-1). I nave attached
certification from the designated school official recommending
employment for practical training. I have also attached my INS Form 1-
20ID Copy. FEE REQUIRED.

(c) (7) - I am the dependent of an individual
through NATO-7. FEE REQUIRED.

(c) (8) - I have-filed a non-frivolous application for asylvii the United
States and the application is pending. FEE RiQUIRED FOR
REPLACEMENT ONLY.

(c) (9) - I have filed an application for adjustment of status to lawful
permanent resident status and the application is pending.
FEE REQUIRED.

classified as NATO.1

(c) (10) I have filed an application for suspension of deporation and
the application is so pending. FEE REQUIRED.

(c) (11) I have been paroled into the United States for emergent
reasons or for reasons in the public interest FEE REQUIRED.

(c) (12) - I am a deportable alien and 1 have been granted voluntary
departure either prior to or after my hearing before the immigration
Judge. FEE REQUIRED.

(c) (13) - I have been placed in exclusion or deportation p oceedings. I

have not received a final order of deportation or exclusion and I have
not been detained. I understand that I must show economic
necessity and I will refer to the instructions concemina "Basic
Criteria to Establish Economic Necessity." FEE REQUIRED.

(c) (14) - I have been granted deferred action by INS as an act of
administrative convenience to the government. I understand that I
must show economic necessity and I will refer to the
Instructions concemina "Basic Criteria to Establish Economic
Niter." FEE REQUIRED.
(c) (16) - I entered the United Slates prior to January 1, 1972 and have
been here since January 1, 1972. I have applied for registry as a
lawful permanent resident alien and my application is pending.
FEE REQUIRED.

(c) (17) (i) - I am a (B-1) visitor loi business. I am and have been
(before coming to the United States) the domestic or personal servant
for my employer who is temporarily in the United States.
FEE REQUIRED.

(c) (17) (u) - I ern a visitor for business (B 1) and am the employee of a
foreign airline. I have B-1 nonimmigrant classification because I am
unable to obtain visa classification as a treaty trader (E-1). FEE
REQUIRED.

(c) (18) - I am a deportable alien who has been placed under
an order of supervision (OS). I Understand that I must
show economic necessity and I will refer to the
Instructions concerning "Basic Criteria to Establish
Economic Necessity." FEE REQUIRED.

(c) (19) - I am an alien who is prima facie eligible for Temporary
Protected Status (TPS) and (I) INS has not given me a reasonable
chance to register during the first 30 days of the registration period
(FEE REQUIRED', or (2) INS has not made a tins) demon as to my
eligibility for TPS. FEE REQUIRED.

FPIPET

A3-41
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KEAN DO MOT STAPLE The FOAM

ASSURE THAT IMPRESSIONS ON
ALL COPIES ARE CLEAR

APPROVED OMB 31164111$ EXP. 1013142
'Estimated Burden Hours: 15 mins. (See page 4).

Unitad States Information Aganclf
EXCHANGE VISITOR FACILITATIVE STAFF GCIV D 328144

CERTIFICATE OF ELIGIBILITY FOR EXCHANGE VISITOR (J-1) STATUS

, , spth.

I f
THE PURPOSE OF THIS FORM IS TO

I( I B.Pn a no* tx001arri ( I AcComParaed by
_ (rnrnediam lamdy members

2 ( I Extend an On' '0 program

3 ( ) Tram* toe ddlerent program

4 ( ) Replace a bet form

5 1 ) Pomo visitors immediate far sty
(___r(wnbers) to erect U S separately

enwle
11,414111.1' VAM1. in. 1.X(IIAN(.1 VI1I11112( (FIRST %A.% ft.( ttlIDDLL %AWE;

born in
:No r (Dot I IY, t IC (At ammo,'

a citizen of a legal permanent resident of
(Country) (Code)

whose position in that country is
(Countn t (Cod,'

Int. Co4k1

U.S. address

2 will be sponsored by

to participate in Exchange Visitor Program No which is still valid and is officially described as follows.

3 This form covers the period from i_-_, i____I tJ 10 L---J u LJ Students are permitted lo ISO tread & maintain status (e.g. obtain a new visa)
1?4,, t Win t (Yr t ISL. I Wan

under duration of the program as indicated by the dates on this from.
If Pe F' .-i Is for family travel or replaces a lost form, the expiration date on

I (1 ( (

.- .

the exchange visiloes.f.. 1$

4 The category of this visitor is 1 ( ) Student, 2 ( ) Trainee. 3 ( ) Teacher.
Trainee. 7 ( ) Alien employee of the USIA. The Specific field of study. rosearch;:enenlitg-oi

4 ( )Prolessor. research Scholar or Specialist. 5 ( ) International Visitor, 6 ( ) Medical
professional activity is vernally Described as follows

(SubliField Code)

5 During the period covered by this form it ,s mr*n -1 *IA the following financial support in U S SI will be provided to this

S

exchange visitor by

more U.S. Governmentby code -

(Agency Code). S

a I I The Program Sponsor in item 2 above , ;

(check one) received
Government Agency(ies)

will be provided

funding for internationa, exchange from one or

provided funding, indicate the Agancy(iis)

by one or more of the following

This Program Sponsor has has not
Agency(lee) to support this exchange visitor. K any U.S.

Financial support from organizations other than the sponsor

b1 I I U S Government Agencylies1 (Agency Code). S b2

Cl I I International Orgenization(e) lint Org Code). S c2 (Int Org Code) S

d ( I The Exchange Visitor's Government

a ( I The binational Commission of the visitor's Country

f ( I All other organizations providing support

g I I Personal funds

S (If necessary. use above spices
for funding by multiple U S
Agencies or Intl Organizettcns)

S

S

6 I N S USE

rm.:, or ()thud 1W/wing ban:. (Titiel

Mild

iStxnanar e.l Rripionohlr Oftn, ofr. Alternate R 0 i (Date;

10111111111111ANV01004111111111117 OF COMMAS ON INISSINTON CHIMP
imamoste NICTON 212 IN OF MS UM S. STATEMENT OF SELPONSISLE OFFICER FOR RELEASING

SPONSOR (FON MAUVES OF PROGRAM)

Date Transfer of this exchange visitor from program `to spoo-

I (Norm)

Cr..)

n...a 0010.1.00 Mil me a on . the sta. pew ( ans

I ( I 4 rei 444.0 ba MO IVIO rot nmaclance ixxxiimmt
2 1 le 110011K( DOW 00 Al I poysmrtent Invong gnaw

I ( I the E..cnanoe urea art eat anW01
C t )1.1. Nails as aminoed

The U.100 9044 "0.,..k. 40v¢7 ,000rW01 MO 00110 ma* e MN avawnnao,

cored by to the program specified m item (2) is necessary or

obylictives of the Mutual Educational and Culturalhighly desirable and is in conformity with the
Exchange Act of 1961.

agrekve a often row 11tyettintr, tot Offneel (Demi

IAP-SS (12410)
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AND CERTIFICATION BY the alien beneficiary named on page 1 of this Form:

Read and complete this page prior to presentation to a United States consular or immigration official.

I I understand that the following conditions are applicable to exchange visitors:

(a) Extension of Stay and Program Transfers. A completed form LAP -66 is required in order to apply for an extension or transfer and
may be obtained from or with the assistance of the sponsor. It must by suntitted to the appropriate office of the Immigration and
Naturalization Sersice within fifteen to sixty days before the expiration of the authorized period of stay.

Limitation on Stay: sTunt:Nrs -as long as they pursue a substantial scholastic program leading to recognized degrees nr
certificate. Students for whom the sponsor recommends practical training may be permitted to remain for such purpose for an
additional period of up to 18 months after receising their degree or certificate. Ill SIALSS AND INDUSTRIAL. TRAINEES - lb
months. I EA(FIERS. PROFESSORS. RISE ARCH SCHOLARS, and SPECIALIS1 S - 3 years. INTERNATIONAL ISI-
1 ORS - I year. MEDICAL MAI' ES: Graduate Nurses 2 years. Medical .1 echnologists. Medical Record Librarians. Medical
Record I echnicians, Radiologic 7 echnicians. and other participants in similar categories the length of the .approved training
program plus a maximum of 18 months for practical experience. not exceeding a total of 3 years. Medical Interns and Residents -
the time typically required to complete the medical specialty involved but limited to 7 years with the possibility of extension if such
extension is appros eel by the Director of the I. nited States Information Agency.

(c) Documentation Required for Admission or Readmission as an Exchange Visitor To be eligible for admission or readmission to
the United States an exchange visitor must present the following at the port of entry (1) A valid nonimmigrant visa bearing
classification 1-1. unless exempt from nonimmigrant visa requirements. (2) A passport valid for six months beyond the
anticipated period of admission. unless exempt from passport requirements. t 3) A properly executed Form IAP-66 Copies one
and two of 1-orrn IAP -66 must he surrendered to a United States immigration officer upon arrival in the United States Copy
three may be retained for re-entnes within a penod of previously authorized stay

odi Change ni %It1114.1 hxvhange visitors are expected to leave the United States upon completing their objective An exchange
x isnot who is subici.t to the two-year tunic- country physical presence requirement is not eligible to change his/her status while
in the United States io any other nonimmigrant category except. if applicable, that of official or employee of a foreign
goverment Ai or of an international organization ((it or member of the fan.:ly or attendant of either of these types of officials
or employees

(e) Two-Year Home Country Physical Presence Requirement: Any exchange visitor whose program is financed in whole or in part.
directly or indirectly by eithdr his/her own government or by the United States Government is required to reside in his/her own
country for two years following completion of his/her program in the United States before he/she can become eligible for
permanent residence (immigration) or for status as a temporary worker ("H") or as an intracompany transferee ("L")
Likewise. if an exchange visitor is acquiring a skill which is In short supply in his/her own country (these skills appear on the
Eli hung, Visitor Si.,!!, List) hcshe will be subject to this same two-year home-country residence requirement as well as alien
physicians entenng the b.S to receive graduate medical education or training (Section 212(e) of the Immigration avi
Nationality Act and Pi. 94 41f4, as amended)

2. I reek to enter into. or remain temporarily in, the United Slates as an exchange visitor under Section 101(a)(15XJ) of the immigration

and Nationality Act, as amendid, for a total maximum stay of (months ot years) for the purpose of (state type of

degree, certificate, or other objective toward which your program participation will be directed. Doctors of medicine should indicate

their medical specialty):

aid I understand that shall be permitted in perform only those activities described in Item 2 and 4 on page 1 of this Form.

I intend to return to (country i where I um (check one) legal

permanent resident citizen.

3. My pamport numbered issued by (Country) expires on

(Mo./Day/Yr.)

4. I 0 have 0 have not (check one) been in the United States previously as an exchange visitor. (If you have been in the United States

previously as an exchange visitor, show total length of time: , and dates: ):

S. (To be completed only if application is being made for extension of stay as Program transfer. Use a continuation sheet if necessary.) I

flirt entered the United States as an exchange visitor, or acquired exchange visitor status, on (Mo./Dcy/Yr.) and have

engaged in the following activities under the spongy ship of respective institutions listed for each activity (include program numbers)

6, I understand that a consular or Immigration Officer will make a preliminary determination on whether I am subject to the two year home
country physical present requirement described in item 1(e) above. the t filed States Information Agency reserves the right to make a
final determination. When determined subject. I will accept that determination and comply with the requirement.

7. I certify that I have read and I understand the force g.

(Signature of Applicant) (Place) (Date- Mo Day, Yr.)

IAP-66 (12-90)

Cl
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AND CERTIFICATION BY the alien beneficiary named on page 1 of this Form:

Read and complete this page prior to presentation to a United States consular or immigration official.

I understand that the following conditions are applicable to exchange visitors
(a) Extension of Stay and Program Transfers. A completed form IAP-66 is required in order to effect an extension or transfer and may

be obtained from or with the assistance of the sponsor. It must be submitted to the appropriate office of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service within fifteen to sixty days before the expiration of the authorized period of stay.

(b) Limitation on Star: ST( DENTS -as long as they pursue a substantial scholastic program leading to recognized degrees or
certificate. Students for whom the sponsor recommends practical training may he permitted to remain for such purpose for an
additional period of up to 18 months atter receiving their degree or certificate. RI. SINE:SS AND INDUSTRIAL. TRAINEES - 18
months. TEACHERS. PROFESSORS. RESEARCH SCHOLARS. and SPECIALISTS - 3 sears. INTERNATIONAL. VISI-
TORS - I year. MEDICAL TRAINEES: Graduate Nurses - 2 years. Medical Technologists. Medical Record Librarians, Medical
Record 'technicians. Radiologic Technicians, and other participants in similar categories - the length of the approved training
program plus a maximum of 18 months for practical experience. not exceeding a total of 3 years. Medical Interns and Residents -
the time typically required to complete the medical special!, int ols ed but limited to 7 years with the possibility of extension if such
extension is appvosed by the Director of the United States Information Agency.

(c) Documentation Required for Admission or Readmission as an Exchange Visitor. To be eligible for admission or readmission to
the United States, an exchange visitor must present the following at the port of entry ( U A valid nonimmigrant visa bearing
classification 1-1, unless exempt from nonimmigrant visa :equirernents. (2) A passport valid for six months beyond the
anticipated penod of admission, unless exempt from passport requirements. (3) A properly executed Form SAP -66. Copies one
and two of Form IAP-66 must be surrendered to a United States immigration officer upon amval in the United States Copy
three may be retained for reentries within a penod of previously authonzed stay.

(d) Change of Status Exchange visitors are expected to lease the United States upon completing their objective An exchange
visitor who is subject to the two-year home-country physical presence requirement is not eligible to change his/her status while
in the United States to any other nonimmigrant category except. if applicable, that of official or employee of a foreign
government (A) or of an international organization (G) or member of the family or attendant of either of these types of officials
or employees

(e) Two- Year Home Country Physical Presence Requirement: Any exchange visitor whose program is financed in whole or in pan.
directly or indirectly by either his/her own government or by the United States Government is required to reside in his/her own
country for two years following completion of his/her program in the United States before he/she can become eligible for
permanent residence (immigration) or for status as a temporary worker ("H") or as an mtracompany transferee CU')
Likewise, if an exchange visitor is acquiring a skill which is in short supply in his'hcr own country (these skills appear on the

tchunge Visitor Stalk trt) he/she will be subject to this same two-year home-country residence requirement as well as alien
physit.lans entrnng the S to receive graduate medical education or training tScction 212(e) of the Immigration and
Nationalits Act and PI 44 484, as amended)

airature of Applicant) (Place) (Date Mo , Day. Yr1

IAP-66 (12.851

NOTICE TO ALL EXCHANGE VISITORS

To facilitate your readmission to the United
States after a sisit to another country other than
a contiguous territory or adjacent islands you
should have the Responsible Officer of your
sponsoring organization indicate that you con-
tinue to be in good standing on this copy of the
I A P-66 form.

VALIDATION BY RESPONSIBLE OFFICER

(I) Exchange visitor is in good standing from to

Sitootore of Ifeyonqble Offirer

(2) Exchange visitor is in good standing from to

%iRoarore of Reyoolihte Offirer

(3) Exchange visitor is in good standing from to

Sept.: we of Rrymeouble Officer

(4) Exchange visitor is in good standing from

Sigeediore of Reponstek Officer

(SI Exchange visitor is in good standing from to

*mow of Revoosilk )ffi ker
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROGRAM SPONSOR
PROHIBITIONS.

I) No one except the Responsible Officer or Alternate Responsible Officer, whose name is recorded with the United States Information
Agency. may sign this form.

2) Authorized exchange visitor program sponsors may not transfer forms IAP-66 to any other organization. whether or not that organization
has an authorized exchange visitor program.

PROCEDURES:
Give copies I. 2, and 3 (white, yellow and pink) to the exchange visitor for him/her to use in applying for a "I" visa or in applying to the
INS for an extension or transfer. If the IAP-66 is to replace a lost form, destroy copies I and 2 and give copy 3 to the exchange visitor, being
sure to fill in block 3, the expiration date of the victor's 1-94.

EXCHANGE VISITOR FAMILY MEMBERS:
If the Exchange Visitor's Immediate family members will accompany him/her to the United States or if they will remain in the U S at the
time the Exchange Visitor extends or transfers his/her program, attach a list (on the Sponsor's letterhead) giving the names. relationships to
the Exchange Visitor, and dates and place of birth of the family members. If this form is for the Visitor's family travel attach a similar list.

PURPOSE OF FORM (Upper right-hand corner)
NEW PROGRAM: Check this box for an individual who is beginning an Exchange Visitor Program and who is not now an Exchange Visitor in this or any
other Exchange Visitor Program. ('heck box if Exchange Visitor is accompanied by his immediate family members, enter number of dependents

EXTEND AN ONGOING PROGRAM: Check this box for an Exchange Visitor who is continuing in the same Exchange Visitor Program

TRANSFER TO A DIFFERENT PROGRAM: Check this box for an Exchange Visitor who is transferring from one Program Sponsor to
another. Do not use for change of activity or subject under the same Exchange Visitor Program Number.

LOST FORM- Check this box when the form is being issued to replace a pink copy of the IAP-66 lost by the Exchange Visitor. Note the 1-94
expiration date requirement in item 3.

VISITOR'S FAMII Y TRAVEL Check this box when the form is to be used by the Exchange visitor's immediate family (indicate number of dependents) in
order to travel separately from the Visitor Note the 1.94 expiration date requirement me Nod. 3.

Bleak / Fill in the FAMILY NAME first. Use r imerals for the BIRTH DATE, in the order Month, Day. Year. e g.. 07 22 .19. Province,
prefecture. townthip, district. etc., may be used in.place 4ctry OF BIRTH where local custom or regulation requires, followed by
COUNTRY OF BIRTH LEGAL PERMANENT RE$WENT is a phrase used to distinguish country of intended permanent residence from
country of birth and/or citizenship to those ie.' eases nitwit permanent residence and citizenship arc different In most cases. the country of
citizenship and the country of pennawritisittenien are the same Exchange Visitors are subject to the Skills List and two-year foreign
residence requirement in the criuntly of Iteitnanent residence if that is different from the country of citizenship and or birth POSITION IN
THAT COUNTRY is the poiirhto 'tie'llbeation of the Exchange Visitor in the econtimy/soelety of his.'her country of permanent residence
prior to becoming an Exchange Visitor U S. ADDRESS If the Visitor has .1 residence address on the U S use that address It not. use the
address of the institutioa,where the Visitor will carry out his/her program or the address of the Program Sponsor.

Block 2 Write the PROGRAM SPONSOR'S NAME on the first line The PROGRAM NUMBER consists of three parts, separated by
dashes The first is either or followed by a one-digit number (do not use Roman numerals). followed by a number from I to 4
digits. In the space below enter the entire PROGRAM DESCRIPTION as recorded by the United States Information Agency. This
description may be pre-printed or entered with a rubber stamp if all copies are legible Program number example. P-3-230.

Nock 3 Enter the Dates tit the Program covered Is) this IAP-hb (duration of acceptance) Use numerals for the date as sou did for the date of birth. The
Imniigi anon Naturalization Servix grants admission into. and extensions of stay in, the United States in periods of maxima. Although everyone will be
admitted for "duration of status -. each individual exchange visitor will have an IAP-Ish form going a period of acceptance indicating the period the
Sponsoring °ream/mum is willing ro accept the Exchange Visitor Should the Exchange Visitor need to stay in the U S beyond that date a new BAP (checked
to extend) would need to Ise issued by the sponsor indicating a further period of acceptance for the Exchange Visitor If this form is for the Visitor's faintly
travel or to replace a lost form enter the expuation date which appears on the Exchange Visitor's loan 1-94

Blot k 4 Definitions of VISITOR CATEGORIES will be found in ('odes for f.dta atonal and ultural Luc hinge Below the visitor category
enter the SUBJECT/FIELD code which most closely describes the principal activity to be engaged in by the visitor. Finally. desenbe in your
own words the activity which you have coded. Be specific in your descriptions.

Rho k 5 Indicate the total amount of FUNDS to be supplied by the various sources during the period of validity of this form Do not make
entries such as "$450 per month ", rather enter the totals for the period. Any funds supplied to the exchange visitor by the program sponsor
should be listed in the first line, even though the sponsor may belong to one of the categories listed in subsequent lines If the sponsor
commingles funds received from other sources and cannot identify specific amounts in an !tidos idual's program. enter all those funds in the
first fine Then check the appropriate category below and enter "unknown"on the amount line for that category. See additional instructions
in Codes for Edit( animal and Cultural Erchunge (Pg b block 5)

Block 6. Do not write in block 6

Block 7. Fill in the name and business address of the OFFICIAL SIGNING THE FORM and the date of execution That official must be the
Responsible Officer or an Alternate Responsible Officer of the program described in block 2 above

Block N 'The Responsible 01 beer in alternate should fill in this block to intik:ate approsal ttt a transfer lot an I xcha)ge Visitot ftom
his. het piogram to the piogram of another sponsor (Le to anodic] prop am number)

the codes required to execute the IA P-ros will be found in the publication ( od fur him annual and ( ultuml LA, hinge. which can be obtained from the
Exchange Visitor 1.acilliatise Stall. General ( °tinsel. United States Information Agency, Washington. 1) C 21Ii41

'Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to asst age IS minutes per response including the time for review lug insituctions,
searching existing data sources. gathering and maintaining the ti.11.111(Mitd. and completing and review mg the collection of information Send comments
regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of intormation, including suggesbons for reducing this burden to M ASP, I,' S
Information Agency. 1411 4th St S Vt, . W;oholitton. 1) (' 211647. and to the ()Bice of Information and Regulators Affairs. ((((ice of Management and
Budget. Washington. I) C Nicol

IAP-66 (12-90)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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OMB Aporovel No. 44-R1301
US. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Employment and Training Administration

APPLICATION
FOR

ALIEN EMPLOYMENT CERTIFICATION

IM . READ CAREFULLY IEFORt COMPLLTING THIS FORM
PRINT legibly in ink or use a typewriter. If you "wed more space to
answer questions on this form, use a separate sheet. Identify each answer
with the number of the corresponding question. SIGN AND DATE each
sheet in original signature.

To knowingly furnish any false information in the preparation of this form
and any supplement thereto or to aid, abet, or comsatl another to do so is

felony punishable by 1110,000 line or 5 years in the penitentiary, or both
at U.S.C. 10011,

PART A. OFFER OF EMPLOYMENT
1. Name of Alien (Family name in capital letter. First, Middle. Maiden)

2.. Present Address of Alien (Number, Street, City and Town. Stite ZIP Code or Province. Country) 3. Type of Visa (if in
U.S.)

The following information is submitted as evidence of an offer of employment.
4. Name of Employer (Full name of organisation) 5. Telephone (Area Code

and Number)

6. Address (Number. Street, City or Town. Country. State, ZIP Code)

7. Address Where Allen Will Work (if different from item 6)

13. Nature of Employer's Business
Activity

9. Name of Job Title 10. Total Hours Per Week 11. Work
Schedule

12. Rate of Pay
a. Seek b. Overtime (Hourly)

a.m

P.m

a. Basic

$
per

b. Overtime

per hour
13. Describe Fully the Job to be Performed (Duties)

14. State In detail the MINIMUM education, training, and experience for a
worker to perform satisfactorily the jo duties described In Item 13
above..

15. Other Special Requirements

EDU-
CATION

(Enter
number of

years)

Grade
Schooi

High
School

..-

College ollege Degree Required (specify)

Major Field of Study

TRAIN-
ING

No. Yrs. No. Mos. Type of Training

EXPERI-
ENCE

Job Offered Occupation Related Occupatlun (specify)

Yrs.
Number

MoS. Yrs. Mos.

16. Occupational Title of
Person Who WIII Be ter firm
Alien's Immediate Supervisor

17. Number of
Employees Isw

Allen will Supervise

/111[ ENDORSEMENTS (Make no entry in
section - for government We only)

Date Forms Received

L.O. S.O.

R.O. N.O.

Ind. Code Oct. Code

Oct. Title

weer
Replaces MA 7.50A, B and C (Apr, 1970 edition) which is obsolete.
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le. COMPLETE ITEMS ONLY IF JOB IS TEMPORARY 19. IF JOB IS UNIONIZED (Complete)

a. No. Of Open-
InpS To Be
Filled By MARS
Under Job Offer

b. Exact Dates You Expect
To Employ Allen

a. Number
of

Local

b. Name of Local

From To

e. City and State

20. STATEMENT FOR LIVE-AT-WORK JOB OFFERS (Complete for Private Household Job ONLY)

a. Description of Residence b. No. Persons Residing at Place of Employment c. Will free board and private ("X" one)
("X" one)

0 House
Apartment

Number of
Rooms

Adults Chltdren Ages room not shared with any-
one be provided?

vas NOBOYS

GIRLS

21: DESCRIBE EFFORTS TO RECRUIT US. WORKERS AND THE RESULTS. (Specify Sources of Recruitment by Name)

22. Applications require various types of documentation. Please read PART II of the instructions to astute that 'appropriate
supporting documentation is included with your application.

23. EMPLOYER CERTIFICATIONS

By virtue of my signature below, I HEREBY CERTIFY the following conditions of employment.

a. I hare enough funds available to pay the wage e. The job opportunity does not involve unlawful disci.
or Balmy offered the alien. libation by race, creed, color, national origin, age,

sex, religion, handicap, or citizenship.

b. The wage offered equals or exceeds the pre-
vailing wage and I guarantee that, it a labor certi- f. The job opportunity is not:

&talon is granted, the wage paid to the alien when
the alas begins work will equal or exceed the pre- (1) Vacant because the former occupant is on
veiling wage which is applicable at the time to strike or is being locked out in the course of
alien begins work. labor dispute involving a work stoppage.

c. The wage offered is not based Ost ilMintallOnS, (2) At issue in a labor dispute involving a work

bonuses, or other incesitimil; 'Wait i guarantee efoppege.

a .......-ege paid on a wed*, bil-viakiy or monthly
bads. g. The job opportunity's terms, conditions and occupa-

tional environment are not contrary to Federal,
State or local law.

d. I will be able to place the alien on the payroll
on or before the date of the alien's proposed h. The job Opportunity has been and is clearly open to
entrance into the United States. any qualified US. worker.

24. DECLARATIONS
DECLARATION

OP AMP. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury the foregoing is true and correct.
EMPLOYER

SIGNATURE DATE

NAME (Type or him) TITLE

AUTHORIZATION OF I HEREBY DESIGNATE the agent below to represent me for the purpows of labor certification and I TAKE FULL
AGENT OF EMPLOYER RESPONSIBILITY for accuracy of any representations made by my went.

SIGNATURE OF EMPLOYER DATE

NAME OF AGENT (Type or Print) ADDRESS OF AGENT (Number, Street, City, State, ZIP Code)

n

A3-47
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PART B. STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS OF ALIEN
FOR ADVICE CONCERNING REQUIREMENTS FOR ALIEN EMPLOYMENT CERTIFICATION: If alien is In the U.S., contact hcbek *NM of
Immigration and Naturalization Senna. If linen k (wrack U.S., contact nearest U.S. Consulate.

IMPORTANT: READ ATTACHED INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE COMPLETING THIS FORM.
Print legibly in ink or use typewriter. If you need more specs to fully answer any questions on 'hie form, tow t a Nowak shoot. Identify
etch ensurer with the number of the corresponding question. Sign and date each sheet.

1. Name of Alien (Family name in capital letters) Pint name Middle manse Malden name

2. Present Address (No.. Street, City or Town, State or Province and ZIP Code Country 3. Type of Visa (If in U.S.)

4. Alien's Birthdate
(Month. Day, Year)

5. Birthplace (City or MUM, State or Province) Country 6. Present Nationality or
Citizenship (Country)

7. Address In United States Where Allen Will Reside

I. Name and Address of Prospective Employer If Allen has Job offer In US. 9. Occupation In which
Alien is Seeking Work

10. "X" the appropriate box below and furnish the information required for the box marked

a. Alien will apply for a visa abroad at the American
Consulate In

City In Foreign Country .-,, Foreign Country
,..'

',410-41+;
illoi.

b. 0 Allen Is In the United States and will apply for adjust-
mint of status to that of a lawful permanent resident
In the office of the immigration and Naturalization

,...4
City State

Service at -319e-

11. Names and Addresses of Schooli, Col-
loges and Universities Attended Undid*
trade or vocational training facilities)

Field of
Study

FROM .

Month year
TO

Month Year
011016.. Of CW11104011

it,..ceived

SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS AND SKILLS
12. Additional Qualifications and Skills Allen Possesses and Proficiency in the use of Tools, Machines or Equipment Which Would Help Establish If

Alien Meets Requirements for Occupation In Item 9.

13. List Licenses (Professional. Journeyman, etc.)

14. List Documents Attached Which are Submitted as Evidence that Alien Possesses the Education, Training, Experience, and Abilities Reprefented

Endorsements

(Make no en try in
this section FOR
Government Agency
USE ONLY)

DATE REC. DOL

O.T. IL C.

Mew continued on next peva)
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......=,-
15. WORK EXPERIENCE. Litt dal Jobe held EN/ine pot throe (3) yews. Alto, list any other Jobs misled to the occupation for which the alien I.

Hokine certificetion es Indicated In Item 5.

a. NAME AND ADDRESS OF EMPLOYER

NAME OF JOB DATE STARTED
Month Yew

DATE LEFT
Month Year

KIND OF BUSINESS

DESCRIBE IN DETAILS THE DUTIES PERFORMED, INCLUDING THE USE OF TOOLS, MACHINES, OR EQUIPMENT NO. OF HOURS PER WEEK

b. NAME AND ADDRESS OF EMPLOYER

NAME OF JOB DATE STARTED
Month Year

DATE LEFT
Month Year

KIND OF BUSINESS

DESCRIBE IN DETAIL THE DUTIES PERFORMED, INCLUDING THE USE OF TOOLS, MACHINES. OR EQUIPMENT NO. OF HOURS PER WEEK

C. NAME' AND ADDRESS OF EMPLOYER

NAME OF JOB °Vont:TART" Year
DATE LEFT

Month Year
KIND OF BUSINESS

DESCRIBE IN DETAIL THE DUTIES PERFORMED. AP- THE USE OF TOOLS, MACHINES, OR EQUIPMENT NO. OF HOURS PER WEEK

16. DECLARATIONS
DECLARATION

OF IR. lift. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1748, I declare under penalty of perjury the foregoing is true and correct.
ALIEN

SIGNATURE OF ALIEN GATE

AUTHORIZATION I hereby designate the went below to represent rne for the purposes of Labor certifica Ion and I take full
OF SR IIIN. responsibility for accuracy of any representations made by my agent.AGENT OF ALIEN

SIGNATURE OF ALIEN DATE

NAME OF AGENT (Type or print) ADDRESS OF AGENT (No., Street, City, State, ZIP Code)
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Federal Register / Vol. 56, No. 215 / Wednesday, November 6. 1991 / Rules and Regulations 58877

Attestation by Employers For
Off-Campus Work Authorization
for F-1 Students

U.S. Department of Labor
Employment and Training Administration
U.S. Employment Sonic, 4,

PART A: OFFER OF EMPLOYMENT
. Emplryer (Full Legal Name of Employer)

2. Address (No., Street, City, State and ZIP Code)

0149 Approval No. 1205-0315
Expiration Date: 04/30/92

3. Telephone Number (Area Code and Number)

4. Federal Employer I.D. Number

5. Occupational Information (Continue on reverse side if necessary)

a. Titles of Jobs to be
Filled by F-1 Students

b. Two Digit
Occupational
Oiviaion

PART 1: EMPLOYER ATTESTATIONS

c. Rate of Pay d. Location(s) Where Alien(*)
Will Work (see instructions)

Per

per

per

S per

S. Recruitment Attestation.

a. Recruitment for the position(s) identified in this attostation was conducted for 60 days, and $ *efficient nurnber Of U.S. workers were not
able. qualified and available for the position(s):

(I) A job order for the position(s) was on file for 60 consecutive days ending
and

with the
Oats State Employment Service Name

(ii) A vacancy ennouncement(s) for the position(s) was posted at the place of employment for 60 consecutive days

b. Recruitment for the position(s) identified in this attestation will be conducted for each F-1 student hired more than 90 days after the end of
the recruitment period referenced in %amts. students will be hired only when recruitment did not result in a sufficient number of U S.
workers who were able, qualified and sedaNable.

(I) A job order.v$111 be on file with the local office of the State employment service indicatod above until September 30. 1994; or

(ii) A job order will be on file with the local office of the State employment service indicated above for 60 consecutive days ending no
more than 90 days before the date o( hire eml a vacancy announcement(s) will be posted at the place of employment lot 6C
consecutive days ending no more than 90 days before the date of hire.

7. Wage Attestation.

F-1 Students and otter slmilarty situated workers will be paid the actual wags for the occupation et the place of employment or the prevailing
wage level for the occupation In the area of employment, whichever is greater.

PART C: EMPLOYER DECLARATION

This attestation will be submitted to the educational institution either simultaneous to or after filing with the Department of Labor (001.). In no
case will this attestation be filed with an educational Institution prior to or without filing with COL.

Pursuant to 28 USC 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury the Information provided on this form Is true and correct. In addition,) declare that
I will comply with DOL regulations (Frowning this program and In particular, that I will make this attestation. supporting documentation, end
other records, flies and documents available to officials of DOL, upon such official request, during any investigation under this attestation or
the Immigration and Nationality Act.

Names and Title of the Hiring Official Signature of the Hiring Official Data

FOR US GOVERNMENT USE ONLY: By virtue of my signature below, I acknowledge that this attestation Is accepted for filing on
and will be valid to September 30, 1994 unless the employer withdraws It or Is disqualified from employing F-1 students by COL.

Signature of Authorized COL Official ETA Case No. Date

The Department of Labor Is not the guarantor of the accuracy, truthfulness or adequacy of an attestation accepted for filing.

Date

Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated 10 average 60 minutes per response, including the fims for reviewing
instructions, searching existing data gum**, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of
information. Send oortenents regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of Ms conoctkin of IexMation. Including suggestions for reducing
this burden, to the Office of Information Management, Department of Labor, Room N1301, 200 Coneteutkin Avenue, N.W., Washington. O.C. 20210;
and to the Office of Management and Budget. Paperwork Reduction Project (1206-0315) Washington. D.C. 20603.

Page 1 of 2 ETA 9034 (Rev. Aug. 199t)
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5687$ Federal Register / Vol. 56, No. 215 / Wednesday, November 6, 1991 / Rules and Regulations

INSTFUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING F0i,M kTA-9031
ATTESTATION SY EMPLOYERS FOR OFF - CAMPUS WORK

AUTHORIZATION FOR F-1 STUDENTS

IMPORTANT: READ CAREFULLY BEFORE COMPLETING THE FORM

Print legibly in ink or use a typewriter. Sign and date one form in original signature. Citations below 'regulation' we citations to
identical provislor at 20 CFR 655, Subparts J and K, and 29 CFR Pan 506, Subparts J and K.

Employers seeking lo hire F-1 students for off-campus employment must submit the completed and dated original Form ETA034 (or a
facsimile) and one copy of the completed original Form ETA -9034 to the Regional Certifying Officer in the Deportment of Labor (001).
Employment and Training Administration (ETA) Regional Office having jurisJiction over the State in which the position is located, any
time after the tat date of recruitment but no more than AO days after the last day of recruitment. See .930 for DOL Regional
Office addresses.

Employers must also submit an attestation to the educational institution(s) at which the F-1 students) to be employed is enrolled in a full
course of study. The attestation may be submitted simultaneously to DM, and the educational instimert or it may be submitted tint 10
DOL and subsequently to the educational institution, before an accepted copy Is returned from COL to the employer. in no case shat
the attestation be submitted* the educational institution prior to or without submitting to DOL. See .940 for detailed explanation.

To knowingly furnish any false information in the preparation of this fOfm. or to aid, abet Of counsel another to do so is a felony,
punishable by $10,000 fine or Eve years in the penitentiary, or both (18 U.S.C. 1001). Other perishes apply as well to fraud and misuse
of this Immigration document (13 U.S.C. 1546) and to perjury with respect 10 this form (le U.S.C. 1546 and 1621).

PART A: OFFER Of EMPLOYMENT

Here I. Emplovw. Enter the full eget name of the business,
firm. or organization, or. If an individual, enter name
used for legal purposes on documents.

Item 2. Ar ;dram. Self explanatory.

Item 3. Telephone Number. Se explanatory.

Item 4. Federal Em_ployee t D. Number. Enter the
employer's Federal employer identification number
assigned by the Internal Revenue Service.

Item 5(a). Titles cif Jobs to_b* FittAlby F-Iitudint_S. Enter the
common name(*) or payroll POWs) of the job(s)
being offered.

Item 5(b). Two dioit ecauoetend division. Enter the two digit
cote which most closely describes the job(s) to be
performed.

nee t(c). Rate of Pty. Enter the salary to be paid In terms of
the amount per Axe, week, Yuri etc.

Item 5(d). Locationfst Where Moral Will Work, Enter the full
address of the site or location where the work will
actually be performed. It different from the address
In kern I.

PART II: EMPLOYER ATTESTATIONS

Hem II Recruitment attestation. Employers must attest that
they have recruited for the position for SO days, and that a
sufficient number of U.S. workers were not able, qualified and
available. To satisfy this requirement employers must 1. piece
job order for SO consecutive days with the local office of the State
employment service in the area of intended employment 1051 2.
post a vacancy announcement at the piece of business.

Employers must also attest that for an F1 student(s) hired more
than 90 days after Ste end of the 110 day recruitment referenced
above, subsequent recruitmere will be conducted prior to hiring
each etudent(s). To satisfy this attest ton employers must either;
1. place an open jab order for the positIon(s) with the local Woe
of the Statement employment service In the Intended area of
employment until September 30.1991; or, 2. place a job order

with the local office of the State employment service in the area
of Intended employment for 60 consecutive days. and post an
announcement of the job vacancy for 60 consecutive days. at
the employer's pea of business. The 'Gay job order and
the 60-day posting of the job vacancy Ain not end more than
90 days before the date of Me.

Item 7. Wawa attestation. Employers must vest that they
will pay the F-1 student(s) and any other similarly situated
worker(s) the actual wage for the occupation at the place of
employment or the prevailing wage for the occupation in the
intenders area of employment. whichever ie higher. The
employer shall update the prevailing wage for the occupation
named in the attestation on an annual basis and shall continue
paying the actual wage or the prevailing wage for the entire
validity period of the attestation.

The prevailing wage rats for positions named in the altastatiOn,
unless subject to the Davis -Bacon Act or the McNamara-0%am
Service Contract Act, Is the average rate of wages paid to
workers similarly employed in the wee of intended
employment as determined by a prevailing wage survey
published by an independent authoritative source or a
prevailing wage finding from the Stale Employment Salvia it
the Intended area of employment.

Employers should be prepared to produce documentary
evidence in support of the employer attestations for at least to
months from the closing date of the recruitment period to which
the documentation is applicable, and make N available to
officials of COL upon such officiate request Ss* Appendix A to
subpart J for guidance on the documentation to support these
attestations.

PART C: EMPLOYER DECLARATION

Sy signing this form, the hiring official is Agostino to: the
accuracy of the information on the form, and having complied
with the conditions of BART 3;EMPLOYER ATTESTATIONS.
False statements as subject to Federal criminal penalties, as
staled above. II 31e Secretary of Labe* determines that an
employer has provided an attestation that Is materially false or
has failed to pay wages in accordance with the attestation,
after notice and an opportunity for a hearing. the employer
shell be disqualified from employing an F-1 student.

The Department of Labor will accept this attestation upon receipt from the employer. The employer may submit N to the educational
Install:in, without indication of Department of Labor acceptance, for rillameue work authorization for F-1 students. A copy Of the
attestation form Indicating the Deportment's ecceptenes, or notification of nonacceptance will be returned 63 the employer. Within 15
days thereafter, de employer awes IWOVItiO 1110 educational install:in with a copy of the attestation accepted by 1118 Ovenware of
Labor as indicated terson. Fentress provide a copy elite scowled seestatton to the educational Institution shut nese N notlIkation
to the U.S. Attorney General test the employer does not have a void attestation on Me with the Department of Labor.

Paige 2 of 2
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TWO-DIGIT OCCUPATIONAL DIVISIONS

PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL AND MANAGERIAL:00CUPATIONS

00/01 OCCUPATIONS IN ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING AND
SURVEYING

02 OCCUPATIONS IN MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES
03 COMPUTER - RELATED - OCCUPATIONS
04 OCCUPATIONS IN LIFE SCIENCES
05 OCCUPATIONS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES
07 OCCUPATIONS IN MEDICINE AND HEALTH
09 OCCUPATIONS IN EDUCATION
10 OCCUPATIONS IN MUSEUM, LIBRARY, AND ARCHIVAL SCIENCES
11 OCCUPATIONS IN LAW AND JURISPRUDENCE
12 OCCUPATIONS IN RELIGION AND THEOLOGY
13 OCCUPATIONS IN WRITING
14 OCCUPATIONS IN ART
15 OCCUPATIONS IN ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATION
16 OCCUPATIONS ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIZATIONS
18 MANAGERS AND OFFICIALS
19 MISCELLANEOUS PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL, AND MANAGERIAL OCCUPATIONS

CLERICAL AND SALES OCCUPATIONS

20 STENOGRAPHY, TYPING, FILING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
21 COMPUTING AND ACCOUNT-RECORDING OCCUPATIONS
22 PRODUCTION AND STOCK CLERKS AND RELAYED, OCCUPATIONS
23 INFORMATION AND MESSAGE DISTRIBUTION OCCUPATIONS
24 MISCELLANEOUS CLERICAL OCCUPOO74S ..-
25 SALES OCCUPATIONS, SERVIDO
26 SAL ES OCCUPATIONS. CONSUMABLE 'COMMODITIES
27 SALES OCCUPATIC.18,07NE*COMMODITIES
29 MISCELLANEOUS SALES OCCUPATIONS

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

30 DOMESTIC SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
31 FOOD AND BEVERAGE PREPARATION AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
32 LODGING AND RELATED SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
33 BARBERING, COSMETOLOGY, AND RELATED SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
34 AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
35 MISCELLANEOUS PERSONAL SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
36 APPAREL AND FURNISHINGS SERVICE:OCCUPATIONS
37 PROTECTIVE SERVICEOCCUPATIONS
38 BUILDING AND RELATED SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

AGRICULTURAL. FISHERY, FORESTRY, AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS

40 PLANT FARMING OCCUPATIONS
41 ANIMAL FARMING OCCUPATIONS
42 MISCELLANEOUS AGRICULTURAL AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
44 FISHERY AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
45 FORESTRY OCCUPATIONS
46 HUNTING. TRAPPING AND RELA` iD OCCUPATIONS

PROCESSING OCCUPATIONS

50 OCCUPATIONS IN PROCESSING OF METAL
51 ORE REFINING AND FOUNDRY OCCUPATIONS
52 OCCUPATIONS IN PROCESSING OF FOOD, TOBACCO, AND RELATED PRODUCTS
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53 OCCUPATIONS IN PROCESSING OF PAPER AND RELATED MATERIALS
54 OCCUPATIONS IN PROCESSING OF PETROLEUM, COAL, NATURAL AND MANUFACTURED GAS

AND RELATED PRODUCTS
55 OCCUPATIONS IN PROCESSING OF RUBBER, PAINT AND RELATED PRODUCTS
56 OCCUPATIONS IN PROCESSING OF WOOD AND WOOD PRODUCTS
57 OCCUPATIONS IN PROCESSING OF STONE, CLAY, GLASS AND RELATED PRODUCTS
58 OCCUPATIONS IN PROCESSING OF LEATHER, TEXTILES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
59 OTHER PROCESSING 1.):. -"IPATIONS

MACHINE TRADES OCCUPATIONS

60 METAL MACHINING OCCUPATIONS
61 OTHER METALWORKING OCCUPATIONS
62/63 MECHANICS AND MACHINERY REPAIRERS
64 PAPERWORKING OCCUPATIONS
65 PRINTING OCCUPATIONS
66 WOOD MACHINING OCCUPATIONS
67 OCCUPATIONS IN MACHINING STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND RELATED MM ERIALS
68 TEXTILE OCCUPATIONS
69 OTHER MACHINE TRADES OCCUPATIONS

BENCHWORK OCCUPATIONS

70 OCCUPATIONS IN FABRICATION, ASSEMBLY, AND REPAIR OF METAL PRODUCTS

71 OCCUPATIONS IN FABRICATION AND REPAIR OF SCIENTIFIC, MEDICAL, PHOTOGRAPHIC, OPTIC L..
HOROLOGICAL, AND RELATED PRODUCTS

72 OCCUPATIONS IN ASSEMBLY AND REPAIR OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
73 OCCUPATIONS IN FABRICATION AND REPAIR OF PRODUCTS MADE FROM ASSORTED MATERIALS

74 PAINTING, DECORATING, AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
75 OCCUPATIONS IN FABRICATION AND REPAIR OF PLASTICS, SYNTHETICS, RUBBER, AND RELATED

PRODUCTS
76 OCCUPATIONS IN FABRICATION AND REPAIR OF WOOD PRODUCTS
77 OCCUPATIONS IN FABRICATION AND REPAIR OF SAND, STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCTS

78 OCCUPATIONS IN FABRICATION AND REPAIR OF TEXTILE, LEATHER, AND RELATED PRODUCTS

79 OTHER BENCHWORK OCCUPATIONS

STRUCTURAL WORK OCCUPATIONS

80 OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN METAL FABRICATING
81 WELDERS, CUTTERS AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
82 ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLING, INSTALLING, AND REPAIRING OCCUPATIONS
84 PAINTING. PLASTERING, WATERPROOFING, CEMENTING, AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS

85 EXCAVATING. GRADING, PAVING, AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
86 OTHER CONSTRUCTION OCCUPATIONS
89 OTHER STRUCTURAL WORK OCCUPATIONS

MISCELLANEOUS OCCUPATIONS

90 MOTOR FREIGHT OCCUPATIONS
91 OTHER TRANSPORTATION OCCUPATIONS
92 PACKAGING AND MATERIALS HANDLING OCCUPATIONS
93 OCCUPATIONS IN EXTRACTION OF MINERALS
95 OCCUPATIONS IN PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF UTILITIES
96 OTHER AMUSEMENT. RECREATION. MOTION PICTURE. RADIO AND TELEVISION OCCUPATIONS

97 OCCUPATIONS IN GRAPHIC ART WORK

IFR Doc. 91-28382 Filed 11-05-91: 8:45 am]
BILLING COM 4110-16-C, 4515 -27-C
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Labor Condition Application
for H-18 Nonimmigrants

I. Full Legal Name of Employer

2. Federal Employer I.D. Number

U.S. Department of Labor
Employment and Training Administration
U.S. Employment Service
S. Employer's Address
(No., Street, City, SUM, and ZIP Code)

OMII Approval No.: 12050310
Expiration Date: 10/31/82

3. Telephone No.

4. FAX No.

(

6. Address Where Documentation is Kept (If different then Item 5)

7. OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION (Use *Rachman' it additional specie is needed)

(a) Three -Digit
Occupational
Groups Code

(b) Job Title
(Check box
if position is
part-time)

D

0
0

(c) No. of H-18 (d) Rote of Pay
Nonimmigrants

(5) Period of Employment
From To

(I) Location(s) Where H-18
NoninnigrantsWill
Work (see Instructions)

5. EMPLOYER LABOR CONDITION STATEMENTS (Employers ere required to develop and maintain dseuntleastin apporting labor condition
statements 5(a) and 8(d). Employers are further required to make available for public examination a Copy*? SNP labor condition application
and necessary supporting documentation wahin one (1) working day after the date on ieh::h the application is filed with DOL. Check each
box to indicate that the employer will comply with each statement.)

(a) H-18 nonimmigranta will be paid at least the actual wage level pin by the employer to all other individuals with similar experience
and qualifications for the specific employment N question rg the prevailing wags level for the occupation In the arse of employment,
whichever is hioher.

(b) The employment of H-18 nonimmigrant will no: adversely affect the working conditions of workers similarly employed In the
area of intended employrremL

0 (c)

(d)

On the dale this application le Prod and submitted, there Is not a strike, lockout or work stoppage in the course of a labor dispute in
the occupation in wMch H-113 noni.mmigrants will be employed at the place of employment.

As of this date, notice of this application has been provided to workers employed in the occupations in which H-18 nonimmlgrares
will be employed: (check appropriate box)

(i) Notice of this filing has been provided to the bargaining representative of workers In the occupations in which H-111
nonimmigrants will be employed; or

0 (ii) There is no such bargaining representative; therefore, a notice of this filing has been posted and was, or will remain, posted
for 10 days in a conspicuous place where H-18 nonirnrnigrants will be employed.

9. DECLARATION OF EMPLOYER. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1746,1 declare under penalty of perjury that the information provided on this form is true
and correct. In addition, I declare that I will comply with the Deportment of Labor regulations governing this program and, In particular, that I will
make this application, supporting documentation, and other records, files and documents available to officials of the Department of Labor, upon
such official's request, during any investigation under this application or the Immigration and Nationality Act.

Name and Title of Hiring or Other Designated Official Sigrature Date

AN APPLICATION CERTIFIED eY DOL MUST RE FILED IN SUPPORT ()FAN 14-12 VISA PETITION WITH THE Uel.
FOR U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY USE ONLY: Sy virtue of my signature below. I acknowledge that this application Is hereby
certified and will be valid frost through

Signature and Title of Authorized Da. Official ETA Cam No.

Subsequent DOL Action: Suspended (date) Invalidated (date) Withdrawn (date)

The Department of Labor Is not the guarantor of the accuracy, truthfulness or adequacy of a certified lobar condition application.

Public reporting burden for this collection of intonation Is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions,
sewchMg existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send
comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of Information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the
Office of IRM Policy, Department of Labor, Room N-1301, 200 Constitution Avenue. N.W., Washington, DC 20210; and to the Office Of Management and
Budget, Paperwork Reduction Project (1205-0310), Washington, DC 20503.
DO NOT SEND THE COMPUTED FORM TO EITHER OF THESE OFFICES ETA 9036 (Jan. 1992)

.1
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING FORM ETA 9035
IASOR CONDITION APPLICATION FOR

OHS NONIMMIGRANTS

IMPORTANT: READ CAREFULLY BEFORE COMPLETING FORM

Print legibly in ink or use a typewriter. Sign and date one form in original signature. Citations below to 'regulations' are citations
to identical provisions at 20 CFR 655, Subparts H and I. and to 29 CFR 507, Subparts H and I.

To knowingly furnish any false information In the preparation of this form and any supporting documentation thereto, or to
aid, abet or counsel another to do so is * felony, punishable by $10,000 fine or five years In the penitentiary, or both (it
U.S.C. 1001). Other penalties apply as well to fraud or misuse of this immigration document (U.S.C. 1546) and to perjury
with respect to this form (111 U.S.C. 1146 and 1621).

Employers seeking to hire H18 nonimmigrants in specialty occupations or as fashion models of distinguished merit and ability must submit
the completed and dated original Form ETA 9035 (or a facsimile) and one copy of the completed original Form ETA 9035 to the Regional

Certifying Officer In the Department of Labor (001). Employment and Training Administration (ETA) Regional Office having jurisdiction over

the State in which the position is located. See 20 CFR 655.720 for ETA Regional Office addrs:ses. Anapplication which is complete and
has no obvious inaccuracies will be certified by DOL and returned to the employer, who may then file it in support of its petition with the

INS.

Item 1. Full Leos! Name of Employer. Enter full legal name
of business, firm or organization, or, if an individual, enter
name used for legal purposes on documents.

Item 2. Federal Employe I.D. Number. Enter employer's
Federal Employer Identification Number (EIN) assigned by
the Internal Revenue Service.

Item 3. Teleohone. Self -explanatory.

Item 4. FAX No, Self-explanatory.

Item I. Employer's Address. Self-explanelory.

Item 11. Address Where Dow~tiKept. (If different
than item 5). Sell-ex tOzilf1csoNve

Item 7. Occupational inkrmation. Enter the information
requested under the appropriate subheading. If necessary.
continue on an attachment.

item 7(a). Twee Digit Occupational Groups Code. Enter
the three-digit code which most closely describes the job(s)
to ba performed. (DCL purposes only.)

Item 7(b). Job Title. Enter the common names) or payroll
title(s) of the job(s) being offered. Check box to the right of
the blank if position is part-time.

Item 7(e). Number of Nonimmiaranta. Enter the number of
14-18 nonlmmigrants that will be hired in the three-digit
occupational code staled in item 7(s).

Item 7(d). Mt of Pay. Enter the salary to be paid in terms
of the amount per hour, week, year, etc. If a wage rang* is
listed for this item, the salary for *tech NAB nonimmigrant
shall be maintained in support of the application.

Item 7(e). Period of Employment, Enter the starting and
ending dates during which the H-113 nonimmigrants will be
employed.

Item 7(f). Location(s) Where H.16 Noninimiorents Will Work.
Enter the city and state of site or location where the work will
actually be performed.

Item S. grnolavar Labor Condition Statements. The employer
must attest by checking off the conditions listed In (a)
through (d) and by signing the application form. Employers

OILLING COOK 411111146. 411,0-27-C

-5;

must develop and maintain documentation to support labor
condition statements 8(a) and 8(d). Doctimrlotien in support
of a labor condition application "IliclfWefilictettat the
employers place of buskiess ofxsi*i_16 "Rd made available
to DOL upon sucholecillossresuriaV SIM 20 CFR 655.730 for
guidance onSfilf dolsonliallition that must support each labor
ConQitt staillerient.,11 P

TheThe employer must attest that H-1B nonimmigrants
paid wages which are at least the higher of the actual

wage level paid by the employer to all other individuals with
similar experience and qualifications for the specific
employment in question or the prevailing wage level for the
occupational classification in the area of employment.

Item 1(b). The employer must attest that the employment of
H-18 nonimmigrant' in the occupations named will not
adversely affect the working cone,tions of workers similarly
employed in the occupational classification.

Item 5(c). The employer must attest that on the date the
application is signed and submitted, there is not a strike,
lockout or work stoppage in the course of a labor dispute in
the named occupations at the worksite.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Item 1(d). The employer must attest that as of the date of
filing, notice of the tabor condition application has been
provided to workers employed in the named occupations. The
application may be provided to the workers through the
bargaining representative, or whore there is no such
bargaining representative, notice of the filing must be posted
in a conspicuous place where H18 nonimmigrants will be
employed.

Item 9. Declaration of Employer. One copy of this form must
bear the original signature of the employer. By signing this
form, the employer is attesting to the accuracy of the labor
condition statements listed in items a(a) through (d) and to
compliance with these conditions. False statements are
subject to Federal criminal penalties, as stated above. Failure
3 meet a condition of the application regarding strikes or
lockouts, substantial failure to meet a condition of the
application regarding notification of the bargaining unit
representative or employees, willful failure to meet Condition
of the application regarding wages or working conditions, or
misrepresentation of a material fact may result in additional
penalties.
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Appendix 2 (Not to be Codified in the
CFR): DOT Three-Digit Occupational
Groups Codes for Professional,
Technical and Managerial Occupations
and Fashion Models. Printed below is a
copy of DOT Three-Digit Occupational
Groups Codes for Professional.
Technical and Managerial Occupations
and Fashion Models.
OWN COOS 461411-111-*
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THREE -DIGIT OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS

PROFESSIONAL. TECHNICAL AND MANAGERIAL OCCUPATIONS
AND FASHION MODELS

OCCUPATIONS IN ARCHITECTURE. ENGINEERING AND
SURVEYING

001

002

003
005
006
007

006
010
011

012
013
014
015
019

ARCHITECTURAL OCCUPATIONS
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS

ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS
CIVIL ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS

CERAMIC ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS
MINING AND PETROLEUM ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS
METALLURGY AND METALLURGICAL

ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS
MARINE ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS
OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN ARCHITECTURE. ENGINEERING AND
SURVEYING

OCCUPATIONS IN MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES

020 OCCUPATIONS IN MATHEMATICS
021 OCCUPATIONS IN ASTRONOMY
022 OCCUPATIONS IN CNEMISTRy
023 OCCUPATIONS IN PHYSICS
024 OCCUPATIONS IN GEOLOGY
025 OCCUPATIONS P4 METEOROLOGY
029 OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICAL

SCIENCES

COMPUTER - RELATED OCCUPATIONS

030 OCCUPATIONS IN SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND PROGRAMMING
031 OCCUPATIONS It DATA COMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKS
032 OCCUPATIONS IN COMPUTER SYSTEM USER SUPPORT
033 OCCUPATIONS IN COMPUTER SYSTEMS TECHNICAL SUPPORT
039 OTHER COMPUTER-RELATED OCCUPATIONS

OCCUPATIONS IN LIFE SCIENCES

040 OCCUPATIONS IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
041 OCCUPATIONS IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
045 OCCUPATIONS IN PSYCHOLOGY
049 OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN LIFE SCIENCES

OCCUPATIONS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES

050 OCCUPATIONS IN ECONOMICS
051 OCCUPATIONS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
052 OCCUPATIONS IN SOCIOLOGY
055 OCCUPATIONS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
059 OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES

OCCUPATIONS IN MEDICINE AND HEALTH

070 PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
071 OSTEOPATHS
072 DENTISTS
073 VETERINARIANS
074 PHARMACISTS
076 THERAPISTS
077 DIETITIANS
076 OCCUPATIONS IN MEDICAL AND DENTAL TECHNOLOGY
079 OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN MEDICINE AND HEALTH

OCCUPATIONS IN EDUCATION

090 OCCUPATIONS IN COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY
EDUCATION

091 OCCUPATIONS IN SECONDARY SCHOOL EDUCATION
092 OCCUPATIONS IN PRESCHOOL. PRIMARY SCHOOL, AND

KINDERGARTEN EDUCATION
094 OCCUPATIONS IN EDUCATION OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

[FR Doc. 92-693 Filed 1-10-92: 8:45 ant)

PLUM C73016 451414,- 411847-C

096
097
099

HOME ECONOMISTS AND FARM ADVISERS
OCCUPATIONS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
OTHER OCCUPATIONS 1I4 EDUCATION

OCCUPATIONS IN MUSEUM. LIBRARY. AND ARCHIVAL SCIENCES

100 LIBRARIANS
101 ARCHIVISTS
102 MUSEUM CURATORS AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
709 OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN MUSEUM. LIBRARY

AND ARCHIVAL SCIENCES

OCCUPATIONS IN LAW AND JURISPRUDENCE

110 LAWYERS'
IT 1 JUOCES

OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN LAW AND JURISPRUDENCE

OCCUPATIONS IN RELIGION AND THEOLOGY

120 CLERGY
129 OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN RELIGION AND THEOLOGY

OCCUPATIONS IN WRITING

131 WRITERS
132 EDITORS, PUBLICATION, BROADCAST. AND SCRIPT
139 OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN WRITING

OCCUPATIONS IN ART

142 ENVIRONMENTAL. PRODUCT AND RELATED
DESIGNERS

149 OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN ART

OCCUPATIONS IN ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATION

152 OCCUPATIONS IN MUSIC
159 OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN ENTERTAINMENT AND

RECREATION

OCCUPAT:ONS ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIZATIONS

160 ACCOUNTANTS, AUDITORS. AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
161 BUDGET AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

OCCUPATIONS
164 ADVEInSpiG MANAGEMENT OCCUPATIONS
165 PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGEMENT OCCUPATIONS
168 PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT OCCUPATIONS
169 OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN ADMINISTRATIVE

SPECIALIZATIONS

MANAGERS AND OFFICIALS

160 AGRICULTURE. FORESTRY. AND FISHING INDUSTRY
MANAGERS AND OFFICIALS

181 MINING INDUSTRY MANAGERS AND OFFICIALS
182 CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY MANAGERS AND OFFICIALS
133 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY MANAGERS AND OFFICIALS
184 TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATION. AND UTILITIES

INDUSTRY MANAGERS AND OFFICIALS
185 WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE MANAGERS AND

OFFICIALS
186 FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL. ESTATE MANAGERS

AND OFFICIALS
187 SERVICE INDUSTRY MANAGERS AND OFFICIALS
186 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION MANAGERS AND OFFICIALS
189 MISCELLANEOUS MANAGERS AND OFFICIALS

MISCELLANEOUS PROFESSIONAL. TECHNICAL, AND MANAGERIAL
OCCUPATIONS

195 OCCUPATIONS IN SOCIAL. AND WELFARE WORK
199 MISCELLANEOUS PROFESSIONAL. TECHNICAL AND

MANAGERIAL OCCUPATIONS

SALES PROMOTION OCCUPATIONS

297 FASHION MODELS
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APPENDIX 4

Visa Stamp and Visa Label
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APPENDIX 5

Regional and District INS Offices

Regional Service Centers

Northern Service Center
P.O. Box 82521
Lincoln, NE 68501-2521
(402) 437-5218

Eastern Service Center

75 Lower We !den St.
St. Albans, VT 05479-0001
(802) 527-3160

Southern Service Center
P.O. Box 152122, Dept. A
Irving, TX 75015.2122
(214) 767-7769

Western Service Center
P.O. Box 30111
Laguna Niguel, CA 92667-8111
(714) 643-4880

Northern Region

Northern Region
Fort Snelling
Federal Building, Room 480
Twin Cities, MN 55111
(612) 725-3850

Anchorage District
222 West 7th Avenue #16
Room 233
Anchorage, AK 99513-7851
(907) 271-3521

Fairbanks Suboffice
P.O. Box 60208
Fairbanks, AK 99706
(907) 474.0307
(accepts papers for filing only)

Chicago District
10 West Jackson Blvd
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 353-7300

Indiana Suboffice
46 E. Ohio Street
Room 124
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 226-6009

Wisconsin Suboffice
Federal Building
Room 186
517 E. Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53202
(414) 297-3572

Cleveland District
1240 E. 9th St.
Room 1917
Cleveland, OH 44199
(216) 522-4766

Cincinnati Suboffice
US Post Office and Courthouse
5th and Walnut St.
P.O. Box 537
Cincinnati, OH 45201
(513) 287-6040

Denver District
4730 Paris St.
Denver, CO 80209
(303) 371-0135

Salt Lake City Suboffice
125 South State St.
Room 4103
Salt Lake City, UT 84138
(801) 524-5771

Detroit District
333 Mt. Elliott St.
Federal Building
Detroit, MI 48207
(313) 226-3250

Helena District
301 S. Park
Room 512, Drawer 10036
Helena, MT 59626
(406) 449-5220

Idaho Suboffice
4620 Overland Road
Boise, ID 83705
(208) 334-1821

Kansas City District
9747 North Conant Ave.
Kansas City, MO 64153
(816) 891-9312

St. Louis Suboffice

1114 Market St.
St. Louis, MO 63101
(314) 539-2532

Omaha District
3736 South 132nd St.
Omaha, NE 68144
(402) 697-9152

Portland District
511 N.W. Broadway
Federal Building
Portland, OR 97209
(503) 326-2155

St. Paul District

2901 Metro Drive
Bloomington, MN 55425
(612) 335-2211
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Seattle District
815 Airport Way, South
Seattle, WA 98134
(206) 553-0070

Spokane Suboffice
691 United States Courthouse
Spokane, WA 99201
(509) 353-2758

Eastern Region

Eastern Region

70 Kimball Ave.
South Burlington, VT 05403-6813
(802) 660-5000
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Baltimore District
101 West Lombard St.
Baltimore, MD 21201
(301) 962-2010

Boston District
JFK Federal Building
Government Center, Room 700
Boston, MA 02203
(617) 565-4943

Hartford Suboffice
900 Asylum Ave.
Hartford, CT 06105
(203) 240-3171

Buffalo District
68 Court St.
Buffalo, NY 14202
(716) 846-4741

Albany Suboffice
445 Broadway
Room 220
Albany, NY 12207
(518) 472-4621

Newark District
970 Broad St.
Federal Building
Newark, NJ 07102
(201) 645-2269

New York District
26 Federal Plaza
New York, NY 10278
(212) 264-5942

Philadelphia District
1600 Callowhill St.
Philadelphia, PA 19130
(215) 597-7305

Pittsburgh Suboffice
Room 2130 Federal Building
1000 Liberty Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
(412) 644-3356

Portland District
739 Warren Ave.
Portland, ME 04103
(207) 780-3399

Vermont Suboffice
Federal Bldg.
P.O. Box 328
St. Albans, VT 05478
(802) 951-6658

San Juan District
Carlos Chardon St.
3rd Floor
Ha.o Rey, PR 00918
(809) 766-5380

St. Croix Suboffice
P.O. Box 270
Kingshill
Christian Sted
St. Croix, VI 00850
(809) 778-6559

St. Thomas Suboffice
Federal Building
Veterans Drive
P.O. Box 610
Charlotte Amalie
St. Thomas, VI 00804
(809) 774-1390

Washington, D.C., District
4420 North Fairfax Dr.
Arlington, VA 22203
(202) 307-1640

Norfolk Suboffice
200 Granby Mall
Federal Building
Norfolk, VA 23510
(804) 441-3081

t

Southern Region

Southern Region
7701 North Stemmons Freeway
Dallas, TX 75247
(214) 767-7011

Atlanta District
77 Forsyth St., SW
Room G-85
Atlanta, GA 30303
(404) 331-2788

Charlotte Suboffice
6 Woodlawn Green
Suite 138
Charlotte, NC 28210
(704) 523-1704

South Carolina Suboffice
Federal Building
334 Meeting Street
Room 110
Charleston, SC 29403
(803) 727-4350

Dallas District
8101 North Stemmons Freeway
Dallas, TX 75247
(214) 655-3011

Oklahoma City Suboffice
West Park Business Center
4149 Highline Blvd.
Suite 300
Oklahoma City, OK 73108
(405) 942-8670

El Paso District

700 E. San Antonio
P.O. Box 9398-79984
El Paso, TX 79901
(915) 534-6334

Albuquerque Suboffice
500 Gold Ave., SW
Room 3303
Albuquerque, NM 87103
(505) 766-6366

Harlingen District
2102 Teege Rd.
Harlingen, TX 78550
(512) 427-8592
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Houston District
509 North Belt
Houston, TX 77060
(713) 847-7950
Miami District
7880 Biscayne Blvd.
Miami, FL 33138
(305) 530-7657

Jacksonville Suboffice
400 West Bay Street
Room G-18
Jacksonville, FL 32202
(904) 791-2625

Tampa Suboffice
5509 W. Gray Street
Room 113
Tampa, FL 33609-1059
(813) 228-2131

New Orleans District
701 Loyola Ave.
Room T-8005
New Orleans, LA 70113
(504) 589-6521

Louisville Suboffice
US Courthouse

Room 601
Louisville, KY 40202
(502) 582-6395

Memphis Suboffice
Room 814
Federal Office Building
167 West Main St.
Memphis, TN 38103
(901) 544-3301

San Antonio District
727 E. Durango
Suite A301
San Antonio, TX 78206
(512) 229-6356

Western Region

Western Region
24000 Avila Road
P.O. Box 30080
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
(714) 643-4236

Honolulu District
595 Ala Moana Boulevard
Honolulu, HI 96813
(808) 541-1388

Guam Suboffice
801 Pacific News Building
238 O'Hara Street
Agana, Guam 96910
(671) 472-7349

Los Angeles District
300 North Los Angeles St.
Los Angeles, CA 90012
(213) 894-2780

Phoenix District
230 N. First Avenue
Room 2418
Phoenix, AZ 85025
(602) 379-3114

Tucson Suboffice
1970 West Ajo Way
P.O.Box 27127
Tucson, AZ 85726
(602) 670-6229

Las Vegas Suboffice
300 Las Vegas Boulevard, South
Las Vegas, NV 89101
(702) 384-3696

Reno Suboffice
350 South Center St.
Reno, NV 89502
(702) 784-5427

San Diego District
880 Front St.
San Diego, CA 92188
(619) 557-5645

San Francisco District
630 Sansome St.
Appraisers Building
San Francisco, CA 94111
(415) 705-4571

Fresno Suboffice
1130 "0" St.
Fresno, CA 9.V21
(209) 487-5091

Sacramento Suboffice
650 Capitol Mall
Room 1-060
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 551-2785

San Jose Suboffice
Federal Building and Courthouse
Room 1150
280 S. First Street
San Jose, CA 95113
(408) 291-7876

Student Data Processing
Center

Student Data Processing Center
P.O. Box 140
Highway 25 South
Lexington, KY 40741
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APPENDIX 6

Department of Labor Regional Offices

Region I
One Congress St., 10th Floor
Boston, MA 02114-2021
(617) 565-4446

States served: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont

Region II
201 Varick St., Room 755
New York, NY 10014
(212) 337-2378

States served: New York, New Jersey, Puerto Rico, U.S.
Virgin Islands

Region III
Post Office Box 8796
Philadelphia, PA 19101
(215) 596-6363

States served: Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia

Region IV
1371 Peachtree St., NE
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 347-3938

States served: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee

Region V
230 S. Dearborn St., Room 605
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 353-1550

States served: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota,
Ohio, Wisconsin

Region VI
525 Griffin St., Room 314
Dallas, TX 75202
(214) 767-4989

States served: Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Texas

Region VII
911 Walnut St., Room 700
Kansas City, MO 64106
(816) 426-3796

States served: Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska

Region VIII
1961 Stout St.,16th floor
Denver, CO 80294
(303) 844-4613

States served: Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Utah, Wyoming

Region IX
71 Stevenson St., Room 830
San Francisco, CA 94119
(415) 744-6647

States served: Arizona, California, Guam, Hawaii, Nevada

Region X
909 First Avenue, Room 1145
Seattle, WA 98174
(206) 553-5297

States served: Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington

State Employment Security Agencies DOL region
(alphabetical by state)

Department of Industrial Relations IV

Industrial Relations Building
Montgomery, AL 36130
(205) 242-8990

Employment Security Division
State of Alaska
PO Box 25509
Juneau, AK 99802
(907) 465-4531

X
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Department of Economic Security
1300 West Washington St.
Phoenix, AZ 65005
(602) 542-4791

Employment Security
P.O. Box 2981
Little Rock, AR 72203
(501) 682-3129

IX

VI

Employment Development Department IX

Employment Data and Research Division
7000 Franklin Blvd.
Building 1100
Sacramento, CA 98823
(916) 739-4150

Labor Market Information Office
Lakewood Job Service Center
393 South Harlan
Lakewood, CO 80226
(303) 937-4946

Connecticut Employment Security Division
Labor Certification Unit
200 Folly Brook Boulevard
Weathersfield, CT 06109
(203) 566-2425

Delaware Department of Labor
Job Service Division
Post Office Box 9029
Newark, DE 19711
(302) 368-7876

VIII

III

D.C. Department of Employment Services III

Employment Security Building
Room 325
500 C Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 724-3770

Div. of Labor, Employment and Training IV

Dept of Labor and Employment Security
300 Atkins Building
1320 Executive Center Drive
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0667
(904) 488-7228

Georgia Department of Labor
114 International Boulevard, NE
Atlanta, GA 30303
(404) 656-3011

IV

Dept. of Labor and Industry Relations
830 Punch Bowl St.
Room 320
Honolulu, HI 96831
(808) 548-3150

Department of Employment
State of Idaho
317 Main Street
Boise, ID 83735
(208) 334 -6161

Alien Labor Certification Unit
401 South State Street
3rd Floor South
Chicago, IL 60605
(312) 793-8830

Alien Certification Specialist
Indiana Department of Employment

and Training Services
10 North Senate Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 232-0173

Department of Employment Services
1000 East Grand Avenue
Des Moines, IA 50319
(515) 281-5387

Department of Human Resources
401 Southwest Topeka Boulevard
Topeka, KS 66603-3182
(913) 296-5000

Department for Employment Services
Cabinet for Human Resources
275 East Main Street, 2nd Floor West
Frankfort, KY 40621
(502) 564-5331

Dept. of Employment and Training
Office of Employment Security
1001 North 23rd Street, Room 110
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9094
(504) 342-2995

Bureau of Employment Services
Labor Certifications
20 Union Street
Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 289-5562

IX

X

V

V

VII

VII

IV

VI

Department of Employment and Training III

100 North Eutaw Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
(301) 333-7065
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Department of Employment and Training
Labor Certification Unit
Charles Hurley Building
Government Center
Boston, MA 02114
(617) 727-4751

Alien Certification Specialist
Michigan Employment Security Commission
7310 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, MI 48202
(313) 876-5280

Alien Certification Specialist
Minnesota Department of Jobs

and Training
390 North Robert Street
St. Paul, MN 55101
(612) 296-6425

Employment Security Commission
P.O. Box 1699
Jackson, MS 39215-1699
(601) 961-7400

V

V

IV

Dept. of Labor and Industrial Relations VII

PO Box 59
Jefferson City, MO 65204-001;9
(314) 751-2461

Department of Labor and Industry
P.O. Box 1728
Helena, MT 59624
(406) 444-3555

Department of Labor
Box 94600
State House Station

Lincoln, NE 68509-4600
(402) 471-3405

VIII

VII

Nevada Employment Security Department IX

135 South 8th Street
Las Vegas, NV
(702) 486-3404

Department of Employment Security
Labor Certification Unit
32 South Main Street, Room 204
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 228-4054

New Jersey Department of Labor
P.O. Box 2765
Trenton, NJ 08825
(609) 292-2337

New Mexico Department of Labor
Field Services Support Bureau
401 Broadway, NE
Albuquerque, NM 87103-1928
(505) 841-8414

VI

State of New York Department of Labor II

Alien Employment Certification
1 Main Street, Room 501
Brooklyn, NY 11201
(718) 797-7224

Employment Security Commission
P.O. Box 25903
Raleigh, NC 27611
(919) 733-7546

Job Service
P.O. Box 1637
Bismarck, ND 53502
(701) 255-7134

Alien Certification Specialist
Ohio Bureau of Employment Services
P.O. Box 1618 (899 E. Broad St., 3rd Floor)
Columbus, OH 43216
(614) 644-7303

Oklahoma Employment Security
Commission

Alien Employment Certification Program
303 Will Rogers Memorial Office Building
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
(405) 557-7126

Oregon State Employment Division
875 Union Street NE
Room 208
Salem, OR 97311
(503) 378-3234

IV

VIII

V

VI

X

Pennsylvania Office of Employment Security III

Department of Labor and Industry
1720 Labor and Industry Building
Harrisburg, PA 17121
(717) 787-4781

Bureau of Employment Security
Research and Analysis Section
15th Floor
935 Munoz Rivera Ave.
Hato Rey, PR 00918

Department of Employment Security
Labor Certification Unit
101 Friendship Street
Providence, RI 02903
(401) 277-3724
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Employment Security Commission

155 Gadsden Street
PO Box 995
Columbus, SC 29202
(803) 737-2617

Department of Employment Sr vices
Fifth Floor

Volunteer Plaza Building
500 James Robinson Parkway
Nashville, TN 37245-0001
(615) 741-2131

Texas Employment Commission
Alien Labor Certification Unit
Room 424 T
TEC Building
Austin, TX 78778
(512) 463-2332

Department of Employment Security
P.O. Box 11249
Salt Lake City, UT 94147
(801) 536-7800

Department of Employment and Training
Labor Certification Unit
P.O. Box 488
Green Mountcin Drive
Montpelier, VT 05602
(802) 229-0311

Virginia Employment Commission
Alien Certification Coordinator
P.O. Box 1358
Richmond, VA 23211
(804) 786-4714

IV

IV

VI

VIII

III

Department of Labor
53 A Kronprinasane Gade
Charlotte Amalie
St Thomas VI 00801 3368

Employment Security Department
Employment Service Division
Attn: AEC Unit
Olympia, WA 98504
(206) 438-4064

Dept. of Employment Security
State Office Building
Charleston, WV 25306
(304) 348-0219

Alien Certification Specialist
Dept. of Industry, Labor and

Human Relations
PO Box 7903
Madison, WI 53707
(608) 266-8564

Employment Security Commission
P.O. Box 2760
Casper, WY 82602
(307) 235-3200

II

X

III

V

VIII
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APPENDIX 7

Visa Issuing Posts

C = Consulate
CG= Consulate General
NIV= Non-Immigrant Visas Only
US Interests Section =U.S. Interests Section, Swiss Embassy, Havana

Country

Algeria

Antigua and Barbuda

Argentina

Australia

Austria

Bahamas

Bahrain

Bangladesh

Barbados

Belgium

Belize

Benin

Bermuda

Bolivia

Botswana

Post Designation Visa Services

Algiers Embassy All

Oran C NIV

St. Johns Embassy NIV

Buenos Aires Embassy \II

Canberra Embassy NIV

Melbourne CG NIV

Perth CG All

Sydney CG All

Vienna Embassy All

Nassau Embassy All

Manama Embassy All

Dhaka Embassy All

Bridgetown Embassy All

Antwerp CG NIV

Brussels Embassy All

Belize City Embassy All

Cotonou Embassy All

Hamilton Embassy All

La Paz Embassy All

Gaborone Embassy All
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Botswana Gaborone Embassy All

Brazil Brasilia Embassy NIV

Porto Alegre C NIV

Recife C NIV

Rio de Janeiro CG All

sao Paulo CG NIV

Brunei Bandar Seri Begawan Embassy NIV

Bulgaria Sofia Embassy All

Burkina Faso Ouagadougou Embassy All

Burundi Bujumbura Embassy All

Cameroon Douala C 8-1 /8-2

Yaounde Embassy All

Canada Calgary CG All

Halifax CG NIV

Montreal CG All

Ottawa Embassy All

Quebec City CG NIV

Toronto CG All

Vancouver CG All

Cape Verde Praia Embassy All

Central African Bangui Embassy All

Republic

Chad N'Djamena Embassy NIV

Chile Santiago Embassy All

China Beijing Embassy NIV

Chengdu CG NIV

Guangzhou CG All

Shanghai CG All

Shenyang CG NIV

Colombia Barranquilla C NIV

Bogota Embassy All

Commonwealth of Moscow Embassy All

Independent States* St. Petersburg C NIV

Comoros Moroni Embassy NIV

Congo Brazzaville Embassy All

Costa Rica San Jose Embassy All

Cote d'Ivoire Abidjan Embassy All

Cuba Havana US Interests Section All

* At press time, embassies in the newly independent countries are in c. state of transition and are expected to expand services in the near future.
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Cyprus Nicosia Embassy All

Czech and Slovak Federal Bratislava C NIV

Republic Prague Embassy All

Denmark Copenhagen Embassy All

Djibouti Djibouti Embassy All

Dominican Republic Santo Domingo Embassy All

Ecuador Guayaquil CG All

Quito Embassy NIV

Egypt Alexandria CG NIV

Cairo Embassy All

El Salvador San Salvador Embassy All

Equatorial Guinea Malabo Embassy NIV

Estonia Tallin Embassy NIV

Ethiopia Addis Ababa Embassy All

Fiji Suva Embassy All

Finland Helsinki Embassy All

France Bordeaux CG NIV

Fort-de-France (Martinique) CG All

Lyon CG NIV

Marseille CG NIV

Paris Embassy All

Gabon Libreville Embassy All

The Gambia Banjul Embassy All

Germany Berlin CG All

Bonn Embassy NIV

Frankfurt am Main CG All

Hamburg CG NIV

Munich CG NIV

Stuttgart CG NIV

Ghana Accra Embassy All

Greece Athens Embassy All

Thessaloniki CG Reissuance only

Grenada St. George's Embassy None

Guatemala Guatemala Embassy All

Guinea Conakry Embassy NIV

Guinea-Bissau Bissau Embassy All

Guyana Georgetown Embassy All

Haiti Port-au-Prince ^ Embassy All,
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Honduras Tegucigalpa Embassy All

Hong Kong Hong Kong CG All

Hungary Budapest Embassy All

Iceland Reykjavik Embassy All

India Bombay CG All

Calcutta CG All

Madras CG All

New Delhi Embassy All

Indonesia Jakarta Embassy All

Medan CG NIV

Surabaya CG NIV

Ireland Dublin Embassy All

Israel Jerusalem CG All

Tel Aviv Embassy All

Italy Florence CG NIV (San Marino only)

Milan CG NIV

Naples CG All

Rome Embassy NIV

Jamaica Kingston Embassy All

Japan Fukuoka C NIV

Naha CG All

Osaka-Kobe CG NIV

Sapporo CG NIV

Tokyo Embassy All

Jordan Amman Embassy All

Kenya Nairobi Embassy All

Korea Pusan C NIV

Seoul Embassy All

Kuwait Kuwait Embassy All

Latvia Riga Embassy NIV

Laos Vientiane Embassy All

Lebanon Beirut Embassy None

Lesotho Maseru Embassy NIV

Liberia Monrovia Embassy All

Lithuania* Vilnius Embassy NIV

Luxembourg Luxembourg Embassy NIV

Madagascar Antananarivo Embassy All

* At press time, embassies in the newly independent countries are in a state of transition and are expected to expand services in the near future.



Malawi Lilongwe Embassy All

Malaysia Kuala Lumpur Embassy All

IIIII Mali Bamako Embassy All

Malta Valletta Embassy All

Marshall Islands Majuro US Rep. NIV

Mauritania Nouakchott Embassy NIV

Mauritius Port Louis Embassy All

Mexico Ciudad Juarez/Chihuahua CG All

Guadalajara, Jalisco CG NIV

Hermosillo CG NIV

Matamoros CG NIV

Merida CG NIV

Mexico City Embassy NIV

Monterrey CG NIV

Tijuana CG All

Micronesia Kolonia Embassy All

Mongolia Ulaanbaatar Embassy NIV

Morocco Casablanca CG All

Rabat Embassy NIV

Mozambique Maputo Embassy All

Myanmar Yangon Embassy All

Nepal Kathmandu Embassy All

Netherlands Amsterdam CG All

The Hague Embassy IV (A, G,C-2, C3 only)

Netherlands Antilles Curacao CG All

New Zealand Auckland CG All

Wellington Embassy NIV

Nicaragua Managua Embassy All

Niger Niamey Embassy All

Nigeria Kaduna CG NIV

Lagos Embassy All

Norway Oslo Embassy All

Oman Muscat Embassy All

Pakistan Islamabad Embassy NIV

Karachi CG All

Lahore CG All

Peshawar C NIV

Palau Koror Status NIV

i . :. Liaison Office
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Panama Panama City Embassy All

Papua New Guinea Port Moresby Embassy All

Paraguay Asuncion Embassy All

Peru Lima Embassy All

Philippines Cebu CG NIV

Manila Embassy All

Poland Krakow CG NIV

Poznan C NIV

Warsaw Embassy All

Portugal Lisbon Embassy All

Ponta Delgada (Azores) C All

Romania Bucharest Embassy All

Saudi Arabia Dharan CG NIV

Jeddah CG NIV

Riyadh Embassy All

Senegal Dakar Embassy All

Seychelles Victoria Embassy All

Sierra Leone Freetown Embassy All

Singapore Singapore Embassy All

Solomon Islands Honiara C NIV

South Africa Capetown CG NIV

Durban CG NIV

Johannesburg CG All

Pretoria Embassy NIV

Spain Barcelona CG NIV

Madrid Embassy ALL

Sri Lanka Colombo Embassy All

Sudan Khartoum Embassy All

Suriname Paramaribo Embassy All

Swaziland Mbabane Embassy NIV

Sweden Stockholm Embassy All

Switzerland Bern Embassy All

Geneva Branch Office Emergency NIVs

Zurich CG NIV

Syria Damascus Embassy All

Taiwan Taipei American All

Institute

Tanzania Dar es Salaam :
)

Embassy All
. I
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Thailand Bangkok Embassy All

Chaing Mai CG NIV

Togo Lome Embassy All

Trinidad and Tobago Port of Spain Embassy All

Tunisia Tunis Embassy All

Turkey Ankara Embassy All

Istanbul CG All

United Arab Emirates Dubai Embassy NIV

United Kingdom Belfast, Northern Ireland CG All

London Embassy All

Uruguay Montevideo Embassy All

Venezuela Caracas Embassy All

Maracaibo C NIV

Yemen Arab Republic Sanaa Embassy All

Yugoslavia* Belgrade Embassy All

Zagreb CG All

Zaire Kinshasa Embassy All

Lubumbashi CG NIV

Zambia Lusaka Embassy All

Zimbabwe Harare Embassy All

* At press time, new posts for Croatia, Slovenia, and BosniaHercegovina had not yet opened.
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APPENDIX 8

References

Statutes and Regulations

Bender's Immigration and Nationality Act Pamphlet. 1991.
Matthew Bender, 1275 Broadway, Albany, NY 12201,
(518) 487-3000. $75.

Code of Federal Regulations. Title 8, "Aliens and National-
ity." 1992. Office of the Federal Register, Washington,
DC. Order # 869-017-00026-4 from Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washing-
ton, DC 20402, (202) 783-3238. $17.

______Title 20, "Employees' Benefits." 1992, parts
500end. Office of the Federal Register, Washington,
DC. Order # 869-017-00064-5 from Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washing-
ton, DC 20402, (202) 783-3238. $27.

_Title 22, "Foreign Relations," parts 1-299. 1991.
Office of the Federal Register, Washington, DC. Order
# 869-013-00075-7 from Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC
20402, (202) 783-3238. $25.

__Title 22, "Foreign Relations," parts 300-end. 1991.
Office of the Federal Register, Washington, DC. Order
# 869-013-00076-5 from Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC
20402, (202) 783-3238. $18.

Individual titles of the Code of Federal Regulations are
updated annually and are available from the Superin-
tendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402.

Immigration and Nationality Act, 8th ed. 1989. Committee
on the Judiciary, U.S. House of Representatives, Wash-

ington, DC. Order #0552-070-06575-3 from Superin-
tendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402. $13.

A compilation of the Immigration and Nationality Act as
amended through 1989. This edition does not include
statutory changes made in the Immigration Act of 1990
as well as other amendments made since 1989. The 9th

edition is expected soon.

Subscription Services and Publications

Federal Register. Office of the Federal Register, Washington,
DC. Annual subscriptions available from Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Wash-
ington, DC 20402. $340 per year.

Contains proposed and final changes in regulations
(between yearly printing of bound volumes of the Code
of Federal Regulations), grant notices, and other
announcements from Federal agencies.

Foreign Affairs Manual. Vol. 9, Visas, parts 1-4. U.S.
Department of State, Washington, DC. Ordering infor-
mation available from Distribution Service Branch,
FAIM/PS/DS, Room B-845, Department of State, Wash-
ington, DC 20520.

This volume of the Foreign Affairs Manual contains
Department of State interpretations and policy instruc-
tions, updated as changes occur, regarding visa
iss:tance.

Interpreter Releases: Report and Analysis of Immigration and
Nationality Law. Federal Publications, Inc., 1120 20th
Street, NW, Suite 500 South, Washington, DC 20036-
3484, (615) 377-3322. Annual subscription, $370.

Interpreter Releases is published four times per month
and contains updates on immigration and related mat-
ters, analyses of immigration legislation and regula-
tions, and reprints of significant laws, regulations, and
policy statements.

NAFSA Government Affairs Bulletin. NAFSA: Association of
International Educators, 1875 Connecticut Ave, NW,
Suite 1000, Washington, DC 20009-5728. Annual
subscription rates: $36 for members, $64 for nonmem-
bers. Overseas subscribers pay an additional $10 mail-
ing fee.

Published 8 times per year, the Government Affairs Bul-
letin features the latest information on developments in
state, national, and foreign governments affecting inter-
national educational exchange.
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NAFSA Newsletter. NAFSA: Association of International
Educators, 1875 Connecticut Ave, NW, Suite 1000,
Washington, DC 20009-5728. Annual subscription
rates: $35 in the United States; $38 for Canada and
Mexico; $50 for other destinations. Included as a bene-
fit of NAFSA membership without additional charge.

Operations Instructio,.s, Regulations, and Interpretations.
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, Washing-
ton, DC. Order #927-002-00000-1 from Superinten-
dent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402. Annual subscription: $196
(domestic); $245 (foreign).

A complete collection of INS directives and policy inter-
pretations, updated as changes occur.

Visa Bulletin. Visa Office, U.S. Department of State, Bureau
of Consular Affairs, Washington, DC 20520, (202)
647-0510. No charge.

A monthly report on availability of immigrant visa num-
bers and other information.

Directories

AILA U.S. Consular Posts Handbook. American Immigration
Lawyers Association, Publications Department, 1400
Eye Street, NW, Suite 1200, Washington, DC 20005.
$15 members; $18 nonmembers.

Worldwide guide to 240 State Department consular
posts.
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Congressional Yellow Book. Published quarterly by Monitor
Publishing, 104 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10011,
(212) 627-4140. Yearly subscriptions are $155.

Who's who on Capitol Hill, including staff titles,
addresses, and phone numbers, and biographical infor-
mation on members of Congress.

Diplomatic List. 1990. U.S. Department of State, Washing.
ton, DC. Order # 744-004-00004-4 from Superinten-
dent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402, (202) 783-3238. $7.50.

Addresses and phone numbers of foreign government
embassies and consular offices located in Washington,
DC; includes names and titles of staff members.

Federal Yellow Book. Published quarterly by Monitor Publish-
ing, 104 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10011, (212)
627-4140. Yearly subscriptions are $155.

Who's who in the federal agencies, including staff titles,
addresses, and phone numbers.

Foreign Consular Posts in the United States. 1986. U.S.
Department of State, Washington, DC. Out of print.

Key Officers of Foreign Service Posts. U.S. Department of
State, Washington, DC. Order #744-006-00000-7
from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402. Annual sub-
scription, $5.

Names U.S. diplomats posted overseas.

U.S. Government Guides and Resources

"Codes for Educational and Cultural Exchange." Revised
1986. U.S. Information Agency, 301 4th Street, S.W.,
Washington, DC 20547. No charge.

Instructions and code listings for use by J-1 exchange-
visitor programs using Form IAP-66.

"Exchange Visitor Skills List." U.S. Information Agency, 301
4th Street, S.W., Washington, DC 20547. No charge.

"Handbook for Employers." U.S. Immigration and Natural-
ization Service, Washington, DC. Order from Superin-
tendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402.

A step-by-step explanation of what employers must do to
certify employment eligibility; includes Form 1-9 and a
list of INS offices.

"Instructions for Filing Applications for Alien Employment
Certification for Permanent Employment in the United
States." U.S. Employment and Training Administration,
Department of Labor, Washington, DC. Also available
through state employment service offices.

Contains the application form for a labor certification.

"Scholarships and Fellowships." Internal Revenue Service
publication 520. Order from IRS, Assistant Commis-
sioner (International), Attention: IN:C:TPS, 950 L'Enfant
Plaza South, S.W., Washington, DC 20024, (800)
829-FORM. Free of charge.

"Tax Information for Visitors to the U.S." Internal Revenue
Service publication 513. Order from IRS, Assistant
Commissioner (International), Attention: IN:C:TPS, 950
L'Enfant Plaza South, S.W., Washington, DC 20024,
(800) 829-FORM. Free of charge.

Technical Assistance Guide 656, Labor Certifications.
Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Washington, DC. Order #029 -014-
00217-8 from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402. $1 1.

Addressed to Department of Labor employees, the
"TAG" gives detailed guidelines concerning the alien
labor certification program.
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"U.S. Tax Guide for Aliens." Internal Revenue Service publi-
cation 519. Order from IRS, Assistant Commissioner
(International), Attention: IN:C:TPS, 950 L'Enfant Plaza
South, S.W., Washington, DC 20024, (800) 829
FORM. Free of charge.

"U.S. Tax Treaties." Internal Revenue Service publication
901. Order from IRS, Assistant Commissioner (Interna-
tional), Attention: IN:C:TPS, 950 L'Enfant Plaza South,
S.W., Washington, DC 20024, (800) 829-FORM. Free
of charge.

"Volunteer Assistor's Guide-Foreign Student Text." Internal
Revenue Service publication 678-FS (Revised 11/91).
Order from IRS, Assistant Commissioner (International),
Attention: IN:C:TPS, 950 L'Enfant Plaza South, S.W.,
Washington, DC 20024, (800) 829-FORM. Free of
charge.

"Withholding of Tax on Nonresident Aliens and Foreign
Corporations." Internal Revenue Service publication
515. Order from IRS, Assistant Commissioner (Interna-
tional), Attention: IN:C:TPS, 950 L'Enfant Plaza South,
S.W., Washington, DC 20024, (800) 829-FORM. Free
of charge.

Nongovemment Guides and Resources

Employers' Immigration Compliance Guide. 1987. Hope M.
Frye and H. Ronald Klasko. Matthew Bender, 1275
Broadway, Albany, NY 12201, (518) 487-3000.
$265.

Immigration Act of 1990. National Lawyers Guild. Clark
Boardman Company, Ltd., 375 Hudson Street, New
York, NY 10014. $65.

Immigration Law. Abridged ed. Charles Gordon and Ellen
Gittel Gordon. Matthew Bender and Company, Inc.,
1275 Broadway, Albany, NY 12201, (518) 487-
3000. $125.

Previously entitled Immigration Law and Procedure,
Desk Edition, this single volume publication is abridged
from the 11 volume Immigration Law and Procedure
(see below).

Immigration Law and Defense. Immigration Project of the
National Lawyers Guild. Clark Boardman Company,
Ltd., 375 Hudson Street, New York, NY 10014. $195.

Immigration Law and Practice. 3rd ed. Jack Wasserman.
Joint Committee on Continuing Legal Education, Ameri-
can Bar Association, and the American Law Institute,
Philadelphia, PA. Order #B-238 from the American Law
Institute, 4025 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA
19104. $20.

Immigration Law and Procedure. 11 vols. Charles Gordon
and Harry Rosenfield. Matthew Bender and Company,
Inc., 1275 Broadway, Albany, NY 12201, (518) 487-
3000. $1040.

Immigration Procedures Handbook: A How-to-Guide for
Legal and Business Professionals. 1991. Austin T.
Fragomen, Alfred J. Del Rey, and Steven C. Bell. Clark
Boardman Company, 375 Hudson Street, New York,
NY 10014. $135.

The Rights of Aliens: An American Civil Liberties Union
Handbook. 1977. David Carliner. Avon Books, 959
8th Avenue, New York, NY 10019. Out of print.

Special Update: 1986 Immigration and Nationality Acts.
1987. Lawrence B. Kleinman for the National Immigra-
tion Project, National Lawyers Guild. Clark Boardman
Company, 375 Hudson Street, New York, NY 10014.
$75.

Steel on Immigration Law. 1985. Richard D. Steel. Lawyers
Cooperative Publishing Company, Aqueduct Building,
Rochester, NY 14694.

Understanding the 1986 Immigration Law. 1987. Maurice
A. Roberts and Stephen Yale-Loehr. Federal Publica-
tions, Inc., 1120 20th Street, N.W., Washington, DC
20036. Out of print.

Understanding the Immigration Act of 1990. Stephen Yalc-
Loehr. Federal Publication, Inc., 1120 20th Street,
N.W., Washington, DC 20036. $49.95.

U.S. Federal Income Tax Guide for International Students
and Scholars. February 1993. Deborah L. Vance and
Catheryn Cotten. NAFSA: Association of International
Educators, 1875 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite
1000, Washington, DC 20009-5728, (202) 939-
3110. $20 for members; $30 for nonmembers.

NAFSA's abridged guide to foreign-student taxation.

U.S. Taxation of International Students and Scholars-A
Manus..' for Advisers and Administrators. February
1993. Bertrand M. Harding, Jr., and Norm Peterson.
NAFSA: Association of International Educators, 1875
Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 1000, Washington,
DC 20009-5728, (202) 939-3110. $60 for members
of NAFSA and the Liaison Group for International Edu-
cational Exchange; $95 for nonmembers.

Authored by a tax attorney specializing in tax-,exempt
organizations and copublished by NAFSA and the Liai-
son Group, the manual delivers a thorough treatment of
taxation, withholding, and reporting of scholarships, fel-
lowships, and other grant payments made to foreign stu-
dents, scholars, and faculty.

,
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APPENDIX 9

Countries Having Passport Agreements
with the United States

Algeria
Antigua and Barbuda
Australia
Austria (Reisepass only)

Bahamas
Bangladesh (travel permits and passports)
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cote d'Ivoire
Cuba
Cyprus
Denmark

Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Ethiopia
Finland
France

Germany
Greece
Grenada
Guatemala
Guinea
Guyana
Honduras
Hong Kong (certificates of identity and passports)
Iceland

India
Iran
Ireland
Israel

Italy

Jamaica

Japan
Jordan
Korea

Kuwait
Laos

Lebanon

Libya
Liechtenstein

Luxembourg
Madagascar
Malaysia
Malta
Mauritius
Mexico
Monaco
Morocco
Netherlands, The
New Zealand
Nicaragua (diplomatic and official passports only)
Nigeria
Norway
Pakistan

Panama

Paraguay
Peru

Philippines
Poland

Portugal

Qatar
St. Kitts and Nevis
St. Lucia

St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Senegal
Singapore
Soviet Union (seamen only)*
Spain
Sri Lanka

Sudan

*On 2 January 1992 the Office of Soviet Union Affairs at
the Department of State became the Office of Independent

t i States and Commonwealth Affairs. The address is Room
4229, U.S. Department of State, Washington, DC 20520.
Telephone (202) 647-8956, Fax (202) 647-3506.
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Suriname
Sweden

Switzerland
Syria
Thailand
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia

Turkey

United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
Uruguay
Venezuela
Yugoslavia*

Travel documents issued by the government of the Trust Terri-
tory of the Pacific Islands are considered to be valid for the
return of the bearer to the Trust Territory for a period of 6
months beyond the specified expiration date.

Source: Department of State Public Notice 633, Federal Reg-
ister, 4 June 1992, p. 23608. Amended by Public Notice
954, Federal Register, 26 February 1986, p. 6853.
Amended by Public Notice 970, Federal Register, 3 July
1986, p. 24467; Public Notice 1010, Federal Register, 13
May 1987, p. 18037; Public Notice 1022, Federal Regis-
ter, 14 August 1987, p. 30274; Public Notice 1061, Fed-
eral Register, 24 May 1988, p. 18646; Public Notice
1380, Federal Register, 1 May 1991, p. 20061.

Changes to the list of countries having passport agreements
with the United States are expected imminently from the
Department of State. Changes become official when pub-
lished in the Federal Register.

* The Office of Eastern Europe and Yugoslav Affairs at the
Department of State is now the Office of Eastern European
Affairs. The address is Room 5221, U.S. Department of
State, Washington, D.C. 20520. Telephone (202) 647-
3052, Fax (202) 647-0555.
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APPENDIX 10

Canadian Visitor Visa Exemptions
(as of December 1991)

The following people are exempt from Canadian visitor
visa requirements:

1. Citizens of Andorra, Antigua and Barbuda, Australia,
Austria, Bahamas, Barbados, Belgium, Belize, Botswana,
Brunei, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Denmark, Dominica, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Grenada, Iceland, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Kiribati, Lesotho, Liechtenstein, Luxem-
bourg, Malawi, Malaysia, Malta, Mexico, Monaco,
Namibia, Nauru, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Papua New Guinea, Paraguay, St. Kitts and Nevis, St.
Lucia, St. Vincent, San Marino, Saudi Arabia, Seychelles
Rep., Singapore, Solomon Islands, Spain, Suriname,
Swaziland, Sweden, Switzerland, Tonga, Tuvalu, United
Kingdom, United States, Uruguay, Venezuela, Western
Samoa, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.

The people of Guam, Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto
Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands are non-voting U.S. citi-
zens and are visa exempt. Residents of American Samoa
and Palau are U.S. nationals and are visa exempt.

The Marshall Islands and Micronesia concluded a Com-
pact of Free Association with the United States in 1986.
These islands thus became self governing. Residents of the
Marshall Islands and Micronesia are neither U.S. citizens
nor U.S. nationals and require visitor visas.

2. British Citizens and British Overseas Citizens who are
readmissable to the United Kingdom.

3. British dependent territories citizens from Anguilla,
Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Falkland
Islands, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Montserrat, Pitcairn, St.
Helena, or the Turks and Caicos Islands.

4. Persons holding passports or travel documents issued by

the Holy See.

5. U.S. Permanent Residents, i.e. holders of U.S. Alien Reg-
istration Cards (Form 1-551).

6. Holders of U.S. Temporary Resident Card (Form I-688) with
the following notation on the back:

"Temporary evidence of lawful admission for permanent resi-
dence and employment authorized. Valid for one year from
the expiration date on the reverse side of this 1-688. Valid for
travel outside the United States if the named bearer has not
abandoned his or her residence and is returning after a tem-
porary absence abroad not exceeding one year. Presentation
of a valid document will authorize a transportation line to
accept the named bearer on board for travel to the United
States without liability under Section 273 of the Immigration
and Nationality Act. This card is void if altered and must be
carried at all times."

7. Persons who have been granted "Advance Parole" to the
United States (Form 1-512) who are in possession of a letter
from a U.S. consulate in Canada inviting them to an interview
cc....cerning their American immigration application.

8. Persons holding passports containing a valid "Diplomatic
Acceptance," "Consular Acceptance," or "Official Accep-
tance" stamp issued by the Chief of Protocol for the Depart-
ment of External Affairs on behalf of the Government of
Canada.

9. Nationals of the United States and persons lawfully admit-
ted to the United States for permanent residence.

10. Persons in possession of valid student authorizations or
employment authorizations seeking to return as visitors to
Canada from the United States or St. Pierre and Miquelon
where the authorizations were issued prior to the departure of
those persons from Canada.

11. Persons visiting Canada who, during that visit, also visit
the United States or St. Pierre and Miquelon and return to
Canada therefrom as visitors within the period authorized on
their initial entry or any extension thereto.
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APPENDIX 1 1

NAFSA Government Regulations
Advisory Committee 1992-93

National Team

Catheryn Cotten (Chair)
Duke University Medical Center
Box 3882 DUMC
Durham, NC 27710
(919) 684-6729

Adam Green
Sullivan & Worcester
One Post Office Square
Boston, MA 02109
(617) 338.2412

Sharon Ladd
Harvard University
1350 Massachusetts Avenue
858 Holyoke Center
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 495-2789

Greg Leonard
P.O. Box 870304
University of Alabama
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0304
(205) 348-5405

Harvey Stein
International Affairs
Administration Building 224
University of Chicago
5801 S. Ellis Avenue
Chicago, IL 60637
(312) 702-7752

Richard B. Tudisco
Columbia University
International Student Office
208 Lewisohn Hall
New York, NY 10027
(212) 854-3587

Marjory Gooding
International Students and Scholars
University of Colorado-Boulder
Campus Box 123
Boulder, CO 80309
(303) 492-8057

Regional Representatives

Region I
Curt DeVere
459 Schmidt Hall, PB-12
University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195
(206) 543-0840

Region II

Marilyn Owen
International Student Services
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, UT 84112
(801) 581-8876

Region III

Kathy Sands
Human Services Department
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843-1255
(409) 845-4141

Region IV
Margaret Brooke
University of Iowa
120 International Center
Iowa City, IA 52242
(319) 335-0335

4.S
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Region V
Charlene Schmult
International Center
University of Michigan
603 E. Madison Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1370
(313) 447-2302

Region VI

Martha Wailes
Office of International Services
Indiana University
Franklin Hall Room 306
Bloomington, IN 47405
(812) 855-9086

Region VII
Nancy Rogers
Office of International Programs
University of Mississippi
University, MS 38677
(601) 232-7404

Region VIII

Masume Assaf
Office of International Programs
Penn State University
222 Boucke Building
University, PA 16802
(814) 865-6348

Darryl Zeigler
International Services
Georgetown University
Washington, DC 20057
(202) 687-5867

Region X
Ellen Badger
SUNY Binghamton
Box 6000
Binghamton, NY 13902-6000
(607) 777-2510

Region XI
David Enderlin
International Student Office
Northeastern University
360 Huntington Avenue
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 437-2318

Region XII

Clay Ballard
Services for International Students and Scholars
University of California-Davis
330 South Hall
Davis, CA 95616
(916) 752-0864

1 P ,
. t,,,
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APPENDIX 12

U.S. Tax Rules Applicable to Foreign Nationals
Paula N. Singer

1. Does a foreign national have to pay U.S. income taxes?
Anyone who has income from U.S. sources may be obli-
gated to pay U.S. income taxes. A foreign national's fed-
eral income tax is determined by the individual's tax status:
resident alien or nonresident alien. [26 U.S.C. 61, 26
U.S.C. 871]

2. How is tax status determined? A foreign national's tax
status is determined by the individual's visa classification
and physical presence in the United States under some rel-
atively complex tax rules. [26 U.S.C. 7701(b)]

3. How can a foreign national determine his or her tax
obligations? IRS publication 519, "U.S. Tax Guide for
Aliens," describes federal income tax rules aod tax-return
filing obligations for foreign nationals.

4. What are the general rules determining tax status? An F-
1 or J-1 student in the United States for no more than 5 cal-
endar years, including part years, is a nonresident alien.
[26 U.S.C. 7701(6)(3); 26 U.S.C. 7701(b)(5)(E)(ii)]

A J-I teacher or trainee in the United States for 2 calen-
dar years or less, including part years, is a nonresident
alien. [26 U.S.C. 7701(6)(5)(3), 26 U.S.C. 7701(b)(5)(E)(i)]
A J-I teacher or trainee who was previously in the United
States on a F or J visa for 2 calendar years, including part
years, in the previous 6 years is a resident alien. [26
U.S.C. 7701(b)(5)(E)(i)] The J-I limit of 2 years is changed
to 4 years if all the foreign national's income for services
performed in the United States is from foreign sources. [26
U.S.C. 7701(b)(5)(E)(i)]

The same rules apply to family members on F and J
visas. Since each family member's presence in the United
States may have been different from the spouse's or par-
ent's presence, the F or J family member's tax status may
be different. [26 U.S.C. 7701(b)(5)(D)]

A foreign national on any foreign-government related
visa such as A-1 is a nonresident alien. [26 U.S.C.
7701 (b)(5)(B)]

A foreign national who is a U.S. lawful permanent resi-
dent is a resident alien. [26 U.S.C. 7701(b)(I)(A)(i)]

A foreign national who has any other visa status, or
who is out of status or in the United States illegally, is a
nonresident alien until he or she has been in the United
States for 183 days in the current year or for 183 days in
the current and prior 2 years based on the following for-

mula: all of the days in the current year plus one-third of the
days in the prior year plus one-sixth of the days in the second
preceding year. [26 U.S.C. 7701(b)(1) (A) (ii), 26 U.S.C.
7701(b) (3)(A)]

Note: There are exceptions to these rules. All facts and cir-
cumstances must be reviewed before advising a foreign
national of his or her U.S. tax obligations.

5. How is a nonresident alien's U.S. tax obligation deter-
mined? A nonresident alien is taxed only on income from U.S.
sources, which includes compensation for services performed
in the United States regardless of the location or currency of
the payment. [26 U.S.C. 861(a)]

Income effectively connected to a U.S. trade or business,
compensation for services, and the taxable portion of scholar-
ships and fellowships are taxed at graduated rates using "sin-
gle" or "married-filing-separately" rates. Other fixed or deter-
minable annual or periodic income is taxed at a 30-percent
rate. [26 U.S.C. 871(a) and (b), 26 U.S.C. 861(a)(3)]

Most nonresident aliens-are limited to one personal exemp-
tion; the amount of this exemption is $2,150 for 1991 returns.
A nonresident alien can only claim certain itemized deduc-
tions, not the standard deduction (see IRS publication 519).

The foreign national may be eligible for tax treaty benefits
that may reduce or eliminate his or her tax obligation. Certain
types of income may be exempt under Internal Revenue Code
provisions as well. [26 U.S.C. 872(b)]

6. What tax return does a nonresident alien file? A nonresi-
dent alien files Form 1040NR. A return is required if the indi-
vidual has any income subject to graduated tax rates, is claim-
ing tax treaty benefits, or has had insufficient withholding on
fixed or determinable, annual or periodic income (see Form
1040NR instructions).

7. Where can the individual obtain forms? Forms can be
obtained by calling the IRS at (800) 424-3676.

8. Where can the individual obtain tax treaty information?
General information on tax treaties is available in IRS publica-
tion 901, "U.S. Tax Treaties." Information on specific treaties
appears in the Cumulative Bulletin (Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C.; see ordering instructions in publi-
cation 519 or 901). The Cumulative Bulletin is also available
at law libraries.
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9. How is a resent alien taxed? A resident alien is taxed
on worldwide income in the same manner as a U.S. citi-
zen. Special rules and filing requirements apply to the year
in which the individual's status changes from resident alien
to nonresident alien, usually upon departure from the
United States (see IRS publication 519). [26 U.S.C.
7701(6)(2)]

10. Can a resident alien claim tax-treaty benefits? Some
tax treaties allow benefits to be claimed by foreign stu-
dents, teachers and researchers regardless of the individ-
ual's tax status.

11. How does a resident alien claim tax-treaty benefits?
The IRS has yet to issue tax return instructions for these situ-
ations (but see 26 U.S.C. 6114 and regulations). To avoid
jeopardizing one's current or future status as a U.S. lawful
permanent resident, the individual must file as a resident
alien and file Form 1040. The IRS may not accept tax-
treaty benefits claimed on Form 1040.

12. Do the same income-tax-withholding rules apply to res-
ident and nonresident aliens? No. Withholding rules for
nonresident aliens are different. A nonresident alien can
only claim "single" status (regardless of actual marital sta-
tus) and one exemption on Form W-4. A nonresident alien
may not use Form W-4 to reduce withholding taxes. Also,
special withholding rules apply to the taxable portion of
scholarships and fellowships. A 30-percent or lower treaty
rate applies to fixed or determinable annual or periodic
income payments from U.S. sources unless an Internal Rev-
enue Code exemption applies (see IRS publication 515,
"Withholding Tax on Nonresident Aliens and Foreign Cor-
porations"). [26 U.S.C. 1441, 26 U.S.C. 871(a)]

13. Is a foreign national subject to social security taxes?
Yes. Foreign nationals employed in the United States are
subject to social security taxes with certain exceptions:

(a) F-I, J-I, and M-I nonresident aliens are exempt from
social security taxes on authorized employment. [26
U.S.C. 3121(b)(19)] F-I, J-I and M-I resident aliens are not
exempt. A foreign student who has been physically present
in the United States for more than 5 years is a resident
alien unless the student can prove he or she is not intend-
ing to reside here permanently. [26 U.S.C.7701(b)(5)(E)(ii)]

(b) Students enrolled in and employed by an academic
institution are exempt from social security taxes. This
exemption applies to foreign nationals (regardless of resi-
dency status) and U.S. citizens.

(c) A foreign national sent to work temporarily in the
United States by his foreign employer may be exempt from
U.S. social security taxes under a totalization treaty. How-
ever, the individual must be paying foreign social security
taxes to receive such exemption. Booklets on specific
treaties are available from the Social Security Administra-
tion.

14. Is a foreign national subject to state income taxes? A
foreign national who has income from U.S. sources may
have a state income-tax obligation as well. The rules deter-
mining income and tax vary by state.

15. What are the state income-tax rules applying to foreign
nationals? The rules on residency and nonresidency for state
income-tax purposes are the same as the rules for U.S. citi-
zens. The rules vary by state.

16. Can a foreign national who cannot obtain a social security
number file a tax return? Yes. Unlike Form 1040, Form
1040NR does not require a social security number. Just indi-
cate "None" in the appropriate space on the form. During the
legalization program, the IRS designated that the code
"205(c)" be used in place of a social security number by for-
eign nationals required to file Form 1040 but who cannot
obtain a social security number. So far, the IRS has not
rejected this code when used by other foreign nationals who
must file Form 1040 but who cannot obtain a social security
number. The individual should use the same number or desig-
nation on the state income-tax return that he or she uses on the
federal tax return.

17. How will the tax authorities know if a foreign national
does not file required tax returns and pay U.S. tax obliga-
tions? IRS computers compare forms submitted by employers
and other payors to report income (Forms W-2, 1099,
1042S) with individual tax returns. If an individual return is
found to be missing, the IRS contacts the individual concerned.
The IRS's computerized information is shared with state tax
authorities, who may also contact the individual.

Also, the IRS now requires all applicants for permanent resi-
dence in the United States to submit Form 9003 to disclose
tax-related information. The individual must answer questions
about physical presence in the United States, income from
U.S. sources, and U.S. tax returns submitted for the preceding
three calendar years.

Citations are to statutes contained in volume 26 of the United
States Code, which does not contain the many regulations, rul-
ings, and procedures developed by administrative agencies
and the courts in the course of implementing and interpreting
the statutes. Readers wishing to review the latter materials
should consult one of the tax-law series published by Com-
merce Clearinghouse or Matthew Bender.

Every attempt has been made to include all relevant informa-
tion in a concise and accurate manner. However, NAFSA and
the authors cannot be held responsible for the contents of this
section. Please consult your tax adviser for assistance with
your particular case.

Copyright © 1991, American Immigration Lawyers Associa-
tion. Reprinted with permission of AILA Monthly Mailing.
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APPENDIX 13

Information for Students and Scholars from the
People's Republic of China

Regarding President Bush's Executive Order of 11 April 1990

On 11 April 1990 President Bush issued an executive order
directing the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)
and the Department of State to provide certain protections
for nationals of the People's Republic of China. The execu-
tive order incorporates many of the benefits granted on 30
November 1989 to PRC nationals. The order also includes
several new provisions. The main points of the executive
order are as follows:

1. The deferral of enforced departure (DED) has been
extended until 1 January 1994 for PRC nationals and their
dependents who were in the United States on or before 11
April 1990.

2. PRC nationals present in the United States on or before
11 April 1990 are provided with:

an "irrevocable" waiver of the 2-year home-country resi-
dence requirement that must be exercised by 1 January
1994
employment authorization through 1 January 1994
maintenance of lawful status for the purpose of changing
nonimmigrant status or adjusting to permanent residency.
(Note: this benefit is only available to those PRC nationals
who were in a lawful nonimmigrant status on or before 5
June 1,439.)

3. The requirement that PRC nationals hold a valid passport
while in the United States is waived until 1 January 1994. In
addition, INS and the Department of State will process and
provide necessary documents to allow travel abroad and
reentry into the United States for PRC nationals.

Questions and Answers

1. I entered the United States after 5 June 1989. I have a
friend who entered the United States after 1 December 1989.
Do both of us benefit from the executive order? Yes. All PRC
nationals who entered the United States by 11 April 1990
(the date of the order) benefit from the provisions of the exec-
utive order. Among other things, these benefits include the

waiver of the home-country residence requirement and
employment authorization.

2. How do I get a waiver? You may obtain your waiver of
the home-country residence requirement by filing an applica-
tion for a change of nonimmigrant status or an application
for adjustment to permanent residence. Only a reasonable
or "nonfrivolous" application will be accepted for this pur-
pose. An application to change to F-1 status filed by some-
one who has not been admitted to a school for full-time study
and who has not been issued an 1-20 form would not qualify
as reasonable and therefore would not result in a waiver. If
a reasonable application is filed, the waiver is granted. In
addition, an application for adjustment of status to perma-
nent residence, if the applicant is qualified, constitutes a
waiver.

3. When I get my waiver, do my spouse and children get a
waiver too? If they are dependents on your visa and in J-2,
F-2, H-4, or similar status, their waiver is granted with yours.
However, they must be included as part of your application
for a change of status or permanent residence. Dependents
who are in F-1, J-1, H-1, or similar status must file separate
applications.

4. What will I need to do to apply for a change of nonimmi-
grant status? You should continue to maintain your current
status and file an application for a change of nonimmigrant
classification on INS form 1-539. You should include docu-
ments required for the status to which you wish to change
(e.g., forms 1-20, 1-129B) and the $60 fee. On item 13 of
Form 1-539 you should note that you are a PRC national and
eligible to apply for a change of status and to receive a
waiver. You should also include documentation that shows
you were in the United States on or before 11 April 1990.
Remember that persons subject to the 2 -year home-country
residence requirement must file before 1 January 1994 in
order to obtain a waiver of this requirement.
5. Is it any easier to change nonimmigrant status in the
United States because of the executive order? No. All of the
established regulations and procedures remain in place for
change-of-status applications. However, as stated above, for
persons subject to the 2-year home-country residence require-
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ment, and who qualify to apply, the home return requirement
is waived if one files to change to another nonimmigrant sta-
tus before 1 January 1994. PRC nationals who were not in
lawful status prior to 5 June 1989 are disqualified from filing
for a change of nonimmigrant status within the United States.

6. Is it any easier to get permanent residence because of the
executive order? It is still necessary to be sponsored for per-
manent residence through a family member or an employer.
The executive order does provide some special exceptions to
the immigration laws, such as a waiver of the 2-year home-
country residence requirement. The laws governing perma-
nent residence are complicated and it may be advisable to
consult with a qualified immigration attorney before filing an
application.

7. How do I get permission to work? An application for evi-
dence of work authorization is made on INS Form 1-765
(Application for Employment Authorization). When complet-
ing the application, INS has advised that on page 3 of the
form applicants should check box A -1 1 under the heading
"Group A." It is not necessary to prove economic necessity
and the normal fee of $60 is waived. Applications should
be filed at the local INS office having jurisdiction over your
place of residence. It is recommended that you contact your
adviser to determine whether or not you can file an applica-
tion in person or whether you must file by mail.

8. As an F-1 or 1-1 student, does this mean I can work full
time? No. Previous instructions from INS on this point remain
in effect. To maintain F-1 or J-1 student status, students may
only work part time when school is in session and full time
during annual vacation periods.

9. Will my spouse who is in F-2 or H-4 status be able to
work? Yes. As long as your spouse entered the United States
on or before 11 April 1990, he or she may apply for evi-
dence of work authorization. The application procedure
described in question 7 applies. Full-time work is permitted
up to the date noted by INS on the 1-94 card.

10. I obtained work permission under the initial presidential
directive of 30 November 1989 but it expires 5 June 1990.
What do I do now? Originally, the employment authorization
granted to the PRC nationals was limited to 5 June 1990.
However, the 11 April executive order extends this permis-
sion until 1 January 1994. To renew your work permission,
follow the procedures outlined in question 7.

11. If I change (or have already changed) to F-1 status, how
soon can I get authorization for practical training employ-
ment? Under F-1 practical-training regulations one must have
pursued a full course of study for 9 months before practical
training may be authorized. INS will count the number of
months immediately preceding the change to F-1 status dur-
ing which you followed a full course of study. For example if
you were in J-1 student status pursuing a full course of study
before changing to F-1, the time you spent as a J-1 student
counts toward the 9 months required for practical training.
The same would apply if you were in any other nonimmi-
grant status and were pursuing a full course of study immedi-
ately prior to changing to F-1 status. It is important to note

that if you held a student status in the past, but not immedi-
ately before changing to F-1, you will not be able to count
that time toward the 9-month period.

12. What does it mean that the requirement for a valid pass-
port is waived? Under the immigration regulations one must
have a valid passport to be granted an extension of stay,
change of nonimmigrant classification (for example J-1 to F-
1), or other benefits. Chinese nationals may apply for and
be granted these benefits by INS even though their passports
have expired, have been lost, are being held by the Chinese
embassy, or are otherwise unavailable. This passport waiver
continues until 1 January 1994.

13. If I do not have a passport or if my passport has expired
can I travel to other countries? See the responses to ques-
tions 14 through 17 below.

14. How will INS and the Department of State facilitate
travel abroad and reentry into the United States for PRC
nationals? PRC nationals who wish to travel outside the
United States and return may file for "advance parole" at
their local INS district office. To apply, you must send a letter
to the INS district office director describing the reason for
your trip abroad and your need for advance parole (see
question 15 below). You must include three passport-size
photographs with your letter. If your request is approved,
INS will issue you Form 1-512 to which your photograph will
be attached. In addition, Form 1-512 will have a special
notation permitting you to reenter the United States in the
same status you had upon departure. The form will also be
marked with the following phrase: "The holder of this docu-
ment will be re-admitted under the President's executive
order 12711 of 11 April 1990." There is a $65 fee for the
advance-parole application or approval. Procedures for
advance parole may vary from the description above. You
should consult with your campus adviser for additional
details before filing an application for advance parole.

15. What does advance parole allow me to do? Advance
parole preserves your right to leave the United States and
return in the same status you had when you left. No visit to a
U.S. embassy or consulate or visa stamp in the passport is
required for your return to the United States. For example, if
you were a J-1 student and changed to F-1 status, you may
apply to INS for advance parole to leave the United States
and return in F-1 status without a new or changed visa stamp
in the passport.

16. Should I apply for advance parole now so that I have it
available when I want to travel? No. Advance parole has a
specific period of validity. The filing of an advance parole
request requires that one have a definite itinerary for travel
abroad, such as set departure and return dates, and a com-
pelling need for travel. It is normally granted only for the
specific period that you must be out of the United States.

17. Does advance parole allow me to travel to other coun-
tries and assure my admission to those countries? Not neces-
sarily. Each country in the world decides which persons it
will admit within its borders and under what conditions and
for what lengths of time those persons are admitted.
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Advanced parole confirms your right to be readmitted to the
United States, but it does not and cannot affect the visa issu-
ing rules of other countries.

18. If I travel to another country may I apply for and obtain
a visa to reenter the United States? You may apply for a visa
at a U.S. embassy if you have the proper supporting docu-
ments. However, nothing in the executive order requires the
U.S. consular officer to issue a visa. This means that even
though you apply, the consular officer may refuse to grant
the visa. Thus, you may wish to obtain advance parole
before leaving the United States so that you can be sure of
being able to return.

19. I was out of status before 5 June 1989. How do I benefit
from the new executive order? You may take advantage of
deferred departure and work authorization, both of which
are extended to 1 January 1994. The new executive order
does not permit you to regain your nonimmigrant status
while in the United States.

20. I was in status on 5 June 1989, but am out of status
now. How do I benefit from the executive order? Under the
executive order, you will be considered to have maintained
your lawful status for certain specific purposes. These include
applications for a change of nonimmigrant status or adjust-
ment to permanent residence. Consequently, you may apply
for a change of status or for permanent residence (if you are
eligible under the existing laws and regulations) at any point
before 1 January 1994.

21. If my current nonimmigrant status is expiring and I have
no way to extend this nonimmigrant status or change to
another one, what will happen? The INS has been directed
to send you a notice advising you that deferred departure
and work authorization are available to you until 1 January
1994. At or near the end of your authorized stay in the
United States you may apply to the INS for these benefits.
22. What happens if my stay expires and I stay in the United
States but do not contact INS? You will not have evidence of
work authorization and no employer may hire you without
breaking the law. If, before 1 January 1994, INS discovers
that you are still in the United States, it will follow the notifi-
cation procedures described in question 21 above.

23. I filed a application for asylum but now want to with-
draw that application and return to nonimmigrant status.
How can I do that? INS policy provides that an application
for asylum does not violate or terminate an individual's law-
ful nonimmigrant status. Consequently, if you decide to with-
draw your asylum application or if your application was
denied by INS, you are still considered to be in your nonim-
migrant status. This only applies, however, if you have not
exceeded your authorized period of stay in the United States
and have not otherwise violated your nonimmigrant status
(e.g., by working illegally).
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Notice of Adjudication or Revocation of Petition for 0 Status,
8.2.13

Notice of Appeal, Form I.290B, 13.3.2.4

Notice of Findings, 12.5.4.5

Notice to Student or Exchange Visitor, Form 1-515, 13.2.3

Numerical Limitations on Immigration, 12.4.2

Nurses and H-3 Status, 10.6.2

O Classification Supplement to Form 1-129, 6

0-3 Status (Spouse/Dependent), 6.15

Obtaining a Visa and Entering the United States

Under F-1 Status, 4.4

Under F-2 Status, 4.14.3

Under M Status, 5.4

Under M-2 Status, 5.14.3ff
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Under 0 Status, 6.5ff

Under 0 Status, 8.5

Obtaining a Visa, 4.4.1.1

Obtaining an Immigrant Visa Abroad or Immigrant Status in the
United States, 12.3

Off-campus Employment, Under F-1 Status, 4.9.2

Office of Special Counsel (OSC), 13.10.9

On-campus Employment, Under F-1 Status, 4.9.1

"One-Step" Processing, 12.7.2

One-time Recertification Process, 3.2.2

Operations Instructions (01s), 1.4, 3.1

Optional Practical Training, 4.9.3.2

Procedure to Request Recommendation for, 4.9.3.2.1

"Order to Show Cause and Notice of Hearing," 13.4.3

P, Artist, Athlete, Entertainer Status, 7.1

P and 0 Status Compared, 7.9

P-3 Status, 6.16.2

P-3 and 0 Status Compared, 7.10

"Packet 3," 12.6

Parole, Defined, 13.2.5

Passport Requirements, 2.2.4

Passports, 2.2ff

Patient Care Responsibilities, 12.4.4.2.3

Penalties for False Attestation, 4.9.2.1.2.5

Permanent Alien labor Certification Advertising Guidelines,
12.5.4.2.2

Permanent Diversity Program, 12.4.3.2.6

Permanent Residence Through AA-1, 12.4.3.2.6

Permanent Resident, 12.1

Petition Process for Aliens of Extraordinary Ability in Sciences, Arts,
Education or Business (0-1), 6.2ff

Petitions for Immigration of Family Members, 12.4.5.1

Pilot Off-Campus Employment Program, 4.9.2.1

Positions Other than College and University Teachers, 12.5.4.2

Possibility for Study under Nonimmigrant Classifications Other Than
Student or Exchange Visitor, 11.5

Postcompletion Practical Training, 4.9.3

Prior Regulations, 4.9.3.2.2

Postapplication Recruitment, 12.5.4.2.2

Postdoctoral Students or Fellows, 4.5.2.2

Postdoctoral Students, 4.5.2.1

Practical Training Before Completion of Studies (See Curricular
Practical Training)

Practical Training Following Completion of Studies (See
Postcompletion Practical Training)

Practical Training, 4.5.2.2

Under F-1 Status, 4.9.3ff

Under M-1 Status, 5.7.2

Preopplicotion Recruitment, 12.5.4.2.1

"Precertified" Aliens, 12.5.3.1

Preference System, 12.4.3
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Preparation of Petition, Q Status, 8.2.7

Prerequisite for Filing an H Petition, 10.2.1

Prevailing and Actual Wage Determinations and Their
Documentation, 4.9.2.1.2.2

Prevailing and Actual Wage, Determination of, 10.4.1

Prevailing Wage, 10.4.1, 12.5.4.4

Priority Date, 12.4.5.3, 12.7

Priority Worker Status, 12.4.3.2.1

Private Bill, Defined, 13.2.7

Procedure for Schedule A Applications, 12.5.3.2

Procedures for Applying for Extension of Stay, 11.3.2

Procedures for Withdrawal of School Approval on Notice, 3.6.1.2

Processing Time for Visa Applications, 12.8.1

Program Extension, 4.7ff

"Prospective Student" Passport Notation, 11.2.2.3

"Prospective Student" Viso Notation, 4.12.1.1

Public Law 102-110, Armed Forces Immigration Adjustment
Act of 1991, 6

Public Law 94-484, Health Professions Educational Assistance Act,
12.4.4.2

Public Law 99-603, Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) of
1986, 4.9.5

Q Classification Supplement to Form 1 -129, 8.2ff

R, Temporary Religious Workers, Status, 11.2.11

Reapplication After Withdrawal of School Approval on Notice,
3.6.1.3

Recertification Process, 3.2.2

Reconsideration of Denied Petition, 13.3.1

Record-keeping and Reporting Requirements, 3.5

Recourse from Adverse Decisions, 13.3.2

Reentry After Temporary Departure, 11.4

Reentry Permit, 12.11.2

Reentry to Obtain New Status, 0, 8.12.3

Refugee Quotas, 13.6.3

Refugee, Defined, 13.6.2

Refugees and Asylum Applicants, 13.6ff

Refugees, 12.4.1.3

Reinstatement to Student Status, 4.10

Release of Information from Records, 3.5.2

Relief from Deportation, 13.4.4

Religious Workers, 12.4.3.2.4

"Reopening" of Denied Petition (See Reconsideration)

Replacement of a lost Form 1-94, 2.4.2

Reporting Requirements, 3.5.3

Reporting Students, 3.5.3.1, 3.5.3.2

Requirements for Obtaining a Visa, 2.3.3

Requirements for Reentry Into the United States, 4.11.2, 5.11.2

Requirements for Reentry Into the United States, Exceptions,
4.11.2.2

Responsibilities of Institutions Enrolling F-1 and/or M1 Students, 3ff

Responsibility of Designated School Official, in Departure or
Termination of Status, 4.13.1

Revalidation or Reissuance of a Foreign Passport, 2.2.5

Review of Denial of Entry at a Port of Entry, 13.3.2.2

Review of School Approvals, 3.2.3

Role of Designated School Officials, 3.3.4

Sailing Permit (See Certificate of Compliance)

Satisfactory Departure Date, 5.13

Satisfactory Departure, 2.8, 11.3.3

SAW Program, 13.9

Schedule A, 12.5.3.1ff

Schedule A, Group I, 12.5.3.1.1

Schedule B, 12.5.3

School Code Number and Suffix , 3.2.1.2

Second Employment-Based Preference, 12.4.3.2.2

Second Family-Based Preference, 12.4.3.1.2

Second Preference, 12.4.3

Selection System for Immigrants, 12.4ff

Services for More than One Employer, 0 Status, 6.2.7

Services in More than One Location, 0 Status, 6.2.6

Severe Economic Hardship, and Off-Campus Employment, 4.9.2.2

Shortage of Qualified Workers, 12.5.3

Similarly Employed Workers, 4.9.2.2.2

Social Security Coverage, 4.9.6, 5.7.2.5, 6.9.1, 8.9.1

Special Education Exchange Visitor, 10.6.4

"Special Handling," College and University Teachers, 12.5.4.3

Special Immigrants, 12.4.2.1.2

Special Provisions for Canadian Professionals and Nurses, 10.13

Specialty Occupation, 1.7

SPLEX Designation, 13.5.2

Spouse-Dependent Status (M-2), 5.14ff

Spouse/Dependent Status (See F-2 Status)

Spouse/Dependent Status, 0, 8.14

Spouses and Children of Refugees, 13.6.3.1

State Employment Security Agency (SESA), 10.4.1

Stateless Person, 13.7

Stateside Processing, 13.8

Status of Student at School Where Approval Is Withdrawn, 3.6.3

Status While Application for Change of Status Is Pending, 11.6.4

Student Not Pursuing a Full Course of Study, 4.8.3

Substitution or Replacement of Participants in Cultural Exchange
Program, 8.2.12

Surrender of Documents, under 0 Status, 8.13.1

Suspension of Deportation, 13.4.4

Tax Clearance, 2.10

Taxes, and H Status 10.12

TC Status, 11.2.12, 13.10.4

TC Visa (Trade Canada), 8.15

TC-1 Status, 10.13

Teaching or Research Assistantship, 4.5.2.2
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Technical Assistance Guide 656,1.4, 12.5.1

Temporary Admission with Form 1-515, 4.4.3, 5.4.3

Temporary Labor Certification, 10.2.1

Temporary Protected Status, 1.7, 2.8, 13.7

Temporary Resident Card (I-688), 2.5.1

Third Employment-Based Preference, 12.4.3.2.3

Third Family-Based Preference, 12.4.3.1.3

Third Preference, 12.4.3

Transfer of Schools after Leaving the United States, 4.8.4

Transfer of Schools, 4.8ff, 5.9

Transit Without Visa (TWOV), 11.1, 13.3.2.5

Transitional Visa Processing Center, 12.6

Travel Documents in Lieu of Passport, 2.2.2

Travel Prohibition to Certain Countries, 12.11.3

Two Year Foreign Residency Requirement, 12.4.3.2.6

Two Year Home Country Physical Presence Requirement, 8.15.1

U.S. Canada Free-Trade Agreement, 11.2.12

Unexpired Visa in Expired Passport, 2.3.5

Unfair Immigration Employment Practices, 12.13

United StatesCanada Free Trade Agreement (FTA), 10.13,
13.10.4

US Educated Medical Interns and Residents, H-1B, 10.4.6

"V/D" (See Voluntary Departure)

Validity of Passports, 2.2.3

Verification of Employment Eligibility, 4.9.5

Visa Office Bulletin, 12.8.2

Visa Office, Address, 12.8.2

Visa Petition, Form 1.130, 12.7.3

Visa Qualifying Examination (VQE), 12.4.4.2.1

Visa Requirements, 2.3.2

Visa Waiver Pilot Program, 1.7, 2.3.2, 4.12.1, 8.12.1, 11.2.2.6,
12.4.4.4, 13.3.2.5

Visas, 2.3ff

Visits Abroad and Reentry

Under F-1 Status, 4.11ff

Under F-2 Status, 4.14.6

Under H Status, 10.11

Under M-1 Status, 5.11

Under M-2 Status, 5.14.6

Under 0 Status, 6.10

Under 0 Status, 8.10

Voluntary Departure, 2.8, 13.4.4

"Waiting Line," 12.7

Waiver of Grounds of Inadmissibility Under Section 212(d)(3),
13.5.1

Waiver of the FMGEMS, 12.4.4.2.3

Withdrawal of School Approval, 3.6
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